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PREFACE.

fflHE Tenth Volume of the Journal of fhr Transnctifois of

the Victoria Institute is now issued
; and the best

thanks of the Members and Associates aro due to the writers

of tlio Papers it contains.

It is satisfactory to find the undiminished intere st taken in

the welfare of the Society by those who, at homo and abroad,

b(?como its Members and Associates ;* for with them rests, in

no small degree, the future of the Victoria Institute and the

accomplishment of its objects.

The Institute has (wer urged the value of accurate inquiry,

rather than conjectuie, iw the work of elucidating scientific

* Let me offer my con<;nitulation.s to the Society on its present posilior

and prospects, iiiid on the increasing consideration and respect witli whicli

its operations tiro re^rjirded by men capable of jndoino. It has attracte*! to

itself representatives in the various departments of science, \\ell capable

of defending the faith from the attacks of scientific scepticism, and stainling

so high in their several deptirtments of science or literature, that their

opinions must bo received with attention and re.s])eet. No one also could,

1 conceive, deny that the philosophical character of the Society has lieen

most severely maintained in all its ]>apei-s and diseiisMons, and that every

theory opposed to the belief of the oniin.iiy Chrifttian philosopher ]ia.s

been treated with the most scrupulous fairness and respect. TVr.sonalities

have been altogether avoided, and an example lias been set of the proper

way of conducting such controversies, which will, we may presume, have

coijsiderabJo influence for the avoiding of hitttunc s and uiifainios.'^ for the

future. Ks7.').)
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truth. And in connection with this remark allusion may

here be made to ono or two of the many recent researches in

Physical Scionce. Tn a work just published,* Professor

P. G. Tait speaks of ^^tho Law of the Dissipation of Energy,

discovered by Sir W. Thomson,^^ and adds that it has

already led to an important discovery which refutes tho

Uniformitarian theories of geologists :

*

“ It enables ns distinctly to say, that tho present order of thin;^s has not

been evolved through infinite past time by the agency of laws now at work,

but must have had a distinct beginning—a state beyond which we are

totally unable to penetrate, a state which must have been produced by

other than the now (visibly) acting causes.”

And, arguing from our present knowledge of radiation,

against tho claims of

“ Lyell and others, especially of Darwin, who tell ns that even for a com-

paratively brief portion of recent geological history three hundred millions

of years will not suffice,”

Professor Tait quotes Sir W. Thompson's three lines of

argument, and urges

** Ten million years as the utmost we can give to geologists for their

speculations as to the history oven of the lowest orders of fossils [andj for

all the changes that have taken place on the earth’s surface since vegetable

life of the lowest known form was capable of existing there.”

Of course, it remains to be seen how far future researches

may induce others to modify the above statements. An

example of the change in our conceptions of Nature resulting

from recent investigations, is afforded by the fact that whilst

the use of improved telescopes was considered to have resolved

some of the nebulm into multitudes of stars, spectrum analysis

now shows them to be, wholly or in part, masses of glowing

or incandescent gas. These remarks can scarcely bo concluded

without a reference to tho researches into what Professor

* Kcc-mt Jicsrjirchcs jn Physical Science. 2nfl Kdition, I87fi



PREFACE. VU

Lionel Beale, F.R.S., has called ^Hhe Mystery of Life^^;

upon which Professor G. G. Stokes, F.R.S., no mean

authority among scientific men (see Nature, No. 298),

recently remarked {in his Address as President of the British

Association in 1872) :

—

^ Wliat this something^ which wc call Life, may be, is a profound mystery.

We know not how many links in the chain of secondary causation may yet

remain behind
;
we know not how few. It would be presumptuous indeed

to assume in any case that we had already reached the hist link, and to

charge with irreverence a fellow-worker who attempted to push liis investi-

gations yet one step further back. On the other hand, if a thick darkness

enshrouds all beyond, wc hi ve no right to assume it to be impossible that

we should have reached even the last link of the chain, a stage where

further progress is unattainable ; and we can only refer the ’ highest law at

which we stopped to the hat of an Almighty Power. To assume the

contrary as a matter of necessity, is practically to remove the First Cause of

All to an infinite distance from us. The boundary, however, between what

is clearly known Jind what is veiled in impenetrable darkness is not ordi-

narily thus sharply defined. Between the two there lies a misty region, in

which loom the ill-discerned forms of links of the chain which are yet

beyond us : but the general principle is not affected thereby. Let us fear-

lessly trace the dependence of link on link as far as it may be given us to

trace it, but let us take heed that in thus studying second causes ^\e forget

not the First Cause, nor shut our eyes to the wonderful proofs of design

which, in the study of organized beings especially, meet us at every turn.
”

F. PETRIE,

UuK. See. ami Editor.

DKOEMBIiK ,30, 1^70.
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JOURNAL OF THE TRANSACTIONS
OV IHB

^ VICTORIA INSTITUTE.

OB

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

ORDINARY MEETING, March 1, 1875.

Rev. G. Henslow, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the hist Meeting were read and confirmed, and the follow-

ing elections were announced :

—

Membeiis J. Beeston, B.A. (London), Stepney Green.

Associates :— Rev. Carton Howard, B.A. (Cambridge), Fenny Bentley ;

Rev. J. Wolfendale, Tutbury.

Also the presentation of the following Works to the Library :
—

“ Proceedings of the Royal Society,’* Part 158. From the Society.

“ Proceedings of the Geological Society,” Part 121, Ditto.

“ Ancient Cave Men of Devon.” By W. Peiigelly. Professor Tennant.

“ The Catholic Layman.” 2 vols. A. E. Gayer, Esq., Q.C.

“ On Hcmerozoology.” By the Rev. F. B. Goodacrc, NI.D. The Author.

“ Design,” By Dr. Moore. The Publisher.

“ Doctrine of an Unpersonal God.” By Rev. W. Martin. Ditto.

Biology.’* By Rev. Professor Watts. Ditto.

“ God in Consciousness.” By Rev. J. Morris. The Author.

“Jesus the Centre.” By Rev. J. Wolfendale. Ditto.

The following paper was then read by the author :

—

ON THE CHRONOLOGY OF RECENT GEOLOGY.
By S, R. Pattison, Esq., F.G.S.

The antiquity of man on the earth is one of the questions

which at present stand in the way of an entente cordiale

between religion and science. The geologist, looking at the

VOL. X. B
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facts with a mind coloured by contemplating the vast duration

of the earth's building-up, naturally refers to cycles of ages.

The zoologist, studying the more restricted area of the dying

out of sundry species in time, is content with much less. The
late Baron Bunsen, familiar with the loose guesses of compara-

tive philology, adopted twenty thousand years as his conclusion.

The Scripture student, with Genesis in his hand, asks only for

six or seven thousand years. Can either of the rivals prove

his assertions? If we find that neither can do this to

demonstration, but that each submits considerations worthy of

notice, then all dogmatizing on the subject is out of place.

This is the present condition of the question.

The dozen years which have elapsed since Sir C. Lyell pub-
lished his Antiquity of Man have been rich in contributions

of facts and reasoning on the subject, but have not brought
forward any demonstration. The interesting and careful

researches of Prestwich,* Dupont, Belgrand, Evans, Dawkins,
and others ; and the still more numerous philosophizings on
both sides of the Channel, and on both sides of the Atlantic,

are favourable to a brief reconsideration of the subject.

I hold that a decision in either way does not really touch

revelation, and therefore is wholly apart from religion. This

ought to enable us to treat the matter without passion. Con-
venient hypothesis is often the bane of science. Long after

the insufficiency of an empirical rule has been fully demon-
strated its formulae still haunt the field and influence the

speech. This has eminently been the case with the uniformi-

tarian theory as applied to the formation of the present surface

of the earth. It is admitted that this theory cannot reasonably

account for existing gravel-beds, and yet the very men who
have displaced it adopt its cast-off expressions. Sound often

survives sense.

If there is any province in which dogmatism is peculiarly in-

appropriate, it is that which comprises our inquiries concerning
man^s antiquity. The authorities have succeeded to the old

geographers, who
“ On pathless downs,

Place elephants instead of towns.”

The written record to which some of us appeal, does not,

and does not profess to, bear full testimony on this head; the

unwritten one is wholly made up of materials' that have been

* Nothing was accepted on this subject until Mr. Prestwich’s researches
in 1859 gave public scientific value to the facts.
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placed and disordered in a succession extremely difficult to

unravel. The one has no chronological beginning, is obviously

incomplete, and permits in its text a variation of 1,200 years or

more ; the other allows of variations in chronology absolutely

unlimited.

By recent geological chronology, I mean the evidences as

to succession displayed by the strata of the recent period, the

p^od contemporaneous with the introduction of man into

Europe.

(1 .)
The proposition I seek to establishjis,that geology furnishes

no proof, nor high probability, that this event took place

longer ago than about six or seven thousand years. Neither

from geology can we absolutely displace the affirmance of the

short period ; nor can wc from Scripture conclusively displace

the assertion of a longer one.

As a preliminary, I wish to dispose of the stories about men
older than the quaternary; that is, older than the fourth of

the great geological divisions of the past. The alleged dis-

coveries of remains of men in pliocene (tertiary) strata, at St.

Pres, in Val d^Aras, and in Sweden, are entirely destitute of

proof, and so is the announcement of Monsieur PAbbe Bour-
geois, made to the Anthropological Congress at Paris, and
afterwards at Brussels, of man in the miocenc. Subsequent
examination into these statements has altogether failed to sup-

port them.
By common consent, then, the earliest deposits in which human

remains have been found are the gravels in the valley and table-

lands of the Somme, and other rivers in the north of France,

and south and east of England, and the floor-beds of caves on
the edges of rocky valleys in Western Europe. In the Somme
Valley the remains have been found at heights of 30 ft. below
the present water-level, and in the caves from 30 ft. to 50 ft.

above it.

Considerable changes in the surface have therefore taken
place since the deposits were laid down. Has this change of

surface been effected by the slow action of present causes,

excavating and Ailing up the valleys by turns ;
or, if otherwise,

is there any warrantable measure or order of succession, and
therefore of time, to be deduced from them ? We of course

exclude from our consideration the present surface-soil, and the

immediate subsoil of the historical era. The latter includes the

peat, and is synchronous with the ages of polished stone, and
of metals down to the present. This latter series counts little

oyer 2,000 years in Western Europe. .It is far too much tainted

with novelty to be of interest to us in the present inquiry,

B 2



though it is the tomb of the reindeer and many denizens of our

land, now utter strangers to us.

We will not here yield to the temptation of recapitulating

the facts. The excellent, accessible, and popular works of

Lyell, Evans, Prestwich, Dawkins, and others, render such re-

capitulation wholly uncalled for. We will first glance at the

gravels, and then into the caves, and afterwards state the de-

ductions and arguments pro and con.

Mr. Prestwich puts the case of the implements thus:

flint implements have been found in beds of sand and gravel

along the line of existing river-valleys, in some cases but little

above the level of the rivers, and others on adjacent hills, at

heights of from 30 to 100 feet above the river.^^* He after-

wards adds that isolated implements of the same kind have
been found on tabic-lands 200 feet above the level of the

existing stream. The instances of their discovery now extend

widely over the valleys flanking the chalk adjacent to the main
streams of drainage. There can be no possible doubV^ says

Mr. Evans, that a certain series of gravels, sands, and clays,

containing organic remains and flint implements in extremely

variable quantity, all belong to one geological period, and owe
their existence and present position to similar causcs.^^t

We at once assume that the flint implements are of the age

of the gravels and earth in which they arc found. They have

not been dropped and penetrated since. They may have been
re-sorted and disturbed with the gravel itself, but they belong

to it. We have therefore man, as a worker in stone, in con-

nection with a distinct stratum, the last in which wc find

remains of great mammals now extinct. We have only to in-

quire if this stratum yields to geology any proofs of its own
absolute age ; and if so, do such proofs accord with our con-

clusions on the same subject, derived from the book of Genesis.

IIow long ago, then, were the gravels deposited ?

(2.) When we set out on this inquiry we are met at once by
apologies all round, for the necessary uncertainty attaching to

the whole subject. Belgrand, the highly-accomplished French
Government engineer, says: ^^Les phenoraenes geologiques

qui se sont accomplis dans ces temps anciens, sont eux-mSmes
peu importants ;

ils se bornent h quelqucs oscillations d^une

faible amplitude du sol de TEurope septentrionale et an releve-

ment tres lent des continents, quo nous constatons encore de

nos jours. 11 est done difficile d’emettre une opinion sur la

* Philofiophiccd TransacHonSy 1864, part ii. p. 257.

t /SYone AgCy p. 611.



duree de Pepoque quaternairc, et jc crois que les calculs qu^oa

a faits sur ce point sont purement hypothetiquesP^*

The language of the careful editor of ‘Reliquiae Aquitanite,

Professor Kupert Jones^ is an echo of many others. He says,

How long a time was required for the changes in land and
sea, mountain and valley, ibr the change from the glacial to

a boreal and pluvial climate, with its ever-recurring snow and
rain, excavating the higher valleys and filling up the coast

valleys with enormous accumulations of sands and gravels, we
have but few means of calculation to judge by.^^ f
With the Lyellian school, the theory of the formation of the

Somme and Thames valleys, and of all other valleys in whose
flanks or basin palaeolithic implements have been found, is, that

a flat surface of chalk was left by the original sea, here and
there dotted with banks of marine tertiary mud and sand

; that

the action of the rain gradually formed hollows, and connected

these, until a channel was made, deepened by ordinary rains

and floods; and that the waters occasionally accumulated, so as to

erode the chalk and distribute the pebbles as we now find them.

It is admitted,—nay, supposed,—that, according to the

calculations of Mr. Croll, this erosion would take place at first

only at the rate of 1 foot in 1,000 years, and afterwards some-
what more rapidly in the limited area of the valley. The
Thames now lowers its bed only 1 foot in 11,740 ycjirs, and
therefore the amount of time since the deposit of the gravel-

beds at Gray^s Inn or at Ealing, say 1 00 feet above the present

level, and four miles wide, is truly inconceivable.

Now, as we are not dealing with a fact of observation, but of

deduction, if it is inconceivable, it is, of course, relegated to

the domain of the imagination. The action of rain and rivers,

though a true cause, ceases to be a true cause, in relation to an
effect which it cannot produce. With any amount of time and
present forces, the work assigned is plainly impossible. The
eroding and lifting power of the present streams are wholly

inadequate. On the one hand. Sir C. Lyell says, I see no
reason for supposing that any part of the revolutions in physical

geography, to which the maps above described have reference

(post-pliocene oscillations of level), indicate any catastrophes

greater than those which the present generation has witnessed.^^

But, on the other hand, Professor Prestwich lays it down.
That the formation of the higher gravels can be owing to the

action of the present rivers is clearly impossible under existing

* La Seine, Belgrand, p. 103, Introduclitm.

t Proceedings of Geologists^ Association, vol. iii. p. 207.
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conditions/^ We make no apology for calling so early, or for

presently quoting so often the words of Mr. Prestwich. No
one can follow in a path once trodden by him, without using

his footprints. He thus admits the futility of present opera-

tions, and points to the greater agencies of the past. River

action of greater intensity and periodical floods imparting a

torrential character to the rivers, the consequences of the joint

operation are obtained."^ *

He refers to his reasoning as that which thus brings doevn

the larger mammalia to a period subsequent to that when
the extreme glacial condition prevailed, and closer to our own
times.^^ . . . . These conditions, taken as a whole, are com-
patible only with the action of rivers, flowing in the direction

of the present rivers, and in operation before the existing

valleys were excavated through the higher plains, of power and
volume far greater than the present rivers, and dependent upon
climatal causes distinct from those now prevailing in these

latitudes. The size, power, and width of the old rivers is

clearly evinced by the breadth of their channel, and the

coarseness and mass of their shingle beds ;
whilst the volume

and power of the periodical inundations arc proved by the great

height to which the flood silt has been carried above the

ordinary old river levels,—floods which swept down the marsh
and land shells, together with the remains of animals of the
adjacent shores, and entombed them either in the coarser
shingle of the main channel, or else in the finer sediment
deposited by the subsiding waters in the more sheltered posi-

tions.^^ t • • • . ^^To estimate the time to which we have to

carry back tlie high-level gravels, we have to consider what
may have been the duration of their accumulation, and that
of the subsequent excavation of the valleys with the resulting
low-level gravels. A difficulty here meets us at the onset.
The accumulation of sand, gravel, and shingle along the course
of rivers is so irregular (sometimes very rapid, at other times
slow,—what is done one year being undone another), that we
are entirely without even the few data by which we are
approximately guided in ordinary sedimentary strata. The
thickness of the deposits affords no criterion of the time
required for their accumulation. They rarely exceed 20 feet,
and arc more frequently not above 10 feet to 12 feet thick.
It is well known that recent inundations have covered valleys
with sand and gravel to the depth in places of four, six, or even

^ JPhilosophical Transactions, part ii., 18C4, p. 250.
t lb., p. 280 .
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ten feet in the course of a few days, and, therefore, there are

no high-level gravels, which, so far as thickness is concerned,

might not have been deposited in the course of a few weeks,
or even a few days/' *

Turning to other witnesses, we find Professor Morris, alluding

to the Thames gravel, saying,— I am inclined to consider it as

resulting from fluviatile action, and that at a period when a

river far more deep and extensive than the present stream

flowed along the valley/'f

And Mr. Evans,— Certainly, the whole character of the

deposits is more in a(;cordance with their resulting from the

occasional flooding of the streams than from any other cause.

If this be so, who shall tell at what intervals such floods

occurred, and what was the average effect of each in deepening

the valleys ?

Mr. Tylor calculates that in the pluvial period there must
have been 120 times as mucli water per acre as at present. It

is impossible to conceive causes now in operation, ou tlie present

scale, producing continuously any such phenomena. It is not

necessary for ray argument to show more than the full admis-

sion, by the most distinguished geological observers, that there

must have been a sufficient departure from the present esta-

blished course of things to form and place these gravels. So
Dupont,—attributing the formation of the valleys to rains far

more powerful and nrolongcd than tlie present, — Aussi

devons-nous rcchcrchcr, dans unc augmentation des pluies, la

raison des masses d'eau qui donnerent naissance it nos vallees

ct admettre que la quantite d'eau qui tombait alors sous nos

latitudes, ctait plus grande qu’aujourdhui."§

M. Dupont estimates that at the beginning of the mamraotli

ago the valley of the Meuse was eight miles broad at Dinant,

and at the close of the same period less than one mile. Lcs
phenomencs physiques se produisnient sur une immense
echclle."|| Afterwards the water ceased to conquer the laud,

and has been barely able to continue its present channel.

Mr. A. Tylor, in the year 1868, brought forward proofs of

excessive rainfalls during the formation of the river-valleys, and
characterized the period during which it occurred as the

pluvial period." He discussed these questions in his papers

* Philosophical TransactioiiSj part ii., 1804, p. lM)!).

t Quarterly Journal of the Oeological Sodetijf vol. vi. p. 223.

t Evans, Stone Implements^ p. 020.

Dupont, JjJlomme pendant les Ages dc la Pierre, Bruxelles, 1872.

j|
Jl.,p. 15J5.
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on the quaternary period, the publication of which commenced
in the Journal of the Geological Society, vol. xxiv. p. 103,

and was continued in another paper, read May 6th, 1868. He
advances the following important considerations ;

—

1. The contour of the river-bed is such as could only have

resulted from pluvial and fluvial action.

2. After the heaviest rainfall in recent times there is not

sufficient force of water to remove the vegetation s6 as

to make any change in the present surface.

3. There is therefore evidence of an enormous rainfall at the

commencement and close of the second period.

4. The materials show that floods brought down from the

uplands heavy materials into the valleys.

He adds :—^^Wc are able to correlate the gravel of the river

Aire, containing remains of hippopotami, with that of a number
of rivers which appear to have risen in times of floods from 40
to 80 feet above the present ordinary level, in that part of the

second period which I term the ^ pluvial period.^ ” All the

observers now, in England, Belgium, and Prance concur in

this. Then we have from Mr. Godwin-Austen^s researches in

1850-1851 proofs of a vast river and delta system having
existed in what is now the English Channel ; valleys occupying
lines of depression in the line of existing rivers. The Somme,
Seine, Thames, and others were valleys deepened by the great

waters which occupied them. Beds of thick sand and silt were
deposited by the action of vast floods.

Now all these witnesses are experts of the first class, and
write from personal observation. Professor Dawson of
Montreal, surely a competent witness from observation in both
eontinents, says ;— Slow and gradual movement, even if

interrupted, could not have produced these sharply-defined
terraces.^^ . . . When wc stand by the grassy and tree-clad
slopes of a river valley, and consider that .they have been just
as they are during all the centuries of history, it is difficult to
resist the prejudice that they must always have been so, and
that vast periods have been required for their excavation at the
slow rate now observed ; but if we carry ourselves in imagi-
nation to the time when a plain was raised out of the sea, bare
and bald, and a river began to run in it, we at once see our
error. The river so running, and beginning to cut a channel,
must in a few years execute a stupendous work of erosion,
almost diluvial in its character; but in the course of centuries
its work becomes completed, a state of equilibrium succeeds.
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and its banks, protected by vegetation, scarcely experience any
modification.^^ *

Belgrand, from a consideration of the physical phenomena of

the Seine valley, concludes that the valleys were scooped out by
waters of flooded rivers running at the highest levels of the

gravels by a process far more violent than the present forces,

and that they were by the same process filled with gravel from

the destruction of the surrounding beds, and then again scooped

out by floods which continued long enough to produce great

rushes of water from the plateaux above, down into the valley

whilst and after it was thus again excavated.f The section at

Fisherton, near Salisbury, .given by Mr. Evans in the

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, vol. xx. p. 191,

shows exactly the state of things. High up under the

brow of the hill, 80 feet above the bottom, is a patch of

gravel lying in the cheek of an eroded hollow in the

chalk; lower down is another patch which passes under
the present small stream. In both are there flint instruments,

and in both are there mammalian remains of the mammoth
age. Difficult as it is to imagine that the mammoth could

have resorted to the river-banks, and man pursuing it at

intervals during an excavation of 80 feet, yet this is the fact

deducible from the evidence ; and it is equally deducible that

this excavation was not caused by the slow operation of present

forces, but by some moaiu' incomparably more rapid and effective.

Mr. Prestwich tells us ; That the rivers were larger and
more rapid than now, is evident from the great quantity of

debris, the prevalence of the gravels, the coarseness of the

sands, and the general absence of mud sediments.^^ • . . The
melting of winter snows, and combined possibly with a larger

rainfall, must have afforded to the old rivers a volume of water
far exceeding any present supply, and giving them more of a

torrential character.^^ It appears, therefore, that the gravels in

these rivers are part of the phenomena of their erosion.

Original inequalities and lines of depression became the

natural channels of running water, the latter in flood erodes

the substratum, washes away the lighter materials, and grinds

and sorts the pebbles; thus forming gravel and sand. After

this process had gone on to nearly the present levels, and
during some part of the time, and when the action was still

intermittent, man followed the mammalia into these parts.

What we have, therefore, is violent diluvial action, under the

influence of which the valleys were formed in pre-existing

Leisure Hour^ 1874, p. 767. t La SeinCf p. 99.
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gutters or lines of weakness of the chalk, and partially filled

by hard rubble from the eroded materials. Then there was,

first, a short occupation by man, and afterwards a recurrence of

eroding action, accompanied by a considerable elevation of the

land, and next a lowering or a flow of the sea into the ends of

the old depressions first opened to its action by these move-
ments. The waters still were larger than at present, making
huge deposits of clay, mud, and sand; but by a rise of the

land—gradual, though not continuous,—the rivers became re-

duced to present dimensions, present levels were fixed, and
man resumed his occupation and remained as a dweller,

(3.) I will now advert more specifically to the fact * already

alluded to,—the violent disturbance in the framework of Europe
that took place before the historical period, before the neolithic

period, closing, probably, the palaeolithic age of man^s occu-

pation. This disturbance the following witnesses will prove

Sir C. Lyell says :— There were probably many oscillations

ofIcvelduring this last conversion ofcontinuous land into islands.^^

Belgrand, speaking of the level of the Seine, says :— 11 y a

done eu, entre Ics temps des hauts et des has niveaux, un
relevement du continent, pen considerable comme fait geolo-

gique, raais suffisant, cependant, pour produire de graves pertur-

bations dans le regime des eaux, et pour modifier la forme du
fond dc la vallee.^^ *

The fractures in the chalk, and contortions of the old drifts

on the island of Mden, fifty miles south of Copenhagen, prove
the action of great and frequent oscillations and disturbances

since the older pleistocene beds were deposited, although these

dislocations usually leave but slender traces in gravel-beds.

Professor Dawson adds :— This seems to have been a com-
paratively rapid subsidence and rc-elevation, leaving but slender

traces of its occurrence, but changing to some extent the levels

of the continents, and failing to restore them fully to their

former elevation, so that large areas of the lower grounds still

remained under the sea.^^t After considering the effect of

crust movements in the earth as bearing upon the question, he
adds ;— There is, therefore, nothing unreasonable in that view
which makes the subsidence and re-elevation at the close of the
post-glacial period somewhat abrupt, at least when compared
with more ancient movements.^^ X
We have then the undoubted fact that the mammoth age

was characterized by at least one period of terrestrial disturb-

ance, by which the land and water were greatly modified in

* La Seine, p. 09. t lb., p. 290. t Ib., p. 292.
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level and contour. England was broken off from Franoej the
British islands formed^ and the rivers reduced to their present
size and courses.

Sir C. Lyell says :
—'^The naturalist would have been entitled

to assume the former union, within the postpliocene period, of

all the British isles with each other, and with the Continent,

even if there had been no geological facts in favour of such a
position.^^*

The recent examination of the bed of the English Channel,
for the purposes of a submarine tunnel, confirms the conclu-
sion that its disruption is only of recent geological date, that it

is a denuded hollow in the line of ancient rivers, broken into
by oscillation, and pared down by the inroad of the sea in post-
glacial times.f

(4.) I will briefly refer to the cave evidence. England and
Wales, like most European countries, contain caves that have
been occupied by man from the earliest times to the present.
They inclose not only relics of all ages since they were the
dwellings or resorts of the people first encountered by the
Homans, but of a still earlier race whose implements are found
sealed up in stalagmite, with bones of extinct mammals of the
same epoch as the valley and terrace gravels. All such caves
are within one hundred and fifty feet of running water, or of
the sea, the majority of them within seventy or eighty feet.
The lowest fossil contents ascertained, correspond with the
lowest fossiliferous gravels. I will just refer to a few of these.
Kent’s Cavern, at Torquay, offers us in its lowest bed a typical
instance of the occurrence of man’s works contemporaneously
with the mammoth. This locality is familiarized to us all by
the popular demonstrations of Mr. Pengelly. The stratum in
question was accumulated or drifted when the entrance to the
cave was from seventy to one hundred feet lower than at
present relatively to the sea-level. After an elevation had
first taken place, a second depression occurred, bringing the
cave floor level with the sea beach ; since that, gradual changes
only have followed, from causes now in operation, resulting in
the present contour of the country, Uuquestionably this
indicates vast lapses of time ; but the two principal factors

—

the raising and submersion—require the intervention of causes

• Age of Man^ p. 277.

t I much regret that, at the time of writing, I had not before me
Professor Geikie's able work on the “Great Ice Age.” In discussing it I
should have claimed him os a witness for catastrophe at this epoch, on the
ground of that which he terms those mysterious forces by which the solid
crust of the globe is elevated and depressed ” (p. 609).
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not now in operation in the district. We know not how sud-

denly they may have arisen and fulfilled their course. A space

of two thousand years is adequate to account for all the phe-

nomena^ if we take this into account, whilst, on the other hand,

no allowance of time whatever is adequate to account for it on

the other supposition, i.c. as effected by causes now progressing

here.

Brixham Cave is another in which works of man are in the

lowest stratum. It has been channelled by a strong stream of

running water flowing through the crevices of the rock from

the table-land above ; the waters were gathered in the cave,

and rushing out by a stream to the sea 60 feet higher than the

present base of the surrounding valleys. In Brixham Cave the

remains of the mammoth,—gnawed bones,—occur in the lowest

bed. The implements are worked flints of the simplest shape,

triangular and lance-shaped, with cutting edges. The bones

were some of them carried in by water with pebbles and mud,
others by beasts of prey inhabiting the cave.

Water charged with silt probably found its way into the

cave by the lower or north entrance, and deposited the cave

earth, in which occurs so great an accumulation of bones,

including, in addition to the above-named animals, those of the

various deer, bear, fox, rhinoceros, hare, and lemming. Looking
at all the circumstances of the case, I consider it most probable

that at that second period the cave was at times dry, and at

other times flooded, not by streams flowing in from higher

ground, but by flood waters from streams at a level lower than
that of the cave ; that during the former interval the cave
continued to be frequented by carnivores, who brought in their

prey to devour ; and that by each successive inundation succes-

sive collections of bones were covered up and imbedded in the
sediment with which the flood waters were charged.^^* In
Brixham Cave there occurred thirty-six specimens of flint,

fifteen of which had been artificially worked. Mr. Prestwich
suggests that the flints were lost or left behind by man during
occasional visits to the cave, either for the sake of temporary
refuge, or in following prey which may have sought shelter

there.

He further considers that we can only account for the
phenomena of Brixham Cave on the suppositions:

—

1. Of greater rainfalls.

2. Of an intensely cold climate.

• Prestwich, p. 558,
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3. Spring floods of great power, sueh as now oecur in Arctic

regions.

4. Sea action.

5. A slow movement of elevation.

Mr. Boyd Dawkins, in his ample and able researehes into the

subject, embodied in his most interesting book, referring to

the Victoria Cave at Settle, estimates that the two feet of dvbris

accumulated at its mouth sinee the ancient British period,

supplies a chronometer, and indicates the lapse of 1,200 years.

He applies this to the six feet between this and the floor of the

men of the polished stone period (neolithic), and thus makes the

latter 3,600 years ago ; and then to the still earlier (mammoth)
age, which brings tlie occupation of the cave by man to about

5,000 years ago. But he admits that in ancient times the frosts

may have been more intense than they are now, and therefore

that the rate of weathering may have been faster.* Thus the

calculation is invalidated, and one-half the number of years has

equal claims on our belief,—or superior, if favoured with other

considerations.

There are a sufficient number of good instances of the occur-

rence of bones with paleolithic implements only, to warrant

the conclusion that the early cave period is synchronous with

that of the gravels. The cave was the resort of the first

hunters.

The most remarkable and complete of the Belgian caves are

those on the Meuse and its tributaries, described in the able

work of M. Dupont, Director of the Natural History Museum
at Brussels.t No less than forty-three caverns which open in

the limestone cliffs of the Meuse or its tributaries have been
carefully explored ; of these, twcuty-fivc have furnished remains

of man’s work associated with extinct mammals. The caves

open at heights varying in different parts of the valley from
12 to 60 yards from its level. They all have a floor of ancient

mud, the result of periodical inundations of the river. Some
of the bones were thus washed in, but the greater part were
accumulated during occupation by living men and animals.

We select one of the twenty-five caves,—that of Magrite, near

Pont-Jt-Lesse. Dry, large, open, light, it has been often chosen

as a convenient abode. Its floor is covered with rolled pebbles

and 2^ yards of river mud, including four distinct successive

surfaces, and each layer containing bones. These remains vary

* Prestwich, p. 115.

t L*Homme pendant les Ages de Pierre dans les Environs dc Dinant-sur-

Meuse et Bruxelles. 1872.
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from stage to stage. The lowest bed contains worked flints of

rude triangular form, and some other used stones. In this

ancient mud, and with these implements of man, washed by

water, but not transported, are found the bones of

Mammoth ... 1 old, 1 young, 1 very young.

Bhinoceros .... 8 individuals.

Bear .... 3
Horse 17
Chamois .... 2 ,,

Reindeer .... 30 ,,

stag .... 3 ,,

Hyena .... „

and many others. I will not enumerate further, but refer you

to M. Dupont^s book. The upper layers contain fewer of

extinct mammals and more of the bones of the reindeer and

horses. The flint tools, too, exhibit some slight advance in art.

In the third bed was found a carved reindeer bone, with cut

ornamentation. Some of the bones in the earliest deposits

display traces of designed fracture and cutting. In their

selection and treatment they show the action of man^s
mind. In many cases the mode of introduction of mam-
moth bones and flints is not clear; they may have been

introduced by crevices, or surface floods, but in others the

evidence is that of entry by the open mouth of the cave.

In both, the floor has been covered by mud of inunda-

tion, occupied by man and beast of prey, abandoned and
sealed over by stalagmite, then after an interval occupied

again; and thus it has gone on until recent times. In
one case there are six beds of ossiferous mud, and five

layers of stalagmite. The openings of the caves in Belgium
once flooded by the stream of the valley, are now 200 feet

above the latter, in solid limestone. It has therefore been
inferred that 200 feet have been scooped out of the valley by
causes now in operation since the inhabitancy of the cave.

But there is no appreciable lowering of the valley going on now,
and therefore this reasoning is obviously illusory. There is no
such cause in operation.

This is precisely analogous to the alleged scooping out of the
wide valley of the Somme. The one is as impossible as the
other, and if geologists have to bring in other and more
powerful causes for the one set of effects, they must do the
same for the other also. The only interpretation of the
Belgian caves, in regard to their mud deposits, is that which
assigns the material to the drifting and sorting powers of water
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intermittent between periods of occupation during which they

were dry. In other words, they were on the borders of a river,

subject to inundation, and within the limits of the inundation.

The caves of the Dordogne and of Bruniquel, in France, do not

present the action of floods, but accretion of soil by inhabita-

tion without disturbance. Undoubtedly they show that wild

animals now extinct haunted these caves and that man hunted

them, and used them for food, and also the flesh of reindeer in

a district where the latter do not now exist, besides that

of some creatures still living in the district.

As far then as geol(»gical evidence of antiquity goes, it

is merely a question as to what changes have taken place

in the valleys since the accumulation of the soil forming the

floors,—what was the time necessary for the formation of the

stalagmite which in some cases overlies them, and of the

calcareous breccia into which they have been converted. These
are dependent upon such variable conditions that it seems
utterly hopeless to attempt to assign positive dates. Here,
again, we have to quote from Mr. Prestwich the cautious

remark :— Some doubt must always attach to the determina-

tion of the relative antiquity of the cave remains, owing to the
several possible causes of disturbance, whether by physical

operations which re-arranged the contents of the cave, or by
the agency of animals or of man producing local displace-

ments.^^*

And with regard to the stalagmite on which so much stress

has been laid as proving extreme antiquity, various observers,

—

Mr. Farrar, at the Victoria Cave; Professor Phillips in the

Ingleborough Caves
; and Mr. Dawkins,—may be said to have

established the average rate, at a quarter of an inch per annum
;

(i.e.) 20 feet of stalagmite may be formed in 1,000 years; and,
says the last named,— It may fairly be concluded, that the
layers of stalagmite cannot be used as an argument in support
of the remote age of the strata below.^t
The mammoth or palaeolithic age, and the reindeer or neo-

lithic age, cannot always be sharply separated though usually

betraying change of level between them. Perhaps in America
they cannot be separated at all. Some of the French and Bel-
gian caves of the first stage show that the rudest implement con-
tained was still used among the later people. But on the whole
the distinction is real and well-founded, and indicates true succes-

sion. Palaeolithic man may have been altogether a transitory

visitor in these parts. His cave abodes may have been mere

* Report on Brixhem Cave, p. 560. t 40.
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summer hunting lodges. At all events, we do not track him
north-eastwards into the frozen lands of Siberia with the mam-
moth, unless, passing beyond the latter, he is now represented

by the Eskimos, to which tribe he certainly bore a very great

resemblance, but which probably was the result of a later mi-

gration.*

Mr Dawkins adds :— We may therefore infer that the same
palseolithic race of men ranged over the whole region from the

Pyrenees and Switzerland as far to the north as Belgium, as

far to the east as Wiirtemburg, and west as Devonshire. The
cave-dwellers are the same as those who have left the rude flint

implements in the river gravels.^^ Mr. Dawkins enumerates

nineteen species, including the mammoth, found in the palico-

lithic gravels, not found afterwards, which may be assumed to

have become extinct in these parts before the historic period.

He infers from this that an interval of considerable length must
have intervened to allow for the migration and extinction of

these crcatures.f

But this is only a repetition of the hypothesis, for the violent

disturbance and disruption of the land in the interval would
render far less time than is supposed equally or even more
probable.

Mr. Dawkins justly infers the migration of the great

mammalia in
. an uninterrupted range from the south of

France to Devonshire and Ireland. This, of course, could only

have been efiected by the absence of portions of the Channel,

Le, by the elevation of the land now submerged. Hence, as

we have before seen, the necessity for an actual movement of

the crust of the earth, sufficient to account for a great change in

the physical geography of the west of Europe, including a
period of action, which raised the land and reduced the mighty
rivers to comparatively tiny streams, falling into the encroach-

ing sea, which now swept the submerged area. These con-

siderations forced on us from the life of the period, as well as

by the appearances of the gravel-beds, bring us to the conclu-

sion that the epoch of the great mammoth and man was
terminated by catastrophes in which the former perished, and
the latter withdrew. On man’s reappearance, after the lapse

of ages, the mammalia are represented by somewhat smaller
forms, man resumes his place with greater comparative power
over nature. Thus he continued, and slowly improved himself
in Western Europe, until about the sixth century B.C., when
he receives from the East the art of making bronze, and

* Boyd Dawkins, p. .359, + J&., p 200.
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a few centuries later he uses iron and other metals. Stone

falls into desuetude, and is banished to the remoter islands, or

used only as a makeshift.

The iion-uniformitarian nature of the oseillations referred to

is shown in all the raised beaches round our coasts. The
old sea-bed, at an elevation of from 40 to 60 feet above its

former level, is covered with a mass of angular shingle, re-

sulting from local fresh-water Hoods or rains poured out sub-

sequently to their rise and settlement, in a degree not now
experienced in the same localities.

Mr. Boyd Dawkins says The general surface of the

valleys has undergone but little change since history began,

and the excavation of rivers has been so small as to have

escaped accurate measurement.^'*

(5.) We are now in a position to discuss the bearing of these

geological discoveries on absolute chronology. We have before

said that even in the present advanced state of our knowledge
all schemes of chronology are at best mere suggestions having
more or less probability.-j*

In the midst of the quaternary period, on the boulder drift,

we stand on the upraised sea-bottom of the icy ocean, and in

the banks around us we may still discern in some places shingle

and rubble once pushed along the bottom of the sea by an ice-

berg, or thrown down by the melting of an ice-raft. In some
places we may perceive thv. denuded land left bare by the
melting of the ice-cap. Coming down through the ages from
this far-off time, we next discern a surface spotted with forests,

intersected by vast rivers, occupied by large mammals pursued
by men. Here first we encounter the being described by
Schiller :

—

“ Darkly hid in cave and cleft,

Shy, the Troglodyte abode ;

Earth, a waste, was found and left

Where the wandering Noma<l strode ;

Deadly, with the spear and shaft,

ProwFd the hunter through the land.’*

It is, however, just as reasonable to conclude that these were
the characteristics of the human race elsewhere at that time,

as it would be for the celebrated Zulu savage to construct a
theory of mankind founded on the empty powder-cans and pit-

falls in the wake of Gordon Gumming. Wc liave no indication

whatever of the character or duration of this occupancy, save that

• Boyd Dawkins, p. 271.

t The observation of Cicero, in the Aeademic Questions^ applies “ These
assertions seem strange, but the man who has made them could not take his
oath that such is the case ; nor could T take mine that it is not the case.**

vot. X. c
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given by the succession ofmammals, denoted by remains of young
individuals, or the irregular layers of the earliest gravels and
silt. From these slight data we know that it must have

endured for a considerable period. How much of this period

is covered by the implement time, no record tells us. The cave

deposits associated with the latter may have been introduced in

a very few years- There is no scientific requirement for very

many centuries. Of what was taking place in other parts of the

earth at the same time, amongst other assemblages of creatures,

we have no information. We can only surmise, and hope this

gap will be filled up by future researches in the East.

Next comes the period of disturbance and augmented action.

This, from the nature of the causes at work, is also without

positive chronology. Numerous oscillations of land over a large

area might, and probably did, take many ages to produce the

results which ended in equilibrium and settlement. But it seems
evident that geoJogij has nothing to say against the assumption

that 2,000 years might have sufficed for this part of the palieoli-

thic epoch, including the revolution effected by change of level

at or near its close. We find that North America shows the

same prevalence, first of rough implements exclusively, then of

polished ones. But without the break between which exists in

our parts obviously from catastrophe. Yet how differciit are

the fancies inaugurated by the uniformitarian master and his

disciples, from the sober deductions which an unprejudiced

person may make from the same premises. Sir C. Lyell says ;

Since the advent of man on the earth, wc have therefore to

deal with periods of incalculable length. Figures cannot
enable us to appreciate these enormous lapses of time.^^* In
the old glacial drifts of Scotland the relics of man are found
along with those of the fossil elephant. ^^The date of the

origin of some of these beds (the peat beds) cannot be esti-

mated at less than 40,000 or 50,000 years.^^J The change
from the chipped to the polished stone period is very gradual.

It embraces thousands of centuries.^^§ So far as investi-

gations have gone, they indisputably refer the existence of
man to a date remote from us by many hundreds of thousands
of years.’^ll

Now, it will not surprise you to learn that not one of these

dogmas is founded on geology; nor do wc arrive, in our
imaginary flight backwards, at any different race of men; for

Sir Charles affirms that the human skeleton in the Belgian

* Antiquity of Many 196. t 19. t 76., p. 197.

§ Ih.y p. 197. If Ih.y p. 193.
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mammoth caves does not betray any marked departure in struc-

ture, whether of skull or limb, from the modern standard of

certain living races of the human family.*

Again, Sir Charles says that, between the palaeolithic and
the neolithic there is evidently a vast interval of time,^^ but

gives no grounds for the assertion save the modern slow extinc-

tion of the tiger in Bengal, and more siio he invalidates his own
conclusion by saying that ^^it is probable tliat causes more
general and powerful than the agency of man,—alterations in

climate, variations in tho range of many species of animals,

vertebrate and invertebrate, and of plants, geographical changes

in the height and depth and extent of land and sea,—some or all

of these combined, have given rise in a vast series of ages to

the annihilation, not only of large mammalia, but to the

disappearance of the Cyrena fluminalis, once common in the

rivers of Europe/^ t ^Vhy vast series of ages? The more
general causes and powers thus evoked, operating for a few

centuries, are quite equal to the task required.

The advent of man, according to Sir Charles Lyell, belongs

to the second continental period, when Britain was a portion of

the Continent, and was insensibly being raised, and the ice

retreating northwards, and with it the Arctic quadrupeds;
whilst the mammoth and woolly rhinoceros and great hippo-

potamus still wandered on the banks of the broad rivers. After

this came the breaking up of the British area into its present

island form, during which many oscillations of level occurred,

the land became lowered, the climate ameliorated; then came
neolithic and historic times. Sir Charles affirms that the

first human period is an integral portion of a cycle of 224,000
years, but wisely does not say what portion. lie says that if

it occurred at the epoch to which he has assigned it, then it is

so remote as to cause the historical period to sink into insig-

nificance. This is merely intimating that the changes referred

to might have occurred without catastrophe, and, if they did,

would have required over 100,000 years. We may just as

forcibly say, and if they did not, they may have required 2,000
years only.

Mr. Boyd Dawkins is equally bold with Sir Charles Lyell,

and his carefully-observed and detailed facts are equally at

variance with his working theory.J After stating that tlie

* Antiquity of Man, p. 419. t i6., p. 418.

J But Mr. Dawkins elsowhere uiaintauis that it is impossible to gauge
time past, outside historical record. He also founds his opinion on pre-

glacial, or inter-glacial, appearance of man on the occurrence of his companion
reindeer.

c 2
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animal remains are clearly post-glacial, he concludes with the

strange and unauthorized statement,— We may also infer

with a high degree of probability that man migrated into

Europe along with the pleistocene mammalia in the pre-glacial

age/^ This he props up by the statement that the remains in

the Victoria Cave “ may be considered pre-glacial,” and there-

fore the small fragment of bone found in the cave in 1872

establishes the fact that man lived in Yorkshire before the

glacial period. The reasoning is curious. If the mammoth,
whose remains are found in the caves, was post-glacial, wc

should find its remains in the drifts; but wc do not; therefore

it was pre-glacial ;
and therefore man, a fragment of whose

bone was found in the mammoth stratum in 1872, was also

pre-glacial, and protected from destruction by the ice-sheet.

Now, the value of the non-finding of the mammoth-bones in

the drift is ; and as they are found in the drift elsewhere,

it is less than nothing. The question for consideration is.

What is the latest date to be assigned to the extinction of the

mammoth in this country ? We find none of its remains in the

neolithic period,—say for the 2,000 years before Caesar. This

sends it back, say, to the antecedent 2,000 years, and in some
portion of this time was the great diluvial disturbance.

If the high-level and low-level gravels arc parts of the same
series, on the theory either of Belgraml, that the valleys were
first filled with them and then scoo|)ed out in them, or of

Prestwich, that the gravels are the residuum of the water action

which formed the valleys, the question of time is the same in

either case. What time is required for either the wearing,

down operation or the scooping-out ? If this is supposed to

have been effected by present causes, then the longest period

hitherto assigned is not too long. But if all are agreed that

other causes, if similar to the present, yet worked far more
powerfully, then almost any time which allows succession of

intermittent action is sufficient for the purpose, and the received

Biblical chronology is as good as any other. Sir Charles Lyell
adduces in proof of the extreme antiquity of man the vast dis-

tance of time which separated the origin of the higher and lower
level gravels of the valley of the Somme, both of them rich in
flint implements of similar shape. Yet this distinction of time
between high and low level gravels is virtually abandoned.
High and low level arc mere names for the consecutive portions
of the same phenomena, which might all have occurred in a
few centuries. They do not support the allegations of vastness
which are put forward. And yet, with Sir Charles Lyell, the
whole of the grand oscillation, comprising the submergence and
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re-e^^rgeno? took round numbers 180,000 years for its

completion/^

Well does the veteran philosopher add :— I am aware that

it may be objected that the average rate here proposed is a

purely arbitrary and conjectural one/^*

Dr. Andrews appears to show, by careful observations, that the

present surface-land of North America rose out of the waters of

the glacial period between 5,500 and 7,500 years ago. This

appears to limit within these bounds the possible duration of the

human period in North America. Dr. Dawson says there are

other lines of evidence wliich would reduce the residence ofman
in America to a much shorter time.f From a communication

to Naturc,^^ of January 1 1, 1875, we gather that the dis-

tinction between palaeolithic and neolithic obtains in implements

imbedded in the soil there—the former being always rough
and more deeply buried. But we also infer that both belong

to one type of people, and that the superiority of the latter is

the result of progressive improvement.
The wearing away of the land to the south of the Hampshire

coast, partly in soft beds and partly in chalk, would require, it

is said, far more than ten thousand years. But why go into such a

calculation at all, inasmuch as the hypothesis of gradual uniform
erosion is wholly inadmissible. Mr. Evans, placing his spec-

tator on the edge of the Bournemouth cliff, and bidding him
gaze over the waste of waters in quest of the lost Atlantis, may
as well accept the ancient tradition of its sjalJai submergence,
confirmed as it is by the appearance of the cliffs. The gazer, on
any other supposition, could have beheld no appreciable change,
and there would have been nothing remarkable in the prospect,

however long he might have continued at his post. With
regard to the antiquity of the implements, Mr. Evans says :

—

** With our present amount of knowledge, it is hopeless to

attempt its determination with anything like precision.^^J This

does not exclude hypotheses, but it reduces it to mere working
suggestion. What, tlien, is the value of Mr. Evans's argument
for a long period between the change from palaeolithic to

neolithic ? He says : It can hardly have been the work of a

few years, or even of a few centuries." Granted ;
but when it

is evident that the change did not take place from ordinary

slow causes, but was necessitated by sudden alterations, a

period of one thousand years will amply sullicc. If Mr. Tylor

^ Since these observations were written, and on the 22nd of the Dreseafc

month, this distingnishod philosopher has passed away.

+ Dawson, Earth and Man^ p. 205. X IWd., p. 017.
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is right in intercalating the pluvial period here, we have then,

antecedent to this, say at least 3,000 years in the ordinary

chronology of the Bible, within which to place the mammoth
age and its hunters in the West.
We may assume it as established that there was a time when

England was connected with the continent, 'svlicn big animals

roamed in summer up the water-courses and across the uplands,

and man, armed only with rude stones, followed them into the

marshes and woods, hunted them for sustenance, and consumed
them in shelter of caves, then accessible from the river levels.

This state of things was continued until disturbed by oscilla-

tions of surface, accompanied by excessive rainfalls and rushes

of water from the water-sheds of the rivers, until the great

animals were driven out or destroyed, and man ceased to visit

these parts. The disturbances continued, the Straits of Dover
were formed, the configuration of the soft parts of the islands

and continents was fixed, action subsided, and the present state

of things obtained. Man resumed his residence, but with loss

of the mammoth and its companions. The reindeer now con-

stituted the type of a state of things which lasted down to the

historic period, withdut any other break from that time to

this.

We have then, first a period during which the waters of the

valleys ran at higher levels, and were considerably larger,

—

the mammoth age. Then a diluvial and pluvial period, part of

the mammoth age,—a period of great physical changes
; and

afterwards the present state of things.

Now we know tolerably well tlic duration of the last.

Secular history concerning the West contains no records

earlier than the date usually assigned to the foundation of

Carthage, B.C. 844, which leaves 1,G13 years after the Flood,

during which all written history is silent, and 1,G5G years before

the Flood, also quite dark. The latter 1 ,G.jG years was n time
of great operations. We know thfit enormous ])hysical results

have been produced and completed in very brief time. Instances
of this are matters of familiar history. If we assign 1,G56
years for the occurrence of this turbulent epoch, no one can
say that it is insufficient. Then we have upwards of 3,000
years from the alleged introduction of man, according to the
book of Genesis; if the mammoth period occupied 1,000 years,

we have 2,000 years before secular history for the duration
of the neolithic age, and all its accompaniments ; i.e., take
the whole of the period since the Flood as the recent period,

and the 1,656 before that, to include the man-and-roammoth
age and diluvial period. It should not be forgotten th^t the
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necessities of the genealogies and migrations after the Flood

recorded in Genesis, appear to require a far longer time than

the annalists assign. Any extension conceded by the chrono-

logists would be absorbed by the geologists, as their data allow

of great extension, thougli not requiring it. Among the

changes involved during the period which includes the epoch of

disturbance, is that of the severance of the Isle of Wight from

the mainland, which must have been subsequent to the blotting-

out of the great river, preceding the Thames, Seine, Somme,
and Rhone in a vast delta, on the banks of which the imple-

ments at Bournemouth were found. Mr. Fox, quoted with

approval by Mr. Evans, says:*—^^The severance of this island

from the mainland, it appears to me, effected under very

unusual eircumstances, and at no very distant period, the

present channel of the Solent being pretty nearly equally deep

and equally broad throughout its entire length of fourteen

miles, proves at once that it was not formed in the usual way
of island-severing channels,—f.e., by gradual encroachments of

the sea,—but by its being originally the trunk or outlet of a

very considerable river.^^ t In further indicating the progress

of tlie changes that took place here at the close of the mammoth
period, Mr. Evans says :

—

”

Directly this closer communication
with the sea formed for the Dorsetshire rivers, they would of

course, owing to the now rapid fall, excavate their valleys with

greater speed at their mouths, and directly they became tidal

the sea would make rapid inroads on the soft sand and clay

exposed to their action

J

Thus quickly would the change
be made which has finally resulted in the present configuration

and contour.

Chronologists arc agreed that about 2,000 years before Christ,

Abraham migrated from Mesopotamia to Canaan, and that at

this time, Egypt, at least, was old in civilization. § Beyond this

we have no positive scale of time in Scripture; for it is evident,

from the narrative itself, that the latter docs not cover the

wliole of time.

Usher estimates from Scripture, the ci’cation of man as about

2,000 years before this. During the latter portion of this

time, civilization was proceeding under settled governments
in the East, interrupted, says the record and tradition, by a
flood.

* Dawson, Earth and Man, p. 606.

t IK P- C05. + Ib., p. 610.

§ ‘‘This is the boundary, in looking backwards, of Time- absoluto ; all

beyond is time—-relativo.”—Duko of Argyll, Man Priinevafy p. 84.
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So Lucretius,

—

“ Tims, too, the insurgent waters once overpowered,

As fables tell, and deluged many a state
;

Till, in its tiini, the congregated waves
By cause more potent conquered, heaven restrain’d

Its ceaseless torrents, and the Hood decreased.”

Barbarism covered the whole Western world; neither in the

2,000 years before Abraham, nor in the 2,000 years afterwards,

have we any light reflected from these regions to the East. In

this 4,000 years, or in the somewhat longer period which pro-

bably will be ultimately settled as warranted by the record, we
place hypothetically all the phenomena of the later mammalian
age, including the introduction of man as a hunter, the first

occupation of the caves by him also, the diluvial phenomena of

the wide valleys, the oscillations and disturbances of the

earth^s crust, alterations in the coast-line and physical settle-

ment ofthe countiy
;

after this comes the second occupation of

the caves. In short, if \\c say that, liypothetically, the whole

first-known human age occurred within 1,000 years of the Chris-

tian era, no one can say that it is geologically impossible. Who
can say that 1,G43 years is insufficient to comprise all the pheno-
mena that occurred during a period confessedly characterized

by more rapid and extensive action than the present,—a period

during which ruptures in the earth’s crust, oscillations, and
permanent uprising took place, and the intermittent action

of violent floods caused the deposit and disturbance and re-

settlement of the gravels and brick-earth ? There is nothing
to interfere with the prevalent opinion that man was introduced
here whilst the glacial period w'as dying out, and wliilst it was
still furnishing flood-waters suflicient to scour and re-sort

the gravels of the valleys down which tliey flowed. This suppo-
sition may be extended to both the great continents. Professor

Dawson says,—

A

sufficient number of probable indications

appear to make it not unlikely that man had reached America
before the disappearance of tlic mastodon.”*
The late Sir R. Murchison, and the late Mr. J. W. Flower,

who had made careful study of the drifts, attributed the im-
plement gravels to the sudden and tumultuous action of floods

not of long continuation. . In the discussion on Mr. Prest-
wich’s paper of February, 1872, the latter expressed himself

willing to concede that the implement-bearing gravel-beds
had been deposited under more tumultuous action than that
due to rivers of the present day, though still forced to attribute

• Leisure Hour, 1874, p. 740.
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the excavation of the existing valleys, and the formation of

terraces along their slopes, to river-action/^*

Why then, with all this geological evidence of uncertainty

recorded by the masters of the science, do the same masters or

their disciples, dogmatize on the subject of long periods ? Why
has this scientific dogmatism crept into elementary treatises,

and is there laid down with all the confidence of axiomatic know-

ledge ? Verily the domain of fashion is not confined to dress,

but certainly extends to geological theories. In Dr. Draper^s

History of the Conflict between Religion and Science, the

following dogmata occur — Recent researches give reason to

believe that under low and base grades the existence of man can

be traced back into tertiary tinies.’^ Now, on this subject the

most recent authorities on both sides the Atlantic not only

give no countenance to this, but flatly deny it. The reviewer

of Mr. Boyd Dawkins’s book, in the Athvnccum^ in the face of

all the geological evidence, quietly says :— We may infer with

a high degree of probability that a ])alieolithic peo])l(‘ migrated
from the East into Europe along with the j)eculiar pleistocene

Fauna in the pre-glacial age, and disappeared with the same
Arctic mammalia, leaving behind them as their representatives

the Eskimos; they were cave-dwellers, and occupied their time
with hunting and fishing, and supporting life in a rigorous

climate. An indefinite interval of time which cannot be
measured by years, separated these palaiolilhic peoples from
their successors of the pichistoric times.”

Sir Charles Lyell, in his ‘‘ Student’s Geology ” adduces the
old arguments, the disappearance of various species of animals,
the deepening and widening of valleys, the change in the
course of rivers, the formation of solid floors of stalagmite and
the change of climate, to support his statement, that ‘^the

3,000 or 4,000 years of the historical period do not furnish us
with any appreciable measure for calculating the number of
centuries which would sutfice for such a scries of changes

;

which are by no means of a local character, but have operated

over a considerable portion of Europe.” We have seen that

the opposite conclusion is at least equally tenable, and far

more probable. According to Mephistophelcs in “ Faust” :

—

“Words answer well, when men enlist ’em,

In build iim up a favourite system ;

With words men dogmatize, deceive ;

With words dispute or words believe ;

And be the meaning much or little,

The word can lose nor jot nor tittle."

* QioL Hoc, Proceedings, f H. S. King& Co., 1876, p. 195.
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Mr. A. Tylor, much more of an observer than a theorist, main-

tains on geological grounds that the high and low level gravels

arc of one formation, closely connected in age, forming one
continuous deposit at irregular intervals, dating from the time

immediately preceding the historical period.* The last testi-

mony of the Oxford Professor, given in his recent inaugural

discourse, is that “This last great change in the long geological

record is one of an exceptional nature.^^t.

On the whole I have called attention to an admitted sequence

of events since the introduction of m.an which comprises

physical operations vast, violent, and unusual, as well as long

ages of uniform action. The time required may have been

more than our ordinary interpretation of the Biblical narration

prescribes, but it cannot be maintained that it must have been

so ; on the contrary, there arc not wanting ))arallelisms be-

tween the two records that should induce us to accept the

inferences of a short period from the one, until absolutely

displaced by proofs, not yet furnished, of a longer period from
the other.

I have, in this paper, discussed both fact and hypothesis. I

have tried to discriminate between the two, and to sum up the

evidence in the words of the witnesses themselves. This is just

what eager disputants do not do, and hence arise misunder-
standings. The Lycllian scheme is a fair working hypothesis ;

so is that of the Scripturist. Until either is absolutely verified,

I may adopt one or the other without obloquy; neither can be
imposed on me. I accept the latter, and seek to maintain it,

because, as I have attempted to show, on the testimony of
geologists, it is the more probable. I have not referred to other

sciences than geology, affect. ng this conclusion, for my topic is

restricted to this one. A parallel process has been going on in

at least one of these sciences, for I find from Herodotus that
in his day the priests were given to assign an extreme and
fabulous antiquity to their nations. The Babylonians counted
468,000 years from their first king to Cyrus, The Indians and
Chinese to a much longer period. J Science has reduced these
to the first dates from Babylonian history 2,234 B.C., and for

only a few centuries earlier, to 2,500 B.C. for the
Chinese, and to 2,256 B.C. for the Indian;—dates tlic general
agreement of which is at least very remarkable, and which bring
us face to face with a great social, perhaps a great physical,
break.

^ Nature^ Ffb. IH. f JlawUv<ton*i Jfnodotun, vol. ii. p. 2.

t Quarterly Jourrtal of the Geological Society^ vol. xxiii. p. 4U8.
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The Chairman.—I am sure ull will join with me in thanking Mr. Pattison

for his paper. (Cheers.)

The Hon. Skcretahy.—I have received a letter on this paper from

Mr. Whitley, who says :

—

“ Mr. Pattison refers to the flints found in Brixham Cavern as implements

worked by man. After a searching examination of this cavern and the .sur-

face formations around it, it is my opinion that there is .satisfactory evidence

to prove that the so-called Hint knives are only subsoil flakes, which are

found in similar gravel and loam, both within and w ithout the cavern, and

that they arc fragmentary and imperfect of their kind. These ttint.s are now
deposited in the Christy Mu.'^eum, Victoria-street, and may be seen on any
Friday. I minutely inspected them on the 19lh inst., and compared them
with those which I had tound in the soil ahove the cavern, and the evidence

of their relationship in form, in fracture, and in colour, w'as most complete.

Not only is this so, but all the corroborative evidence which has been

put forward has completely broken down. The remarkably symmetrical

scraper figured by Mr. Evans in his ‘ Ancient Stone Implements’ (lig. 412)

has been found to bo a surface implement placed among the others by
mistake, and has been withdrawn from the .specimens. ‘The portion of a

cylindrical pin or rod of ivory,’ relied on by Mr. Evans as tl'C only object

wrought from an animal substance found in the cavern, is not now placed

in the company of the flints. Of this relic Mr. Pengelly, who superintended
the exploration of the cave, says :

‘ I have no recollection of this specimen,

and, as Mr. Pre.stwich saj^s its position is not certain, I am inclined to sus-

pect that it does not belong to the cavern series of specimens. It may, I

believe, be safely stated that every object forwMrded to the Committee was
numbered by myself, and that its position was duly recorded in the register.’*

The assumed evidence of wear by uso is only the broken and jagged
edges, which evory^fracturo«i lilo^ knocked about in a ma‘<s of gravel shows
more or less on its angles, bur many years past visitois to the cave have

been shown a plaster model of a mo^t' perfect and large Hint flake, said to

be a representation of one of the flint knives deposited lu the rooms of the

Geological Society, but no such flint is found amongst those now' in the

Christy Museum. The public have heeii deceived, and the delusion of

‘knives’ supported. Having made so soareliing an investigation of the

evidence produced from this cavern in support of the high antieputy of

man, and given the re.sult.s in a ])aper read before this Institute, I cannot
allow my friend, Mr. l^attison, to dislodge me from the ground which I have
won and fortiiied, by the ussnniption that these ragged Uinta arc human
implements. I trust that the members of tbu Victoria Institute will visit

the Christy Museum and judge for themselves.
“ N. WlIITLKY.”

Mr. pArrrsoN.-— I have looked over collecthms of flints with Mr. Whitley,

and, among them, those from Brixham ; but though wt‘ agreed about most,

there were two or three which boro undoubted traces of design, and I attri-

buted them to human workmanship—T could nut do otherwise. Of course,

I admit that many of the bushels and tons of ctlgcd Hints that are found, are

* Transactions of Devonshire Association for the Advancement (/Science,

vol. vi. p. 830.
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natural flints
; but there are many, 1 am sure, which are artificial, and on

this subject Mr. Whitley and I are at issue. There were thirty-six specimens

of Brixham flints, fifteen of which were artificially worked ;
and if there was

only one specimen of artificial workmanship, it would be as good as a

thousand. I hold letters from Mr. Prestwich, and from Mr. Boyd Dawkins,

saying, in effect, that all computations of the dates of geological phenomena

are inaccurate and useless for chronological purposes. Mr. Dawkins then

refers me to his book and seeks to explain, or rather recapitulates the state-

ment made in that book, that there are glacial phenomena at Settle more

recent than the remains of man. This may be so, without its proving that

these remains are pre-glacial, for this would carry them back to a far greater

antiquity than any one supposes, or than there is any evidence of.

The Rev. Prebendary Row.—Has Mr. Pattison’s attention been directed

to the excavations made in Troy ?

Mr. Pattison.—No : I have looked to see whether they would furnish

any evidence, but they are too modern for us here this evening.

Mr. Row.—I understand a flint age was discovered there, or a set of flints

supposed to belong to the first flint age, and below that a much higher

form of civilization
;

if this wore clearly established, it seems to me that it

would have a most important bearing on this question.

Mr. Pattison.—I have not followed it at all, but I should think it very

likely, but not very important, because the evidences of a primitive civiliza-

tion and barbarism overlay each other in turn, and these changes have been

very rapid indeed in Asia Minor—a country which used frequently to be

overrun by barbarism.

Mr. A. Tylor.—I have listened to Mr. Pnttison’s paper with much

attention, and think it is by far the best rtsumv on the antiquity of

man which has appeared. Hitherto those who have written well upon this

subject have been original observers as well as writers, aud have taken

their own point of view. In the ,>aper we have just heard every one must

admit that the evidence is most fairly stated, although wo may differ as to

the conclusions. I can say, for myself, that in wluit 1 have written I have

tried to make out the relative age of man and of the gravel-beds themselves,

from the geological evidence alone, and not from the opinions of others.

Perhaps I may be allowed to refer to the change of view' that has taken place,

even in my time, in regard to the age and manner of deposition of these

gravel-beds. When I first joined the Geological Society, thirty years ago,

what is called the glacial hypothesis was not much known. Playfair, in 1805,

observed the land ice-action in Switzerland, but did not apply it to lower

ground. Agassiz and the older (Dr.) Buckland, in 1837, took the whole world

by surprise when they spoke of glaciers having once existed in these temperate

climates. The older geologists, such as Hutton and Playfair, had not given

sufficient attention to the probable accumulation of snow and ice in former

periods, or to the evidence everywhere of such great and recent changes of
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climate. The glacial theory was first mentioned in 1837 ; by 1867 it was

accepted with avidity all over the world, and nearly everything diluvial was

attributed to ice
;
Agassiz even spoke of glaciers coming down to the sea in

Brazil : there are signs of them, I believe, in Equatorial Africa. I think I

was the first to revive the Huttonian doctrine about rain—that is to say, to

show that there must at one time have been twenty or thirty times as much

rain as at present. Mr. Pattison has been obliged to limit his quotations

from Prestwich and Lyell
;
but if he had given more, he would have shown

that they both always demanded ice-action, or floods produced from melting

snow. Dana imagines that the old Mississippi was fifty miles wide, and was

supplied by melting snow. He does not give any calculation as to the

depth of the snow-field, or sun’s heat, to supply a river of that size. I

calculate it would take GOO times the present rain and heat to supply

water to feed Dana’s river.'* There is no passage in Prestwich which

gives you the idea that he contemplated a previous greater rainfall than we

have at present
;
in fact, he thought the mean temperature was only just

above freezing. The prehistoric period was a complete snow age according

to Prestwich ;
with one degree over frost there could be very little rain

indeed, yet all the torrents which he speaks of, were to be the products of

melting snow or an occasional torrential shower
;
he depended almost entirely

on snow and ice-water for the excavation of the valleys, which Sir C. Lyell

referred partly. to tidal action. There has been as much change on this

point in geology as on most others, arising from more extended observation.

Lyell at first followed Buck^ md. and urged strongly, in his early writings,

that man was extremely modern, and that species wore permanent, and not

subject to change. 1 mention this to show that a similar great change of

view has taken place on the permanency of climate : first came the water-

action of Hutton and Playfair
;
then, the view of ic? and snow-action of

Prestwich and Lyell
;
and now Mr. Pattison has been so bold as to say that all

the world are agreed that there >vas excessive rain-action, or a pluvial period.

This certainly helps his argument for reconsideration of the question, because

it shows that those eminent geologists did not always hold the same theory,

but had their primary, secondary, and tertiary views and notions within

sixty or seventy years. I first brought forward my theory in 1863, of greater

rivers
;
and when afterwards, in 186C, I suggested my pluvial period, I was

told that it would not do, as it smacked of the Deluge. To-night Mr.

Pattison has only taken the geological branch of evidence of the antiquity

of man. As you are aware, there are many other sources by which you can

get some confirmation on this subject as a check on } our conclusions. Mr.

Pattison has not alluded to Egypt, where there is a long chronology and a

list of kings for 30,000 years. The question there is, whether those kings

• (}tol, Mag.f Sept. 1876.
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were all in one line, or whether there were separate kiiiffdonis for Upper aiul

Lower Egypt, and three or four monarchs reigning together i There are the

advocates of a short as well as of a long chronolor;y. Then there is the

question of race ; there was within twenty years a belief—a scientific belief

—

held by most eminent naturalists, that mankind did spring from a pair, and

that all animals did the same. I heard the late Professor E. Forbes, at the Royal

Institution, declare, very clearly and positively, that there was no evidence

in the animal kingdom of any one individual belonging to a species being

found in a position apart from others of the species. He believed in the

doctrine of specific centres. The test of the theory of evolution is really to

be found in the evidence of geology. Darwin’s theory of evolution, all must

admit, is most convenient for classification of specimens, and for arrangement

of species, by nearest affinities or by their .smallest ditteronccs
;
but because

organisms are arranged in a settled scheme, it does not follow that there is a

progressive or unlimited range of development for each part or characteristic

of a species. The law of change is a question to be decided by observation
;

both Forbes* and Darwin’s theories* were supported and deduced solely from

a consideration of actual observed fiicts. You may find in the Reptiles four

main divisions : successive changes of form, in time, occur in every part

of the skeleton
;
sometimes ascending to a more complex form, at other times

descending : no one can say there is a gradual gain in size, power, intelli-

gence, or fitness for reptile life in any one of the divisions, or any progression

or evolution : no one has yet connected these changes with any positive law

of development ;
w’e can point to numerous changes in forms succeeding

each other, but links in the chain are wanting. I plead for liberty of opinion

and for suspension of opinion as to the laws that govern the incoming of new

species, until all the fossil evidence has been analyzed by the scientific method.

There is a particular family of Brachiopoda of which 3,000 species are

recognized by naturalists
;
many Brachiopoda arc living now, and they

begin at the earliest times in the Silurian rocks : they are, you know, a

very numerous family, containing many living species
;
but many more

are preserved in a fossil state. There is no evidence of what may be

called evolution among them—no species appears to be the development

of another species. The forms of individuals of the same species of

this family, taken from the opposite sides of the Atlantic, have been

compared without finding the smallest difference in localities so distant

* Hocckel (in 1876 edition of History of CreMion^ edited by Ray
Lankester) makes a remark in favour of Centres of ( Creation, although he is

a strong evolutionist .(page 46, vol. ii ). Thus “Wo may be permitted to

assume that the original form of every larger or smaller natural group only
originated ortce in the course of time, and in only oat part of the earth,** 1

observe that a very unscientific term, “ .sjiontaneous generjition,’* fre(iucntly

occurs in this work.—(.d. Tylor,)
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from the common centres. Colonies of species, started at particular times in

different formations, have spread to immense distances, and their track can

bo traced by the persistency of type which characterizes almost all the

species, until suddenly they come to an end, and a new form as suddenly

occupies their place. Every specimen contained in museums all over the

world has been examined by the most competent naturalists, to find a single

clear case of development, or a repetition of the same species in this immense

family, but at present without success. The numbers of the lowest organisms

have never decreased ;
therefor j there can have been no general system of

progressive development from some low organic type.* As to the law of

changes, the late Mr. Jiabbage made this suggestion : That you might

make a machine to go on with a clock, with a particular scries of differ-

ences, for thousands of years ;
and then, by an automatic change pre-

arranged in the formation you would find the series changed, and go on

afresh, and so on for ever, the machinery carrying its law of change with

it. That is very much tlie case with the family of the Braehiopoda : new

species are constantly coming in, and old ones dying out. Xo one has sug-

gested what change of condition has to do with form or sculpture of the shell

of mollusca
;
everychange of form must have an ob ject—origin, near or remote.

Wo are however met by this difficulty : that there is no discernible law for a

genus or species first coming in : it was on this ground that the great naturalist,

Edward Forbes, believed in specific centres. If the Tcrcbratula cajnit serpentis^

now living in the North Sea, could be fossilized, no living naturalist could

«ay that it ought to belong lu iln present y)criod more than to the Oolite,

or to the Oolitic period more than to the Silurian. We have nothing to

assist us to define the cause of change, or to help the Darwinian view of

struggles for existence, or changes of material conditions, influencing the

shape or size of any organ, in the case of any one species of the Braehiopoda.

Edward Forbes had studied morpholog}^ and yet lie considered every

individual fossil as liaviiig sprung from one pair of the particular

primordial species. If you take man, you will liiul that in different

countries ho has a different brain, size, aspect, and skin, and is under

very different modifications
;
but there is no evidence of any living men

* See Barrand^s Colonm^ and Davidson’s Bmchiopodaj page 264,
1857-62 ;

also page 47, Davidson’s Journal dc la Socictc Malacologies 1876 ;

also Murchison, King, and others on the persistency of this species with
distribution of the species of the Braehiopoda. 1 (pioto one passage

—

“ Since the Cambrian period, both great divisions lontinuo to be represented
without showing any tendency to pass one into the otlier.”—(J. T,) Prin-
cipal Dawson, F.li.S., in his i.S74 Annual Address as Presidont of fixity of
species, the Natural History Society of Montreal, strongly insists on the
?:iving remarkable instances among the Fauna on the coast of America
see note, vol. ix. p. 236).—Ed.
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not having had a common ancestor. Those differences that now exist

may have taken a very long time to bring about, and therefore I think

Mr. Pattison’s chronology far too short. Many naturalists think that 20,000

years was the least time in which such a change could be accomplished
;

still, domestic cattle have changed very rapidly. The 20,000 years human

period was the view of Bunsen, the great Egyptologist, and is, of course,

subject to discussion.* We have not such good evidence, however, as to

time in geology, as in other sciences, such as archieology and philology. If

your members will take up the subject of the origin of ideas, manners, and

customs, with a reference to Egyptian and other ancient records, and to the

analogies of natural history, and the evidence of cliinatal modifications, and

so on, I am sure that you would get a very valuable series of papers on the

antiquity of man. Such work, if impartially and systematically done, would

give a fairer and more impartial view of the state of knowledge on this

subject than has ever been hitherto presented.

Mr. J. E. Howard.—Let me say a word about the Babylonian chronology.

Mr. Pattison has referred to it as indicating a very long period, and giving

a series of kings for hundreds of thousands of years. The members of the

Society of Biblical Archrcology who arc present, can attest the recent

discoveries of Mr. Smith, which tend to confirm the Fragments of Berosus.

Xisuthnis, in the arrow-headed inscriptions, is the name of Noah; but Mr.

Smith has ascertained that the Babylonian records only trace ten generations

from the first of the land Alorus—to Xisuthnis, which is exactly the same

number that we have in Genesis from Adam to Noah. We have this difficulty,

that the length of the reigns of these kings is extravagantly long. The dura-

tion of the reigns is given in what are called sarij a snros being supposed to

be 3,600 years, and the whole reign of these ten kings, 120 sari, gives the

preposterously long period, for ten men, of 120 times 3,600 years.

• Professor W. Kitchen Parker, F.R.S., in a letter upon this subject, says:

“These race-distinctions of character took place rapidly, I have no doubt.
Your Yankee is a good sub-species already, and a fine new type he is—good
luck to him ! but he has lost for over the full form, fresh colour, mild
expression, and quiet self-possession of that happiest of all breeds, the Anglo-
Saxon. I suspect that the African tribes - the Negro especially—became
modified in a bad way from a nobler old-world type, not merely because of
the sun and the swamp, but also because of their being frightfully sensual and
baboonish. It is very remarkable how gently the features of the Easterns
become Mongolian, as we pass from the north-west to the south-east of
Asia, and I Vjclieve that forms could bo found that would connect the ugliest
Chinese with our nearest cousins in districts contiguous to the water-shed of
the Indus, The whole subject is full of difficulties, and the rashest and
most bigoted ethnologists are to be found amongst those who think they
have got an easy method now of contradicting Scripture. Those of us who
feel safe on that Rock can afford to wait for more light.”.— Ed.
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Berosus. Smith.

Sari, From Ajpollodorus.

s.

From Ahydenus.
From Cuneiform

Inscriptions^

X. 1. Alorus. 1. Alovas. 1. —
III. 2. Alaparna. 2. Alapams. 2. —

XIII. 3. Amilon (AmillarnB). 3. Amillarus. 3. —
XII. 4. Ammenon. 4. Ammenon. 4. —

XVIII. 5. Hegalarua. 5. Megalaros. 6. —
X. 6. Daonns (Daoa). 6. Daos. 6. —

XVIII. 7. Euedoresobus. 7. Euedoresobas. 7. —
X. 8. 8. Amempsinus. 8. —

VIII. 9. 9. Otiartes (Ardates). 9. Ubnra- tutn
Servant of

Tutn= Bel>
Father.

XVIII. 10. Xisntbrna (Sieitbrus). 10. Siaitbms. 10. Hasis-adra.*

** So that the number of all the kings is ten, and the term which they

collectively reigned, 120 sari'*—Cory, Ancieiit Fragmmts^ p. 20, et seq.

120 sari =4:12,000 years (?). “ Now a saras is 3,600 years—a ncros(jQO—
and a sossus 60.”

It is remarkable that whilst in the Bible wo have ten generations in the

line of Noah, we have also the same number of generations from the first

king of Chaldea to tho reign of Noah—the reverent worshipper of the

Chaldean historians. The length of the reigns x^^^sents a difficulty ; but it

is also difficult to understand how the antediluvians could have lived as

long, as we usually admit, unless by special and continued miraculous powei.

This hypothesis might, periia])H, be admitted without extending such a

gift of nearly a thousand years of life to the rest of mankind ? We ought

not to deduce our conclusions as to the period of man’s past existence from

one science alone, such as geology ; but from a review of the whole history

of mankind, taking into consideration all that bears ux)on tho question.

This has never yet been properly attempted.

Mr. Pattison.—I did not adduce the Babylonian point with any intention

* The meaning of this name is

Society Bib, Arch., vol. iii. part 2.

130 + 800. 1. Adam.
105 + 8C7. 2. Sheth.

90 + 815. 3. Enoab.
70 + 840. 4. Kenan.
65 + 830. 5. Mahalaleel.

162 + 800. 6. Tered.

65 + 300. 7. Chanooh.
187 + 782. 8. Methnahelaob.
182 + 595. 9. Lemeob.

500 + 100 + 350. 10. Koaob.
1. Adam.
2. Gayin.

3. Chanoob.
4. Jorad.

VOLn T.

“attentive to worship.”— See Trans,

LXX.
1. ’Adafi,

2 .

3.

4. Kaivdv.
5. MaAfXf^X.
6.

7. *Evwx.
‘ 8. MttOuvffdXa.

9. Adfitx*

10. Nwf.
5. Meobnyael.
6. Methuabael.
7. Lemeob.
8. Tubal Cayin.
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to discuss it, but in order to comfort some of us respecting the changes

which take place in the opinions of scientific men. I hope that in future,

instead of these epochs of immenso duration being assigned in our geological

text-books for the duration of man, we shall bo able to show that the

Scriptural period is fiir jiiore consistent with the facts of geology.

Rev. J. Jamks.- - Of the geological theories which have arisen from time

time, two only have been brought before ns to-night, namely, the glacial and

the pluvial, both of which are indisputably true causes of many of the

changes which have taken place. But there is another theory which in my
early days, forty years ago, was dwelt upon a good deal —a theory showing

that manifold cluinges have been, and are still being, from time to time

introduced by catastrophic action, especially of water. I will mention an

instance, of which I liave taken particular cognizance, owing to a piussage in

Sir Charles Lycll’s book—easily referred to—in which he mentions certain

ifiienomemi connected with the 'I’inierc, a little torrent which flows into the

Lake of Geneva, between the castle of Chillon and Villencuve. Sir Charles

Lyell mentions that tlie railway line from Lauhanno to Villencuve had to be

cut througli an elevated cone formed by the action of the Tiniere, and that

this deep cutting had disclosed three or four strata of gravel from five to

eight feet thick, with thin strata of soil, from four to six inches thick,

interlaid between them, lie is, of course, compelled to assume that,

during the periods ni'cessary for the formation of the several intermediato

layers of soil, there would be a cessation of the gravel-deposit, but that

then it would begin again (why or wherefore he docs not explain) at

the same rate of gradual formation as obtains, according to his view, at

present, viz., at the mean mte of six or nine inches in a hundred years.

And measuring all these strata of gravel by that rule, he brings out a great

number of ages as the result. Kow it struck me, as I read the book, that

it would have been far more natural to suj)pose that the beds of gravel were

formed, from time to time, by some sudden action, such as on a small

scale I witnessed recently at Weesen, on Lake Wallcnsiadt ;
and that the

length of time taken np by tiie roiinatioii of the entire cone W'as rather to

be gathered from what might b( thought reepiisite for the accretion of

the sever.il interlyiiig thin strata of soil. On visiting the spot, I found

the idea of catastrophic action, at .iccounting for the several strata of

gravel, entirely confirmed. Looking up the mountain-side,
.
down which

the torrent flowed, I found that at a great height, right over the lino

of the little torrent Tiniere, there weie two converging mountain-tops with

a narrow chasm or ravine between them - a chasm or gorge just fitted to

enclose a lake or tarn, or, at least, sin h a reservoir of water as may be seen

in many a narrow valley among thri hilij; of our manufacturing counties in

the North of Phigland, and such as we all have known occasionally to burst

with devastating effect upon the regions below tliein. In short nothing

seemed to me more natural than to supposo that such a reservoir, or tarn, or

lake should have been from time to time formed of the waters flowing from
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those mountam-sides
;
and that this natural reservoir should, then, from time

to time (it may be after intervals of hundreds of years) have overflowed and

burst through its natural barrier of gravel and rock
;
and that, when once a

sluice was opened, it should have brought down with it a vast cpiantity of

gravel to the more level country at the foot, and should there in a few days

or weeks have formed one of those beds five or eight feet thick, for the

formation of which Lycll gives hundreds and thousands of years. I have

ventured to think it might bo worth while for this meeting to be thus

reminded of that kind of oat istrophic action of which earlier geologists took

so great account, and which certainly takes place even in the present day,

side by side with that more gradual and almost imperceptible action which

seems to be the one idea of some modem geologists. Here at the Tinifero

was ail instance where it would have been natural for a cataclysm, or

avalanche of sand and gnivel to occur from time to time, burying the old

surface-soil, and for a new layer of soil afterwards gradually to Mccumulate,

and for grass to grow slowly again upon the surfiice of the latest formed

gravel-bed. And yet, even here, Sir 0. Lyell, prepossessed by his one

idea, has been so blinded to the elder theory, by which the facts of the case

are so naturally explained, that although compelled to assume, between tho

several formations of the various gravel strata, long periods of unaccountable

repose, during which the torrent w'ould cease to overspread with its sediment

the newly-formed soil, he nevertheless adduces this very case of La Tini6re

as an instance of tho ordinary, continuous, gradual, and imperceptible action

of water. I cannot help saying that his doing so exemplifies his own
remark, quite as applicable to a true as to a false theory :

—“ A false theory,

it is well known, may render us hliiid to facts which arc opposed to our

prepossessions, or may conceal from us their true import when we behold

them.”

—

Frinciples of Geology, p. IDS.

Mr. T. W. Masteuman.—Mr. Pattison says in the last paragraph of the

paper: “The Lyellian scheme is a fair working hypothesis, so is that of the

Scripturist
;
until either is absolutely verified, I may adopt one or tho other

without obloquy
;
neither can be imposed on me.” Now I differ from this

statement. I ask, is not tho question of man’s existence on this earth for

a longer or shorter period an important point for a hoUever in revelation

to inquire into and to have strong views about
;
for if }ou admit that there

was a race of men existing for 10,(KM) years before (he present age, you seem

to undermine important passages in God s Word ? t^in you hold that long

antiquity of man and maintain tho grand doctrines of the Fall and the

Redemption ? I think we must totally exclude from ] vipers like this any allu-

sion to Revelation or Scripture, or else we must allow some allusions in

tho discussions to these matters, ami there is one text which I feel bound

to quote :
“ Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into tho world, and

death by sin : and so death passetl iqxm all men, for that all have sinned t

.... For ns by one man’s disohedienee many wero made sinners : so by
tho obediouco of one shall many be made righteous.” Docs not that text
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ence on this planet ?

The Kev. Dr. Curuky.—I do not pretend to any extensive knowledge of

the subject of geology, but I can scarcely agree "with Mr. Masterman in his

views in reference to the antiquity of man. There arc differences of opinion

on the subject, and while he may entertain the view he has expressed, there

are other people who have an equally strong belief in Revelation and all its

truths, who take a different view in regard to the possibility of reconciling

their ideas with the great antiquity of man. With reference to the text

which Mr. Masterman has quoted, all we need say is, that we do not abandon

that text, but only his method of interpreting it. If it is said that we arc to

abandon Revelation when we discuss the antiquity of man, I think the

Institute must give up discussing such subjects altogether. But, as I under-

stand it, our object is to consider how far the results of modern science can

be reconciled with religion, even if it leads to a different interpretation of the

texts of Scripture from that to which we have been accustomed ;
for it is pos-

rible to hold tirmly to the truths of Scripture, without refusing to .idmit new

modes of interpretation, if they are consistent with reason and seem to be

established by sound argument. Mr. Patti^on lays great stress on the fact that

geology affords no chronological data, and I observe that other persons who

hold very different opinions with regard to the antiquity of man, make the

same assertion. But the proposition that ‘‘ geology affords no chronological

data” may be understood in two different senses
;

it may mean that geology

gives no ground for supposing any such antiquity, or that it affords no data

for framing a sijstem of chronology, and determining how many thousands of

years have passed since the creation of man. Now although there may be no

sufficient data for forming a system of chronology dind I think Mr. Pattison’s

paper shows, at least, that we have not .sullicient data for this purpose),

geology may furnish us with evidence- 1 will not say conclusive, but forcible

evidence—in favour of a very great amiquity. For my own part, I believe

(for the investigations of science and of history seem to show) that the

period has been very long, but I do not believe that we have sufficient data

for determining how long. I do not tliink, however, that this, my belief, is

contradictory to the scriptural records. The dates affixed to the margin of

some of our Bibles are not part of the Bible itself : they are formed by
calculations made at a time wdien geology was unknown, and although they
seem to agree with the obvious meaning of the text, the arguments in

favour of them are not conclusive. In records so brief, of times so remote, it

may well be that gaps were left, which were not intended to be filled up :

but this is not the time to discuss the modes in which difficulties of inter-

preting the same may best be overcome. In such questions wo must not
be too positive

; when we have evidence before us acquired by true science,
we may examine the records with new light, and find in them a meaning
which, though not lying upon the surface, may yet be the true one.

Dr. E. HAUGiiTON.—In reference to what has fallen from Mr. Masternian,
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it sccDia to iiu* that men of science who arc not members of the Victoria

Institute, may take the position of approachiiij; every scientific subject

with minds entirely unbiassed by the consideration of whether they believe

in Revelation or not. I suppose we all here believe in Revelation, but

when we discuss subjects from a philosophical point of view, we cannot

too thoroughly clear our own minds of every prejudice if we wish to arrive

at the truth. Our object is not to get up an odiinn theologicum against

those who differ from us ;
but to discuss our subjects dispassionately, and

to invite our opponents to come here and to make the most they can of

their arguments, so that tl ere may be fair play from every possible point of

view. I therefore think that the holding of any particular opinion as to the

interpretation of Scripture by a man of science, even if he be a member of

this Institute, is not to be a matter of obloquy. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. E. H. PicKERSGiLL.— 1 think that every candid and impartial mind

will fully entlorse the strictures that have been passed upon Mr. Miustennan,

who told us that if we accept the theory of the greater antiquity of man we

must reject the theory of the Fall
;
though he gave us no rea^'toi for that view.

If wo are asked how are we to reconcile the two records, Mr. Pattison tells us,

in his second page, where he says : The written record to which some of us

appeal does not, and does not profess to, bear full testimony on this head

;

the unwritten one is wholly made uj) of materials that have been placed and

disordered in a succession extremely difficult to unravel. The one has no

chronological beginning, is obviously incomplete, and permits, iu its text, a

variation of 1,200 years; d'c other allows of variations m chronology abso-

lutely unlimited.’’ AVith regard to the question of the formation of stalag-

mitic matter in caves, such as that at Tonpiay, considering what an import-

ant part some have endeavoured to make it play in the argument in fa\our

of the great antiquity of the human remains found under it, I am glad to

find Mr. Pattison telling us, that the mere existence of these layers of stalag-

mite does not necessarily prove any great antiquity. Mr. Pattison, quoting

from Mr. Dawkins, says :
— “ It may fairly be concluded that the layers of

stalagmite cannot be used as an argument iu support of the remote age of

the strata below.” I think this paper is very likely U\ be prejudiced by the

consideration that it is a distinct challenge of the theory upon vrhich must

rest, I suppose, at least to a very great extent, the posthumous fiiiue of

that venerable philosopher whoso mortal part Englaiul lay at rest in her

national mausoleum only a few hours ago (Sir C. Lycll). But there is

another and a weightier con.sideration
;
namely, that disregarding other

questions, wo should follow the tnith, and follow it whithersoever it leads.

With regard to tho gmvels which have been introilucod into the discussion

to-night, I would bring forward an argument which tells very strongly

against tho Lyelliaii theory. You have those high-level gravels, and also

the low-level gnivels
;
and Sir Charles Lycll tells us that, according to his

theory, a vast interval of time must have intervened between tho formation

of the high gravels and tho formation of the low gravels. Now, let us accept
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this theory. If a great interval of time has elapsed between the formation

of the two, it will bo only natural, from a common-sense point of view, to

suppose that the fossil remains in the two would be distinctly different ; but

what do wo find 1 I have it here, on the authority of Mr. Evans and of Sir

Charles Lyell himself, that the fossil remains in the two sets of gravels are

very similar. To take another luspect of the question; I certainly think

that, looked at from an a priori point of view, the Lyellian theory,

to a scientific mind, would have a preference, and for this reason
;
that,

according to the Lyellian theory, we are dealing with causes at present in

operation, and the scientific man, in solving a difficult problem, would always

prefer to use known factors rather than unknown ones. In this connection

there is one fact quoted here, which I think is worth almost all the other

facts advanced. ]\Ir. Pattison says :
—“ Slow and gradual movement, even

if interrupted, could not have produced these sharply-defined terraces.” Now
here is a fact : If, by comparing tlle^e sharply-defined terraces with the work

which we know to be actually accomplished by the slow process of wearing

away, we find that the facts in the tw'o cases are distinctly diflbrent, wo shall

surely be justified by every scientific law in referring these different results

to different causes. There is one other matter to which I should like to call

attention, and the argument is .somewhat analogous to the one I have just

referred to. It is with regard to the caves in Belgium. Mr. Pattison says :

—

“The opening of the caves in Belgium, once flooded by tho stream of the

valley, is now 200 feet above the latter, in solid limestone.” According to

the Lyellian theory, those 200 feet have been scooped out by the gradual

process of wearing away."'^ But Mr. Pattison goes on to tell us that there is

no such cause in operation. Why, then, the whole thing (he says) is illusory,

because the very object and existence of the Lyellian theory is to refer all

those changes to causes which arc at present going on around us. I think

the paper before us is a singularly fair and impartial one, and it is certainly

distinguished by close logic and critical f.cumen.

Mr. E. CuARLEswoRTH (a visitor).—Although I have paid some attention to

the superficial formations of tho earth’s surface, yet I feel utterly incompetent

to express any opinion as to tho philosophy of the view taken by Sir Charles

Lyell in relation to the enormous period of time during which man existed

upon the earth* But I can say this much : that I think Sir Charles Lyell’s

calculation with regard to the 30,0(K) years during which the cataract of

Niagara has been cutting its way through the rock, seems to me certainly

consistent with fair and legitimate deduction from the facts evolved by Sir

Charles. But then comes the (|uestion. Can you correlate with the cutting of
the channel the existence of man ? Can you show that any human remains,
of any sort whatever, date their existence before the commencement of that

wi^^o'*LyeU—

E

d***

Parker (vol, vui. p. 61), who diugiOM
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30,000 years I " With regard to the measurement of geological time, I am a

firm believer in the great periods of time during which life has existed on

this earth. But when we come to consider how many thousands or scores of

thousands of years man has existed, then I must admit fully that we are all

in a haze. There is one point to which I should like to call attention with

reference to the chronology of these gravel deposits, and that is the growth

of the coral reefs. They have been made the subject of most efficient and

careful study, and one of the most distinguished men living in the roll of

those who have devoted th- ir lives to scientific research—Mr. Dana, a pro-

fessor in an American university —ascertained the ilepth of the coral reefs

in the Pacific to be upwards of feet, lie finds the present rate of

growth to bo hidf an inch per year. Then he multiplies that half- inch by

the measurement— and these, remember, are not geological reefs, but living

reefs of the present day—atid he finds they have taken 192,(K)l) years for

their growth. I do not ask you to believe this, but men like Agassiz, and

Lycll, and Dana, and others, have exercised a great deal of intellectual

power in order to arrive at solutions of <|uestions of this kind, and have

bestowed quite as much labour, of (juite as high a class, as .istronomcrs have

upon their studies. There is this dillerenee however between their

chronology, that when an astronomer tells us of bodies in the firmament

whose light has been thousands of years travelling through sp.ice before it

has reached this earth, we feel bound to believe him, for he points out

the exact date of an eclipse, and we find him right to a moment.t And when

we see this, are we not. justified in having faith in his calculations,

when he comes before us witii the marvellous and striking announcement,

^ Sir W. Thomson concluded, from different lines of argument, that the

age of the earth as a body cool enough for habitation cannot be much greatt r

than 1()() million years. Professor Tait, in his luccut Ath\tncis in VIiii-

steal recapitulates ihc same arguments, but with conclusions,

and states the limit of age to be about ten million years (sre Xaturey April,

1876).—Ed.

+ “Astronomy, as a whole, is more certain than geology ; it is a more
advanced science, and many parts of it donend on a dotiuite law, already

ascertained, and involve fewer uncertain elements. Hut it by no means
follows tlmt the more doubtful parts of astronomy are clearer and l)ott<?r

known than the plainest and simplest conclusions of geology. In all there

is an immense interval between the plainest parts ulid the most obscure.

Mr. Charlesworth’s remark must involve this a-'^sumptiou : Astronomers are

08 certain of the distance of the most distant stars, or of the nebula of Orion,

as of the relative distances of the sun, moon, and e.irth, on which the calcu-

lation of eclipses depends; but this is mauifostl\. and almost absurdly,

untrue. We see that they nustook nearly 4 millions of miles in the absolute

distance of the sun till within the last few years. The notion of the immense
distance of the nebula of Orion is one part or corollarv of those views of

the nebulse which recent observations have done so much to disprove. Mr.

ProotoPs papers, for instance, all tend to establish quite a different view%”

—

(Communicated by Frofmor T. B, Birh, Camb.)
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that light has been so long travelling through space before it reached this

earth 1* I have read the paper before us with great interest ; and, without

committing myself to Mr. Pattison’s views on all matters, I may certainly

say, I think that it is one of the most interesting and able papers that was

ever brought before a scientific society.

Mr. E. W. DiBDiif.— I understand Mr. Charlesworth to say that we have

reason for believing in the astronomical computation of time ; but we have

no such reason for believing in geological computations.

Mr. Charlkswortii.—A geologist cannot give us the same test possibly.

But his intellectual power and his scientific knowledge are the same.

Rev. Dr. Butler.—How can we ascertain that the coral reefs have always

gone on increasing at the same rate ? What data have we to show that

thousands of years ago the coral reefs did increase at the same rate ? The

argument is inconclusive as it stands.

Mr. D. Howard.—There are one or two facts which I should bke to bring

before the meeting ;
one is with regard to the question of the movement of

gravel. The present rate of rivers never could have procluced the results

which have been attributed to it. It is a simple mechanical problem
;
the

power of water to move heavy bodies is a perfectly well-known quantity.

It varies from nothing up to any force you will. Given, a certain current

of water, running at a certain rate, at a certain inclination, it is not

difficult to say what sized stone it will carry away. If it is not ntnning

with sufficient rapidity it will not move a single stone. A single hour of

a sufficient current will move more gravel than centuries of a slower

one. I remember, after a violent thunderstorm, passing through a valley

of somewhat similar formation to that which has been referred to, and there

was a sudden deposition of six or eight feet of gravel over the road. There

we have a condition produced similar to that in the case mentioned, yet it

does not mark a geological period at all. It would have taken a great many
centuries to have produced that result by a gradual process. In measuring

time in this way, we almost always discover that that very important factor,

whether the process is constant, has been left out. As to the growth of

stalagmite, it depends on the rapidity of the action upon calcareous rocki

of carbonic acid in water. The stalagmite is no measure of time whatever ;

the speed of its formation depends simply on the balances of power of

solution and redeposition of calcareous matter in water charged with car-

bonic acid, which is a chemical but not a chronological fact. One illustration

shows how uncertain natural phenomena are in respect of time
; I allude

to the extraordinary formation of vegetable growth in the Nile, which Sir

* The nebula in Orion is said to be 60,0(K)
us

; but certain considerations, not necessary to
make it a question whether the 60,000 should
(see also note on previous page),—Ed.

vears of light distant from
be referred to hero, tend to

not be only 20 or 30 years
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Samuel Baker gives us. The place was comparatively clear a few years ago,

but now it is a matter of the greatest difficulty to force a passage at all, after

centuries of unobstructed navigation. As to the coral reefs, the different

cpiantity of lime at different depths in the water has a most important

bearing on the tpiestion : the speed of growth must depend on the amount

of carbonate of lime which it is possible for the builders to get. But

this point is little iinderstoo<l at present. There are difierent depths of

the f-ca where the processes are completely reversed. It is also a r|ucstion

whether the coral began m ar the siirf.ice on a sinking bottom. Before we

can decide time in this manner, we nuust discover whether what is going on

has been going on at a constant rate, else we might as well try to catch a

train with a watch which had no balance-spring.

licv. G. IIknslow. — There are several things which one would feel

inclined to talk about, hut time passes, and tlie hour is getting late. It is

interesting to sec that wo appear to he returning, to some extent at least,

to the catacl3’snuc theory of former geologist *<, and to which ^Tr. Prestwich

also appears to he coining round. No doubt the “ uniformitaiian'’ processes

arc going on to a large extent, but whether we are to abandon the cata-

clysmic views entirely is ([into another thing. I\lr. Prestwich refers to the

glacial theory, as an instance of the arrangement of the globe for the benefit

of man. That is a teleological idea, which liad never occurred to me before,

and it is certainly worthy of our consideration ; hut he says we have now

a uniform condition without cataclysms, ami he contends that this is due

to the glaciation of the j ire v urns period. AV'ith reference to the antiquity

of man himself, 1 see no ohjt cliou to the notion of his having lived in the

pliocene or pre-glacial ejioch. We know' the flora of this country w\us ’lien

identical with what we have now’, as fur, at least, as the Gromer Forest and

lignite beds show
; and the elimat;d conditions of their existence must

have been much the same as now’. But in all the gravels where man*.-

remains have heoii detected, they are either lying iii doiiressions scraped

out of the “ glacial drift *’
itself, as at Bedfoid ; or else are from obvious

reasons post-glncial. Yet that man might have existed before that time

cannot bo gainsaid. If tlie idea suggested by Mr. Bell, in his book on

Nicaragua, should ho confirmed, it would he very interesting to know* that

man must have existed before the glacial epoch. Whether, however, ho

lived during the Miocene epoch is another matter. 1 my .self think not,

though some, but doubtful, evidence ha.H been thought to have been found ;

for wo know from examining tho animals of that period, that not only is

there not a single Miocene vertebrate species, now living^ but that all existing

mammalian forms have been developed since that epoch ;
thus, if we take

tho horse lus it now is, tho genus cquus is not known at all in tho

Miocene period, hut its ancestral representative, tho hipparionj is abundant.

If tho horse hius come from tho hippnrion, and both the civet and hyena

of to-day differentiated from tho ictitbcriuniy then man, by analogy, would

fiot be the same now as he would have been then ; t.e. on tho imaginary
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supposition of an ancestral “ pre-homo^’ having lived in the Miocene epoch.

With regard to corals, we know that they grow hir better on the windward

than on the leeward side of land, because there they get a continually

renewed supply of water. The sea is “ full of rivers,” ns the discoveries

made in the Challenger show
;
and a coral island, if it does not lie in the

line of a particular current, will in that stratum of water in which it lies

naturally exhaust the carhonato of lime and oxygen which it requires for

vigorous growth. If it is in still water, therefore, it is not likely to increase

so fast as when a fresh body of water is continually brought to play

upon it.

Mr. Pattison.—J am not aware that there is iniieh that I need trouble

you with. With regard to what ha^ been said about the
2
)ossibility of man

being older than the proent IMei.stocene peiiod, 1 think no observations yet

made carry back the existence of man further than the upper gravels, and

the assemblage of animal.'i in which he is found may, I think, be useful, as

our Chairman has intimat(‘d, a.s negative evidence with regard to the Miocene

period. The case of the coral i^ beyond my subject, inasmuch as there is no

allegation that the commencement of the present coral reefs was coeval with

the introduction of ]\lan. No one knows the distinctions attaching to this

subject better than Mr. (JharlcsW’orth, who worked at it long ago in the Crag

deposits, and who knows hotv dittcrent these corals are to the corals of

modern days. As to the case of the rate of deposition of gravels which has

been so apj)ositely brought forward, we have no time this evening for dis-

cussing it, and it is a subject which deserves to be treated by itself, for it

has a very important bearing on this question. With regard to catastrophes,

the case 1 have put is the introduction of a catastrophe at the latter end of

the Pala3olithic period after man visited these parts, to account for the shorter

time which I jiropose to substitute for tlio theories of geologists who have

gone in for a long period of time. But I need not dwell on that, for I hope

that in my paper I brought it forward with sufficient clearness to make it

intelligible.

The meeting was then adjourned.
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The Minutes of the last incelin^ were read and confirmed, and the fol-

lowing elections were announced

Members:—J. G. (lihbs, Kstj. (Sur^con-lVrajor Madras Medical Service\

Rickmansworth
;
M. II. llabershon, E>r[. (Hon. Master and Secre-

tary of Rotheram Collej^e), West Haekney
;
Rev. C. F. Norman, M.A.

(Cantab.), Mistley.

Associati^m Rev. K. J. Harrett, Cape Colony
;
Rev. W. S. Davis, Capo

Colony; Rev. T. Fastwood, (.\ipe (kdony; Rev. P. Ilarj^^reaves, (.’ape

Colony; Rev. AV. Hunter, (Upe Colony; Rev. J imes Morris, Cape

(Jolony
;
Rev. Joseph jMorris, Rristol

;
Rev. W. Park. .V.M., Belfast

;
Rev.

J. E. Parsonson, Cape (’olony
; Rev. T. I^owell, F.B.S., Samoa, Pacific

;

Rev. H. Tucker, M.A., Brentwood ; Rev. E. J. Warner, (\ipe Colony ;

Rev. C. White, Capo (’olony
;
(kdonel C. W. Hutchinson, R.E. (Inspec-

tor-General for Puhli'* W rks Department, Beiv^al) ;
AV. Stephenson,

Esq., Hull
;
A. Rivers AViiKon, Flsq. ((.diemist), Hammersmith.

Also the pre.scntatiou of the following AVorks to the Library :

—

“ Proceodiiij^s of the Royal Society,’’ Part Ibj). From the Sod* *
if.

Proceedings of the AVarwiekshiro Arch, and Nat. Hist. Soc. Ib74.”

Bev. 1\ Brodic.

‘‘Atomism.” By Rev. Professor AVatts. The Author.

“Materialism.” By Rev. Dr. Ilooppell. Ditto,

“ Man’s Responsibility for his Beliet.” By Rev. J. Macnaughtan. l)itto.

“Holland House,” Vol. II. T. tW Masterman, Esq,

Tho following paper was then road by the author ;
-

ON THE NATURE AND CHARACTER OF EVIDENCE
FOR SCIENTIFICPURPOkSES, Bv the Rev, J. M‘Cann,

D.D., F.R.S.L., F.G.S.

SCIENCE is knowledge in tho fullest and truest meaning
of that word. We cannot be said to know any fact, unless

we know its relation to other facts, the place it occupies in
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the economy of nature, and the laws by which it has been pro-

duced. I may see a flower before me, which I call a rose, and

at fii^t sight may learn something of its form, colour, perfume,

&c.
;
but I do not know it in the scientific sense, till I have

learned its affinities to other flowers, its uses in the w^orld, and

the modes by which it has been built from air and earth.

There is, moreover, sucli a multitude of objects presenting

themselves to our notice, such an infinite variety of apparently

isolated facts, that the mind soon becomes overwhelmed by

their numbers, and finds itself powerless to grasp them, even in

their individual significance.

We can, therefore, only know as we classify, as we discover

certnin unities round wliich the varieties cluster, and by whose
name they are designated. This is the special province of

science, to search for similarities amid these diversities, and
harmonies amid these apparent discords. The work to be done

by the student is tlnis greatly reduced; instead of requiring to

examine every separate individual, he need only exam.ine one of

that particular sort
;
the knowledge also of this one sort saves

much study in the investigation of other individuals that

resemble it in some points, while they differ from it in others.

Even one point of true resemblance is useful, because it mostly

happens that one point of likeness will be accompanied by others,

not perhaps so patent to the senses, but still existing. It was
something for the botanist to have found that he might group
plants according to the structure of the embryo into three great

classes
;
for this told him other particulars regarding the struc-

ture of the stem, and the character of the flo>Aers and leaves.

In like manner informfition about the buttercup will render the
study of monkshood much simpler, because while there are
specific and even generic differences between these two, there
are many important similarities. Tlic naturalist—and by
naturalist I mean the student ofany department of nature—thus
gradually progresses from generalizations of less significance to
those of greater, from unity to unity, till at last the whole field

of observation is mapped out into a few great provinces or
kingdoms, these having their minor divisions and subdivisions,
so that we are able to take an intelligent, even if not detailed,
survey of the whole, and feel ourselves competent, by the
division of labour, to examine and relegate all phenomena to
their appropriate departments.

It is, however, of the utmost importance that these unities
should be real and not imaginary, the products of our investi-
gations, and not the children of our wishes or our fancies. If
the former, we gradually rise to the apprehension of that great
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uuity called a law of nature ; but if the latter, we inevitably

sink to the pernicious occupation of constructing bubble
theories, and add some more to the already too long list of the

fallacies of philosophers.

A scientific is somewhat like a judicial court, where the pur-

pose is to obtain a verdict
;
in other words, to procure iuforma-

tion regarding the subject in dispute. The jury must see that

they have sufficient evidence on which to base a verdict of anij

kind ;
secondly, that they have all the evidence before them

which is procurable
;
and thirdly, that the verdict be according

to the evidence. The naturalist also, before he can say he has

discovered a fact or a law, must act in a similar manner. While
tlie evidence is all on one side, the way is clear

; but when it

becomes conflicting, only the greatest care, strictest impartiality,

and most thorough training can sift the false from the true,

and decide the matter rightly ;
but even then it is not always

possible.

There lies in this a strong temptation to concentrate our
attention on those facts alone which favour the theory we wish
to establish, excluding all others from our thoughts. This may
be theory-manufacturc, but it is not science. Let the confusion,

or difficulty, be increased ever so much, the naturalist must
search thoroughly, impartially, and critically, if he would have
his science true, and his knowledge real.

Science, then, begins wuh facts obtained either by observa-

tion or experiment, passes on to inferences from these facts,

which inferences, if conducted rightly, according to the laws of

thought, will be as true as their premises
;
so that we end with

facts as we began with them.
The first step consequently in the procuring of adequate

evidence for scientific purposes is the obtaining of facts, mostly

by observation. This seems an easy matter to those uho arc

unaccustomed to the task. “ What simpler,” they say, than to

look, and tell what you luivc seen? It is, however, so diffi-

cult, that the well-known saying is unfortunately true, that

there are more false facts than false theories in the w’orld.^'

The reason of this is that wc confound our oliservations with

our inferences, for observation is never a simple passive process

of the senses, but is always accompanied by some active mental

state. We think while we look. Wc consequently contribute

to the observation something from ourselves, uniting the sub-

jective and the objective into one. Tliis mental addition very

frequently is a prejudice; we arc not content with trying to

discover what is, but look out for what ue imagine ought to be,

or what wo want to be. It would be very dillicult, for example.
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for the creationist and tlic evolutionist to examine witli equal

care and fairness some phenomenon that would tell either

strongly for, or strongly against the tlieory of development.

Both might imagine they were honestly doing their best
; but,

unless their minds were of a high order, prejudice would warp

one way or the other. Tiiis warping power is, however, often

present when no such reason is to be found ; it may spring

from carelessness, want of training, or previous habit. It is a

very common opinion, most difficult to shake, that the moon
appears larger \>hen on the horizon at certain times, than when
her altitude is greater ;

measure her as you may, there is always

the response, “But look at her; don^t you sec the greater size

for yourself? And seeing is held to be believing. “ When,^^
says Kant, “ we have once heard a bad report of this or that

person, we think that we read the rogue in his countenance.^^

In such a case observation fails, and fancy completes the task.

A parson and a lady having both heard that the moon was
inhabited, believed it, and, telescoj)e in hand, were attempting

to make out the inhabitants. “If I am not mistaken,^^ said

the lady, who looked first, “ I perceive two shadows
;

they
bend towards each other, and, I have no doubt, are two happy
lovers.^^ “ Lovers, Madam,^^ said the divine, who looked
second, “ oh, fie ! the two shadows you saw arc tlie two steeples

of a cathedral.'^ It is no uncommon thing for naturalists of

all ranks to turn shadows into lovers or steeples, as their pre-

possessions lead them. It reminds me much of an echo I once
heard in a rocky chasm in Yorkshire. When 1 shouted
“ fracture down the opening, the answer returned was
“ fracture but when I shouted “denudation,^^ something like

“ denudation came back to me. When I cried, “ What are

you?^^— a surely fair question,—the startling one was asked
of me, “ Wliat are yon ? The rock was evidently of an
accommodating nature, and determined to reflect mV ideas,

instead of its own facts. Something similar frequently occurs
also where there is perfect honesty of purpose ;

but wlierc the
mind, running in old grooves, acting according to its latent

modes, is not prepared to accept in their entirety new facts,

which are more or less inconsistent with tlicse previous experi-

ences, as the following instance will illustrate. Shortly after

Day had succeeded in decomposing the fixed alkalies, a portion
of potassium, a substance light enough to swim on water, was
placed in the hands of one of the most distinguished chemists,
with a query as to its nature. The philosopher observing its

aspect and splendour, did not hesitate in pronouncing it to be
metallic, and, balancing it on his finger, he exclaimed, “ It is
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certainly metallic^ and very heavy/^ He united the idea of

weight with that of metal, and the evidence of his senses having
been insufficient to dissever ideas so inseparably associated in

his mind, he mistook his judgment of the ponderosity of the

substance for his sensation of it.* Of course, tlierefore, in the

same degree as we mingle observation and inference in the record

of what professes to be observation only, the evidence afforded

is in the same degree invalidated. The first step then is to

sever the one from the other, and sec that our facts be true.

I do not mean, in what 1 have said, to imply that in the

accumulation of evidence we ought, if possible, to keep our

mental action wholly in abeyance, and observe indiscriminately

all facts that come before us. It is most useful to have some
suggestive hypothesis to guide our observations, in order that

there may be method in our investigations, and to enable us to

select for more careful scrutiny the more important circum-

stances. A certain amount of deductive reasoning must accom-
pany the student from the first, if he would not accumulate his

facts blindfold. I quite agree with what Hooke says in his

work on Philosophical Method, that the natural philosopher

ought to be very well skilled m those several kinds of philo-

sophy already known, to understand their several hypotheses,

suppositious, observations, &c., their various ways of ratiocina-

tions aivd proceedings, the several failings and defects, both iu

their way of raising, and in their way of managing their several

theories, for by this means the mind will be somewhat more
ready at guessing at the solution of many phenomena almost at

first sight, and thereby be much more prompt at making
queries, and at tracing the subtlety of nature, and in discovering

and reaching into the true reason of things.’^ What I may call

the suggestively deductive method, accompanied by continuous

observation—has accumulated more valuable and systematic

evidence than any other, and has yielded most important

results. The investigator iu such a case uses such facts as

are in the first place known to him, iu suggesting probable

hypotheses; deducing other facts, which would happen if a

particular hypothesis be true, he proceeds to test the truth of

ins notion by fresh observations or experiments. If any result

prove different from what he expects, it loads him either to

abandon or to modify his hypothesis; but every new fact may
give some new suggestion as to the laws iu action. Even if the

* This paper having been written away from books, I have not been able

to tell always whom I am ([noting, nor always to refer known quotations to

the respeetivo authors.
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result in any case agrees with his anticipations, he does not

regard it as finally confirmatory of his theory, but proceeds to

test the truth of the theory by new deductions and new trials.”*

It is therefore of the utmost importance that the naturalist

should have an almost instinctive aptitude in conceiving hypo-

theses^ to be used, however, only as finger-posts directing him
along a certain line of observation, and only to be used while

they are useful, but to be discarded without hesitation when
they would lead him into the quagmire of error. Hypotheses

of this kind are only tentative, and must be regarded merely as

the scafiblding to a more permanent erection, but must never

be mistaken for the erection itself.

But before we begin to build we must see that we have

sufficient materials with which to complete the structure, so

that it may be well-proportioned and seeure. In other words,

it is of great importance that we should collect a considerable

number of facts before we commence theorizing; if we have

only a few, wc have no range of vision, our power of comparison

is limited, and, consequently, the evidence in favour of any
explanation being insufficient, the explanation or hypothesis

erected on it will be as a cone on its apex, in very unstable

equilibrium, easily overturned, as many such have been.

Several naturalists have fallen into the mistake of elaborating

theories of the universe the instant they have discovered a few
supposed facts, which seemed new to them, instead of patiently

gathering more, or trying to verify those previously observed.

The more abundant the evidence the more likely is the verdict

to be true.

I have so far spoken only of the evidence obtained by direct

observation ; when, however, we can by experiment repeat the
phenomenon at will, and so verify or correct it, our confidence
in the results we have obtained is greatly increased. But to
speak of the absolute necessity for varied and accurate experi-
ment in the procuring of scientific evidence would be here a
mere waste of time; there is, however, one great result aocom-
plished by it which I would not wholly overlook, and that is,

the deciding some of several supposed causes to be the actual
one in the production of the observed effect. The corpuscular
and undulatory theories of light seemed each of them for a
time to satisfactorily account for the phenomena; W when it

was proved by experiment that light moved more slowly
in glass than in air, tlic undulatory theory which predicted this,
was known as more likely to be true than the corpuscular,

* Jevons* Frincijplei of Science, vol. ii. p. 137.
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which required it to move rapidly. Again, when it was dis-

covered that an acid and an alkali were produced at the poles,

together with oxygen and hydrogen, when water was decom-
posed by electricity, it was supposed by some that electricity

had the power of generating acids and alkalies
; but Davy sup-

posed that this might be the result of the circumstances in

which the experiments had been performed; he therefore

varied those circumstances, until he performed the experiment
without any acid or alkali having been detected.

Having now, by the methods indicated, obtained a certain

body of tolerably trustworthy facts or materials for science, the
next step is to give them cohesion, or convert them into

science—to bind them into as few unities as possible. We
have now to pass from facts to inferences, from the senses to

the intellect
; to bring into play that unifying power of the

mind by which we detect the one in the many, and discover

the special law, of which various facts are illustrations. This
is done by what I may perhaps be permitted to call an inductive

guess.

The mind that is trained to close and cautious inference,

and at the same time possesses a special aptitude for general-

ization, will almost instinctively sec the hypothesis that supplies

the needed explanation. As in the case of Pascal, who,
rejecting the previous of nature having an abhorrence of

a vacuum, conceived that air had weight ; or in that of Roger
Bacon, explaining by refraction the bending power of a convex

lens towards the perpendicular, while his predecessors thought
it to be the result of the material of the substance through which
the light passed, the form liaving been supposed to be of no
importance. All persons, however, have not been of this accu-

rate character. Most discoverers have tried many suppositions

before they have hit upon the right one ; numbers have passed

in review before their judgment has selected any as probable;

and even of those so selected, not one may have survived the

test of experiment. The weakest analogies, the most whimsical

notions, the most apparently absurd theories, may pass through

the teeming brain, and no record may remain of more than the

hundredth part Kepler, for example, imagined and discarded

no fewer than nineteen hypotheses before he established the

actual fact regarding the motion of Mars, and then applied to

it the correct term “ elliptic.^^

But although a guess or hypothesis may be erroneous, it docs

not follow that it is useless ; it may be a means of collecting

and binding together evidence for a certain purpose, which,

although eventually useless in the proving of that for which it
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was collected, may eventually prove most serviceable in the

establishment of some other doctrine. This was the case with

the false hypothesis of epicycles ; which, however, proved of great

service to a truer astronomy, by giving a mass of observations,

which represented the velocities and places of the planets in a

way not far from true, and also by giving knowledge sufficient

to predict eclipses and construct astronomical tables.

Such conjectures as those of the hypotheses of spontaneous

generation, conservation of energy, or evolution, however they

may by future observation be demonstrated as erroneous, will

yet prove exceedingly useful by the most important facts they

are accumulating in such large numbers
;
they are, as it were,

cutting from the quarry of nature a great quantity of building-

material, which some future architect may erect into a noble

and permanent building. But while fertile and intelligent

conjecture is so advantageous to science, a bigoted adherence

to these conjectures, when all evidence is against them, is just

as pernicious to its interests, and arrestive of its progress. The
character of the true naturalist is indicated by the words of

Leslie, who said : In the course of investigation I have found

myself compelled to relinquish some preconceived notions
;
but

I have not abandoned them hastily, nor till after a warm and
obstinate defence, I was driven from every post.^^ He, of

course, held on while he could
;
but when he could no longer

honestly hold his post, he abandoned it; an example much
needed by some modern theorists. The candid and simple

love of truth,^^ Whcwcll well remarks, which makes the dis-

coverer willing to suppress the most favourite production of his

own ingenuity as soon as it appears to be at variance with
realities, constitutes the first characteristic of this temper. He
must neither have the blindness which cannot, nor the obstinacy

which will not, perceive the discrepancy of his fancies and his

facts. He must allow no indolence, or partial views, or self-

complacency, or delight in seeming demonstration, to make him
tenacious of the schemes which he devises, any further than
they are confirmed by their accordance with nature. The
framing of hypotheses is, for the inquirer after truth, not the
end, but the beginning of his work.^' Having then framed an
hypothesis, the next step is to test it by contact with fact, to
verify the correctness of our inferences by further observation
or experiment

;
to examine by an appeal to nature whether the

conclusion at which we have arrived is in harmony with the
evidence at our disposal. In other words, we must now proceed
deductively from the intellect to the senses, from an imagined
law to its consequences. J3y induction we have bounded to the
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top of the stair by one leap, but we must now descend deduc-

tively, steadily, and methodically, trying each step, in order

that we may establish the solidity of our footing. The
deductive reference of any theory to every detail of the evidence

from which it was supj)Osed to spring cannot be too strongly

enforced. If our law be a correct one, certain eonscquences

ought to follow; experiment or observation must search and sec

whether these consequences actually do follow ;
if they do, our

confidence is strengtliencd ; if not, it is in the same degree

weakened. Newton, when meditating on the subject of

gravity, thought it might extend as far as the moon, and at last

guessed that slie was retained in her orbit by it
;
but if so,

certain results must follow. One wuas tliat tlie moon must be

deflected from the tangent every minute through a space of

more than 15 feet; but his calculations made, so as to deter-

mine the truth of this, gave a deflection of only 1.‘^ feet. Here
then was discrepancy between theory and fact ; lie had, pro-

ceeding deductively, apparently proved himself wrong, by a

small quantity indeed, but yet sufficient to induce him to give

it up at once. But when he found he had been basing his

calculations on a wrong magnitude of the earth, he eommenced
afresh, and now found that theory and fact agreed with remark-
able exactness. Here then was an inference verified by evidence

of the most satisfactory kind, and he was warranted in looking

upon the universal prevalence of gravity as a good hypothesis.

Because a good hypothesis is one that foretells or allows of

deductive reasoning
; that is, it must anticipate the results of

new combinations of scries of facts, prophesying the, as yet,

unknown consequences. Another generalization was that the

gravity of every material body is in the direct proportion of

its mass; but if this be true, all objects, when opposing
obstacles are removed, will fall with equal velocity. This was
verified in the familiar experiment of the guinea and feather.

Another important test is that there be nothing contradictory

in the hypothesis to the known laws of nature, as ascertained

in other departments of investigation. jNIere difficulties of

conception must not discredit a theory which otherwise agrees

with facts, and we must only reject hypotheses which are incon-

ceivable in the sense of breaking distinctly the primary laws of

thought and nature^' (Jevons),

Then confidence in our inference is very much strengthened

when it explains to us the meaning of evidence wholly different,

apparently, in kind from that on which the inference is based.

Thus the theory of the universality of gravitation, based on the

evidence of the perturbations of the planets, was corroborated

£ 2
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by the fact that it accounted for the dissimilar fact of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes. This indirect evidence is of more
value than the direct, because in the case of the direct there is

often a danger of our observations being somewhat warped by
the prejudice of a wished-for result, but the indirect must be
altogether honest.

It sometimes happens that the result of experiment may
approximate very closely, but not exactly, to that required by
the hypothesis ; the divergence having been caused by some
residual fact, which, when examined, strikingly confirms the
hypothesis instead of weakening it. The law of the develop-
ment of heat in elastic fluids by compression affords an illus-

tration in its relation to the propagation of sound through the
air. Newton calculated that sound ought to travel at the rate
of 9G8 feet per second

; experiment however, at that time,
showed it to travel at the rate of 1,142 feet. Here, then, was
a residual velocity which Newton and others made many in-

effectual attempts to explain. Laplace, however, suggested that
it might arise from the heat produced by the condensation
taking place at every vibration, increasing the elasticity of the
air. In 1816 he published the theorem on which the connection
depends. On applying it, the calculated velocity of sound
agreed very closely with the best antecedent experiments, and
thus this residual velocity strengthened the foregoing law of the
development of heat by compression. There are many other
characteristics of true evidence, and tests of the hypotheses
inferred from it; there is much more that might be said regarding
the evolving of science by the threefold process of observation,
hypothesis, and verification

; but time will not permit. Indeed,
the subject is so extensive, that I could only detach a small
portion of the fringe ; and as this hasty paper has not been
written for those who understand the subject far better than I
do, but for those who may not have given much attention to
this special aspect of science, I hope I shall be pardoned for
the superficial manner in which I have treated it. Before
proceeding to apply these principles to cases of present theories,
1 nmst give you the character of the true naturalist as drawn
by Professor Jevons and by Faraday. Jevons says, ‘‘ It would
seem as if the mind of the great discoverer must combine
almost contradictory attributes. He must be fertile in theories
and hypotheses, and yet full of facts and precise results of
experience. He must entertain the feeblest analogies, and the
merest guesses at truth, and yet he must hold them as worth-
less till they are verified in experiment. When there are any
grounds of probability, he must hold tenaciously to an old
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opinion^ and yet he must be prepared at any moment to relin-

quish it when a single clearly contradictory fact is encoun-
tered/^ ^^The philosopher/^ says Faraday, ^‘should be a man
willing to listen to every suggestion, but determined to judge
for himself. He should not be biassed by appearances ; have
no favourite hypothesis ; be of no school ; and in doctrine have

no master. He should not be a respecter of persons, but of

things. Truth should be his primary object. If to these

qualities be added industry, he may indeed hope to walk within

the veil of the temple of nature.’^ He may indeed, and when
there we should have from him fewer crude speculations when
facts are absent; fewer fallacious reasonings when logic can

nowhere be found ; less talk about that which is inherently

impossible, contradictions between the science of God^s creation

and that of creation’s God. We may hope, however, that the

establishment of schools for original investigation and mental

discipline will eventually produce students competent to see

facts truly, describe them accurately, and infer from them
reasonably

;
qualities very much needed in the present

day.

I shall select my first illustrations from the beautiful dis-

coveries by spectrum analysis. The stars, we know, resemble

the sun in being sources of light and heat, not mere reflectors,

as are the planets. It was therefore inferred that whatever

might be discovered regarding the pliysical constitution of the

sun, would be in great degree true of them also. The telescope

however could not afford us much information here, because to

it they are but points of light. However, the spectroscope

decided the question, and confirmed the supposition by showing

that their spectra were similar in kind to that of the sun. But
a still more striking confirmation of a cautious, deduction, one

regarding the motions of the stars, has been yielded by it.

Giordano Bruno was, I think, the first to suggest that as the

planets moved round the sun, the stars also had planets revolving

round them
; and not only so, but they also themselves moved

in space. This guess, since proved by direct astronomical

observation, has received additional confirmation by the fact

that the spectroscope can distinctly detect such motion in the

change of the hydrogen line, caused by the different effect pr^
duced on the retina by light when the luminous body is

stationary, from that produced when it is in motion. There is,

however, a difference in the rate of motion as yielded by spcctro-

scopie and by telescopic observation; that given by the

spectroscope being about 29 miles per second for the star

Sirius ; while that given by the parallax of M. Abbe is 43

;
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but the parallax of Henderson gives only 24, which approaches

very closely to that given by the spectrum.

1 now proceed to select a few illustrations from the Belfast

Address of Professor Tyndall, but, with the exception of the

lirst, of a kind to show how hypotheses are built upon insuffi-

cient evidence, and consequently are not scientific. I begin

with his opening sentence : An impulse inherent in primeval

man turned his thoughts and questionings betimes towards the

sources of natural phenomena. The same impulse, inherited

and intensified, is the spur of scientific action to-day. Deter-

mined by it, by a process of abstraction from experience, we
form physical theories which lie beyond the ])ale of experience,

but which satisfy the desire of the mind to see every natural

occurrence resting upon a cause,^^

He first speaks of a scientific impulse, of a determination in

a certain direction. Is there any evidence of this impulse ? Yes.

abundant evidence in our own conciousness. We know that

wlicn we see a change wc cannot help believing in a cause for the

change, and when more actively intelligent, we are impelled to

search ibr that cause. Prom this we infer that if such search

be an inherent impulse, it will often, if not always, act without

reference to expediency or profit. This deduction is fully

verified in the fact that numbers arc enthusiasts in this search

who never hope to receive any equivalent in the way of pru-

dential recompense. But we have also the affirmation that the
impulse is inherent in primeval man

;
that is, not derived from

inheritance, or obtained by experience. The evidence for this

is tliat tlicre is no trace whatever in our supposed ancestors, the
monkeys, of turning tlicir thoiurhts towards the sources of
natural phenomena; being found in the first men, it could
not be inherited, so must be inheient. So far I think the Pro-
lessor is thoroughly scientilic, though his first proposition
directly negatives nearly the entire remainder of his address.

But I regret that I cannot long coincide with him, for in his

second sentence he speaks of this impulse as being inherited
by us. This is surely a fiaw, for if it was not inherited by the
first man, what reason have we for inferring that it was
inherited by any of his descendants? If it were inherent in
him, why should we not say tliat it is inherent in ourselves ?

We now proceed to the propositions of Democritus, which are,

all but one, accepted by Tyndall in these words : The first

five propositions are a fair general statement of the atomic
philosophy as now held. One statement in that philosophy is

that ^ nothing that exists can bo destroyed.^ The only evidence
for this being, that however we may change the form of any
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compound, wc do not destroy the materials. This is sufficient

evidence that man has not destroyed any substantial existence,

and a very important generalization it is in some respects ; but
there is not one tittle of evidence for the wider proposition of

Democritus, either in observation or the laws of thought.

Another statement is, every occurrence has its cause, from
which it follows by neccssity.^^ I agree with this, but not in

the sense of Democritus. I believe there is a necessity, but

that it flows from tin; will of a Creator, whose will is law ; but

Democritus licld that the necessity was inherent. Thcit this

is not evidentially proved, is shown by the fact that many of his

own school reject this necessity altogether, and use the word
antecedence instead. Bain says, To express causation, we
need only name one thing, the antecedent, or cause, and
another thing, the effect.’* Huxley writes, ^‘Thc notion of

necessity is something illegitimately thrust into the perfectly

legitimate conception of law.” The invaluable evidence of the

fundamental laws of thought, and the testimony of conscious-

ness is ignored by those naturalists who maintain that the only
bond of union between successive happenings is that of time
and regularity, and that by these two terms they give an
adequate explanation of causation.

Indeed this whole atomic hypotlicsis, while a most valuable

one for working purposes, and very useful to the chemist, is not
sufficiently verified to be assumed as a fact, or made the basis

of a theory of the universe. Profcs'mr (k)okc, of Harvard
University, who says lie has been called a blind partisan of the
atomic theory, writes regarding it, ‘‘ I wish to declare my
belief that the atomic theory, beautiful and consistent as it

appears, is only a temporary expedient for representing tlie

facts of chemistry to the mind
; although in the present state

of science it gives absolutely essential aiil both to investigation

and study; I have the conviction that it is a temporary
scaffolding around the imperfect building, which will be
removed as soon as its usefulness is passed.”* This is con-

sistent and scientific, but Tyndall’s mode of treating the mole-
cules seems neither one nor other. He first adopts the idea

that ^'the varieties of all things depend upon the varieties of

their atoms in number, size, and aggregation,” and states

distinctly that Maxwell’s logic w as not legitimate w'hen he took

the step from the atoms to their Maker, that wo must abandon
all conception of creative acts. Here then is a distinct

* The jNew Vhcmutrii, p. 103.
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hypothesis^ the atomic or molecular^ to account for the phe-
nomena of nature, to explain the facts of observation and
experience. W e are pointed to the atom as the one unity, or
resting-place for thought. But the very man who does this

says, that molecular motions and groupings not only do not
explain everything, but in reality they explain nothing. But
he does not end here, for he goes on to say that if the
materialist cannot explain these things or tell the why of
phenomena, no one else, priest or philosopher,^* can.

Here, then, we have evidence of two things,—that the science

of material phenomena cannot solve what he rightly calls the
problem of problems.^’ This is beyond its province, and

ought not to be expected of it. But we have evidence also of
a baseless assumption, an unwarranted generalization in the
statement that if that science cannot solve it, no other can,
that solution is impossible. It is seen, however, that we have
the authority of Tyndall for saying that not to the naturalist
must the man go who believes in the reality of awe, reverence,
wonder, religion, &c., for he can do nothing for him

;
if there

Ac hope anywhere, it must be found in the priest, not the
philosopher.

We are also introduced, of course, to the subject of evolution,
which means an indefinite or continuous change of structure,
from the simple upwards to the more complex, from the monad
up to man. The only direct evidence he adduces of such a fact
is, that varieties are continually being produced, no chick and
no child is in all respects and particulars the counterpart of
its brother and sister

; in such differences we have variety
incipient.^^ I object here to the word "incipient,^^ which
I take to mean a beginning. From the hypothesis of
evolution we would deduce the expectation of finding the
varieties continuous. But in this case they have remained
incipient ever since man has been known; how long that
is, I prefer, in this case, leaving our opponents to deter-
mine. Now a variation that is always beginning, and at
the same time always ending, is not a verification, but a
refutation of an hypothesis, from which we deduce a variation
always beginning and never ending. Again, the theory is that
these variations are produced in the struggle for existence, by
the preservation and accumulation of small inherited modifica-
tions, each profitable to the preserved being. If so, we are
warranted in expecting that these preserved varieties must be
in the first place actually beneficial

; but Tyndall says they are
differential, ^ that is, indefinitely small

; but a differential
advantage not only could not preserve the life of its possessor.
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which is the reason assigned by the theory for its transmission^

but could not possibly be of any advantage at all.

If, again, the theory be sound, we have a right to anticipate

that where an experiment has extended over at least 6,000
years—some would say 60,000—where the struggle for exist-

ence has been severe, and favourable variations have often

occurred, some definite advance would have been produced.

Such a case is that of man ; no one can say he has had no
struggle for existence. Take the case of the labourer, where
development of muscle is so advantageous, and where use does

develop certain muscles in a high degree. Now here is a dis-

tinctly useful modification ; but are his children born with a

more fully developed muscle than their father? Is the race

of such men steadily growing more muscnlar ? The reverse

seems nearer the truth. Once more, therefore, the theory lacks

the evidence needed for verification. But Tyndall says, and
rightly, that the function of the experimental philosopher is

to combine the conditions of nature and produce her results ;

but, he adds, this was the method of Darwin.^^ Here I differ

from him, because I consider Darwin^s experiments on pigeons,

to which Tyndall refers, as being quite distinct from the

methods of nature. He selected a variety that struck his fancy,

and with his eye directed to the particular appearance which
he wished to exaggerate, he selected it as it reappeared in suc-

cessive broods, and thu5» added increment to increment, until, as

he says, an astonishing amount of divergence from the parent

type was effected. Here, then, we have wish, observation, in-

telligence, and voluntary selection, every one of which is a
conscious state, and every one of which is wanting in nature.

Am 1 justified from the evidence, that a conscious intelligence,

having an end in view, can produce some slight useless varia-

tions, for such are those of pigeons, in inferring that nature
without consciousness, without intelligence, and without a pur-

pose, can produce endless beneficial variations ? Am I Avarranted

in inferring that, because a compositor can, by selecting the
particular type he requires, arrange them into a connected
statement ; therefore, if you fling them on the floor, they will

arrange themselves into a more difficult and longer statement ?

If I be, then I strangely misapprehend the nature of evidence;

but if I am not, Darwin's experiments are of no evidential

value whatever as to nature's method
;
and his hypothesis is

not a good one, because in this case at least it is not in agree-

ment with fact, does not allow of deductive iufcrence, and
conflicts with known laws of nature.

He also instances Darwin^s investigations into the cell-making
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instinct of the hive-bee as an instance of his analytic and

synthetic skill, and in confirmation of evolution. That Darwin^s

expertments were most interesting, and affoi’dcd additional

illustrations of the wondrous instinct of the hive-bee I gladly

acknowledge, but that they afford evidence of this power having

been acquired by natural selection I cannot admit. The experi-

ments were made witli liive-bees; that is, with bees already

possessing this economical instinct, and could not, therefore,

show how they acquired it. The hypothesis is that humble-

bees have gradually evolved themselves into liivc-bccs ; to prove

this by experiment, he must collect a number of humble-bees

together, sec if they will swarm, and then, supposing them to

swarm, watch whether they make any progress towards cell-

building. When he has taken some steps in this direction with

success, he will have commenced experiments affording import-

ant evidence, but not before. Another flaw in this explana-

tion seems to be that the bees transmit by inheritance their

newly-acquired economical instincts to new swarms. Is this

a fact? The bees that make the cells have no descendants, and

the bees that have the descendants, the drones, do not make
the cells

;
how then can they have the instincts without

doing the work? Darwin has shown how it is useful for com^

munitics to have working insects which are neuters ;
but I

cannot find where he attempts to show that non-constructing

insects can transmit a constructing instinct. The next import-

ant point to which attention is called, is the important doctrine

of teleology. Tyndall says, It is the mind thus stored with

the choicest materials of the teleologist that rejects teleology,

seeking to refer these wonders to natural causes. They illus-

trate, according to him, the method of nature, not the

^ technic^ of a man-like artificer,^^ On this point Huxley
speaks still more decidedly. The teleology which supposes

that the eye, such as wc see it in man or ono of the higher

vertebrata, was made with tlic precise structure which it

exhibits, for the purpose of enabling tlie animal to sec, has

undoubtedly received its death-blow.^^ Nevertheless, it islneces-

sary to remember that there is a wider teleology, which is not

touched by the doctrine of evolution, but is actually based

upon the fundamental proposition of evolution. That proposi-

tion is, that the whole world, living and not living, is the result

of the mutual interaction, according to definite laws, of the
forces possessed by the molecules of which the primitive nebu-
losity of the universe was composed. If this be true, it is no
less certain that the existing world lay, potentially, in the
cosmic vapour ; and that a sufficient intelligence could, from a
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knowledge of the properties of the molecules of that vapour,

have predicted, say the Fauna of Britain in 1869, with as much
certainty as one can say what will happen to the vapour of the

breath in a cold winter’s day. Why limit the prediction to the

fauna, if wc be, as he says we are, machines as much as the

fauna ; why not have been able to predict this paper this evening,

and also the criticisms on it, if it be thought worthy of any ?

Why not predict the state of every man’s mind and life at any

particular moment ? The one ought, by his hypothesis, to be as

possible as the other. But as regards teleology, are all the

phenomena of nature to teach this, that by merest accident,

according to Darwin, or by some unconscious force possessed by
primitive nebulosity, according to Huxley, the eye for example
just happens to be as it is, but that all the structure, every

detail of which is so admirably adapted for seeing, had in its

combinations no reference whatever to sight. That the fact

that we are able to see Mdth the eye and hear \\ith the ear are

only accidents, in accordance, indeed, with law, as all accidents

are, but not the purposes of cither; in fact, that they have no
purpose

; for if they have a purpose or end of any kind, that is

teleological. Are we also to infer that those cases of—adapta-

tion I was going to say, but may not, as adaptation, Huxley
says, has received its ‘^death-blow”—tliose cases where flowers

and insects arc mutually suitable, and which Tyndall himself
(juotes, arc mere couiciiicnt suitabilities, the one having no
designed relation to the other? All this may by its disciples be
called inductive philosophy. Perhaps it is presumptuous in me,
but I would call it by another name, as I cannot discover the
inductions, still less the philosophy. It is wholly unnecessary
for me, in this Society, to point out the overwhelming and
accurate evidence in favour of teleology, which has super-

abundantly every test of a true theory. There is another
doctrine coming prominently to the front now’, which was only
alluded to in the Belfast address, but which formed the subject

of a masterly lecture by Huxley : I allude to automatism. There
is difliculty in dealing with this subject, because the w’ord has
not yet been satisfactorily deflned in its scientific application

:

one thing, however, is clear, that by animal automata are

meant conscious machines. Huxley says “ that consciousness

is a spectator not an actor, that we are in fact conscious

machines.” The facts from which he infers this show a certain

amount of involuntary, or what ho calls automatic action
; but

they do not warrant the further inference that, because some
actions are automatic, all arc ; that because our circulation, &c.,

is involuntary, our choice of evil rather than good is involuntary
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also. This is contradictorjr of consciousness^ which testifies that

volition is not a farce ;
that we can compare and select one action

rather than another; that we can, if we will, choose the right and
reject the wrong. If we be only machines, all terms of praise

or blame are fallacious
;
there can be neither right nor wrong,

virtue nor vice. But our whole moral consciousness testifies to

the existence of these things ; it is a fundamental law of our

nature that we should approve or disapprove in certain cases ; and

consequently, whatever hypothesis contradicts this, must be so

far unsound. The surest evidence we can have testifies that we
are voluntary agents, and not involuntary machines.

Several other illustrations from TyndalPs address, as well as

from evolution in general, might be selected to show that many
of its inferences are from insufficient or untrustworthy evidence

;

that it often violates what we know to be laws of nature ;
that

its deductions are but seldom verified ; but what I have selected

are sufficient for my present purpose. It must not for a moment
be supposed that because evidence is sifted and explanations

tested, the fullest investigation of nature is objected to; yet

this is what our opponents often insinuate, or openly state.

For example, Professor Roscoe says, in the conclusion of his

lecture at Manchester on the atomic theory, *^In order to

flourish and produce fruit, science must be free—free to experi-

ment and observe, without let or hindrance ; free to draw the

conclusions which may flow from such experiments or observa-

tions; free, above all, to speculate and theorize into regions

removed far beyond the reach of our senses.'^ To all this I am
convinced every theologian will give a hearty assent : it is not
knowledge, but ignorance we have to fear, either in our own
department of thought or any other. What we do object to

are conclusions that do not flow from observation or experiment,

speculations that are not only beyond the reach of sense, but
also of reason ; the wandering, fancy free, in regions where
the logician can find no solicl ground for his foot, and con-
sequently cannot follow. We object to the freedom which is

untrammelled by the laws of observation, of inference, and of
verification. And we object to these things more in the interest

of science than of theology, because while science may be
seriously hindered by the blundering of injudicious friends, or
irrational votaries

;
the fundamental bases of theology are too

firmly seated in the consciousness of humanity ever to be over-
turned by any amount of illogical reasoning on the part of
its friends, or any amount of illogical rancour on the part of
its foes.
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The Chairman (the Rev. Prebendary Row)—having conveyed the thanks

of the Institute to Dr. M‘Cann for his paper,—observed, that he had care-

fully studied the general laws of evidence, but that he had given less atten-

tion to those which regulate the inductions of physical science than to any

other branch of the question. No doubt the principles of the paper were

capable of a far wider application than to this special subject, and the appli-

cation of the principles contained in the latter part of it were of much value.

That portion of the paper which dealt with the subject of transmitted instincts

seemed worthy of great ( onsideration, as the question Wiis becoming one of

grave importance in refeience to the controversies of the day
;
but before any

general theory could be laid down upon this subject, it would be necessary to

collect a much greater number of facts respecting it than those already

in our possession. He far from wished to dispute that instincts w'cre in

some way or other transmissible
;
but it w’as quite clear that we were not

in a position to determine the law which regulated their transmission. The

fact that the father of the working bee was a drone who never gathered

honey or performed any labour in the hive, and the mother one whose

exclusive business w'as to breed, afforded a conclusive proof that the

instinct of the w'orking bee was not a mere accumulation of instincts

gradually acquired through a long succession of fathers and mothers. He made

this remark because there were not Avanting persons occupying a high stand-

ing in the ranks of physical science, who aflirmed that the moral nature of man
was merely the result of a mass of accumulated instincts gradually acquired

in the course of an indofinite (nay, almost infinite) number of generations.

No less unknown, he might almost say capricious, was the law which regu-

lated the transmission of likeness, whether it were mental or bodily, passing

over one or two generations, and reappearing in another ; but the trans-

mission of likeness in some way or other w'as un»iuestionably a fact. In the

same manner there could be no doubt that many of our actions, and even

of the operations of our intellects, were automatic. Many of his own mental

operations were carried on in a manner that he was utterly unable to analyze

the process by which they were performed. What was designated “ cerebra-

tion ” might account for some of these phenomena, but he did not think that

it could account for all of them. Again, w ith respect to adapUtion, more

popularly designated design
; any one who examined the structure of living

organisms, and yet who denied that they testified to the existence of an Intel-

ligence, seemed to him to maintain a most astonishing panidox. He was glad

to find that the late Mr. J. S. Mill, in his posthumous essays, admitted the

validity of this argument. Ho (Mr. Row) admitted that the argument from

design had been unduly pressed in some cases
;
but it was manifest that the

innumerable adaptations in nature could only bo accounted for on the sup-

position that they originated in intelligence. What was the only substitute that

scientific men who denied its existence could find for it ? An infinite chain

of happy coincidences and concurrences of events during the eternity of the
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skeleton of a serpent in the British Museum, with perhaps not less than 300

joints, admirably tilted to each other, and to the whole ;
if these marvellous

adaptations were to be accounted for by nothiiii; but the jninciple of natural

selection and survival of the fittest, it would refpiire an eternity for the

production of that serpent alone : what then should we say of the adaptations

in nature which existed in numbers that surpassed all coni])reheiision ? One

could hardly conceive how it was possible that men of hij^^h intelligence

should have propounded such doctrines.

Mr. J. E. Howakd, l^M'.S., while exj)ressin.!:^ a. stron*; ueneral approval of

the paper, did not think the desciiption given of evolution was altogether

correct
;
nor did he think that the account Ihofessor Tyndall gave of the

atomic theory was adapted to anything else but to mislead. The atomic

theory of the old Greeks had about as much relation to the theories of

modern science as Tenterden Steeple had to Goodwin Sands (according to

Kentish traditions) : there might, indeed, have been a connection in some way,

but it was exceedingly remote and dillicult to appreciate. It was ecpially

misleading to speak of the* ” doctrine of evolution, for the doctrine of evolu-

tion propounded by Tyndall was as ditferent from the doctrine of Lucretius

as it was possible to be.

The Rev. Sinclatii said Dr. McCkinn had maintained that inherent and

inherited qualities could not be the same, as they were incompatible ;
but as

a matter of fact there was no incomjiatibility between the two. A (piality

might be inherited, and yet might be inh(‘rent, as being an essential part of

a man’s nature and constitution. The origin of that (juality might be

hereditary or otherwise
;
hut if it were an essential part of the being, it was

inherent. With regard to the evidence, he (Mr. Sinclair) doubted whether

there was any difi'erence between scientific and any other kind of evidence
;

or, in other words, whether there was any ot her than scientific evidence. With
reference to teleology, he felt that som thing more tluni was contained in

the present paper >\as necessary to refute the theory of Darwin and Tyndall.

That theory was a perfect iy consistent one— that the instincts of an animal

combined with the circumstances were sufficient to produce certain effects,

or to increase, strengthen, or develop existing faculties of which the germ

might already exist. There might thus rise up a perfect harmony between

the faculties of a being and the circumstances in which it existed ;
the only

question was as to the facts : as to hereditary transmission, there could bo

no doubt that qualities were so transmitted, and often from ancestors more
remote than the immediate parents. Dr. McCann had referred to navvies

and others whose work developed tho muscular system, and pointed out that

their children were not more muscular wlien they were born than were

the children of other people ;
but there might bo other causes to account

for that ; such as insufficient food or bad sanitary conditions, which would
counteract the effect of the exercise of the muscles in the employment of the
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father. Some races were distinguished for their muscularity or for other

qualities inherited through successive generations, from the exceptional

employments of their ancestors. As instiinccs of this, he referred to the

hippopotamus-hunters mentioned in Liriugstone's Journal, and to the New-
haven fishwives near Edinburgh, who were distinguished for their great

muscularity and strength.

Mr. M. II. IIabpuishon pointed out (as bearing upon the question whether

the development of muscl(‘ might be referred to the individual alone, or in a

measure also to the transn ission of quality), that the iron-workcrh of Stafford-

shire and Bhcflield were examples of great muscular development, m

I

nch

seemed to indicate that persistence for a long series of years in a certain

trade occupation had a niaikcd effect on the pliysique of the people of the

district. It was said, at the time of the fhartist riots, that a much greater

number of troops would bo rocpiired in the neighbourhood of Sheffield than

among an agricultural popuhition, on account of the greater muscidarity of

a race of men whose arms had great power from th(‘ daily use of the hammer.

The sons of a race of blacksmiths Avould make stronger-aimed blacksmiths

than the sons of a race of printers or weavers. Among animals it was un-

questionable that certain (pialities developed by use were transmitted from

generation to generation, and it would be easier to train .i dog whose

progenitors had been trained than one whose progenitors had qot.

Mr. Eow asked, in reference to the peculiar (lualities of pointers and

setters, whether any dog was ever known to point or set at game without

instruction, and simply thiough the tran.smission of qualities from one

generation to another.

Dr. McCann said dogs had been known to ])oint and set without instruc-

tion, but only very slightly.

The Kev. G. CmuiEV, I). I)., remarked that in weighing scientific evidence

care must be taken not hastdy to conclude, because certain facts militateil

against any hypothesis as originally stated, that the hypothesis therefore was

fundamentally wrong. It was possible that the liypothesis might liave been

too broadly stated, and so might need modilication, and yet be in the

main correct
; or, on the other hand, it might contain a partial truth, which

ought not to bo overlooked, although the main hypothesis might not be

sustained. This seemed to bo the case in regard to the theory of Evolution.

Careful investigation seemed to discreilit the hypotlusis that the whole of

creation was governed by evolution as one universal law, and yet tho same
investigation left little doubt that evolution took jilaco within certain limits.

To assign these limits, was a work well deserving the attention of men of

science
;
and if Mr. Dar.win had been too h.l^ty in his assumption of a

general law, we were not to pass over tho facts >vhich he had observed, or

to imagme ourselves concerned to deny all evolution under tho genonil

name of Darwinism.

Dr. E. Haughton agreed that a scientific theory ought to bo based upon
facts

; but before we were asked to believe that all living creatures came
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from one little monad or molecule, the facts in support of such a belief

ought to be very startling indeed. He complained that the facts given in

support of the doctrine of evolution were wholly insufficient to sustain it, and

protested that there was no reason to believe that man had descended from

a monkey because there were certain breeds of pigeons or of horses which

differed from one another.

Mr. I. B. Nicholson complained that Dr. McCann’s paper was not of a

sufficiently elementary character for those who really required instruction :

it assumed too large an amount of knowledge among those who heard it

read. He asked that some definition of the meaning of teleology should

be given.

Dr. McCann briefly replied. Having thanked the audience for the kindness

with which his paper had been received, he said that ho did not think there

was any action on the part of a human being which was altogether automatic,

but the great difficulty in dealing with such questions was the absence of

definitions. The word automatic had never received any adequate definition,

and the result was that different people speaking of automata meant some-

thing quite different from one another. There was no analogy between a

watch as an automaton and any conscious being
;
but in menbd action there

were certain moods in which the mind became to some extent mechanical in

following out a line of thought. There was a latent mental mode in which

the mind, although it acted voluntarily, yet acted almost unconsciously, but

not quite, or wc should not remember afterwards what we had thought about.

In threatling our way through groups of people in the streets, we voluntarily

turned to the left or right, as circumstances might render necessary, but we
were almost unconscious of any mental operation at the time. With regard

to inherited and inherent qualities, whatever was essential or necessary for

a being was inherent, and could not well be described as inherited. Inherited

qualities were clearly something in addition to those which were inherent

—

they were not essential, but acquired. The inherent habit ho had referred

to in his paper was that of the bee, which, in making its cell, was carrying

on an operation which had never been performed by either of its parents, for

the working bees were the neuters which had no descendants. With reference

to the muscularity of Sheffield worknjen, he could only say that he had seen

a good many Sheffield babies, and they were not a bit heavier, stronger, or

more muscular than others. As a matter of fact, however, these children

began from their earliest years to develop their muscles, because they were

put to work at as early an age as possible. He quite agreed with Dr. Currey

that it was not right to reject a whole theory because of one failure of verifi-

cation
; but it must be remembered that, in proportion to the value of the

fact upset, was the theory weakened. As to the definition of Teleology, it

simply meant purpose in the arrangement or contrivance of anything. If

he had a distinct end in view in the construction of anything, that was so

far a teleological act.

The Chairmain in closing the discussion said, it appeared to him that
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there had been some misapprehension in the minds of some of those

present as to the distinction between evolution and natural selection.

Darwin’s theory was evolution by natural selection
; but the theory of

Lucretius was pure and simple evolution, without any reference to natural

selection.

The meeting was then adjourned.

VOL, X, If
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ORDINARY MEETING, Apkil 5, 1875.

C. Brooke, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and conliriiied, and the follow-

ing elections were announced :

—

Member J. Wood, Esq., Birkenhead.

Associates :—Eev. H. de la Cour de Brisay, M.A. (Oxon.), Oxford ; Bev.

K. H. Gray, M.A. (Oxon.), B.i)., Hon. Canon of Chester, Exam.

Chaplain to Bishops of Chester and Sodor and Man ; K. S. Boddington,

Esq., Markham »Square
; A. Gardner, Esq., Paisley

;
Lieut.-Colonel G.

Hutchinson, C.S.I., In.spcctor-General Punjab I^olicc
;
J. Smith, Esq.,

Cambridge Terrace.

Also the jiresentation of the following Works to the Library.

“Proceedings of the Iloyal Geograidiical Society,” Parts 2 and V^ol. XIX.

From tiu Society.

“ Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Arclneology,” Vol. III. Ditto.

“ Science based on Religion.” By Rev. J. G. MWicar, D.D., LL.D.

The Author,

The following paper was then read by the Rev. T. M. Gorman, M.A., the

author being unavoidably absent.

TEE RELATION OF THE SCRIPTURE ACCOUNT
OF THE DELUGE TO PHYSICAL SCIENCE. By
Professor Challis, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

The inquiry I have undertaken to make respectinj^ the
bearing of modern physical science, especially the science

of geology, on the account given in Scripture of the Noachiau
Deluge, will be conducted in the following manner. I begin
with assuming that the statements of Scripture relative to the
natural operations which immediately caused the Deluge are
descriptive of actual occurrences, as they would have appeared
at the time to an unscientific observer, and on this hypothesis
1 shall endeavour to extract from these statements the precise
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character of the phenomena. Next,1)y taking advantage of the
physical science of the present day, I shall inquire by what
natural forces such phenomena might have been produced, and
how the asserted destruction of the lives of men and animals
would be the necessary consequence. Lastly, taking into con-

sideration, either individually or in classes, the facts which
have been discovered in such great abundance and variety in

recent times relating to the status and localization of animal
remains, and to coiuomitant circumstances of the earth^s

superficial crust, I propose to account for these facts also by
reference, as in the previous discussion, to the operation of

known, or possible, physical causation. The facts will be ac-

cepted as described by Lyell, Lubbock, Evans, Boyd Dawkins,
and other writers on geological questions, although I may not be
able to adopt the views of these authors as respects either the
modus operandi of the physical causes, or the time occupied in

effecting changes of the features of the eartli^s superficies. Hav-
ing spent a large amount of thought and mathcm. vLical research,

during many years, on the laws of operation of the physical

forces, I am entitled, I think, to form on these two points an
independent judgment. If this second discussion should in-

dicate that the observed phenomena may be accounted for by a
deluge agreeing as to its physical causation and consequences
with the inferences drawn in the first discussion from the recorded

facts of the Noachiau deluge, it is evident that the Biblical

narrative would thereby receive much confirmation. This, 1

presume, will be considered to be a fair line of argument.
1. The passages in the Book of Genesis which describe the

immediate natural causes of the Deluge are few in number, but
very significant. All the fountains of the great deep were
broken up, and the windows (KarappaKTai) of heaven were
opened, and the rain was upon the earth forty days and forty

nights (vii. 11, 12). These statements clearly point to two
sources of the waters of the Deluge. The views entertained by

the Hebrews respecting the causes of natural phenomena were

such only as might be suggested by ordinary observation ;
and

hence, as it seems, they supposed that any collection of waters

had its proper springs or fountains, and according as the foun-

tains were opened or closed, the waters flowed or ceased to flow.

Thus in 2 Esdras iv. 7, two kinds of springs are spoken of,

—

springs in the beginning of the deep,^’ and springs above

the firraament.^^ The above passage of Genesis expresses simi-

larly t||e twofold source of the waters which produced the

Deluge, and may be taken as indicating that besides a copious

down-pouring of rain through, as it were, cataracts, or windows.
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in die sky, continuing uninterruptedly forty days and forty

nights, there was—what a mere spectator might suppose to be

due to fountains breaking out at the bottom of the deep—

a

welling up of the waters of seas and oceans, whereby the lands

encompassed by them were flooded. The narrative appears to

ascribe the waters of the Deluge to the simultaneous operation

of the two causes.

And the waters prevailed and bare up the ark, and it was

lifted up above the earth. And the waters prevailed and were

increased greatly on the earth, and the ark was borne upon the

face of the waters. And the waters prevailed exceedingly upon
the earth ; and all the high hills that were under the whole

heaven were covered. Fifteen cubits upward did the waters

prevail, and the mountains were covered (vii. 17—20). These

words not only describe the great extent and height of the

waters of the cataclysm relatively to the land, but indicate also

that it continually advanced by gradations to a maximum height.

In verse 24 of the same chapter, it is said that the waters pre-

vailed were elevated. Sept.) on the earth an hundred
and fifty days. During this interval of five months, which is

to be reckoned from the day of NoalFs entrance into the ark,

the height of the waters was continually on the increase up to

a certain time, which, as being the epoch of a maximum, would
not be definitely marked

; afterwards it continually decreased.

The increase might go on after the cessation of the rain at the

end of the forty days, and, as will presently appear, the decrease

commenced before the end of the hundred and fifty days.

In the statements given in viii. 1 and 2 respecting the opera-

tions which produced the abatement of the waters, and caused
them to return continually from the face of the earth, it is said,

generally, that ‘^God made a ^^^ind to pass over the earth, and
the waters were assuaged and then, specifically, that the

fountains of the deep and the windows of heaven were stopped,

and the rain from heaven was restrained.” This cessation of

the rain took place at the end of forty days, and appears to be
here mentioned in connection with the stoppage of the fountains

of the deep, and the assuagement of the waters by ^^the wind,”
as being a necessary antecedent condition of these operations.

It may be remarked that the Hebrew word for wind ” in this

passage is translated in the Septuagint by Trvtvpa, whereas the

same word, employed inExod. xiv. 21, in giving the account of

the dividing of the Red Sea by a strong east wind,” w trans-

lated by avtfjLoc* Possibly the LXX. Interpreters preferred

irvivfiu in the present instance because, as the Hebrew word
appears to have been used to designate generally an invisible
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agency, they supposed that a current of air (avefio^) inight not

be the agent here signified.

And the waters returned from off the earth continually

;

and after the end of the hundred and fifty days the waters were
abated, and the ark rested in the seventh month, on the seven-

teenth day of the month on the mountains of Ararat. And
the waters decreased continually until the tenth month

; in the

tenth month, on the first day of the month, were the tops of

the mountains seen^ (viii. 3—5). According to this account,

on the seventeenth day of the seventh month, that is, five

months, or one hundred and fifty days, after Noah entered the

ark, the waters had so far abated as to allow the ark to rest on

the mountains of Ararat. Since the ark was 30 cubits in

height, this might have happened at no long interval after the

maximum height of fifteen cubits upward had been attained,

and before the tops of Ararat and of other mountains were
visible. ^^Thetopsof the mountains,^^ it is said, ^^were seen

on the first day of the tenth month,^^ that is, seventy-four days

after the resting of the ark on Ararat.

The remainder of the statements (viii. 6—11) recount that at

the end of forty days, reckoned apparently from the time the

tops of the mountains were seen, Noah opened the door of the

ark, and sent out at intervals, first a raven, and then a dove

three times, and th«it et the second return the dove had in her

mouth an olive-leaf plucked off’.^^ These circumstances are all

consistent with the supposition that the subsidence of the

waters was effected in a very gradual manner. The interval

from the entrance into the ark to the time ai which the earth^s

surface was sufficiently dry to allow of Noah, his family, and
the animals to go out of it, appears from the dates given in the

narrative to have been three hundred and seventy days.

The destruction of the lives of men and animals by the

Deluge is recorded in these terms:—‘^And all flesh died that

moved upon the earth, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of beast,

and of every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth, a^ll

every man: all in whose nostrils was the breath of life, of all

that was in the dry land, died. And every living substance was
destroyed which was upon the face of the ground, both man,
and cattle, and the creeping things, and the fowl of the hejivcn

;

and they were destroyed from the earth : and Noah only re-

mained alive, and they that were with him in the ark (vii. 21“

23). In the Septuagint, both in this passage and in vii. 4, the

Greek for every living substance” is Trav ro iivdarr^ga, every

thing that rises, up. The context shows that only substance

endued with animal life is signified.
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The foregoing are mainly the facts stated in the Book of

Genesis, which I propose to account for by a physical theory.

But before proceeding to do this, it is right to say that the theory

necessarily has reference only to the general condition, and kind

of action, of the physical forces concerned in producing the

phenomena, and not to the precise amount of the results of their

action, and that on this account it is incapable of giving quan-

titative determinations admitting of comparison with the specific

numbers which occur in the above statement of the facts. Pos-

sibly these round numbers may be considered to mark out

intervals that arc approximately true as to their proportions, but

not as to the actual magnitudes.

It should also be here mentioned that for the following reasons

I have not thought it necessary to inquire what might h.ave been
the particular circumstances under which the lives of all the

different kinds of living creatures were ])rescrved in the ark.

Much that relates to the ark is of a miracnlons character. The
very act of preparing means of safety in anticipation of a deluge

could only have proceeded from divine interposition. It was l)y

special 'Mvarning from God that Noah built the ark
;
God

also gave particular directions respecting its dimensions and
construction; and it is added that when Noah with his family

and the animals had entered into it, ‘‘the Lord shut him in

(vii. 16). On account of these avowedly miraculous circum-
stances, it is needless to inquire by what special means the ark

and the animals within it were saved from destruction.

Moreover, I do not consider it necessary to take the

terms of the biblical narrative as implying that the propaga-
tion of the diflerent kinds of animals was continued after the

Flood exclusively through those that were saved in the ark^^

It is true that this is distinctly affirmed relatively to the huBftail'

race, because it is said of the three sons of Noah, that “ of
them was the whole earth overspread^' (ix. 19). But it is

not as expressly asserted that the ofrs])ring of all the living

^features that went outof the ark spread over the earth. It seems,
therefore, allowable to interpret the account of the miraculous
preservation in the ark of two of every kind, male and female,

for the purpose of “keeping seed alive upon the face of all

the earth'' (vii. 3), as indicative of an effect which was produced
by other means, also of a more extensive character and more
conformable with ordinary physical operations. These means
might be such that they could not be intelligibly stated with-

out reference to physical and geographical facts which were
not then cognizable by common observation, and on that

account would have no place in Scripture. Possibly also the
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reiteration with which it is affirmed that the continuation of

every kind of animal life on the earth^s surface after the Flood

was owing to the intervention of the ark. may be taken to

denote that this, the only means which for the time could be

stated in consistent and intelligible terms, embraced symboli-

cally all actual means of preservation. The sacred writers not

unfrequently use words of universal import to denote the com-
prehensive character of an affirmation.

I do not think that more need be said on the miraculous

element in the Sciipture narrative, and shall, therefore, now
proceed to discuss, in a second division of the essay, the

physical causes that might have produced the phenomena of

the Deluge, taking these phenomena exclusively as they have

been inferred in the first division from the record in the Book
of Genesis.

II. As preliminary to the main argument, reasons will be

given for concluding that the interior of the earth is in a

liquid state. By experiment it is found that when a quantity

of ice in small fragments is inclosed in a vessel and violently

compressed, the separate solidity of the different portions

can be obliterated, and the whole be converted into a single

solid mass. From this fact it may reasonably be concluded

that the difference between the solid and the liquid states of

the same homogeneou.^ substance depends only on difference

in the mechanical conditions of the parts constituting a very

thin superficial stratum of the substance, and that the par-

ticular condition characterizing the solid state may be got rid

of by pressure. The same effect, as is well known, may be

produced on ice, and many other solid substances, by heat.

Now in the interior of the earth both these causes operate in

a very high degree, the pressure being due to the weight,

increasing with the depth, of the superincumbent materials,

and the heat to the increase of temperature with descent below

the earth^s surface, which is shown by thermometrical obser-

vations in deep mines, to take place at the rate of one degree

of Fahrenheit for every 90 feet. Thus on both accounts the

interior of the earth may be assumed to be in the condi-

tion of a liquid. It is true that this liquid must be supposed

to be enveloped by a solid shell, the elevated parts of which
are hills and mountains, and the depressed parts valleys or

solid basins containing seas and oceans. But there is reason to

say that the non-liquid state, whether solid or viscous, extends

to a depth very small compared to the carth^s diameter of

8>000 miles, and that the whole of this crust, together with

the contained watery parts, constitutes comparatively a very
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small portion of the carth^s mass. For it would seem im-

possible to explain the remarkable fact that, after taking

account of the above-mentioned elevations and depressions,

the mean form of the superficies of the solid parts coincides

with the form of the occan-surface, unless that mean form

were determined by the conditions of the equilibrium of a

liquid mass constituting nearly the whole of the interior.

Adopting, for the above reasons, the hypothesis of a liquid

interior of the earth, I propose, in the next place, to discuss

briefly, with the view of applying the results of this discussion

in the subsequent argument respecting the Deluge, the pheno-

mena and probable causes of volcanoes and earthquakes. In

treating of this subject I cannot do better than refer to what
is said about it by Sir John Ilerschcl in an excellent work en-

titled Familiar Lectures on Scientific Subjects, (Strahan, 1867*)

The first lecture is on Volcanoes and Earthquakes,^^ the pheno-

mena of which it gives a very intelligible aecount of in familiar

terras, together with a theory of their eauses, whieh, 1 believe,

in all essential points is due to Ilerschel himself. It will con-

tribute much towards elucidating my subject to quote some
passages from this lecture, which I shall do by citing the

numbers within brackets, placed for reference at the beginnings
of the paragraphs.

In paragraph (3), speaking of the geological changes we see

going on,^^ the author says, ^^We see everywhere, and along
every coast-line, the sea warring against the land, and overcom-
ing it; wearing and eating it down, and battering it to pieces ;

grinding those pieces to powder ; carrying that powder away,
and spreading it out over its own bottom, by the continued eflect

of the tides and currents.^^ Looking at our chalk-cliffs, what
do we see? Precipices cut down to the sea-beach, constantly
hammered by the waves and constantly crumbling : the beach
itself made of the flints outstanding after the softer chalk has
been ground down and washed away; themselves grinding one
another under the same ceaseless discipline; first rounded into
pebbles, then worn into sand, and then carried out farther and
farther down the slope, to be replaced by fresh ones from the
same source.^^

The same thing is going on everywhere, round every coast.^^

And what the sea is doing, the rivers are helping it to do.

Look at the sand-banks at the mouth of the Thames. What
are they but the materials of our island carried out to sea by
the stream ? The Ganges carries away from the soil of India,
and delivers into the sea, twice as much solid substance weekly
as is contained in the great pyramid of Egypt. The Irawaddy
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sweeps off from Burmah 62 cubic feet of earth in every second
of time on an average/^ (4) The large deposits of sedimentary
matter which have been ascertained by series of measurements
made in quite recent times, to be going on at the mouth of the

Mississippi, might be adduced as another instance of the transfer

of earthy materials from one locality to another by river-agency.

(See Lyeirs Antiquity of Man^ 4th ed., p. 44.)

But besides these changes which appear to be openating con-

tinuously and in comparative quietness, others are witnessed

from time to time, which are specially characterized by their

suddenness and violence. As to these, to adopt the language of

Sir John Herschel in (6), Let the volcano and the earthquake

tell their tale. Let the earthquake tell how, within the memory
of man, the whole coast-line of Chili, for 100 miles about Val-

paraiso, with the mighty chain of the Andes, was hoisted at one
blow (in a single night, Nov. 19th, 1822) from two to seven feet

above its former level, leaving the beach below the old low-

water-mark high and dry.^^ One of the Andes upheaved on
this occasion was the gigantic mass of Aconcagua, wdiich over-

looks Valparaiso, and is nearly 21,000 feet in heigh t.^^ On the

same occasion ^^at least 10,000 square miles of country were
estimated Jis having been upheaved ; and the upheaval was not
confined to the land, but extended far away to sea, which
was proved by the soiiudings off Valparaiso and along the coast

having been found considerably shallower than they were before

the shock.

In the year 1819, in an earthquake in India, in the district

of Cutch, bordering on the Indus, a tract of country more than

fifty miles long and sixteen broad was suddenly raised ten feet

above its former level. The raised portion still stands up above

the unraised, like a long perpendicular wall, known by the name
of the Ullah Bund, or God^s wall.^^ (7).

Again, as examples of changes of level. Sir Charles Lyell

adduces ^^the strata near Naples, in which the temple of Serapis

at Pozzuoli was entombed. These upraised strata, the highest

of which are about twenty-five feet above the level of the sea,

form a terrace skirting the eastern shore of the Bay of Baise.

They consist partly of clay, partly of volcanic matter, and con-

tain fragments of sculpture, pottery, and the remains of buildings,

together with great numbers of shells, retaining in part their

colour, and of the same species as those now inhabiting the

neighbouring sea. Their emergence can be proved to have taken

place since the beginning of the sixteenth century.” {Antiquity

of Man, p. 48.)

Herschers Lecture, before cited, contains, in the portion
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devoted to the history of earthquakes and volcanoes, the follow-
ing remarkable statements. In a district of Mexico, between
two streams called Ciiitimba and San Pedro, suddenly, on the
28th of September, 1759, a tract of ground from three to four
square miles in extent, rose up in the form of a bladder, to a
height of upwards of 500 feet. Flames broke forth over a
surface of more than half a square league, and the ground, as

if softened by heat, could be seen swelling and sinking like an
agitated sea. Vast rents opened in the earth, into which the
two rivers precipitated themselves, reappearing afterwards at

some distance from among little volcanic cones, called hornitos,

which sprang in great numbers out of an immense torrent of
boiling mud, with which the whole plain became covered. But
the most astonishing part of the whole phenomena was the open-
ing of a chasm vomiting out fire, and red-hot stones and ashes,
whicli accumulated so as to form a range of six large mountain
masses, one of which is upwards of 1,690 feet in height above
the old level, and which is now known as the volcano of
Jorullo^' (43),

Paragraph (46) contains a description by Sir Stamford
Raffles of an eruption from Mount Tomboro, in the island of
Sumbawa, which gave perceptible evidences of its existence to
a distance of 1,000 miles from its centre, by tremulous motions
and the report of explosions, T have seen it computed,'^
Hefschcl states, that the quantity of ashes and lava vomited
forth in this awful eruption would have formed three mountains
of the size of Mont Blanc (47),
Many other instances of upheavals and eruptions that have

occurred in recent times might be collected from the writings of
geologists, especially those of Lyell. It will suffice for my
purpose to have mentioned the foregoing. I shall now only
add that earthquakes frequently produce subsidence^ as well
as elevation, of the ground, and that there are also cases of
subterraneous action, which are akin to that which produces
earthquakes, but do not operate in the same fitful and violent
manner. For instance, the northern gulfs, and borders of the
Baltic Sea, are steadily shallowing

; and the whole mass of
Scandinavia, including Norway, Sweden, and Lapland, is rising
out of the sea at the average rate of about two feet per
century^’ (9).

I proceed, next, to the consideration of the nature of the forces
by which sudden and violent changes on the earth's surface
might be produced, with reference, for the present, only to
changes such as those above described, which are known to
have taken place in comparatively recent times.- Respecting the
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dynamical causes of this class of phenomena, I adopt, as I

have already intimated, the theory advocated by Herschel in the

before-mentioned Lecture. After giving details of many extra-

ordinary effects attributable to earthquakes and volcanoes, he
goes on to say, The origin of such an enormous power thus

occasionally exerting itself will no doubt seem very marvellous

—little short, indeed, of miraculous intervention
;

but the

mystery, after all, is i.ot quite so great as at first it seems. We
arc permitted to look a little way into these great secrets of

Nature; not far enough, indeed, to clear up every difficulty, but

quite enough to penetrate us with admiration of that wonderful

system of counterbalances and compensations ;
that adjustment

of causes and consequences, by w'hich, throughout all nature,

evils arc made to work their own cure ; life to spring out of

death ; and renovation to tread in the steps and efface the

vestiges of decay” (10). He then asserts categorically that

the key to the whole matter is to be found in tiie central heat

of the earth ” (11) ; and before proceeding to indicate how this

key unlocks the mystery, he requires nothing more than that

there should he granted him sea of liquid fire, on which we
are all floating, land and sea

; for the bottom of the sea will not

come nearly down to the lava-level, the sea being probably no-

where more than five or six miles deep, which is far enough
above that level to keen its bed from becoming red-hot” (16).

It will be seen, on referring to the preliminary argument at the

beginning of Division II., tjpt the above postulate may reason-

ably be granted, if, as is there maintained, the quality of rigidity

is destroyed in a very large proportion of the earth^s interior

mass, both by pressure and by heat, so that the dynamical
properties of the mass become the same as those of a perfect

liquid. In that case the transfer of ever so small a quantity of

material from one position to another on the carth^s surface, will

tend to disturb the equilibrium of the floating mass. This cause

of disturbance will not, however, imntrdiately take effect, because

the viscosity and rigidity of the earth's crust will act conjointly

as an opposing force; but whatever he the amount of resistance

this obstacle is capable of, it has a delinite limit, and must,

therefore, eventually yield to the constantly increasing disturbing

force due to the accumulation of transjiorted matter, both from

the detritus of mountains and cliffs, and from the mud and

gravel and sand conveyed by rivers. In short, the mechanical

operation and its eflccts may be very appropriately dpscribed in

the words of Herschel, contained in the following passage :

—

'^It is impossible but that this increase of pressure in some

places and relief in others must be very unequal in their
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bearings. So that at some place or other this solid floating crust

must be brought into a state of strain, and if there be a weak
or a soft part, a crack will at last take place. When this hap-

pens, down goes the land on the heavy side and up on the light

side. Now this is exactly what took place in the earthquake

[see three pp. ante\ which raised the Ullah Bund in Cutch^^ (18)«

This view of the causes of earthquakes, and of elevations and

subsidences of the land, accounts at the same time for volcanic

eruptions, the volcano being a vent for the passage of heated

and melted matter, which the elcvatory pressure of the liquid

below tends to throw up. It has with much probability been

suggested that the reason volcanoes and the originating centres

of earthquakes are almost universally on the borders of seas and
oceans, is that at such positions the accumulation of transported

matter, whether due to sub-aerial detritus, or to river-deposit

at deltas, would attain its greatest amount. Further, as is much
insisted upon in HcrscheFs lecture, the eruption of scoriae and
lava from the mouths of volcanoes, in consequence of the upward
pressure of the fiery liquid below, is a kind of compensation for

the downward transfer of material by detritus and river-deposit, so

that upon the whole the quantity of solid matter above the

ocean.level is likely to be pretty nearly constant.

These arc all the points relating to the forces concerned in

the phenomena of earthquakes and volcanoes, that I have
thought it necessary to direct attention to. This antecedent

consideration of the nature of those forces was required for my
purpose, because I am about to pro^se a theory which attributes

the Deluge to the operation of forces of the same kind, differing

only in degree and in the superficial extent of their action.

Also I regarded it as a matter of importance to show that the

character of the forces I sliall have to deal with has received

countenance from the views of so eminent a philosopher as

Herschel, although the supposed applicability of such forces to

account for the circumstances recorded in Scripture relative to

the Deluge is altogether an independent hypothesis, for which
I alone am responsible.

The next step in Division II. of the general argument is to
indicate, first, the possible origination of physical operations which
might have the particular effect of producing a deluge, and then
to show in what manner such operations might generate the
phenomena recorded in Scripture relative to the Noachian
Deluge. The explanations I am about to propose relative to
these two points will rest on the assumption that the carth^s
internal heat is not a constant quantity, but susceptible of varia-

tions partaking of a sudden and violent character. I do not
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profess to be able to state how such changes are produced ; but

that^ as matter of fact^ the heat of large masses is subject

occasionally to abnormal augmentation, may be inferred from
what is observed of certain stars, which have been seen to blaze

out for a time, and then relapse into their previous degree of

brightness, or to become altogether evanescent. To account for

variability in the thermal conditions of the solar system, and,

inclusively, of the earth^s central heat, some physicists have sup-

posed that there are diflFcrent degrees of temperature in different

regions of space, and that the sun, in consequence of its ascer-

tained proper motion, passes with its attendant planets sometimes
through a hot region, and at other times through a cold one.

Without entering into details which would be inappropiate in

this essay, I could not give the reasons which dispose me to

assent to this view ; and after all, since the destruction of the

human race by a deluge must be looked upon as a special act

of divine judgment, the truth may be that the primary physical

cause was simply an effect of miraculous intei'position. I shall

therefore content myself with saying that the subjoined expla-

nations rest on the hypothesis that the Deluge tvas produced hy

physical causes^ which primarily were due to a paroxysm of the

earth's central heat. We have, therefore, now to inquire in

what manner the recorded phenomena of the Deluge might have

been thus produced.

It is not difficult to infer, from known physical laws, what
would be the general result of a sudden increment of the heat

of the earth^s central mass. The effect of an increase of con-

siderable amount would in a short time become perceptible it

the surfaces of seas and oceans, because it would be conveyed

from their lowest parts by convection as well as by the slower

process of conduction
;
whereas the visible effects of the heat

on the solid parts of the envelope would be transmitted to-

wards the surface mainly by conduction. The consequence

would be that from the whole extent of water-surface a rapid

evaporation would take place, which would load the superin-

cumbent air with so much vapour that the ordinary state of

atmospheric equilibrium would be disturbed, and air and

vapour together would be compelled to flow towards the con-

tinental parts, where little or no evaporation is going on.

According to what has just been said, those parts and the

incumbent columns of air would for a time be nearly free

from the influence of the central heat, and thus the overflow

would bring air saturated with vapour into contact with colder

air, in consequence of wdiich the vapour would be condensed

and fall on the continents in the form of rain. (The gene-
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ration of rain by this means very much resembles the well-

known process, in which vapour raised by the agency of the

sun^s heat from the ocean-surface in the torrid zone is con-

veyed by the atmosphere and deposited in the temperate zones).

According to our hypothesis, the downfall of rain would con-

tinue till, by the mixture of atmospheric currents and the

flowing of streams of water from the rain over the land, the

temperature, so far as it depended on the access of central

heat, was equalized at the earth^s surface, and an equilibrium

established between the temperatures of the contiguous parts

of the air and ocean. The evaporation would then cease.

According to tlic narrative in Genesis, the rain ceased at the

end of forty days.

But what, under these circumstances, would be the effect

produced on the earth’s envelope, regarded as composed of

solid and watery parts, and floating on a liquid sea? It is

plain that by reason of the diminution, by the evaporation, of

the weight of the 'waters resting on the bed of the ocean, and
the increase of the weight of the continents by the accession

of the deluge of rain, the previously existing conditions of

equilibrium would be violated, and motion of some kind must
ensue, and would continue till new conditions of equilibrium

were established. It wdll be seen that the forces which,

according to this view, produce the disturbance of equilibrium,

act analogously to those which came under consideration in

the foregoing theory of volcanoes and earthquakes

;

and from the

results observed to take place under the actual physical con-

ditions of these phenomena, we may infer what might be the

consequences of an analogous action under the hypothetical

conditions of the present theory. For instance, we may con-

clude analogically from facts su(*h as those stated in pp. 73 and

74, that there might be elevations and subsidences of the earth’s

crust, the parts which receive an accession of weight being
depressed, and those from which weight is removed being
elevated. The application of this principle to our problem
leads to a very remarkable result, which it will now be proper
to point out.

The diminution of pressure at the bottom of the ocean, in

consequence of the abstraction of fluid matter by the evapora-
tion at the surface, will give rise to an excess of upward
pressure of the liquid mass below, and on the other hand, the
increment of the aggregate weight of the continents by the
fall of rain will produce an excess of downward pressure. So
long as the solid parts of the envelope retain their foim, these
two pressures only put it into a state of strain. But because
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the strain will continually increase as the evaporation proceeds,

sooner or later the envelope, according to the degree of its

plasticity or rigidity, will yield, or actually be broken. In
either case the bed of the ocean would rise and the continents

correspondingly sink, and this movement will go on increasingly

so long as the disturbing cause is operative. It might thus

very well happen that the waters of seas and oceans would be

caused to rise up as if from fountains situated at their bottoms,

and to flow over the adjoining parts of the continents, in-

creasing thereby the effect of the deluge of rain. This may
be the explanation of the statement in Scripture that ‘‘ the

fountains of the great deep were broken open.^’

It is evident that the sinking of continents and mountains
below the surface of the water would to appearance be the same
as the rise of the water above them, and might by a mere
spectator be described in the latter terms. We now know
enough of terrestrial conditions to l)e sure that the mountains,

if they remained fixed, could not bo covered fifteen cubits

upward by the waters of either land or sea; but our theory,

if true, enables us to interpret the language of Scripture as

indicating, not the absolute height of the waters, but the height

relative to the mountains, by whatever means that relative

height was produced. It is the part of physical science to

ascertain such means ; Scripture only states the fact as seen.

From known mechanical principles we may conclude that

the sinking of continents ancl mountains would not stop when
the operating causes—the evaporation and rain—ceased, but, by
reason of the momentum acquired, would go on for a definite

time, till by slow degrees the maximum depth was reached,

after which there would be a return movement upwards.

According to this interpretation of the Scriptural account, this

upward oscillation brought the mountain-tops into view two
hundred and twenty-four days after the commencement of the

rain, or one hundred and eighty-four days after its cessation.

Although Scripture points only to a single downward and a

single upward movement, it is known from mechanical prin-

ciples that these initial oscillations would be followed by others

of smaller magnitude ; and we may presume that the earth^s

interior and crust returned to a condition of equilibrium and

fixity by a succession of constantly-decreasing oscillations. The
interval during which this took place would be one of com-
parative quietude, and may be supposed to correspond to that

in which the raven and the dove were sent out of the ark, and
the dove returned* with a plucked olive-leaf in her mouth.

The only remaining statement in the biblical narrative which
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the theory may be expected to account for is that relating to

the destruction of animal life. Assuming that sufficient reasons

have been given by the theory for concluding that by the com-
bined effects of copious rain, overflow of oceans, and oscillations

of the earth's crust, large tracts of the surface were for many
days completely submerged, the destruction of living crea-

tures, whether ^'man," or cattle and beast," or ^'fowl,"

or '^reptile" (Gen. vii. 21), frequenting those districts, would

be a necessary consequence. I cannot, however, on the

same grounds assert that there would be no localities to which

animals might flee for safety
;
and the Scriptural account,

as I have already intimated (p. 70), does not exclude means of

continuing animal life after the Deluge, whicli at the time could

not be within human cognizance. To this point I shall have to

recur in the course of the third division of the subject, which
I am now prepared to enter upon.

III. In this the concluding division of the essay I propose

to inquire whether facts of a certain class, the evidence for

which is exclusively drawn from the observations and descrip-

tions of geologists, can be referred to the same physical causation

as that which is proposed in Division IL to account theoretically

for the statements relative to the Deluge which are cited and
commented upon in Division I. If so, those facts may be
appealed to in corroboration of the truth of the biblical record.

It will be proper, before commencing this inquiry, to intro-

duce a few general remarks. There are two distinct processes

of investigation applicable to physical questions : cither it may
be proposed to deduce, from the quality and circumstances of

observed facts, the kind and degree of the agency to which they
may be attributed, or the purpose of the inquiry may be to

account for observed facts by a physical theory of causation

which rests on hypotheses, the truth of which is established in

proportion as the theory explains the facts. The second method
is more comprehensive than the other, inasmuch as, if complete,

it should be capable of accounting for the amount and the laws

of action, arrived at deductively by the latter. The second
method is that which I have followed in this essay ; the first is

the one most generally adopted in treatises on geology. It

may here be remarked, that the attempts made by geologists

to derive from facts of observation the character of the physical

operations to which they may be due, exhibit a great diversity

of views. Some, of whom Lycll may be considered the repre-

sentative, arc unwilling to admit the existence in geological

times of any causation differing in kind, or much in degree,

from what is seen to be going on at the present time; while
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others allow of the occasional occurrence of violent perturbations,

affecting the condition of sea and land, and originating in

unknown and unobservable causes. According as the one or

the other of these views is taken, the chronology of geology
will be widely different. The system of Lyell demands, in faet,

the concession of ages of inconceivable duration to aecouiit for

the changes in the earth and its inhabitants which geology has

revealed.

I here take occasior to advert to the paper by Mr. Pattison,

entitled, On the Chj’onology of Recent Geology’^ (read before

the Institute on March 1, 1875), for the purpose of indicating

the relation in which his treatment of that subject stands to the

views maintained in the present paper. His method of dis-

cussing the chronological question is that which I have above
called deductive, as distingushed from the theoretical method
which I have employed. He has, in fact, adopted the same
deductive course of reasoning, and argued from the same
premises, as Lyell, Dawkins, and other geologists, but, in my
opinion, has, by sounder and more consistent arguments, success-

fully combated the principles of their calculation of long geological

periods. I am able to give ray assent to the conclusions Mr.
Pattison has arrived at on geological chronology, both because
they are remarkably accordant with those I shall come to by a
different route in the requel of this essay, and because I cannot
but regard this coincidence of the results from the two processes

of reasoning as confirmatory of the truth of both. I revert

now to what is my special object, that of accounting for observed
facts of geology by the physical theory already applied in

explanation of the recorded facts of the Deluge,

It is unnecessary for my purpose to enter into details

respecting the evidences that have been discovered in modern
times, of habitation of the earth by man during a long

interval antecedent to the earliest date of profane history,

this subject having been so well discussed by Sir John Lubbock,
in his Pre-historic Times (3rd ed. 1872). One point, how-
ever, requires to be 8i)ecially noticed ;

namely, the marked
difference, as respects the character of the evidence, between

the portions of that interval which have been named ^^neolithic^^

and palaeolithic.^’ Not only the implpments of the neo-

lithic men exhibit more art and polish than those of the

palaeolithic, the evidences also of habitation which they left be-

hind, such as the Danisli shell-mounds and the lake-dwellings

of Switzerland, are found to be in siiu, whereas the human
remains and implements of the palaeolithic age, having been

discovered almost exclusively in ^^river-drift” and caves,”

VOL. X. Q
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appear to have been transported from their original localities

by the agency of currents of water. Respecting the difference

in the character of the implements, there will be occasion to

make some remarks subsequently ;
but as to the other mark of

distinction between the palaeolithic and neolithic ages, it may,

I think, be safely assumed that the transition from the one to

the other was signalized by a sudden cataclysm brought on by

some violent interruption of the ordinary terrestrial conditions.

When this happened we cannot gather, with any approach to

certainty, from geological data; and if we might suppose the

cataclysm to be identical with the Deluge of Scripture, the

exact date would still be uncertain, because chronologies derived

from the two authenticated forms of Scripture, the Hebrew and

the Septuagint, differ as to the date of the Flood by eight

centuries. If we take the earliest date assigned by Biblical

chronologists, we cannot infer from geology that the interval

between the supposed cataclysm and the limit of profane history

is unduly lengthened; nor, if \^e take the latest date, that the

interval is unduly sliortened. It is, however, probable, when
account is taken of the circumstance tliat the tradition of a

deluge was handed down to historic times among the ancient

Greeks, and generally in the East, that neither date would be

very far wrong. On these grounds I make tlie hypothesis that

the separation of the neolithic age from the palseolithic, as

indicated by geological phenomena, was caused by a cataclysm

identical with the Deluge of Scripture, and shall next proceed
to substantiate this view by arguments.

One of the first lessons m geology that 1 learnt by attending

the lectures of the late Professor Sedgwick was, that parts of

the Jura chain of mountains were capped by tertiary strata,

and that, consequently, they were raised up subsequently to the

deposition of those strata; how much later it is not possible to

say. These mountains flank the Alps, with a deep intcrveniiig

valley, and might apjiarently liave been pushed aside by the
elevation of the Alpine range at a still later date. In short

there is reason, from geological facts, to conclude that the
elevation of mountain-ranges generally is to be regarded
the most recent of large geological changes. The following

extract from a Lecture by IVofessor Owen on extinct animals,
published in the Standard of August 3, 1874, is adduced in

corifirraatiofi of this assertion.

In the north of India, during the progress of the Jumna
canal, works, sandstone was being blasted in the foot hills of the
Himalaya mountains at a point 1,000 feet above the present
Indian Ocean. A fossil elephant was dug out. Every bit of
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the original ivory and bony substance had passed away particle

by particle, and had been replaced by particles of stone.

There was no doubt that the whole Himalayan chain—the

highest in the world, had been raised since that old elephant

had lived
;
because at greater heights tlian this Indian quarry,

not only fossil elephants, but hippopotami,—which required

lakes and rivers to live in—had been found ;
also fossil sriraffes.

Similar evidence had been procured in regard to the Alps, the

Pyrenees, and the Andes, all of which had been upheaved at

what, in the history of geological changes, was a comparatively

recent period.

This account of the condition in which the fossilized elephant

was found is very remarkable and instructive, as seeming to

prove that this animal was suddenly enveloped by matter in the

state of hot lava flowing from the mountain.
In a Manual of Geology by the Kev. T. G. Bonney, pub-

lished by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, the
opinion is expressed that mountain-ranges have been raised

like gigantic billows, two of the largest, the Alps and Hima-
layas, being comparativehj modern^^ (p. M ).

If for the reasons above given wc may conclude that the
upheavals of the principal mountain-ranges were of so recent

a date that they might be contemporaneous with the Deluge of

Scripture, and be referable to the same physical causation, it

will be necessary to inquire whether the forces to which,
according to our theory, the Deluge may be attributed, wi re

adequate to the production of these effects .also. The original

and remote cause of the Deluge, we have argued, was an
abnormal increment of the earth^s central heat

;
the immediate

cause, a disturbance of the equilibrium of the earth^s crust by
the abstraction of water from the sea by evaporation, and the

descent of the same on the land in the form of rain. To give

soro^ means of estimating the weight of water wdiich might be

thus taken up from the oceans and deposited on the

continents, it may be stated that every inch of niin falling

upon an acre of ground is in measure 22,(522 gallons, which is

equivalent in weight to one hundred tons very nearly, and that

in instances of rain-falls which occurred at Geneva, Perth, and
Naples, the rates were found by measurement to be respectively

two inches, one inch and three-fifths, and one inch and four-

fifths, in an hour (Report of Transactions of Sections of the

British Association, 1840, p. 44). Taking the rate of two
inches per hour, the weight of the rain-fall in one hour on the

area of England and Wales, which is known to be about 37^
millions of acres, would amount to very little short of seventy-

five hundred millions of tons.
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Now supposing the mean rate of descent of the rain in the

Deluge to have been only one inch per hour, which is proved by
the observations just mentioned to be possible, we may judge by
the result of the foregoing calculation how enormous would be

the weight of the water transferred from one locality to another

by rain falling at this rate on the continents and islands

generally, and continuing without ceasing forty days and forty

nights. This transfer of weight would put the earth^s crust into

a state of strain, and tend continually to deform it, at the

same time that plasticity would probably be communicated to it

by the great quantity of heat which, as is known from the

theory of the mechanical equivalence of heat, would be

developed by such mechanical conditions. When the effect of

the simultaneous flow of the seas over the land (the cause of

which has already been indicated) is also taken into account, it

may well be supposed that the operation of the two causes

would eventually produce ruptures at certain parts of the

crust. Through the cracks thus opened the interior liquid

would be ejeeted with great momentum, according to tlm

resistance overcome, and by this means the ejected matter
might be made to form mountain-ridges. The force of ejection

would be greatly increased by the development of heat which
would accompany the movements produced by this perturbing

action. From the same cause the parts of the crust distant

from the places of rupture might be put into a plastic, or semi-

liquid state, and be suseoptiblo of undulatory movements.
When the pent-up energies have exhausted themselves in pro-

ducing new conditions of equilibrium of the floating crust, the

developed heat will be quickly dissipated; and supposing the
primary cause of the di.stnrbancc to decline at the same time,

or to be withdrawn, the solid parts will resume their proper
rigidity, and the final result wdl be seen in that surface-contour
which, in addition to the more prominent features of peaks and
mountain-ridges, exhibits the minor inequalities of bills and
dales and terraces, partaking very much (so, at least, it seems
to me) of the characteristic forms of vmves and breakers.

Since, according to the foregoing argument, the hypothetical
forces which accounted for the phenomena of the Deluge, as

described in Genesis, account also for upheavals of mountain-
chains and concomitant circumstances relative to the carth^s

surface, and since geological facts show that these upheavals
took place at a comparatively recent date, not inconsistent with
that assigned by Scripture chronoh»gy to the Deluge, the truth
of the theory, and the reality of the phenomena it explains,
may be considered to receive conhrmation. The Deluge and
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the elevation of mountain-chains would thus appear to be
related and simultaneous events, the epoch of which might be
taken to be the end of the quaternary period, or that which
Lyell calls Pleistocene.

In recent discussions respecting the Antiquity of Man,’^

much stress has been laid on a supposed Glacial Period,^’ the

existence of which has been inferred mainly from the evidences

of ancient glacier action and moraines which have been dis-

covered in various districts of islands and continents. These
phenomena give plain proof that tlie action of the glaciers

must have gone on through long ages
;
and if the whole period

through which it lasted was subsequent to the first existence of

man on tlie earth, his antiquity will extend backwards to an
extremely remote epoch. But as to this question, the theory I

am expounding gives the following very difterent answer.

By considering the character of the forces to which the

theory ascribes the disturbance of the carth^s envelope, it will

be seen that the action is as much downwards as upwards
;
and

hence we may perceive a reason why, simultaneously with any
elevation of large masses, as mountain-chains, there must be

corresponding depressions, and probably such that the quantity

of matter above the ocean-level would not be greatly altered

by the disturbance. The fact might, therefore, be, that those

localities which give evidence of the prior existence of glaciers

and moraines (as, for instance, districts of North AValcs) were

formerly much elevated above their present mean level, and at

that time, as the Alps do now
,
generated glaciers and moraines.

The process might have gone on for ages, till, by the cata-

strophe of the Belugc and the accompanying convulsions, the

glaciers were brought to a lower level, and were thus caused to

disappear, after which there would only remain the evidences

of their existence, which are visible at the present day.

Lyell, in his Students^ Elements of Geology

^

p. 159, makes

the following statement ;— In Europe several quadrupeds of

living, as well as extinct species, were common to prc-glacial and

post-glacial times. In like manner there is reason to suppose

that in North America much of the ancient mammalian fauna,

together with nearly all the invertebrata, lived through the

ages of intense cold.^^ These assertions, which arc hardly

reconcilable with the view's entertaiurd by the advocates of

long- period geological chronology respecting the duration and

effects of the glacial period, are quite cousistciit with the fore-

going inferences from the present theory, which do not allow

of a glacial period which could have any iiiHueiicc on the ex-

tinction of species of animals. The evidence for such a period
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has been drawn from phenomena which, according to the view

I take, belong to depressed mountainous heights, and conse-

quently do not prove the general prevalence of intense cold at

any period, but only the prevalence of cold at those heights

before the mountains were depressed. It seems that the

localities which have furnished this evidence are districts of

limited area, but widely dispersed over the earth^s surface ;
as,

in fact, might be expected, if their origin be such as we have

supposed. I do not think that there arc causes of a cosmical

order which could account for the prevalence, during a long

period, of a great degree of cold. In short, I am not prepared

to admit the existence of a glacial period which had any eflect

on the succession of mammalian fauna, or bears in any way on
the question of the antiquity of man.

It has been urged that as there is geological evidence which

I fully admit) that man was contemporary with the Mammoth,
and as the Mammoth has long been an extinct species, the

antiquity of man must be correspondingly great, because species

do not become extinct except by a long course of time. The
theory I am maintaining meets this argument in the following

manner. It has already been remarked that it is not a necessary

consequence of the physical circumstances of the Deluge which
have been deduced from the theory that all animal existence

on the face of the earth would thereby be destroyed. There
might be large areas which w'ould be completely submerged, in

the course of the vertical oscillations, during an interval sufficient

to cause the destruction of all animals resident upon them
;
but

at the same time, in conformity with a usual law of oscillations,

there might be nodal spaces free enough from oscillations and
inundation to allow of their ])roper inhabitants remaining alive

upon them, and others from other quarters fleeing to them for

safety. Under these circumstances there would probably be

survivors from a certain number, but not from all the different

species existing before the catastrophe. The fauna of different

continents do not comprise the same classes of individuals, and
it is known that the area of habitation by a particular species

is in many instances of limited extent. ‘'Mr. Boyd Dawkins
has shown that out of forty-eight species [of mammalian fauna]

living in the Post-Glacial, or River- Drift period, only thirty-one

were able to live on into the Pre-historic or Surface Stone
period.^^ (Evan8^s Ancient Slone Implements, p. 618.) It

might, therefore, have happened that certain species, by the

submergence of the parts on whicli they lived, became wholly

extinct. This would be an event of the same kind as that

recorded in Scripture respecting the destruction of the human
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race by the Flood, and might, if established on geological

grounds, be adduced in corroboration of that particular in the

Biblical narrative. According to this argument, the Mammoth
species may be supposed to have become extinct by the Deluge,

and from its contemporaneity with man, its comparatively

recent sojourn on the earth ought to be inferred rather than

man^s antiquity.

Geologists have acknowledged that it is difficult to account

for the fact that remains of animals have been found in

localities far removed from their usual places of habitation, and
where they could not actually have lived : for instance, bones

of hippopotami have been dug up in districts where there arc

no lakes or rivers, and in northern latitudes far above the

present limits of their habitation
;
and remains of the reindeer

have been met with in abundance in spots much more south-

ward than any they ever reach now. Lyell proposes to account

for these circumstances by a theory of the migratory habits of

the animals. {Antiquity ofMan

^

pp. 208, 209.) It has occurred

to me, that such a transfer from their usual localities might
have resulted from the impulses of the vast waves of inundation

that must have swept over the earth^s surface at tlie time of the

Deluge, which would be likely to transport animal remains in

various directions to spots more or less distant.

With respect to the upper-level gravels and low-level gravels

on the borders of the bornme, both containing flint implements,

it has been thought that the interval between the deposition of

the two gravels is to be measured by the time required for

excavating the valleys to their present depth by river-aciion.

It is, however, stated that neither the gravels nor the in\]'ie-

ments at the two elevations exhibit any considerable differences,

and it has even been a matter of discussion among geologists

which of the gravels is the most ancient. (See Lyell, Anfiq,

of Man, pp, 176, 177.) This being the case, the theory I have

adopted leads to the supposition that the difference of level w as

caused by a local upheaval occurring at the Deluge epoch,

when the features of the earth^s surface were in so many
respects undergoing change. The same kind of local dis-

turbance seems to account for caves being situated at an

elevation considerably above the position they must have at

first occupied, and perhaps, even for tlnur formation and interior

shape, inasmuch as engulfed rivers'^ have occasionally been

found in them. The slow process of river-erosion would cer-

tainly not account for such facts as these.

Ihe transport of Alpine boulders, or erratics, to a distance

of fifty miles across the valley of Switzerland, '^one of the
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widest and deepest in the world/^ is an astonishing and per-

plexing fact, to account for which, Lyell (i4., p. 340) conceives

that they might have been transferred by floating icc to the

Jura, at the time when the greater part of that ehain, and the

whole of the Swiss valley to the south was under the sea/'

The detachment and descent of these large boulders at the

epoch of the elevation of the Alps, or rather when the mass
was in course of elevation and passing from the liquid to the

rigid state, is not difficult to conceive of
;
but I should be dis-

posed to ascribe their trans
2
)ort to the action of waves and

currents wdiile the Deluge w\as subsiding, when, as Lyell

supposes, the Jura chain and Swiss valley had not yet been

raised above the level of the water. I remember that Hopkins,
an accomplished mathematician and geologist, was accustomed

to attribute an enormous power of transferring boulders to the

agency of currents of water.

The circumstance that marine shells have been found in

caves, and in some instances in caves not near the sea, seems

to require explanation. In a cave at Mentone, fifty-four marine
and eleven terrestrial species were collected

;
and again, from

the cave ofBruniquel were obtained ^'two classes of shells,

one characteristic of the Atlantic and the other of the Mediter-

ranean." (Lyell, ?6., pp. 1 12 and 141.) Lyell inclines to tlie

opinion that these shells imply that the natives of Aveyron
had easy access to both sea-coasts, from whence they re-

turned to mingle the shells of the Atlantic and Mediterranean
in their cave-dw'cllings." Might not the overflow of the ocean

on adjoining lands, whicli, according to the theory I have
advanced, took place at the Deluge, account for marine shells

being found in caves, and in particular, for Atlantic and Medi-
terranean shells being found together in the cave of llruniqucl,

which is situated about midway between the seas ?

The contents of caves give evidence by their character that

they were driven by running water into openings and passages

leading to the cavernous interiors, inasmuch as they consist for

the most part of loose materials,—gravel, sand, and bones of

animals,—which might be borne by streams, or torrents, along
the valleys and channels of rivers. The caves generally have
an upper opening into which the currents and the materials

carried by them would enter, as well as a lower aperture usually

on the face of a cliff* or hill. The stalagmite floor would be
formed by droppings when the immediate action of the water
had ceased. The hypothesis of a deluge which accounts for the

caves receiving their contents in this manner, also giv esa

reasonable explanation of the great variety of the animal
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remains, and the dismembered and disorderly state in which
they are almost always found. The encroaching flood might
drive many animals of diflTerent kinds to the same spot, a

common calamity producing strange companionship, and after

the waters had overwhelmed them, and exposure to the elements

had decayed the soft parts of the carcasses, the bones might be

carried by the currents of the retiring deluge along river-

channels into the sef», or into any receptacles, such as caves,

that might be suitably situated for receiving them. Lyell

states that ^^from one fissure, called Bosco^s Den, no less than

one thousand antlers of the reindeer were extracted,^^ and it

was estimated that several hundred more still remained in

the bone-earth of the same rent.^^ Among the other bones,

which were not numerous, were those of the cave-bear, wolf,

fox, ox, stag, and field-mouse.^^ {Antiq. of Mariy p. 110.) It

would seem that in this instance the collection of animals over-

whelmed by the flood consisted principally of a la rd of reindeer.

The supposition which has been made that the animals
whose bones arc found in caves were brought there by hyajiias

is wholly untenable, considering the numocr, size, and variety

of the remains, and that the bones of hyienas themselves are

mixed up indiscriminately with the rest. It is true, however,
that subsequently to the paheolithic age the caves were invaded
and their contenU disturbed by hyicnas, the bones having
evidently been gnawed and broken by these animals for the

sake of food, and in some instances outside the cave. [See

Lubbock, Pre-historic Times, p. 21.) The bones appear also

to have been cut and broken by aboriginal hunters of the

neolithic period, indications having been found that the caves

were resorted to in that age both for habitation and for burial.

Many other instances of the explanation of geological facts

by the proposed dynamical theory might be adduced in con-

firmation of its truth. These will sutlice for the inferences I

propose to draw finally relative to the explanation on the

principles of physical science of the Biblical account of

the Deluge. At present I shall only remark that these

theoretical explanations do not agree witli those of geologists

who have treated the same questions deductively, chiefly in

respect to the effects of long periods of glacier-action, and of

erosion by seas and rivers, and inferences thereon depending as

to the antiquity of man. The divergence of the explanations

evidently arises from the comprehension by the theory, within a

brief space of time, of violent agencies and their results, whilst

the other view attributes results to slow action extending over

unlimited ages. There arc, however, certain points of agree-
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ment between inferences by the two methods as to the

character of the immediate causes of geological phenomena^
which, as contributing to the completeness of ray argument, I

shall now point out.

The Glacial epoch, though for the most part anterior to

the valley-drifts and cave-deposits of the Palaeolithic age, was
still so closely connected with that period that we cannot easily

draw aline of demarcation between them.^^ (Lyell, Principles

of Geology, vol. i. p. 11th ed.) There were also great

changes in the form of the earth^s crust, many niovements of

upheaval and subsidence, and many conversions of sea into

land, and land into sea, during the Glacial epoch. [Ibid,, p.

196.) These statements arc reconcilable with our theory

if it be understood that the Glacial period was synchronous .

with the interval during which the localities which show marks
of glacier-action were much more elevated than they are at

present, and that it extended to the epoch of the oscillatory

movements (mentioned in the above extract), which issued in

bringing those localities to their present level. The period of

the valley-drifts and deposits was closely connected with this

Glacial period as constituting the termination of it, for which
reason also no definite line of demarcation can be drawn
between them.
“In Wales the rocks had been exposed to glacial polishing

and friction before they sank.’^ “The evidence of the sojourn

of the Welsh mountains beneath the waters of the sea is not
deficient in that complete demonstration which the presence of

marine shells affords/^ [Antiy. of Man, p. 313.) Such submer-
gence might be produced by the first oscillatory movement,
which, according to the theory, would be downward. Marine
shells have been discovered “ in North Wales, in drift elevated

more than 1,300 feet above the level of the sea.^^ (/Airf., p. 313.)
“ Professor Ramsay infers, from the position of the stratified

drifts of thd Glacial period in North Wales, that the full extent

of the vertical movement which brought about first the sub-

mergence, and then the re-emergence of the land, exceeded 2,000
feet.^^ {Principles of Geology, vol. i. p. 193.)

Referring to geological observations made by Professor Geikie
in Scotland, Lyell speaks of them as “ requiring for their

explanation several oscillations of level and successive submer-
gences and re-elevations of the land.^^ {Antiq. of Man, p. 295.)

“There can be no doubt that the physical geography of

Europe has changed wonderfully since the bones of men and
mammoths, hyaenas and rhinoceroses, were washed pell-mell

into the cave ofEngis.” (Huxley, Man\^ Place in Nature, p. 120.)
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As I conceive, the great change was effected then, and Nature^s

operations have gone on since in comparative quietness.

Murcinson arrived at the conclusion that the fossil mammalia
at Folkstone were destroyed by violent oscillations of the land,

and were swept by currents of water from their feeding-places

into the hollows where we now find them.^^ {Quart, Joum, Geol,

Soc., vol. vii. p. 38G.) Hopkins, in reviewing the question of

the Drift, agrees with Murchison in supposing that the Wealden
area has been traversed by waves of translation, and in attri-

buting to such ageiicies much of the drift phenomena. [Ibid.

vol. viii. p. li.) See in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. 154,

pp. 250 and 286, the views of Mr. Prestwich, who does not admit
purely cataclysmic action.

These instances may be enough to show that geologists have
^ been led by observation and discussion of facts, apart from any a

priori dynamical theory, to conclusions agrccingin very import-

ant points with results derivable from the theoiy which I have
proposed in this essay. That theory may consequently be con-
sidered to be capable of embracing in its explanations the classes

of facts from which those conclusions of the geologists were
deduced, and on that account to be entitled to additional

confidence.

Before concluding, it will be right to advert to an argument
which might be rlruwn from geological facts against certain

statements in the book of Genesis, indirectly connected with

the account of the Deluge. According to our theory, palaeolithic

men were contemporaries of the antediluvians. Now, it is

stated in Gen. ii. 17—21, that the descendants of Cain in the

sixth generation had arrived at a degree of civilization and art

of which there is no trace in the palseolithic race, so far as

may be judged from their implements and mode of life with

which geology has made us acquainted, which prove, in fact,

that they were mere savages; on the other hand it is to be

said that this character of the inhabitants of the parts which
geologists have scrutinized may be owing to the distance of

those parts from the centres of aggregation and civilization of

the antediluvians, which centres may all have been submerged,

in fulfilment of the declared purpose of the Deluge, and
possibly may have remained submerged, like the sunken

forests near the coast of Norfolk. Ethnological considerations

seem to point to the conclusion that the earth was repeopled

by Noah and his sons, no other designations of the large

divisions of the human family having been so generally

accepted by ethnologists as those derived from Shem, Ham,
and Japhet. This family must have handed down to post-
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diluvians the knowledge of art and the skill they had attained

to before the Flood, which they gave proof of in the building of

an ark
;
for otherwise the science and civilization which eastern

nations were in possession of at no long interval after the

Flood can hardly be accounted for. It is true that we learn

from geology that the neolithic postdiluvians were also savages,

who gained their livelihood for the most part by hunting
;
but

their implements exhibit a much higher amount of art and
polish than those of their paleolithic predecessors (in con-

sequence, it may be, of the influence of advancement in know-
ledge and art in the new eentres of civilization), and, in fact,

admit of favourable comparison with implements that have
been used in this nineteenth century in islands of the Pacific by
our contemporaries. For these reasons it cannot be affirmed

that the revelations of geology respecting the degree and the

stages of art among the Palaeolithic and Neolithic races are con-
tradictory to the statements in Gen. ii. 17—21.

From the whole preceding argument, I draw the following

conclusion. Since it lias been shown in Division III. of the

argument, that many geological facts and phenomena indicative

of the violent action, at a certain epoch, of a widely extended
cataclysm, may be accounted for by a dynamical theory of

physical causation, which, at the same time, as shown in

Division II., explains the recorded facts of the Noachian Deluge,
being, in fact, suggested by them, it is reasonable to conclude
that the cataclysm of geology and the Deluge of Scripture are

identical events (only one such having befallen the human
race), and that so far as the reality of the former is established

by physical science, the realit} of the other may be inclusively

inferred. Also, it follows, as a corollary from the general

argument, that geological science does not actually point either

to a deluge-epoch, or an antiquity of man, that can be shown
to be inconsistent with historical statements in the book of

Genesis.*

* Before this paper appears in the .Journal I bog ])orrnission to add in a

note, that on reconsideration of the arguments in Section III., from which
I infer that the largest of existing mounUiin-ranges were elevated lit the

epoch of the Deluge, lhavc come to the conclusion that the contempopaneou.s
changes in the contours and positions of continents and islands, caused by
the disruption of the earth’s crust and its floating on the interior liquid mass,
might have been of much greater intensity and extent than, at first, I ventunvl
to sunnise, and might account for the occurrence, within a comparatively brief

interval, of phenomena which have been supposed to extend over periods of

incalculable length. For instance, the discovery of remains of arctic fauna
in temperate regions, and the revcr.se phenomenon, might lie explained by a
transfer of the floating habitats oil the animals from one position to another
on the earth’s surface

; and the existence in cuves (as in Kent’s cavern) of
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The Chairman.—I am sure that all will join with me in conveying the

thanks of the Institute to Professor Challis for his very valuable i)aper, and

to the Ilev. T. M. Gorman for having so kindly read it.

The Hon. Secretary.—Letters have been received from various members,

who are unable to bo present here to-night, expressing their approval of

Professor Challis’s paper
;
and one from General Boileau, commends

it as a really satisfactory paper upon the subject.

Rev. H. St. John Reaoe.—Allow me to prefiice my remarks by relating

an anecdote. Not long a;(o, a schoolmaster of my accpiaintance was about to

give a lesson on Genesis '^ii. and viii. He consulted Smith’s Dictionary of the

Bible, and, being struck with the arguments in fiivour of a partial deluge,

and not seeing its inconsistency with an orthodox belief in the inspiration

of the Bible, he laid before his pupils both theories—the universal theory

and the partial theory,—and, ^vithout pledging himself to cither, stated the

principal arguments for each. One of the boys wrote home to his father to

say that he had been told by one of the masters that the Deluge was not

universal. His father wrote to one of the governors to that the boy had

been taught that the Bible had not been inspireil ; and the council recom-

mended the master to resign his position at the end of the term. That

schoolmaster was not myself, but I was his friend, and I am still a school-

master, and my boys are taught the elennmts of science and read manua

of geology. I come to this Society to learn how best to teach scientific know-

ledge in conjunction with Bible History
; and 1 feel sure that the reason

why so many parish ci<;i.^} .non have become luembers is, that they may not

denounce as false in the chui ch what they admit to be true in the lecture-

room ;
and I for one shall welcome any hints upon this point. The educa-

tion of the young is a most important matter in every respect, and tins is

the question which touches it most nearly in the present day. As thi.igs

are now, we rest the whole moral teaching of our boys on Bible History ;

and it is absolutely necessary to find a plain, straightforward interpretation

of the Scripture narratives, which shall leave tliose narratives manifestly

consistent with the ultimate standards of what is right and true with the

demonstrablo conclusions of science, no less than with the good of mankind

in general and with the best aspirations of hon(‘st hearts. If this cannot be

done, we must alter our system altogether. If you pu/zle a boy about the

plain meaning of a fiimiliar Scripture narrative, he wdll puzzle himself about

the meaning of a plain Scripture precept. When his faith in the narrative

totters, his faith in morality will totter also.

Rev. Georoe Henslow.—In any remarks I may make I do not propose

to enter upon any consideration of the subjec t of inspiration
;
but to deal

with the fact of the Deluge as recorded in Genesis, as being such as falls

two layers, separated but in succession, containing animal remains of the same

classes, and in large proportion of the same spcciis, might be duo to the

earth’s surface being swept over by successive weaves of the L>eluge conse-

quent upon repented oscillations of the crust {sir p. 79).
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within the scope of our endeavours to explain it by a purely physical inter-

pretation. With rejijard to the origin of the account in Genesis, I believe

Mr. George Smith’s remarkable discoveries in the libraries of the Assyrian

kings may throw some light upon it. I will argue on the subject apart from

the question of inspiration
; for the object of the paper now before us is to

introduce physical causes—at least, in part—to account for what we read in

the Biblical narrative. It is a curious fact that geologists seem now inclined

to adopt somewhat more extensively, the theory of fire instead of that of water,

as a mechanical agent, though it is scarcely probable that we shall have the

old battle fought ov^er again between the Plutonists and Neptunists. There are

the theories of Mr. Belt, however, and of Mr. Croll and others, concerning

the glacial epoch ; while the first of these endeavours to account, also, for

the Deluge by means of melting ice. Thus wo have two exactly opposite

causes suggested to account for the same phenomenon
;
and it is for those

who take either side to accept the theory which accords best with their own

views. With regard to the primary or fiindamentJil cause of the Deluge,

Professor Challis proposes to begin with w'hat—so far as I understand it

—

the facts do not warrant ; and that is, an increased heat in the centre of the

earth. If he introduces such a physical cause, the question may be

asked. Where are you to stop ? or where are you to bring in miraculous

agency, and where do you limit purely physical causes I Ho looks to

physical causes as far as he can, and beyond that to miraculous agencies ;

but why should he assume the latter just because at a certain point the

causes cannot be explained, but which, by aid of more extended knowledge,

would probably prove to be purely natural as well. He ought to show wdiy

some causes are physical and others miraculous. Now, granting his supposi-

tion, we may observe that the results due to his supposed igneous cause are

quite as easily explained by aid of the phenomena of the glacial epoch as well.

He compares the earth to a sort of bubble. The central heat causes the

upheaval of the sea-bottom, w’hich in turn upheaves the water, and then the

evaporation resulting from increased heat, produces torrents of rain. But
regarding the same phenomenon from the glacial point of view, the exposure

of a certain area of the sea-bottom is accounted for in a totally different way,

even to its being thrust up, though not by the expansivi? force of heat from

below. Similarly with regard to ram : there is strong evidence of a great

‘‘pluvial period”—referred to by Mr. Tylor the other day—subsequent to

the glacial period, when the vapour, instead of condensing os snow to

increase the ice-caps, came down ns rain. Thus wo have two phenomena -

the exposure of a certain portion of the now submarine area (by the removal

of a large body of water by evaporation and its .subsequent condensation os

ice at the polar regions), as well as a great pluvial period, and both arrived

at from totally opposite sources. Professor (’hall is alludes to the origin of

mountains as caused by molten matter bursting through and forming their

substance
; whereas it is well known that it is only volcanoes that are con-

structed of ejected matter, and that, too, without any upheaval of their
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underl3ring strata whatever. A volcano is nothing more than matter ejected

through a crack. That process of formation cannot be applied to mountain-

ranges, which are not at all like volcanoes. They are due to the secular

refrigeration of the earth’s surface. The superficial crust, by shrinking,

must yield along the weakest lines, and so becomes crumpled. It is these

crumplings (so to say) which produce mountain-ranges. With regard to the

separation of the Pala3olithic and Neolithic periods by a certain cataclysm, I

do not think the evidence is at present sufficient to warrant it, though there

may be some, to a slight ^'xtent, which might countenance it. Thus, when

we consider the enormoas range of the Mammoth (Ehphas primigenius)

througout Siberia, Northern America, and Europe as far south as Rome, and

find that it had become extinct in the Neolithic period, it does look as if they

had been swept oft' by some wide-spreading cause, and which probably was

the sinking of the land throughout the whole of these northern areas. In

Kent’s cavern, at Torquay, there is a fact of some importance bearing upon

this ;
namely, a broken-up mass of gravel with remains of animals inter-

mediate between the earliest deposit containing bears, with excessively rude

flint implements, and Jater deposits with less rude weapons, though still of

the Palaeolithic age, not without bone implements, including an exquisite

needle, and delicately constructed weapons,* while the Jissociated flint imple-

ments are made from “ flakes,” and are not merely the flintstone itself which

was used, as in the earlier and lowest deposit of the cave. Now this breaking

up of older materials between the different deposits seems to point to some

violent physical action, v;h’''h may have, as it were, separated the times
;
but

still we must not forget the wliole of the period is paleolithic as represented

in Kent’s cavern. With regard to Mr. Belt’s theory, I do not think Professor

Challis does justice to the glacial epoch, and what was then accomplished in

nature ; whereas many modern geologists lay great stress upon the forties

which were in activity at that important period. There is abundant evidence

of ice having extended southwards to the 5()th parallel of latitude in America,

and to about the 40th in Europe
; but Mr. Belt says he discovered proof of

glacial action in tropical America down to 2,000 feet above the level of the

sea. It is imagined by some that that was the time when the earth’s orbit

was at its greatest eccentricity, and that “glacial periods” alternated at

each pole ; but Mr. Belt combats that view, anti thinks that they existed

contemporaneously; so that there was, asno\>, though to a less degree, an

enormous accumulation of ice at both poles .sinmltancoudy
;
and the ciiuse

he suggests, and which appears to be the one nn>ot generally favoured by

geologists, viz., a greater inclination of the earth’s axis to the ecliptic.

If now, as is probable, the earth’s crust be soinew hat elastic, the stupendous

pressure at the poles would cause the equatorial region to rise, so that there

* See Mr. Whitley’s letter at the commencement of discussion on Mr.
Pattison’s paper, controverting some of these statements in regard to the
implements.

—

Ed.
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would be two causes conjointly conspiring to account for the Polynesian

continent, and an extension of Central America (eastward), beyond the West

Indian isles
;
perhaps thus realizing the filmed Atlantic isle. A subsequent

change in the inclination of the axis, on the melting of the ice-caps taking

place, there would be a tendency to restore the equilibrium as it was at first

;

the equatorial region would sink, and the sea would rise
;
and as the centre

of gravity shifted under these circumstances, the sea would overflow many

low-lying countries
;
so that there would be local effects of inundation at

different places, more or less, all over the v'orhl. In support of this theory,

Mr. Belt alludes to Easter Island, in the south-east Pacific Ocean, a small

island, but in which are gigantic idols quite out of keeping with the extent

of land and the existing population, but which, if forming the summit of a

hill, or low mountain overlooking a vastly extended plain, then their

position and character is comprehensible. Every nation has some account of

a deluge, and Mr. Belt’s theory .seems, at all events, to be in harmony with

the facts of a universal inundation. You will therefore see that in the

glacial phenomena there are results just the satne as Professor Challis has

deduced from an assumed increase in subterranean heat
;
but the advantages

of the glacial theory are that you have evidence of an enormous abstraction

of water from the sea, and then a sub'^equent return, and which could not

be effected without great disturbance in the distribution of land and sea.

A very good account of the*-e theories will be found in the address of the

President of the Geological Association for the present year.

Rev. W. B. Galloway.—I am very glad to have heard Mr. Ilemslow’s

remarks, and to have received from him the information, that a change in

the earth’s axis is now regarded as a probable cause of the Deluge by some

geologists, because I brought it forward myself some time ago, and some

points referred to to-night ap})ear to me to require an allusion to some

of the particulars which I then brought forward. In the Book of Job

there is a cause assigned for the shaking of the wicked out of the earth,

and that cause is a change in the ^-arth’s axis. The passage in Job runs :

“ Hast thou commanded the morning since thy days, and caused the

day-spring to know his place, that it might take hold of the ends of the

earth, that the wicked might he .shaken out of it ? ” Now the sunrise or

day-spring being caused to know its place, and to take hold of the ends of

the earth, indicates a change of its j)lace and annual range
;
and a change of

the place and range of sunrise must bo due to a change of the earth’s axis.

It miLst necessarily be so
;
the inclination of the sphere to the ecliptic being

the cause of varying of the place of sunrise, sometimes to the north and
sometimes to the south ; and the increased range of its varying to points

much further to the north, and further to the south of due east, so as, in a

manner, to “ take hold of the ends of the earth,” being a necessary effect of

the increased obliquity of the earth’s axis. That remarkable passage we can

place in connection with the Gentile tradition. We know that Pythagoras
in his travels picked up many truths from patriarchal tradition, which he
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transmitted, and among the rest, the theory of the earth’s rotation ; and

Anaxagoras says that at first the apparent revolution of the starry sphere

was without the inclination which it subsequently received, and that that

inclination which it now has was given to it afterwards. That is a most

distinct statement of a change of axis. Now I am prei^ared to demonstrate

that that change of axis must have produced a universal deluge, and the

glacial drift, and what, in a sounder sbite of geology, was called the diluvial

forni.ition. The present glacial tlieory was unknown in Buckland’s day
;
and

that we should be expected, on the assumerl evidence of a new theery, to set

aside the records forwarded to us from a remote anti<[uity seems really too

much. This glacial theory has been pressed to a degree which it would be

almost impossible to credit, if it were not written, and if wc could n(»t

refer to chapter and page. It is supposed by Mr. Gcikic, who has published

a learned work on the great ice age, that in Connecticut —and he quotes

Professor Dana, a professor of geology and natural hi.story— the thickness of

the ice overspreading the continent measured from to 8,000 feet.

Mr. Geikie introduces a picture of the great Antarctic ice-barrier from

Sir James Ross’s Antarctic expedition, and gives that as an illustration of

the state of Scotland in the glacial age
; but that great ice-barrier was limited

to 1,000 feet thick, while in Connecticut the thickness is estimated, as I

have said, at from 0,000 to 8,000 feet
;

in Scotland, from :2,500 to 3,000

feet
;
and in Switzerland, at 3,000 feet. Are we to undei’stand that those

who believe in a universal deluge arc to be considered credulous,

while those who receive lliese monstrous hypotlieses, one of which i.s

that boulders from the Alps were borne to the Jura upon a great

continuous glacier which tilled that whole wide and deep valley of

Switzerland, are to be deemed not credulous but scientific ? With regard to

some of the particulars in this paper, I rejoict* much that Professor Cliai’is

has come forward to support the Scriptural recoid but that internal lie.ii,

which he does not account for, would be accounted for by a change of axe.

We find from the calculations of Professor Uansteou that the north magnetic

pole is about 18j degrees from the geographical pole. The inclination of the

moon’s orbit to the ecliptic i.s o degrees, or thereabouts
;
while the plane of

the earth’s equator inclines to the ecliptic about illU degrees. If you deduct

the 5 degrees of the moon’s inclination from tlm degrees of the earth’s

inclination, the remainder, 18j degrees, is the tUstance of the magnetic from

the geographical pole—the old axis from the new ; and you may thus come

to some indication of a time when the moon’s orbit was in iigreement with

the plane of the earth’.s equator. Upon that theory which represents the

moon to have been originally an outlying portion of an extended attenuated

condition of the earth itself, it is reasonable to suppose that she did originally

move in the plane of the earth’s equator, or very near it ; and if so, the

moon is a “faithful witness in heaven” of the fact that the earth’s axi'-’ has

shifted 18j^ degrees. The facts of terrestrial magnetism, from which that

great astronomer. Dr. llnlloy, deduced the eonehision that there is a nucleu#

VOL X. II
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nf the earth not revolving exactly Avith the enrich but reTolvin^i differ-

ently, bear the same evidence to a diverijenco of 18^ decrees. Putting these

facts together, there is a basis on which calculations may be arrived at,

establishing the fact that there has taken place a change of the equator of

the earth. Tt is very singular that Sir ('‘harles Lyell has shown that the

island of Jamaica hears fossil evidence of having had at one time the same

temperature with Vienna How was it possible that these tAvo places could

have nearly the same temperature, unless the eijuator lay differently then

from now If that be the case. T undertake to demonstrate from it the fact

of a universal deluge. T hope, if it is considered desirable, an opportunity

may be given to me to lay my \dews at greater length before this Institute. I

ought to haA’^e mentioned that the change* <»f axis, acting in its effects, prin-

cipall}’’ at the poles, would haA^e caused a nish of water round the world which

would he more Auolent in the more northerly than in the fspiatorial region.s ;

and the atmosphere Avould lirtAu* been .itfected in a similar manner the drift

formation demonstrates that to have been actualh' the ease, f^rofossor (leikie

gives a detailed account of tlu' iKuilder-formation ()f Scotland, Avhere. some-

times for jno fcot in dejith, the stratum js full of stones and boulders mixed

together Avith elav, as he (‘xpres^'S it, “ pell-uu'll, higgledy piggledy ”—so

thick and dense that, in railway operations, the navvies have no greater

difficulty than in dealing Avith that formation. How was that great mass

mixed up Without water it asouM liaA'e hemi elearlv im]>ossihle
; and that

it could have been done in the course of millions of agt's hv slow deposit is also

impossible, heeaiise it is not stratified, hut i'^ mixed up altogether. Tt must

have been stirred about, ami .swept along violently, hv a tremendous force,

and deposited hv being allowerl to settle all at one time

Dr. ConEMAK. J cannot ngr<*e Avitli Mr Henslow, Avho appi'ars to .suggest

that we may, in our diseussion, .irgm* the question apart from inspiration.

I hold by the old sy.stem, that tlie Hook of (lenesis is inspired, and Ave

must teach that holdlv : and if tlie e a])])ears tf) he any inconsistency between

science and Revelation, we must Aviit until the same God Avho revealed the

Book of Genesis .shows the cfinsisteia v of the two

Rev. T. M. Gohman -A small Avork on the tinnpjtx of

published in J721, attempts to af^niint fu rortaiii geological phenomena by

the hypothesis of a primeval ocean In »)ne part f find the author saying

—

At this day /'in Sweden) the timbers .md ribs of vessels and galley.s have

been discovered in places Avhich are now forty or fifty yards above the level

of the sea
;
and that hooks, rings, and haw.sers, Avith many other indications

of a port, and of inhabitants, hav< been found even on the mountains.

And it is certain,” he continues, that the Ikdtic is still gradually sub-

siding towards the north, at a rate of fi.ur or five yards in depth in less than

seventy years. So that in many localities, withiTi the last hundred years,

the plough has supplanted the oar, and tin* ^oAver has taken the place of the

fisherman. T tiiyself,” he proceeds to .•-ay, “ haA^e seen the tnaTine spots, and

haA’^e heard old men conversing about them. In f^apland, at the extreiniU
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of the Gulf of Bothuiti, within a century, towns have underj^oiiea spontaneous

removal from the shore, and are now some thousand paces distant from the

original site of their port. And similar things have happened to other places

on the same coast. And this may serve to prove that all these circumstances

were not occasioned by the universal deluge, but that for a long time after-

wards, the northern countries especially lay under a deep ocean, and that as

the sea gradually subsided towards the north, they emerged and formed a

habitable land. Should this view be established by the fuLiire discoveries

of scientific men, it will furnish a reason for thinking, although not for

positively asserting, (Ij, 1 even the horizontal pressure is liable to change,

which follows if, accordini^ to the allowed opinion, the seas be depressed

towards the north, and elevated towards the ecjuator ; (2) and, coU'>e(iuently,

that the distances of the latitudes vary between the poles
; (3), that certain

countries in the far north, agreeably to the notion of modem, as well as to

the accounts of ancient authors, m.iy once hav(' lieen islands, which, in

process of time, as the sea subsided, united into a continent or contiguous

land. Besides these, there are many other things which 1 .Hall not venture

to publish until 1 am strengthened by still more numerous proofs, and

enabled to proceed on a firmer foundation.”

Mr. P. V. Smith.-—

A

s a member of the same L^niversity as Professor

(Jliallis, 1 would venture to say one or two words in his defence in reference

to two charges which have been made against him. First, as to his mixing

up miraculous and physical causes. 1 think the mixture he has suggested

is no greater than the mi t necessarily involved by the other hypothesis :

I mean, that of the alteration of the earth’s axis. Those wdio adopt that

hypothesis must assume that there was some extraordinary physical cause which

produced the change in the position of the eaith's axis. In wdiat respect then is

there less of a mixture of the miiMculous and the physical in tliis hypothes.s,

than in Professor Ohallis’ idea that an abnormal merease of the ‘‘aiMi’s

internal heat was the iiiimediate cause of the Deluge i He w^ould of course

attribute that increase to some extraordinary or miraculous occurrence. His

mode of urgument and his language appear to mi‘ to be fully borne out by

the descriptions we have of miracles in the Scrijitures. Take that of the

crossing of the Red Sea by the Israelites. VVe all recognize that to have been

a miracle
;
and yet the Scriptures say, that a strong east wind divided the

waters. I do not pretend to say wdiich theory of the Deluge is to be

accepted—-whether that held by Profc'^xt.r (’hallis, or tliat of a change in the

earth’s axis. I would only .say that tho attack which has been made on

Professor Challis on the ground of his imjjortiiig a, physical cause, appears to

me to bo unfounded. I would also suggest a (h feuco of Professor Challis in

reference to the other charge which might be brought against him - that of

not understanding the Scriptural narrative in the way in which we under-

stand it as regards the animals being saved by means of tho ark alone, and

all the rest being destroyed. It appears to me that we find a justification

of Professor Chnllis’ view in the smie part of Scripture as that to which 1
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have alieady refeiied. In the account of the plagues of Kgypt, we arc tirst

told that in the jdague of the murmin all the cattle of Egypt died, and then

we are told that afterwards the cattle were destroyed by the succeeding

plague of hail, which also destroyed every herb of the field. Subsequently

we read that the locusts ate up all the herbs and green things which the hail

had left. It is evident that these expressions must be taken together, and

so taken, they explain what the writers of the books of Scripture understood

and meant by the expressions “all” and “every.” We gather that they

used these expressions in a comprehensive, and not in a universal sense
;
and

that is exactly what Professor Challis has suggested with respect to the

preservation of the animals in the ark.

[Mr. Charlesworth having disagreed with the Paper, and objected that

the large amount of rain that must have fallen to cause the Deluge would

have destroyed the fish in the seas, who could not exist in fresh water,]

The Hon. Skcuetary.—Mr. Charlesworth cannot have noticed that his

objection is one most satisfiictorily answered in the Paper. Professor

ChallLs speaks of the sea coming up on the land by reason of its sub-

sidence, a phenomenon which is going on even in our own day. I

find in America Professor Dawson, in his annual address for 1874, before

the Natural History Society of Montreal, gives an account of the rapid

subsidence of the eastern coast, and the rise of the western coast of

the northern continent of America. In the Baltic we find somewhat

similar changes going on, and Dr. Beko mentioned, after his last trip,

that he had noticed that the whole land of the Gulf of Akaba was

rising, and the sea-shore showed a recent elevation of 40 feet. These

changes are now gradual, but is there reason to doubt that in eailier

times such changes may not have been catastrophic ? Indeed, Professor

Challis mentions some in our day—referable to volcanic action, and I may,

perhaps, be permitted to add tf* the instances he gives by mentioning

that in Iceland the Skapta Juk il, in 1783, in forty days threw out a

mass of lava which, if conical, would have covered London, and reached

to a height of 13,000 feet
; again, Mouna Loa, a few years ago, in ten

minutes, threw out a pile of lava 3 miles long, 1 broad, and 20 to 30 feet

deep. It Ls somewhat interesting to note the disturbing influences of

atmospheric changes in the case of earthquakes. Milner states that “It is

a well-established result of home and foreign observation, that earthquakes

are preceded and accompanied by barometrical depression, indicating the

diminished pressure of the atmosphere. Hence the occurrence of the greater

number in the winter months, when the avemge height of the barometer

is always the lowest, and is also subject to greater fluctuation than in the

opposite season of the year. It may, therefore, be considered as highly

probable that, while the causes of earthquakes are still shrouded in mystery,

they are intimately connected in their occurrence with atmospheric

vicissitudes. When the barometer is at 31 inches, the atmosphere presses

on the surface of Great Britain with a weight 201,793,239,406 tons ;
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when it sinks to 27 inches thcie is a diminution of weight on the same area

= 37,648,938,386 tons ; being about 427,231 tons to the square mile.

Hence it may well be the case that, when the subterranean forces have

acquired such strength as nearly to rupture the confining strata, any con-

siderable diminution in the pressure of the atmosphere may bring on the

crisis of actual disengagement,*’ As regards the rate of the descent of rain

at the Deluge, I have nothing to add to Professor Challis* statements, but

may mention a remarkable fact in regard to the possible rate of its descent

even in our own day, which was referred to at a recent (1875) meeting of

the Geological Society b> Professor Duncan, who stated that “on the

Khasia hills there is a rainfall of about 600 inches annually
; and this,

falling upon ground which does not readily absorb moisture, has cleared

away all surface deposits, and even excavated coombs in the granite.”

THE REV. PROFESSOR CHALLIS’ REPLY.

Professsor Ctiallis, who was not present at the meeting, having received

a copy of the printed account of the discussion of his pat)er, requested that

the following reply to some of the remarks made by the speakers might be

added to the discussion

Mr. Henslow appears to have misunderstood the view I take of the

physical operations by the Deluge was produced. It is true that I

consider the primary disturbing cause to have been an abnormal increment

of the temperature of the interior of the earth
;
but the accession of heat is

not supposed to “ cause upheaval of the sea-bottom,” nor to have any other

immediate effect than that of generating excessive evaporation at the surfac ‘

of the sea, in consequence of which there would be a downfall of “ torrents

of rain ” on the land. For reasons which I adduced, it is not improbable

that the amount of water which by this means would be transferred from

sea to land might have the effect of disturbing the equilibrium of the earth’s

crust, which, adopting Sir John Herschel’s view, I suppose to be resting on

a molten sea. Hence, vertical oscillations of the crust, accompanied by

transverse movements and occasional ruptures, might bo the result, producing

eventually the configuration of islands and continents, and the superficial

irregularities, which we witness at the pre.sent day. 1 make no objection to

the speculations mentioned by Mr. Honslow, according to which results

like these might have followed from a change of the inclination of the earth’s

axis, and the consequent mechanical action of “an enormous accumulation

of ice at the poles.” But failing to see how such views could conduct to an

explanation of the particular phenomena of the Noachian Deluge, (W described

in ScripturCf and having found that these phenomena might be intelligibly

accounted for by the supposition of an abnormal increment of terrestrial

temperature, I had no alternative, considering the purpose of the paper, but
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10 adopt that hjrpothesbi. And as the same authority that funiiahes th#

iocord of the phenomena also plainly intimates that the Deluge liad a mira-

culous character, it seemed not unreasonable to assume that the increment

of temperature which accounts for the phenomena was exlraordinar and

due to miraculous agency. In an analogous manner, as was appropriately

remarked by Mr. P. V. Smith, the waters of the lied Sea were miraculously

divided by the physical action of a “ strong east wind.” 1 can conceive of

no ordinary physical agency whereby a change of the earth’s temperature, so

sudden and etiectivo as that required to satisfy the conditions of the Deluge,

could have been produced.

For the reasons above alleged, I am unable to assent to the view taken by

Mr. Galloway, that the internal heat which my theory postulates “ would be

accounted for by a change of a\i.s.”

The facts stated in the passages which Mr. Gorman h.is quoted from a

work on the Principles of (’hemistry, published in 17:il, are all in favour of

the supposition that the earth s crust, as resting on a lupiid mass, is suscep-

tible of various conditions of equilibrium.

The remarks made by Mr. P. V. Smith relative to my being charged with

mixing up miraculous and physical causes, and taking universal expressions

ill Scripture m a comprehensive sense, agree so exactly with the views I

entertain on these point>, that I have im occasion to add anything to what

he has said.

The objection raised by Mr. ( ’harlesworth having bi‘cn met by the remarks

of the Hon. Secretary, it only remains for me to taki‘ notice of the reference

made by Dr, Coleman to the bearing of scientific arguments, relative to

Scriptural statements, upon the “ Jn.spiration” of Scripture. On the

supposition that Scripture is inspired, it is a necessary conscipience that

there can be no real inconsistency between the statements it contains and

the ascertained truths of physical science
; that i.s, between God’s Word and

knowledge of His works. It is legitimate, therefore, on that supposition,

to bring the results of modern physical sciiuicc to bear on the interpretation

of the Scriptural accounts of natural facts, such as those in the Book of

Genesis relating to the (’rention and the Deluge, la proportion as the

stated facts may in this way be reasonably explained, confirmation is given

to the hypothesis of inspiration. Such have been the character and the

object of the arguments contained in the present paper, and in another

(“On the Metaphysics of Scripture”) which 1 liave since communicated to

this Society. In the latter, the question as to where natural agency ends

and miraculous agency begins is particularly dwelt upon.







INTEiniEDIATE MEETING, Ai>ril 19, 1875.

II. Cadman Jones, Esq., in the Chaiu.

The Minutes of the last mootin'^ wore road and confirmed, and the fol-

lowin;; Elections were announced :
—

Associate :

L. T. Dibdin, B.A. (rantab.), Torrinj^don Square.

Hon. Local Skci:ktauy :

—

Kov. R. Pritchard, B.A. (Oxon.), Whitchurch.

Also, the pre.sentation of the fullowinj; Works for the Library :

—

‘‘Journal of the Royal United Service Institution.” Part 79.

From the Institution.

‘•L’Elat en face de la Loi divine.” By A. Lombard. From the Author.

“ Nature and the Bible.” By Principal J. W. Dawson, F.R.S. Ditto.

“ On the Submergence of the Glacial Epoch.” J\v J. Croll, E^q. Ditto.

A Paper “ On the Connection between the Philosophy of Locke and the

Sceptical Principles of the Day” was then read by 11. Cideiuan, Esq., LL.D.

A discussion ensued, in which the folh>win '4
;4entlenu*n took ]>art :—The

Master of the Charterhouse, Revs. Prebendary Row, J. W. Buckley, W.
liiiwless, and J. Sinclair

;
Messrs. C. R. APi'lymont, T. W. Masterman, and

J, Rendall. Dr. Coleman having replied, the meetin^i: was then adjourned.

VOL. X. I
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ORDINARY MEETING, May 3, 1875.

H. Cabman Jones, Esq., M.A., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last moetint! wore read and confirmed, and the fol-

lowing Elections were announccil —
Members

Rev. H. E Fox, JI.A. ff’.intal>.\ Westminster

Rev. J. M‘C'onnick, M.A. (C.mtab.), Lewish.im.

Rev. Canon J. C. Ryle, B B.D.. Stradbroke.

Rev. A. Stewart, Aberdeen.

Associate :

—

Eev. W. Prcsl). Dean of ilesiMence, gtieen's rollooo,

o

u

a

if

Also, the pr(‘soiilalion of tlie folliwin-j AVork< for the Library —

Procc-edm-s of tlie Poyal Society.” Part ICO. ^row the Society

Christian Ps>cholojo'.” Py Borman. From the A vthor.

Kvidence of Ilitional Evan^^'li^ni." l>y J. Du Doulay, Lsq. Ditto.

Evolution.” By the Pev. A. Stewait. Ditto.

The followin^^ Paper was then read by tlie Author :

AiV EXAMIXATIOK OF THE TiELFAST AI)^

DRESS OF THE BRITISH ASSOCLITION, 1871*,

FROM A SCIKNTIIK’ POINT OF VIKW. By JoHK EmOT

Howard, PMl.S., FX.S., Acad. Med. Fr. Par.

Mem. Corr., also Phil. Ctdl. Pharm. Societe do Pharin. Paris—
Soc. Physico-med. Er]an;^en>>is — All;^. Oe^ft Apoth. Ycrcin Nether-

lands Indu.strial Soc. — Mem. Plianii. Soc. of Croat Britain— Societc

Botanique de France—Society of Biblical Archn'olo;^y, (fee.

“ Worn men led into the apprchfnii'm of in\iHiMf powor l»> contornplution of lli«*

works of Nature, they could uoTfr pos-^ildv l•>lfirt.llu am co’H’fption hut of oup sihkIo HeiuR,

who bestowed oiibtenec and ordf r on this ^a«t marhim*, and adjusted all US parti to one

rcjjular s^sfom."

—

Jlume^ an qvtotfd by Tyndafl^ Addrenn^ page 'Hi.

PART I .—The Inlroduclion.

ri"^HE Address delivered by Profes.«or Tyndall Ixjfore the

I British Association (1874) was re^nrded by the thinking

portion of the public as an utterance of much importance; not

only on account of the high standing of the six^aker in the esti-

mation of the .scientific world, but as presuinaoly expressing the

opinions of others also.

It was probably imagined by most that the conclusions to

which the author had arrived were the necessary and inevitable

result of the progress of Science. Comparatively few possessed



either the means or the leisure to submit this hypothesis to the

rigid scrutiny which it reijuired previous to acceptance ; and
when it was understood how vast and how important were the

consequences that musi result from such acceptance, many were
glad to fall back on the delusive hope that this skilful lecturer

had reallv not succeeded in makin<r his meaning understood.

In this manner the task of coming to any decided conclusion

about the whole matter was avoided.

Whatever ground there might seem for this I'xpectalion in

the somewhat apologetic tone of the closing portion of the

addrc'js, there can no longer be anv excuse for entertaining so

unfounded an opinion : since in the sub'^equent lecture in the

Free-Trade Hall, Manchester, and in the prefaces to the first

thousand, and to the recently-issued seventh thousand of this

|)amphlet, the author applies himself succesfulK' to the task of

clearing away all ambiguity ; and shows that he entirely adheres

to those expressions of Ids views against which most exceptions

have been taken.

It is very evident, however, that Professor Tvndall feels acutely

the nature of the opposition which he has evoked. He assures u»

that the address was not any expression of passing feeling evoked

by the cheers of his audience, but that the whole was the re-

sult of cool and careful preparation, ‘‘‘In the solitudes" (of

the Swiss mountains) I workeil witu deliberation, endeavouring

(ho says) even to purify my intelKct by disciplines similar to

those enjoined" by the ('atholic ('hurch “for the sanctification

of the soul."*

^Vhat these measures of discipline were' can be easily sup-

posed by this comparison
;
and it is perhaps scarcity cemsistent

with the honour which, in a certain sense, we owe to all men to

regard so thoroughly earnest an advocate of his opinions with the

feelings which are sometimes expressed. We may think him en-

gaged (according to a felicitous comparison of his ow n in reference

to another person) in sow ing inti*lleetual thisth'-down'f*, but such

a conviction should call forth other and far different emotions

in our minds to those above referred to.

The Professor is rather severe on his critics, lie says that

‘^from fair and manly argument, from the leiuliTc'st and holiest

sympathy on the part of those who desire my eternal good, I

pass by many gradations, through deliberate unfairness, to a

spirit of bitterness wdiich desires wdtb a fervour inexpres.sible in

words my eternal ill." I trust in the analysis of his opinions

here given he will have no occasion to complain either of bittcr-

Profiico to first tbousaiiil, p. xxxiv. t viii.
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ness ” or of deliberate unfairness.” As the result of some
patient study at all events, I conclude (strange to say) that

whilst persistently advocating Pantheism he has no intention to

destroy religion ; and that an address of such astonishing cha-
racter was even the result of cool and careful, and wliat we must
in a sense term religions preparation ! I think that we must
even go further and say that the object which he had in view
appeared in his eyes somethin^' laudable and heroic.

The inner history of the life of any ])erson (specially of
those who have influenced largely the minds of their fellow-
creatures) must needs be interesting ; for nothing that is

human, if described to the life, can be alien to us.* We are
indebted to Professor Tyndall for the pains which he has taken,
in his seventh preface, to present us with the history of his
early life and the record of his early impressions. 'J'his enables
us to form at once a more correct and a more charitable esti-

mate of his present course.
“ Sprung from a source to which the Bible was peculiarly

dear, my (Professor Tyndairs) early training was confined almost
exclusively to it.” Too exclusively^ perhaps, I may be allowed
to J^nggest. It is not unfamiliar to those who know the world,
to find a revulsion take place in manhood from a too severe
repression of the inquiring faculties in youth.
The next thing mentioned by the Professor shows that he

was trained (and who could doubt it considering his parentage)
in dogmatic theology. Born in Ireland,” he say.s, « I, like my
piedecessors for many generations, was taught to hold my own

jiome.”t
^

And uluit was the sequence of

ofi

ii 1 *
1 y , miu wiiui sequence oi

It Uns—the 1 rofessor will not allow me to say tlie consequence
^ ^ remember the time when I

my body as a weed, so much more liighly did I prize
jious strength and pleasure derived from moral and

I may add, was mine without the

regarded

the

religious feeling,

conscious

which,
intervention of dogma,^'^\

I need scarcely point out, at least to those familiar with the

^,7 “"probability of the assertion
that all this took place without the intervention of dogma.

« tLir i”'" aJlutJed to as

wo t
earlie r years, resolves of duty,

»elf-renounce...ent.” Did these arise

tL i^whir iyr of Scrip-ture m which he was daily instructed ?
*

• “Homo sum, humani nihil a me alienum puto.’’t Preface, p.xxm.
Hbl^p.xxx,
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We have here the history of the formation of a character

which would find a much more congenial home in the midst of

those who cherish the Presbyterian traditions of Ulster, than

in the arid regions of infidelity.

Such it is quite possible may be the conclusion of this re-

markable career. Early impressions arc very deep, and he may
return to prove the proverbial influence of first attachments.

May I add my sincere desire that such may be the case. Hut in

the mean time we may fairly doubt whether such a mind i"

suited to be the apostle of a new dispensation in which Science

is to prove itself the regenerator of mankind. He evidently

classes himself witli those who “ believe undoubtingly that out

of the coming struggle the truths of Science will emerge with

healing in their wings^ *

We have become ac(piaintcd with Science in many aspects

during the last half-century,

“Eineiu ist sie die holie, die hiinmlisclic Gi)ttin, dem andern
Eine tuchtige Kiih, die iliii luit Butter ver&orgt.” t

But really the above expectation of healing from the truths

of Science is the most remarkable that has fallen under my
observation.

Is it not true that the elTect of all experimental Science is to

create a spirit of scepticism^ which (if kept within proper limits)

may be really useful, for we ought to prove all things, and hold

fast only that which is good. I'ven if pushed beyond these

limits, it has this effect (as I think might be illustrated by the

works of, at least, one other leading philosopher), that the mind
becomes at last sceptical of its own .scepticism, wearied will\ its

flights, and almost desirous of returning again to the ark, having

found no rest to the sole of her foot.

Is there not something of this tone of feeling in the following

utterance of our author in the first preface?

“ I have noticed during years of self-observation, that it is not in hours of

clearness and vigour that this doctrine (“ Material AtheiMii ’’) coininends itselt

to my mind
;
that in the presence of stronger and healtluer thought, it

over dissolves and disappears, as ottering no solution of the niy'»tcry in winch
we dwell and of which wo form a part.’^

All the established results of real practical Science may he

compared to the gigantic empire of old Home, won by the hard

* Preface, p. xxxi. t Schillers Gcdichte^ 1818, p. 12C.

J (from whence scepticism) in the sense of “ hesitation or doubt

has far less to do with the errors of our “ thinkers’* than or “ that

which seems true to one, an opinion,^—See Liddell and Scott, Lixicon.
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t(^cther not without much jealous care and supervision of the

defensive outposts. Now we see that even so great a general as

Julius Ciesar, when he attempted the conquest of Britain, was

baffled in his enterprise, not so much by the bravery of the

inhabitants as by a plienonienon on which he had not reckoned,

—

the remarkable rise and fall of the tide in the estuary of Kich-

borough ;
* a phenomenon which, from the configuration of these

‘‘ sandy and flat “ shores/’ + is there deceptive enough, as I

have myself observed.

In setting foot on unexplored tracts of the regions of thought,

our author proves himself a singularly rash leader. He is con-

tinually exposing himself to be defeated by the unknown power

which he has omitted to take into his calculations ; and he has

moreover fouled to secure any line of retreat amid the univer-

sally recognized truths of })lnlosophy. lie has not made himself

master of Gaul before he invades Britain.

The real question, and that to which I now address myself, is

whether there is any foundation in the solid acquisitions of

modern Science for the speculations of this address ?

Science, as it seems to me, is made to bear the blame of an
attack upon religion, for which she has not lent her territories as

a base of operations. The assault comes from another quarter

altogether,—the dream-land of ancient or of modern Conjecture.

P A P. T II.

The Address .—a. The Philosophical Argument.

I shall now attempt an analyris of the Indfast Address^ in

the very first page of whicli 1 seem to find a confirmation
of the views above expressed.

On the authority of Hume (in his Natural History of Reli-
yio7i^, and not from any discovery of the writer, we are told
that mankind pursued a certain course ‘‘ in forming tlieir notions
of the origin of things.’^ We are instructed that their concep-
tion of supersensual bdngs’’ was a process of abstraction,”
resulting from the scientific tendencies or “ impulse’’ inherent
m primeval man.”

* Portus Rutupinus, Richborough, in Kent.- -Sec Smith's Diet, of Greek
atul Moman Geography for description, also the Atloi of Ancient Oeog., 1874.
ijy same author. ^ '

f ithydtiifpth.”—See Gatnden's Britannia.
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Primeval man then must have had impulses'" very different

to those of the brutes, who never trouble their heads about such

matters at all. But this process is quite the reverse of all that

we learn from history, whether sacred or profane, where we find

God revealing Himself, making Himself known in some way or

other ; and man disposed to suppress this knowledge (rf/v aXi'iOtiav

iv a^iKia Kare^dt^Twv *), or at all events to reserve the truth to the

custody of their priests or druids, the wise men who alone were

suitable guardians of the secret. Do we not learn that this was

the case in the earliest history of Egypt ? Was not the worship

of animals (as Manetho teaches) i later inventicm '! Does not

the very oldest writing of which we have any certain knowdedgc

(the Book of the Dead) lead us to the conclusion that God was

known as the Judge of all men, distributing rewards and punish-

ments after death ? f
The Hermetic creed tells us that “ before all things that

really exist, and before the b(*ginning of all time, there is one

God^ prior to the first God and Ruler of the world, remaining

immovable in the solitude of His unitv. J . . • •

'‘These are the most ancient principles of all things/' accord-

ing to Jamhlicus, “which Uermrs places first in nrdcr^ before

the ethereal, empifreafi^ and celestial deltie^sr

M. Lenorinant, who has profoundly studied the whole sub-

ject, says,—

“Aus.si haul (juo Toll reiiumtc <lai h‘s iluMimeiits ivl.itits a la relij^ioii

Kgvptieiiiu', oil y troiuo loiulemeut *.i aulo luUion ilo I’niuti' divine.

. . . Mais celte notion Mil»lnm‘, m i*lle io am ml loujouis dans la doctrine

e''utcri<|iu*, .s’ob.scnrcit ra|iid<‘nn*nt et 1*111 dilimutt* par K’s conceptions lies

pivtres coinnic par ri;inorancc do la nniltiludo L idoo do I)icu ^o conloiuiit

avee Ics manifestations do sa pni>sanco ,
'^os atliihnt^ t‘t sc^ ipialitc.s furen

nersonnilios on tine foulo d'a^on^ socondaiu"., disinhno'. dans un ordre

liitTiircliiipu*, concourant .'i I'oi .^ani-atinn mnoialo du nmndo cl a la conser-

vation des etres. (-V>t ainsi «juc >.«• loniia cc polN tlicisno* ijui dans la

variete ct la bi/arrerie de ses ^MiibolcN, tiiut par enibrav'.cr l.i natiiro eii-

tiere.’^- Lu jMttgiti clu z Us ClmUlt < tfv.. p. » 1 .

Consider tile following magnificent description of the Almighty

from the Scriptures of our ^Vryan ancestors :
—

“ PosHessod of illiiiiitabU* resomecs. He has meted out, created, and
npkolds hciiv till and earth, lie dwells in all worlds as Soverei;j;n Uuler.

Tiio wifid which resoundy through the atmosphere is Ills bivath. He has

opened boundle.ss patli.s for tlie «un which lie vlactd in the luuuens, and
liiw hollowed out channels for the rivers winch liow by His command. By
His wonderful contrivance the rivers pour tlieir waters into tbo one ocean

but never fill it. ilis ordinances are jixed and uiuma liable. They rest on

* Rom. i.

t Comp. La Magic chez Its ChaliUens, par Lenormant, pp. 77, 7S.

J See Cory'i Ancient Fragments, p. 4ft.
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Him unshaken a-s upon a mountain ;
through their operations the moon

walks in brightness, and the stars which appear in the nightly sky myste-

riously vanish in daylight. His messengers behold the worlds, He knows

tlie flights of birds in the sky, the path of ships on the ocean, the course of

the for-travelling wind, and beholds all the secret things that have lu en, or

shall be done. No creature can even wink without Him. He witnesses

truth and falsehood. The Great One who rules over these worlds beholds

all as if Ih tecre close at hand. When any man thinks he is doing aught by

stealth, the Gods know it all, and they perceive every one who stands or

walks or glides along secretly, or withdraws in his house, or into any lurk-

ing-place. Whatsoever two persons sitting together devise, Varuna, the

King, knows it, Z/uaj/ there as a third, Thi.s earth, loo, belongs to

Vanina, the King, and that vast sky whose ends are so far otlV *
. . . .

I must quote no more, hut add Professor Roth’s remarks :f—
There is no hymn in the whole Vedic literature which expresses

the Divine Omniscience in such forcible terms as this, which is

found in the Atharva Veda. There is, however, one in the Ri^
Veda which is quite equally remarkable

;
also another in the

Rig Veda Sanhita, which inquires — “ Who has seen the

primeval Being at the time of His being born ? What is that

which, having substance, the unsubstantial sustains ?— from eartli

are the breath and blood, but where is the soul?
Now Varuna (from the root vr/r, to cover) is equivalent to the

Greek Oipai'dc; and thus antedates those ‘‘ theories which took

an anthropomorphic form'^; for, according to Cicero, J Uranus
was the father of Mercury and of Venus. We have probably
another representative of the same idea in the “ Shang Ti/’ the

venerated “ Heaven*^ of the Chinese.
These are amongst the mo^t ancient ‘‘ historic’’ records, and

certainly do not favour tlie theory of Tyndall.
It would be easy to adduce abundant additional proof; but

for the present this must suHice to show that in the opening of
this Address, and in reference to nole.ssiinpoitant a subject tnan
the rise of religion among mankind, our author (relying upon
Hume) is deceiving his audience with eloquent but unsubstantial
figments of the imagination.
We next are brought into acquaintance with the Greek phi-

losophers, but I cannot say that justice is done to the deeply
interesting question (as to it.s cause and its results) of their search
after wisdom. The only jiliase of thought which seein.s to
command our author’s real sympathy is iliat uf Kpicurus, who
niaintained that the unhappiness and degradation of mankind

Gontribntions to a Knowledge of the Vedic Thcogony and Mytho-
bL.JJ., in Journal of ike Royal Asiatic Society, vol. i.

p. 1, New Senes, page 81.
^

t Huj Veda Hanhitd, by H. II. Wilson, M.A., F.ll.S., 1854, p. 127.
+ Ve Naturd iJwrum, lii 22, 23.
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arose in a great degree from the slavish dread which they enter-

tained of the power of the gods, and from terror of their wrath.

To remove tliese apj^rehensions was the great object of his teach-

ing. In order to dispel these fears, he called to his aid the

atomic theory of Leucippus, by which he sought to demonstrate

that the Material Universe is not the result of creative energy,

but that all is formed by the union of elemental particles which

had existed from all eternity. As to the gods, if such there

were, they lived in a state of divine Iratjquillity (like the Brahm
of India), wholly unmoved by and indifferent to the actiems of

mortals ! Indeed, as they also were composed of atoms, it might
have happened to them to be resolved into their ultimate elements,

if they mixed themselves up with mundane aflairs !

It was thought to be unnecessary to address such Beings in

prayer, inasmuch as ‘‘everything revolves with unchanging
laws in one eternal circle.”* The true explanation of all this

is probably to be found in the Brahmanical or Buddhistic

speculations of the East.

liUcretius wrote a magnificent poem to uphold these tenets.

His object, we are told, was the destruction of Superstition,

—

which statement is unquestionably true;—and after reading the

poefs thrilling narrative of the sacrifice of Iphigenia, there is no
one with any feeling who is not ready to join in with his con-

clusion—Tantum religio potuit suadere malorum !

“ Such are the crimes that SrPFr..-TiTioN jiroiupts.”

But where is the application to our own times and circum-

stances? IEc are not in the habit of offering human sacriflce.s

in order to obtain favourable weather ; and it is very problem-

atical whether “ the mild light of Science” will avail mucli in

remedying abuses which still remain, or superstitions which still

influence Christian society. We are not at all disposed “ to pour

contempt upon matter”; and, as far as our observation extends,

have little need of exhortation directed against excessive austerity

or the danger of regarding our bodies as “ mere weeds.” On
the contrary, I believe that to endeavour to maintain the “ mens
Sana in corpore sano ” is what most men regard as a dictate of

common sense.

It is to be noticed that, little as there was to be valued in the

state of society existing in Home at the time Lucretius wrote,

he is not without a fear lest, in seeming to destroy tlie bond of

that society, he sliould be accounted guilty of a crime against

the laws which bind men together.

* See Hardy's Manual of BiuUhUmf pp. 34, 3C.
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“ Illud ill his rebus vereor, ne forte rcaris

Impia to rationis inire eleuieiita, viamque

Indugrcdi sceleris.”*

“ This is what I fear herein, lest haply you should fancy that you are

entering on unholy grounds, and treading the path of sin.”—(Munro.)

I cannot but think Lucretius would have been too cautious to

issue a Belfast Address, and I scarcely think he would have been

content with Tyndall as a correct expositor of his views. “ He
refutes the notion that anything can come out of nothing,’’ says

Tyndall, Now, what docs Lucretius really advise his friend ?

It is this, that he never should allow his mind to entertain the

thought that God could make anything out of nothing.

Nullain rein c nihilo gigni divinitus uuquam,” +

•• That nought from luuight liy power Divine has risen.”— (D r. Good.)

The doctrine which he advocated, was delightful in his view,

because it seemed to dispense altogether with Divine inter-

vention.

Quas oh ro>, ul>i videnmus nil po^.se croari,

De nihilo, I uni quod .sequunur, |ani rectiiis inde
Perspu ieiiius, et unde <|U(‘Jit ri*.^ rpia-iine croari,

ht quo <jua.(pic inodo hunt, ojn.rd sine diedm” J

‘‘Developed then we trace
Through natuiVs boninlles> re.ilni, the lisc of things,
Their hkmIcs and po\Ner innate, nor need from lieann
^Somc fjud\i (Jt'tnnf to iidc rnrh ri<onfj fad." (Dll. (ioOD.)

It was, then, not without reason that this materialistic philo-
sophy was accounted atheistic. For it asserts that all would go
smoothly ii we could hut get rid of the notion of Divine inter-
position.

It is necessary that I should follow our author into the
examination of these theories, because of the yirominence which
le gives them as developments of the scientific imagination, and

^
•

I
modern discoveries,

ysical theories which lie beyond e vitmenvef* he tells us, are
ceriva by a process of abstraction from experience; which is
ccr am y a fiivourable manner of .stating the origin of those
o ions o t leorists, which are evidently haseleaa, Such was the

dream about atoms which we arc considering.

* Lib. i. lines 80-83 . x t •’
, ...

duced^ndthe^annl^^^'^
the element out of which everything can be pro-
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‘‘The atomists of antiquity had experience of gravity as inaiiifc'^teJ by
falling bodies. Abstracting from this, they permitted their atoms to fall

eternally through empty space. Democritus assumed that the larger atoms
moved more rapidly than the smaller ones, which they therefore could overtakty

and with which they could combine. Epicurus, holding that empty space
could otter no resistance to motion, ascribed to all the atoms the same
velocity

; but he seems to have overlooked the corisefpience that under such
circumstances the atoms could never combine. Lucretius cut the knot by
putting the domain of physics altogether, and causing the atoms to move
together by a kind of volition.” *

Then it was all a haseleas dream ; end the effort to get rid of

Divine power landed them in the singular absurdity of an

ingathering of atoms towards some unknown centre of gravity,

which must be eternally receding from the ilownpour !

“ Noc (piiscpiam locus cst, (pio corpora <piom vencro

Ponderis amissa vi, |x)SMnt stare in inani.”t

“ Nor through the boundless void one point exists,

Where things may rest, as if of weight deprived :

No power it boasts to uphold ; but still recedes

As nature prompts and opes the needed path.”—(D r. Good.)

It is important to notice in the above descrijition of the Pro-

fessor the use of the word combine^ as if tliere were here some
connection with the doctrines of modern chemistry. So far from

this being the case, Lucretius e.xprc.ssly asserts that all thing.s

arise simply by the change of arrangement of his ultimate

particles permutato ordine solo*”), ‘‘the mode but changed,

the matter still the same,*” J
Leucippus, the first propounder of the theory of atoms,

accounted for tlie formation of the Universe by a ilifference merely

in the magnitude and figure of his atoms. ‘“Ouing to the

former, there would be, he conceiveiJ, an agglomeration of the

bidkier particles round certain centres—owing to the latter cause,

an entanglement of tliem, and a conseijuent cohesion of the par-

ticles thus brought together.’’

§

Through Democritus and Kpicuriis the notion of the com-

bination of atoms took a further development. Space is main-

tained to be an absolute and perfect void (inane), and the atoms
||

* A(ldn‘s.s, p.

t Lib. i. linos l()7()-77. I follow in general Dr. Good’s text, but have

corrected by Munro ^l«7a), who her«' translates “nor there any ^pot of

such a sort that when bodies have reached it, they can lose their force of

gravity and stand upon void, and that again which is void must not serve to

support anything, but must, as its nature craves, continually give place.”

X Lib. i. linos 820—828.

§ Daubonyon tho Atomic Theory, p. 12.

II

** Omnis ut cst, igitur, per so natura dunbu.H

•Constitit in rebus, uam corpora sunt ot inane.”—LucRBTins, lib. i. 420.
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(nam corpora sunt et inane) are bard, impenetrable, primary

bodies of various figures—round, square, pointed, jagged, and
possessed of certain intrinsic powers of motion. Under the old

school of Democritus the perpetual motions were of two kinds

—

a descending motion from the natural gravity of the atoms, and a

rebounding motion from collision or mutual clash.

“ Besides these two motions, Epicurus supposed that some atoms were
occasionally possessed of a third, by which in some very small do^^ree they
descended in an oblique or curvilinear direction, deviating from the
common and right light line anomalously.

“These infinite groups ofatoms, flying through all time and space in differ-

ent directions and under different laws, have interchangeably tried and
exhibited every possible mode of encounter, sometimes repelled from each
other by concussion, and sometimes adhering to each from their own jagged
or pointed construction, and from the casual interstices which two or more
connected atoms must produce and which may be just adapted to those of
other figures, as globular, oval, or square. Hence the origin ofcompound or
visible bodies—hence the origin of large masses of matter, hence eventually
the origin of the world itself.” *

We have here a mechanical theory of the Universe, which so
far commands the sympathies of our modern atheists. Ihit into
the midst of this mechanical theory we find a wholly discordant
and irreconcilable element introduced, in order to account for the
freedom and individuality of the Will. Why should any atoms
deviate from the force of tlie laws that govern them ? Uvery
chemist knows that such an occurrence never takes place, and
that he may reckon with infallible certainty on their never dis-
playing any tendency to vary. Hence any chemist can contrast
the laws which govern crystallization, and which result in perfect
mathematical forms and arrangements, and those which govern
organized bodies

; conspicuous among which latter is the fact of
constant, and frequently what we should call misguided variety

as in the abnormal development of plants and animals.
Lucretius pleads for the absolute necessity of introducing the

idea of this discordant deviation.

‘ Qua re etiam atque ctiani paullum inclinare necesse e«t
Corpora, riec plus quam miniinum

; nc firigerc motus
Ohliquos VKleaiiiur, et id res vera refutet,” &c. &c.t

“ Hence doubly flows it why the seeds of things
Should from the right decline,” &c. &c.

The poet then goes on to speak in a noble passage of the
it obvious that he had constructed

a Mechanical Universe from which he had not only shut out
Uod, but the will of manandaminals.J^ In order to remedy

4.

JSalurCf quoted by Daubeny, p. 16.
t Book 11 . lines 243—245.

Jf y
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this, he coolly overthrows the law of gravitation—supposing it

to be intermittent and uncertain in its operation !

Gravitation was nothing to Lucretius, when once mounted on
his waxen wings^ although like Icarus,

—

“ cetiiiis ope Da-dalea

Nititiir pennis, vitrco daturas

Nomina ponto/^*

In like manner Professor Tyndall passes from the regions ot

the chemical to those of the stnicfural forces, taking leave of

all caution when once he has abandoned the reins to his “ scien-

tific imagination.’'*

It is instructive to note from this point of view the successive introduc-

tion of new conceptions. The idea of the attraction of gravit^ition was
preceded by the observation of the attraction of iron by a mat;net, and of

light bodies by rubbed amber. The polarity of magnetism and electricity

appealed to the senses, and thus became the substratum of the conception

that atoms and molecules are endoweil with «leHnite attraction and repellent

poles, by the play of whicli definite forms of crystalline architecture are

produced. Thus^ molecular force becomes structurai'' +

Does the Professor mean to say that “ molecular force ” is

the same with chemical affinity, and that chemical affinity is the

same with electricity and magnetism, anti aKo with gra\itation ?

— that we have thus safely reached the brink of an abyss over

which we take a fortunate leap in the next sentence, and solve the

great problem, landing safely in the hitherto unknown region of

the forces which govern organizalitni ? The pace takes away
the breath ; but let us at all events look before we leap.

‘‘It rc(piires no groat boldness of thought to extend its play into organic

nature, and to recognize in molecular force tiie sigeucv hij which both plauts

and aniniaU are built up ! In thi.s way out of experience i^l) arise concep-

tions which are wholly ultka-kxckiukntial.” f

For this last admission I am thankful, and for the elegant

words in which it is clothed.

We can understand, in the first place, that “an atom is the

smallest quantity of an element indivisible by chemical means,

which can exist in a simple body ; and, in the second place,

that a molecule is a group of atoms forming the smallest

quantity of a simple or compound body whicli can exist in a

free state, or is able to take part in, or result from a reaction.” J

But no boldness of thought can extend the play either of

atoms or groups of atom.s, that is, moK'cules, into the pro-

duction of organic structure. This conception is unthinkable^

* Horace, Book iv. Ode 3. t Address, p. 52.

X An Introduction, Ac. By Dr. A. 0. Wurtz, F.R.S., pp. 33, 34.
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as well as ultra -experiential. That molecular force should

become structural/’ resembles much the supposition that two and
two should, on some occasion, “ play ” at making five, which
would, I presume, be simply ultra vires, or impossible !

I must entirely protest against our author’s commendation
of the Greek philosophy, “ in that it had shaken itself free from
that fruitless scrutiny by the internal light of the mind alone,

which had vainly sought to transcend experience, and reach a
knowledge of ultimate causes i * This neither have the Greeks
nor has Tyndall himself succeeded in doing.

Indeed Lucretius give- exactly the op[)osite account of the
foundation of the system which he advocated in such admirable
verse. He tells u-, in his praise of his great master :—

Er^^o vi\ i(li \ is animi pervicit, ot extra
longe tlammanti.i iiianiia iiiuntli.” f

His own poem is as full of passages of metaphvsical and fruit
less scrutiny, and as far from deserving the above commendation
as even the Belfast Address.

1 he Greeks knew nothing of exact Science; and tlie connection
of their doctrines with those of modern chemistry is not to be
historically traced. AVe are more indebted to the experimental
researches of the Chaldeans, the Egyptians, and their Arabian
disciples, than to all the speculations of the Greeks. Wc owe
probably much more even to the Alchemists—the last ot whom,
as he was termed, named Wenzel, was the first to e.stahlish, by
well-conducted experiments, the doctrine of equivalency. He
foresaw and predicted the conclusions that could be drawn
from It respecting the theoretical calculation of the composition
ot salts, and the contn)l of analyses.

Profesror Wurtz, in his admirable “ History of Chemistry

t

has said, not without some reason, that

“ Chemistry is a French science : it w.,s foundwl l)v Lavoisier, of immortalmemory. He wiw at once the author of a new theory, and the creator of the

theXor^"^
m chemistry, and the superiority of the method gave wings to

LuerS i K/avitation, when it suited him. like

f«««dation of his science.i5ut It must not be forgotten that

likewise\he**Trat’ in'*diUc orthoTnie^Len"'
I-an'Ien, and

viously noticed by Rev that metiU :

'"‘‘"^''’.*'“'1 wnfinned the fact pre-

theair»§ ^ »" ’'eight when calcined in

* Address, &c., p. n.
X An Introduction, drc., p. 5 .

t Lib. i. lines 73, 74.

§ Idem, p. 8.
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These observations, however, remained unfruitful, and it was
the great merit of Lavoisier that he applied the balance to all

chemical phenomena, and established chemistry as an exact

science. Since his time chemistry has continually extended its

discoveries and its triumphs; never abandoning the solid and
sure ground I have indicated, that of weight and measure; but
advancing its empire like the Romans, notwithstanding frequent

defeats, and the abandonment of one theory after another, in

obedience to the stern logic of fact.

Now Tyndall looks upon Dcscartc>, wlio did not believe in

atoms at all, as one of the two restorers of (atomic ?) philosophy,

and the first to reduce, in a manner eminently capable of bear-

ing theiesV^ (not of the balance, but) “*of wcw/rt/ presentation,

vital phenomena to purely mechanical principles ! *

^^Insight^^ then, and not weight and mcasnre^*^ is the real

test which is valuable in t!ie sight of Tyndall ; and (Ingma, and
not Science^ is the result.

But to extend the dominion of (supposed) chemical theory

into the region of meta))hysies, as in tin* Address at Belfast, is

nothing less than treason against chemistry, and crime de lese

majeste against common sense !

It would be well if some of our philosophers would study

Democritus in the rules which he proposes for the acquisition of

peace of mind (ivOvyia) as the end and ultimate object of our

actions.

Abstinence from too many occupations, a steady consitlcralion of one's

own powers, which prevents our attempting; that whicli we cannot accom-

plish
;
” t

those are some of the means which he proposes for this end.

Democritus had a sufficient amount of common sense to under-

stand that the soul is somehow altogether different from the body,

and therefore he made the soul consist of fine, smcM)th, round

atoms, like those of fire. “ These are the most mobile of all. They
inter-penctrate the whole Ixxly, and in their motions the pheno-

mena of life arise.’'

This, the Professor indicates, arose from his not understanding

the nervous system,J whose functions were f/ien unknown."

He told us fourteen years ago, in the Saturday Review^
“ that every thought and every feeling has its definite mechanical

correlative in the nervous system—that it is accompanied by a

* Address n. 21
,
and compare A ppeudi

i

,

t Smith’s Viciiomry of Jiiography, &c., 8vh voce.

X Address, p. 5.



certain separation and remarshalling of the atoms of the

hrain''"

But if the atoms of the brain are really separated and re-

marshalled in the course of every thought and feeling, they must

be dissociated and reunited by a force more powerful than the

ordinary chemical force which binds them together What, then,

is this superior force, and wherein does it reside ? Not in

matter, for we have seen that it acts upon matter and dissociates

its particles. It is, then, an energy entirely unknown to Tyndall,

and irreconcilable with all his ideas. It is and must be a tre-

mendous force, such as that required to dissociate the atoms of

water. He must have pondered over this question for fourteen

years; and yet is no nearer to a solution than our Aryan an-

cestors, when they inquired (as we have seen), “ Where is the

soul ?

We have seen that our Professor s notions of matter were, in

his youthful days, rather peculiar; but he has now discovered

that this said matter is our master, and that ‘‘ every meal we eat,

and every cup we drink, illustrates the mysterious control of
mind by matter/’ *

Moreover, matter is our god, which we must worship as the

author and giver of life, for, abandoning all disguise, the con-
fession I feel bound to make before you is that I prolong the
vision backward across the boundary ofthe experimental evidence^
and discern in that matter, which we, in our ignorance^ and
notwithstanding our professed reverence for its Creator, have
hitherto covered with opprobrium ”

(!)
‘‘ thepromise and potency

of allforms of life!^ *
lo this, which he seems to think his *^gfx)d confession,” our

author adheres in his preface to the seventh edition ; so that it

is no exaggeration to say that we have from Ireland the extra-
ordinary spectacle of a religious teacher of Pantheism ; and that
not on the ground of experimental evidence, but on the internal
light of the mind alone. Matterh raised to the level it ought to
occupy^ and from which timid ignorance would remove it.” +

It so happened that almost at the same time at which religious
Ireland was thus lending her ear to the advocacy of materialism,
tie assembly took place of the French Association for the
dvancement of Science ; and in the introductory discourse,

l^rance-that country so often scourged by infidelity—did,
greatly to her honour, and through one of her most illustrious

t Address, p. 5.

* Preface, p. xxv.
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scientific sons,* render her homage to the one primary, alone,

and universal cause of all things, God himself!

Can such things ho,

And overcome us like a summer cloud

Without our special wonder ?
”

PART If.

ft. The Chemical Argument.

Remarkable as was the Address itself, the feeble amount of

criticism with which its statements were received by the British

Association is almost as remarkable. Amongst the multitude

assembled—including, I presume, many clerical as well as lay

members conversant more or less with chemical as well as with

theological knowledge—there surely must have been those com-
petent to trace out the plausible fallacies with which it abounds.

It now rests with me to afiirm that modern chemistry has no
imaginable ennneetion with atlieisni. It is “ the bold ecclesiastic'^

(iassendi, whom 'ryndall seems to delight to follow. It is he \\ho

“applied the knaioi lau^s of merhanirs to the atoms^ deducing

thence all vital phenonivnaC nnil ec'n^ispiently showed that “ the

principle of every change resides in matt<T.'’

There can be no doulit that the atomic theory in its present

form is one of the mo^t extraordinary achievements of human
intellect, whatever may be said against it metaphysically. Nor
is it susceptible of doubt that the present chemical views of

• Kvtract from the **
"niscours d'lnauiiunition do la TroiNiomo Session de

VAssociation Fram;aiso pourrAvancemont dos Scitmoos’’ (Lillo, iio Soptombre,

1874), par M. A. Wurtz, Mombro do Tlnstitut : La Thoono dos Atouiosdans

In Conception j^oiiorale dii Monde :

—

“ Tel cst fonlrc <lo la nature, et a inosuro quo la scienoo y ponotre davan-

tage, olio met ^ jour, en nieiiie temps quo la simplioito des umyeiis nus on

(cuvre, la divorsiti^ infinio dca n'*sultats. Ainsi, a travors oe coin du voile

fju’cllo nous permot dc aoulever, ello nous laisse entrovoir tout ensemble

1 harmonio et la profondeur du plan do runivers. Quant aux causes pre-

mieres, olios domourout inaccossiblos. lA commence un autre domaino quo

I’esprit huinain sera toujours enipresse d'uborder ct do parcourir. II eat

ainsi fait et vous no lo changcrez pa.s. Cost on vain (pio la science lui aura

rcv(f'16 la Btructiiro du mondo ct Tordre do tons les pht^nomkjnos : il veui

rcmoiiter plus haut, et dans la conviction instinctive quo Ics choses n'oni

pas cn ollcs incmcs leur raison d’etre, Icur support ct Icur originc, il cst con*

duit k les subordonner h. une causo preini^^re, unique, univcrsclle, Diku,"

VOli. X. K
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iiiolcoular organization are iimnensely in advance of the theory

of atoms propounded by John Dalton.

When Tyndall, therefore, builds his doctrine of Pantheism

on ‘‘molecular force I)ecoinin^ structural,’^ he appears to tlie

most part of his hearers to be crowninj^ the edifice of well-

established modern Science by an effort of scientific Imagina-

tion cjuite in accordance with, it passing a little beyond, tlu*

boundaries of rigid Paconian induction. But I trust to show

that this is all delusion.

He begins with the doctrine ad\ocated by Lucretius, which

we have seen to be entirely mechanical. J'he poet’s atoms take

their place side by side, like the letters in a book, ami their

combination (if siich it may be termed) entirely resembles that

of the combination of letters to form a won!.

This is not modern chemistry, nor is it, in any sense, con-

nected with the doctrine of combination in definite jmtpttrthnis^

from which (already laboured upon in measure by others) this

great and profound thinker educed his theory of the Universe.

To illustrate this by a comparison. Some one, in ages past,

must have invented the merely mechanical mode of expressing

numbers by the juxtaposition of units, thus representing ten

1111111111 .’

This was an achievement (juite beyond the mind of a monkey,
but how poor, after all, compared with the decimal system.

Every one sees that it teas a discovery to express the same by 10,

and that the whole system of modern arithmetic is founded on
the latter, and not on the former. It is remarkable that when
Dalton leaned to a mechanical \iew of combination, as in advo-
cating the one atom to one atom constitution of water, be fought
against tin* strongest elucidation of his own theory from the
beautiful researches of Gay-Lussac on the condonation of gases
by volume.

The doctrine of atomieity^ in a somewhat similar manner,
come.s in to supplement without overthrowing the doctrine of

affinity.

I had the opportunity of meeting John Dalton at the
assembly of the British Association at Edinburgh, in 1834, and
find by my notes that he then contended against Dr. Thompson,
who advocated the existence of one-third-parts of atoms. I cannot
find in the “ Transactions’’ any mention of this discussion, and,
therefore, give this simply as the record of my own impressions
at the time. I was there with my father, who was with Dalton
on the Committee of the Cliemical Class, and contributed n
paper on meteorology.

I have little doubt that the discussion was cc^nnected with the
then somewhat tranaitional state* of chemistry. T'his science
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was goin^ through a most important crisis, out of which
Dalton’s theory may be said to have emerged, fundamentally
unimpaired, because it had a solid foundation. It was less a
pure speculation than a theoretical representation of well-realized

facts.* Dalton had ascertained that in the case in which two
substances combine in several proportions, the (juantity of one
of them remained constant, whilst the quantity of the other

varied according to very simple relations. The (lisco\ery of

this fact was the point of departure for the atomic theory.

It was otherwise with the theory of Herzelius, a great chemist,

and ‘‘the father of our modern analytical processes’" ;t since

he was, in one respect, seduced by a flattering appearance of

things, not justified by the event. ’I'his has a special connec-

tion with my argument, because it is this exploded theory which
serves to constitute the basis of Tyndall’s speculations.

Berzelius compared his atoms to small loadstones.| He
attributed to them two poles in which the electric fluids were

distributed unecpially, in such a manner that one of them was m
excess at one of the poles. 'I’here exist, acconling to him,

atoms with excess of positive fluid, and others with excess of

negative fluid. The first attracts the second, and this attrac-

tion is the source of chemical affinitv, and maintains the atoms
in all their combinations. At the moment when these are

formed, motion is created
;
but in the formed compound they are

at rest, and, as it were, distributed two camps, and kept in

opposition by the two electric fluids of contrarN name.
In order to account for binary combinations, Berzelius

arranged bodies into electro-positive, as carbon and hytlrogcn,

and electro-negative, as oxygen. He thus attempted to apply to

organic chemistry the views which he had derived fiom the study

of inorganic chemistry. JUit it would not succeed. As Dr. Wurtz
well describes it, these notions “ <nif nboiifv n line irnpnsse.'''^

In proportion as the riches of the science augmented, it was

necessary, in order to sustain the system, to heap up hypotheses

(perhaps to divide atoms into three "parts !) to construct more and

* La Thcorie A tomes, Wurtz, p. 15.

t Introduction to Chemical rhilosnphu, p. 1(».

t La Thcorie, &c., p. 07.

§
“ Modem chemi.stry has chancod all tluit. The di'^covery of huhstitu-

tiona struck tho first blow at tho elect ro-choiuical theory ; aiid'chc inists will

recall that famous discussion in which Dumas proved that chlorine, an
olectro-negativo element, could rephico hydrogen, an olcclro-positive ele-

ment—that chlorine could enter into organic molecules otherwise than by
molecular addition. This was tho commencoment of tho now chemistry.

Qerhardt commenced by saying, * combinations do not take place by mole-
cular addition—everything is effected by substitution.’’^ — Int to Chmieal
Philosophy, by Dr. A. (\ Wurtz, F.R.S., 1807, p. :V2.
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more complicated formulae : until at length what has been termed
the old chemistry and the dualistic ideas gave way before the
vigorous assaults of two young Frenchmen, Laurent and
Gerhardt. I shouM say that Dumas on the one side and
Liebig on the other had pioneered tlie way by the more attentive

study of compound bodies ; and chlorine was found to overthrow
the theory of Berzelius. But Dumas and Laurent expounded
to us the doctrine of molecular chemistry, 'rhe chemical mole-
cules were looketl at ns a lohole^ and compared by Dumas to

planetary systems. 'J'liese molecules could become modified by
substitution ; and it is in vain to say that this theory may fail

like the preceding; because in thus seeking out the mode of the
Creator we are permitted to become ourselves to a certain extern
creators; and to alter these molccule-i at will, so as to produce
new bodies which we tliink ought to exist. But ice know abso-
lutely nothing of organization^ and no chemist can make tlie

smallest approach to the formation of the most insignificant
plant or insect.

Tyndall, for the construction of his organizing molecules,
confounds all this together. lie says :

—
1 he polarity of magnet i^ni and electricity appealed to the senses, an<l

thus became the sub^t^atunl of the eonception that atoms and molecules
with detinite attractive and repellent pole^j, liy the play of

which definite ^ornl^ of eiy^talline arehit4‘cture are produced. Thus mole-
cular force becomes structural. It ie«juires r.c) jrri>at boldness of tliouijht
to extend its pla} into or;4.inie nature, and to rccoeni/o in molecular fori

e

the a;^eiicy ])y which both plants ami amiiials are built up.”

c have here the exploded system of Berzelius made to
account not only for dualistic compounds, hut for all tlie organ-
ization uhich meets our view ! ^This is neither the old chemfstry
nor the new chemistry, nor i^cience in any sliape ; but .simple anil
pure assertion-DOGMA, to be received and held on theauthoritv
of Tyndall alone

!

The new chcniistry has made us familiar with the doctrine of
ypes (a wonclerfiil dis|)lay of the mind tliat regulates matter) ;

’ ‘’’‘-.^""‘^amcntal quality of atomicity which iscsscnlial

of
of molecules. But TyndalPs atoms are devoid

,

^ «nuci y ; and his molecules are simply magnets, which

Ld will
’ become endowed with life, with will,ana with the power to erect organic hoilies »

avoid the conclusion that all the properties of

ihere i, here no (luestion of ..volut.on, nor of teleology, nor of

• Address, p. 52 .



natural selection; but such unity of design and infinitely diver-

sified result as must command admiration in every mind that is

not debased by its hatred to the conception of an infinitely

powerful ttuler.

In all the chemical combinations and adaptations of matter

we find something which delights our minds; as meeting our

conceptions of that mathematical correctness and harmonious

adaptation towards which our own desires (as regards our own
productions) always tend. I have spoken of matter as regulated

by mind, but I should rather have said dominated by mind ;

for we never find iii atoms and moLcules the slightest tendency

to swerve from the absolute laws to which they are subjected.

To speak of “promise'' and “potency" and “instinct" and
“desire"* is to transfer to the ultimate |)articles of matter words

expressive of ideas which have no relation to the subject. It is

to prove false to science by co(}Uctting witli the language of

poetry !

\Vhcn life, and consequent organization are present, we have

no longer the power to express oursehcs as I have done abo\c.

To illustrate this, without attempting explanation, let us take

the case frequently occurring in tlie vegetable or animal world, of

tw’o germs cohering anti interfering with each other’s organ-

ization. Here we have two w'holly (liH’erent kingdoms coexisting,

subject to difierent laws. All the chemical combinations have

taken place, as they always do, with rigid and matliematical

accuracy; whilst all the living genu combinations have been

going w rong.

There never is, nor can be, anj’thing ahnonmtl in the struc-

ture of the molecules ;
w hilst nothing is more common in organized

vital structure.

When w'e extend our survey to the difl'erentiated and indi-

vidualized creatures, we find ihem not unfre(juently departing

more or less from their normal instincts, and sulfenug in con-

sequence.

When we rise to the highest tyjie—man himself— we find

him ever rebelling against law', ever prone to transgress that

which he knows to be the highest and best aim of his being.

“ Video iiKliur.i drU'iioi.i ‘>e<|Mor."

Wherever there is w^ili., there is an element of uncertainty.

• Pdgo 8*2. “ The very molecules seem with a ilo!?iro for union

and growth.''



PART 11 [.

The Conclusion.

No one can doubt tlic great abilities of Professor Tyndall as

a lecturer ; but these very powers give him great control of an

audience, and enable him to place all his characters before his

hearers in the light which suits him best. We have in a sort

of scenic representation an array of great names, who all are

brought before us with the appearance of contributing their re-

spective testimony to the truth of his assertion that science
has in great part conquered the domain that was supposed to

belong to religion.” When interrogated, one by one, however,
it is obvious that their witness agrees not together.

Did his i\Ianclicster audience really consent to view things ex-

actly in the liglit in which Tyndall placed them ^ Were they all

persuaded to believe that the doctrine of the grand old Pagans,
Democritus, Epicurus, and Lucretius really received its consum-
mation at the liands of tlie immortal John Dalton.^ Imagine
the surprise of this most staid and rather precise north-country
“ Friend/’ who used to boast that he could carry on his back all

the books lie ever read—who never swerved from the paths of
})ure reason, nor ever brouglit to its consummation the theory of

molecules''' at all—when charged with being the reviver of
“ the dangerous doctrine of the heathen” ! Whatever the private
sentiments of this ‘‘immortal ” man might be on the subject of
religion, iIk* habitual reticence of his education probably did not
allow liim to divulge; and most certainly a charge of the above
description would liave raised in his mind profound wonder and
disgust, llis atomic views were essentially hi^ own ; and Europe
did homage to the depth of his intellect, whilst at the same time
England was allowing him to wear himself away in the laborious
and ill-paid task of a schoolmaster I

I truly think liis advice would have been to leave such subjects
alone, and not to venture on themes which no one can understand,

1 will refer, in the next plac<‘, to Mr. Darwin, as one
wio has deeply influenced the scientific, and perhaps still
more, the />se7irfo-sci entitle mind of our era. It is not
necessary tliat I should express my sincere acquiescence
in tie universal tribute of admiration to the eminence of
us gent enian as a Naturalist; from which concession it must
o H in erred that I accept either in whole or in part his ex»
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planation of the order of Nature. But, as a witness to be sum-
moned on belialf of Atheism, Tyndall is himsdf aware that

Darwin’s testimony is all the other way. Not only has he
brought forward the most beautiful and striking evidence of

adaptation in tlie works of nature; hut, if 1 understand aright, he
h^oks upon all as parts of one great desiyn, though lie may
regard the results as wrought mediately, rather than immediately.

Jlut Tyndall tells us that Darwin “ rejects teleology, seeking to

refer these wonders to natural causes.’' They illustrate, ac-

cording to him, “the method of Nature, not the technic of a man-
like artificer.”

'I'his is Tyndall on Darwin ! But we have not Mr. Darwin’s

authorization of 'ryndall as his interpreter. However, let this

})ass ; for the undeniable fact remains that the foundation of

Darwin's theory is md Atheism, hut tiiat it imjieratively requires

that to wliich its author fretpiently reverts—the original creation

of things by Divine power.

So Tyndall unkindly turns round upon liim with these crush-

ing observations :

—

“ Wlijit Mr. Darwin thinks of this view of the iiitrodnctioii of life I do
not know. Jlut the aiitlir()jioinoiplii''m (!) which it seemed liis object to set

a.side, is as linnly associated with the creation of a few forms as with the

creation of a multitude. We need elearne-'S and tliorouj^iim ss here. Two
eourses, and two only, are possible. Hither h‘t us ojum our iloi>rs freely to

the eonception of ere<itive acts, or, abandoning them, let us radically chanj^e

our notions of matter. '’t

'IVidy a cliange .somewhere apjvcai^ desirable, for Tyndall

describes wdth evident ajiprobation and adliesion the notions of

Bruno.

‘•The infinity of forms under whii-li matter ajipeais were not im]V)sed upon
it by an external art itict'r by it> own intrinsic force and Mrtue it brings

these forms forth. Matter is not the mere empty iap.ieity which philoso-

phers lia\e pictured her t«) lie. luit tin- universal ii.other win' briiiLts fortli all

things as the fruit of her own womb. |

But what ahotit the palt rnily of tlie offspring ? The nni\orsal

father in i\nt forthcoming. Bv taking one-half of the old fable

of “ Heaven and Karth,” and obliterating the other, our scientific

moderns have made nonsense of the wliole.

It w'ould be tedious to multiply exampU s of the skill ol the

writer. No doubt, as the autlior of Ilvat as a Mode of

Motionf 1k' is able to expouiul to us the theory of La Place.

“According to it, our sun and planets were once diffused through

space as an impalpable haze, out of which by condensation came

* Page 42. l.s it in reforeiiee to this that Tyndall ipiotes “ It were bettor

to have no opiiii<in of (iod at iill, than such an one as is unworthy ot Him ;

for the Olio is unbelief, the other is coiituiiiely "
i (IbieoN.)

f Page 01. X Pa),,M' 20.
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the solar system. What caused the haze to condense ? Loss

of heat’’ (that is to say of motion). So loss of motion produces

motion, and “ tiie nebula? and the solar system, life inchuled,

stand to each other in a relation resembling that of the germ to

the finished organism”—man is originally the product of “a
loss of motion ” /

*

I cannot allow Tyndall to summon Kant to his aid without

a protest, because this illustrious reasoner has in a few words
defined a truth which scatters the whole of the Professor’s

philosophy to the winds.

The cause of the particular mode of existence of a living

body resides ix tiik w'iiolk.”

What, then, becomes of molecular organization,’^ or a power
residing in the molecules—that is to say, in an almost infinite

number of parts Pf
I cannot follow out the metaphysical views of our author,

nor do I know whether he does justice to those whom he (| notes.

To use his own expressions, “ a word- weariness has taken
possession of my mind. I am sick of (metaphysical) ))hiloso})hy

and its verbal wastes, which lead to no issue and leave the
intellect in an everlasting haze.”

:j;
Put on one point he siiall not

find me slumbtring, as he does his imaginary bishop—aware,
perhaps, that it is not uncommon for admissions to be made
under such circumstatices.

“ I admit,” says this imaginary Insliop, “ that you can build
crystalline forms out of this play of molecular force; that the
diamond, amethyst, and snow-star are truly wonderful structures
which arc thus produced. I will go farther^ and acknowledge
th^ even a tree or a flower miglit in tliis way be organized.”

Before thus giving up the whole (juestion. I should re(juire a
retutation of the above doctrine of Kant ; which, however, is so
unquestionably the trutii as to be continually reckoned upon as
suci by those who have to do with organized structures, wliether
of plants or animals.

^

It would be necessary, also, tliat we should be certified concern-
ing t 16 recondite causes of tiie fact that the most skilfid physicists,

nn'croscopiwts, find tin nisei ves face to face

nL 1/
which wc at jiresent call vital, because wedo

not know any physical causes for them.*’

* Preface, p. xv.

X Addmtp'’“if vol. 1, pp. lO-dC.'

ofLe*Ldach'’cunenrmLnTh'’’
Plants,” by Henry PockliLton^Vp Protopliwinic Circulation in
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Dr. Lionel Beale, who uses the most powerful microscopes in

the world, declares that no molecular force will account for the

remarkable changes which occur in living matter.

Even Tyndall believes in ‘‘a ])ower of organizing experience

furnished at the outset to each individucir^

;

“ possessed in dif-

ferent degrees by different races and by dillerent individuals of

the same race.” ^‘Were there not in the human brain (he

says) ‘‘ a potency antecedent to all experience, a dog or cat ought
to be as ca})ablc of education as a man.'*'*

In his most recent revision of his opinions f he tells us that
‘‘ when wc endeavour to pass from tlje pliysics of the brain to

the phenomena of consciousness, wi* meet a problem which

transcends any conceivable expansion of the ])owers we now
possess. We niav think over the subject again and again, it

eludes all intellectual j^resentation,

—

tve stand at lenyth face to

face iclth thr Incfmprehe)tsUdey
This is all very evidently true, but Herbert Spencer, as quoted

by Tyndall, J is not content to leave us in our ignorance, with-

out afibrding us an incomprehensible explanation of his own;
according to which the human brain is tlie organized register of

infinitely numerous experiences received during the evolution of

life, or rather during the e\olution of that series of organiMus

through which the human organism has been reaeheil. The
edects of the most uniform and frecpient of these experiences

liave been successively betpieathed,— principal and interest, and

have slowly amounted to that high uiteiiigenee whieh lies latent

in the hrain of the infant ; thie. it happrns that the European
inherits from J2() to J30 cubic inches more of hraiu than the

Papuan.’^

Such latent inteHiyence^ if made the subjeet of speculation

at all, ought surely to be thought of in eounectioii with the

or soul ; for it is impossible to eoneeive of sueh jiowers

as attached to the atoms of w hich the brain is composed ; which

do not dillcr at all from those of the air whieh the man breathes

or the dust (rti which he tri*ads.

If this materialism be the meaning of Spencer, he appears to

have succeeded no belter than his predecessors in lifting the veil

of Nature ; and the assistance of this §
“ Apostle of the Under-

standing is of no avail in extricating Tyndall from the dillicult

position in which, by his own confession, we liml him placed

above.

If, however, our professor be compelled to admit that there is

something more in man than atomic substance— that he is coni-

^ Pago 52.

i Pago 52.

t Preface, p. xxix.

§ Page 49.
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posed of BODY, SOUL, and spirit—the entire purport of “ the

Address” disappears ; and the stately edifice of molecular and

materialistic ])hilosophy crumbles into dust

!

On the whole, it appears to me that throughout the very elabo-

rate and skilfully concocted dissertation under our notice, nothing

is so much proved as the skill of the lecturer, by which he suc-

ceeded in entangling his hearers in a labyrinth, from which they

found no clue to escape; preferring to place themselves at the

disposal of this master of the art of captivating the minds of the

multitude

!

‘‘ Cogito, ergo sum !” according to Descartes, is the best proof

of a man's own existence. What shall we say, then, of those

who never think for themselves, but only hang on the words of

their favoured orator? I cannot understand the reception of such

an Address by the body of persons to whom it was delivered,

except upon the supposition that his hearers trusted themselves

implicitly to the guidance of a great name !

The British Association for the Advancement of Science
ought surely to have considered whether Science can be advanced
through a departure from the only paths by which it has arrived
at results truly beneficial to mankind.

All the above (jaotations from Professor Tyndall are from the Kditioa
of the Seventh Thousand ** with additions.”

APPENDIX.

PHILOSOPHY AS “HKSTORED” PY DESCARTES.

It may provo instructive to tho stmicnt and iroiicral reader to make a
inef aJlusion to DcscaitcVs <lortnnc i>t I by which ho attempted to
fxjilain tile jilK'noiiii'na nf tlic luati ii.il uoilcl, uiiil vvliirh cn'iilt'il .such u lively
interest anion;; the literati ef Mheii it was liist piihlished.

'naint.iins there is nothin;; Iml siili^tance in the universe. This is
divirled into two kinds; one a ..|,iriln.d, or tlnnkii.o, and the other an ex-
uii ei .su 'Stance. Ite.sc.irtes uthinis there (nn l,|. no vacuum in nature

;
that

the woild IS full
; as everythin;; winch is exten.led ,s matter

sim, fT r

"‘•‘f IP'- ere.itrsl m,ater of an ind.dinite exten-

th it t T”*
1’;:'^“'"'''* ‘"P’ s-tuaie patches full of angles ;

wllh T’ ’^1 I'-'Jsr, imp.e.s„.,| wit), two motions. One

Tn ssse nl I

'“"‘‘1’“'* "« '=<ntre
; and one which enahle.l

matter created

" '^‘’*^*'“^*** ‘'‘PI*'-'*' "'‘•‘'‘i created as there wore musses of

“The nrodc of operation is thus imfol.led hy Ilescailes. The various
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angular masses of matter could not move amongst each other without break-
ing off their angles

; and this nece'ssary friction of* the different parts would
})rudnce three elements. The first a fine dust, formed from the broken
angles ; the second, the spheres formed after their angularity was destroyed

;

and the third, those spheres whose angles might remain entire, or be only
partially destroyed.

“ The dust, or the first of the three elements, would, according to the
established laws of motion, take its place in the centre of such system or
vortex, on account of its diminutive parts

; and this Descartes thinks, con-
stitutes the sun and fixed stars. The second part, rendered smooth by
the destruction of its angles, constitutes the atmosphere. The third element,
\Mth a portion of its angles, forms the earth, c niiets, &i*. This is a concise

view of this celebrated theory of vortices.”— //<sto/ y of the Phdo&oyhy oj

Miml, by U. Dj.akky, vol. ii. pp. 23n, SU.

The Chairman.— lam sure the meeting ill return their thanks to Mr.

Howard for his valuable and interesting jiaper.

The lion. Skcuktak^.- llelbre the discussion commences I have to state

that Professor Tyndall is prevented from being present on account of a prior

engagement in this neighbourhood.

Dr. II. C0LK.MA.N. —Jn the fir^t ]»l.ice 1 I *ke exception to Mr. Howard's

statement that the Greeks knew nothing of e\,i* i science. (Vrtainly, if he

restricted that to the higher departments of Natural Science, it might be true,

otherwise the assertion is not susceptible of proof. I would call Ins atten-

tion to the speculations of Aristotle in his yotnrtil v, and his treatise

on the Piind}ilco/ /w/< , aiidask whether he ha^ re\icwed ( iccn/s />i Xatnra

I think Mr. How.ml has slmwii the jioinl he set alujut tt» ]>r'»\e, namely,

that Profc.s.sor Tyndall f.i\ours iiiateriali''in ; but 1 w i.sh he li.ol gmie fnither

and told us why he did so. It is much to be regretted th.it treatises like

Profe.ssor Tyndall’s, which tend to Scepticism, r(‘ceive so much Mipjiort in

the present day
;
but 1 think it is becau.se Scepticism is the only speculative

school cultivated in Knglaiid, ami hence the great development of .^cptica

t>rinciples
;
and we want, not to prove that tiie>c iiiatcn.diNtic tlieoiies exist,

but to account for their exi.stence, and to dexi^e .1 dcliiutt' way of meeting

them.

Mr. L. T. DiinuN.— I feci toward.s Profe.ssor TyndaU's a<ldrcss much as

the friend of Lysias, in Plutarch's story, did towards his defence. 1

admired it much on the first reading ; on the third thought it inconclusive.

Though I cannot answer the addre.ss as Mr. Ilow'ard has done, I agp*e Avith

that gentleman in his argument, and cuiunut follow J)r. (’olenian in his objcc-

tioiiHto it. Hut I want to <liaw attention to a little bit of menial philosophy,
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touched upon at the end of Mr. Howard’s paper : I refer to the supposed

discussion between a Lucrctian and Bishop Butler. The Bishop, it is well

known, maintained what is called the theory of living agents,—that the body

is but an instrument of the soul. The supposed Lucretiaii brings forward ob-

jections to that view which are a characteristic specimen of Professor Tyndall's

reasoning. “ The true self,'’ he argues, “ has a local habitation in each of us,

and therefore must possess a form.’’ Is this correct i Has the true self a local

habitation? And even if it ^^cle localized, would it necc>sarily possess a

form { Then the Professor goes on, When a limb is amputated, the body

is divided into two parts
;

is the true self in both or in one ? You say, in

the one which retaitis consciousness. What do you make of the case where

the whole boily loses oonseionsnorNS ? Is the true self loiit ? Now Ibitlor’s

argument i*. this :
‘‘ Why should we suppose that the soul i)erishes wiien the

body is destroyed 1 We may lose large portions of matter without losing

any portion oi the soul
;

leg') or arms may be removed, but still tlu* self

remains intact
;
why should we suppose tlie dissolution of .ill the body to be

the destruction of the soul ?
’ lie lays down that wliere consciousness is, the

self must be, but not, as Tyndall assumes, the converge, that where the .self

is there coiisciuusne-s must bo
;
ho does not endeavour to show that con-

sciousness IS necessary to the existence of the soul, but only that where con-

sciousness IS there the whole self is, and that there is none in the amputated

limb. ‘‘ But,’’ s.iys the Professor, ‘‘you never mention the brain or nervous

system. Ihe brain cannot be removed without prejudice to the perceiving

pow’er.” AVhat of that ? Butler's argument is that a portion of the body

may be removed, and conseiousne..s remain
;
that is not touched by sa}'-

ing that there are parts wliicli cannot be removed without loss of conscious-

ness. The Professor proceeds to draw a distinction between the nervous

system and the instruments of a telegraph operator. “] )cstroy these,” he

says, “and you sever his connection with the world, but the man still sur*

vives, and know's that he survives. What is there that answers to this

consciou.sne''S, w'hen the battery of the brain is disturbed .so as to produce in-

sensibility, or destroyed altogether ? The illustr.ition .seems rather to tell

on Butler’s .side
;
the Professor begs the whole fpiestion. What is there to

prove that the man does not exist after the body is destroyed i (Jan any one
say he docs not ? Butler himself might liave used the illustration, had the

electric telegraph been knowm in his <lay. The only evidence of the existence
of the operator to the jieople to wlmm the message is hent is that they get
it, and when the machine is broken they liave no ]>roof that the operator
survives. Just so when the body is destroyed the evidence to the outside
world of the man’s existence is at an einl

;
l.iit it docs not follow that he

cea.sc3 to exist. There is much th.it is amusing in the way in which the
Prole.ssor compliments himself through the medium of the two interlocutors;
but I will only trouble yon witli a word or two on the whole scoi»o of his
address. Its object is to show that philosophy has been all along working
towards the point at which he imagines himself and all scientilic people
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to bo about to arrive. Here ho has fiiiled. Ho shrinks from post-Christian

philosophy, for that, he says, must necessarily owe somethin^ to Christianity;

he quotes Epicurus and Descartes with approval, but is oblioed to explain

away the fact that both believed in a Creator. And he does not tell us, as

he ou^^ht to do, how matter first bc;yan, nor wdiat was the origin of life. In

short, ho seems to put it thus :
“ Much evidence has been brought out, but

it is not complete, and therefore we request you to accept our conclusions

without evidence
;
and if you will not do so, you must be content to be

included among those who stagnate in the stillness of a swamp.”

Mr. T. W. Mastkrmvx.—With regard to ^Ir. Howard’s remarks on the

testimony of History in regard to deity, I think it wall always be found

that, however far W’c may go back, both in the monumental and wTitten

history of any country, w’c shall .ilways fmd that there has been a belief in a

deity and a saerilico to him.

Dr. E. HAUdHToN. -May 1 venture to say that I tliink it woiihl have

been hotter had Mr. Howard’s otherwise admirable paper contained more

quotations from Profe.svir "I’yndall’s address.

Mr. 1). IlcAVARD.— Lord Hacon’s Xoium Onjiiiwn may he very profitably

studied in connection with much more modern contro\ersics. It is a great

pity that Professor Tyiuldl has not given a true representation of the great

thinkers that preceded him, instead of heUbonnug a straw’ bishop. It may

fairly ho said that the Creeka had no science in our sen^e, for tliev hid not

that accurate putting together of facts by induction which W’e call science,

but as inebiphy.sicians they were certainly far superior to us. I must confess

I do not entirely share the doubt expressed to the meaning of Tynd.iirs

system ; we liave arrive»l at an important poou m modern science, we have

learnt very much about the brain, hut are we om* hit nearer knowing the

telegraph operator in the brain; and the whole point is simply this, -ouv

material studies, lanvevcr far they are carried, lead up to something entirely

apart from and beyond matter, which, call it what you will, wo must face.

The simplest name as w'ell us the truest is “the Will of Hod," and this

answer to the question, “ What is it /" is far more truly seionlili<‘ than that

of the pantheist wljich ascribes it to a uuiverNal inttdhvt or some other such

term, which is hut a confession of ignorance, 'rvndall is no more able to

solve the (piestion, “What underlies Phenomena I" than were the (Jrook

philosophers tw’o thousand years ago.

Captain E. T*ktrik.— I would venture to call attention to some oriors

contained in the historical sketch given by Professor fYndall in his Bedfast

address, my attention having been drawn to them when reading some

remarks recently made by Dr. McC’osh, and I canm't do better than

give his words Professor Tyndall talks of Kmpedoides ‘noticing the

gap in the doctrines of Democritus,’ whereas, every tyro in philosophy

knows that EmpedocIt‘s came before Democritus. Speaking of the cen-

turies lying botw'eeii Democritus and Lucretius, he makes Pythagoras then

perform ‘his experiments on the harmonic intervals/ os if Pythagoras
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had not died before Democritus was born. lie represents Aristotle as

preaching induction without practising it, whereas he did practise induction

in his Natural History, but certainly did not preach it as Bacon afterwards

did. He ascribes, it could be shown, a doctrine to Protagoras the Sophist

which no scholar would attribute to him. A writer (Thomas Davidson) in

the October (1874) number of the Journal of S2}ecuhit{re PhilosojJy^ proves

that he has not given a thoroughly correct account even of the philosophy

of his favourite l^omocritus, whom he represents as making all the varieties

of things depend on the varieties of atoms in number, si/e, and aggregation,

whereas Aristotle, the only original authority on this subject, says that ho

made them depend on the figure, aggregation, and position. In the same

article it is shown that Dr. Tyndall mistakes throughout, in the few

allusions he makes to Aristotle.”

The r^HAiRMAX.—With reference to what fell from Dr. Coleman, I

understood him to expre.ss a w'ish that there should be something more

positive in this paper- that we should have something about the reason of

scepticism, and liow beat to meet it. I think that if we went into these

questions we should he exceeding our limits as a scientific society. I do not

charge sceptics with conscious dishone>ty ; no man has a right to make that

charge against any other
;
but in the case of some sceptics with whom I am

intimately acquainted, who profess to bo honestly seeking the truth, it w
easy to be seen that there is in their minds a bias which makes them cling

to every difficulty. They believe they are seeking the truth, but they arc

not seeking it with unbiassed minds, and I cannot but think that scepticism

is mainly founded on a distaste to revelation, often working unconsciously in

the minds of those who say they w'ould be glad to believe. To enter into

such considerations is foreign to our object
;

all we can do is to deal with
two branches of the subject. We may show, as far as we can, that science

tends in some degree to confirm revelation, and that there is nothing in

scientific discovery which properly tend.s to produce a sceptical frame of

mind. I think that Professor Tyndall himself really adduces strong argu-
ments in favour of religion when he admits that physical science is not
sufficient to satisfy the wants of the human mind, and when he endorses the
opinion of Herbert Spencer, that evolution involve.s an inscrutable mystery
which man cannot fathom. lie might have gone further and have said that
the simplest facts around us involve a mystery which wo cannot fathom,
fake one of the most familiar, that of a stone falling to the ground

; wo say
that it falls because the earth attracts it, but this is only a statement of the
fact that there is some cause which induces one particle of matter to move
towar^ another. We are surrounded by mystery. That one mass of matter
should thus act upon another at a distance has been pronounced by one of
the ^eatest of modem philosophers to he inexplicable, and the only ground
on which the mind can take refuge is that there is a God who is the main-
spnng of creation. The other branch, which natimilly is chiefly dealt with
here, is the answering particular objections which scientific men bring



forward in favour of sccpticisiii or to oppose revelation. I think, tlicreforc,

that this society is necessarily confined within limits which prevent its

oiiterinfT usefully or properly into the wider field which Dr. Coleman has

proposed for it. (f liccrs.)

Mr. J. K. IlowAiii).— In reply to Dr. Coleman, and in defence of the

course I have pursued, 1 would mention that Thofessor Tyndall’s address has

heen rejmblished, to<^cther wich another lecture hy him called Srienn L^rtuna

for the People : Crystalline and M(thealar Foms. The copy which 1 have is

one of the seveiitli thousand, conseciuently tin- doctrines tau;^ht ;^o forth

very widely amoii^^ iiitelli^amt people on the authority of a man who is

much admired. How are A\e to meet this t (Vrtainly hy plain speakinj;

rather than hy takin^^ refu^n^ in mj'stici.sm. tt wonhl la* a superthious task

to combat imaj^inary theories, propounded by imai^onary nonentities. No one

would listen to us, and we should not increase in any way the value of the

Institute. The next ohjection which has been made to my paper \sa.s in

reference to my havinj^ said tliat the Creeks knew nothiULi of exact seienee.

Of course, I did not speak of mathematies, but of their i^morariee of sueiice

in the modern acceptation of the term. Dr. Coleman sends me to Cicero De

Naturd Deorum. !»ut what does this hook teach of exact science I Dr. Cole-

man censures me for not having' ^iven reasons f(»r the spirit of seej)tieism,and

for not havin;^ shown how it was to lu* met. Well, 1 never undertook to write

on those .subjects, or to prove that Pmfe.ssor Txndall is a Pantheist. In my
opinion there is no need for this, as he seems to tell ns that unhappy fact

most distinctly himself. In answer to what was said hy Dr. Haiighton as to

the absence of quotations, I must say that 1 thon^dit I had ^dven plenty.

Put whether J have done .so or not, I feel cut.nu that I have not misrepre-

sented the sentiments of Profe.ssor Tyndall. If he had heen here, as he was

invited to be, I am confident tliat he. would not complain that I have mis-

repre.sented him in any xvay. The.se are the chief ohje('tions that 1 have to

answer, as I have notc<l them down, at least .so far as (lie dl^eu^slou .scciun

to warrant.

The meeting was then atljourued.



ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING,

HELD AT THE HOUSE OF THE SOCIETY OF ARTS,

Monday, June 7tu, 1875.

The Right Honoukahle the Eael of Shaftesbury, K.G.,

rREPIDENT, IN THE ClIAIR.

The ITonorary Secretary, Oipt. F, Petrh:, read the following

report :

—

NINTH ANNUAL REPOUT of fhe Covnril of the

Victoria Institute, oh Philosophical Society op

Great Britain.

Progress of the Instifnfr,

1. In prosonOn!:^^ the Ninth Annual Report, tlio Council

desires to cougratulatc the Members and Associates on the

general iraprovenient ^vhich has taken place as regards the

progress of the Society, ^vhich progress the Council has

always felt rested, in no small degree, with the Members and
Associates tliemselYos

;
and this feeling has certainly become

very general in tlie Institute, and has contributed to the firm-

ness of that support whicli all have giv’en, and which has tended

not only to the Institnte\s strength and stability, but to in-

crease public confidence in it. During the past year tlie number
of new Members and Associates joining has been greater

than in any previous year. The increase in the number
of foreign and colonial Members has been very marked of
late.

2. The election of the Vice-Presidents and Council has been
carried out in accordance with the proposition agreed to at the
last Annual Meeting; namely, by voting lists being forwarded
to the members. The following have been elected :

—

President. —The IligUt Honourable the Earl of Shaftesbury, K.G.

Vice- Pres » d^nts

.

PiiiLTP Henry Gosse, Enq., F.B S.

Charles Brooke, Esq., M.A., F.R.S
, P.R.M.S., Ao.

Rev. Robinson Thornton, H.1>. C. H. Radoliffe, Egq., M.D., Ao.

W. Forsyth, Esq., Q.C., LL.I)., M.P. Rev. Principal T. P. Boultdee, LL.D.

Hon. Treasurer .

—

William Nowell West, E/>q.

Hon, See. and Editor of Journal—Ca.pt. F. W. H. Petrie, F.G.S., F.R.S.L., &q.

Hon, Foreign Secretary,—EwfAni) J. Morsiikad, Esq., H,M.C.S.



Cou.iciL

Robert Baxier, Esq. (Tnistec). ? Rev. Canon Titcomb, M.A,
Hpv. a. 1>e I. a Make, M.A. ' J. A. FRAbER, , M D., l.G H.
Rear-Admiral E. G. Fishbourne, R.N., ' Rev. G. Hf.xsluw, M.A., F.L.S,

C.B. Rov. Charles (JfiAiiA.M.

R. N. Fowleu, Esq. {Trustrr). T. W. Mastekman, E^(l
William H. Ince, Esq

,
F.L.S., I II. Cadman Jones, Esq., CarrUter-at-

F.K.M.S. I Law.
Alex. M'AiiTHUii, Esq., M.P. , Kev. .T. G. Wood, M.A., F.L S., &o.
Alfred V. Newton, Esq.

j

Rpv. W Arthur, 1) 1>.

William M. Ord, Esq
,
M.D. ' C. 11. Bree, E^-q , M.D., F.Z.S.

S. B. Waddy, Esq
,
Q.C., M.P. John Eliot llnu aru, Eh<|

,
F.R S.

William Vannpr, Eki , F.R.M.S. l^ev. G. W. Weldon, M A
,
M.B.

Alfred J.WowHousE,p]sq.,F.R.M.S. I Rov. Ftinoipal J. Anous. .M A., D.U.
Rev. J. H. Riqg, D.D.

|
J. Ba i i.man, E«q., F.R S., F L.S.

Rev. Prebondary Row, M.A. 1 The Master of the Charterhouse.

3. It is Loped that llic Institute will ore lonjr be in a ])osition

to revive tLo ofHco of secretary, tlu' duties of which have
been provi.sionally performed l)v the Honorary Seeretarv, since

January, 1871.

4. The tonus iindi'r whicli the In.stitnto held its late

premises being unrom'wable, OAving to their dilajiidated con-

dition, the Council last autiuiin secured tlie most convenient

new premises obtainable: liappily these afford the same accom-
modation as the old, and arc on the same terrace. 3"lie rental

is higher, owing to the great rise in rents since 18(>‘.l, when
tho arrangement Avas made for the late ])remises.

5. Tho number of societies both at home and abroad

exchanging Transactions Avith tlu' Institute is increasing, and
the library has received many A^•dnal))e additions. It is hoped
that soon, by tlio aid of tlie members, tho Institute Avill

possess a larger library fund, and that Avhieh is iniich needed
—a good library of reference.

G. The Council regrets to annonneo the decease of tho

following valued supporters of tho Institute :

—

Benjamin Bond Cabbell, Esq., M.A., E.K.S. ( Viei'-Tatron)

;

iho Von. Archdeacon Bhilip Erceinan, od.A. (Associate) ;

Robert llardwicke, Esq. (Foundation Membm*) ;
the llev.

Prebendary Charles Kemble, iM.A. (Foundation Member);
John Laird, Esq., M.P. (Alember)

;
William Leaf, Esq.

(Member); Cliarlcs Lloyd, Esq. (Member); ITofessor AVilliam

Macdonald, M.D. , F.R. IS. E. (Foundation Member); Iltudus T.

Prichard, Esq. (Member), for some time a zealous member of

the Council, where his high character and talents Avere of no
small value to tho Institute

;
Rev. Canon W. SelAvyn, D.D.,

Margaret Profo.ssor of Divinity at Cambridge (Associate)

;

Professor Constantin do Tischendorf, D.C.L., LL.D. (lion.

Foreign Correspondent); iho Rov. Prebendary John 'rwells,

M.A. (Foundation Member) ; tho Rov. B. S. Vallack, B.A.

(Foundation Member); the Rev. J. C. Vivian (Associate).
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7. The following is a statonient of the changes which have

occurred during the past twelve months :

—

Life Annual
Members. Associates. Members. Associates.

Numbers ou 1st

Juno, 1874 ... 27 10 265 IflO

Deduct deaths . .

.

1 — 0 3

26 256 187

Withdrawn — — 6 ()*

250 181

Struck out .. .

— — 2

21.8 181

Changes — +1 +6 -7

11 254 174

Joined between
Juno 1st, 1874,

and June 1 si,

1875 3 2 40 74

29 1:3 201- 218

42 542
Total 584t

Hon. Feroign Corrospondonts and Local Secretaries^ 11.

Flnaucc,

8. The Audited Balance Sheet of the Treasurer for the year
ending dlst December, 1874, is appended, showing a balance
in hand of £35. lOs. 3d. It will bo observed that the
Balance Sheet has been divided into two portions, one headed
General Account,"^ exhibiting a balance in hand of£23. 2s. 8d.;

the other entitled the Special Fund for Library &c., showing

* It has often been gratifying to find that the support of the very few
who have retired has not been entirely withdrawn, some having continued
as honorary local secretaries, or sought to further the Institute’s interests
in some other way, others having expressed an intention of rejoining,

i/ of June, 5 Members and h Associates
; total, 5DJ, and

11 -60o. The total number on the 1st of .January, 1871, was 201.
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a balance in liand of £12. 7s. 7cl. The total amount now in-

vested in the New Three per Cent. Annuities is £517. 15s. lid.

9.

The arrears of subscription are now as follows :

—

1872. 1873. 1874.

Members 15 6

Associates 114
2 6 10

10.

The estimated ordinary asseis of the Institute for the

current ycar^ exclusive of arrears and of new subscribers, are

as follows :

—

Annual Subscribers.

29 1 Members, at £2. 2s £(>17 8

248 Associates, at £1. Is 260 8

Vice-Patrons, Life Members, and
Life Associates.

(Dividend on £517. 15s. lid.

Three per Cent. Stock) 15 16

Total £803 12

Mceflut/s

11.

The following is a list of the papers for the present

session, viz. :

—

“ On the Bearing of certain Pala'ontological Facts npou the Darwinian

Theory of the Origin of Species, and of Evolution in (General.” l^y

Professor II. A. Niciiousox, M.D., D.Sc., F.d.S., (^c. December 7, 1874.

“ The Fiarly Dawn of Civilization, considered in the Tjght of Scripture.’

ByJ. E. Howard, Esq., F.K.S. January 4, i87.V

“ Observations on .some Remarks upon Teleology and Morality bv Professor

T. If. Huxley.” By thelfev. G. Hknslow, M.A., F.G.8. ^lntcmledi.'\tp,

January IH.)

“ The Indestructibility of Force.” By Professor T. R. Birks, ^^.A. Cam-

bridge). Kebruary 1

.

‘*On Mr. Mill’s Essays on Theism.” By the l\ev. Prebendary W. .f. Irons,

D.D. (Intermediate, February 1.5.)

** On tho Chronology of Recent Geology.” By S. R. Pattison, F.sq., F.G.S.

March 1.

“ On the Nature and Character of Evidence for Scientitio Purposes.” By

the Rov. J. M Gann, D.l). (Intermediate, March 15.’'
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Thp Relation of the Scripture Account of the Delude to Physical Science.”

By Professor Challis, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. April 5.

The Connection between the Philosophy of Locke and the Sceptic<il

Principles of the Day.” By H. Coleman, Esq., LL.D. (Intermediate,

April 19.)

An Examination of the Belfast Address from a Scientific point of view.”

By J. E. Howard, Es([., F.R.S. ^Vlay 3.

Annual Address (at the Society of Arts' House). By the Rev. Robert

Main, M.A., F.R.S., V.P.R.A.S., The Kadcliffe, Observer. June 7.

—

A nynversary.

“ On the Etruscan Lan^'iia'^c.” By Rev. I. Taylor, M.A. {At the Society

of Arts' House. June 21.)

12. Tho meetings during this session have been as well

attended as usual^ the Anniversary,, and the meeting of the

21st of June being held at the House of the Society of Arts, the

rooms of the Institute not affording adequate accorninodation.

10. Tho IJightli Volume of tho Jonrudl of Trf()i}^arl!<»is

been issued, and the scjveral (jiiarterly parts for tho current

year will appear in due course.

11. In the publication of tho TronmictlonSy the Council has

been careful to include in Editorial not(*.s, and in what may bo
called after-papers,^^ any sp(*cial points which arose in tho

papers or discussions themselves, but werci not taken up
during the meetings. The ^Cafter papers already contri-

buted to tho present volume are by Ih'ofessor Challis, F.R.S.,

Principal Dawson, F.R.S.
, and Dr. S. Bindi (President of tho

Society of Biblical Archaeology).

15. The importance of .securing a wider circulation for tho

Institute\s Publications has induced tho Council—Firnty to

publish an increased number of the Journal ;
Secondly^ to

extend the Peoplc\s Edition of tho more popular recent

Papers, four of which arc now issued in this form, and have

been largely sought for, especially for circulation amongst
friends, and distribution amongst the working classes in

manuficturing, mining, and other districts
;
the Council, how-

ever, regret that the means at their disposal have not allowed

them to comply with several rerpiests for (jrantn of papers for

the latter purpose : to obviate this difficulty, and in doferonco

to the wish of many mcrnbijrs, a Peoplo^s Edition Fund
has been established, to which some, even uon-Mombers,
have already sent donations ;— (a good fund would bo a very
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valuable aid to the Institute's work). Twenty thousand copies
of the Institute's publications have been published within the
last few mouths. Thirdly, to establish agencies in the larger

towns of the United Kingdom, so that the publications might
be more easily procured by the general public. Fourthly,

to increase the number of foreign correspondents and local

honorary secretaries at home and abroad.

More would have been done last year to extend the Institute's

work, now so necessary, and for which the opportunity is so

favourable, but that the funds—ev en with the small amount
charged to salaries since 1870 (frc>m £32 to £39 per annum)
—did not admit of it.

16. The results of the sales of the Institute's Publications

have again doubled, as has been the case in each succeeding
year since 1870.

Conclusion.

17. As regards the work in which the Institute is engaged,

it is eminently satisfactory to see the important place given to

Scientific Research during the past two years, and the en-

couragement it receives from many governments, notably in

the case of the late transit, in urging adeejuate ])reparations for

observing which, this Institute had the privilege of joining

with them. The progress of Soionee, in the development of

scientific facts, is the surest mode of preventing that antago-

nism between the Book of Nature and the Book of Kevela-

tion which obtains when scicntijic co}ijecti(ic takes the place of

accurate imiuiry,

18. Finally, the Council desires to state that tlie thorough

efficiency of the work of the Institute is most important,

and the present Members and Associates may greatly con-

tribute thereto by introducing new Membt rs ami Associates;

the future of the Victouia Institute rests in no small degree

with its present supporters; and that it ouglit to bo no

small ISocioty, considering the interests at stake, ami tlio

important objects which it scc*ks to aceomplisli, all will

acknowledge;—that it was needed and can do good service has

been fully proved.

Signed on behalf of the Council,

SHAFTKS BURY, President.

The following Balance-sheet was then read
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DONATIONS TO THE ENDOWMENT FUND.

1873 . £. *. d,
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3 0 0
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Very Rev. Doan 1’ayne Smith, D.D 1 1 0
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G. C. Harrison, E.sq 10 0
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Rev. C. Skrine, M.A 1 0 0
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Right Hon. Lord Shaitfsbury, K.G 20 0 0

Rev. C. A. Belli 1 1 0
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I
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F. Bls.set Hawkins, Esq., M.D., F.R S 6 0 0

J. 11. Wheatley, Esq., Ph.D 2 0 0

Admiral Nolloth 1 X 0
Sir W. De Capkl Brooke, Bart, (non-iuembcr) 1 0 0
L. Biden Esq 0 10 0
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The Earl of Harrowby, K.G.—My lords, ladies, and gentlemen, I have

been asked to move the acceptance of this report, and that it be printed

and circulated amongst the members. I am not the fittest person to

take so prominent a part in your proceedings, inasmuch as I have rarely

had the opportunity of attending the meetings of the Institute. The
infirmity under which I labour as to hearing, makes attendance at meetings

where discussions are going on distressing and unprofitable to myself, and

therefore I seldom attend them. But at the same time I have had the

advantage of reading our valuable and useful Journal of Transactions, and

it has been a very great pleasure to me to observe the important subjects

which have been handled, and the abb manner in which they have

been considered. They have been considered in a fair and open way

Every difficulty has been suggested, and the discussion has considerably

advanced the object that was proposed. AVIilmi this Institute was first

started, under circumstances of considerable discouragement, there appeared

to be a sort of dead set of the scientific current against all onr most cherished

feelings, principles, and beliefs. People, from some cause or other, partly

I think by the excess to which that scientific current ran, became alarmed,

and I have reason to hope that the current itself has been considerably

checked. But when wc have seen the excesses in which the normal sobriety

of science has been changed for wild speculation, and the sober spirit

of induction has been abandoned for conjecture, I tliink the popular

feeling that science and religion were of necessity antagonisuc— that if you

believed science you wore hostile to religion, and that only by abandoning

science could you bo true to religion was a state of things much to

be deplored. I cannot but hope there i^ ';reat reason to believe that

this feeling is very much disappeaiing, and that we may Hatter onr-

.selves that the ancient alliance between religion and science, and A\liich

has distinguished science and ennobled it—this connection of the knowledge

of the works of God with the belief in IIis existence and attributes— this

ancient alliance which was formed so strongly under the care of Xewtoii^

Boyle, Leibnitz, and many others, may in our time be reviNod. 1 think I

have heard it said that there is a friend of ours who has had the opportunity

of conversing with many men of science, and who, as became liis .station,

did not disdain to touch upon questions of religion and converse on them,

who has found that ff!) out of 100 concurred with him in revereneo for

our Lord and Saviour Jesns Christ. Tlicse tlniigs are very enoouiaging.

They encourage men to hold up their heads ninler troubles and dillicnltie.s,

and not despair in the good cause, the good cau.se in which we believe the

Almighty himself may take a part in defence of His own authority. With

regard to the special topics of the report, I have only to remark upon the

encouragement wo receive from the conditions of our own Association. We
find our numbers increasing largely, our resources improving

;
and w^e find

the circulation of our journal, which is held to be one of the most important

elements of our work, constantly increasing. And, I think, we may take
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comfort to ourselves that the work which was begun a few years ago by our

noble friend, under circumstances of great discouragement, which has

required all his courage to face and carry through,—has prospered in his

hands and yours. I beg leave to olfer for your acceptance the resolution

which I have already read. ((Cheers.)

Mr. J. E. Howaud, F.R.S.

—

My lords, ladies, and gentlemen, I beg leave

to second the adoption of the report.

The resolution was agreed to.

Mr. R. N. Fowleu.— In the absence of the Lord Mayor,—for I very

much regret that he is not able to be present to testify his sense of the great

importance of this noble institution,—I beg to move the second resolution.

But much as you have lost by the absence of the Lord Mayor, T possess one

advantage that he would not have had, for I wius present some years ago (not

quite at the opening meeting, when there were only five in attendance, but

shortly afterwards), and therefore 1 am able to bear witness to the great

practical service of those gentlemen who are referred to in the resolution

which I have the honour to projiose. The resolution is That the thanks

of the members and associates be presented to the Council and honorary

officers for their efficient conduct of the business of the Victoria Institute

during the past year.” Lord Harrowby has borne witness to the great pro-

gress which this Institute has made, and it would be out of place on

my part to add anything to his very forcible speech, but 1 would remind you

that wo have very much to attribute the satisfactory progress of this Insti-

tute to the services of those who manage it. A very deep debt of gnititudo

is due to your lordship, and I cannot refrain from saying that a deep debt

is also due to one who, in the earlier days of the Institute, took a very

great interest in its proceedings, but who is now no more—I refer to the Kev.

Walter Mitchell. But we must bear in mind that this Institute could not

go on unless it had, not only an excellent president, but an excellent

council and staff of officers. It very much owing to their exertions that

we stand in the position w’o now occujiy, and I have very great pleiusure in

proposing the resolution which I liave read to you. ((Jheers.)

The Ven. Archdeacon ' Hessey.--I feel it to be my duty, as one who has

taken some interest in the controversies between science, falsely so called,

and religion, to come forward and say a few words in seconding this resolu-

tion. The councils of all societies do deserve thanks for the faithful and
efficient labours of the coiiiinittee-room, but our (council deserve thanks
especially, because on them rests the proper management of a society which
holds a very peculiar and a very delicate position. It holds a province
between opposing schools of thought, and seeks to show that science
properly understood, and Scripture properly read, cannot be opposed to each
other, because both come from the same iJivine Author. This, then, is the

^ Nominated Archdeacon of Middlesex this day.--Ed.
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province of our Society, and wo are all bound to do what we can to support

it. Our Council have a very difficult and delicate position to fill, because it

is the object of the Society to protest, not against science truly so called, but

against the unfair manipulation of the facts of science, and it is the province

of this Society to set that clearly before the world,—it hius succeeded won-

derfully well for nine years. (Cheers.)

The resolution was then agreed to.

Mr. C. Brookk, F.R.S. —My lords, ladies, and gentlemen, as the important

business of the evening is still to come, I think it is fitting that I should use

the fewest possible -words in acknowledgini.-, the sense which the Council

have of your appreciation of their humble services. I would only add one

remark, and that is to point out to you how much the Council owe, in the

duties which they have to the best of their a)>ility performed, to one officer

—our honorary secretary. (Cheers.) I think it right to say this on behalf

of the Council, on account of the large amount of werk which has been

accomplished for the benefit of the Institute by him alone. To him this

duty is truly a labour of love, and I can only a^hure }ou that from his

indefatigable exertions much additional strength has accrued to the society,

and also from his obtaining men of eminence in science or in literature

to bring valuable papers before us. (Cheers.) I will say no more than this

in returning the thanks of the (kmncil.

Captain F. Pktkik.—My lords, ladies, and gentlemen, 1 am sorry to .say

that our honorary treasurer’s absence ])revents him from returning you thanks

on behalf of the honorary officers of the Institute. 1 am sure that the reso-

lution moved by Mr. Fowler and seconded bv the Rev. Dr. llessey, who, it

is now no breach of contidence to mention, ba.N ibis «lay been named Arch-

deacon of Middlesex (cheers), must atford the liuiiorarv officers much gratifi-

cation. lean only say that what the honorary otliceis ha\e most at heart

is the 1 nstitute’s progress. (Cheers.)

Tho Rev. Professor Main then read the following aildivss .

ANNUAL ADDRESS.

Mv Loud Shaftesuuuy and Gentlemen,

It is not with unmixed feelings ilint J have accepted

tho invitation of tho Council of this Society to deliver tho

Annual Address to-day. On tho ono side, L feel painfully that

tho constant lieavy occupation of rny timo and energies, by tho

laborious work of the Uadcliflb Observatory, has not left mo
in general sufficient leisure to engage deeply in tho studies

which are necessary for taking part in tho conilicts between
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religion and science ; but, on the other, I feel also that a crisis

is come which imposes a weighty obligation on every believer

engaged in science, at the least to accept such an invitation

as that which is now ofiered to myself, for the declaration of

his own faith, and, according to his ability, to endeavour to

strengthen that of others. 1 will not further occupy the time

of the meeting with any personal remarks, excepting the assur-

ance that I have, since accepting the invitation, endeavoured

to get an adequate knowledge of the most prominent subjects

connected with scientific theological speculations, which you

would naturally expect to see referred to, and especially with

such as have attracted attention during the past year.

And first let me offer my congratulations to the Society on

its present position and prospects, and on the increasing con-

sideration and respect with which its operations are regarded

by men capable of judging. It has attracted to itself repre-

sentatives in the various departments of science, well capable

of defending the faith from the attacks of scientific scepticism,

and standing so high in their several departments of science

or literature, that their opinions be received with attention

and respect. No one also could, 1 conceive, deny that the

philosophical character of the Society has been most severely

maintained in all its papers and discussions, and that every

theory opposed to the belief of the ordinary Christian philo-

sopher, has been treated with the most scrupulous fairness

and respect. Personalities have been altogether avoided, and
an example has been set of the proper wny of conducting such
controversies, which will, wc may presume, have considerable
influence for the avoiding of bitterness and unfairness for the
future.

During the past year several excellent papers have been read
and discussed before the Society, and of these I will mention
only two, which appear to mo to bo of great importance at
the present crisis. 1 moan that of l^rofessor Nicholson, on
the General Doctrine of Evolution, and that of Canon Birks
on the Indestructibility of Force. My reasons for particularly
mentioning these will be seen in the sequel.

I would however, in this portion of the Address, take occasion
to advert to one or two circumstances which influence my
choice of these two essays for particular mention. 'J'hero are
some peculiarities of the present ago, wliich frequently render
opinions held by men of eloquence and genius, influential to
a greater degree than the value of their opinions, when calmly
and philosophically tested, would warrant. If they have had
for a long time the ear of the public, which is on the whole ill
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instructed or iininstructed with regard to the truth or the real

value of their subjects of discussion, the weight of their

authority will be out of all proportion to the justness or the
truth of their theories ; and, by the additional agency of a
daily press, which is naturally eager and anxious to get pos-
session of, for publication, every novelty in science, art, or

literature, and is supplied with paid skilful writers, quite pre-

pared to advocate or attack, as the case may be, the views in

question, very inaccurate theories may for a time gain accept-

ance. Tt is impossible that by such means the truth or

falsehood of a new and specious the ory can bo arrived at, and
the unlearned public are quite at the mercy of a brilliant

lecturer, who may choose to advocate anything respecting

religion, however old or exploded.

A paradoxical novelty will attract more than sober truth

under such circumstances, and a great deal of mischief may
be done before the mistake is discovered, or the idol displaced

from his pedestal.

Undoubtedly there is another bar before which every such
vrork will be brought,—namely that ofdispassionate and learned

critics, who have the knowledge requisite for disentangling

the truth and error which are generally mixed up together in

such performances; but, for ono person who >m 11 take the

trouble to read the replies, there are twenty who will be con-

tent to take upon trust the essay er lecture which has dazzled

their imagination, and a new favourite will in all probability

soon have withdrawn their attention altogether from the

subject.

I am far from complaining of this state of things ;—an excited,

eager, and intelligent public, togetlier with the complicotcd

moans which exist in the present day for gratitying its

curiosity on every possible subject, belongs naturally to our

advanced civilization :—wo must take the advantages and the

disadvantages together, and by prudential measures endeavour

to make all work together for good.

And it is under this point of view that tho advantages of

such an association as the Victoria Instituto appear most

evident and indisputable. It exactly meets (ho evil which I

have endeavoured to describe, as resulting from tho joint effects

of popularity and the daily press. Its members are men who
have become so from tho conviction that such an organization is

nocosHary, and who are willing to devote their lime and their

l(»arning to the distasteful task of stripping error of its delu-

sions, and of assisting tho claims of true religion.

At tho present moment tho duty is far from being a pleasant
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one, and the subjects which T shall have to discuss or to advert

to, are, to the Christian philosopher, most repulsive.

The great subject of the year indeed, in the conflict between

religion and science, is (1 say it without disguise) atheism,

—

material atheism. Some are offended at the word, who do not

reject the doctrine implied by it ; but, to coin a euphemism to

veil or hide it, would bo to exercise courtesy at the expense of

truth. We have had the ihiinj brought prominently forward

before our eyes, and we need not dispute or wrangle about

the word.

God, in our sense of the word, is the personal and intelligent

Ruler and Governor as well as the Creator of the world or

cosmos, a being of infinite power, wisdom, and goodness,

constantly supcn-intending and providing for tlie welfare of His

creatures. He is as present now presiding over every part

of His creation, as He was, in the immeasurably remote ages,

when He, by His will and infinite power, brought it into being
;

and, by His JVovidence, He guid('s, adjusts, and preserves all

that lie has made. The assumptions of this definition arc all

absolutely necessaiy for the ide^a of the Supreme God who is

the object of our adoration; and nothing less will satisfy the

requirements of redigious faith, or the natural desires of the

immortal soul.

All the discussions, both ancient find modern, respecting

the Supreme Intelligence seem to show that Natural Religion

is unequal to the task of arriving at the correct knowledge of
a Personal God, and it is only in proportion as we feel our
helplessness in this particular that the bh‘ssings of Rovchition
will be fully felt and acknowledged.

This d('finition will exclude the avima vivnd!, or Pantheistic
idea of God, which confounds the Creator with Ilis creation

;

and also the Kpicurean id(*a of a personal God, who did indeed
create the universe at an infinite distance of time, but has left

it to evolve itself without farther care or superintendence.
J do not believe that the human mind can obtain a clear

conception of either of the.se ideas of the Godhead, and I am
sure that neither the one nor the other idea has been favoured
by some of the greatest modern physical inquirers.
As also the origin of sentient or animated beings will neces-

sarily occupy some portion of this discourse, it is well to lay
down some definitions with regard to it, or rather with regard
to the origin of man. I shall a.s.sume that no theory is to bo
regarded as ofany value which docs not satisfy all the conditions
of the problem with regard to man\s nature, tliat is, which
does not afford some satisfactory explanation of his moral and
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intellectual as well as of his physical nature. It must also

(and that not by mere guesses or unsupported assertions, or by
the introduction of a few proofs from existing nature and
natural phenomena out of the countless varieties of phenomena
to which the nature of man is intimately related) give an
adequate account of the means by which he has been placed

in harmony with his surroundings. For example, it must
show, not in a few isolated instances, but in all, how it comes
to pass that the earth and the air which surround it (man's

dwelling-place in fact), are adapted h) his bodily organs, so as

to produce the sensations on which liis comfort, pleasure, and
well-being depend

;
and that too in such a way as to satisfy

his higher intellectual capacity of receiving pleasure or a sense

of enjoyment from his perc('ptions of bc^auty, grace, and har-

mony. Truth as such should be prcHloininant oven* every other

consideration
;

but it has been the habit in some of the

philosophy of the presimt day to identify a clev('r hypothesis,

supported on some exhibition of facts, with the truth of the

hypothesis, however great the antecedent improbabilities of it^

correctness may be.

As I shall not have occasion to rcfi'r in the seqmd to

Darwin's Orl(jin of and the Dt'scciif of Mou, I may
give these as an illustration. With rc'gard to the former

work, of which I desire to speak with the utmost respect

and to separate by a long interval from tin' latter, Professor

Nicholson's conclusions, which seem tc) have been formed from
a very careful consideration of the siibjeet in some of its

branches, seem to show that Darwin's theories are of very

limited application, and that they scarc(*ly need any considera-

tion whatever in a religious discussion. With regard to the

latter, the Desceui of Mon, undoubtedly many valuable facts

liavo been collected relating to the continuity of structure

of the mammals, and to the habits and instincts of the inferior

animals as compared with man
;
but with regard to its con-

clusions, which derive man's descent from the ascidiaii, and

moro recently from tlio apo, I, for my part, consider tliem as

an example of tho imperfect kind of use of the inductive

jiliilosophy, which is so frequent in tlio jnvsmit day. Tho
student of natural philosophy is, in my opinion, quite justified,

on philosophical grounds, in declining to accept tho ancestry

licre offered to him, and to rejoice still in tho assurance that ho

was made after tho moral image of his Creator, who breathed

into his nostrils tho broatli of life.

I am of opinion that it was a bad day for scionco (not for

science properly so called, but for tho j)opular development of
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it) when Professor Tyndall composed during a summer holiday,

and subsequently delivered at the meeting of the British

Association at Liverpool in 1870, his celebrated discourse on

the Use of the Tinagination in Science/^ I heard that

eloquent discourse, and I considered at the time that many of

the instances adduced from the matlienuitical sciences were

legitimate deductions from established premisses, and implied

no use of the imagination properly so called. There has, how-

ever, been abundant use made of it since that lime, both by

the lecturer liiinself and by otliers, and 1 think a note of

warning on this head is not out of place.

As this almost concludes tlie introductory portion of the

Address, 1 wnll make a passing allusion to Canon Birks^

paper on the errors and confusion which have been made
in dynamical science, partly by new nomenclature, and partly

by a misunderstanding, by some scientists of high pre-

tensions, of the ordinary principles of mechanical science.

Change of nomenclature is generally attended with some
inconvenience, though in some of the instances produced by
Professor Birks the change has been made by two of the most
accomplished mathematicians and physicists of the day,

namely by Sir William Thomson and Ihofessor Tait, in their

excellent treatise on Natural Philosophy. An old mathema-
tician like myself finds some little repugnance to part with his

friend r/.s* vivciy and to find it again under the designation kinciir

rnnrr/ji ; but new nornonclaturo would be a trifling matter if

it had not introduced confusion into the ideas of some dis-

tinguished men of science. It must be borne in mind that,

with regard to the science of pure dynamics, no new mechanical
principle whatever has been discovered, and that tho laws of
conservation and dissipation of energy (even when applied to

the universe or cosmos) must bo applied in the same way as
they would have been forty years ago, though with greater
analytical resources, prc'^uming that we liavo data enough to
solve any particular problem presented to us. With regard
however to tho conversion of energy of one kind into
enei'gy of another, as occurs in llio notable instjince of heat
into motion, or the effects of motion into heat, so that not a
particle of cither matter or force is wasted throughout tho
universe; this is a most important discovery of the present
epoch, though f do not know that religion is immediately
concerned with it.

With these preliminary remarks T will proceed to introduce
the several topics which I intend to form the principal subject-
inatter of this Address.
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In the first place I will advert briefly to a few of the most
important physical discoveries, chiefly astronomical, which have
been made during the last few years, being careful to avoid
details, and to consider them only with relation to their

bearing on religion.

I will then make a passing allusion to two books recently

published, which exhibit perhaps the lowest stage of religious

belief which has been given in this century as the result of

the final and sober conclusions of two very deep thinkers,

devoted the one to the study of philosophy, and the other to

that of biblical criticism ; and I hope that a few minutes will

not be wasted in considering what is meant \vith regard to

our religious and social prospects by the sad conclusions

arrived at in both these works.
Finally, I will devote the remainder of the Address to the

consideration of the Atomic Philosophy, with reference, of

course, but not exclusive reference, to the Belfast Address.
And, in this assembly, 1 am neither ashamed nor afraid to beg
from our Almighty God and Father, in whom we all believe,

a blessing on the results of our present inquiries.

Astronomical discoveries have been chiefly made in the

descriptive and physical branches of the science
;
they have

been very brilliant, and have attracted the attention of large

numbers of people. It is therefore ve: y desirable that clear

notions of the extent and nature of these discoveries should

be gained by all who wish to understand how they aftect

religion. It will bo convenient to consider separately those

discoveries which have been made, chiefly by means of the

spectroscope, with regard to the solar system ; and secondly,

with regard to the fixed stars and nebuhe.
Let us take the sun first, about w^hich the amount of dis-

covery is, thanks to the unwearied researches of Mr. Lockyer,

Monsieur Janssen, and others, very great indeed; and, first,

with regard to his parallax or distance from us, the researches

for the determination of this element will show, perhaps

better than anything else, the activity of science in tho pre-

sent age. It had been suspected for some time that tho solar

parallax, as deduced by the famed astronomer Encko from tho

transit of Venus of 1769, was considerably too small, and ob-

servations made of tho planet Mars in tho northern and
southern hemispheres in the year 1862, gave a result which it

is believed differs from tho truth by a very small quantity in-

deed. At about tho same time experiments made to deter-

mine independently tho velocity of light in connection with

VOL. X. M
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tlie Jissiiniefl valuo of the constant of fhe aberration of light

gave another quite independent result, agreeing very closely

with the preceding; and, finally Leverrier found by researches

on the disturbances of the orbits of two of the planets, Mercury
and Mars, a result consistent with the others. It is believed

that by the observations of the recent transit of Venus a result

will bo obtained whicli will certainly differ not more than a
hundredth of a sc'cond from the truth. This will give us what
wo have never had before,—a correctly measured base-line

for the solar system, as well as for cosmical measures beyond
its limits.

But for our present purpose the discoveries made by moans
of spectroscopy are far more important as showing the unity

of structure in the members of the solar system. 1 need not
on this occasion show you the way in which the various ele-

ments existing in the incandescent atmos])herc of the sun are

analyzed by the spectroscope ; it is sufficient to state that at

least twenty of the sixty-four chemical elements which exist in

the earth are found in a state of incandescent vapour in the
sun^s atmosphere. The fact that the greater number of our
chemical ehunents (including the precious metals) arc not
found, is not ecjudu^ive with regard to their existence or non-
existence in the sun. It may l)o that their greater density
does not allow of their vaporization. But the only fact which
concerns us at present is the similarity of the structure and of
the constituent elements of the sun and the earth, and this is

abundantly provecl.

Other facts deduced recently from the study of the sun,
though of great scientific interest and jmportance, do not con-
cern us much from the re-ligious point of view. Thus tho
periodicity of frequency of the solar spots, whicli goes through
its cycle iu about eleven years, is practically of great import-
ance, and opens a great field for speculation and research. Jt
has, undoubtedly, an effect on climate, and I have myself
traced its effi'ct in producing a well-marked change of
direction of the wind having tho same cycle. The solar
prominences likewise which are now observed as regularly
and with as much care as any other phenomena, thanks to
tho discoveries of Mr. Lockyer and M. Janssen, indicate dis-
turbances in the solar atmosphere of enormous magnitude,
and may be of great practical importance, but they offer no
occasion for further remark. Tho same may be said of the

broad ring of light seen during solar eclipses,
which IS proved to belong to the sun, and gives some indica-
.lon ot (tense nebulous matter in hia immediate vicinity.
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Thus far all tho facts which 1 have inontioncd depend on
observations of unquestionable accuracy and admit of no dis-

pute, while, at the same time, they offer no materials for

speculation on tho origin or tho probable duration of the
solar system. But, in connection with the doctrine of the

conservation and dissipation of energy, speculations of a very
bold and interesting character have been made by Sir William
Thomson, which may profitably detain us for a moment.

Several years ago his attention was called to the fact that

tho sun is constantly radiating heat into spaco in enormous
quantities; and, to avoid the self-e\idcnt conclusion, that this

vast globe must inevitably be cooling down, and that thus,

at some time or other, however distant, the heat-energy of the

solar system would be expended, he proposed the theory that

a constant amount of heat was probably kept up by the falling

on his surface of nebulous masses, comc^ts, &c., either drawn
within tho sphere of his attraction from remote regions of

space, or gradually brought to that condition by the resistance

to motion in the densely nebulous neighbourhood of his body.
This theory, however, was shortly given up, and tho con-

clusion at present held by himself and many other physicists,

is that tho cooling process is really going on, though we are

not sure that any effect whatever has been observed during

tho term of man^s occupation of tho earth. If this bo so, it is

quite certain that a time will come, incasured perhaps by a

lai^e multiple of millions of years, when the solar system will

be a complete wreck, the sun himself a dark inert mass, and tho

attendant planets, like tho moon, unfit habitations for organized

and sentient beings.

The earth too, even if tho sun were to retain its heat, gives

evidence that it was not intended for an eternal existence in

its present state. It has been surmised, and tho guess

assumes something like verification from the accurate mathe-

matical calculations of Delaunay, Airy, and others, that tho

friction of tho tides contrary to tho direction of diurnal motion

is sufficient to produce a small but calculable increase in tho

time of the diurnal rotation. No one doubted that tho tides

would produce some effect of this kind, and calculation seems
to prove, on certain assumptions, that tho effect is sensible,

and that it will some time or other bring the earth to rest.

These are grand speculations, and they appear to bo based

on data which are unquestionable. By analogies drawn from

tho fixed stars we are also brought to nearly the same con-

clusion. Many of these are variable, and some, from a high

degree of brightness or magnitude, fade away at regular

M 2
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intervals, which are accurately known, till they become very

faint, if not almost invisible, and then in a period of equal

length resume their brilliancy ; others have been known to

blaze out suddenly, with a brightness denoting a conflagration

on a scale which wo can scarcely imagine ;
and many of my

hearers will remember the star near 8 Coronae which suddenly

burst out in this manner in the year 1860, and was estimated

as ofthe 2nd magnitude. The spectroscope immediately showed

Dr. Huggins that this wonderful change in the star was due

to a great evolution of hydrogen and other gases occasioned

by some internal convulsion. All persons will remember a

similar instance which occurred in the time of Tycho Brahe.

Thus all tends to prove that the state of things which wo see

around us is not, and is not intended to be, constant and
changeless

;
and he, in my opinion, philosophizes most safely

who looks up with adoration wdien he has come to the limit

of his knowledge to the Almighty framer and preserver of

these countless and wonderful systems.

But discovery has gone on at an equal pace in other directions.

Of these I can only mention some of the most important

instances. Our knowledge of the nature and physical compo-
sition of comets is very much increased since the year 1866,

when the large swarm of November meteors attracted so much
attention, and the labours of Professors Newton, Schiaparelli,

Adams, and others, were the means of identifying the orbit

which they described round the sun, with that of the comet
discovered by Terapel in 1 866, or Comet I of 1 866. In the

same way the orbit described by the Perseids was identified

with the third or bright comet of 1 862, which lias a period of

revolution of about 124 years. Other remarkable coincidences
between comets and meteor-swarms have been confirmed or

suspected, especially in that which occurred on the evening of
November 27th, 1872, the orbit of the meteors being found to

be the same with that of Biela^s comet. this instance it is

believed that the comet itself, in its passage, cither touched
or passed across the earth. Comets then apparently are
nothing but aggregations of matter of very small density
and consisting of very small discrete particles, which have been
most probably thrown off from the sun, or from other more
remote systems, and have come within the sphere of the sun^s
attraction. Between fifty and sixty (probably more at this time)
of such systems are known to exist, though the most remark-
able are those which I have mentioned. In this particular, then,
we have more correct notions of the solar system than our fore-
fathers had

; but there is nothing in our additional knowledge
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which tempts us to throw off our allegiance to our Heavenly
Father, but rather to increase our religious awe and admiration.

These portentous and mysterious bodies, as our ancestors
esteemed them, coming suddenly, and with fearful velocity

from the depths of space, and heralding, as they in their

superstition believed, war, or pestilence, or famine, are now
proved to be harmless.

We do not even fear a collision with them, and their con-

stituent particles, many of which it is believed do not exceed
one-third of an ounce in weight, flash across the sky when
ignited by our atmosphere, and are only subjects for our

curiosity. In this we believers may find cause to thank God
for His mercies, and for His providence in keeping evil from our
dwelling-place.

Discoveries in stellar astronomy have kept pace with those

in other branches of Astronomical science.

The spectroscope, with its wonderful power of analysis, has

been applied by i)r. Huggins and l^adre Secchi to the stars,

with as much success as by Mr. Lockyer to the sun. Both
Huggins and Sccchi have examined with minuteness a

groat many of the brighter stars, and the results show that

the uniformity of structure which was observed in the solar

system, is extended to the stars. The most remarkable of the

published results of Dr. Huggins, are those arising from the

examination of the two stars Aldebaran and a Orlonis. In the

spectra of both a great number of ab'^ orption-lines were found,

of which it was possible to compare several with terrestrial sub-

stances, as in the case of the sun. in the case of Aldebaran
at least nine chemical elements were identified,—hydrogen,

iron, inaguesium, antimony, and quicksilver being among them ;

in the case of a Orionis six substances were identified
;
amongst

which were magnesium, calcium, and iron, hydrogen being

absolutely wanting. Socchi^s researches were of a still more
elaborate nature. Ho was enabled, in the comparatively clear

atmosphere of Rome, to examine about 500 stars, and to divide

them into four typical classes, distinguished by the nature of

their absorption-bands.

The first class contained stars of a white colour, like a

Lyrm ; the second contained yellow stars, in which the bands

bore a close resemblance to those of our sun; the third included

reddish stars like a HercuHs,
f3

lY'gasi, and a Orionis ; and
in the fourth were included stars of a lower magnitude (never

above the sixth), with the interesting peculiarity that the

spectrum consisted of bright bands, separated by dark intervals.

How wonderful is all this variety, and at the same time liow
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distinctly is there marked the impress of the same creatinpr

hand that made our sun and our earth, and the other attend-

ing planets. How impossible also it seems for the most
uniinpassioned philosopher to avoid exclaiming with the

Psalmist, Such knowledge is too excellent for me ; I cannot

attain unto it. Whither shall 1 go then from thy presence ? If 1

climb up into heaven, thou are there
;

if I go down to hell,

thou art there also. If I take the wings of the morning, and
remain in the uttermost parts of the sea, even there also shall

thy hand lead me, and thy right hand shall hold me.^^

There is only one other stellar discovery (also due to the

spectroscope), which I feel it necessary to mention, namely
that relating to the velocity of the motion of the stars, as

compared with that of the cartlPs velocity in its orbit.

I need scarcely explain that the sense of colour depends on
the number of vibrations made on the eye in a given time, or

on tlie length of the wave corresponding to that colour.

If then the velocity of a star be not insensible when com-
pared with the velocity of light, the number of vibiations

reaching the eye iu a given time for a particular colour in the

spectrum, or for a particular absorption-band, will not be the
same for a star iu motion and for one at rest, and the effect

will bo a slight displacement of any absorption-band, as

compared with the chemical substance which is its terrestrial

analogue.

This displacement will therefore bo a measure of the velocity
of the star with regard to the earth, and the latter can bo
calculated without much difficulty.

Dr. Huggius has bestowed great attention on this difficult

class of observations, and has been very successful in measur-
ing within narrow limits of error, the velocities of several of
the brightest stars. •

For instance in the case of Sirius he found that the rela-
tive motion, with regard to tlie earth in motion, was about 41*4
miles per second, and, as the earth^s motion of recess in the
direction of a line drawn to the star, was about 12 miles, there
remain 29 *4 miles per second, as tlie actual velocity of Sirius
away from the earth.

I his I consider to be a result which can bo relied upon as
being derived from observations, difficult indeed, but of which
the probable errors can be rigorously determined.

vSuch considerations enlarge our views of the immense scale
on which the operations of nature in the Cosmos, or, as I
should prefer to say, the operations of the Almighty architect
or the earth and the heavens, are carried on. There is a unity
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of plan and structure, which points evidently to the assumption
of one guiding and controlling mind, and, even at the distance

of Arcturus, wo are familiar with the phenomena presented
;
in

fact we seem to be at home.
With one still more extended survey of the realms of un-

limited space, I will conclude this brief and imperfect review

of the recent teachings of Astronomical science.

Our speculations and our knowledge about the stars excite

our imaginations, and inspire us siifiiciently with awe and
wonder, though the astronomer has little need for guesses,

and is guided in his legitimate deeiictions by the severe rules

of the inductive philosophy.

But we have still to deal with another class of objects which
give us a still nearer insight into the constitution of the

universe, namely the nebuhe and star-clusters.

These, in the telescope, cloud -like looking objects were first

observed and described in great numbers by Sir W. ller-

schel, and to him science owes a very great debt of gratitude,

for his wonderful labours in this department of astronomy.

The two classes, nebuhe and star-clusters, are with ordinary

telescopes in general undistinguishable, l)ut Sir William by
using high powers on his gigantic rellector succeeded in re-

solving in a great many instances the nebulous mass into its

constituent elements of stars. Lord Kosse with his immense
reflecting telescope resolved a great number of others which

had not yielded to the inferior oprital resources of Sir Wdliam.
Then came an important (|uestion on which depended in a

great measure the truth or falsehood of La Place’s theory of

the* constitution of the universe out of nebulous matti'r; namely,

whether there were any iu*buho actually irresolvable, or con-

sisting of really nebulous matter, and not of aggregations

of stars too far distant to bo separately visible by any existing

optical power.
The spectroscope has satisfactorily answered the (piestion,

and, in the opinion of most persons competent to judge,

decided that Ija Placo^s theory was essentially corn'ct, and

wo may assume that the existing solar system, and all other

similar systems, were formed from matter in the nebulous state.

Tho possibility of the truth of the theory on nu'chanical grounds

was seen at once, and tho fact of tho existence of such matter

(proved now beyond tho possibility of doubt) scattered about

in the heavens in various degrees of condensation, gives im-

mensely greater assurance of tho fact that this is tho way
in which it has pleased the Almighty to act in the creation

and formation of tho visible universe.
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But^ grand as is this conception, deduced, as wo believe,

accurately from observed facts, and wonderful as are the ideas

which wo gain of the vastness of the works of God, how little

does it toll us of the way in which a single globe like ours

was in the course of successive periods of geological time pre-

pared for its inhabitants, or of those nice adjustments of tem-

perature, fluidity, rigidity, &c., which were necessai'ily made
before it was possible that life could be sustained at all ; and
still loss of those Fatherly providential adaptations to the in-

tellectual and moral nature of man which are ours to enjoy

and to thank the Giver for. We can still, after acknowledging
and using all the discoveries of modern science, and making
them the basis of future research, only adore the wisdom of

the Creator, and confess that wc arc still only on the threshold

of His temple.

There is still something more to be said in connection with

this subject, of great interest and importance. *

Mr. Lockyer had been led to the conclusion, in the course

of his observations and experiments on the effect of pressure

on the gases which form the atmosphere and chromosphere
of the sun, that, owing to the great height of the atmosphere,
the effect of gravity is to produce an arrangement of the

different elements in layers similar to our geological strata.

Thus, in the coronal atmosphere exists the cooler hydrogen ;

in the chromosphere incandescent hydrogen, magnesium, and
calcium

;
and in the reversing layer, sodium, chromium, man-

ganese, iron, &c. Ho is also of opinion that the metalloids

(sulphur, carbon, silicon, &c.) lie outside the metallic atmo-
sphere, and gives reasons for thefaintness of their record amongst
the metallic lines. He then attempts to answer these two
questions : 1st. Assuming the earth to have once been in the
same condition as the sun now is, what would be the chemical
constitution of its crust? 2nd. Assuming the solar nebulm to
have once existed as a nebulous star at a temperature of com-
plete dissociation, what would be the chemical constitution of
the planets thrown off* as the nebulosity contracted ?

Mr. Lockyer suggests that, with regard to the earth, the
arrangement of the earths and minerals consequent on the
supposition given above, would bo that which wo find to be
actually existing

;
and, with regard to the planets thrown off’,

the exterior planets approaching in their constitution to that
of the sun^s outer atmosphere, and the nearer ones being more

See Professor Prestwick’s Inaugural Lecture.
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metallic in proportion as they are nearer to the central portions

of the nebulae.

This is found to be the case in fact, the densities of the

exterior planets (Jupiter and Saturn for example) being rela-

tively small, and their atmospheres very large and highly

absorbing, as if containing a larger proportion of metalloid

substances.

The above may be taken as an interesting case of legitimate

speculation requiring and giving motive for further experiments
and research.

I ought now in the natural order, after this brief and neces-

sarily imperfect survey of the chief of the recent astronomical

discoveries which have more or less bearing on the subject

of religion, to take up the subject of recent discoveries in the

atomic theory. But as we shall, in this instance, be brought
face to face with material atheism, 1 think it best, before this,

to make a few brief remarks on Mill\s Three Essays on lie-

ligion, and Strausses Old a)id New Faith

y

that the whole of

this disagreeable part of my duty may be discussed at once.

Many among you have, 1 doubt not, thought it necessary to

read the three essays of ^Mill, and to those who have not, it

may bo useful to bring before you a few of the results—probably

the final results—of the philosophical system of this really great

and profound thinker, of whom it was said (in some instances

boastfully) that he lived a long life absolutely without any con-

sideration of God and religion.

These Essays are a melancholy t(‘rmination to the labours of

a lifetime of philosophical research, but they have at least

dispelled that illusion. He did not, and we may be permitted

to doubt whether any man ever did, live absolutely without God
in tho world; and the Essays show that he has even thought

and, I believe, has been sincerely anxious about those deep

questions (which vitally aflect every person born into the world),

life, death, the immortality of tho soul, God, and future judg-

ment. They arc all bound up with our nature, and form, as it

were, part of ourselves. Wc must ask at times of ourselves,

Whence came 1 ? and whither am 1 going ? ;
wo must all

feel (at least f doubt whether any living imin capable of thinking

has ever avoided the necessity of feeling) that there is something

besides ourselves and tho visible creation, and that that some-

thing is God, whether it bo assumed to bo the Pantheistic God
almost identified with creation itself, or the God omnipotent

and eternal of tho Christian. Then again man cannot, if ho

will (oven after a life of evenly maintained philosophical scepti-

cism), avoid the occasional or frequent intrusion of the thought
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of that which awaits him beyond the grave. Death must come,
and in the thought of it there is suggested their alternative of

annihilation or a future judgment. If the soul is immortal, an
immortal and all-powerful (lod exists, and the idea of responsi-

bility comes in. If it perish with the body, the prospect is

not one to be accepted willingly except in the dark hours to

which the author of the Belfast Address feelingly alludes in his

preface.

And it is plain that Mr. Mill had thought deeply of all these

things, and has drawn conclusions from his thoughts which
are, in my opinion, amongst the most melancholy perversions
of truth whicli exist on record.

With respect to the supernatural in general, he concludes
that the rational attitude of a thinking mind is that of scep-

ticism, as distinguished from belief on the one hand and
from atheism on the other.

But from the consideration of the oyo, he is led to the con-
clusion that it has its origin in an intelligent will, and rejects

the solution wliich might be effected by the theory of the
Surriral of ihr Fittest ; and, on the whole, it must be
allowed, he says, ^Hhat in the present state of our knowledge
the adaptation of nature affords a balance of probability in

favour of creation by intelligence.^'

This admission is important as coming from him, but it will

soon appear that w(; have no great cause for tliankfulness.

Every indication of d€\sign in the Kosmos,^^ ho says, is an
evidence against the Omnipotence of the Designer. I'his

may be a new and strange argument to some, l)ut he means
that an omnipotent architect would have accomplished his
work without successive steps indicating design. And now
comes a quotation which makes us shuddei*, and which follows
the attempted proof, that tlie intelligent Creator cannot be and
is not omnipotent.

Ifman had not the power,’^ he says, by the exercise of his
own energies for the improvement both of himself and of his
outward circumstances, to do for himself and other creatures
vastly more than God had in the first instance done, the
Being who called him into existence would deserve something
very different from thanks at his hands.^^

Iho blasphemy of this passage, fi*orn our point of view, is
only equalled by the shallowness of its philosophy.*
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But let us proceed : If wo look for justice (that is from
God) we find a total biank/^
Now let us have his final summing up.

These are the net results of Natural Theology on the

question of the divine attributes. A being of great but
limited powers ... of great, and perhaps unlimited intel-

ligence . . . who desires and pays some regard to the

happiness of his creatures, but who seems to have other

motives of action which he cares more for, and who can

hardly be supposed to have created the universe for that

purpose alone. Such is the Deity whom Natural Keligion

points to, and any idea of God more captivating than this

comes only from human wishes, or from the teachings of

either real or imaginary revelation.

ITo now proceeds to discuss the probability of a revelation,

and allows, in the first place, that it lias some stand-point

from the indications of a Creator which have been proved
This reasoning is evidently quite correct, and it would have

been well if the German writers had always borne it in mind.

“The sender of the alleged message/^ he continues, “is not

a sheer invention; there are grounds independent of the

message itself for belief in its reality; grounds which, though
insufficient for proof, are sufficient to take away all antecedent

improbability from the supposition that a message may really

have boon received from him.^^

'^I'his is also an important admission, and might be used

with very great effect on Mill’s disciples, who look upon him
as the great champion of unbelief.

Jiut all that follows shocks our religious sense by its apparent

profanenoss, though 1 am far from saying that he meant to

treat the subject with intentional disrespect or levity. He
allows primarily the correctness of Butler's main argument in

the Analotjtj, but qualifies it in this strange way. d'he sum
and substance of the argument, ho says, is this :

“
'flie belief

of Christians is neither more absurd nor more immoral than

the belief of deists who acknowledge an omnipotent creator

:

let us, therefore, in spite of tho absurdity and immorality,

believe both."

One or two more specimens of Mr. Mill's reasonings, and 1,

will leave him.
Of miracles he says: “No miracle-worker st'oms ever to

have made a ])racfice of raising tho dead; that and tho other

most signal of the miraculous operations are reported to have

been performed only in one or two isolated cases, which

may have been either cunningly selected cases or accidental

coincidences."
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Every one will see how weak and Inapplicable this is to the

miracles of Christ, including His own resurrection.

Still he sees no absolute improbability in miracles.

Admit God, and you may admit miracles,^^ ho says ;
and

from this severely logical thinker this admission should be

remembered.
Again, The conclusion I draw is that miracles have no

claim whatever to the character of historical facts, and are

useless as evidences of any revelation.

Surely, in connection with the preceding admission, we may
well ask why the miracles which are included in the historical

narration, and cannot be extracted without tearing the whole

to pieces and destroying the historical value of the whole,

should not be received as liistorical facts ?

One more extract about the Gospel of St. John and 1 have
done with Mr. Mill. What could be added and interpolated

by a disciple wo may see in the mystical part of the Gospel

of St. John, matter imported from Philo and the Alexandrian

Platonists, and put into the mouth of the Saviour in long

speeches about himself, such as the other gospels contain not

the slightest vestige of, though pretended to have been de-

livered on occasions of the deepest interest and when His
principal followers were all present; most prominently in the

last supper. The East was full of men who could have stolon

any quantity of this poor stuff, as the multitudinous Oriental

sects of Gnostics afterwards did.^^

The only remark 1 will make on this ill-written and offen-

sive sentence is that it seems to assume the authenticity of
St. John^s Gospel. Renan made the same admission in his

Life of Jesus', and the German critics found this a fatal

obstacle to the reception of his views.
I have already, I fear, wearied you with Mill, but I

must, for the purpose of giving you a sufficiently correct
picture of the d('gradatiou of religious belief in circles

called philosophical, read a few extracts also from Strausses

recently published work entitled, The Old and the New Faith.
I have selected a few extracts for the purpose of exhibiting,

in as few words as possible, the absolute repudiation by this

writer of all religious belief whatever in the latter years of
his life. Thus, ** An object of religious adoration must be a
Divinity, and thinking men have long since ceased to regard
the founder of Christianity as such.”

Again, My conviction is that, if we would not evade
difficulties, or put forced constructions upon them ; in short,
if we would speak as honest, upright men, we must acknow-
ledge we are no longer Christians.”
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Again, It is only an ancient Christiaa-Hel)rew prejudice
to consider monotheism in itself, as contrasted with poly-
theism, the higher form of religion/*

The absurdity in the author*s case of discussing the relative

merits of monotheism and polytheism will be evident from
the following passage, in which he rejects altogether the
existence of a personal God.

If we endeavour to conceive of a creator of the cosmos,
as an absolute personality, wo may be sufficiently instructed

by the foregoing that we are merely dealing with an idle

phantasy/*
In connection with tho immortality of tho soul, ho has the

following needlessly offensive passage :

—

Even tho apostle Paul .... believed, or fancied that he
believed,—for I deem him better than his speech,—that if the
dead rose not, then ho and men like him must be fools, if

they would not rather cat and drink instead of endangering
themselves for the sake of their conviction.**

One more instance, and I have done with Strauss.

If the preceding consideration has conducted us to the

conclusion that wo can no longer either hold the idea of a per-

sonal God, or of life after death, then it would seem that the

question with which wo have prefaced this section—if wo still

have a religion—must bo answered in the negative,**

I have given pain, 1 doubt not, gentlemen, to you as well

as to myself, by dwelling even for so short a time on such

miserable sophistry as is contained in ]\Iill*s half-admissions

and lamentable rejection of divine truth, and in Strauss*3

absolute rejection of any religion whatever.

Tho books from which 1 have quoted arc freely circulated

amongst our youth,—tho one in its original shape as edited by
the step-daughter of Mr. Hill, and tho other in a translation

(which has arrived at a second edition, corresponding to the

sixth Gorman edition) by Mathildo Blind.

I do not know whether there is anything significant in

the fact that a woman is the editor of each ;
but, to my own

mind, tho circumstance adds a deeper shadow to tho religious

darkness of the ago.

And the danger arising from such publications is not to be

measured by tho effect they have on men who are capable by
their learning of detecting tho sophistries and falsehoods that

are contained in them, and who know that there is scarcely a

quibble or a rational objection put forward which was not quite

as well known to the ancient philosophers, and in many cases

much bettor discussed. But it is to young educated persons
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of high intelligence and imperfect learning that the danger is

greatest. Every novelty has its charm, and error clothed in

attractive language and armed with the authority of a man of

acknowledged genius and learning, is not easily detected by
the ardent student of the new philosophies. And here is the

proper place for showing you that this danger is not visionary

but real and increasing. The Bishop of Oxford, in his recent

Charge, wherein his words are necessarily guarded, has

exhibited a state of things as existing in the great University

ofOxford, of a very alarming character
;
and, as far as I know,

his statement has met with no public contradiction.

To speak the simple truth,^^ he says, a considerable number
of graduates who hold office in the University, or fellowships

in the Colleges, have ceased to be Christians in anything but

name ;—in some cases even the name is repudiated, when ar-

guments based upon its retention are pressed. It is not only

that text-books in some branches of study are recognized, which
assume a disbelief of Christian doctrine, and thfit some lecturers

hint, or express, their own rejection of it;—there is something
like an understanding that Christian teachers shall abstain from
insisting on the truths they believe. Thirty years ago the ablest

and most highly esteemed of Oxford tutors took it for granted,

in their ethical teaching, that Christianity furnished the only

certain standard in morals, and were accustomed to correct the

shortcomings of other systems by its rule : Christians are ex-

pected to forget the existence of such an authority, when they
cross the threshold of their lecture-rooms now. The historical

facts of Christianity fare no better than its precepts
; deference

to scientific criticism (whatever that may mean) forbids them
to be taken for true

With self-complacency, which would bo amusing if the sub-
ject were less serious, they dispose of religion, natural or
revealed, with the airy phrases they have borrowed from the
latest sceptical review, ignorant of the Scriptures they reject,

but, glad to be rid of the restraint which the Divine precepts
impose, they wander this way or that, as materialism on one
side, or some new phase of philosophy on the other, seems to
offer an escape. The practical result of this education is a
selfishness of character, far from attractive. Learners in the
school of unbelief have been taught it is folly to disturb them-
selves for the sake of others, they have lost all motive for serious
action ; self-restraint and self-sacrifice are discovered to be
^ mere moral babble^

; it is, at the best, an amiable weakness
to do good. Human life is but the interval, longer or shorter,
which condemned mortals have to pass before they die. ^ Our
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one chance/ it is said, ^ is in expanding that interval, in getting

as many pulsations as possible into the given time Not
the fruit of experience, but experience itself is the end. . .

.

The theory, or idea, or system, which requires ofus the sacrifice

of any part of this experience, in consideration ofsome interest,

into which we cannot enter, or some abstract morality we have
not identified with ourselves, or that is only conventional, has

no real claim upon us.^ So sceptics teach : can you wonder
that some who played an honourable part in Oxford life a ge-

neration since, refuse to let their sons imbibe lessons so alien

from the lore they learned ? Can you wonder that to young
men who have imbibed this teaching the cross is an ofience

and the notion of a vocation to preach it an unintelligible

craze.^^

Our only remaining consideration now is that of the atomic

theory in its connection with theories of religion. If the sub-

ject, in its purely physical aspect, were not so interesting, wo
might complain of being obliged, on account of recent circum-

stances, to dig up as it were from its grave of oblivion that

old exploded form of atomic atheism, and to go through again

the arguments for its refutation. A wearying iind unprofitable

task surely, but one which the extreme unbelief of some of the

philosophical systems of the present day renders necessary. It

will be a little relief, and will probably conduce to clearness, if

I take the parts of the subject in reverse order and explain

first in as few words as possible what is the modern theory as

founded on adequate observations and experiments.

The atomic theory in chemistry, duo to Dalton, has been
established of course for a considerable time, by which it is

known that the elementary chemical .substances will combine

in only definite proportions
;
but the physical or kinetic theory

of molecules and atoms is of much more recent date, and owes

its present expansion chiefly to Sir William Thomson and Pro-

fessor Clerk-Maxwell in England, and to Professors Clausius

and Loschmidt on the continent, the experimental researches

of Dr. Graham and Dr. Joule having also contributed much to

its advancement.
In the theory it is assumed that all matter is an aggrega-

tion of molecules compounded of the atoms of tho fundamen-

tal chemical substances ; that these atoms are small almost

beyond our power of conception, and are in a constant state

of rapid vibration, with velocities differing in different sub-

stances, but always absolutely tho same for tho same sub-

stances. It is assumed also that the pressure of gases and
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fluids against the sides of the vessels containing them arises

from the rapid and ceaseless motions and collisions of the

atoms, which in gases are least confined, and are allowed

some length of free path without collision, in liquids are

more confined, and in solid matter have very little motion

indeed.

These are the assumptions which, of course, must, as in the

case of the law of gravitation, get their verification by experi-

ment. The experiments which seem to have established the

theory (which, however, wo must consider to be yet in an in-

fant state) are chiefly those of the rate of diffusion of gases,

in connection with the laws of the assumed motions or vibra-

tions of the molecules. A.nd the facts which physicists of

the highest reputation of the present day think they have in-

disputably established are very wonderful indeed, and give us

a much deeper insight into the mysterious workings employed
in the structure of the universe than we had before. For ex-

ample, there have been found for the gases hydrogen, oxygen,
carbonic oxide, and carbonic acid, and probably, by this time,

for many others, the mean velocity for each molecule, and the

relative mass, and with somewhat less degree of certainty the

relative size, length of free path between collisions, and num-
ber of collisions in a second ;

while conjecturally (that is, sub-

ject to very great corrections from future observations)

attempts have been made to determine the absolute masses of

the molecules, and their number in a given space. To give

some idea of the results, I may take the case of hydrogen,
for whose atoms the mean velocity is 1,859 metres per second,

and two millions of them in a row would occupy the length
of a millemetre, and a million million million million of them
would weigh between 4 and 5 grammes. Finally, in a cubic

centimetre, at the standard pressure and temperature, there

are about nineteen million million million atoms. Is not this

wonderful ? Some of these results are only approximate, but
they give an adequate idea of the correctness of the theory,

and want only additional observations for their correction.

And it must be borne in mind that the atomic theory is true
for the whole universe. A molecule for example in Sirius or
Arcturus executes its vibrations in precisely the same time as
on the surface of our earth or our own sun,

I will conclude this account of these marvellous elements in
the excellent words of Professor Clerk-Maxwell at the end of his
lecture delivered at Bradford inl873: "No theory of ovolution,^^
he says, " can be formed to account for the similarity of mole-
cules, for evolution necessarily implies continuous change, and
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the molecule is incapable of growth or decay, of generation
or destruction. None of the processes of nature, since the
time when nature began, have produced the slightest differ-

ence in the proportions of any molecule. Wo are therefore

not enabled to ascribe either their existence, or the identity

of their properties, to the operation of any of the causes which
we call natural. On the other hand, the exact quality of each
to all the others of the same kind gives it, as Sic John Her-
schcl has well said, the essential character of a mauiifactured

article, and precludes the idea o^ its being eternal and self-

existent Science is incompetent to reason upon
the creation of matter itself out of notliing. Wo have reached
the utmost limit of our thinking faculties when we have ad-

mitted that because matter cannot bo eternal and self-existent,

it must have been created Though in the course of

ages catastrophes have occurred, may have occurred, and may
yet occur in the heavens, though ancient systems may be dis-

solved, and new systems evolved out of their ruins, the

molecules out ofwhich these systems are built—the foundaLion-

stonos of the material universe—remain unbroken and unworn.
They continue this day as they were created, perfect in

number, measure, and weight, and, from the ineffaceable cha-

racter impressed on them wo may learn that those asjiiralions

after accuracy in measurement, truth in statement, and justice

in action, which wo reckon among our noblest attributes as

men, arc ours because they arc the essential constituents of the

imago of Him who in the beginning created not only the

heaven and the earth, but the materials of which he.avcn and
earth consist.^^

I cannot refrain from adding also tho concluding words of

Sir William Thomson's address from the Presidential chair

of tho Hritish Association at Edinburgh, in 1871, as they are

of a similarly religious spirit.

I feel,^^ ho says, ‘^profoundly convinced that the argument
of design has been greatly too much lost sight of iu recent

zoological researches Ovorwholiningly strong proofs

of intelligent and benevolent design lie all around us, and if

over perplexities, whether metaphysical or scientific, turn us

away from them for a time, they come back upon us with

irresistible force, showing to us through nature tho influence

of a free will, and teaching us that all living beings depend on
one ever-acting Creator and Ruler.^^

We have thus had tho testimony of two great living

physicists to their belief in a personal Cod, the maker and
preserver of all things ; and it will be dosirtible to add in this

VOL, X. N
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place, that of a third who occupied tho same Presidential chair

in 18G9, namely Professor Stokes. At tho close of his address,

speaking of organic structures, or of life, ho says, Let us fear-

lessly trace the dependence of link on link, as far as it may ho

given us to trace it, but let us take heed that in thus studying

second causes, wo forget not the First Cause, nor shut our eyes

to the wonderful proofs of design which, in the study of

organized beings especially, meet us at every stop

When from the phenomena of life we pass on to those

of mind, we enter a region still more profoundly mysterious.

We can readily imagine that we rnaij hero be dealing with

phenonema altogether transcending those of mere life, in some
such way as those of life trail sc('nd, as 1 have endeavoured to

infer, those of chemistry and molecular attractions, or as the

laws of chemical affinity in their turn transcend those of mere
mechanics

;
Science can bo expected to do but little to aid us

here, since tho instrument of research is itself the object of

investigation. It can but enlighten us as to tho depth of our

ignorance, and lead us to look to a higher aid for that which
most nearly concerns our well-being.

Let us now proceed to devote a few minutes to the study of

atomism as understood by the ancients, with the express pur-

pose of offering a few criticisms on the Belfast Address. 4ffiis

would be scarcely necessary if that celebrated Address had
been compiled from original sources

;
but of this [ will speak

afterwards.

The principle, as oxpound(‘d, with a large amount of detail

and illustration, in the poem of Lucretius, is taken immediately
from Epicurus; but he had it, as is commonly believed, from
Democritus, who enlarged and improved the doctrine which
he had received from his contemporary and teacher Leucippus.
It is doubted even whether Democritus did not get it, or a
portion of it, from a still earlier source, namely Moschus, a
Phoenician, in the course of his long travels in Asia and Egypt.
This, however, is of little importance. Its ancestry, as regards
essentials, is rapidly traced from Leucippus aud Democritus
to Epicurus, and from Epicurus to Lucretius. Democritus
flourished about 450 B.C. ; Epicurus J305, and Lucretius about
70; and it is useful to bear in mind that Cicero and Lucretius
were contemporaries.

The works necos.sary for a study of the philosophy as given
by Democritus, are Diogenes Laertius; several treatises of
Aristotle (including his De Oenaratione et Oorruptione, the
MetaphyaicH, and the treatises Physica and De Animd) ; to these
must be added Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math,, Plutarch de
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Placitis Philosophorum, Cicero^s J)e Naturd Peorum, and some
of his other works. No one also is likely to get a clear idea of

the connection of the physical theory with Democritic atheism,
without having made himself master of the first three chapters

at least of Cudworth^s great work. The True Intellectual System

of the Universe, and probably of some other works which I

have not had leisure to attend to in my own research. Of
modern works Dr. F. Ueberweg's llistonj of Philosophy,

translated by Morris, seems to be one of the most
useful.

Let us now see with what apparatus the author of the

Address undertook to bring before one of the most learned

bodies in Europe, and to recommend to them, this Philo-

sophy, including in some degree at least the atheistical prin-

ciples.

The chief portion of his equipment appears to have been, a

recently published work of Professor Lange, entitled Big
Gesehichte des Materialism ns a work by an American, Dr.

J. C. Draper, entitled History of the Development of Science

in Europe, of which I would wish to bo uiiderstood to speak
respectfully, and to separate altogether from Lucrotian princi-

ples; Munro^s Lucretius; and two or three other modern books.

Almost at the commencement of the Address Bacon is men-
tioned, but it is in a quotation from Lange, and in depreciation

of Aristotle and Plato as compared with Democritus.

I am mentioning bare facts, and 1 presume that the most
devoted friend or admirer of the author of the Address, could

scarcely venture to speak highly about the amount of scholar-

ship brought to bear on this difficult point of Greek philosophy.

The historical sketch which follows is just what might have
been expected : a polished and rapid style is used to give us

a sketch of philosophy, chiefly in connection with the atomic

* Since the delivery of the Belfast Address, another voliiuio of this very

learned and elaborate work has appeared, forming the second part of the

second book.

The following translated oxtmets woidd seom to show that Professor

Lange’s own sentiments are very different from those of the author of the

Adchess
Page 149. “We are not in a condition to comprehend the atoms, and

we are not able, out of the atoms and their motions, to explain even the

smallest phenomena of consciousness.”

Again. “ One may twist and turn the idea of matter and force m one
will, we stumble at length upon the incomprehensible or unknowable, if not

altogether upon mere inconsistency, as in the conception of the forces which
act at a distance in empty space. There remains no hope of solving the

problem—the hindrance is a Transcendental.”

N 2
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theory from the time of Democritus. Wo are painfully con-

scious all the time that we are only listening to Lange and
Dr. Draper, and are in fact frequently reminded of it by the

author. We are also aware, all the time, of the one-sided

character of the sketch. Indeed any sketch of a single period

of history, to say nothing of so long a space of time (from

Christianity and before it till the present time) which regards

it from only one point of view, must of necessity be exceed-

ingly imperfect. Wo are asked to go over, at railway speed,

the events included in the time which has elapsed since the

breaking up of the old form of society under the Roman
empire up to the present day, including the various disturbing

elements affecting the political relations of the various Euro-

pean states after the reconstruction of soci(ity ; the action of

Christianity upon the barbarous nations composing it ;
.and

finally the general awakening of intellectual activity in tho

centuries immediately preceding and following the lleforma-

tion. We are asked to look at these mighty changes only

in their relation to physical science, and with such illustra-

tions as chiefly concern the atomic philosophy.

Why is Giordano Jlruno set so prominently before us, but

because he revived the doctrine of atoms, though in a very

confused way, and asserted pantheistic principles; and be-

cause he was a martyr to science, and thus a rare opportunity

was given of showing the cruelty and obstructiveness of tho

Church ? Why even is so much space given in so short a

sketch to a much greater man, Gassendi (tho sketch as usual

taken from Lange), but for similar rctasons?

For any purpose whatever, except in its relation to material-

istic philosophy, the sketch is useless if not mischievous, and
we need not be detained with it any longer.

It was my purpose to have gone into some detail with the

successive steps of the ancient atomic philosophy, and I

have collected a considerable quantity of material; but my
time is nearly exhausted, and the subject, in connection with
tho modern theory, is scarcely worth the trouble.

Tho theory itself of tho construction of the Cosmos by tho

fortuitous motions and collisions of atoms is so grossly erro-

neous as to be but a caricature of that with which wo are now
acquainted by means of the resources of modern science; but,
at the same time, there are one or two points which cannot
be passed without notice. The germ of truth was there,

and the acute Greek intellect bad not only speculated cor-
rectly on tho nature of matter as distinguished from its quali-

ties or accidents, and of motion as of one of its most important
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fundamental properties; but the idea once gained was never lost

sight of. That Democritus introduced an atheistical theory
in connection with it was a backward step, as is clearly shown
by Cudworth

;
and that this view was afterwards retained and

expanded by Lucretius with much misapplied ability and in

excellent verse, may perhaps be accounted for by the corrup-

tion of Roman morals and the debased state of religious

belief at that time. In fact the whole subject has become at

the present day rather literary than scientific
;
the modern

doctrine is not built upon tln) ancient theories, nor in the

slightest degree indebted to them
;
and the chief interest

which can be felt in the study is of the same kind as that

arising from any other branch of ancient philosophy.

In the time of Cicero, a Roman nobleman, C. Memmius,
restored the Garden of Epicurus, and, it is said, intended to

raise a public building for the advancement of Epicurism.

Some celebrated men followed him, among whom was Vel-

leius, one of the interlocutors in Cicero^s Vc Nafiirl llun am.

To this person (Memmius) Lucretius dedicates his book and
seems to be chiefly anxious, throughout the poem, to impress

upon him the necessity of imbibing perfectly the atlicidical

princijdes of it.

Of Lucretius Iiimsclf very little is known, and that little is

not to his advantage, though it appears that his family was a

good one. It is supposed that ho went to Athens to be
educated, and that he listened to the Epicurean philosophy of

Zeno and Pbrndrus. Jt is said that he was dissipated, but 1

do not think there is any direct testimony for this, and the

fact is probably assumed from the tenor of his poem and his

Epicurean tenets. According to Eusebius, lie committed
suicide in the forty-fourth year of his age, in consequence of

the fits of madness to which he was subject from the effects

of a philtre or love-potion administered to him by his mistress

Lucilhi.

Tradition also says, though 1 do not know any confirmation

of it, that his wonderful poem was composed during the

intervals of his frenzy.

This is enough to know about Jjucretius, and, for his phi-

losophy, 1 cannot sum it up better than in the epigrammatic
sentence of a French biographer: ^'Cosysteme (d^Epicure)

dans les vers du pohte parait, il faut Tavoucr, tres-logiquement

absurde, cn memo temps quhl est fonde sur la physique Is

plus ignoranto ct la plus fausse.”

Why the author of the Address should have chosen this

subject and brought it in its most absurd (that is the religious)
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aspect before the British Association, has been always a matter

of wonder with myself and many others ;
and that wonder is

not lessened by the explanations which he has oHered in the

preface to the seventh thousand.

He evidently wishes to keep, by its means, prominently

before our eyes the potentiality of the fact ^that matter is in

some way or other the origin of life without the intervention

of other life. And yet, as far as the atomic theory is concerned,

nothing could bo farther removed from probability. Could an

atom unmoved produce life ? and could mere motion add to its

capabilities ? Would the fact that great numbers were moving
and colliding with very great velocities alter the state of the

' case ?

And yet, ho says, when grasping the true idea of the atom

and molecule, By an intellectual necessity 1 cross tho

boundary of the experimental evidence, and discern in that

matter which we, in our ignorance of its latent powers, and
notwithstanding our professed reverence for its Creator, have

hitherto covered with opprobrium, the promise and potency of

all terrestrial life.^^

I have spoken before of the abuse of imagination as applied

to science, but this is perhaps one of the most singular

instances of misuse which has occurred. If ever there was
anything which has put an impassable barrier in the way
of imagination as well as knowledge, it is the molecule

or atom. Thus far and no farther is tho address to

the human mind, as plainly as to the ocean, that on the shore

within a defined range its proud waves are stayed.

It is what the mathematician would call a case of a discon-

tinuous function. A successive set of values of tho variable

will give tabulated values of tho function amenable to law up
to a certain point, and then the formula fails to give any finite

or intelligible result. And here it is so likewise—we can

resolve matter into its elements up to a certain point, and then

wo come to substances absolutely irresolvable and unchange-
able, or, as an eminent physicist has well called them, the

foundation-stones of the universe. Imagination has no more
place than farther experiment has at present. We can do
nothing but look up and adore the Authirr of Nature.

I am unwilling to discuss farther tho merits or tho demerits
of the Belfast Address. Its brilliant style and genuine elo-

quence and enthusiasm, tho jealous love of its author, not only
for nature and experimental research, but even for the inert

matter on which tho experiments are made, have induced some
to look upon it with greater admiration than its philosophical
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character would warrant, and others to err on the other

side by too great a fear of the mischief which the tone of

its teachings with regard to religion will warrant. I do
not partake of either the adiniration or the fears

;
and, after

the full discussion of its bearings on religion in various jour-

nals and reviews, entered into by men far more competent for

the task than 1 can pretend to be, 1 may well decline the

office of pursuing the subject farther, especially in an Address
which has already taxed yom' time and patience rather

severely.

I have been obliged to take you with mo through the dark

and dreary places occupied by the philosophical atheism

of this boasted age of intellect and light. Tn the last

writings of Mill 1 have introduced you to his pretended

philosophical ideas about the being of a God, and the

existence of a revelation as from Him, which, in accuracy,

are, in my opinion, far behind those of the Greeks and
Romans a little before the Christian era. Groping as they

did in the dark, and iinjiossiblc as tluy found it altogether to

sever tlu‘ notion of the Creator from tlu' matter which He has

created, (for Pantheism in some shape or other pervades nearly

all their systems), they were rarely guilty of the unpardonable

error of speculating on the existence of a supremo God of limited

power. The notion is metaphysically impossible, and we may
well believe, both from^lilRs admissions and his non-admissions,

that in his latter days his keen, iiiLisive, logical intellect \vas

dulled. Assuming the fact of Omnipotence in the Deity (which

he will not grant), his admissions give us, unless the whole be

written with grim irony, almost all which wo Christians can

desire, that is, the probability of a revelation from God, which
of course includes supernaturalism, and the probability also

of miraculous intervention. AVith regard to Strauss, 1 consider

the melancholy exhibition of some of his latest thoughts which

1 have read to you, as the rrddrlhnnl nhsi{nlui}i jiroof of almost

all which wo contend for. He has for many years been descend-

ing from one platform of seinibelief and rationalistic doubt to

one still lower, till he has lost all religion, and ciudly discusses

the question, Are wo yet Christians 't by tr> ing to persuade

ns that there is neither God nor immortality. Pew oven of the

illuminati among our men of science who are engaging them-
selves, each from his own point of view, in the propagaudism
of unbelief or tho establishment of something else which they

call religion, will follow Strauss to this lo\vest depth, ami his

example may, under the blessing of God, act as a warning
rather than an eucourageinent.
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Then with regard to physical science, I think we have seen

that its real advances are in favour of religious faith. This

mysterious atom in which some can see the promise and
potency of all terrestrial life/^ has to my mind brought God
nearer to us. We see now the elements out of which it has

pleased Him to make the world ;
we see the presence of that

one Supreme Intelligence as distinctly in the weed that grows

or the flower that blossoms on our own planet as in the stars

and nebulm which at still unmeasured or uniniagined distances

reflect His glory and proclaim His unvarying laws.

The Bishoi’ of Llandaff.

—

My Lord Shaftesbury, ladies, and gentlemen,

—

I liave the honour to move :
‘‘ That the best thanks of the ineetiiijj; be pre-

sented to the Kev. E. Main, the Eateliffe Observer, for the Aiiiiiial Address

now delivered, and also to tliose who have read ])apers during the session.’*

It is a great gratification to know that this Address, which unites the two

subjects of scientific investigation and true Christian faith, will not only

have been heard >>1111 very great advantage by those present, but that,

being published in our Jouinal, it will be circulated throughout the kingdom,

and w'ill give the same pleasure and profit to many others that it has done

to ourselves. The second part of the resolution refers to those who have

read papers during the session— papers which are not only extremely

valuable from their contents, but also from the discussions which follow

them. As I have never before this liad the pleasure of being present at any

of these meetings, I may take the liberty of saying how thankful I am that

such a society as this exists, and that it is pursuing its course with such

energy. I trust that every Anniversary meeting m ly prove tliat the Society

is gaining greater hold upon the intelligence and n spect of the public. We
live in days of great intellectual activity, and there is no subject to which

that intellectual activity has given a greater impulse, perhaps, than that of

scientific inquiry and the practical re.sults of science to our daily life. I

think we may well believe that there is no desire whatever to limit the

progress of scientific inquiry, (’ertaiiily we could not possibly do so. But
why should we attempt it / If I understand it Jiright, scientific inquiry,

when properly conducted, is nothing more nor less than a devout examina-

tion of the works of our Almighty (creator
;
and the more we become

acquainted with these, and the nearer we ajiproaeh to His presence, the more
must every one be filled wdth devout adoration and a sense of His infinite

majesty and glory. As the learned author of this aildress has pointed out

in the course of his observations, that the one circumstance of the Almighty
having given us faculties to enable us to pursue these investigations,

must be taken a j^riori as a reason and a proof that it is ([uite consistent

with our duty, as well as with our highe.st interests, that we should pursue
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scientific inquiry. But we must always recollect that it has pleased our

Almighty Maker to give unto us not only intellectual faculties, but also a

moral nature, and something which has to live when this world has passed

away. And this moral condition of man brings its own necessities, which

must be supplied, and it is impossible that mere science can supply them

Now, there is no necessity that there should be an antagonism between the

Kevelation of God in His works and in His word. There may be difficulties

in Eevelation—we should expect such ;
for how arc we to understand those

things wliich have reference to infinity I We find difficulties in nature

which we cannot explain : how much more then, when wc come to consider

the moral and the spiritual things 1 1 here may be a difference between the

kind of evidence in which we are to receive Science and Revelation ; but we

should always recollect that, though the truths of religion may not be

the subject of <lcmonstration, we have an amount of moral evidence

collected from the facts which range over a very ^\ ide surface indeed, all

converging at one point
;
and these give us a moral certainty that religion is

true. And as reasonable men we are bound to act upon that moral certiiinty.

And if we did what Coleridge recommended a friend to do, who was doubting

about religion, namely, to try it, we should no doubt find the truth of what

our Saviour has said, that if any man do the will of God he will know

whether the doctrine be of God.

Rev. T. P. Boulthke, LL.D.—I rise with great pleasure to second the

resolution. As an old Cambrnlge mathematician, I liave listened with

the greatest delight to Professor Main’s address. He h;us given us certain

modern scientific results, and the ^urits within which these results have

been dealt with have been the closest in which they couhl possibly be laiil

down. Mr. Main has proved the use ami necessity of this Society in two

ways
;

he luis exposed the formation of errors, and he has shown a great

deal of their fallacies, and he has thrown the great w eight of his own personal

authority on the side which we all believe in. AVhat w'c all recognize as the

great cause and necessity for this Society is the peculiar tone of certain men
of science, who have not limited themselves to their ow n suhjects, but have

thought proper to attack the very fundamental principles upon which, not

only all religion, but all society is founded
;
and if it be so, inasmuch as we

must live in society, these things are far more valuable to us than any more

scientific discoveries can bo. AVo must live here together, and charity and

justice, and all the fundamental virtues, are necessary to us heie
;
but it is

not necessary to us that we should kno\v the ultinialo constitution of atoms.

Therefore, to say nothing of the infinitely greater things that rise up before

us as Christians, >ve are all persuaded of the great value of tliis Society. This

is not simply a clerical society
;
but in this, as in all other matters, we

advance best when the clergy and the laity can advance together. I have

much pleasure in seconding the resolution.

The resolution was carried unanimously, and acknowledged by the Rev.

R. Main.
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Mr. (J. Brooke, F.R.S.— I am requested to address you a second time iii

consequence of the unavoidable absence at the House of Commons, of Mr.

John Walter, who had charge of the following resolution ;
—“ That our best

thanks be given to our esteemed President, Lord Shaftesbury, not only for

his kindness in presiding on this occasion, but for the inestimable manner in

which he has devoted his whole life and energies to the maintenance of all

those principles which it is the main object of this Society to support.”

(Cheers.)

Mr. A. W. (hiiCKMAY." 1 have the honour ami pleasure of seconding the

resolution. The resolution wiis carried with applause.

The Earl of Suaftkshury, K.Gr.—My lords, ladies, and gentlemen,—

I

am sure you w'ill readily believe that I accept with much gratitude the vote

you have been pleased to pass
;
but I should feel a still deeper sense of grati-

tude if you would excuse a speech from me, for I really shrink from all the

great subjects which have been brought before us. I believe I was present

at the very birth of tliis Society, when an address was delivered by my friend

Mr. Walter Mitchell, in a small dark room. I had no conception at that

time of the work which the Society would do, and of the position which it

would hold, and 1 assure you I feel now very much like an astonished duck

that finds it has hatched an ostrich’s egg. (Laughter.) 1 had no expecta-

tion whatever of seeing the Society assume such magnificent proportions, and

from the bottom of my heart I thank Almighty Cod that lie has so prospered

our efforts. (Cheers.) I did at one period give up some time to the study of

science, but it is so many years since, that 1 have lost the little scientific know-

ledge I once had. Forty-four years ago Iwasmuch engaged in Sir James South’s

place at Kensington, and many hours and days have 1 spent there, but I am
astonished now at the ignorance in which I was, at a time when 1 thought I

had attained to the very heights of science. We are greatly indebted to our

learned lecturer to-night for conveying to us so much important knowledge,

and for conveying it in so masterly and literary a style. (Cheers.) And im-

buing it also with such a noble spirit of piety, religion, and truth. (Loud

cheers.) Again I say, I give God thanks that we are brought together to

have it manifested before us that there are men of science who can combine

the two, and see in science and religion the one God, the Creator of the

world. I remember that the object with which this Society was formed was,

not merely to beat down the views of other.s, not to be antagonistic to the

progress of science, but to do all that we could do for the development of

Truth
;
and if I may use the phrase, to give religion “ fair play ”

: for our

opponents came down with so much heat, and such a weight of authority, and

told us that no man who was not a simpleton could ever believe in science

and religion together, that we said, “ We will see what we can do—we will

bring masterly minds and pious hearts together, and see if we cannot give a

great manifestation in favour of revealed truth.” What has been the result ?

Has there not been a great reaction in the public mind ? ((cheers.) Do not

people now, to a much larger extent, profess to believe in Revelation i And
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do not some of those believers rank among the best scientific men of the

day i (Cheers.) My own desire as to science is that she should go on with

enormous and uncontrolled rapidity, rather than go so slowly as she does. Our

scientific men lag behind too much ;
they get a fact and rest upon it, and

think that with it they can tear down all revealed religion
;
until after a time

they find it no fact at all. (Cheers.) They should not pause so long, they

should dive to the lowest depths, ascend to the greatest heights, and leave

nothing untouched nor unexainined
;
but they should be sure of their facts

”

before they come forward and proffer to weak and timid minds a “ theory,”

and so establish an unbelief that may never be uprooted : for there are many

who hear the statement of a case who never hear its refutation. (Cheers.)

[The Annual fleeting being concluded, the members, associates, and their

friends assembled in the Museum of the Society of Arts, wliere refreshments

were served.]
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ORDINARY MEETING, June 21, 1875.

Held at the House of the Society of Arts,

The Rev. Robinson Thornton, D.D., V.P., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed, and the fol-

lowing Elections were announced :

—

Members :

—

Rev. Canon 11, E. Brooke, M.A., Bath.

Rev. R. P. Davies, M.A., F.R.A.S., Gloucester.

Rev. T. Goadby, B.A., President, Chiswell College.

Rev. Professor J. J. Lias, M.A., St. David’s.

Rev. Canon Tristram, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., Durham.

Rev. J. Stephenson, B.A., London.

T. Croggon, Ksq., London.

J. Moore, Esq., Dulwich.

Associates

Rev. Professor S. M^AII, Hackney.

Rev. C. R. W. Nursey, Clapham.

Rev. H. R. Reynolds, D.D., President, Cheshunt College.

Rev. J. M. Rogers, Derry.

F. Beer, Esep, South Afiica.

Colonel S. Denniss, London.

F, W. P. Long, Esq., Great Yarmouth.

R. M, !Mitsters, Esq., South Africa.

O. C. Pell, Esq., Ely,

Also the presentation of the following Work.s for the Library

‘Proceedings of the Royal Society.” I*art Ifil. From the Society,

„ „ Geographical Society.” Vol. xix. Ditto.

„ „ Institution.” Part 02. Ditto,

„ Geological Society.” Part 122. Ditto,

„ United States {geological and (geographical Survey,”

1874. From the Survey.

‘ Animals not Automata.” By Professor Hazard, U. S. A.

From Prof, Morris.

‘ The Lost Continent.” From J, Cooper, Esq.

• Heroines of the Past.” Fiom IV. R. Cooper, Esq.

‘ Syrian Miscellanies.” Ditto.

‘ Records of the Past.” Vol. iii. From II. T. Bagster, Esq.

“ The Seat of Power.” By J. Leith, Esq., (Australia). From the Author.

“Fortnightly Review.” From J. W, Lea, Esq.

“ Responsibility in Mental Disease.” Ditto,

“ World-wide (Jrisis.” From Professor A. iMiff, D,D»
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The following Paper was then read by the Author :

—

ON THE ETRUSCAN LANGUAGE, By the Rev. Isaac

Taylor, M.A.

The origin of the Etruscan people and the nature of their

language is a mystery which has perhaps excited more
fruitless curiosity than any similar question. Niebuhr believed

the problem would prove to be insoluble
;
at the same time he con-

sidered its solution to be of such great importance that he expressed

liimself willing to share his fortune with the man uho should be so

fortunate as to make the discovery.

The question is important because it is bound up with the early

history of Rome. The first chapter of Roman history cannot be

truly written until the Etruscan secret has been discovered.

At the time when legend ceases and history begins, the miglity

Etruscan nation ruled Italy from Vesuvius to the Alps, Rome her-

self being included in the Etruscan dominion, and being ruled by

an Etruscan Lucumo. It was from her Etruscan masters that she

acquired the rudiments of culture, and learned the arts of masonry,

of pottery, of metal-working, and of writing. When at last the

Romans had freed themselves from tlie Etruscan dominion, a

struggle for supremacy commenced, which was not finally concluded

for six centuries. In two centuries more tlie Etruscan language

died out. This nation—once so mighty, so wealthy, so civilized

—

disappeared utterly, leaving behind only the crumbling walls of

deserted cities, still encompassed by vast cemeteries which have

filled the museums of Europe with costly objects of luxury and

art—vases, cups, lamps, statues, mirrors, gems, jewellery, and
armour. More than all, these tombs have yielded ;j,0()() inscrip-

tions, written in a strange, uncouth language, wholly diilerent from

any form of speech which is known to have been spoken in any of

the neighbouring lands.

The interpretation of this language is the only philological pro-

blem of first-rate importance wdiich still remains unsolved. I have

undertaken to set before you to-night an account of the progress

which has been made towards its solution.

Not long ago there were three such unsolved problems. Three

ancient civilizations bequeathed to the modern world a sealed

literary treasure. The temples of Egypt, the palaces of Assyria,

the tombs of Etruria, had preserved* three unknown literatures,
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written in three unknown languages, the interpretation of which has

been the task of our own century. The task is now well-nigh accom-

plished. The inscriptions of Egypt and Assyria are a mystery no

longer
;

the inscriptions of Etruria, which were the first to be

attacked by scholars, have been the last to guard their secret.

The Etruscan riddle differs altogether in its nature from the

other two. To explain an inscription in an unknown language

two things must be found out. In the first place, it is necessary

to ascertain the phonetic value of the signs or letters
;
secondly,

we must discover tlie linguistic affinities of the language. Now in

the case of the Hieroglyphic and the Cuneiform inscriptions, it was

the first of these obstacles which presented the difficulty
;
when

that difficulty had been overcome, the rest was comparatively easy.

And so when a happy guess had shown that certain recurring sets

of signs in the inscriptions must represent the names of Cleopatra

and rtolemy, of Darius and Xerxes, the interpretation of the

Egyptian and the Assyrian records followed as a thing of course.

It was only a question of sagacity and patience to w'ork out all

those magnificent results which have been obtained.

But with regard to the Etruscan inscriptions the obstacle has

been of a wholly different order. The value of the Etruscan letters

is easily found, as they arc only modified forms of the Phmnician

or Carthaginian letters, and are themselves the source from which

the well-known Koman letters have been derived. The problem

is, therefore, to discover some cognate language—some language

ancient or modern—belonging to the same family of speech, by the

aid of which the Etruscan inscriptions may be interpreted..

Now, if wc knew positively the meaning of a single Etruscan

sentence containing a dozen words, it would not be difficult to

detect the linguistic affinities of the language. A bilingual in-

scription, such as that famous Rosetta stone which gave the key

to the hieroglyphic records, would amply serve the purpose.

It is true there are in existence a few bilingual inscriptions

in Etruscan and Latin
;

but, unfortunately, they are either so

meagre or so mutilated as to be of very limited value. One of

the best of them comes from a sarcophagus found at Perugia. It

contains only four Etruscan words, and these are all of them
proper names. On the side of the sarcophagus, in well-formed,

carefully cut letters, is the Latin inscription :

—

P. VOLUMNIUS A. F. VIOLENS OAFATIA NATUS

On the lid of the sarcophagus we have the Etruscan translation,

somewhat rudely scratched, in letters of the very latest forms :

—

PUPVBLIMNA AU OAHATIAL

These inscriptions evidently date from the early days of the
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Empire, when the Etruscan language was dying out, and Latin

was the ruling language at Perugia. In this sarcophagus was
buried the descendant of a long line of Etruscan nobles—himself

the last Etruscan, the first Koman, of his race.

Now if we rearrange the two inscriptions, so as to show how
the several words correspond, we have

—

Latin:— p. voLUMNius a.f. vtolens, cafatia natus.

Etruscan :—pup. velimna au. caiiatial.

The agreement of the Prsenomen the Nomen, and the Patronymic

is easy to follow'. The Latin Agnomen violens has no direct

equivalent in the Etruscan translation, though probably, like other

Agnomina, it may be derived by translation from caiiati, the

name of the man’s mother.* The most important point to notice is

that CAIIATIAL, the last word of the Etruscan record, is equivalent

to CAFATIA NATUS, the last words of the Latin inscription. In

another bilingual inscription the Etruscan w'ord cainal is in like

manner translated by cainnia natus. Hence we learn positively

the meaning of the suffix a/, which occurs many hundred times in

Etruscan inscriptions. It was the regular Etruscan metronymic
;

it is usually appended to the mother’s name, and means “ child

or “born of.” Our nearest approach to the names (LAHatial

or cainal are the English patronymics, such as Johnson and

Thompson
;
metronymics like Maryehild or Lucychild, if w'c had

them, would exactly represent the Etruscan nomenclature.

The bilinguals give us some small further help. The w ord sec

or SECii occurs in 79 epitaphs, all of which relate to women. The
Etruscans must have had a word meaning “ daughter ”

;
and such a

word must necessarily have been often used in mortuary inscrip-

tions. This meaning is perfectly suitable in all the 79 inscriptions

which contain the word sec. In one case this word sec appears to

be translated by the lM\nfilia.\ Wo may, therefore, take it as

certain that sec meant “ daughter.”

In like manner there are 89 epitaphs, all of them relating to

men, which contain the word clan. In one bilingual this is re-

presented in the Latin version by f., which of course stands

for Jilius, It is agreed on all hands that (^lan must mean “son,”

or perhaps distinctively “eldest son.'^

The suffix -ISA occurs in innumerable inscriptions. There can

bo no doubt that it designates married women. Thus Hekinisa
would bo the “ wife of Herini.^^

Hero then are four definite results. We have the meanings of

* See p. 195, infra. t Corssen, p. 104, note.
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the four Etruscan vocables which occur most frequently in tho

inscriptions. They are

—

“AL child of/'

SEC “daughter."

CLAN “son.'^

-ISA “ wife of."

We have now reached the first stage of our inquiry. I shall

presently recall your attention to these four words, tlie meanings of

which were correctly surmised some eighty years ago.

During the next half-century numerous Etruscan inscriptions

were discovered and classified. They were discussed in many learned

books, but no real progress was made towards the elucidation of the

Etruscan mystery. The key was not found. At last, in the year

1847^ a discovery was made not one whit less important in its way
than the memorable discovery of the Rosetta stone. The Princess

of Canino had the good fortune to find in a newly excavated tomb

on her estate a pair of ivory dice. These dice, which arc now in

the Cabinet des Medaillcs at Paris, were inscribed with six Etruscan

words,—one word on each of the six faces. These words arc :

—

MACH, HUTII, CI, SA, ZAL, THU.

This discovery naturally excited the greatest interest, as it was at

once perceived that these six words could only be the first six

Etruscan digits. Bunsen repeatedly declared his conviction that

these dice would prove to be the key to unlock the secret of the

Etruscan language. Numerous attempts have been made to connect

these six words with the numerals used by other races of ancient

Italy. All these attempts, however, have failed so conspicuously

that eminent scholars, such as Prof. Max Muller and Prof. Corssen,

have doubted whether these words arc numerals at all. Prof.

Corssen goes further
;
he thinks it quite out of the question that

they can be numerals. He is of opinion that the words on the dice

are closely akin to Latin. He thinks they are to be arranged and

translated as follows :

—

Mach thu-zal huth ci-sa.

Magus donarium hoc cisorio facit.

Mr. Ellis pertinently observes that with this arrangement of tho

words the sentence is good Gaelic, and means :

—

“ Mac Dougal gave this."

It is equally good Armenian with the sense

—

“ Magus cuts the recompense of his vow."

Lastly, Lord Crawford takes the words as a mixture of Gothic and
Greek, and translates them as a sort of gambler's prayer :

—

“ May these sacred dice fall double sixes."
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Everything, in short, can be made out of anything if once the needful

license be allowed. We have only to choose our language, arrange

our words, allow ourselves as much phonetic license as may be

needful, and then the interpretation follows.

Whether, however, any such wild guess-work can be at all per-

mitted,—whether it is possible that these six words can be anything

else than Etruscan numerals, this is the question which must be

positively settled before we go further. The importance of this

question cannot be overrated. It decides absolutely the nature of

the Etruscan language.

On the tombstones of all races four facts arc commonly recorded

—name, parentage, marriage, and age.

Among the thousands of Etruscan epitaphs there are naturally

many which record the age attained by the deceased person. Such
inscriptions can easily be picked out from the rest by their con-

taining figures similar to the w’ell-known Roman figures. Here,

lor instance, arc a few instances of such inscriptions :
—

LAKIS : SETIIKES : CKACIAL * AVILS *. XXVIII

PEPNA : RUIFE : ARTHAL AVILS XVIII

VIPINANAS . VELTIIUR . VELTIIURUS . AVILS XV

CEICNAS : ARNTU : ABNTHAL : AVILS : XXIX

SIATHILARNTUU AVILS XXIX

AXES ARXTII VELTHUAL CLAN LUPU AVILS L

ARNT . TIIANA . LUPU . AVILS XVII

U.IZENl RAMTIIAL LUPU . AVI [ls] . XXIII

AVILS LXX LUPU

In all these cases the figures which denote the age are preceded by

the word avils. There can be no doubt that this word avils

means “aged."^ Also the word LUPU, which is sometimes intro-

duced, must mean “he died,"" We obtain therefore, these three

formulae for expressing the age of the deceased :
—

(1) A. 13, avils XXIX

(2) A. B. lupu avils xvii

(S) A. B. avils lxx lupu

In all the formulae the w'ord avils is immediately followed by the

figures.

Now, sixteen epitaphs have been found in which this word
avils is followed, not by figures, but by words. Omitting, for the

sake of brevity, the names of the deceased, which always precede

the record of the age, the sixteen ejutaplis arc as follo^vs ;

—
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1. lupu avils machs zathrums

2. avils machs seniphalchls Inpu

3. avils machs mealchlsc

4. avils huihs muvalcJds lupu
/)'. avils hnths lupu

6. avils /tilths crich Is

7. avils cealcJds lupu

8. avils CIS crulclds

9. avils CIS muralchls

10. avils thiniesi muTdlchls lupu

11. lupu avils esals cezpalchals

12. avils sa^

13. avils tivrs sas

14. avils sesphs lupuce

15 avils ciemzathrms lupu

16. avils CIS zdthrmsc

There can be no reasonable doubt that the words in italics,

which exactly take the place of the usual tigaircs iii the three

formulae for denoting age^ must be Etruscan numerals.

In all known languages, numbers between twenty and one

hundred are constructed on the same model. Let us take, for

instance, the English numbers

—

Twenty four,

Thirty two,

Forty tlirec.

Wc see that in every case there is a short word, called the

and a longer word called the decade. The digits, two, three, and four,

are dissimilar in form. Tiie decades, twenty, thirty, and forty,

have a common suffix which means ten.*' The iirst syllables

of the decades are digits which have undergone slight phonetic

modifications. If we now examine our Etruscan numerals, it is

easy to pick out the decades and the digits. The words me.\lciilsc,

MUVALCllLS, CEALCHLS, CEL(M1LS, SEMPIIALCIILS, CEZPALrilALS, ZA-

THiiUMS, and ciemzathkms can only be decades
;

whihi the words

MACHS, iiUTiis, CIS, Tiiu-NEsi, ESALS, and SAS must he digits. Here
then, without any reference to the dice, we have got. six words

jiurporting to be Etrascan digits. It isohvi»uis that inscribed dice,

and inscriptions on coffins recording people’s ages, can have no

Words in common except digits. If there is an agreement of a fair

jiroportion, say four or five, of the two sets nf words which purport

to be digits, the proof is overwhelming that both the words on the

dice and the words in the epitaphs are really numerals, and
nothing else.

The correspondences arc thcsc-

o o
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Dice Digits. Epitaph Digits.

MACH MACH-S
ilUTH HUTII-S

CI PI-S

SA SA-S

ZAL ESAL-S

TllU THU-NESl

The last digit is j)rol):ibly a compound denoting either 7, 8, or 9.

As to the others, the agreements are as remarkable as the differ-

ences. The chief difference is the regular addition of a final s in

the epitaph digits. This can very easily be accounted for. The
dice aigits must be the cardinal numbers, one, two, tliree, four, five,

six. Taking avils to mean a fntis, the epitaph digits would be

ordinals, and the final s would be the ordinal suffix, corresponding

to th in the English ordinals four-th, fif-th, and six-tb.

AVe may therefore take it as beyond dispute that ae have really

got hold of the first six Etruscan digits^ and also of at least ten

other numerals lower than one hundred. The philological import-

ance of tills nsult can hardly be ex.aggerated. Jacol) (irirnm, the

great comparative ])hilologist, has laid down tlie law tliat numerals

take the first rank as evidences of the alfinities of language. There

are few who w'ill venture to gainsay him.

But here comes a great difiiculty
;
a difficulty so great, tliat for

more than a quarter of a century it lias rendered useless the key to

the Etruscan language ^Ulich the dice have supplied. How are we
to ascertain the order in which these six words are to be arranged ?

Any one of the six words on the dice might denote any one of the

first six numbers. There are fifteen possible arrangements— all

different. How shall we allot the six words to the six digits ? Our
six keys are of no use till we know how to place them in the

six key-holes. It is possible to evade this difficulty by beginning

with the decades instead of the digits. Taking our sixteen epitaphs,

it is manifest that tw^o of them (Nos. and 12) contain only

dice digits, and tlicrefore relate to children not more than six years of

age. In one epitaph (No. 14) the word sesphs is shown by the effigy

of the deceased to denote the age of a lad in his teens, while another

(No. 13) is anomalous, since the word tivrs might mean tenth/'

or it might mean ‘‘days,'' “ weeks," or “ months." Setting these

four epitaphs aside, there remain twelve inscriptions which certainly

contain decades. These decades are of two kinds. We have

—

MEALCHLSC ZATHRUMS
MUVALciiLS (thrice) zathrmso
CELCHL8, or CEALCHLS (thricc) CIEMZATHRMS
tsEMPHALCHLS

CEZPALCJ1L8
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Discarding the final sibilant as being only the ordinal sigti, wo
have nine inscriptions in which the decade ends in hch-l. This,

therefore, must be a decadal suffix correspondii^ to -ty in English,

-zig in German, -(jhita in Latin, or -Kovra in Greek.

Here then, at least, is something absolutely certain and definite,

free from all doubts and ambiguities, which may be used as the

starting-point in determining the family of languages to which the

Etruscan speech belonged.

Now it is utterly out of the question that the Etruscans can have

been a colony of Negroes, or Hottentots, or South-Sea Islanders, or

Mexicans, or Peruvians, or Red Indians. The portraits in their

tombs, to say nothing of geographical considerations, are enough to

dispose of any such hypothesis.

rutting aside the languages of such impossible races, the lan-

guages of Europe and Asia divide themselves into three grand

divisions :
—

I. The Aryan or Indo-European languages,—such as Sanskrit,

Persian, Greek, Latin, German, Russian, or Welsh.

II. The Semitic languages,—such as Phoenician, Hebrew, Arabic,

and Assyrian.

III. The Turanian languages, comprising tlic various Finnic,

Turkic, Mongolic, Dravidic, and Malayic dialects.

Thus the problem reduces itself to this simple question,—In

which of the three great families of speech—Aryan, Semitic, or

Turanian, arc there any decades resembling this Etruscan decade ?

Are there any languages in which l-cA-l, or any equivalent root, is

used as a decadal suffix ?

To this very definite question there is a very definite answer.

The Aryan and the Semitic languages are at once put out of court.

The claims of Hebrew, Arabic, Phoenician, Coptic, Celtic, Oscan,

Umbrian, Latin, Greek, Gothic, and Sclavonic, all of which have

been urged by learned men, in learned books, disappear before this

siinplo test. In none of them do the decades end in 1-k-I.

The Turanian languages arc left. If fAry do not satisfy our

test, the Etruscan language must, as some have thought, stand

apart, solitary and kinless among all the known languages of the

earth ;—a single shattered peak as it were, emerging out of the

deluge which has overwhelmed the whole linguistic world to which

it formerly belonged.

Fortunately, however, our test is satisfied by the North Tura-

nian, Altaic, or Finno-Turkic family of speech, a class which

includes the languages of the Lapps, Finns, Magyars, Turks,

Tatars, Mongols, and Samoyedes.
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The westernmost of these languages is the Lapp. Now in

Lapp the word lohke means both ten, -teen, and -ty. Tlius we
have

—

wdt = 5 lokke = 10 wit-a-lokke = 50

kut = 6 lokke = 10 kut-a-lokke = 60

kolm = 3 lokke = 10 kolm-a-lokke = 30

In the construction of these Lapp decades a formative or euphonic

a is supplied between the digital and decadal sign, just as in the

Etruscan decade, ce-a-lchl, where the first syllable is obviously

the digit which appears on the dice as ct.

The root l-k, with the meaning ten'' or is not confined

to Lapp and Etruscan. It appears in various Finnic languages in

an abraded and softened form, as in the Wogul = 10, or in the

Tscheremiss lo = ^‘ty
''

in ko-lo = 20. It is also found in the

Turkic languages. For instance, in Koibal Tatar we have decades

ending in and as i-Z/.r = 50, and kr-rrh = *10. In

Uiyur Tatar tlie guttural is softened, and w’e have lam = 10, a

form transitional to the Finnic hi = 10. Therefore, this Etruscan

decade exists in each of tlie two great divisions of Altaic spcecli.

It can also be traced in tlie Basque, a remote congener of the

Finnic languages.*

The second I in the Etruscan root hk-l has to be accounted for.

Now, there are several reasons for supposing that the Etruscans,

like some other Turanian nations, counted by scores instead of by

tens. In this case the suffix hk-l ought to denote ‘‘ twenty."' Since

the Turanian root l-h means ten,^" the form l-k4 may be taken

as a reduplicated form, W' +/-/;, or 10-f 10. Now, supplying a

vowel, it is plain that in such a w'ord as leklh^ the final guttural

would be very difficult to pronounce, and would be certain ulti-

mately to disappear, leaving lekl to mean twenty.""

It may therefore he affirmed that the Turanian languages afford

a complete and satisfactory explanation of this Etruscan dccade.f

The scientific method of research is to subject any supposed

discovery to every possible test of its correctness. If the true key

has been found, it ought to open all the wards of the lock. Now
the two triads of Etruscan numerals

—

BasqiU', — (W. Gror^iini

t I am not ))rf*pared to .'ifiirm that the Aryan d-r; n .-10 inoy not ultimately

be connected with the Turanian l-h= i{K Jn fact, in some of the Teutonic
languages there .seem to be faint echoes or survivals of the primitive Turanian
form. Thus the I has been retained in the English numerals e-levcn and
twe-/rr

; while in the Lithuanian, which approximates more closely to Finnic
f)nn.s than otlier Aryan languages, we have the exceptional and anomalous
numeral 1ry-lika=i;b
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MACHS MEALCIILSC CIS MUVALCHLS
MACHS SEMPIIALCHLS CIS CEALCHLS
MACHS ZATHRUMS CIS ZATHRMSC

ifcompared together, show that zathrum must be an Etruscan decade,
totally different in its formation from the decades ending in -lchl. No
such decade as zathrum, or anything the least like it, is known in
any Aryan or Semitic form of speech. If the Turanian languages
can explain this decade as well as the other, the weight of our
evidence is not simply doubled, but increased a thousand-fold. A
single coincidence between the Etruscan and the Turanian decades
might possibly be accidental

; that there should be two such co-

incidences, both of them accidental, is quite incredible.

Rejecting the ordinal suffix (s), the Etruscan decade is zatiirum.
Now, letter for letter,* this is the same as one of tlie Yenisscian
decades. We have

—

Etruscan z - a - th - r - u - m
Yenissei s - ai - th - j

- u - fi

The Siberian decade saithjun signifies ‘‘ forty.'' The Ycnisseian
languages leave no doubt as to the composition of this numeral.

The first syllabic, sai-y means “ four," and the second syllable,

•thjuhy is the usual decadal suttix, equivalent to ty." Thus we
have

—

kina = 2 khin-thjuil = 20
khala = 5 khal-thjun = 50

Now we find this word thjaiiy meaning ten " or “ -ty," running
through a host of Altaic languages from China to the Baltic.

Thus we have

—

3Iants/iu DJUAN 10
Mongol
Hamoyed (JMotor)

DJUN =: 10
DJXUM = JO

Yakut DJBAN 10
Turkish ON 10
Ostiak JON JO
Volga Finn KJBMENt 10
Baltic Finn KYMMEN ZZi 10

* The letter s is pronounced like the letter s in the word sugar. The
sound of the Etmsciin % was probably the same. The final h in saithjuh
is the nasal w, which is constantly interchanged with ?«. An Etruscan r
answers to a Turkic j. (See Etruavan lic^carchexy p. 20G.) The letters r ^\\\d

j are also interchangeable in Siberian languages. (Sec Schott, Tat. ISpr..

pp. 28, 29, 35.)

t A primitive d or t sometimes becomes k in Finn, e. g. old Mngyar turch
-Finn kurku.
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It may, therefore, be asserted not only that the Etruscan decades

can be explained by the Altaic languages, but that every Altaic

language, from the Baltic to the Amoor, possesses either one or

both of the two Etruscan decadal suffixes which we find in such

records of age as machs me-a-fcW-sc, or machs z^-thrum-s.

So much for the Etruscan decades. They have given us what

seems to be a key to the lost speech of the Etruscans. We have

now to see if our key is tht key. Will it give consistent and pro-

bable interpretations of the six digits on the dice which have so

long baflOied the efforts of philologers ?

The great difficulty in interpreting the words on the dice is to

obtain a starting-point. This, fortunately, is supplied by the de-

cades. We have seen that the Etruscan decade za-tiirum meant

for-tyy hence we gather that the first syllabic za was equivalent to

'‘four” in Etruscan. You are aware that the Accadian, one of

the cuneiform languages of Babylonia, presents us with the most

ancient form of Turanian speech. In Accadian the number
“four” is sa or sa~na. Therefore, in endeavouring to interpret

the numerals on the dice, we may begin by assuming that the

word SA means “ four.”

Our next step is also on firm ground. In the Etruscan Museum
at Florence tlicre is an Etruscan die marked with pips. On this

die the face with four pips has opposite to it a face with two pips.

Moreover, Signor Campanari, a well-known archmologist, who col-

lated a number of Etruscan dice marked with pips, comes to the

conclusion that the Etruscan practice was to put “four” and
“ two ” on opposite faces. Let us now take our dice and sec what
word comes opposite to sa. In both of the dice it is ci or Ki.

This W'ord therefore ought to mean “ two ” in Etruscan, and if our

key is the right key, it ought also to mean “ two ” in the Altaic

languages. This we find to he tlic case. ^J'liroughout the Altaic

languages kl is the stem of the numeral “ two.” In twenty-three

Turkic and Tataric languages iki or ikke means “ two.” In Wotiak
ki (in ki-z= 20) means “ two.” In Tscheremiss ko (in ko-lo=: 20)
means “ two.” In the Finnic languages kik, kyt, ket, kaks, or some
similar word, means “two.” In Samoyed ky-dy means “two.”
In Yenissei ki-7ia means “ two.” In Avar ki-yo means “two.”
In these languages the last syllable is a numerical formative. In

Accadian, the most ancient Altaic language, kas is “ two.” More
than all, in those Altaic languages which have preserved a dual, the

dual formative is k or y.

There are various subsidiary proofs that wc are right so far in

taking sa as
‘

‘ four ” and ct as “ two.” First, the effigy of the man
whose a^c is machs zathrums represents a man in the prime of life,

and we nave seen that zathkum ought to mean “ forty.” Again,
the decade oi-em-zathrms must denote some multiple of forty, and
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as 120 or 160 arj impossible ages, ciem must mean twice/^ and
ci-EM-ZATHRMS miist be eighty. This is confirmed by the effigy on

the sarcophagus, which represents a very aged man.

Now, if CIEM means twice, it must contain as its stem the Etruscan

word for ‘^two."' That is, it must have as its stem one of the words

on the dice. The only word on the dice from which ci-em could

be formed is ci. Therefore ci means ‘‘two/' and ciem-zathrm is

twice forty or “ eighty," as the effigy would lead us to expect.*

There is yet another test of the correctness of our results. The
effigy of the man whose age was ers cealciils is now in the British

Museum. It represents a man in the prime of life, neither old nor

young. According to the preceding analysis, ce-a-lchl would

be “ two score," and the words cis cealciils would inform us that

the man died in his forty-second year. Our English numerals
“ forty " and “ two score " denote the same number, so there is no

difficulty in supposing that the Etruscan numeral zathrum may
have been a synonym of ceal(jhl.

Four of the dice digits are left

—

zvl, hutii, mach, and thu.

The word zal has not much resemblance to any Aryan numeral,

though Professor Max Muller thinks it might be identified pho-

netically with the Latin tres. It is hardly needful to resort to so

violent an expedient, as we find the exact word in the Siberian

tongues. It is obviously the Yukagir jal in jal-oiiy “ three."t

This is obviously the same as the Ostiak chol in choUym, three,"

w^hich again is the same word as the Finnic words for “ three,"

viz., koUviy kol-OHy kor-oiUy and kar-om.

The word hutii (elsewhere written hut) corresponds very

closely to the Finnic words for “six." In Lapp, Wogul, Tschc-

remiss, and Ostiak, “ six " is kut or c/tiU. In Wotiak the vowel

changes, and “ six " is In Magyar we have the farther

change to hat, where the initial letter is the same as in the Etrus-

can word, though tlie vowel sound is dilTercnt.

The two remaining words, mach and thu, arc both explained

by the Samoyed muk-tuh, “ six," or I -f V. The first syllable of

* There i» no escape whatever from this conclusion. The tftigy ahsolntely

restricts the meaning of cicw\athrm to either 70, SO, or Do. The first of

the^e meanings is excluded, because .seven being a prime number, there is

no decade of which 70 can bo a multiple. Again, if cuw zafhrm were 90,

then ‘Hathrm must be .30, and ciem- must mean “ thrice.” Hence the dice

digits sa and ci would both of them ilenote “ three,” which is absurd. There-
fore the only possible solution which the two etligics permit is to take 5rt = 4j

and a= 2.— Q. K. I).

t Dr. Schott has shown that ml^jah {Tat. Spr.y pp. 34, 35.) The
sounds are so close that the Mongol has only one sign for :: and j. The
suffix -oa in jaUoiiy is a numerical formative, meaning “ number,” and does
not belong to the root.
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tliis word means one/' the second means ‘‘ five." We also have

the two elements separately. In Tungus we have miik in muk-on,
“ one," which is the same w^ord as the Mordwin (Finnic) mike^

“one," the letters m and v being interchanged according to a

common law.* In Tungns we have Uin in tun-pa, “ five/’ and in

Magyar “five" is ot.

It may be said that the Etruscan w'ord Tiiu = 5 docs not much
resemble the Hungarian word ot = 5. Both, however, seem to be

derived from a primitive word for “hand," of which the Samoyed
tite7iy “ hand," may be taken as the primitive type. In Ostiak this

word takes the differentiated forms uta and tid, one of which means
“hand," and the other “finger." These words, uta and tid, have

respectively undergone the same changes as the Hungarian bt and
the Etruscan thiL

We obtain therefore the following interpretation of the words

on the dice :

—

MACH = 1

cr =2
ZAL = o
SA =4
THU = 5

HUTII = 6

Now if we are right in our determination of these words, the

disposition of the \vords on the dice ought to agree with the way
in which the numbers were usually placed on pip-marked dice.

According to the investigations of Signor Campanari, Etruscan

pip-marked dice were marked according to the scheme given by

cutting out the following diagram and folding it round a cube.

1

2

3

1

1

1

1

4 (>

iSchott, Tfff, Spr., pp. no, 3!.
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The Turanian interpretation of the dice marked with worda
gives the following arrangement :

—

S

G 4

The correspondence is so close as to clench the ariuincht.

I am, I think, justified in asserting that the Etruscan numerals

can be explained by means of the Turanian languages. That
neither the Aryan nor the Semitic languages w'ill explain them
stands confessed. The task has often been attempted. Pott, the

greatest autliority on numerals, has reviewed these attempts, and
has discussed the dice numerals at considerable length, and lie pro-

nounces the verdict tliat tlicy cannot bo \ryan and cannot be Semitic.

The latest advocates of an Aryan solution of tlie Etruscan problem

seem to have accepted this decision as final, and they have con-

sequently been obliged, either to contend, w’ith Dr. Corssen, tliat

the words on the dice arc not numerals at all, or else, with

Mr. Ellis, that the Etruscan was an Aryan language which pos-

sessed Turanian numerals. Which of these suppositions is the

more impossible I will not undertake to say.

The difficulty of giving an Aryan or a Semitic interpretation to

the decades is even greater than the difficulty with the digits.

With one exception. Lord Crawford passes over the decades in

silence. He translates avils maciis mealciils, “aged 18—

a

leper/' The decade mealchl is, he thinks, related to the Latin

fnaciila^ “ a spot.'* Wliat diseases are denoted by such words as

muvalcuils, cealciils, and skmpualoiilh, he docs not inform us.

Dr. Corssen, the latest and most distinguished advocate of the

Aryan theory, is quite unable to explain these words mealciils,

muvalciils, cealciils, ZATiiKiJMS, and the rest, as Italic decades.

In a sort of heroic despair he lias broaclied the astounding theory

that they are the names of peculiarly carved coffin ornaments whose

particular nature he cannot explain. The word avils, which he
admits means “aged,'' he takes to signify the nninc of the man
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who carVed them. The record avils lxxi he translates ‘‘aged

71,” but the parallel record avils maciis mealchlsc means, he

says, Avilius Mafjas meaciilos ^sculpait].

That these words are really decaaes will not be disputed by any

one who is not blinded by a preconceived theory. I am therefore

entitled to demand that any future advocate of an Aryan or

Semitic theory, should any such arise, must fairly meet and

answer my argument from the numerals.

But if it be admitted, as it must be, that the Etruscan numerals

are decisively Turanian, it follows, I think, without further evi-

dence, that the Etruscan belongs to the Turanian family of

languages.

If, however, this should be disputed, there is an abundance of

other evidence. We can try our key in other locks, and see if it

will open them.

One lock, hitherto unopened, lies ready to our hand. Next to

the numerals, the household words denoting the commonest rela-

tionships of life are the most persistent in their vitality. Other

words change as languages grow old. These words, which are the

first to be lisped by baby lips, outlive almost every other element of

language. Such words, therefore, rank very high in philoloric value.

We have already seen that the bilingual inscriptions determine

the meaning of the four most frequent vocables on the Etruscan

monuments. All these are, fortunately, words of kinship, so pre-

cious to the philologist. They are

—

SEC “ daughter
”

clan son
”

-al -child”
-ISA “wife”

None of these relationships are thus designated, so far as I am
aware, in any Aryan language, nor have any passable Aryan ety-

mologies been proposed for them.* In the Turanian languages,

however, we find them all, and with the same meanings which they

bear in Etruscan. Thus we have

—

Etruscan CLAN son

Turcoman offlan son

Etruscan -ISA wife

Mongol izi wife

Tungus aei wife

^ As an example of the far-fetched etymoloffies propounded, 1 may men-
tion that SEC, “ (laughter,’^ has been derived either from the Latin sequor, or
««co, as well as from the Sclavonic posagn, “ marriage.” For clan we are
referred to the Latin words geniiue, gnatus^ and grandis, Mr. Ellis allows
that /;ec mu.st be a Finnic word, but does not see that his admission is fatal
to his theory of the Aryan character of Etruscan.
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Etruscan -AL child

Tungus till child
\

Tatar aid and ol son 3

Etruscan SKC daughter

Lapp salko offspring*

Susian sak son >

Scythic

Tungus
sak-ri son

a*satk-an daughter

Next to the numerals and the desi‘^nations of kinship, the words

which possess tlie highest philologic value are the personal pro-

nouns, and some forms of the verb-substantive. Here the cor-

respondence is very close between the Etruscan and the Altaic

languages. Thus tlie personal pronoun of the first person in

Etruscan is In, and in Magyar en. In Etruscan tlie verb-sub-

stantive, first person singular, is “ I am/' In Mongol it

takes the forms a null
^

)nii, and />/, uhile in Tatar it is mi-n^

the final n being a vestige of the pronoun of the first person

referred to.

For the numerous correspondences between the vocabulary of the

Etruscans and of the Altaic nations, I must refer to my “ Etruscan

Researches.

One of the most certain conclusions of modern philology is that

grammar is of far greater value than vocabulary as a test of the

affinities of language. How, without iruesswork or unwarrantable

* The Turanian root s-Zj seem.s to have ori^dnally meant “ chiKf,^’ and
afterwards to have been differentiated in nieaninj^ so as to desicinate “ ‘'on

”

in some languaj^es and “ daughter ’’ in others. The original meaning i^ s^on in

the Lapp mkho^ “offspring,’’ and also in the cuneiform Scythic, wln're llio

root s’rtf/io denotes filial descent, as in the verb “ ^^o an* descended,”
“ we are the offspring.”

t For example

Etruscan : W2a=land

Etruscan

Etruscan
;

Etruscan

Etruscan ;

Etruscan

:

Etruscan
:

Etruscan
:

bit, a make-
weight

(Ztt?n?ins= horse

f<tTa=young

Idne^he lived

hinth— Liie

tw/ar= tombs
violent

van 5= red

Etruscan: jTajfMes a soothsayer

j Finn : //<(/ = land

I
Accadian : ma= land

j•Ycnissei : wintu <•=({ bit, a little

j Finn : da?«an = inare

i Lapp : horse

Yakut: «d»Z<r^yoimg

{

Magyar : /<a/K‘=to be

h a;/ - existence

Finn : (7(’/n/(r.=Life

Hunnic : teulo—ix grave

Tatiir : Aaffi= violent

Ostiak: ?n/r?/=red

C Wotiak : fafaja= soothsayer

< Lapp: knower one who
( Knows
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assumptions, can we detect any elements of Etruscan giamniar in

the huge chaos of the Etruscan inscriptions ? We can only work,

with any safety, from the known to the unknown. Now it is a
certainty that the words on the dice arc numerals. It is therefore

obvious that if any of tlie words on tlie dice occur in other inscrip-

tions, some contiguous word may be expected to exhibit a plural

form. Now the numerals ci, zal, and iiUTii, are found not only

on the dice but also in other inscriptions. In every case where
they are found the next uord ends in r. We have the following

phrases :
—

CI CLENAR
CLENAR Cl

CLENAR ZAL

HUTII NAPER
HUT NAPER
NAPER CT

NAPER XII

Here there is a very definite grammatical result. It is as certain

as any such inference can be that ~ar or -er was a plural suffix in

Etruscan. Now Dr. Schott, perhaps the highest authority on
the Altaic languages, has expressed his opinion* that in all the

Altaic langunffcs the plural has been developed from a primitive

form in r. This is still the plural sign in many Turanian lan-

guages,f though, in others, it has become either s, ty or k, according

to well-known phonetic laws.

The Etfuscans seem also to have had a plural in I as well as in

r, since wo find numbers expressed by figures in juxtaposition wdth

the word ril, which must mean “ years.'" This transition from r

to I is very simple, and has taken place in tlie Tungusic languages,

which mostly form their plurals in /, instead of in r.

What was the Etruscan genitive ? Tliis is not difficult to detect,

and is of great importance, inscription on a recently-found

sarcophagus runs as follo\AS :
—

IlAMTIIArPHURSETIINEl: ARNrirALrSE.UI :t/ianciivilus; seintiiial:

AVILS XXXII

Here the first three words coiLsiitute tlie name of a woman
;
the

wwl FECii, as we have seen, mcati.s “ daughter and the two next

words constitute the name of a iiian. What is the inference ? If

we had such an inscription as

“ Sarah Jane daughter William Johnson age 32,"

* Schott,^ 7'abir. i^prarh., pp. 48, 40.

+ The Dravidic plural is war, the Mougolic is r/, var^ and nevy the Turkic

is hr, ler, nar, 7ut, tar and^n*, and in thecunc of ^:onlc pronouns it is r only.
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we should conclude that Sarah Jane was daughter of William
Johnson, and died at the age of 32. Hence it appears that the name
TiiANcnviLUs SEiNTiiiAL is in the genitive case. But there is

here no inflection. This genitive can only be explained as a

genitive of position.

Other instances of this genitive of position can easily be adduced.

Thus the word mauis is repeatedly used on the mirrors, to denote

a divine “ boy,'' tlie ‘‘ child " of one of the Gods. Thus we have
MARIS TURAN, meaning the boy of Venus," and maris tiialna,

the ‘‘ boy of Juno." Here it is clear tliat the words Turan
and Thalna are uninflected genitives. Again, tular means
“ tombs," sepulchral niches," or coliimharla. The inscription

TULAR LARNA, found on a stele, must mean ‘‘ the burying-places of

Larna." So also iiintiital patrucles means the ‘‘ghost of

Patrocles." In all these cases we have a genitive of position, not

of inflection.

The genitive of position is decisively non-Aryan, but is used in

various Altaic languages, ancient and modern. We find it, for in-

stance in Scythic, Accadian, and Susian, three cuneiform languages,

as well as in the living languages of the Wotiaks and the Tschere-

miss. Such a primitive device for expressing the genitive has

naturally disappeared from the more advanced Turanian languages.

Side by side with this genitive of position we have in the Altaic

languages a genitive of inflection, the sign of which was -7ia

or -n. This also is represented in Etruscan. In one bilingual

inscription vaknal is translated vakia natus. The metronymic

mffiyi is -al, and it is dillicult to account for the letter n, which

does not belong to the mother's name, except by supposing ic

to be a genitival sign, as in other Altaic languages. Thus, Var-n-al

would correspond to Varia's child.

There can be no doubt that the Etruscan sullix I means be-

longing to." Thus, in a bilingual inseiiprion tlie Etruscan Gentile

name Venz-ile is translated by the Latin Vexz-ii’s, tlie suffixes

iu8 and He both expressing the formation of a Gentile name from

the personal name of an ancestor,* and corresiionding to the final s

in such an English name as Willianii?. Again, two Bacchic cups

are inscribed Fuflun-l, which evidently means “ belonging to

Fufluns," the Etruscan Bacchus. In aiiothei case we have

Truia4, moaning a Trojan, “ one belonging to Troia,*' and a

similar explanation might be given of the common metronymic
suflix in -al. This formative I is found in all Altaic languages,

us, for instance, in the well-known Turkic formation of the ethnic

term Osmanli from the personal name of Osman.

* This is also effected by the genitival 8uili.v Thus the Etruscan
Gentile name Onev-na is Latini/cd Gn.ev-ius.
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The words Velsnach, a Volcian/' and Rdmach, a ‘'Roman/'
show that the ethnic suffix in Etruscan was ach. The same suffix

is found in Susian, a Turanian cuneiform language, where Susiak

denotes a “ Susian." The ethnic appellations of the Altaic

peoples are ordinarily formed in the same way
;
as Ostiak, Wotiak,

Kosak, Jurak, Koriak, Karakalpak, Kalmuk, and many more.

Although my subject is “the Etruscan Language," I must not

conclude without reminding you that language constitutes only a

portion of the available evidence as to the affinities of nations.

The features and the religions of races are transmitted as surely

and certainly as their forms of speec h. Therefore the sciences of

Comparative Anthropology and Comparative Mythology may claim

to have a voice in this matter as well as the science of Comparative

Philology.

Now we have no lack of evidence as to the outward appearance

of the Etruscans, and the testimony of ancient writers agrees with

the evidence of the earlier mural paintings and portrait statues.*

They are represented as differing altogether from tlie slender sym-

metrical forms of the Greeks and Romans. Their appearance must
have resembled that of the Turanian races of Northern Asia,

such as the Mongols, Tatars, Samoyedes, and Lapps.

This portrait of an Etruscan warrior, which is reduced from a

well-known bronze statue found at Ravenna, might l)e mistaken for

the representation of a Samoyed. As a rule the Etruscans had

short, stout, sturdy figures, with large heads, thick arms, black hair

and eyes, scanty beard, and, above all, the high cheek-bones, so

characteristic of the Mongoloid race, as well as the oblique eyes

with which we are so familiar in Chinese and Japanese drawings.

I would strongly recommend you to study the wonderfully

realistic portrait figures which repose on the lid of the great terra-

cotta sarcophagus which has lately been placed in the British

Museum from the Castellani collection. The eyes, you will see,

are as oblique as those of a Kalmuk or a Chinese. It may, I

think, be safely said that those two portraits are alone sufficient

to dispose of a whole library of books which have been written to

prove the Aryan affinities of the Etruscans.

Next, if the Etruscans were Turanians, their religion should

also be Turanian. This is a very important branch of the evi-

dence, which I can only speak of in the very briefest manner.

Our information as to the religion of the Etruscans is ample.

Some four hundred bronze mirrors have been found in Etruscan

• The type changes in later works of art, and conforms itself more to the

Roman type. So the modem Turks have completely lost the Mongoloid
type of feature which distinguished them when they first entered Europe,
and the Magyars are fast losing it.

VOL. X. V
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tombs
;
they are usually engraved with mythological subjects, and

the names of the several deities arc frequently given. These
representations are of two classes. Sometimes we have scenes

from a mythology purely Etruscan, with names wholly strange to

all the Aryan mythologies. For another class of scenes the poems
of Homer and Hesiod, which were evidently familiar to the cul-

tured Etruscans, arc freely laid under contribution. The Greek
names are sometimes spelt in Etruscan fashion, as aculk for

Achilleus, and utuze for Odysseus. Very often, however, though

the scenes are plainly taken from the cycle of Hellenic myth, tlie

names of the personages who take part in these scenes are neither

the Greek nor the Koman names, but Etruscan equivalents or

translations.

Here, for instance, is a very line mirror w'hich represents tlie

Hesiodic myth of the birth of Athena. We see Athena as she

springs full-armed from the head of Zeus, which has been cleft open

by Hcphaistos with his axe. liiis is one of the plainest of the nature

myths. From the vault of Heaven, which has been cleft by the

axe of Fire, springs the full-grown Dawn, armed with her spear-

like rays of light. The Day and the Night stand on either side

of the Dawn, and assist at the birth of the glorious maid.

Now in this mirror the Etruscan names of the Deities are exact

translations of the Aryan names into Turanian speech. Tlie

‘"Sky,"" instead of being called Zeus or Jupiter, is named ttna,

which seems to be the same word as the Chinese tien^ “ heaven,'*
“ sky," the Tartar fen-ri,^ ‘Mieaven," God," and the Accadian
deh-ir, which has the same meaning. The wielder of the fiery

axe, instead of being named Vulcan or Hephaistos, is called sbth-

LANS, a w'ord w'hich in Finnic speech means ‘'the fire-god."

The Day, the spouse of Heaven, is not called Hera or Juno, but

TiiAL-NA, a word which seems to be akiii to the Sarnoyedic tala^

day," with the common Etruscan formative -iia. In like manner,

the Night, who uplifts the Dawm above her head, is called thana,
a word which we may compare with the Tataric word tin, tun,

tunna, night."

That the Etruscans were Turanians, and that they belonged

to the North Turanian or Altaic branch of the Turanian stem, can-

not, I think, be denied. To which of the Altaic races they approached

most nearly is a more doubtful question. My own belief is that there

were in Etruria two races, more or less blended—a conquered race,

and a race of conquerors. This conclusion agrees with the testimony

of Livy, from whom we learn that in Etruria the speech of the

country folks difiered from the speech of the towns-people. Count

* The root ia Un, the suffix being only a formative.
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Conestabile, the most eminent of Italian archaeologists, has just

announced a discovery which throws great light on this question.

From archaeological evidence alone he has come to the conclusion

that there were two races in Etruria. He thinks there was an

earlier aboriginal race who practised the cremation of their dead,

and who were the subjects or slaves of a later race of conquering

invaders who buried their dead. My own philological investi-

/•^ations entirely support this conclusion. It seems to me that

the inscriptions on the cinerary urns, which are usually poor

and cheap, can as a rule be best explained by means of the Finnic

languages,* whereas the inscriptions on the costly sarcophagi con-

tain words more closely akin to the Tataric languages.f

The belief is becoming generally accepted that, before the advent

of the Aryans, the whole of Europe was occupied by a race of

Turanian aborigines, to whom the Siculians, Pelasgians, Iberians,

Ligurians, Aquitanians, and Silures belonged, and whose language

is now represented by the speech of the Finns, Lapps, and Basques.

I believe the older race in Etruria belonged to these Finnic or

Pelasgic aborigines, who, about ten centuries B.C., were invaded

and conquered by a horde of Tatars—the Rasenna or Tursenna,

—

who swooped down on Italy, just as in later times the kindred race

<f{ the Huns swept over Gaul and Italy
;
as the Magyars settled

on the Danube plain, already occupied by kindred hordes of Bul-

garians, Huns, and Turks; as the Seljuks settled on the Bosphorus,

ur the Tatars in the Crimea.

Such an hypothesis will explain every difficulty. No other

hypothesis has been suggested by which the admitted facts can bo

accounted for.

The CHAiRMAN.t—If I may judge from the very close attention with which

the paper has been listened to, I have no doubt that I shall do right in at

once tendering to Mr. Taylor the thanks of all present for the great pleasure

he has given us. I shall now be very happy to hear any remarks which any

one may like to make upon the subject.

Lord Talbot de Malauide,§—I cannot help expressing the gratification

For proof that cremation was once universal among the Finnic races,

see Donner, VergL Wbrterh.f p. 106.

f We have, for instance, two sorts of decades in 4hrum and 4eehlf one
Tataric, the other Finnic in type. The Tataric decades have as yet only
been found on costly sarcophagi, obviously the resting-places of wealthy
nobles. Again, the words thui and lupu seem nearly synonymous, both
meaning mortuut est The first, a Finnic word, is usually found on cinerary

urns, the second, a Tataric word, on sarcophagi.

1 Rev. Robinson Thornton, D.D.. Vice-President.

§ President of the Royal Archaeological Institute.
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with which 1 have ILitened to the interesting and learned lecture which has

just been delivered, and from which, I am sure, we have all derived a great

amount of information. The subject of the Etruscan language and the his-

tory of the Etruscan people form one of the most interesting, as well as one

of the most obscure questions with which we have to deal. As Mr. Taylor

has told us, a vast number of theories have been propounded on the subject,

and some of them have been of a most absurd character. There is no lan-

guage on earth to which the Etruscan language has not been affiliated at one

period or another. Even the country to which I belong, Ireland, has been

one of those which has claimed close relationship with the Etruscans. A
learned friend of mine wrote a very elaborate work, in which he proved, to

his own satisfaction, that every Etruscan inscription could be interpreted by

appealing to Gaelic or to Erse sources. He analyzed several very interesting

inscriptions, and among the rest that long inscription which has been shown

to us by Mr. Taylor, and which, whether it is strictly Etruscan or not, is, no

doubt, one of the earliest inscriptions which have been found in Italy, and

must have considerable analogy with the Etruscan. After fully considering

that inscription, he came to the conclusion that it very clearly indicated that

it contained sailing directions for entering the port of Wexford. (Laughter.)

This shows that a person may ride a hobby to death
;
and the case h^is been

very similar with a number of other people who have taken up the subject.

But of recent years Archieology has become somewhat more of an exact

science
;
clearer reasoning has been applied, and induction has been brought

to bear upon a larger range of facts connected with the subject. Cer-

tainly our advancing knowledge of Philology has been one of the matters

which have been of the greatest possible assistance to us in determining the

origin of many nations, and I trust that it may prove so in the case of the

Etruscans. I do not profess to have gone into the details, and I have never

seen the cubes or dice which Mr. Taylor has brought under our notice to-

night, although I have hoard a great deal about them. It w'ould therefore

be very presumptuous on my part to attempt to criticise, or to enter into any

minutice in reference to these deep philological questions. ( 'ertiiinly the facts

mentioned by Mr. Taylor with reference to the decades and to the mode of

numeration are very strong and plausible
;
and I think that is one of the

strongest arguments for pronouncing the Etruscan to have been a Turanian

language. Mr. Taylor did not mention whether, among the Turanian lan-

guages which he had compared with the Etruscan, ho had compared the

Basque.

Mr, Taylor.—There are faint traces of the Etruscan in the Basque, which

is distinctly related to the Finnish. I will show you the comparative near-

ness of the Basque and Etruscan. The first of the Etruscan numerals

—

machy

“ one ”—you get in the Siberian languages^ as inuky “ one.” lu the Basque

you cannot get so near; the nearest you get is bat, “ one.” No doubt it is the

same word, but the letters have changed very much. We know that the m
and h were interchangeable, and that the letter t would sometimes interchange
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with h But we have in Basque the word heah, a finger
;
and hath is nearer

to mach than hat. 1 spent several months in trying to connect Etruscan with

Basque ;
but I found the Finn was very much nearer than the Basque.

Lord Talbot de Malahidk.—No doubt the Finnic nations spread over

a grejit portion of Europe before the Celts and the rest of the Germanic

nations ; and if there is any relationship between the Basques and the Etrus-

cans, it would be a most important fact to be made acquainted with. I

suppose nothing has been known of the Ligurian language ?

Mr. Tayloe.—About half a dozen words, and two of them are decidedly

Basque,

Lord Talbot de Malaiiide.—How about the Oscan i

Mr. Taylor.—^That is closely akin to Latin.

Lord Talbot de Malahide.—Those inscriptions at Pompeii can be read i

Mr. Taylor.—Yes.
Lord Talbot de Malahidk.—There is a suggestion which I should like

to make with reference to these cubes. Are they loaded, or are they made

to be loaded ?

Mr. Taylor.—I do not know whether they have been played with, but

they are very large, very heavy, and of pure ivory.

Lord Talbot df. Malaiiide.—If they had been loaded, or intended to be

loaded, that would have been a criterion by which you could have ascertained

where the highest number was

.

Mr. Taylor.—I did not notice. T had them in my hand nearly an hour,

but I did not observe whether there was any loading in them or not.

Lord Talbot dk Malaiiide.—With reference to the mortuary inscriptions,

have you satisfied yourself that they merely express the years of the age of

the deceased persons, because in the Koman inscriptions the months and days

are generally given as well.

Mr. Taylor.—I pointed out one that I thought might contain the days or

weeks.

Mr. F. A. Allen.—This is a very interesting discovery, because it appears

that all the civilized countries of antiquity were really Turanian in origin. It

appears, through the medium of our discoveries, as if civilization had been

handed dpwn by the races which we now call Turanian. It has been ob-

served by writers that the Etnirian year agrees, within eight or ten minutes,

with that of the Aztecs in America
; and there are several other points of

identity which are curious, and which are shown by Mr. Hyde Clarke’s dis-

coveries in reference to the antiquities and inscriptions in America, and also

Accadiau inscriptions. If the Etruscan is shown to be Accadian, we establish a

bond of union between the Old World and the New. Mr. O’Brien, the learned

editor of a work called Fhceniciaii Irdand, was once “ twitted by some one

who said, ‘‘ You might as well say the Phmnicians got to America,” To which

he replied, “Well, ‘Algonquin’ means in Pheenician ‘ noble people,’ or ‘ noble

race,’—a title which has very often been arrogated by tribes both savage and

civilized.” These things are valuable, os pointing to the unity of mankind,
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and they may be very cognate to the questions discussed before us. I have

always thought, from the close connection of the Egyptian and other civiliza-

tions with tho Etruscan, that it must be Turanian in origin, although it ha

been asserted on high authority that it was Semitic, or even Aryan.

Eev. G. CURREY, D.D.—In connection with this very interesting sub-

ject, I may refer to an instance in which the Etruscans are brought into

cont.ict with another people. We all know that the Romans derived from

the Etruscans their arts of divination. find in Ezekiel an account of

Nebuchadnezzar casting lots and making divinations before ho marched

against Jerusalem, and we are told ho n‘ade his arrows bright, he consulted

with images, he looked into the liver” (Ti/ek. \xi. 21), evidently practising

the arts of divination common among tho Turanians, and by them intro-

duced into Rome. Now the Chaldean arts of divination seem to have been

derived from the old inhabitants, the Accadians. And so, when we find the

CJialdeans practising these arts in the same way as the Ktniscans, we have a

curious point of contact b(‘tween the Etruscans and Chaldeans.

Mr. Taylor.— M. lionormant has brought out these facts very forcibly in

his essay on the magic of the (’Chaldeans, showing that their magic was the

magic of the Finns.

A Memrer.—I should like to draw attention for a moment to the striking

figures which have been referred to by Mr. Taylor, and which are in the

liritish IMnseum. I believe these figures to be worth man) books, and cer-

tainly their character shows something very similar to the Chinese or

Mongolian type. They show a great l»-ng*h of foot and slightness of body

and arms and legs. I should be glad if Mr. 'I’aylor could give us his views

in reference to them.

Mr. Taylor.- This touches on a remarkabh* point which I should have

mentioned myself, had it not been for fear of exceeding the limits of the time

at our di.sposal. One of these figures is that of a man of extreme eld age

and emaciation, which accounts for its slightness. It represents, moreover, a

man whose body had not been burned, but buried, and, therefore, ho ought to

be one of the Tartaric rather than of the Finnic stock. Here, as welt as in that

portrait of the Etruscan warrior xvhich 1 have shown you, you have great

obliquity of tho eyes and height of the cheek-bones ;
and I should take one

as an example of tho conquering, and the other of the compieretl race. In the

later Etruscan portraits you have a greater approximation to the Greek and

Uoman type of figure. These Mongol features have absolutely vanished from

the Turks of the present day, through their intermarrying with Aryan

women. The Osmanli have lost their characteristics, just as the Hungarians

aro losing them.

The Chairman.—I have listened to Mr. Taylor s paper with a double

pleasure
;
not only because it is a valuable philological and ethnological

Essay, but also on account of its logiciil value. I was much delighted with

the way in which tho inductive method was put before us. We have been

shown by tho most complete induction, and by a comparison of reaemblnnce.s
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and yariations made in the most careful and conyincing manner, how it was

that the language of the Etruscans must be identified with the speech of the

Turanian races, and with no others. I think the paper is very valuable as a

logical exercise, and also because it asserts most distinctly a hypothesis which

I have adhered to for some years. I always thought that the Etruscan would

turn out to be Finn, and I am glad to find that Mr. Taylor has arrived at

that conclusion. When I began to study philology, the Finn hypothesis was

sneered at by some savants, but it is now declared to be an indisputable

fact. There is a peculiar word used of this people
;
Diodorus says, They

call themselves Easena.” Now we find the Finns speaking of themselves,

and of their equally Turanian neighbours, as “ Suomalainen ” and Rosso-

lainen ”
;
and thus we find the root of “ Easena (the Latin Rhoxolani) in a

Finn word. Considerations of this kind inclined me much to adopt the Finn

hypothesis. It is necessary to justify the introduction into our Transactions

of a paper like the present, and that justification I was prepared to offer, but

Mr. Taylor has done it for himself. Before I conclude, I should like to ask

Mr. Taylor one question, on a subject mentioned by Dr. Lepsiiis
;
and that is,

whether there are any remains of Etruscan roots in the language of the

Orisons In the Alps.

Mr. Taylor.—With regard to the name of Easena, I think it can bo

philologically shown that the Etruscans were closely related to the Accadians,

and in the tenth chapter of Genesis we find that two of the cities that were

built were called Accad and Eesen. As to the remains of the Etruscans

in the Orisons, a scientific commission was sent out to try and find Etrus-

can words, but it met with no marked success. I do not think Dr. SteuVs

work carries niuch conviction. No doubt there are some resemblances, but

they are very feeble, and we cannot tell what the Etruscan words are. In

the Orisons a glacier is called kase, and that word, I believe, is the name for

a snow-covered mountain in Lapp.

A vote of thanks to the Society of Arts for the use of their room

brought the proceedings of the session to a close.
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ORDINARY MEETING, December 6, 1875.

C. Brooke, Esq., P.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last meeting wcie read and confirmed, and the fol-

lowing Elections were announced :

—

Members ;

—

The Right Honourable the Lord O’Neill.

The Right Rev. C. Perry, D.D., Bishop of Melbourne.

Rev. Professor J. M. Iloppin, D.D., Yale College.

Rev. Principal T. W. Gotch, LL.D., Bristol.

Rev. Principal T. C. Edwards, University College, Aberystwith.

Rev. H. M. Butler, D.D., Harrow School.

Rev. Canon Walsham How, M.A., Oswestry.

Rev. S. Garrett, M.A., Ipswich.

Rev. F. S. Cook, B.A., Clifton.

Rev. J. H. James, D.D,, Bow.

Rev. W. B. Philpot, Bersted.

Rev. F. Schreiner, New College, Eastbourne.

Hanbury Barclay, Esq., Tamworili.

E. Clarke, Esq,, Macclesfield.

J. E. Cranage, Esq., M.A., Ph.l)., Salop.

C. H. Dent, Esq., London.

J. Knight, Esq., F.S.A., Hildenborough.

R. Moon, Esq., M.A., London.

F. Smith, Esq., Weston-super-Mare.

G. Thorp, Esq., 21, Eastcheap.

Associates :

—

The Most Rev. S. Butcher, D.D., Bishop of Meath.

Sir J. Kennaway, Bart., M.P., Devon.

The President of Queen’s College, Belfast.

The Very Rev. Dean Hamilton, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Salisbury.

The Rev. Professor Applebe, LL.D., Belfast.

Rev. C. Bigsby, M.A., Bidborough.

Rev. A. F. Giolma, Chatham.

Rev. Prebendary Griffith, A.M., Clapton.

Rev. J. W. McKay, Belfast.

Rev. J. Rate, Penkridge.

Rev. J. Sharp, Musulipatam.

Rev. G. Vance, Sligo.
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Associates {continued )
:

—

Eev. W. D. Walters, D.alston.

I. Ashe, Esq., M.D., Londonderry.

T. Barber, Esq., Northampton.

H. M. Blair, Esq., London.

S. B. Earl, Esq., Blackhcath.

W. Q. Ewart, Esq., IVI.A., Belfast.

Ti. L. Hamilton, Esq., J.P., Belfast.

J. G. Middleton, Escp, London.

F. W. Mildred, Esq., Middlesborough.

H. Morris, Esq., Blackheath.

A. I. Paice, Esq., Wallinp^on.

Principal B. Ralph, Dunheved College.

T. II. Richardson, Esq., Middlesborough.

S. Scott, Esq., Bungay.

Major-General A. Taylor, R.E., London.

Hon. Local Secretary :

—

Rev. J. T. Willis, A.B., Rhosmarket, Milford.

Also the presentation of the following Works to the Library :

—

“ Proceedings of the Royal Society.” Part 1C2-3. From the Society.

“ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society.” Vol. xix'.

From the Society.
“ Proceedings of the Royal C. S. Institution.” Part 82.

From the Institution.

“ Proceedings of the Royal Colonial Institute.” Vol., 1874.

From the Institute.

“ Proceedings of the Geological Society.” Part 12,3-4. From the Society.

“ Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology.” Vol. iv. Ditto.

“ Proceedings of the TTriited Statc.s Geological and Geographical Survey.”

7 vols. From the Survey.

Proceedings of the American i^hilosophical Society.” Part 93-4.

From the Society.

“ Proceedings of the Smithsonian Institute, 187.3.” Report.

From the histitute.

“Proceedings of the Watford Natural History Society.” Vol. i.

From the Society.

“ London Quarterly.” From A. MeArthur
,
Fsq.^ M.F.

“ (Joiiservation of Moral Force.” By the Rev. H. Griffith.

From Professor Reynolds.

“ Religion and Science.” By the Rev. H. Griffith. From the Author*

“ Divine Origin of Christianity.” By Dr. Ashe. Ditto*

“ Maclnerus.” By Captain Huniergue. Ditto,

“ New Englander,” 1870. From J. Startevantf Ksq.
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Origin of Life on our Planet.” By Principal Dawson, F.R.S.

From the Author,
‘‘ Philosophy without Assumptions.” By the Rev. T. Kirkman, F.R.S.

From the Author.
“ Papers on Shakspere." By E. H. Pickersgill.

“ Rector and his Friends.*’ By Professor Lias.

Page’s “ Geology.”

Crofbon’s “ Genesis and Geology.”

Morell’s Tanneman’s ‘‘ Philosophy.”

Egypt.” By Dr. Russell.

Alford’s “ First Principles of the Oracles of God.”

Mahan on Romans ix.

Letters of Gregory VII.

Six other smaller Works.

Abdiel’s Essays.

Biiscombe’s Epidemics.”

“ Cottage Construction.” By Strickland

Hershon on Genesis.

“Pentateuch according to the Talmud.”

Phillips’s “ Pomarium Brittanicum.”

Taylor’s Hebrew Poetry.

“ Communion of Saints.” By the Rev. Prebendary Brooks.

Fro)n the Author.

“Infidelity.” DiHo. Ditto.

“ Prophetical Interpretations.” Ditto. Ditto.

“ Solomon’s Proverbs.” Ditto. Ditto.

Fourteen smaller Works, presented by Sir D. S.ilomons, Bart., Prof. Dutf,

D.D., W. H. Ince, Esq., Rev. J. McKay, F. Madden, Esip, Rev. R.

Main, Prof. Morris, Captain F. Petrie, Dr. Sevton.

The following Paper was then read by the Author :

DiUo.

Ditto.

From T. Barber^ Ks(i.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

J)itto.

Ditto.

From the JRev. Frebendarij Brook-i.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

JHtto.

Ditto.

PHESENr-DAY MArERTALISM. By llcv. J. MlDougall.

YAUIOUS, find sonic of them august, voires tell us that

man is outliving religion. IMr. John Stuart Mill has

left tliis testimony: 'Hhc world would bo astonished if it knew
how great a proportion of its brightest ornaments aiv sceptics

in rcligion.^^ Dr. Strauss this: that in publisbiiig tlic uega-

tious of his last work, he only wrote for a groat number.

Almost all the more important Magazines of the day give ample

space for the enunciation and exposition of non- and anti-

religious views. In the Contemporary,'^ Archbishop (now

Cardinal) Manning and Mr. Fitz-James Stephen held recent

tournament, in which, amongst other things, they fought over
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the elements of religion, the eminent lawyer taking the sceptical

side with the declaration that he was the mouth- piece of most
intelligent men, who do not believe that the doctrines of our
faith are demonstrable—such a doctrine as the Being of God,
for instance ; so that influential and cultured people of his class

now only accept religion because, on the whole, they deem it a

better thing for society than no religion. I do not pretend to

be able to measure the amount of truth which such assertions

contain. That they do hold some, I feel convinced. That
they are exaggerations, 1 am equally convinced. But that

they should be true to any extent, and that they should be so

boldly announced by sucli men, are sufficiently serious facts for

me as a Christian, and I have responded to the request made
to me to speak on tlie latest and most influential forni of

scepticism with much willingness, albeit with grave doubts of

my worthiness.

My subject is Present-Day Materialism, Time was, and
not long ago, when a shorter and simpler term would have con-

veyed the same meaning : the terra Atheism, But it will not

now. There are utterances of Dr. Tyndall (as Dr. Lionel

Beale showed by quotations in the Times twelve months ago),

which admit of only one interpretation : the total denial of the

being of a God, I suppose, however, that we must date such
utterances not in Dr. TyndalPs hours of clearness and
vigour, but in his hours of less strong, and somewhat un-
healthy thought.* Be it so. The eminent scientist's own
description of his atheistical mood accepted, what does he
oflTer as a confession of faith ? Something which I am quite

unable to distinguish from Pantheism. As a plain man, desiring

to exhibit intellectual sincerity to, and to see it exhibited in all,

I have felt that to make the whole univiTse into God—a process

involved in placing in the atom of matter the initial, developing,

and perfectingpower of the universe, as Dr, Tyndall does, comes to

much the same thing as denying altogether the God in whom I

believe. As I read Dr. Tyndairs address, the old and irrepres-

sible question comes up for answer: Is there a living God? Is

there a Supreme Spirit immanent in, but separate from, the

universe of matter and force? On the reply to this momentous
question hang all the essentials of the Christian faith ; and the

discussion of it, and of other related questions, has been forced

upon us by Dr. Tyndall in his opening address, as President of
the British Association, at its late meetings in Belfast. From
this, the very best authority, we learn the latest views of the

* Note I. Appendix.
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Materialits, and the nature (at least), if not the details, of their

defence. If Dr. Tyndall is not the Chief Prophet of the Sect,

he is certainly the most prominent, as he is one of the most
eloquent and fearless, and we may accept his utterances as truly

ex cathedrd, I make his Belfast address, thercfcrc, in some
sort, my text, and solicit your patience while I comment upon
some of his teachings which affect the foundations of our

religion, and at such length as the time I can reasonably occupy
will allow.

I shall not attempt to criticise the historical and descriptive

portions of Dr. Tyndall’s address, although a closer examina-

tion of them than I have given has enabled many to discover

errors which its author ought not to have made. These ex-

cepted, I am very grateful for it
;
very glad to get it in a form

so fresh and suggestive. As to the scientific results announced
in it, 1 am bound to accept them as correct, until some other

authority discovers them to be erroneous
;

or, as is not at all

impossible, seeing liis candour and fearlessness. Dr. Tyndall

himself shall say that he wishes to retract or to modify them.

Taking up the subject with which the address first deals, I

will speak of Creation, and human ideas about it.

We are told that the same impulse wdiich turned the thoughts

of primeval man towards the sources of natural phenomena, is

the spur of scientific action to-day. Determined by this

impulse, we consult and test experience, and form physical

theories which are beyond the pale of experience, but which

satisfy the desire of the mind to see every natural occurrence

resting upon a cause.’’* This fair statement helps to explain

how, as Dr. Tyndall says, men began lo form theories in

harmony with their characters and dispositions. Some used

only their knowledge and experience of man, i.e, of human
nature. Others, whom Dr. Tyndall chooses to elevate into

thinkers of ^'exceptional power,” used their knowledge and.

experience of physical nature,—endeavouring to connect natural

phenomena with their physical principles. The first were ethical

and poetical men ;
the second were rationalizing and logical

men. The first attributed the universe to gods,—capricious

beings having exaggerated human faculties and dispositions.

The second, seeing that science repudiated caprice, and required

absolute reliance upon law in nature, attributed the universe to

self-evolution. I would here repair one omission of the address

—

the record of the growth in the world of a conception of creation

different to both these: the conception found in the sacred

*Dr. TyndalPs Address, p. 1.
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books of the Jews. Whether we choose to say that those books

contain a supernatural revelation or not, there the conception

is, which Dr. Tyndall does not notice in his first passages. Its

appearance as an item of belief is not accounted for by the

explanations just given. While religious heathens attributed

all things to deified men—and non-religious heathens to innate

and inseparable potency in the atoms of matter—the children of

Israel ascribed all things to One Spiritual Being—absolute,

infinite, eternal. This belief has come down like the other

beliefs, and somehow it has commanded the assent and accept-

ance of the most intelligent and highly cultured of the most
civilized races of the Christian ages. I admit that this belief

has not always been clearly apprehended or carefully stated. I

admit that religious communities have often held it ignorantly,

expressed it grossly, and defended it foolishly. But the same
may be said of any and every subject known to mankind,—yes,

even of scientific subjects. Many supposed scientific facts

having been proved to be fictions
;
many scientific theories

having no better foundation than had the Ptolemaic system of

astronomy. Nay, is not science itself—its whole array of facts

and cyclopaedia of results—a simple proof of the tremendous
cost of knowledge and the fearful penalties of ignorance? I

will admit more : that even now the best-trained religious minds
find it a very difiicult thing to speak in fitting terms of the God
in whom they believe. They strive, and seldom successfully, to

do so ; human thought fails—and much more human words.

But it is the business of a leading scientist to deal with the

highest and best thought of religious men, not with the lowest

and worst ; and it is his business, also, to endeavour to seize

their real meanings,—meanings too often, alas, distorted rather

than revealed, by the imperfect medium of language in which
they have to be embodied.

These admissions made, and this affirmation of the duty of

a professed leader of science set forth, I think it unnecessary to

notice the vein of scorn which runs through Dr. TyndalPs
address, aimed against the cosmical ideas of religious people,

except to say that it savours of the very spirit of intolerance

which he ascribes to them. A fair and natural remark would
be : It is your business as a student of the physical universe

to improve those ideas, and all truly Christian men will gladly

welcome your facts, while eagerly helping to kill the spirit of

bigotry which, as you show them, is not confined to religious

breasts only.^^

The universe a fact—nature real and knowable—what of its

first beginnings ? What of a First Cause ? if, as Dr. Tyndall
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admits, an inherent impulse spurs men to try and find this

out ? In the cosmical ideas which we as Christians hold,

there is a primary and fundamental one. It is stated in a few
simple words by John, disciple and apostle of Jesus Christ.

Conceiving, as best he could, the Supreme and Invisible to

whom his faith ascribed the first beginnings of the universe,

John wrote thus : All things were made by Him, and without

Him was not anything made that was raade.^^* A similar

statement is made by the authoi of the Epistle to the Hebrew
converts, but suggesting, perhaps, other ideas: By faith we
understand that the worlds were framed by the Word of God,
so that things which are seen were not made of things which
do appear.^^t And in repeating these words I may as well

point out that whether they humanize the coiieeption of tlie

Supreme Power or not, they are not chargeable with the notion

(sometimes urged against them) of creation out of nothing.

The contradiction involved in that UvSe of the word Creation is

not to be charged on the writers of the New Testament.

The Apostles had in their minds (as I contend) the causa-

tion of the physical universe as we know it,—a sphere of

life and activity for sentient beings. The already and competent
cause they affirm, was God. How caused, i.e. by what means
or by what methods, the Apostles nowhere suggest ; except in

the simple phrase by the Word of God.’^ J 1 suppose that

Dr. Tyndall refuses the supcrnataral activity of God in the

universe, as it is conceived of by Christian people, who
accept, subject to the modifying light of ever-increasing

knowledge, the simple confessions of the Apostles and the even

simpler confessions of the Hebrew book of first-beginnings,’^

the book of Genesis.§ And yet great and good men, like

Newton and Boyle (as he reminds us), lived and worked

under the conception of the Godhead with which the Bible

furnished them. Dr. Tyndall calls the idea of his great pre-

decessor in scientific research. Sir Isaac Newton, that of a
" detached Creator,’’ like a human agent moving the wheels

and handling the levers of nature. This is anthropomorphism,

of course. But I venture to doubt if Sir Isaac Newton, or

later, Dr. Faraday, would consent to allow Dr. Tyndall to state

this conception for them. Even an unscientific person, of

humble attainments, would object. You have only to meditate,

for a few minutes, on your idea of God, to see reasons of a

* John i. :3. t Hebrews ii.

t Seo a fuller consideration of this view in Sermon IX. of my published

discourses. § Note II., Appendix.
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sufficient kind why you refuse to let another formulate it for

you. You discover that you cannot satisfy yourself with a

form of words that shall adequately embody your conception,

—

while you repudiate with all your soul the phrase which the

Materialist kindly invents for you^ that of a detached

creator, man-like in his procedure and effort. The charge of

anthropomorphism is chiefly based upon the fact that religious

people speak of God as a person^ of which more anon. Mean-
while, I desire to affirm that it is a mistake to suppose that the

elements of personality are inseparable from limitation, or

compel us to make the Deity only an indefinite projection of

man. The '^Builder and Maker*’—the Mover and Changer of

the worlds and what they contain—is not such a creature as

man ; and we are not driven to furnish Him with physical

organs and limbs in order to do His work. Christians believe

in God, and believe in Him as a personality, and in so doing

we are to be ranked with neither Polytheists, nor Atheists,

nor Pantheists, but are to be known as Christian Theists.

This title has never failed to produce a correct impression

on the minds of fair and sincere inquirers. The Bible and
the whole literature of Theology explain it fully. We cannot
say as much of the name Materialist. Materialism has not

yet produced a text-book or compiled a library of reference

for the use of men. For the first time, and at Belfast,

we learn what a Present-day Materialist is. Of course, he is

either a practical student or an enthusiastic worshipper of

science ; but he is not merely an analyst, an experimenter, a

questioner of nature, and a recorder of her transactions. He
may be all these things, as Messrs. Huxley, Tyndall, and
Darwin are; but he is more. He is (we are now told) a con-

ceptive being,—an imaginative being. Some years ago, at

Liverpool, Dr. Tyndall enforced this in his remarkably eloquent

essay on ^^The Scientific Uses of Imagination.” Therefore he
tells us that the Materialist is one who prolongs his vision

backward across the boundary of experimental evidence, and
discovers in that matter, which we in our ignorance, and not-

withstanding our professed reverence for its Creator, have
hitherto covered with opprobrium, the promise and potency of

every form and quality of life.”* The first remark suggested

to me by this description of the attitude, conduct, and discern-

ment of a Materialist, is that it carries him from the region of
fact to the region of speculation. The region of fact is safe

and unassailable. The region of speculation is unsafe and

*• Note III., Appendix.
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vulnerable. Dr. Tyndall will admit this, because he avows that

he carries his vision across the boundary of experimental
evidence. Now, to speculation as such, no objection can be
made. What 1 shall object to is being required to accept as

infallible truth anything that a Tyndall may think he discerns,

even by the scientific use of his imagination. Given equal

knowledge, culture, and ability, the speculation of one scientist

may be set against that of another. I will venture to do this.

Not long ago Faraday was living, a fellow-labourer with

Tyndall, and of at least equal eminence and authority as a

scientist. Faraday was not only devoutly religious, but a

diligent Christian preacher. Faraday, full of scientific lore,

and a daily student of nature, ascribed the first beginnings ”

of things to a Gcd,—a Eeing of power, wisdom, skill,

foresight, and goodness infinite,—a Being equal to the work
of the Universe. Tyndall, the Materialist, ascribes the “first

beginnings ”
of things to things themselves, discerning in the

particles of matter “ promise and potency equal to the work
of the Universe.* The two solutions of the awful mystery are

thus before you
;

they arc the speculations of two ot the

greatest of scientific men. Accept which you plea«;e. For
myself, I do not shrink from saying that 1 feel compelled,

on every rational ground, to choose the solution of the

religious experimenter, who places a Being of absolute and
infinite power and intelligence above and before the raw
material of the universe. Above and the raw
material. And in saying this 1 touch a critical subject in

debate. The “promise and potency of niatter^^ is Dr.

Tyndairs scientific gospel. lie declares the sufficiency of

matter for all physical, plant, and animal life. The absolute

competency of matter,—that is, his cosmical faith and confes-

sion. Hut to matter he gives movement. For movement he

requires /brcc. To get force he must postulate power. And
in and over, above, below, around,—everywdierc indeed,—he

declares that there is taw. Matter there is not, as matter

endowed with absolute and infinite potency, but matter plus

form, plus power, plus taw. Put these into it, and matter will

do everything you w'ant without a God.t As if startled by his

own gospel. Dr. Tyndall proceeds to confess mystery in the

whole business. Even evolution, wonderful hypothesis as it is,

does not get rid of mystery. Mr. Herbert Spencer, whom
Dr. Tyndall refers to, confesses that “ Evolution is the mani-

festation of a power absolutely inserutable to the intellect of

Note IV., Appendix. f Note V., Appendix.

VOL. X. li
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man/^ Dr. Tyndall echoes Mr. Spencer^s avowal : As little

in our day as in Job’s day can man by searching find this

])ower out/^ Considered fundamentally, he declares it is by
the operation of an insoluble mystery that life is evolved,

species differentiated, and mind unfolded from their prepotent

elements in the unmeasurable past/’ Without staying to

object to his terms or phraseology, I may for the moment join

Avith Dr. Tyndall, and say, There is no very rank materialism

here.” Perhaps not. But when we come to state our theories

definitely in an attempt to realize, however imperfectly, a whole

idea of the Universe and its life, we find out Avhere Ave disagree.

The matter in debate between the simple-minded Christian and
the Materialist is not the mode of procedure but the nature of

which causes all procedure. Is that power part and
parcel of the physical world ? Is it inseparably united with or

inherent in particles of matter ? Is it unable to separate itself

from matter ? Is it, for instance, indissolubly wedded to the

bit of protoplasm of the first beginning? (3r is it another

thing,—another reality ? Is it not independent and distinct ?

Is it not, indeed, extra physical, as it is superhuman ? And are

we not compelled by the impulse inherent in our natures,”

Avhich Dr. landau starts Avith, to assign to tliis mysterious

PoAver an entity, an ability, and an activity which can belong

only to that which is Absolute, Infinite, and Eternal? I

have heard it charged against Christian ministers that some-
times Ave put into the Bible tliat which the good and great

men who Avrote its books never dreamed of. But I think

that Dr. Tyndall is even more truly open to a similar charge,

that of first putting into his raw material of the Universe

living power, and quality, and promise to the displacement of

the necessary God. This result is certainly Avonderful, even in

its human productions. That ridiculous-looking thing, the

Marine Ascidian,”—nay, that even less worthy thing, a bit of

protoplasm, whatever it may be in the original, contains the

promise of potency of all that a Milton, a Shakspearc, a Bacon,
or any genius ever was? We say, in reply to this teaching,

that scientific experiment docs not sanction it. It is the effer-

vescence of the fancy. It is not the outcome of the scientific

use of the imagination. It is, 1 venture to think, contradictory.

It involves more than mystery, nothing less than impossibility,

and does violence to reason and experience. Our reason Avill

not allow us to place mind lower than the materials of its

dwelling; will not allow us to say that it is a phenomenon of
the brain only, the result of certain grey matter in excitement

:

uhile experience shows us that Ave must make the mind master
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of the material. Nay, the more real and solid the physical

world is, the more essential is it to place above it, around it,

and within it, a spiritual power to rule, guide, and master it

:

to load it with GodT *

For again : Matter is not the only clement required. Every-
where we hear of force or forces — mechanical, chemical,

dynamical forces, but all resolvable into aspects or modes of

one central force. What force? As Sir John llerschel has

shown, we must come at last to regard it as the manifestation

of power. But what of j)Owcr r Where does power arise ?

Where does it reside ? f ‘J’hc most profound thinkers fail to

suggest any source of power but mind ; any residence of power
but mind. And when I recall the fact that such men as Herschel
and Clerk-Maxwell declare the atoms of matter to be manu-
factured^^ articles, I suggest to you the only sufficient and satis-

fying idea of first beginnings —beginnings, that is, in which
power was manifested and force employed equal to the causa-

tion, evolution, and eternal government of the universe. From
the thing made, an inherent impulse lifts us to the Maker

:

from the created universe, to the Creator. J If there be law,

there must be mind
;

if order, there must be reason
;

if skill,

there must be intelligence
;
and if everywhere and at all times,

there must be causes and efiects, there must be mind behind
them. Take any of the postuUitc^> of thought and an argument
for God may be safely conducted. Take law, which the scientist

assures us, is universal and everlasting. AVhat is the first and
most natural remark \vehavc to make about taw ? Clearly this,

that the things subject to it did not make it, and did not impose
it upon themselves. Need I add, that the subjects of physical

law cannot repeal the law ? It is above them, beyond them,

independent of them. Though some of the creatures in the

world,—man, for instance,—can rebel against law, he cannot

annul it. He is obviously under laws of health, against which

he very frequently sins. But he is powerless to annul any law

of health. Let him break one of them and he will suffer. He
would, if he could, so modify, or suspend, or annul physical law,

as to secure for himself immunity from pain. But ho cannot.

Me is impotent to do so. As he f^ls his utter subjection to law,

and his inability to escape or annul law, what does man reasou-

* I borrow this phrase from an able p.apcr on “ The Principles of Modern
Pantheistic and Athewtic Philosophy.” By the Uev. C. A. Row, M.A.
See Transactions of th‘ Vntoria jnstitntCy or riiilosophical Society of
Qreat Britain, 1874.

t Note VL, Appenili\. I Note VIL, Appendix.
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ably conclude ? Simply tins, tbnt there ia law in the universe

independent of him, anil of his will. And when, by inquiry, he

finds that such is the fact throughout all history, he becomes

finally convinced that everywhere and at all times in the

physical world, there is law independent of the will of the

creature, law which somehow or other asserts, defends, and

avenges itself.

What is law ? Law, say the philosophers, is another and

convenient name for an invariable order, or change, or for a

method of action,—an order, change, and method which are

natural and invariable, and, as we may discover, iudispensablc.

We learn what law is by observation ; and, when observation has

been sufficiently long, extended, and exact, we can make safe

decisions about it. What always happens in the same circum-

stances happens according to law. Bodies fall through space,

or they assume definite shapes, or they attract or repel each

other according to la'w. Everywhere and in all things there

is law.

Whence comes law ? As mc have seen it docs not administer

itself. As Mr. Eitzjamcs Stephen has well written in the Con-

temporary lievuw of May last,— This idea of law does not, and
indeed cannot stand alone. It involves other ideas of right,

duty, sanction, and sovereignty.^^ Now, if we are told that

physical law involves no moral ideas of right or duty, we cannot

be told, with reason, that it involves none of sanction and sove-

reignty. If there be law, the mind, by inherent impulse, refers

to sovereignty, and to the sanction of sovereignty, in some
form. Yes,^^ Ur. Tyndall would interpose, but science and
experiment do not uncover any such tiling/^ Perhaps not, I

answer, but I am free to use my reason,—nay, if I please, my
imagination,—but here reason and logic are quite sufficient. If

there be sovereignty and sanction, tliere must be ideas of will

and power. AVe cannot put away these ideas. And further, if,

as scientific men affirm, there can be no caprice, law proclaims

method. Now, call the depository of power a personality or not

;

call the po>ver and w ill which create order and use method the

elements of a personality or not—the mind can have no rest or

satisfaction until it ascribes ftem or assigns them to an entity,

a substance, a living, knowing thing like itself. Mind implies

mind. Mind declares mind. The human will points to the
Infinite will ; human reason to the Supreme reason

; human
intelligence to the Absolute source of all knowledge, which is

immanent in, but independent of all nature. Nay, take the
most familiar of all ideas of the position—the scientific man
above all others—the idea that he is the contemplator of a
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his mental self. He is reading what ? The so-ealled Book of

Nature. It would not be a book if it did not suggest thought
and evoke emotion. But is not an author needed for every

book ? AVhose thoughts are these, lie asks ? Whose emotions

tremble in every page ? As I put the question and feel that

there can be but one answer in the mind, heart, and conscience

of every sincere man,— I think 1 see new and irresistible

meanings in that famous saying (»f the Old Book,— The fool

has said in his heart, ^ There is no God.^

The Old Materialism denied tlic existence of a soul in man,
and, with the Sadducees, denied resurrection after death. What
says the New Materialism? It is not easy to make out. We
have to learn by inference rather than from any positive state-

ment. Dr. Tyndall and Dr. Huxley have both used the expres-

sion, Soul of force, to describe the Mysterious Power which
they declare to be inscrutable. I liold it to be a fatal expression

for men who hold religion at arm’s length, and thrust Chris-

tianity aside. It is an admission which undermines their whole
philosophy. But as I desire to adhere strictly to an examina-
tion of this philosophy on its own teachings, and to avoid every

aid which revealed truth otters, I invite you to take ui) with me
one or two of the accepted teachings of science, and inquire how
they affect the great object of man’s spiritual nature and its

continued existence in another state. The human body, science

says, like the body of every animal, is subject to the law of

change. Every seven or ten years a man lias quite a new body.

Daily waste goes on. Daily supply is therefore necessary. Meal
by meal, breath by breath, the body is nourished. Particle by
particle it disappears

;
particle by particle it is sustained. The

sustaining process is a process of renewal. What is renewal ?

It is simply the replacing of lost particles by fresh ones. The
infant begins its life in a little plump, soft body, very familiar

to us. At the age of ten it has become quite a different creature.

Physically it is in no sense child. Science says so—will not have

it otherwise. Follow the same child up to seventy years of age,

and what will be seen? A very diftcrent body indeed; so

changed that except by those who have personal means of

identification it could not be recognized. Who, indeed, having

seen me in my cradle, and not seeing me again until to-day,

could recognize the infant in the man ? No one. And yet that

I am the same person in the cradle forty years ago and in this

place now, cannot bo questioned. How the same ? Not the

same materially; but the same mentally and morally. The
softest parts of our bodies change most rapidly. The brain,
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being a soft part, is doubtless changed very frequently during
life. What follows from these facts ? This fact, viz., that after

several changes—entire disappearances, indeed—of my body,

my personal identity remains. This being so, it results that

the maintenance of ray personal identity docs not depend alto-

gether (if at all) on the particles of matter which compose my
body. Something there is which lives on continuously amidst
all the physical changes and disappearances. Something there

is which remains. What is it ? The particles of carbon, oxygen,

hydrogen, iron, and what not, come and go. They are clearly

particles only—fragmentary, separable, dismissible atoms. They
have not, in themselves, even the promise of continuity. If

they have not its promise, still less have they its potency. And
yet continuity there is. And there must be something which
not only possesses it, but guarantees it. That something is not

one or any number of these wandering atoms. Of that there

can be no doubt. But if so, then does matter, even when we
add to it, or put into it, motion and force and law, fail to

account for that continued identity of the living man, which is

the most astonishing fact of all. Declaring that, as a piece of

matter, /, a living man, disappear every seven or ten years.

Present-day Materialism fails to account for iny continued

personal identity.*

Again : Science teaches that there are (’crlain natural or

physical forces. I suppose they are called such because they
affect matter. But we arc now assured that those various forces

are all phases or modes of one Master-forcc.t However this

may be, I desire you to observe that those forces—separately or

conjointly—do not account for all kinds and qualities of life, as

Dr. Tyndall affirms,—I mean, of course, the forces of gravita-

tion, attraction, repulsion, electricity, and the forces called

chemical affinity, and so forth. Physiologists declare that when
they examine organized creatures they arc brought face to face

with a quite independent force : nay, an unknown force. This

new force they call the life force, and we are assured that with-

out this force the phenomena of living bodies cannot be ex-

plained. All organization pre-supposes this special life force.J
And you will perceive hovv true this must be when you think

upon Death. What is a dead body ? A body from which the

life-force has disappeared. What happens to it ? It becomes
the subject of the activity of ail the physical forces—chemical
and mechanical—unaffected by the life-force. Heat, light,

Note VIIL, Appendix. f Note IX., Appendix.

J Note X., Appendix.
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attraction, repulsion, gravitation, and electricity,—these do not
cease at death. Only their Master-forcc-^YiiAity—has ceased.

They go on playing within and upon the dead body ; and, as

we know, to its rapid change, yes, to its speedy destruction.

That which resisted these changing aud destroying forces is

gone. Once dead, the body is seen in its pure materialism—

a

mere lump of matter—the subject of the chemical and mechanical
forces which never cease to act. How evident, then, is it that

quite independent of, and separate from, the mass of silent,

motionless, unanswering matter w c call a corpse, there is a life-

force which was only continued in it for a time, but was not of

it, or inseparable from it,—a force outside of it, and giving the

living potency which Materialists assert belongs essentially to

the atoms of matter.

Again : This vital or life-force only accounts for life—that

is, for vitality—in an organized body : it does not account for

other facts and phenomena of which you and I are conscious.

Physiologists confess that they cannot account for thought,

memory, fancy; for any of the feelings such as love, hate, joy,

fear, hope, despair. And yet this other life of thought and
feeling is more real to us than anything else. That I think,

that I love, fear, rejoice, and grieve, are facts of my most real

life. They need no evidence, no proof, no demonstration. I

am conscious of them ; and no one can reason, or persuade, or

frighten me out of this consciousness. For these facts of per-

sonal consciousness physical science cannot—does not pretend

to account ; and yet they form the most certain, constant, and
unchanging life of man. He knows far more about them than

he does about his digestion, the motion of his blood, or the

activity of ^ny vital organ. Once more, then, science is face

to face with an unknown reality—call it force, or substance, or

life. Life it is—whatever meanings the word life may cover.

Life which is not physical but Psychical, or spiritual. And
Science has been compelled to call the force wliich is so visibly

active in the life of thought and feeling, the Psychic force.

There is thus a duality of unknown nnanalyzed forces mani-

fested within us, and the most eminent and trustworthy men
of science accept this duality. Once more : If the mechanical

and chemical forces be attached to matter, are not the phases

or kinds of spiritual force attached to spirit? Is there not an

entity, appropriate and real, to which they belong ? In answer,

I quote the following passage :— There are various kinds of

Psychic activity propagated in various impulses, and through

different organs, but proceeding from one centre, ruled and
direeted by one force. Tliey have a common direction. There
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is unity in the consciousness which attaches to them (or to

which they are attached) and this points, of course, to the unity

of the Psychical reality—that is the soul. The soul is not and
cannot be an atom, or a group of atoms. Atoms of matter as

we have learned, are atoms merely^—detached, fragmentary, dis-

missible particles without continuousness. The soul, the scat

of consciousness, thought, and feeling, must be a continuous

and independent reality or substance, for unity is visible in all

its phenomena. The soul once discovered, we discover what
the Materialist fails to supply, because his atoms of matter fail

to supply it, the ^ promise and potency ’ of consciousness and
personal identity/^ *

Allow me now to apply these acientiftc facts and deductions

to those elements of our Christian faith which scepticism has

so persistently assailed : ^Man’s spiritual nature and his immor-
tality. What bearing have they upon those elements of our

faith? We do not look for moral and religious truth from the

study of natural science. Wc do not go to the laboratory for

our religion—nor do we seek for its essentials by the help of

the crucible, the retort, the blowpipe, and the spirit-lamp.

But we are confident that the teachings of true science will not

contradict the teachings of true religion. And this confidence

is not vain
;
for we are able to see that if the latest revelations

of science have any effect on our religious faith, they rather

strengthen it, and in no way weaken it. For, reviewing what
I have said :

—

(a.) As the two forces, the life-force and the spiritual force,

are not dependent upon the presence and permanence of the

same particles of matter now and here, they will not be in

any other period or in any other state of existence.

(A.) As the consciousness of one’s personal identity is not

dependent upon the presence and continuance of the same par-

ticles of matter now and here, it will not be in any other period

or in any future state.

At this point I remind you of another canon of science,

which says that no force, no substance, no existence can be
annihilated.

Therefore, with the approval of science, I affirm—
(c.) That the soul- substance, or the soul-existence, will not

cease when the dissolution of its union with the body arrives.

It has been well said that self-consciousness may be confused,

disturbed, or suspended by such an organic dissolution. But,
let the interruption cease, and then the consciousness will

liritUh (^imrfrrtif Hfrinr^ duly, 1.S71, j». II.'i.
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return. We can test the reasonableness of this view for our-

selves. We are witnesses of the temporary suspension of eon-
sciousness in some states of severe illness. In high fever, for

example, the eousciousness is eonfusecl, disturbed, and even
suspended : but when the fever abates, consciousness returns,

and the soul resumes its usual power and activity. These facts

have a very definite value in their reference to the Christian

doctrines of immortality and man’s spiritual personality. The
substance of tlic soul, like ever\ real thing, being indestruc-

tible (as science admits), it may exist after death takes place.

Nay, if science teach the truth, it must exist unless destroyed
by a higher power than any now known to science. And the

soul will live on in a consciousness of personal identity, whether
it be joined to the same particles of matter or not. The same
identical physical body is not necessary to mental and moral
life and personality here. It is a fact, as we see, that we live

on for 20, 30, 40, 50, or more years, in very different bodies

now, while knowing that we Jire still the same selves all the

while. Therefore, science cannot object to, nay it must favour

the idea, that man may live on in real self-conscious identity,

in a very different body hereafter.

It would be very interesting to take another line of thought,

science being still our guide, and show that from all we see of

physical change and development here, it is reasonable to expect

new bodies for the self-knowing and continuing soul. Science

assures us that every atom and every substance once set free

from any union by any cause, instantly seeks union with other

atoms and other substances to form new unions and to play new
parts. Even so, the soul may with confidence be expected to

obey the same universal law: may be expected, at its separation

from the body at death, to seek new associations or new
surroundings. The soul, like every other reality, will not live

in isolation. But live it will, if our greatest scientists speak the

truth—on grounds, as I have shown—of pure human investi-

gation and acquired knowledge. Need I remind you how all

this harmonizes with the teachings of Christ and Christianity?

Our faith in the unseen things which are eternal—God, the soul,

eternal life—does not stand in the wisdom of men but in the

power of God.'^ That divine Power which first caused the soul

to be and placed it in the flesh, on earth and in time, can surely

continue it out of the flesh, in heaven and throughout the

future. The great elements of personal identity are not material

but spiritual. Even here and now we recognize the wonderful

and inexplicable changes which nature exhibits. The caterpillar

becomes the chrysalis. There a living creature is formed into
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an apparently lifeless object. The chrysalis bursts, and out comes
the winged moth—a quite new creature, for which old things

are passed away,—a creature with a new body, new powers, new
life, new purposes. Science has no key to such mysteries. The
human intellect can but prostrate itself in confessed incapacity

before them. And yet what do we sec in the mystery of

caterpillar life? Simply the passage of living creatures into new
bodies and new conditions. Its identity cannot be disputed,

but the change it has undergone is simply marvellous. What
of the power which wrought such change? It is just infinite.

To say that it is superhuman and extra-physical is to say little.

It is transcendently mysterious and divine. Unseen it is and
must be. Unseen it is, but real. The Cliristian places it in

the only source wdiich enlightened reason will sanction—in the

Absolute Being we call God. For the use of such power,

infinite wisdom; for its beneficent control, infinite goodness; for

its direction to the innumerable needs of innumerable worlds

and creatures, infinite skill arc required. Thus again, arc we
led from nature up to nature^s God. And once more I declare,

that it is in this Power alone we Christians stand. It is the

cause, the reason, the eternal sustenance of our faith. Where
mystery is, there faith is needed. Our life is laid in a universe

of mysteries. The highest efforts of genius, the grandest

achievements of scientific capacity, will never accomplish more,

in this state of being, than the disclosure and application of

principles and facts within the range of human endowment.

Beyond the human is the divine. But we must bide our time

ere we are permitted to pass through the veil which shrouds it.

Meanwhile, have we not a noble calling and work? What are

we in relation to the unknown and inscrutable things of the

Universe? We are stewards of the mysteries of God.^^* Let

us be faithful {Stewards. Let us look onward, as we labour and
wait, in faith and patience. The Power we trust will gradually

lead us into all the truth. All light comes from one source: be

it natural or spiritual—scientific or religious. And the light

will never cease to shine upon the darkness. What we know
not now we shall know. The soul was made for eternity—the

body for time. The infinite and eternal await us after the

inevitable change. There are awful mysteries ahead. But they

do not alarm us : still less do they cause us to doubt the power,

the wisdom, or the love of God. Nay, having His own as-

surance of eternal life, we stand firm amidst the cares and ills,

the sorrows and separations of this state of being. We strive to

1 Oorinthians iv. 1.
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endure as seeing Him who is invisible.^^* Invisible and
omnipotent. Invisible and ever-active : directing omnipotence
by love. Active in a mode, and by a medium, science knows
not of, and which Materialism rejects, for it refuses to permit
the Soul of Force in the universe to take possession of a human
body and incarnate itself in one personality for specific

spiritual purposes. We cannot thus think. Wc dare not limit

the freedom and power of the Absolute. Nay, we hold that if

He were pleased to undertake the glorious enterprise of the
religious and moral salvation of His creature, man—He must do
so by a personal manifestation which would furnish the means
of closest communion and most intimate intercourse with man.
The world yearned to know a God of mercy, pity, love, and
patience. It needed to be drawn by the ‘^very cords of a

man ” f—fbe chords of sympathy, fcllowsliip, tenderness, and
grace. It needed to have God brought down from far-off

clouds and inaccessible heights—from the regions of air,

—

and brought up and out from atoms of matter and physical

force into human nature and life, into the common ways,

the common haunts, the common hearts of ignorant and
sin-ruined men. A true all-sided science will say so. A false

and narrow science will not ; it will sliut God out of the one
sphere in which He is most needed—the soul of the man made
in His own image.

From such false science I turn for the satisfaction of my soul

to the God manifest in the flesh, in whom I believe. Once in

the flesh He proved Himself to be God by His control of all

forces, material and spiritual. His last visible act gave a

crowning proof of His Divinity. He ascended into heaven.

There, as my faith believes. He re -assumed His invisible

Spirituality. There He begananew epoch in the history of the

Spiritual universe. There Ilis activity took a new direction.

Having put a new factor into human history by His Gospel, He
adapted His invisible operations thereto—the operations carried

on in the kingdom of heaven. And, in perfect harmony with

the laws of change and development—call them the laws of

evolution if you will—the Divine Being, the Word, the Christ

of God, is now preparing the conditions necessary to changed

creatures. He is preparing places for us in the many-mansioned
universe, which is as truly Ilis as this earthly globe : making
ready a habitation for us when wc shall have put off this

fleshly body and shall receive a glorious spiritual body. For
this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the

Hebrews \i. 27. t I Hoseii xi. 4.
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kingdom of God, neither doth corruption inherit incorruptiou.

Behold I show you a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we
shall all be changed.^* * From the natural to the spiritual.

From the mortal to tho immortal. From the corruptible to the

incorruptible. "And as wc have borne the image of the

earthly t >ve shall bear the image of the heavenly.

J

All round us wc see the rising of a tide of scepticism which
we must do our best to keep back—or at least confine within

narrow limits. From all quarters we hear the warning notes of

an intellectual and spiritual conflict. I trust that the young men
of our families—Christian families in every sense—will not flinch

from taking their proper share of the solemn duties which such

warfare involves. Let them not be alarmed. Religion is not

going to disappear. Christianity is not going to be dismissed.

History has shown how God refuses to leave Himself without a

witness in the hearts of men, and history will show, too,

hoAV God in Christ will maintain His Sovereignty and retain

the universal inheritance upon which He entered, that day
He left this earth to re-assunie His own glory. In the con-

flict of future years new facts will come to light ;
new aspects

of truth will appear; new conceptions will be created; new
words will be coined

;
new phrases invented to suit the larger

life and vaster knowledge that are to be true. But firm in our
faith in God and in His Christ, wc know that the Spirit of grace

and truth will overrule all for good. His truth is changeless and
eternal as Himself, and while new facts, new ideas, new forms

crowd upon men’s minds, they will only live and last, as they

harmonize with the eternal verities of God—as they lead to the

acknowledgment of His perpetual presence and activity in the

physical universe, and in the Spiritual Kingdom, which He has

called into being.

The Chairman.—I am sure you will join with me in returning our best

thanks to Mr. McDougall for his very interesting paper ; it is now open for

any one desiring to do so to offer remarks thereon.

Rev. G, CuRRET, D.D. — I feel scarcely competent to enter upon a

subject which involves so many abstract thoughts. At the same time I

have great pleasure in expressing my sincere thanks to Mr. McDougall for

the able manner in which he has maintained some of those truths which

are dear, I trust, to the hearts of all now present The feature of the

paper which struck me most forcibly was this, that while Mr. McDougall

* 1 Corinthians xv. 60, 51. t
X I Corinthians xv. 49.
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pursued the subject ^vith a strictly scientific mode of examination, he did

not shrink from enterinpj upon, and from showing the bearings of, the highest

and the most abstruse doctrinal truths which form the foundation of our

religion. In a meeting of this kind, it is desirable that different views

should be put forward, with the object of bringing out any i)oints upon

which differences may arise, which may be cleared away by examination.

I am afraid that, upon this occasion, I cannot offer any contribution

towards that end, for I really do not feel competent to advance any views or

hints with regard to tlie propriety or the logical force of the arguments

which have been adduced. These arguments were thoroughly satisfactory

to my own mind, and T have nothing tf» bring forward as a point on which

differences might arise. The authors aim seems to ho to estiiblish the exi‘st-

ence of an independent power, an inde])entleiit will, and an independent

thought, apart from our own selves, and from those beings whom we se(‘

around us, and whom we believe, by a natural analogy, to partake of the

same kinds of thought and feeling as ourselves. The belief in a power ind**-

pendent of and superior to ns is naturally impressed upon ns by our finding

within ns tw’o forces, of which we ourselves, if I may so speak, are composed

~a material force, which we exert by means of our body, and a spiritual

force, iiulependent of and controlling the material. Hence we arrive at the

conclusion of the existence of a Supreme Intellect, an eternal and all-

powerful God
;

because, as we feel within ourselves that we possess some

power independent of the matter which composes our frames, and yet that

matter does contribute and give to ns a feree by which we accomplish many

ends. I shall, however, not now dwell upon ditferences, but try to gather

up the sum and substance of the paper, as it has presented itself to my mind.

To have the general scope of the paper before ns may facilitate the compre-

hension of its abstruser arguments. So we conclude by analogy that there

is, superior to the whole material universe and to ourselves,—who, in one

sense, form part of that universe,—some great and supremo Will, Intelli-

gence, and Power, who is using that universe and the beings that arc upon it,

for His own groat, wise, and beneficent ends. If we conclude that there is

such a Being, we only conclude that which our own experience telN ns exists,

in a certain sense, in our own personal beings. This I niKlcrstaiul to be the

ground upon which the paper of this evening rests, and is the substance of

the argnment that has been drawn out with regard to the existence of a

supremo, intelligent, and beneficent (‘reator ;
and T think it is an argnment

which is perfectly unassailable. It is one which, as has been well pointed out,

is entirely independent of the special discoveries of modern science, which,

after all, only reveal the ditferent inodes in which tlu' material forces act

and have their influence, but do not approach, in the least degree, the source

of that independent power which controls material things and uses material

instruments. Though, with regard to our own being and our own persona,

we may discover, with greater particularity, by science, the mode in which

our will may move certain members of our body to perform certain acts, and
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SO we may resolve the actions and motions which we are thus enabled to put

into exercise to certain mechanical or any other laws
;

still, we do not ap-

proach any nearer to the solution of the g^^eat question—the connection

between our spiritual and our material bein^. Just in the same way the

discovery of the laws, or the rider, or tlic modes of operation, of certain por-

tions of the material iiniversi*, or of certain persons residiii*^ upon that material

universe, if we could resolve those motions or tliose actions, or even those

mental operations, into their laws, and simplify {)r classify them, and our

comprehension of them, by such discoveries, we should not toueli the great

(juestion of the connection between tlie universe and the one Supreme mind

and intelligence which directs and controls it. We need not, therefore, shrink

from any result of science, which is engaged in classifying, simplifying, and

explaining, either the operations of matter or the operations of mind. Tf we

can resolve the phenomena of the mind into certain laws, and explain the

connections between them, we do not lessen or alter the truth, that all these

)i)ental operation'? are the result of one mind. We may classify and describe

mental operations, but that does not affect or alter the question, that those

mental operations are the operations of one mind, just in the same way as all

the operations and proceedings in the material universe itself, however much

we may clas.-ify, simplify, or arrange them, are guided and arranged by one

Supreme Being to work out His wdll. I have only said these few words

because our C^hairman called on mo to speak. I heartily thank Mr. McDougall

for liis paper, for he has addressed himself to his subject in a manner which,

to my mind, carries not only reasonable probability, but comfort and assurance.

1 am glad to find these great truths, which are dear to my mind and heart,

stated ably and forcibly by one who does not shrink from placing them upon

a .scientific basis, (rfiieer.'^.')

Mr. M. H. Habeusuon.—I cannot but admire the very close logic which

characterizes Mr. McDougall’s paper, and the general way in which he has

dealt with the subject must have commended itself to every one present. It

occurs to me, however, that there wa.s one omission from the paper, inasmuch

as Mr. McDougall did not refer to animal life as well as to the spiritual life.

I think an objector might possibly say, “ What about the intelligence mani-

fested to a certain extent by the lower animals ? ” The life-characteristic of

man, Mr. McDougall has shown, will continue, but what about the intelli-

gence of the lower aniiuaU ! The paper needs something in anticipation of

the objection which an unbeliever might raise in reference to its logic upon

that jjoint.

Mr. W. Thorp.—Mr. McDougalPs able paper will be of great importance

not only to the religious, but to the scientific world. But it seems to me that

there is a difficulty, meeting us at the very outset, for which we are entitled

to demand an explanation, and that is, the connection between the attributes

of matter and the particles said to constitute that matter. That map yonder

is hung upon a nail which is driven into the wall. If you oak why the nail

supports the weight, you will be told that it is in consequence of the cohesion
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between the particles. But does that tell m anything ? What is cohesion ?

Why should the particles keep together ? — Take another illustration

from chemistry— a fertile field. Some of the compounds to bo found

there form bodies which arc known to chemists as isomeric, - that is

to say, they arc absolutely identical in a material sense, but they have

different properties. Take an instance of this ; the common form of

phosphorus is a yellow', w'axlike substance, easily fusible, juul taking

tire at a very low temperature
;
but there is also a substance known as

amorphous phosphorus, wdiieh is well kii nvn and seen by us every day on

the sides of safety match-boxes as a rod jiow'der, and that cannot be fused

except at a high temperature, and does not take fire except at a compara-

tively great heat. Yet those tw'o substances are absolutely identical, so far

as their material essence is concerned. What is the difference betw'een

them ? Some chemists say the ])articles are difforcntly ]jlaced
;
but W'hy

should that different arrangement bring about so groat a difference in their

properties I The same difliculty arises in the explanation of the force of

gravitation. AYe are told that by it bodies attract each other. But w’hy should

they be so attracted i It seems to me that Ih’ulessor TyndaHs remark, that

he sees iii matter “ the proniiac and potency of every form and (piality of life,”

may well be challenged, llow' can particles of matter have any potency in

them at all I That w'as felt by the great h\iraday— an authority w'hieli we
must all receive wdth respect - who, when w'riting on the subject, said, As
to the little solid particles which are b} some supposed to exist independent

of the forces of matter they gi‘*afl'' embarrass mo
;

for after taking

account of jill the properties of matter, and alit»w’ing in my consideration for

them, then these nuclei remain on the mind, and I cannot tell what to do

with them.” Professor Tyndall gives ns no explanation wdmtever as to the

connection between matter and its projierties. 'fliere is one term used by

Mr. McDougall whicli is, I think, a little unforlunatt‘. He speaks of

“psychic force”; but that pliraso has already been for a totally

different force to the one ho suggests. Mr. ('’rookes has used it for quite

another purpose
;
and, however appropriate it may be for Mr. McDougall’s

mcaniug, I think it would lead to conliisioii to employ it in a new sense.

The CiiAiuMAN.— It seems to me that there aie one or two arguments

which may be used respecting that potentiality of matter which is asserted

by materialists—its potentiality, of its owui accord as it w’cre, to enter into

the formation of all organized beings. Undoubtedly I he particles of matter

arc capable of entering into those combinations whicli constitute all organ-

ized beings, when that property is called into action, but not otherwise.

The meaning I wish to express is this : take for example \i field
;
you have

the various elements of matter composing the soil, and the various elements

composing the atmosphere— the oxygen, nitrogen, aqueous vapour, and
other gaseous matter which composes the atinosphero overlying the field.

AVo know perfectly well that from these same elements ten thousand

different vegetable organisms may bo produced ;
but how are they produced i
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By putting into the soil the appropriate seeds. That is to say, the matter

of the field and the matter of,, the air, by which it is surrounded, would not

of themselves form any plant. In order to determine the inherent powers of

the matter itself to form any particular plant, it requires the presence of a

seed, that is to say of a certain germ—a certain organism derived from a

previous plant of the same species, the result of which is, that the presence of

that germ, by some inscrutable power residing in it, determines the action o

those forces by which the various elements of which the earth and air are

composed, unite together, so as to form that particular plant. A great deal

has been said about protoplasm as the physical basis of life, and it is per-

fectly true that in order to form an organized being, protoplasm is neces-

sary; but the protoplasm itself is not able to produce tlie organized being,

except under such an infinenco as arises from the presence of an ele-

ment derived from a plant or animal of the same species. The i)resen(‘(»

of such an element is necessaty to call into action the organic forces - the

merely material forces—of the matter itself, so as to produce the plant or animal

in question. Now there is not a particle of reliable evidence that the most

simple monad—the simplest organic plant or animal—was ever produced by

the mere concurrence of inorganic particles. All the reliable evidence goes

entirely the other way. If only sufficient means are taken to exclude the

possibility of the presence of a germ derived from a similar organism, no

organism will be formed, although the materials to produce it may he

present in close proximity to eacli other, and so apt to run into those

combinations which will produce the organization in question that the mere

presence of a germ is alone necessary to cause that production to go on with

the greatest rapidity. Therefore, so far as evidence goes, there is no evi-

dence whatever that the inorganic matter j)0ssesses the property of combina-

tion of itself, of its own accord, to form even the most sim])le and lowly

organized being in existence ; and tis we go higher in the scab* of organization

the difficulties are greater still. It appears to me that there is no sufficient

ground for assuming the* possibility of matter itself producing any organized

being without an influence derived from a previous organization of the same

kind : if this be the case, we must go ])ack ad ivjinUum, and we cannot come

to any logical conclusion except that the first organism, or the first element,

which was capable of producing the formation of a given organism, must have

been originally the subject of creation. With regard to the doctrine cf evolu-

tion, the only thing that needs to be said is, that no one can ileny that the

Divine Will, with regard to the succes.sive formation of orgjinisms, may have

worked in that way or in any other way
; we cannot limit the Divine power,

and we must admit that it is quite possible that .successive developments

from a lower to a higher form of organization have been made. The exist-

ence of such a state of things is quite compatible with Divine power, but we

have no evidence that Divine power worked in that way ; it is quite possible

that it might have done .so, but evidence that it has is absolutely wanting.

Jiev. A. Black.—I seems to me that one argument which Mr. McDougall
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has used is not altogether borne out. He says the body changes its atoms

continually, so that every man has an entirely new set of atoms in his body

every seven years, and then he goes on to argue that since man, in 30, 40, or

50 years, has had bodies composed of dilferent atoms, while the soul has

continued to exist without change, therefore the soul cannot be destroyed,

but must have an existence elsewhere when the body perishes. Now that

does not seem to me to be conclusive, because, though the atoms of which

the body is formed change, yet when one set is taken away it is replaced

by similar atoms.* It does not, ther fore, follow that the soul cannot

undergo any change or sulFer any diminution of life, so to speak, when it

goes into perhaps a totally dilferent form of organization. The argu-

ments of Mr. McDougall are similar to many 1 have heard and read. You
will recollect Plato’s statement that the soul is a simple unconipounded

substance
;
but whether that affects the proof or not is another question,

and certainly it is one of those statements which we have not the slightest

scientific grounds for making. Another objection which strikes me is this,

and I do not state it as my own objection, but as one which has occurred to

my mind, and on which perhaps Mr. McDougall in his reply may throw

some light. The objection is this, that the arguments brought forward in

support of the immortality of the soul of man would hold good of the

immortality of the soul of the lower animals. ^Ir. McDougall talks of man’s

various feelings, thoughts, and affections
; but, in a lower degree, similar

things may be said of the lower animals. They have memory, and they

can love and hate
;
so that if such argiui*ci.t are to hold good in man’s case,

may they not also hold good in the case of Ihe lower animals. I have seen

this same objection urged with reference to the views of Bishop Butler and

others, and I only advance it now in order that Mr. McDougall may deal

with it when ho conies to address us again.

Mr. L. Dihdkn.—

B

utler says that that may be true of the lower animals.t

Rev. J. W. Buckley.

—

The question depends very much upon this

—

whether or no wo have any revelation upon the point. M'ill not somebody

undertake to show that, whatever science may do with reference to the

power of matter, wo are driven to this conclusion, that wo must have a

rovehition upon the subject. Let science do all that is in its power : still

reason says that there is a Power immensely above matter
;
and wo arc

driven to the conclusion, that wo must have a re\ elation. Wc may argue

that we have that already
;
but we must not assume it here. We believe it

clearly and distinctly, without any doubt or hesitation ;
but I should like to

see a logical argument put forward which would show tliat, let science do

what it will, there is a Supremo Power over all, and that that Supreme Power

must bo the subject of revelation to us before we can take cognizance of it.

Mr, McDougall.—In replying to the discussion which has been raised

• Still they are changed.

—

Ed.

t But Butler can scarce be said to admit it.— Ed.

TRlY
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upon my paper, I have to thank Dr. Currey, and the other cjentlemen who
have spoken, for the very generous way in which they have dealt with it

;
and

I am also obliged to them for the points they have suggested as to where its

deficiencies might have been supplemented. With regard to the gentleman

who spoke of the connection between the imperishable soul and the perish-

able, changing body, he rather misapprehends my meaning. I did not enter

into any argument apart from the fact that the accepted teachings of science

do not contradict that element of our faith which leads us to accept the reve-

lation of the immortality of the soul. What connection there can be between

that and the question of the possibility of animals also living hereafter, I

really do not see. I am not bound to defend or to enter into that matter at

all : it is a question which is open to discussion upon quite other grounds,

I am not involved in it in any way, for I have advanced nothing which

requires me to answer the question as to whether the dog shall or shall not

live in another world. All I have to say is, that the Christian view of the

immortality of the soul is that it is revealed to us, and that all the accepted

teachings of scientific men cannot invalidate it. An impression has ob-

tained currency, that scientific teaching contradicts the teaching of the im-

mortality of the soul
; but I think T have shown that that is not the case,

and that is a very important point
;
for we should take hold of these men

according to their teaching, and not merely according to their theories.

Speculations we can indulge in, as well as they
;
but their speculations arc

not to be accepted as truths. What I try to prove is, that there is something

in man beyond the material atoms
;
in other words, that the atoms of oxygen

and hydrogen and carbon and iron contained in his body do not constitute

the identity of a man, but that there is something else which does give him

a continued identity
;
and that much even Professor Tyndall has been obliged

to admit in his last paper
;
for he states that the process by which conscious-

ness is infused into the material atoms is unthinkable
;
that is to say, he has

no answer at all to give to this important question. I am very much obliged

to our Chairman for the very clear way in which he has stated the argument

which shows that the original elements out of which organized life is pro-

duced are not the products of inorganic matter. If you take a field of soil,

you certainly cannot get a crop of corn from it unless you sow the living seed.

That opens up one of the greatest questions which we have to consider
;
and

I believe that a very useful book, both to ministers of religion and to men

of intelligence, is Professor Janet’s Modern Materialism

y

in which the

mistakes of Buchner are exploded. I would recommend the gentleman who

spoke of the immortality of the soul to read that book with care, and I think

he would derive much assistance from it. What has been said by our Chair-

man is in exact accordance with the latest experiments and the best teaching

as to the production of life from inorganic matter. I have only to repeat my
thanks to those who have spoken, for their kind appreciation of my paper.

The meeting was then adjourned.
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ORDINARY MEETING, Januaky 3, 1876.

Vice-Admirai, E. Gardiner Fishdoubne, C.R., R.N., in

THE Giiair.
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—
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T. E. Heller, Esq., M.8.B.L., Wandsworth.

Rev. W. J. Packe, M.A., (bO. Oxon., Feerin<^ Vicar.i'jc'.

Rev. T. B. Stephenson, Loudon.

Rev. A. Thomson, LL.D., Edinburgh.

Associates :

—

W. Bosher, Esq., Middlesbrou;;;!!.

T. K. Oallard, Esq., F.G.S., London.

L. C. Irons, Esq., London.

T. Outhwaite, Esq., Middicsbroujrh

Rev. H. White, Pi.A., London.

Also, the presentation of the following works to the Library :

—

‘‘Proceedings of the Royal Society.” Part KM. From tif' Society.

“ Proceedings of tho Royal United Service Institute.” Part 83.

From the Institute.

“ Immortality.” By Dr. Sexton. Author.

“ Materialism.” By Dr. Winn. Ditto.

“ The Westminster Confession Tested.” Rev. A. Stewart. Ditto.

VOL. X. s
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Tho following ]^\por, tho fonrtli of a sories, was then read hy the

Author :
~

THE SORROIVS OF SCEPTICISM. By the Rev.

Robinson Thornton^ D.D.^ \

I
N three papers^ which 1 have had the honour of reading at

different times before this Institute, I have endeavoured

to discuss, or raise a discussion on, tlie Scepticism of the present

day in various aspects. In toncliing on the Logic of Scep-

ticism, I have called attention to the illogical character of the

reasoning process by which most, if not all, sceptical conclusions

are deduced from their premises. Those who employ these

arguments liavc generally proceeded as if it were their objeet

to produce action rather than to attain to truth. Far be it

from me to say that those great men of science who have un-

happily identified themselves with the cause of Scepticism have

knowingly ignored truth, or even permitted themselves for a

moment wittingly to deflect from the course that they have

adopted to lead to its attainment. But the sceptic, in general,

I maintain, has, intentionally or unintentionally, so shaped his

arguments as to appear to aim rather at inducing men to quit

their profession of Christianity than at demonstrating the truth

of his own principles
;
he has been content with the rhetorical

enthymeme or example, where the subject-matter demanded
the syllogism or the induction. In short, I have urged that the

processes of sceptical thinking appear to violate the formal
laws of thought. In treating of the Credulity of Scepticism

I have endeavoured to point out that in the assumption of

premises the sceptic has generally made a far greater demand
upon faith than rational believers in Christianity have done.

He has demanded absolute assent to propositions of very low
probability, and has deduced conclusions which are, either

directly or by implication, more startling than those which they

were intended to contravene : while blaming those who accept

* Being the Fourth and concluding portion of the arguments brought
forward in the Authors P^ers on “The Logic of Scepticism,*' “The
Credulity of Scepticism," “The Varying Tactics of Scepticism,** read in

1SC6, 1869, and 1874.
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statements on authority, he has himself been a blind worshipper
of authority, taking on trust as mueh at least as Christians
do; but with this difference, that the authority to which he
defers is, by his own admission, merely human

;
theirs, on the

other hand, they maintain to be Divine. In a 'word, T demurred
to the material part of sceptical logic.

The historical view of Scepticism I have endeavoured
briefly to unfold in writing of its Yarying Tactics. I have
tried to show how it has shifted ground : becoming, it may
be, from time to time more astute, but not necessarily more
truly scientific

; availing itself of, and seeking to direct or

divert, the currents of popular lliouglit, but never taking up
any definite and intelligible position which should vindicate

for it the reputation of being something more than a per-

tinacious denial of truths which wise and good men have
prized, and struggled for, even to the very death. To these

logical and historical discussions of Scepticism, I venture to

add a few words on its metaphysical aspect : 1 propose to

look at it psychologically. Having suggested that its history

is not ennobling, nor even rcspcctabhi, and that its logic is

materially and formally fallacious, I now j)rocecd to inquire

whether it responds to the requirements of man's higher being,

and satisfies its needs and its laws any better than it docs the

needs and laws of the ratiocinativc intellect.

I entitle my paper the ^‘Sorrows of Scepticism.’’ There
is no sorrow produced directly by an historical shortcoming

or a logical failure. We may be disappointed in a character

of brilliant promise, we may feel dissatisfied if detected in

a fallacy or unable to establish a projected conclusion ;
but these

vexations are, in logical language, accidental, and not of

the essence of history or logic
;
whereas a metaphysical failure,

a coming short of the attainment of that which the very nature

of the man yearned after, is in itself a pain to that higher

nature whicli experiences it.

I have been led to employ this term, Sorrows of Scepticism,

from an observation of the physiognomies of sceptics. I have

never, or scarcely ever, looked at tlic laces or photographs of

those who cherished doubts about revealed religion, without

being struck with the expression ofpain w hicli they exhibit. It

would be invidious and undesirable to partieularizc in this

niatter; but I may say without hesitation that this appearance

of pain, disquiet, disappointment, unrest, is to be seen in nine-

tenths of confessed unbelievers. No doubt it may be said that

^hey, like Heraclitus, arc weeping over the folly of mankind,

though one would wonder why a Democritus did not now and

s2
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then appear^ with an amiable or sarcastic smile on his face ; no
doubt it may be said that a lugubrious expression is not confined

to those who cherish honest or dishonest doubt, but is seen in

those whose orthodoxy is unimpeachable. Still I give you the
fact, as it appears to me : most sceptics look unhappy, most
believers look happy ; and so, as a counterpoise to the Nemesis of
Faith, I claim a right to speak of the Sorrows of Scepticism.

Whence then is the sorrow, and what is its nature ?

^^Dolor,^^ says the old Scholastic, ^^est solutio continui/^

The definition is intended for physical pain, which was sup-

posed in every case to be essentially connected with some inter-

ruption of that which is normally uninterrupted. That the

definition is not adequate I presume our modern physiology

would tell us ; but we may accept it as containing within it a

condition of many kinds of corporal suffering. And we may,
mutiitis mutandis, apply it to the higher nature with even

greater correctness. If physical pain be caused by the severing

of that which should be continuous, mental pain or sorrow is

caused by the sundering of the soul or the mind from that

which it yearns after, or with which it imagines itself to be, in

some way or other, united. The gre«at j)oet of the world to

come was right when he pictured, plunged in unfathomable
woe within the impassable portals of the city of despairing

grief,
“ le genti dolorose

Ch’ hanno perduto il ben dell’ intelletto.”

Their sorrow was that they were sundered from that ayaOov
which the intellectual, in all its varied forms, according to

Aristotle, SoiccT, that nearer view of the Self-existent

which Plato would consider the necessary ultimate destiny of

intellectual being.

I. The Sorrow of mere Negation ,—The mind, from its very

nature, seeks for the positive and affirmative, and cannot rest in

the negative or destructive. We should hardly, perhaps, be

ready to endorse the Hegelian doctrine, that negation and
affirmation are two necessary j)arts of a truth, and that absolute

truth consists in the relation between the two ; but I think we
may maintain it thus far, that negation without affirmation is

indefinite and incomplete, and that the mind cannot rest in it.

Now the whole of Scepticism is essentially negative. Its

scientific propositions, certainly, so far as they are concerned

with phenomena, are positive enough ; but its conclusions are

destructive. Each of its arguments tends not so much to

establish a new truth, as to dethrone what has l)een recorded

as one ; and in too many instances one seems to feel that the
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eager delight with which the sceptic enunciates some startling

inference arises not so much from the value of that inference to

true philosophy as from its presumed contrariety to something
which believers hold to be the revelation of God. This delight,

however, is no true pleasure. The mind refuses to be satisfied

with the love of that which is not, while it longs for the know-
ledge of that which is.

In this we may see, I think, a reason for the shiftiness

and disposition to vary the ground whicli we cannot fail to

remark as we review the history and development of the

various sceptical schools. They will tell us, of course, that

new discoveries have widened the field of human inquiry and
knowledge; that this •shifting of ground is only the occupying
of more commanding heights from whence to attack super-

stition, not the abandonment of the old posts as untenable, nor
the restless relinquishment of them as unsatisfactory to those

seekers after change to whom that which is is distasteful

because it is. They will tell us this; butuc shall reply that

they are unquiet because they cannot be quiet
;
that the sorrow

of negation clings to them like the tunic of Nessus to Hercules,

as a torment which they may sigh under, but are powerless to

cast away.

II. The Sorrow of Doubt .—As the intellect cannot be satisfied

with negation alone, and seeks for affirmation, so does it also

long for Assent, and refuse to he euntented with Doubt. A
pure Pyrrhonism is as inconsistent with mental satisfaction as

the absence of a definite centre would be with mechanical

revolution. There cannot possibly be any acquiescence, on the

part of a rightly-ordered intellect, in a system of teaching

which consists either of a number of contrariant propositions

of equally low probability, or of a continual assertion of the

imperfect probability of another system. Yet such is really

the character of sceptical doctrine. Either we have it laid

down for us that it is vain to try to determine which is the fact,

A, B, or C, all being nearly equally improbable, —this I should

term pure scepticism ;—or we are told that whatever may be the

real fact, one thing is certain, that our assent must be withheld

from C (Christianity).

By Doubt I do not hero mean that which Descartes con-

siders as the primary position from which all true philosophy

springs. The two are often confused together,—one cannot help

thinking sometimes of set purpose,—by those who wish to allege

the authority of a great name in favour of their own unhappy
system. But Descartes was no sceptic. His doubt was never

intended to be a part of his philosophical system. It cleared
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the ground for Philosophy; but was no more to be rested in as

an end than the extirpation of VirgiFs horrida silva ofweeds
and brambles is to be held for the completion of agricultural

operations. Nor probably would Descartes have urged the

application of his doubt to that higher class of propositions

which we speak of as eternal truths. If, according to him, wc
cannot doubt of thought, so wc may not venture to introduce

our doubt where the object-matter is cognate with thought

;

but be that as it may, tlie Cartesian dubitation was to be anterior

to philosophy, and not an integral portion, still less the prin-

cipal portion, of the system itself.

Scepticism, however, as such, offers us little but^ doubt. It

does not offer us a definite set of propositions to wljiich we may
assent, but, as we have seen, points out a set to wliicl^ we must
not assent. Now, as I have said of negation, so I say of doubt,

that the mind cannot possibly rest in it. There is a longing for

the credible, as there is for the affirmative ; and wherever assent

is withheld without some definite assent, in another sense, being

propounded, there the intellect is disappointed of its aim, and cut

off from that fixed positive truth which it identifies with itself.

This the earlier seekers after truth felt to their deep sorrow,

when they missed of what they were seeking, though they felt

sure it was to be found, and hoped even beyond hope of a Time
and a Man who should bring it to them

;
and the sceptics find

it, too, when they turn away from the unchanging Truth to

wayward doubt, and its chill, like the prison fetters of Joseph,

enters into their very soul. They may call this freedom, but

it is bondage; they may exult in a pretended emancipation, but

they are in the bondage of disquiet, the servitude of unrest.

III. The Sorrow of Imvjjiciency- I have said already that

regret at a logical failure must not be considered as essential,

but accidental, a supervening discomfort not connected with

the logic itself. Yet I may without inconsistency append this

to the two sorrows already discussed. They arise from the very

essence of scepticism ; this, like the Aristotelian pleasure (for

contraries correspond) is iTriyiyvdfiLvdv rt riXoc ry ivtpydq^

It must, however, be very real at times. I mean by sorrow

of insufficiency the regret that many, if not all, sceptics

must feel at finding that, do what they will, they fail to clear

away all the difficulties which attend the rejection of Revela-

tion; and scarcely, indeed, arc able to deal with all the

arguments alleged in its favour. It is not those who tell us

loudly that the game of Christianity is played out, and that it

must now take its place among the eflete superstitions of

humanity, not with the worst, perhaps, but still by no means
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with the harmless,—it is not llicjsc, I say, wlio are really

content at heart with the position of their own system.

There is a latent feeling that all is not right ; or, at all events,

one seems to see, amidst all these prave ^ords,^^ traces of a
lurking dissatisfaction with their own method and their own
conclusions. The most decided and intolerant unbeliever

must see that he himself, in contravention of his own principles,

asserts something, assents to something, believes something,

while he censures others for assertion, assent, belief. In short,

it must be one of the sorrows of Scepticism to see her despised

adversary still standing fast, assailed at all points, but con-

sistent and undismayed, while she is herself not altogether free

from the fear of seeming self-condemned.
IV. Sorrow from the absence of God.—There is a sorrow

above sorrows for the sceptic; not merely the disappoint-

ment of his intellectual longings, but tlie blankness of

severance from the ultimate end to which soul and spirit

alike look upward, towards which the moral and intellectual

alike desire to struggle.

It is a hackneyed question, whether the mind does or

does not habitually entertain a true conception of the absolute,

the infinite, the unconditioned, as distinct from, and elevated

above, the contingent, the finite, the conditioned. That there

is some such notion present in the educated mind, the personal

consciousness of every one probably testifies. We have a

notion of that which is endless, and self-existent, and unlimited,

differing in that very self-sufficiency from all that we experience

in ourselves, or are aware of in the phenomenal existence which

surrounds us. But does this notion correspond to some
exterior existence, or is it merely evolved by us by a mental

removal of limit from that of which we have experience as

limited ? Is our conception that of the Infinite, or of the

Indefinite ? This is, as I have said, a hackneyed question

;

but I must be pardoned if I touch on it in pursuance of

my purpose.

That every conception has some external object corresponding

to it, so that it is not only true tliat cogito, ergo sum,^^

but concipio, ergo est,” is well known as a bald statement

of the doctrine of the realists : not that the realists probably

ever maintained the doctrine in exactly the same form as

it has been imputed to them. Doctrines arc too often cari-

catured in a ghastly manner by those who gainsay them:
the lion painted by man is quite another creature from

the lion as he would be painted by lions. We may take

it, however, as a realistic form of argument, that if there
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is really such a conception present in the mind^ it necessarily

involves the existence of an external antitype : as therefore we
have the idea of the Infinite, the Infinite must needs exist;

as we have the idea of the Perfect, there must be a Perfect Being
to correspond to it ; the notion could not have been generated

in the mind itself by a process of tampering with notions

already there, derived from experience, but must be traceable

to some external and independently existent origin.

The opposite view I cannot set forth better than in the

words of Locke. He repudiates the view that there can be

any notion of the Infinite as such ; and therefore, of course,

would deride as a mere fancy the belief that there was any
existence corresponding to a mere negative notion. He
accounts for the origin of such notions thus :

—

Every onc/^ he says (ii. 17, §3) ^^that has any idea of

any stated length of space, as a foot, finds that he can repeat

that idea ; and joining it to the former, make the idea of two
feet; and by the addition of a third, three feet; and so on, with-

out ever coming to an cud of his addition, whether of the same
idea of a foot, or, if he pleases, of doubling it, or any other idea

he has of any length, as a mile, or diameter of the earth, or of

the orbis magnus
;

for, whichsoever of these he takes, and how
often soever he doubles or any otherwise multiplies it, he finds

that after he has continued his doubling in his thoughts, and
enlarged his idea as much as he pleases, he has no more reason

to stop, or is one jot nearer the end of such addition, than he
was at first setting out. The power ofenlarging his idea of space

by farther additions remaining still the same, he hence takes

the idea of infinite space As by the power we find in

ourselves of repeating as often as we will any idea of space we
get the idea of immensity, so by being able to repeat the idea of

any length of duration we have in our minds, with all the end-
less addition of number, we come by the idea of eternity

It would be over-refinement to point out here the confusion

between linear extension and space, the more so as the confusion

does not affect the argument. The answer to Locke, it seems
lo me, would be this, that he is describing not the formation of

a notion of the Infinite from the perceptions of the Finite, but
the struggle in the mind to bring down its transcendental notion

of the unlimited to its experience of the concrete and limited ; he
docs not prove that there is no idea of the absolute, but shows
that, there being such an idea, we are always endeavouring to

realize it.

But it would be an unwarrantable departure from my subject

to fight the battle of Aquinas against Abelard, Locke against
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Cudworth^ and Berkeley against both, or to uphold with
Schelling the intellectual intuition (intellectuelle Anschauung)
of the Absolute. I should simply venture to lay down thus
much : we have a notion of the Infinite, no matter whence or

how derived, as truly as we have of the Finite
; not an image,

of course, but a conception ; and this Infinite is to us a neces-

sary correlative of the Finite: so that—even as the distinct

knowledge of good implies in it the knowledge of evil, its cor-

relative—we cannot conceive of the Finite without the Infinite,

of the Limited without the Unlimited.

But has this conception of the Infinite, the Absolute, the

Unlimited, necessarily any personal existence corresponding to

it? One would say that as the finite man has personality, so

the Infinite, too, may be expected to be personal
;
and, as wo

have a conception of the one finite nature in many finite persons,

we infer that there is an Infinite Nature personally existent

corresponding to our idea of it. Thus we come to the well

known arguments of Descartes (Med. iii. and v.) :
—^^The idea

of an All-perfect, Infinite Being, is, without controversy, in my
mind—how did it get there? Not from the outer world; not

from education
;
not from any finite source, because the finite

and imperfect could never give me a conception of the Perfect

and Infinite
;
the effect could not transcend the cause. Ilcncc,

if I have the idea of Gon, a Gon must necessarily cxist.^^ And
again : As the existence of a triangle is implied in the very

nature or essence of the conception ue have of it, so the exist-

ence of God is implied in the essence of our idea of Him.”
This may be flat realism, but, if it is, so much the better for

realism. The conception of the superhuman is neither, as

Locke would tell us, a mere abstract notion of humanity with

human conditions removed, nor, as Fichte might say, a pro-

jection of our own self-consciousness into the region of the

unknowable, but a real representation of a real existence. A
representation, but, as I said above, not an image ;

or else that

argument might hold good which presses the impossibility of

there being an idea of the Infifiite at all. Can that which is

finite, it is urged, take in the Infinite, the measured com-

prehend that which is immeasurable? We know the old tale

of St. Augustin of Hippo; that when designing to write an

exhaustive treatise on the Triune mystery of the Divine Being,

he saw in vision by the seashore a child who had scooped a

hollow in the sand with a shell, and smilingly told the Saint

that ho was going to pour the ocean into it with the same
instrument. ^^Nay,” said St, Augustin, surely it were foolish

to think of taking up the wide sea with a little shell, and
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inclosing it within a tiny receptacle/^ Suddenly the child

disappeared, and in his stead an angel form was thercj while

a solemn voice replied, Not more foolish than to hope with a

finite mind to understand the infinity of God.” In fact, we
may well echo the poet^s words,

—

“ In this Nvild maze their vain endeavours end ;

How can the less the greater comprcln'iid,

Or finite reason reach Infinity ?

For what could fathom God were more than He."

True : but the human may conceive of, though it cannot fully

fatliom, or take in, or image, the Divine. Man^s intellect, we
must remember, is in the likeness of God^s ; it is immortal, and
though limited in esse, is intended for an unlimited and eternal

growth
;
so it may possess, if it cannot itself form, a concep-

tion, though an inadequate one, of the Immortal and Perfect

;

and, having a potentiality of infinite advancement, may formu-

late the Infinite within itself: just as a finite formula in

mathematics is capable of representing an infinite extension.

To this Personal Being, All-good, All-wise, Sclf-existent,

the longings and yearnings of humanity, frail, weak, and
ignorant, yet ever conscious of a possibility of better things,

are eagerly directed. The sceptic himself knows that in the

midst of the impure and false he involuntarily longs for, and
by that very longing admits the existence of, the pure and the

true, and that not as an abstraction, but as a Person. The
affections seek Him as their rest ; for rest they must have,

and they cannot rest in the restlessness of the finite. The
intellect seeks Him because it must have, and rest in, truth,

and it cannot rest in the half-truths of the finite. Affections

and intellect, heart and mind, .soul and spirit, alike stretch

forward to Him whose very Being is so wondrously impressed

upon them.
And this is the great Sorrow of Scepticism, that it cuts man

off from his highest good. There must be, it tells us, no
Personal Deity ;

no golden chain ” which binds each soul to

‘^the feet of God”; no Providence, though the inmost recesses

of the heart seem to testify that there cannot but be one.

“ Mother ! some Hand, through sky, o’er sea.

Leads wandering birds protcctingly ;

’Mid floating piles, and ocean dark,

That Hand will guide thy homeless bark.”

A rigid self-denying ordinance ” bears all these away, and
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weeps over fair children whom it has, like Brutus, doomed to

death by a mistaken fanaticism.

If we inquire into the metaphysical conditions of this sad
engenderer of sorrow, we shall find, 1 think, that it is an in-

tellectual malady
; a mental imperfection somewhat similar to

colour-blindness, only not, like that singular defect, unattended
with pain. The imperfection consists in an inability to admit,

at the same time, the existence of the contingent and the

absolute, and to appreciate the province or district, so to speak,

which belongs to each. That form of the imperfection wl)ich

refuses the contingent leads to mere transcendental idealism,

but not necessarily to religious scepticism. Though Scliclling

was not a fervent Cliristian, Malebranche was. The other

form, however, the rejection of the absolute, must inevitably

end in a logical and a metaphysical deception. Tiie logical

fallacy I will not enlarge on now. It would take the form,

usually, of that called in our logical treiitises the fallacy a

dicto secundum quid ad dictum simplicitei /^ or its coiivei >c

;

and would lead us to an utter confusion between will and
mechanical power, between the fitfiilncss of the imperfect and
the steady consistent energy of the perfect. The metaphysical

error would rather resemble the incorrect perceptions of a sight

which, in other respects of normal power, will not l)ear

focussing to the usual extent, and thcreforfj deprives its pos-

sessor of the advantage of seeing what is within, or beyond,

a certain distance, while at the same lime its goodness disposes

him to doubt or deny the existence ol’ w hat he is unable to

perceive. The absolute being withdrawn from view, and the

contingent alone remaining, tlic sceptic is left to tlie eontem-

plation of force in the place of Divine Will
;
and to tlu' ulti-

mate choice (an uuliappy one) between Atheism, I'antlieism,

or Fatalism. The outcome of these is as injurious to the

community as they are in themselves full of sorrows to tlu^

individual. No one can doubt this who watches tiui course of

modern unbelief. From the rejection of a written revelation,

and a Personal Deity, it advances to thi‘ denial of moral re-

sponsibility, and the repudiation of social relations, soiual

duties, social morality ; eliminating sin by the simple process

of asserting the non-existence of moral evil. It professes by

this course to cure the griefs to which humanity is liable
; the

medicine, however, is uotrue balm, but rather like that narcotic

which for a short time induces oblivion of troubles only to

intensify them tenfold when the patient wakes to consciousness

again. Even the Greek poet could sec that the Suprenu^ Being

alone was the giver of peace to the troubled mind :

—
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OVK exw irpofTEiKacrai,

iravr iTrttTraOfnoiuLtvog,

ttXijv ^locy il TO fiarav citto (jipovTi^og a^Ooc

XPV (iaXuv irriTvpwg.

It has remained for a later age to enunciate the doctrine that

the surest expedient against care is to banish Him. But where
this expedient is tried, the witness of Him still remains, to

increase the eare by the feeling of severance from Him : scep-

ticism enhances sorrow by the addition of its own. A true

philosophy, a true estimate of the needs of huipanity, its ten-

dencies, its latent powers, its patent frailties, points, equally with

religion, to a very different course, and a very different result.

Ita ergo,^^ says St. Bernard, sursum cor, sursum clamor,

sursum desideria, sursum conversatio, sursum intentio, et

omnis cxpcctatio tua desursurn sit : clama in coelum ut exau-

diaris, ct Qui in coclis est Pater mittat auxilium de tribulatione,

eripiat a tribulatione, et glorificet in rcsurrectione.^^

The CiiAIRMAN.—I am sure you will allow me to return thanks to Dr.

Thornton for his interesting paper. I may, perhaps, be allowed to make

one remark to give you an opinion having reference to the argument

bearing upon physiognomy. Some years since I was visiting the studio

of the celebrated American .sculptor, Hiram Power, whom I found to be

a.s good a talker cus a .sculptor. I a.skcd him if he knew that anthropologists

say tliat it is iinpos.sible to study the .subject of anthropology perfectly

without considering the effect of religion ; that the physical effect which

religion has upon the countenance is a prime hrctor in the estimate ? ” Ho
replied, “ Well, I have had a good deal of experience among the revivalists

of America, and I found this uniformly, tliat though individuals had been

only five or six weeks under the influence of religious enthusiasm, following

the movement as mere camp-followers, their countenances were perfectly

changed in the time by the fact that they had been under such an influence.’*

Now that, coming from a man like Power, whoso profession involved the study

of the features, is not without interest to us, and I can quite understand

Dr. Thornton’s statement that unhappiness is to be found in the physiognomy

of the sceptic, just as an expression of happiness will be found, as a rule, in

the face of the true (’hristian, for who can bo happy if he is not ? (Cheers.)

Mr. H. CoLKMAN, LL.D.—I think that the paper which we have heard

read to-night contains much that is admirable, but it also contains some

weak points. Tlie question which we ought to discuss is not whether scepticism

may not be attended by certain sorrows, but whether the mere fact that

scepticism may be so attended is an argument against it from a Christian

point of view. The Chri.stian dispensation leads us to expect .sorrow, and
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therefore the mere fact that scepticism is attended by sorrow would in

itself not be an argument against it. Scepticism is a disease, and you

must go to the cause of it. It is of no use telling a man under these un-

favourable conditions that he would be better out of them. He cannot help

them. He is involved in sceptical conditions. I should have preferred to

see in this paper a bolder and more enlightened treatment of the question.

We all know that scepticism exists, and that it is very prevalent, but what

can be the practical result or use of saying, “ If you accept scepticism, you

must accept a system of sorrow.’’ I desire, however, to express a general

approbation of the paper, and of the excellent manner in which it has

been placed before us, but I really would urge Dr. Thornton to tell us in his

reply the cause of scepticism and the best inode of treating it.

Mr. J. Rendall.—The last speaker seems to have forgotten that the

paper which has been read to-night only deals with one-third part of the

(pie.stion.* My exception to it i.s of a very different character. I was sorry

to find some expressions in the paper which are not worthy of .so able

a man as Dr. Thornton
;
he does not tjuite do justice to the position nor to the

views of sceptics. On the very first page I find him saying :
“ The scei>tK*,

in general, has, intentionally or unintentionally, so shaped his arguments

as to appear to aim rather at inducing men to quit their profession of

Christianity, than at demonstrating the truth of his own principles.” On
the second page he says of scepticism :

“ Its history is not ennobling nor

even respectable,” and so on through several other pages, speaking of “ its

shiftiness,” its being ‘‘ confused together,” et cetera. I was much struck

with the contrast afforded to this style of writing by that of Farrar’s

“ Life of Christ,” where I find this passage, in reference to scepticism,- Dr.

Farrar writing distinctly, be it remembered, as a believer to believers:

—

Let me here say at once that I hope to use no single word of anger or de-

nunciation against a scepticism which T know to be in many cases perfectly

honest and self-sacrificingly noble.” Dr. Thornton, I tliink, does injustice to

his own position, when ho will not allow to the sceptic, motives, (piito lus good

as his own, and a sacrifice quite as great, though the sceptic arrives at

different conclusions. But the purpose for which I rose was to bring forward

a strong illustration of tho soundness of the general view contained in the

paper. In reading tho life and letters of Niebuhr I came across a passage

which well illustnitos the sorrows of scepticism. Niebuhr was an unbeliever,

and one of the most eminent ; but, writing to a lady, afterwards his wife,

about the education of his son, he says “ He shall believe in the letter of

the Old and New Testaments ; and I shall nurture in him from his infancy

a firm faith in all that I have lost, or feel uncertain about.”—Lijc amlLetterSy

* The paper is the fourth or concluding portion of the arguments

brought forward in the Author’s Papers on “ 'fhe Logic of Scepticism,”

“The Credulity of Scepticism,” and “The Varying Tactics of Scepticism”;

read in 1866, 1869, and 1874. (See note, p. 234.)- Ed.
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vol. ii. p. 101. (Cheers). That is a very strong utterance to proceed from

Niebuhr. The father, though he could not himself believe in the Old and

Now Testaments, still felt such an iwnount of discomfort about his own
position that in educating his child he determined to bring it up in the

belief which he himself had ceased to possess. With reference to the question

of physiognomy, we must remember that (with most of us) lines will deepen

and wrinkles will come with age, also that Froissart charges the English with

being serious even in their pleasures, and certainly Dr. Thornton’s friends

must be exceptions, if nine-tenths of th(‘m have happy expressions.

I agree that unbelievers, as a rule, carry a painful expression, but my expe-

rience leads me to deny that nine-temths of Christians arc happy-looking,

at least among Englishmen.

Ib‘v. F. N. OxENiiAM.—The observation whichl specially wish to make arises

partly from what fell from the first speaken*. The industrious author of the

paper has not done one thing Avliich we should have wished: he has not

])ointed out to us tlie very essential difference between two sorts of scepticism.

It seems to me that if we are really to meet the growing difficulties of scepti-

ci.sni. we must be mo.st careful to ilistingui.sli between the doubt which arises

from a desire not to believe what is ])ut before a man as truth, and the doubt

which arises from a real genuine difliculty, in being convinced that a certain

statement <l()es rest on sufficient grounds. One I should call moral, the

other iiitelleetual. It seems to me that the scepticism with which wo have

to dt'al ought to ])(• regarded as simply intellectual, and Dr. Thoraton hius told

us that he reu.irds it as an intellectual disease. If it really is an honest in-

capacity in any mind to see that a particular statement rests on a sufficient

basis of truth, then all these arguments as to ‘‘attempts to make us give up

Chri.stianity ” are beside the maik. 1 cannot help thinking, and I say it regret-

fully, as a clergyman, that we have failed to do much that we might have done

in the way of winning over sceptics by jussuming, to begin with, that they were

morally wrong. If we began by sympathizing with their doubts, and agreeing

wM*th them that truth is so precious that we cannot allow an imposture to

usurp its place
;

if we gave them more credit, not for wishing to undermine

Christianity, but for feeding genuine difficulti(*s in ascertaining the grounds

on which certain statements w'ere originally made, we might do a great deal

more for them than we have done. When wo impute to them bad motives,

ami tell them they arc not rcspeckible,* the sceptic naturally says, “A person

who speaks in that way does not understand my state of mind, and has no

s\m])athy with me.” I cannot help thinking that the scepticism which Dr.

Thornton has called intellectual is entirely different from that which he

described in the earlier pages of his i^aper. If we hiid been told at the be-

ginning of this paper that the author regards sce pticism as a moral disease,

which desires not to believe God’s word, and which wishes to explain God's word

Dr. Thornton said this of the history of scepticism, not of sceptics.
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away, because it checks the sceptic’s evil desires, then the paper might be

true ; but if we are told that scepticism is intellectual, then it seems to me
that the paper is irrelevant. It really is of no use to go to a man who is

deeply sorry because of his doubts and say, “ Give them up, bocanso they

make you sorry.” He answers : “I would give worlds to know on what I

may rest my faith. 1 am sorry you c.annot get rid of my doubts, which want

positive truth to upset them. I do not want tf) be told I am sorry because

I rest on shifting ground, for I feel that already.” 1 cannot help thinking

that if a paper of this kind goes abroa<l, it will tend much to confirm the

view which 1 have often met with in m small expcrienci'. Men who arc

really searching for truth say, “ You clei gymmi have no sympathy with us,

you throw us overboard at once if we do not agree exactly with all you say.

and therefore it is of no use to come to you.” I do not mean to sav that Dr.

Thornton has had this idea in hi.s own mind.

llev. Prebendary Kow.™ 1 feel some regret in criticising this paper, bcc.uiM'

1 must endorse the opinion which has been expressed by tlie last sjieaker. J

have had much experience of scepticism, and I have .il'Aa\s treated sceptus

with respect, as though they were searcheixs after truth. For the Lifsi niae

months I have been reading a large amount of sceptical philosophy, and I

own I cannot endorse the opinions at the opening of tliis paper, with respect

to the works of the very eminent men tliat 1 have been reading. Would such

comments bo applicable to Herbert Siiencm’ s works, or to the works of .lohii

Stuart Mill, or to the last production of Herbert Spencer’s school, the (.\)smic

Philosophy of Mr. Fisk i Any one who has conversed with men who are

not sceptics, but who feel doubts and dsit'cni^ies, must Iiave ftdt, as I have

felt, tho greatest sympathy for them. Now let iis go to the first point in

this paper ; and I would ask, what does Dr. Thornton defiiie sceptici.sm to

be ? Unless wo have a considerable amount of sce])ticisni, wc shall certainly

fall into gross superstitions. When miracles wert‘ ri‘cently slated to have

occurred in France, I cerbiinly could not believe them, and that a species

scepticism. The mere term itself is so absolutely vague that I do not sec

how you can lay hold of it to make any deliiiite utterance on tlie subject.

Take, for ox:amplc, many of our great writers :
you may chargt‘ nearly every

one of them with a certain amount of scepticism, because a spirit of inquiry

exists among them. 1 suppose Dr. Thornton meant the scepticism ot un-

belief
; but let mo have something like a dcdinitioii. T did not really know

what was tho end and purport of the paper, and 1 am still \ory innch in tho

dark. It may be said that it is to prove iliat scepticism or unbelief is a

very bad thing; but there is much matter in it ^vllieh has no Ix'aring oil

that purpose ati all. There is one thing on whieli Dr. Thornton has laid

eonsiderablo stress, and that is, that, according to his own ol).seivation of the

physiognomy of sceptics, they look a very sorrowful and wretched set of

people. One day lately I was walking through London with more than my
usual observation, and scrutiniy.ing the faces of those I met. I subsequently

observed to a gentleman I met, “ It seems to mo that people of our age ” (we
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were both of the same age) ‘'get to have a great deal of care expressed in

their faces.” Dr. Thornton may be right, and many sceptics may look un-

happy ; but I do not think that proves much, for I am sure a large number

of Christians do so also. Even if you prove that the sceptic looks sorrowful,

it is not much to make a point of
;
for the Scriptures refer to much that is

sorrowful, and, with all reverence be it spoken, they place before us a Person

designated the Man of Sorrows. I have been much struck with the altered

aspects assumed by scepticism for some years j^ast. It has been in real

earnest attacking Christianity, in a manner very different from that of the

last century, when it consisted more of gibes. The present attack on

Christianity is most determined. I do not know a time when a greater

amount of intellect was attacking theism than at present. We have to meet

it, not by taking any side-issues, but by trying to grapple with it heartily,

Mr. T. W. ]\Iasterman.—I should like to say a few words in favour of

the paper when I have heard so many hard w^rds against it. (Mr. Row.

—

Not “hard’^ words.) I like the paper very much indeed. We cannot

look at any form of .scepticism—at any form of doubt—and not see that

it must necessarily bring with it sorrow
;
and I believe the idea in Dr.

Thornton’s mind is just this, that .scepticism of all kinds brings sorrow

to those who hold it. (The Chairman.—Unrelieved sorrow.) Exactly so.

There is a great difference between the sorrow of Christians and the

sorrow of sceptics. The sceptic has the intense sorrow of finding that

he has no outlet and no relief for his doubts
;
and here is the difference

between him and a believer, who, when he has sorrow, as sorrow he must

have, knows that there i.s always a refuge from it—always a relief. The

reason why, in my opinion, the sceptic must naturally have sorrow, is

that he sees, or fancies he sees, all .around him going wrong
;
he is wrong

himself, and ho feels that he is without a future, without hope, either for

himself or humanity around him. Look .at the later examples of modern

scepticism —John Stuart Mill, for inst.anco— read his ablest works, and you

will find impressed upon them an intense sorrow. It is a most melancholy

exhibition to ace that great intellect straying from the paths along which

it might have walked, into the depths of an everlasting sorrow ;
and I agree

with Dr. Thornton in acknowledging that .scepticism must bring with it a

deep and great sorrow. Mr. Row has alluded to the lines of thought which

are traced in the features, and has told us that no thoughtful man has advanced

to a certain period of life without deep lines in his face and an expression

of care. f)f course there is some truth in that, but the expression of sorrow

which Dr. Thornton referred to is .something very different from the expression

of thoughtful care. A man engaged in deep thought will hate the marks of

thought in his face, but they need not of nece.ssity bo unhappy marks. They

may show that a man thinks much and deeply
;
but talk to that man about

something in which he is really interested and the face will alter at once, and

brighten with pleasure. All who have a true faith will be able to show gene-

rally the marks of their faith even in their countenances.
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The Chairman.—It strikes me that in this, as in other things, the prime
factor of the problem is often forgotten, and that is, that there is a power which
comes with Christianity which determines all these things. An eminent
London clergyman had been for four years unsuccessfully arguing with a
person who was doing much harm in his parish, and was said to be an
honest infidel— (though 1 think we may use that phrase too widely, and call

them ‘‘ honest,” when in truth there is something behind which prevents them
from accepting the clearest demonstrations). A t last, on bringing before his

mind this prime and essential factor, a living and true faith in tJesus Christ,

he accepted his views
; subseiiueiitly s tying, “ You may tell your friends

that there is not now a happier man in .ill England than I am.’’

Dr. Thornton.- -I thank my critics Aery much for their kind tone, and

also for their criticism. I know my paper is not a.s complete as it should be,

but 1 think its intention has not been tpiite understood. 1 Avould reply to

Dr. Coleman . I rpiite agree with what you say, but 1 am luit endeavour-

ing, in a paper of eleven pages, to show why and how sco])ticisni is opposed

to Christian truth. I have aheatly pointed out in ])ie\ious papers the

weakness of scepticism ; I have now taken uj) a single point, which is,

that scepticism does not satisfy the human intellect in the case of those

Avho profess it. I am not Avriting a complete treatise against scepticism
;

still less do I Avritc against sceptics. Yon Avill not timl the word ‘sceptics’

above once or tAvice in iny paper
;

it is scepticism, not sceptics, that I AV'rite

against.” 1 can endorse all that has been .said about attacks on sceptics, and I

believe that many have been lost to Christianity merely because they have not

been properly approached. 1 have u.id ome intercourse Avith persons

troubled with doubts
;

in every instanc(‘ wliere 1 have endeavoured to

make Christian views prcA'ail, 1 have tried the efleet of love, and the experi-

ment has alAvays been perfectly sucee.ssful. 1 believe that is the Avay to deal

Avith such persons ; but avo must treat scepticism lu the abstract iii a totally

different manner. The fact is tliat there is a great deal of dishonest scepti-

cism about. I do not mean to say dishoiie>t sceptics, for a man Avho yields to

a scepticism Avhich avc must term dishonest is m»t iicct's^aiily a dishonest

man. This distinction betAveen scepticism and sci'ptics may answer a

great deal of tho critieisin of Mr. Jioav ami Mr. O.xeiiham, for an Inch F thank

them all the more bcc.aiisc I cordially agree Avitli it. i tliiiik it is right,

Avhile shoAving all charity to individuals, to point out tin* roally insidious

undermining character of llic doctrines Avhicli scejities unhappily profess.

I do not base my arguments against uiiladiof on the laet that it produces

or appears to produce sorroAV
;

it is part only of my argiiiiient that it does

Rot seem to satisfy the aspirations of the intellect, and then iere there pro-

bably is something completely Avrong about it. I imi^t disagree Avith one

or two remarks Avhich luive been imuie. 1 did not say that ninc-tentlis ot

Christians look happy. 1 said that nine-tenths of sceptics look unhappy, and I

adhere to that. IloAvever, there is this very great difference betAveen the

VOL. X. T
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sorrow in the face of a Christian and that in the face of a sceptic. The

sorrow in the fiicc of a Christian seems to prepare him for something bettei*,

that in the face of a sceptic does not. Mr. Eow mentioned “ the Man of

Sorrows,’* but I think he would scarcely have done so if he had remembered,

as I have no doubt he has by this time, that the grief of the Man of Sorrows

wjks not His own, but that of others. (Cheers.) We must always bear in

mind that He had no reason of His own to be sorry. I have not pointed out

how that incompleteness which causes sorrow’ may be remedied, because T

do not think that this is the place in which it should be done. Jt is too

distinctly religious a ipiestion for a scieutilic institution like ours. 'Fhat is

the reason wdiy I did not give, as 1 should have liked to do, a longer ipiota-

tion from St. Hernard, to show (lie tiue reiii(‘dy I'oi soirow. Hut 1 w'ant to be

thoroughly understood. The object of my pajier is not to abuse those who

differ from me ; nor is it to ])oint out how the asjurations of men can be

thoroughly satisfied. That is the oHiee of the Christian preacher, and not

of the wu'itcr of a semi-scientific pa])er ; but I w.uited to urge that there is .in

antecedent jiroliability against secj,)ticism, because it does not supply ni.in

wdth that which he hungers .and thirsts aftei.

The meeting was then udjonrned

Notk bv Dk. Tiiounton. -iJylhe lOditor's kindness 1 am permitted to

add a note to eomplet(‘ my somewhat inade(jnate reply. I have, I hope,

made it plain • (1 1 that there is a great difference and one which Lavater

would recognize—between the lines of thoiiglit, can*, penitence, which a

Christian’s face may e\liil)it, and the peculiar restless, unsatisfied, unhappy
expression of the unbeliever, that lestifies to the aching void within

;
and

(2) that Cdiarity is of persons, not of doctrines or acts, so that one may
abominate and denounce infidelity, and yet feel most tenderly for the

Infidel, and give him credit for the best motives and the utmoat honesty.

But f omitted to ])oint out clearly the distinction between J*hilosophical,

Fli.storical, and Keligions Seeptieisin. The fiist declines to assent to a con-

clusion W’ithout knowing tlie ])reiMisc‘s, ami weighing their eoircctncss and

cogency. It is praiseworthy and valuable
;

for philosophy is of knowledge,

not of fuith. Our Institute is in tins sense extremely sceptical : we
doubt all .science that ojipones levehition. Histoimal scepticism refuses to

accept a statement of fact without exaniimng flu* <*videnee and finding

it adequate, and is an absolute necessity foi thosj* who have to deal with

facts. Of this kind is tlie seepticism whieli led Mr. Row to reject the

alleged French miracles. l^•JlgIoll^ .M;optici.>in is a refusal to believe

what Christians do now receive, and have from the first put faith in, as

belonging to a higher and Supreme Intellect. ^I’his is the scepticism against

which we protest, since religion is not of knowledges but of faith ;
and

yet the Sceptic asks for such proofs as shall leatl to knowledge. I have

touched on the subject in my remarks on the Cartesian doubt (p. 237), and
dealt with it more fully in my paper on the Credulity of Scepticism.
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ORDINARY MEETING, February 7, 1876.

The Rev. Prebendary Cdrrey, D.D., in the ('hair.

The Minutes of the last nieetinj^ were read and eonfirmed, and the fol-

lowing elections wore aunonncod .
—

M KM hers

Kev. I*. W. F'kriosl, M.A., 8t. .Iud<‘’s Vicarage, Ken^in^toii.

IJev. J. (1. Hawes, IM),*lat‘ Pellow' of St. Peter’s Poll. Painb.,

Minehead.

Assoc I \TKS .
—

d. Push, Ks(j., Phathani.

I). A. 'r. Phristi(‘, Ksq.. London.

K. Jh Voun^q E.sq., London,

liev. IT, Pyder Ware, M.A.. P <
‘. (^»ll t ‘ainb . London.

Also, the ])reM‘ntation of tin* follow’in*/ AVoi U.s to the Libr.iry .

—

“ l*ioee(*dini^s of the Ibn ;il Society ” P.irt l(!o From lhcS<Ki<iii.

‘‘ lh'oceedin;,^s of the lvo\al Institution.” Part O:) Fnnn the! nstitub

.

“ Lioht as a Motive Pow'cr.” Lieut Annit, K’.X From the Auflior.

“ Kvorlastiiu; Punishment ” Pev V X. ()\enham, INI A. JHtfo.

The followjn;^ Paper was then read by the Author

IfhJATffEN COSAIOGONIES COMPARED UlTIf THE
HEBREW. Hy the ]\v\. Pourciiikk AVki:y Samle,
Shilliiiirford Rectory, R.xctcr.

1. IN atternptinjr to compare th(‘ various theories entertained

1 by ancient w riters respecting tlu‘ origin of men and

things, with the Hebrew ciminogony, as set birth in Scripture,

it may bti best to allow' the several aiitliorities, from which 1

shall have occasion to quot{% to stale, as lar as pvissible in their

own words, the belief tmtertained by tluir fellow-countrymen

on this important subject. But it w ill b(‘ impossililc to con-

sider some of the very curious and extiaxagant theories thus

stated without observing, as the late Sir Charles Lyell truly

remarked, that they do ‘^not seem to diifer c'^sentially in prin-

ciple from some cosmological notions of men ot great genius

and science in modern Europe.’^ t

2. Referring to the ‘‘ cosmological notions ’ entertained by

the ancient Eoyptians, asset forth in that wonderlui liook, 7V/e

Ritual of the Dead, portions of which arc undoubtedly as old

as the time of Abraham, and therefore some centuries older

than the Rooks of Moses, we find that they believed in the

*'

Lvi'll’s Frincipfes of flenloov. \o]. 1. p. 11.

T 2
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supposed intervention of a masculo-feminiue principle, to which

was assigned the development of the embryo world in the way
of incubation. For the doctrine was that when the first chaotic

mass had been produced in the form of an egg^ by a self-

dependent and eternal Being, it required the mysterious func-

tions of this masculo-fcininine demiurgus to reduce the com-
ponent elements into organized forms. Thus, e./y., wc find

such passages as these in the Ritual :
—“ I am the Great God,

creating Tlimself. It is water; or Nu, who is the father of

the Gods. Let him explain it. The Sun is the creator of his

body, the engendered of the Gods who are the successors of

the Sun (ch. xvii.). Again it is written, “ I am the Egg
of tlie Great Caekler Scb. I have watched this great egg

which Scb prepared for the earth. I grow, it grows in turn
;

I live, it lives ;
1 breathe air, it breathes air, in Hades

(ch. liv.).*

3. The Hermetic books, according to Jamblicus, teach as

follows:— “Before all things there is one God, who is the

t'athcr of Himself, self-begotten, and truly good. He is the

fountain of all thing.s, and the root of all primary intelligible

existing forms. Out of this one the self-ruling God caused

Himself to shine forth. He is the monad from the one
; before

essence, yet the first principle of essence, for from Him is being

and essence
;
wherefore He is celebrated as the ("liief of the

fntelligiblcs. He is the first Intellect, and the first Intelligible.

Besides these, other rulers arc supposed to exist, such as the

demiurgic Intellect, which properly presides over truth and
wisdom. There is, also, another certain principle, presiding

over all the elements in a state of 'generation, and over the

powers inherent in them, four of vhich are male and four

female; and this principle they attribute to the Sun. Hence
the doctrine of the Egyptians inculcates the origin of all things

'*‘Thn egg of tin- ( 'ackler, / tlio goo.sr, ,ih the enibleiii of Scb, is iiicu-

tioned on an old coffin in tlic ]5riti.sli Mnsciini, of an unknown date. It

occurs also on a statiio in the Ikuliii Museiiiii of the ago of Thothinc.s III.,

the contemporary of Mose>, which woidd fix its date to the sixteenth cen-

tury Dr. iiirch cousider.s that the earhost appearance of Ititnal.s is in

tin* llth dynasty, as the 17th, l^tli, and other chapters are found on

ihecofliriot (^neen Meritnhetp, )f that dynasty, and the u])pro\iinate coii-

tcniporary of Abraham. I’he filth chapter is supposed to he the olde.st of

all, as it bolorigs to the ejmeh of King Mcfikeres, of the 1th dynasty,

th(3 :i2nd contury B.(k Tlieic is much that n very int<*^•^ti^g in the.se

Itituals, which eontain the esoteric “v plan.it ion of the faith of the Egyptians,

tin* fh'own of dust ilicat ion, and the doctrine of tin* l*esurH*ction, though of

r:oui.se, to oiir ideas, held in a modified form
;
and it is a matter of surprise

that this remarkable book has not been iiiort* regardcil by (*hristians at the

jiresent day, as proving the measnu* of light and knowledge to whieli tin*
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again held to be under the supreme government of tlicOiie/^*

4. Diodorus Sieuliis, a Greek historian of the first century
B.C., describes the current Egyptian cosmogony of Ins own day
as follows :— The Egyptians suppose that at the original con-

stitution of all things, heaven and earth possessed one uniform
appearance, their respective natures being mixed up together.

But after this, the material substances separating from each

other, the earth took the entire onstitution which it now has,

and the air acquired the art of oerpctual motion. In eoii^e-

qiicncc of the heat acting upon ihis earth, it gradually reecnved

consolidation ; and, subsequently, fermentation taking place

on the surface, in consequence of the heat, some of the moist

matter swelled np into hubbies in many places; and these

moist spots became, by means of the heat, irii[)regnated with

animal life. At last these embryos, having Jicquired their full

growth, and the membranes which enveloped them having

burst, all the various forms were produced. Those which liad

partaken of the greatest heat soared away to the higher regions

and became birds; those which retained the earthly constitutions

were reckoned the occKjiaNis of iurth

;

those wliich had gotten

the greater abundance of moist nature fell into tlie sea ami

heeamo t
5. The monurneiits of Eg\]it afford some indication of the

cosmological notions entertained In the Hgyptians towards the

close of their liistorv. Thus, on a monument of the time ol

Apries, of the 'iOth dynasty, the Pharaoh-hophra of Jeremiah

(xliv. 30), who reigned B.C. 570, Ivhnum is said to be the

begetter of gods, and the creator of men. In a later monu-
ment be is described as the great Potter, father of fathers, ot

gods and goddesses, the self-exi.sient maker of heaven and

earth, the firmament, the waters, and the liill^. i
And in

the mystic chamber of the Temple of Phila*, wliieh belongs to

the Ptolemaic epoch, there is to be seen a representation of

the god Khnum turning a potter's wlieel, moulding the mortal

* Janihlicus, sect. viii. e. '2, ^ ^ i
• ^ .

4 Diodorus Siculus, lib. i. c. 7. I)io<lonis is said to have laivcn thut>

years in epitomizing all the kno\Mi libr.ines of Asi.i nnd Kiiroju' in order

toprodueo the forty cutin* liooks of his own history. l>ut he to have

made a curious jumble, according to .rnstin Martyr, respeitini (he Egyptian

lawgivers, mistaking Menes tor Mom's, ami inalong the toUo\N ing anachro-

nism in the order of the Egyptian lawgivers. Sesoiu'hosis, a king ot the
J
-fj'

dynasty, who reigned circa 2000 B.C., is Micceeiled by Hocchoris, ot the -4th

dynasty, who in his turn is succeeded hy Ainasi'^, ot the ISth dynasty, and

the same who is mentioned in Scripture as the new “ king over Egypt which

knew not Joseph.” See Justin’s UortaUn-ti Athlns^ to the iindsy c. i\.
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supposed intervention of a masculo-feminine principle, to which
was assigned the development of the embryo world in the way
of incubation. For the doctrine was that when the first chaotic

mass had been produced iu the form of an ryg, by a self-

dependent and eternal Being, it required the mysterious func-

tions of this masculo-fcmininc demiurgus to reduce the com-
j)onent elements into organized forms. Thus, e.g.y we find

such passages as these iu the Ritual :— I am tlic Great God,
creating Himself. It is water* or Nu, wdio is the father of

the Gods. Let him explain it. The JSun is the creator of his

body, the engendered of the Gods who are the successors of

the Sun (ch. xvii.). Again it is \vrittcn, 1 am the Egg
of the Great Cackh r Scb. 1 have watched this great egg
wdiich iSeb prepared for tlie earth. 1 grow, it grows in turn

;

I live, it lives ; I breathe air, it breathes air, iu Hades
(ch. liv.).*

3. The Hermetic books, according to .Tarnblicus, teacli as

follows:— Before all things there is one God, wdio is the

Father of Himself, self-bcgottcn, and truly good. He is the

fountain of all thing.s, and the root of all primary intelligible

(‘xisting forms. Out of this one the self-ruling God caused

Himself to shine forth. He is tlic monad from the one
; before

essence, yet the first principle of essence, for from Him is being
and essence ;

wherefore He is celebrated as the (hiicf of the
rntelligiblcs. He is the first Intellect, and the first Intelligible.

Besides these, other rulers are supposed to exist, such as the
demiurgic Intellect, which properly presides over truth and
wisdom. There is, also, another certain principle, presiding

over all the elements in a state of generation, and over the
powers inherent iu them, four of w Inch are male and four

female ;
and thi>. principle they attrii)utc to the Sun. Hence

tlic doctrine of tlic Egyptians inculcates the origin of all things

*Tho egg of the ( ‘ackler, i.i. the goosr, as th(‘ eiablpiii of Seb, is iiicii-

tioned on an old coffin in tlie British Museum, of an unknown date. It

occurs also on a statue jn the Jkulin Museum of the ago of Thothmes III.,

the contemporary of Moses, winch would fiv its date to the sixteenth cen-
tury B.C. l)r. Ifircli considers tluit the earliest aj)p(‘ar.mce of Rituals is in

the lltii dynasty, as the 17th, iNth, and other eliapters an* found on
the coffin ot (,)'ieeii Montulietp, >f tli.it dynasty, ;ind tlie a])|)ro\iinate con-
tempoiMiy of Ahrahain. The t> Ith ehajiter is siqiposed to he the oldest of

all, as it belongs to the ejiooh of King Menkercs, of the 1th dynasty,
ij‘. the :22nd century B.(k There is iinieh that is very int(‘re^ting in these
Ritn.ds, whieh contain tlie esoteih- esplanatiini of the faith of the Egyptians,
the (howii of Justification, and the doctrine of the Resurrection, though of

course, to our ideas, held in a modified form ; and it is a matter of surprise

that this remarkable book has not been more regarded by (Jhristians at the
jnesent day, as proving the nieasuie of light and knowledge to wliich the
ancient Kgypti.ins had attained in their search .ifter tiuth.



from one, with diftereiit gradations to tlio many, A>liicli arc

again held to be under the supreme government of tlie One/' *

1. Diodorus Siculus, a Greek historian of the first century
B.C., describes the current Egyptian cosmogony of his own day
as follows:— The Egyptians suppose that at the original con-

stitution of all things, heaven and earth possessed one uniform
appearance, their respective natures being mixed up together.

But after this, the material substances separating from each

other, the earth took the entire constitution which it now has,

and the air acquired the art of perpetual motion. Tn coii'^c-

(jucncc of the heat acting upon this earth, it gradually rccei\cd

consolidation; and, siiliscqucntiy, fermentation taking place

oil the surface, in consequence of the heat, some of the moist

matter swelled up into bulihlcs in inaiiv places; and these

moist spots became, by means of the beat, impregnated with

animal life. At last these embryos, having acquired tlieir full

growth, and the incnibrancs which enveloped tlnmi having

burst, all the various forms were produced. ^'hose which l>ad

partaken of the greatest heat soared away to the higher regions

and became birds; those which retained the earthly constitutions

were reckoned the occupants of tarth ; those which had gotten

the greater abundance of moist nature fell into the sea and

hecaiiu: risH." t
5. The monuments of l^igy])t afford some indication of the

cosmological notions entertained by ^hc Kgyptians towards the

close of their history. Thus, on a monument of the time of

Aprics, of the .‘2r)th dynasty, the Pharaoh-hojihra of Jeremiah

(xliv. 30), who reigned B.C. 570, Klinuin is said to be the

begetter of gods, and the creator of men. In a later monu-
ment he is described as tlie great Potter, fathi'i* of fathers, of

gods and goddesses, the sell’-existent makin* of heaven and

earth, the firmament, the w'atcrs, and the hills,
j

And in

the mystic chamber of the ^IVmple of Pin he, w hich belongs to

the Ptolemaic epoch, there is to be seen a representation of

the god Khnuin turning a potter's wheel, moulding the mortal

.hiiublious, sect. viii. v. ^ :i.

f Diodorus Siculus, Ub. i. c. 7. I)io<lonis is said to have taken thirty

years in epitomizing all the known li)»rancs of A^ia and Kuva'po in order

to produce the forty entire hooks of his own history. Pad ho appo.irs to have

made a curious jumble, according to .Justin ]Martyr, re'^pci tno^ the Kgyptian

lawgivers, mistaking Menes for Mose.s, and makhig the tollow ing anachro-

nism in the order of the Egyptian huvgivoiN. Sosonchosis, a king ol the 12th

dynasty, who reigned circa 2000 IkC., is succcetlod by Pocchoris, of the 24th

dynasty, who in his turn is succeeded hv Amasis, of the ISth dynasty, and

the same who is mentioned in Scripture as the new' “ king over kgypt which

knew not Joseph.*^ See Justiifs Hortatorn to the i^^i'etks, c. i\.

X Rosellini, M, A\, clxix.
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2
)art of Osiris^ tlu^ typo of mankind, out of a lump of clay,

witli the following inscription : Khiiura, the Creator, forming

on the potter’s wheel the divine rnenil)ers of Osiris, now is

entlironed in the great hall of life.” This inscription reminds

us very much of nhat Isaiah sa} s on the same subject:

^‘Now, O Jehovah, tliou art our father; we are the clay, and

thou our potter; and wc are all the work of thy hand”
(Ixiv. <S). Inasmuch as the Egyptians ncrc in ])Ossession of the

Septuagint at the time when this iuscri[)tion was made, v/e might

suppose the idea had been taken from tlu' Hebrew prophet,

only it ajipears that Khiiuin was known to the hlgyptiaus in

this character some centuries before the Ptolemaic jieriod.

6. Gliddon gives another inscription to the same effect, but

unfortunately without mentioning hence it is taken, or the

time to which it belongs. It reads as follows:— May thy

soul attain to Khnum, the creator of all mankind.” And
Gliddon considers that this alone is a proof of the primitive

Egyptian creed of one God tlic (hvator (whose divine attributes

were classed in triads), of man’s possession of a soul, and of its

immortality
;
of a resurrection, and of the hope of such.”*

7. Turning now' to tli'* lbi(i:\ieiA\ cosmogony as next in

chronological ordc'r, for Saneoniatho its exponent is Mi|)poscd

to have lived about fmr eenturie-» after Moses, we find him
explaining it in the following way. lie says, that the begin-

ning of all things was a dark and a condensed wind, and a

turbid chaos as black as Erebus. In course of time this wind
became enamoured of chaos, and an intimate union took place

wdiich was called Pothos. From tliis union was generated

Mo!

,

which some call ‘‘ !Mud,” but otliers, the putrefaction of a

watery mixture. And from this soiung all the seed of the

creation and the generation of the li inverse. And there wen'
certain animals w ithout cessation, from wdiicli intelligent animals

w'crc produced, and these were called Zophasmi'ni, i.e. tlie

overseers of the lieaveiis”; th(*y were formed into the shape of

an er/tj ; and from IMbt came forth tlie sun and moon, the less

and tlie greater stars. And when tin air began to send forth

liglit, by its fiery influence on tliesia and earth, winds were

jnodneed and clouds, mid very gr(‘at torrents of tlic heavenly

wateis. And wlicii they wcie thiiN scjiarated, and carried out of

their jumper places, Ijy the heat of the snn, they all again met in

the air, and were dashed against each other, thunder and light-

nings being the result. At the sound of tlie thunder the afore-

said Zophasemiu (who w'ould be called ‘^astronomers” iiow'-

adays) were aroused and startled l)y tlie noise, and appeared
on earth and in the sea, niale and fcmiilv. These things were

* (iliddoif.s Anrit nl pp. 28,



found written in the Cosmogony of Taautus, and were drawn
from his observations and natural acuteness, or, what would be
termed in our age, perhaps, the depths of liis moral conscious-
ness, by which lie has penetrated all science and enlightened
the world.*

8. Although some have pronounced Sanconiatho to be a
myth who only existed in the imagination of Philo Byblius, a
writer of the first century, there are reasonable grounds for

believing him to be a real person, who lived about a

century after the Trojan War. |- For Porphyry, who was
no friend to Christianity, aiu who flourished two cen-

turies after Philo, appears to describe Sanconiatho as having
related Jewish history with truthfulness, saying that lu' received

his accounts from Jerubbaal, the same as Gideon (.ludges vii. 1),

and that he dedicated bis work to Abibulus, king of Berytus.

Canon Titcomb, in an admirable jiaper on the EtJmic TV.v-

/imonies to the Prntateuvh, read before this Institute, May 1,

1871, considers in tlie fragments of Sanconiatho we have an

interesting testimony to the Alosaic cosmogony.^' 1 am hnviily

prepared to go so far as this
;
but T think wc may accept his

teaching of the cosmological notions of the Phamicians in very

ancient times.J

1). Although we should be inclined to take the Chaldieau

cosmogony as interpreted by Zoroaster next in order, yet, as

flyde, in his Hhtorht Relu/ionts Vefcruni Pcrsaruuiy considers

the Bonn-delieschf or ^'cosmogony oT the Pkhsians,^’ of a date

much earlier than the era of Zoroaster— /.c. the sixth century

B.C., Avc will let it have the precedence it claims, and learn

what the ancient Persians believed on this subject, which is

stated as follows :

—

10. The Di'ity Ormisda created all tilings at six diilerent

intervals. First, he formed the heavens; secondly, tlic w^aters
;

^ Eusebius, Pro }). Pntn., lib. i. v. \. I Iff- if*-

+ Journal of tin- 'I'ransovtuoi'i of tJo I'irtoioi ///sO//d(, \ I.
l>.

Canon
Titcomb writes that S.menniatho inentmiis “the Supnaiu* (bal ot tlie

IMinaiicians Avas AVnn/, which is tlie very name .Mali's in (/cnesis

l\iv. bs) ns tliiit by whieh Melehisedee serxed .hlmvah Thi- icstimony is

very remnrknbh*.’’ I do not understand Saneoniatlm in Ihis an.iv. ll is true

dijit he says from (Hnios .s])rang Mot, which si>me call or ‘Mud
;

.ind also from tlie luarriago of “ Ileaven ” with his si'^ter “ K irdi .sjiiangfour

sons, the first-mentioned being tXi’c, “\>h(» is calh d t 'ronii> . but I do not

soo that this Tins or Cronus, who was tleified after «ieath, x\ »'> neecssarily

the Supremo Cod of the Pluenician.s, or the same as the El Elion ot Grni'^ia

xiv. 18, 19, which Moses terms “the most High Cod’’ ; although it is true

that Sanconiatho says “the auxiliaries of llus, who is (h’onus, wore called

EJocim.^' If this be the same person Avho is deseribeil by Herosus under the

same name of “ Cronus,’’ it would point rather to the deilied Noah, than t»>

the Supreme Jehovuli.
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at the third period the earth ; next in order were produced the
trees and vegetables ; in the fifth place were formed the birds

and fishes and wild inhabitants of the woods
;
and in the last

place he created man. This being was called the Man and
Man^ Bully” and was not produced by the union of male and
female. The man part was called KaiomortSy and the man-bull
part Ahoudad. Kaiomorts was pure and thinking ;

Aboudad
mortal and material. Aboudad was the author of all genera-
tions. After the creation, for some time there was a season of
great happiness. The man resided in a peculiar place of high
elevation, where the Creator placed him. At length, Ahrhnaiiy
an evil spirit, corrupted tlie world. lie rose from tlie regions

of utter darkness, and ascended to the realms of pure light

—

/.e. the sun, whence he leapt upon the earth in the form of a
serpent, and introduced a set of wicked beings called Karfesters,

lie bit Aboudad, who was immediately affected by his poison,

fell sick, and died at the age of thirty years. Before Aboudad
appeared, Ormisda had i)repared a salutary fountain called

Binak, which communicated its virtues to all who drank of it.

Upon Kaiomorts appearing, Ormisda created a water called

Khaly and brought it to him ; from the effects of this water
Kaiomorts had the body of a young man of fifteen years old,

shining with light. Ahrimany in addition to that which he con-
trived against man, formed the design of destroying the whole
universe. The heavenly angels fought with Aliriman and his

angels for ninety days and ninety nights. They overcame them,
«und cast them into hell. From the midst of hell Ahriman went
upon earth, and put everything in the world into confusion.

And this enemy of all good insinuates himself everywhere, and
is found everywhere, seeking what mischief he can do above or

below.

11. The above analysis of the cosmological notions enter-

tained by the ancient Persians is taken from a work entitled

Hebrew Characters Derived from Hieroglyphics, by Dr. John
Lamb, Master of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge; and it

contains sufficient internal evidence that the founders of this

system must have had either some knowledge of the Mosaic
writings, or else some national traditions current amongst their

race from the time of the dispersion to the same effect.

12. A few extracts from the Chaldjcan Oracles of Zoroaster,

as given in Cory^s Ancient Fragments, will enable us to judge
of the ideas which prevailed in the region of the Euphrates
about the time of the return of the Jews from the Babylonish

captivity, concerning God, mind, matter, and monad, &c.

13. God is He that has the head of a hawk. He is the first,

indestructible, eternal, unbegotten, indivisible, dissimilar; the

dispenser of all good ;
incorruptible ; the best of the good, the
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wisest of the wise; the Father of equity and justice, self-

taught, physical, and perfect and wise, and the only inventor
of the sacred philosophy. The Theurgists assert that He is a
circulating and eternal God, infinite through his power, and of

a spiral form.

14. The Chaldseans call the God lao in the Phccnician

tongue, instead of the intelligible light ;
and He is often called

Sdbaoth, signifying that he is above the seven poles, that is, the

Derniurgus. Containing all things in the one summit of his

own subsistence. He himself subsists wholly beyond.
15. The mind of the Eternal Father said that all things

should be cut into three, governing all things liy mind. All

things arc governed and subsist in these three. For in the

whole world shineth a Triad, over which a Monad rules.

IG. Of the soul it is thus said :—Having mingled the vital

spark from two according substances, mind and the Divine
Spirit, to these were added as a third. Holy Tjovc, the venerable

charioteer uniting all things. For the Father of gods and
men placed the mind in soul, but in a body He placed you.

The soul docs in a manner clasp God to herself; for, having
nothing mortal, she is wholly inebriated from God, and glories

in the harmony under which the mortal body exists. The
soul perpetually runs and passes through all things in a certain

space of time, which being performed, it is presently compelled
to run back again through all things, unfolding the same web
of generation in the world. Let the immortal depth of your
soul lead you ; but earnestly extend \our eyes upward.

17. Of matter

y

Zoroaster is thus supposed to have taught.

We learn that matter pervades the wliole world, as the gods

also assert. The ^lakcr, self-operating, framed the world, and
there was another mass of fire: all these things He produced

self-operating. He has made the whole world of fire, and
water, and earth, and all-nourishing ether. For the Father

congregated the seven firraauients of the world, circrmscribiug

the heaven with a convex figure.

18. The CiiALDiEAN (cosmogony, as explained by Berosus, a

priest of Babylon, find the contemporary of Alexander the

Great, appears to be of a very different order from that taught

by Zoroaster, and received by the Chakheans* in the earlier

* Justin Martyr relates a curious story respecting the ( luiMjcans ami

Hebrews ill his Addrrait to the (iredcs. He .‘jjiys. “ Since it has been

sufficiently proved that the opinions of your philosophers are lull of all igno-

rance and deceit, I think it right to mention what I once hoard concerning

your oracles. When one iiKpiired at the shrine. What relijjious men had
ever lived, you say that the Oracle answered thus* “ Only the ( Vmhhrn/M have

obtained wisdom, and the Hebrews, who worship God Himself, the selt-

hegotten King’^ (c. vi.).
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times of their iiatiou. The account which Berosus gives is as

follows :—Formerly there existed nothing but darkness and an
abyss of waters, wherein resided most hideous beings, the
produce of a twofold principle. Then appeared men, some of
whom had two wings

;
others four, with two faces. They had

one body, but two heads; one that of a man, the other that of

a w oman.* Human beings existed, some with legs and horns
of goats, others w'itli horses^ hind-quarters, &c. There were
creatures in w hich w ere combiiu'd the limbs of every species of

animals, of all which w ere preserved delineations in the temple
of Bclus at Babylon. The person who })rcsidcd over them was
a woman, named Omorora, wdiich in the Chaldsean tongue
signifies Thalafhj but in (Ireck ThalciHud— t.e. the sea,^^ and
w'hich might equally be interpreted the moon.^^ All things

being thus, Bclus, who is Jupiter, came and cut the w^oman
in sundc'r, and of one half of her he formed the Earth,

and of the other half the Heavens. All this, Borosus teaches,

was an allegorical description of nature. For the whole
universe consisting of moisture, and animals being continu-
ally generated therein, the deity above-mentioned took ofi’

his own head; upon whicli the other gods mixed the blood,

as it gushefl out, w'ith tlie earth
;

and froin thence were
formed men. On this account it is that they arc rational, and
partake of divine knowledge. Thus Bolus divided the darkness,

and separated the heavens from tlie earth, and reduced the

universe to order. But the animals, not being able to bear the

prevalence of light, died. Belus, therefore, seeing a vast space

unoccupied, tliough by nature fruitful, commanded one of the

gods to take off his head, and to mix the blood with the

earth, and from thence to form the existing race of animals
and men.t

19. Continuing our researches in Asia previous to investi-

gating the Grecian mind on this subject, we find the cosmo-
logical notions entertained by the Hindoos to be represented

in their Shasters on thi^ wise:—‘'All the germs of the world
which subsequently came into existence were condensed in

the shape of an egg, of whicli Hrahm took possession in the

form of Brahma. One thousand jugs, which equal three

hundred million years, ela])^ed before the egg was hatched.

* III the itoyal Museum at Naples arc* sculptures of (treciau art, rojircseiit-

ing men as described by lierosu.s, showing how the tlicory of the

Chaldeans was accepted by the learned Greeks. There are certain figures

represented in the sculptures, each with two heads ; one evidently that of a

iiiiilc*, the other of a feniale.— /iVvo/Za cb’ Monnie. ihl It. Mna. Borhnviro.

Napoli, 1842.

*t Kusebius, v. h.
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During that period it floated like a bubble upon the mighty
deep. At length it broke, and Brahma sprung to light, having
a thousand heads, with an equal number of eyes and arras, to
enable him to undertake the work of creation. Similarly with
this incarnation, another monster appeared from the same egg,

whose hairs were forest trees, his head tlie clouds, his beard tlie

lightning, his breath the atmosphere, his voice the thunder.

Ins eyes the sun and moon, his nads the rocks, and his bones
the mountains of the earth. Tlie egg being thus hatched,

Brahniy as Creator, retired from Mic scene, and relapsed into

his former state of somnolent blessedness. The earth is repre-

sented as a flat jilain of circular form, measuring four hundred
inillion miles in circumference, and resting upon an enormous
snake with one hundred heads, which is itself supported by a

gigantic tortoise. Brahma is said to die in cours{' of time, and
on his death all the norlds will sulioi* deluge

;
all the Audons

will be broken up; and tlie Paradise of Vishnu will alone

remain. At that time Vishnu, taking a leaf of the tree -

inaron, will place himself uiuler the leaf in the ligure of a \»‘ry

little child, and thus float on the sea of milk, sucking the toe of

his right foot, lie will remain in this posture until Brahma
comes forth from his navel anew in a tamarind flower. It is

thus that the ages and worlds succeed each other, and are per-

petually renewed.'i'

^20. A far sujierior idea of iriw cosmogony is found in th(‘

Institutes of Menu, to which Sir V\ dliam Jones ascribes an anti-

(piity of at least 880 13.C., and whicdi seems to show that the

Hindoos must have borrowed some of their notions from the

^losaic WTitings. Thus, in tlie first chapter of that work (lod

is represented as first creating the waters, ^^hieh are called

Nara, because they were produced by Xara, or “ th(' Spirit of

Hod
; and because they were Ilis first aunna, or place of motion,

De is called Narayen(i,’\ or, “ moving on the waters.^’ After-

wards, the alternate destruction and renovation of the >\orld is

* Soo Moor’s Hindoo Ponfluon, p. 1 00, v'vf

I Tho following liynni has como into (ho anth«)]’s ]>(;.''si‘‘'sioii, he uinnot

lyuollcet how, when, or w1um*o
;
but ho boliovos it (»» ])o a translation from tht‘

•'Sanskrit in honour of jVano/r/m, the ]Ij)1\ Spirit ac«*«n(hng to' Hindoo thoo.

Ho has only space* for a portion ot the hymn, vhicli begins thn^

Spirit of Spirits, who through' every part

Of space expanded and of endle>s time,

Beyond the stretch of labouring tliought sublime.

Bad’st uproar into beauteous order start.

Before Heaven was, Thou art.
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thus described :—Tlie Being whose powers are incomprehen-
sible having created rae (Menu) and this universe, again became
absorbed in the Supreme Spirit, exchanging the time of w^ork

for the hour of rest. When that power awakes, then has this

world its full expansion; but uJien lie slumbers with a tranquil

spirit, then the whole system fades away. Thus that immut-
able power, by waking and reposing alternately, revivifies and
destroys, in eternal succession, this whole assemblage of loco-

motive and irnmovalde creatures. 'i'

21. Passing from India to China, some of the cosmological

legends of the latter resemble, in some respects, tliose current

amongst the Hindoos. Tlius it is said that tlic first man was
called Pito^iOiy and that he was born of Chaos out of an egg.

From the s/icf/ of tliis egg, in the deep gloom of niglit, were
formed tlic hea\cns, and from the 2/’// //c of it was made the

atmosphere, and from the yolk the eartli. In point of order,

the heavens A\cre first created; next tlie foundations of the

earth were laid
; (hen the atmosphere was diffused around the

habitable globe; and, last of all, man was called into existence.

Further light is thrown upon the cosmogony of the Chinese in

their book Y-ki/if/y supposed to have been written B.C. 500.

The book teaches that what they call the great Tcrm,’^ is the

great Unify and tlie great Y ; that i' has neitlicr body nor
figure; and that all winch have body and figure were made by
that which has neither l)ody nor figure. It asserts also that

the great Term, or Unity’, comprehends and describes

this comprehension to be of such a nature that the one is three,

and that the three are one. Jao is Life; the first has produced
the second ; the two have produced the third ;

and the three have

made all things. He, nhoni the Spirit pcrccivcth, and whom
the egg cannot see, is called Y, wdiosc character is explained

by Hm-chin as follows :— At the fo’st beginning Ileason sub-

sisted in the Unity
;
that is it which made and divided the

heaven and the earth, which changed and perfected all

things.^^t

My Soul absorbed one oidy being knows,
Of all percejitions one abundant source,

^Vhence every object every nionicnt flows ;

Suns here derive their forc»*
;

Hence planets learn their course
;

But »Suns and fading worlds 1 view no more—
Oo/f only f jM’.rid Cl', (foil only I adore !

* Thf Instil ntm of Hindoo Lan^ or the Ordinances of Menil, from the

Sanskrit, c. i.

t Mnnoires chinois, apud Bryant, in l*hil, Jnd,, pp. 287.
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22. Returning now to Europe, let us consider what was the
teaching of the two great nations of antiquity—the Greeks and
Latins—on the subject of Cosmogony

; or rather, as the former
were the sole founders of the philosophical speculations on this

subject, it will be sufficient if we direct our attention almost
exclusively to the cosmological notions put forward by the
Greeks, though these are so varied that it is difficult to com-
press within a reasonable space the various extraordinary and,

1 must add, extravagant theories propounded by these emi-
nent philosophers of antiquity. Two Christian writers, both
belonging to the second century, have alike called attention to

the remarkable differences existing amongst them
;
and 1 think

it may be well to give a briefsketch of what they have adduced
as an argument against receiving the theories propounded by
men who, though doubtless what would nowadays be called

very learned,’^ can scarcely be said to know their ow'ii mind
on this important point.

2d. Justin Martyr, in his Hortatory Address to the Greeks.

says that Thales of Miletus, who took the lead in the study of

natural philosophy, declared that water was the first principle

of all things; Anaximander, the Injiaite

;

Anaximenes, the air;

Heraclitus and llippasus, //re ; Anaxagoras, the homoyeneous
parts of nature ; Archelaus, an Athenian, that ihe infinite air,

with its density and rarity, is the first princi[)le of all things.*

‘^All these,'' says Justin, ‘forming a succession from Tliales,

followed the philosophy called by themselves physicalJ^

21. Then, iii regular succession from another starting-point,

" Althoii«rh liuddhisiu has been doseribed by an acknowled^a'd authority
as “Monastic asceticism in morals, and philosophical scipticisin in religion,”

there is no doubt that the Ihiddhists rccogni/.cd a siipicmc deity in Vajni

whom they termed “Tiik Sklk-Kxistknt.” There is a eurmns account

amongst the Bmldliist traditions concerning (’osmogotiN, not. un like that ot*

the Grecian philosophers. Thus the Swabh.ivika doctrine in expressed as

follows: All things come from Swabhava m this order witli their

tiumiras : From the vija of the letter V, <(ir ; troin that nf the lottiu* ;

from that of the letter V or ]», trufn'

;

IVom that of the letter L. tarth ;

and from that of the letter »>. Mount »S'ani<Vi(. On the top of 8umcru
IS a lotus of precious stones, and above the lotus a niooii'cresi (uit, upon
which sits, supremely exalted, Vajra Sat\\a. Ainl as all things, together

^yith Vajra Satwa, proceed from Swahhava, he is therefore called the^

Sklk-Existknt.” (Sec Ifoilgsoii’s (^notntions m jo'ovf of A^s' sLitch oj

f^iiddhism, p. :29().) Possibly some modern a<lvoeates of Ibiddhism may
attempt to explain that all these things are poetic vagaries, a^ laiipodocles

emlejivourcd to do with refereiice to the gods of the (Jn*ek.s, asserting that

“i^cus is Jirc, Hera the airth, Aidoneus air, Nestis iratrr ; and that these are
only elements- none of them are to be considered gods; for their consti-

tution and origin are separated into parts from matter by (aod.’’ (See

Athcnngorns’.s licit for the (Virlstians, e. xxii.^
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Pythagoras calls numbers^ with their proportions and harmonies,

the first principles; Epicurus, bodies perceptible by reason,

admitting no vacuity, unbegotten, indestructible, which can
neither be broken, nor admit of any formjition of their parts, nor
alteration, and are therefore perceptible by reason. All this,

divested of scientific entanglements, aj)pcars to mean the atomic

philosophy, .which is coming into vogue again with the learned

of the present day. Empedocles maintained that there were
four elements— fire, air, water, and earth, and two elementary
powers—love and hate, of nhich the former is a power of union,

the latter of separation. Justin makes the following sensible

remark :— Sec the confusion of those who are considered to

have been wise men, and the teachers of religion
;

all of them
employing persuasive arguments for the establishment of their

own errors, and attem])ting to prove their own peculiar dogma
the most valuable. How can the Creeks fancy they can learn

true religion from these philosophers, who are neither able so

to convince themselves as to prevent sectarian wrangling with

one another, and not to ai)pear definitely O2)posed to one
another’s opinions.”

25. On the dificrcnccs betAveen Plato and Aristotle, Justin

observes that the former says, uith the air of one that hath

descended from above, and has accurately ascertained all

that is in Heaven, that the Most Hiyh (Jod e,cists in a fiery

suhstance^^ which opinion the latter clearly and manifestly

overthrows, declaring that ^‘God (Iocs not exist in a fiery

substance; but invcniting, as a fifth substance, some kind

of ethereal and unchangeable bodv, says that Cod exists in

that.”

26. Again, while Plato says there are tlirce first principles oi

all things

—

God, Matter, and Form, Aristotle omits all mention of

the last, and says there arc only two. So, while Plato says that

the Highest Cod and the ideas exist in tlie first place of the

highest heavens, Aristotle declares that, next to the Supreme
Deity, there are no ideas, but only certain gods, who can bo

perceived by the mind. Likewise, respecting the soul, while

Plato says it consists of three parts, including the faculties of

reason, affection, and appetite, Aristotle declares the soul is not

so comprehensive, but only includes reason, Plato loudly main-

tains that the soul is immortal and always in motion; Aristotle,

on the other hand, considers it mortal and immovable, since it

must itself precede all motion.*

27. llcrmias, a Christian philosopher of the second century,

” Justin’s AiVlrtas to Hit (trteks, c. v,—vi.



interprets the doctrines held by the Greeks respecting the soul

in a very similar way. For some of them taught that the soul

is fire, like Democritus ; air, like the Stoics : some say it is

the mind; others, motion; some, an exhalation; others, an
influence flowing from the stars : some say number in, motion,

as Pythagoras ; others, generative water, as Hippo ; some say,

an element

;

otlicrs, breath : some say, harmony, as Dinarchus

;

and others, blood, as Critias. Thus the ancients say contrary

tilings, as FIcrmias truly observes, adding, How many sophists

are there who carry on strife rather than seek the truth/’

28. Very amusing is the way in which lie further brings out

the contradictory teaching of the Gentile ])liilosopli(n’s, which
appears to resemble in more ways than one the singular dogmas
propounded by many amongst ourselves in the present day.

Thus, while one calls jileasure the good of' the soul ; another

terras the same its evil

;

while a third steps in and declares it to

be a middle state between good and evil. Henee ITormias says

of the variety of ojiinions on this subject:— 1 confess I am
harassed by the ebbing and flowing of the subject. At one time

I am immortal, and rejoiee ;
at another time I liccome mortal,

and weep. Anew, 1 am dissolved into atoms. 1 become water,

and then air, and then fiiik; and after a little, neither air, nor

fire. At one time lam a beast, at another a //W/. Thus, I

have dolphins for my brothers ; but, when I look on myself, I am
frightened at my body, and I know not how T shall call it, man
or dog, or wolf, or bull, or bird, or snake, or serpent, or

chimicra; for 1 am changed by the philosophers into all the

beasts of the land, of the sea, having wings, of many forms,

wild or tame, dumb or vocal, brute or reasoning; I swim, I fly,

1 rise aloft, 1 crawl, I run, 1 sit. But liere comes Empedocles,
and he makes me the stamp of a ireeJ^^

29. Hermias, after going over inucli the same ground which
we have seen in Justin’s account of the Grecian plnlosophy,

playfully describes the Pythagorean doctrines in the following

lively way:— Lo, from tlic old school Pythagoras and his dis-

eiples, grave and silent men, mention amongst other doctrines

this great and ineftable one. Hk iiatu said, the principle of

all things is unity, but from its forms and numbers are pro-

duced the elements, and the number and form and measure ot

each of these is thus somehow declared. Fire is completed
out of twenty-four right-angled triangles, being eoutained by
tour equilateral ones. Each equilateral one is composed of six

triangles
; whence also they liken it to a pyramid. Hut air is

” llermMs]]teriniOH of (tentile rinloAOphers, §55 1,
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completed by forty-eight triangles, being contained by eight

equilateral ones. But it is likened to an octahedron, which is

contained by eight equilateral triangles, each of which is

divided into six right-angled ones, so that they are forty-eight

in all. But water being contained by one hundred and twenty,

is likened also to a figure of twenty sides, which consists of

twenty-six equal and equilateral triangles. The air is composed
of twelve equilateral pentagons, and is similar to a figure having
twelve sides. Earth consists of forty-eight triangles, and is

like a cube
;

for the cube is contained by six squares, each of

which extends to four triangles
; so that all together are twenty-

four. Thus Pythagoras measures the world. But Epicurus
says to me, ^ You have only measured one world

;
there arc an

endless number of worlds.^ Well might llcrmias be frightened

at the prospect before him. So he hastens his brief treatise

to a conclusion with the following sensible reflection:—'^All

things appear to be mixed up with the darkness of error,

unprofitable fancies, and most lamentable ignorance; utterly

useless, unless, indeed, I intend to number the very atoms also

out of which sucli great worlds arc made. Thus, I have
analyzed some of the doctrines of these Gentile philosophers,

and have pointed out that the difterenees amongst them arc

unlimited
;
for their end is useless, not being confirmed by one

clear fact, nor supported by one sound argument.

*

30. Justin has a singular passage on the subject of the

Greeks having learnt some things from Scripture, which 1

cannot forbear quoting. I think,^^ he says, when you read

even carelessly the history of Diodorus, you cannot fail to sec

that Orpheus,t Homer, Solon, Pythagoras, and Plato, when
they had been in Egypt, and had taken advantage of the history

of Moses, afterwards published doctrines concerning the gods

quite contrary to those which they had formerly promulgated

in error.^^J

31. Let us sec how this is borne out by the Orphic Erag-

* llerinias’s DeriaUrn, s, 0, 10.

f It is curious to see liow iJoiner appeal’s to refer to the Orphic cosiuO'

gony, which, aeconliug to ()ij>lieus, is thus exphiined. Water was the

beginning of all things ;
from water wud was formed, and from both was

produced an animal, a, dragon with the head of a lion growing on it
;
and

between the two heads there was the face of a god named Heracles

and Kronos. This Heracles generated an egg of enormous size, which burst

in two on becoming full, the upper half becoming Heaven, and the lower

part Earth. The goddess Eartli had a body, and% marrying Heaven gave

birth to children both male and female. (See Athenagoras’s Flea for the

(Jkristians, ch. xviii.)

t dustings Addreuft. e. xiv.
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ments * which have been handed down to us. Aristotle gives
the following as the conception of Orpheus respecting the
Supreme Being :

—

Jove is the First. Jove the Thunderer is the last.

Jove is the head. Jove is the middle. By him were all

things made.
Jove is male. Immortal Jove is female.

Jove is the foundation of the earth, and of the starry

heavens.

Jove is the king. He is the author of universal life.

All things are united in the vast body of Jove.f
32. Proclus quotes another fragment, which seems to contain

a mixture of the mundane egg theory and a conception of Deity
somewhat resembling the four-faced figure described by the
Prophet Ezekiel, as he Mrites :— Orpheus has the following

theological speculation in allusion to Phanes. The first God
bears within himself the heads of these animals, many and
single—an ox, a serpent, and a lion ; and these sprang from
the primeval egg, in which the animal is seminally contained.”

* It is impossible to as«si^n any date to the extant writings ascribed to

Orpheus, such as the Thcotjotnj^ tlie series of IlifuniH attiibuted to him, the

treatise termed Lithira, and the epic poem Ar{irnhiHtn‘n By some he
IS supposed to have lived before the Trojan war ; and Clement, Bishop of

Alexandria, in the second century, asserts that many fragments of his works
are to be found interwoven with the HnT»iene poems. Some fragments of

the hymns ascribed to him are thought itaijcato an ac(puvintance with the

doctrine of the Trinity under the names of J^h.ines, rranns, and Cronus ;

but this is rather doubtful, as they are found for the most part in writers of

a very late period, and there is reason to <|uestion their genuineness.

+ It is an undoubted fact that the great dl•amatl^ts of the Creeks, who
might be supposed to indulge injmetieal license more than the philosophers,

have expressed themselves inspecting the Godhead far nion* in accordance
with Revelation than the other lea rneil wrileis «>f their nation. Take for

example the nature of the Creator as so finely exjuvssoil h\ Sophocles in the

following lines -

There is one Cod, in truth then* is but One,

Who made the heavens and the broad earth beiiealli

The glancing waves of ocean, and the viiuls :

But many of ns mortals err in heart.

And set up for a solace in our woes.

Images of the gods in stone and brass.

Cr figures carved in gohl or ivory ;

And, furnishing for these, our handiworks.

Both sacrifice and rite magiiiticent,

IVf thinl' that thifu irr do a pious u'orL>

i^ophor. Fratjnt.

Even in the present day, these words of the heathen poet are not without
their application, in the case of some who appear to underrate the claims of

Christian philosophy.

VOL. X. U
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33. Concerning the formation of man, both John Malala
and Suidas relate the following :— Orpheus has asserted that
* man was formed by God out of the earth, and endued with a

reasonable soul,^ in the same w^ay as Moses has revealed

34. Aristophanes, in his comedy of The Birds, thus records

the Cosmogony of Orpheus, and, though undoubtedly satirical,

it must afford sonic satisfaction to certain speculators in the

present day respecting the origin of men and things.

First was Chaos and Nnrht, and black Krebns and vast Tartarus ;

And there was neither Karth, nor Air, nor Ilcavon but in the boundless

bosom of Erebus
Night, with her black winu-^. produ(M‘d an am’ial egg,

From which at the compli'ted time sprang forth all-delightful Love,

Glittering with golden wings njion his back, like the swift whirlwinds ;

But embracing the <lark-w’uiged Chaos in the \asl T.irtarus,

lie begat onr raee The Hhids, and first brought us to light.

The race of the Immortals was not, till ljo\e mingled all things together.

But when the elements wa*re mixed one w'lth amither. Heaven w'as pro-

duced and t)eean.

And Eaith, and the imperisluibie race of all the blessed gods

!

35. The cosmogony of the Greeks, as found in the Pythago-

rean* Fragments, is thus explained by Timieus the Locrian :

—

The causes of all things arc two

—

Intellect and Necessity, Of
these the first is of the nature of good, and is called God,—the

principle of sucli things as are most excellent. Before Heaven
was made, there existed in reality Idea and Matter, and God the

Creator of the better nature

;

and since order is more worthy than

disorder, God in His goodness, seeing that Matter was continu-

ally changing, resolved to reduce it to order. Therefore He
made this world out of all the IVIatter, and constituted it the

boundary of Nature, comprising all things witliin itself, one
only-begotten, perfect with a soul and intellect

;
for such is

* What arc railed the “ Pythagorean Fragments'’ are not the writings of

Pythagoras hiiriself, hut the doctiines Ixdicvcd to have* been liold by him, as

reported by Tiimeus the Locrian, Plato, and others. Although there is an
extant work WTitteii iii the Doric dialect bearing the name of Timauis, wlio

is said to have been a teacher oi I’lato, its genuineness is doubtful, and is in

all probability nothing more than an ahridgment of Plato’s Dialogue in the

Tuna ns. Then* no doubt, however, that the (»rcck philosophers had far

bf'ttcr conceptions of Deity and matter than whatcertain dogmas to bo found
in their writings seem to convey, or th.iii what many sceptics of the present

age appear to have. Thus Athenagoras, a (’hristian philosopher of the

second century, ])oints out that “ Philolaus, when he says all things arc

included in God as in a sti’onglnild, teaches that lie in onv, and that //<?

mjtrrinr to inattnr. And Plato say^, ‘ To find out the Maker and Father
of this universe is diflieult, and when found it is impossible to deelare Him
to all,’ coranring of one wncreaU-A arid Klemoi (ihit'^ {Plea for the

ch. vi.j
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superior to one without either, lie gave it also a spherical

body/ for such of all other forms is the most perfect. Since,

therefore, it was His pleasure to render His production most
perfect. He constituted it a god; begotten indeed, but inde-
structible by any other cause than by the God who made it, in

case it should be Ilis pleasure to dissolve it.

86. Although it is doubtful whether Pythagoras ever wrote
any account of his doctrines, it is tolerably certain that Philo-

lanSj his distinguished disciple, who dourished in the time of

Socrates, and therefore wdtliiii a century of his master, has left

sufficient in liis work on the Pythagorean philosophy to enable

ns to discover that he undertook, by means of a single primor-
dial principle, the vague problem of the origin and constitution

of the universe as a whole ; and likewise that he held and taught
very distinctly the doctrine of transmigration of souls, which
has been set forth so fully in the Tinuaus of Plato, as the chief

motive of good believed by the learned Greeks.

37. This doctrine w'as viewed apparently in the light of a

process of purification. Souls under the dominion of sensuality

passed into the bodies of animals, or, if incurable, were thrust

down to Tartarus, in order to undergo expiation, or to meet
with condign punishment. The pure were exalted to higher

modes of life, and at last attained to incorporeal existence. In
reference to the fruits of such a creed, it is interesting to sec

that wherever we have iiotieo of distinguished Pythagoreans,

w'c usually meet wdtli eharaiUei'^ (d’ nprightiu'^s and self-restraint.

Pythagoras himself is said to Inui. once been Euphorbus, one

of tlic bravest of tlic 3^rojans, who was slain by Henelaus ;
and

that in proof of his assertion lie took down at first sight the

shield of Euphorbus from the temple of Hera or Juno, in

which it had been placed by the victor six (’entiiries before.*

38. Platons embodiment of the iransmittafion theory^ which

appears to resemble some of the extraoi dinary theories pro-

pounded in modern times, is to be found (‘hiefly in the Pha^do

and the In the latfi’r work he describes lunv wicked

men in the first generation w^ere changed into women for their

punishment during the second, and thence ])asscd into the tribe

of birds, w ith feathers in place of hair, w hieli wiue, as }*e says,

‘^fashioned from men not actually vicious, hut over curious

concerning things on high,^’ Tlic race of wild animals with

feet were made ‘‘from men who had imide no use of philo-

# ]i:ihrnt(]U('

Tiirtava I’aiitliouloii, itoruin Oive

Deinissmn ; (|uaiuvia, clypeo Trojaiia veiixo

Tcinpora testatiis. Horace, Carm. i. iis.

u 2
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Sophy ; and because they disliked intellectual pursuits, their

legs and heads became fixed earthwards, as most suited to their

nature ;—hence arose the race of quadrupeds and centipedes^^^

The lowest tribe oifishes and oysters arc represented as sprung
from the greatest dunces among men : and hence, argues the

Grecian sage, after this manner, both formerly and now,

animals migrate into each other, experiencing their changes

through either the loss or acquisition of intellect or folly/^ *

89. It is curious to observe how the cosmological specu-

lations of the present day have reversed the philosophy

of the mightiest intellects of ancient times. Whereas
Pythagoras and Plato contend that fishes and oysters have

sprung from the greatest dunces among men, we find these

very animals named by our modern philosophers as the lineal

ancestors of mankind. From Mr. Darwin we learn that

the first of our prehistoric ancestors were Ascidian tadpoles,

who, he says, were the parents of a group ot'fishes as lowly

organized as the lancelct ; and from such fish
** have gradually

been evolved the new and the old world monkeys
;
and from

the latter, at a remote period, man, the wonder and glory of

the universe, procccided.^^t Professor Andrew .lacksou Davis,

who may be regarded as the Darwin of the United States, very

positively asserts that Man was originally an oyster or clam,

from which he has progressed to his present condition in the

following way. The oyster produced a tadpole, which produced
a quadruped, wdiich produced a baboon, which produced an
orang-outang, w hich ])rodueed a negro, who produced a w^hitc

mau.^^J

40. Plato, however, lias promulgated another theory respect-

ing the original condition of mankind, at which it may be well

to glance, as it will put us in possession of the singular extrava-

gances which the ancient philosopliers permitted themselves to

l)roach in their various theories relating to creation. It is true,

as Plato places the follownug ideas in the mouth of Aristo-

phanes, to whose comedy on the Birds 1 have already alluded,

we may suppose that he was caricaturing some fond theory of

Pl.ito ft 7o. "t Itirwiii'ft lh\r$nl vj 'li'l.

Prinrijflis (tf l>y A. J. p. \2'2. It is ftsilisfai'tory, howcviT,

to believe that the tide is turning respecting the Jl.irwiniaii need. JJr. .John

Arnold, in the Pk fhee to his (ienmiH am! Snrurt’, ol»serves that “ the ignomini-

ous defeat of the able ni iterialisti**- developiftj, Oarl at the recent Stutt-

gardt conference of fjernian natur.ili'.ts by an immense majority, is certainly

a sign that the reliction has fairly commeneed, and that iu h'ss than ten years

Darwinism, which falsely ascribes to nature w’hat really belongs to culture,

will be only remembered one of the dehr-ions of the past.”
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his clay ; but whether it was intended for satire or otherwise,
it is clear that some of the savans of that time believed it, just
as mueh as certain amongst ourselves believe the parentage of
mankind is to be found in an Ascidiau tadpole, or as St. George
Mivart, an acknowledged authority, describes it, as a sea
squirt/^

11. Plato then teaches as follows on this interesting sub-
ject:—Jn ancient times there was no sncli thing known as

distinction of sexes. It was then one man-woman
;

perfect in

form, faculty, and in spirit. The* exact sliape of this being nas
a round ball ofjlusb with lour In nds, four 1‘cet, tno faces, and
one brain. They walked, as no'\, upright, withersoever tliev

pleased. When they ran, they did so in tlie manner of tuin-

l)lcrs, who, after turning their legs u[)w ard in a circle, place them
accurately in an upright position; so they supported their legs

on their eight limbs, and afterwards turned themselves quickly
over ill a circle.* Now these beings, wliicli may be described

as three in number, were descended, the male from the sun,

the female from the earth, and that which partook of Loth

from the moon. The bodies thus Avere round, and the manner
of tlieir running was circular, tbrougli tlicir being like their

parents.f They were so terrible in force and strength, that,

as Homer says of Epipliialtus and Olus, they attempted to

scale the heavens and attack the gods. Upon which Jupiter

and the other gods consulted what they bad best do in their

difficulty. At length Jupiter, on retici'tioii, said, I have thought
upon a plan by whiqh men on becoming weaker may I)e

stopped in their present course. For now 1 will divide each of

them in two; and they will, at the same time, become weaker,

and also more useful to us, through their liccoming more in

Mt is a curious fact that the anus of the Tsle i>r M.m repic'^eiit throe

logs of a man turning roun<I, just after the fa^'hiou m) Liraphically deseribed by
I Mato in the text !

1 This ox])lana.tioii seems to sup]K)rt the theory that Pyth.iL^oras and his

followers had some idea of the globular shape of tiie earih, aboui "J.i'OO years

before the time of (^openiieus. IIene(* IMiilolaus of v'rotoii tally lit the I'.rogies-

''ive motion of the earth through* spaee : ami Aii'^tarehns ot Saim s and

Seleueus of Jiahyloii are both Mip\)osed to have taiiyht. not only that the

earth rotated on its axis, but also inove^l round the vun. In truth a passage

et Plato in the '/Vmoas, x>hen read by the light i>f Arislntli' s comment
thereon, would seem to show that they both t.night the'^ame. I lu* former says
“ Ood made tho earth to b(‘ the nurse of mankind, and />// hn ) round
dti' eosmicnl jmh’f the guardian and creator of <lay and night.” <>n which ihe

latter comments thus : “All those Avho do not make the eaith the centre ot

the system, make her rotate round the ctutr^ ; and some even ot those who
place her at the centre say she rotates round the eosiniciil axis, as we read in

the Tiinmns,—Aristotle, De <^(elo, ii. § 13.
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number, iiud they shall walk upright on two legs
;
but if they

refuse to keep quiet for the future, I will again divide them,
each into two, so that tlicy shall go hopping on one leg alone.

Thus saying, Jupiter cut men into two ])arts, as people

cut medlars when about to pickle them, or as tliey cut

eggs with hairs Now when nature had been thus

bisected, each half perceived with u longing desire its other

self
;
so throwing their arms around each other and becoming

entwined, they had a great desire to grow together, but they

died through fiiminc and idleness. And when one of these

halves died, and the other was left, the survivor sought another

moiety
;

[wliich in the gentler sex is now termed by the

chivalry of the day inan^s better hah7^J From this period

has been iuij)lanted by nature in mankind a mutual love, which
is the bringcr together of their ancient nature, which endeavours
to make one out of two, and to heal the nature of man. Such,
then, was man’s original nature. We w('re once whole. To
the desire and pursuit of this whole has the name of Love been
given. AVe were originally one, but for our sins wc have been
cut in two. ^JMierii is, therefore, reason to fear, unless we behave
properly towards the gods, we sliall lie again cleft in twain, «and

go aiiout with our noses split in twain, like those who are

modelled on pillars in jirofile, and become, as it were, pebbles

cut through and cut smooth. It is nun t, therefore, that every

man sliould behave piously touanN the gods, that wc may, on
the one hand, avoid the ills we know not of, and, on the other,

find the good wc desire to obtain.*

42. We must not omit all notice of the atomic philosoph}j as

enunciated by Leucippus, its founder, and more fully developed

by his distinguished disci[)le Democritus. In order to explain

his cosmological ideas, the latter maintained that there were in

infinite space an infinite number of .atoms or elementary par-

ticles, homogeneous in (juality but lieterogcneous in form.

These atoms weie said to eomhiuc with one another, and that

all things arise from the infiiiite variety of the form, order, and
position of tlie atoms in forming combinations, wliich be terms

‘^cliance,^^ in opposition tcj the eoTu; or niind^’ of Anaxagoras.

43. Pro fcssor Tyu dall, in !ns address to the British Associa-

tion of 1874, has explained tlie philosophy of Democritus in

this wise. 1. From nothing comes nothing. Notliing that

exists can be destroyed. All changes are duo to the combina-
tion and separation of molecules. 2. Nothing happens by

chance. Every occurrence has its cause, from which it follows

JMato’s or § 10.
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by necessity. 3. The only existing things arc the atoms and
empty space, all else is mere opinion/' Then, after specifying
more minutely the action of the atoms in their combinations,
Tyndall remarks, on the authority of Lange, that the great
enigma, i,e, ^ the exquisite adaptation of one ])art of an organism
to another part, and to the conditions of life,' more especially
the construction of the human body, Democritus made no
attempt to solve. ' And then he adds, what appears dillicult

to understand^ ‘‘ Thus, more than two tliousand years ago, the
doctrine of 'survival of the fittest,' which, in our day, not on
the basis of vague conjecture, hut of positive knowledge, has
been raised to such extraordinaiy significance, liad received at

all events partial enunciation." ^

44. Tyndall might have added, in place of regarding this
theory as a precursor of Darwinism, that Democritus' theory
of " from nothing comes nothing," which probably gave rise

to the well-knowii proverb, e.v nlfulo nihil Jit, only forestalled

the curious speculation propounded by Pruh^ssor Oken, of
Zurich, who explained his cosmological ideas at the comm nce-

ment of the present century in the following way The
highest mathematical idea, or the fundamental principle of
all mathematics, is that zero = 0. Z(‘ro is itself nothing.
IMathematies are based upon nothing, and, consequently, arise

out of nothing. Tlic eternal is the nothing of nature. There
exists nothing hut nothing ; nothing but the Eternal. Man is

tjod wholly manifested. (Jod has become man. Zero has
become -f . For (lod to become ical, lie must appear under

A(hlress (IchvcnM] bolbn* tin* lb ili>h A^mh i.it ion at by John
Tyiubdl, F.R.S., Prr.snh*iit, ])p. 1,5. It isaruiious lari that thslniguishod
a man as Profr^sor Tyndall should liavo juado sncIi a lap^ra^ In* has done in

‘liscoursin^ on tlio AtoniK* philosopin. Hi* lopn ^rni^' I'hnix'dorlt s as“ noticing
a pap in tlio dortniu' of hrinorritus ’

; wlunra" tlu' Ibrnioi was al tin* height
of liisj fiiinc* 411, will'll Doinorntus was.i l.nl of Mvtoen, and who only

hocamo a jihiJosophcr after his cxtoiiMVi* travob in Kgypt, ( 'hald.ra, and other

rountrios, many yoars latiT, dyinu n.< \ d57 I’rotrssiM' 'rMul. ill's view of

“matter” appears to I’cseinhle M'ly vloscly that of tin* N/on.s as lepresentcd
by Athenagorns. (See his l^ha for the eii. wii.) iTofossor

lyndall’s hoast eoiieerning wdiat he teims “the impregnable jiosition^ ot

science,” that “all religious theories, schemes, and M.^tem.-', whioli embrace
notions of eosinogony, or whieb ollierwise reach into the domain vd seience,

must, in so far as they do this, submit to the lontiol ot science,

and relinipii.sh all thought of eoiitrolling it
’ j 'n ]>. til) has

been singularly contradicted by experimental lesulls. When we recollect the

innumerable variations of what some men <*all “science,” and others more
correctly “ pseiido-sc.ienco,” and compare them with the unvarMiig testimony

the Bible, we may console ourselves with this w ell-cstahlished axiom tha

a sinylc fart of aciunr full {/ rtaiiufl hti'< inr ifd Inm fohr i)i

^^pponition to anngle statement of Scriitturr right hf inoli‘rsto(nL
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the form of the sphere. God is a rotating globe. The world is

God rotating. Everything that is, is immaterial. Self-con-

sciousness is a living ellipse. Physico-philosophy has to

portray the first period of the world^s development out of
nothing

;

how the elements and heavenly bodies originated, in

what method, by self-evolution into higher and manifold forms,

tliey separated into minerals, became finally organic, and in

man attained to self-consciousness. There are two kinds of

generation in the world, the creation proper, and the propaga-
tion that is consequent thereon

;
consequently, no organism

has been created of larger size than an infusorial point. No
organism is, nor ever has been created, which is not micro-
scopic. Wliatcver is larger, has not been created but de-

veloped. As the human body has been formed by the extreme
separation of the mucous mass, so must the human mind be
a separation, a membermeiit of infusorial sensation !

45. I venture to think, by comparing the principles of

Democritus, as explained by Professor Tyndall, with those of

his brother-professor Oken, of Zurich, we shall find a con-

firmation of the truth of LyelPs saying, to which 1 have
before adverted, that such notions, whether of the first chaotic

mass having been produced in the form of an egg, or by the

fortuitous concourse of atoms, do not seem to differ essen-

tially in principle from some cosmological notions of men of

great genius and science in modern Euro])e.^^*

40. I had purposed adducing the ideas entertained by other

nations respecting Cosmogony, such as the Tyrrhenians, Etrus-

cans, Scandinavians, Saxons, Saracens, North American
Indians, Mexicans, Azteks, Polynesians, &c., in addition to those

I observe that in the Forinvflithf Hivnn^ f)f November, 1^75, Profess(>r

Tyndall, in his article on Maininlisni and its UpponmU, a))plie3 the term of
“ squatter ” to those who differ from him, which he tlefines as “ one who settle^

on new land without a tith*,” remarking that this is the “ position of the older

theologians in regard to co'jmogony and anthropoh/gy
;
and he elaiins the

right to “ attempt to remove them from ground which they have no right to

hold.’^ The great question })etween those who accept Tyndalf.s theology and
that which is derived from Revelation may be thus defined: The Professor

says, Matter I define as the mysterious thing by which all this is accom-
plished.^^ The Bible virtually replies that it is Mind, the infinite and eter-

nal Mind, which has created and maintains the Universe. The question then

IS not so mueh as to how worlds were formed, but rather by what agency.

Professor Tyndall asks us to believe that by inherent forces organisms pro-

ceed from inorganic matter, and that the animal world is so to say a distil-

lation, through the vegetable w'orld frominortjanic matter.^' By this dogma,
which the Professor will never ho able to prove, the “ older theologians” will

naturally be reminded of Jehovah’s answer to Job,—“Who is this that

darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge ? ” And in this way wo must
leave the question of Matter or Mind.
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already mentioned^ but want of space requires me to relegate
them, either to an Appendix, or to omit them altogether.*

47. I therefore gladly turn to consider what is really the
Cosmogony set forth in the Hebrew Scriptures, and what the
.lews themselves believed on the subjects tlicrein mentioned.
It is necessary to be extremely careful in the examination of
this question, for I think it is this want of care on the part of
critics which has caused so much misunderstanding as to what
the Bible really teaches on the sul)jcct of Cosmogony. I allude

especially to the unfriendh’' criticisms of Bishop Coleiiso and
Professor Huxley. 1 remcMiiber, vhen the former published the

Jirst part of his work on the reutateuch, that Dr, Hermann
Adler, son of the (diicf Babbi in London, published a letter in

the Atheiuenm of Hecember 0, 1802, asking, “Who but a

sinattcrer in Hebrew would pervert the plain ianguage of the
text ill the way Bishop Colcnso has done ? And also, that

the Rev. A. Levie, an English clergyman of the seed of
Abraham, in a letter to the Record^ stated, “there can be no
doubt of the fact that unbelieving Jcus are scofllng at the

recent whimsical display of ignorance and audacity on the part

of an English bishop.’’

48. In a similar spirit Professor Huxley appears to have

addressed the assembled clergy at Sion College on Novem-
ber 21, 18()7. You tell your congregations,” said he, “ that

the world was made 6,000 years ago in the period of six days ;t

and teach that men of science, lik^' myself, who deny this,

* It should not, howover, bo forgotten that in .dl thoso coMuolonical tradi-

tions, as supposed to lx* hchl by various iiatituis, tln ie some t]ru:ree ot doubt

ns to how far the accounts liaiidcil down to us tairly r«*])iT>ciit the tnulitioiH

M) held; e.g., Tw'o writers in the present tlay might givi* \ or\ diirorent

accounts of the meaning of the vaiiuus terms em})lo\t‘d in (Joiu'‘'is to denote

the Mosaic (vosmogony, as indeed, the papers ro.nl on this subji'ct before the

institute bear ample eviileiice to this fact.

t Mr. Wariiigton, in a paper read before tlie \’i'‘tori;i liisfniUc, rhino 4,

bSOG, says :
“ Cbmesis teaehes tliat tin* whole woik of cri.itnni, in respect

both to heaven and earth, was performed in the shoit s[)aee ot siv days. - '

^'raiimctionSf vol. 88. I confess I Imve read these words w^h great siii-

l>iise
; and still more to find that in the diseus'^nin wh.eh ensued no one

<‘allod attention to this grave mistake, as to the ineining ot what .Mosis

really wrote. Professor Huxley, however, is not .ilwa\s so (/<s7i,/. heeot cos-

mological theories as he ap])ears to be when ^peaking ot the Ibbln ai ( osmo-

In his Lay Sennounj while advoeatiiiLT most eainestlx his own
idiosyncrasy respecting Protoplasm, he appears to detemi waimly the

iiiaterialistic theory of Kant, saying, “In his Xatanil lli^tvnj Kant

•'xpounda a comj)hie coswoyonjfj or theory of the causes whieh led to the

development of the univci*so, from ditfused atoms of matter endowed with

•^bnplo attractive and repulsive forces, saying, ‘ (live me matter, and I will

build the world »”(p. 2(57).
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are liable to pains and penalties, as men who arc guilty of

breaking great moral laws/^ The only suitable reply to this

astonishing statement might be couclied in tlic language of a

Parisian wit, who is said to have criticised a work on natural

history published by the French Academy, in which a crab was
described as a red fish which walked backuards,^^ with these

gentle words, Admirable ! Messieurs
;
your definition would

be perfect, save that a crab is not a fish, its colour is not red,

and it does 7iot ualk backwards.’^ Even so, 1 think ue may
answer the learned })rofes^or by saying, that the clergy do not

affirm that the world was created 6,000 years ago, for the Bible

distinctly says it was created in the beginning neither do
they affirm that it was created in the period of six days^^;

but that it was fitted up for the habitation of man within six

periods (wliatevcr the term '^day^’may mean) they donH deny, for

Scripture says it was so
; and true science has not yet proved any-

thing to the contrary. But as for teaching that men of science,

like Professor Huxley, arc guilty of breaking great moral

laws for denying the cosmogony of Scripture, as our accuser

declares, it is one of the w ildest halhieinations that ('ver entered

the professorial brain. It may hav(j been so with the clergy of the

Church of Rome in the dark ages, but to accuse the clergy of the

Church of England* in tlie middle of the 19th century of such

bigotry is unworthy of the profession to which he claims to be-

long. Such an accusation seems almost to deserve tlui reproof of

the late Hugh Miller, w ho remarked that never was there a

fancy so wild and extravagant but tlnne have been men bold

enough to dignify it witli the name of ])hiiosophy, and inge-

nious enough to find reasons for the propriety of the narne.^^

49. In considering the subject c)f the Hebrew cosmogony
as laid down in Scripture, it may be well to bear in mind
these two points: 1st. That we should make every eflbrt to

ascertain the exact meaning of the words employed by Moses
in liis description of the worhFs creation. .2nd. That we should

accept tlie explanation gi\en l)y the ancient Jews themselves

in preference to that of (Jentile ciities in the present day.

1 do not mean of such critic^ as Bnliop Colenso, or Professor

Huxley, or ]\rr. (joodw'in,t one ol tlie w riters Essays and

*
I recollect hearing the lute Loul Hrougluu.i in tin* House nf Lords, about

twenty years ago, dcsciibc the Cluucli of Kiigland as the most liberal and
tolerant Church that had ever existed. 1 lane noticed in my “lleply the

case of a clergyman, who, at the beginning of tlie last century, explained the

Mosaic cosmogony in the way that Professor Huxley represents the clergy

of the Church of England doing in the present day.
1* Mr. Coodwin concludes that the Ilebiow word mkin wa« not

interpreted as ‘‘ expaine ” until by a happy afterthought theologians attempted
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Reviews, whose disqualification for the task they have assumed
must be manifest to all men; but of eminent scholars like
(jesenius, Ewald, and others, who, however high their attain-
ments as Hebraists, are not snfTicient to warrant our ranking
them above the acknowledged authority of the Rabbinical
teachers and learned Jews themselves.

50. This may be illustrated by our understanding of a term
^\hich has been the subject of much criticism in the present
day. It has been generally understood by Christian com
mentators of the first sentence in Scripture, In the beginning
God ereated,^^ &c., that from the peculiar construction of the

Hebrew—a plural nominative governing a singular verb—we
have a clear intimation of the doctrine of the Trinity.

Modern criticism has been careful to deny this ; and yet, if

wc refer to the learned .lews, who lived before the fuller

revelation of Gospel light, we have* a distinct intimation that

such was the ease*. Take, for example, the teaching of Zohar,

a work of the highest authority amongst the Jews, com-
posed by Hunant bar Juchai in the century preceding the

Christian era, wdneh thus speaks on ilie doctrine ot the

Trinity; '\ThkiU': auk tiiiikk Lujuts in God; the ancient

light, QY Kadmon

;

the pure light, or Zach ; tlic purified light,

or Mezuchzach ; and Tiiesk tiihek makl iu t one God.^^

Many other passages of a similar nature might be adduced
from the writings of learned Jews, showing the difFcrenee

between their teaching and the lesults of modern criticism

respecting the Trinity.

51. Further, as regards the Hebrew cosmogony, we cannot

forget that it claims to be a rev(‘lation of the Divine AVill,

and as such it is impossible that there can be any conflict

b(‘twcen what arc really and truly the works and the wmrd of

reconcile seieiice .nnl Scripture. H.ul lie u'.nl lutni' «>ii tni.s Mibject,

lie would have known that aiies hefoic ihc science ot geoloLiy c\Ste<l one ol

the earliest translations of* the Hible was that l>y Paginii'^.a 1 loininican monk,

horn A.l). 1470, the ]>rotouiidest If«4»n‘\\ scholar oi his aia*. Aiul h(\ with

-Montanns ]3eneilictus, who w.is appoiiilcil lo icvisi* this tr.iiislatiou in the

iiiiddli* (>f the I'ollow’iiig century, iciuleis tin* Hebrew /o/,/o b> Hie Latin

*
•jinnshun )n

.

So I>isho|) ( *ol(*nso, in Ins attempt to ilccivoiir loi'yliJi \eiMon

the Hible, W’hieh speaks of the piiest “cairviiiL; torlh the w lioh* hullock

without the eainp,’^ ixc. (Ijeviticns iv. 1 l' ,
appears to be iin.nv.nc that the

Hebrew verb is of the Hi[>lihtl form, ami has a caasoZ/M simnticaiion,

meaning that “the priest shall vauAi to cany forth," or ‘Miasc cariiea out,

51S Buxtorf, Gesenius, and all Hebraists teach. The Kiighsh [»hiase 1

nnried iny bay,” exactly expresses the meaning of what Moses wrote. H
either of those opponents of Scripture had studied such a work as Urigen.s

Answer to Celsus’ sceptical objections to the Mosaic cosmogony (see Ospe-

Hally Hb. Vi. c. 60, et seq.), I do not think they wouhl have coinmittea

themselves in the way they have done.
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God. Hence the force of this just axiuui, that not a single

fact of science fully ascertained has ever yet been proved to

be ill opposition to a single statement of Scripture rightly

understood. At the same time it must l)e acknowledged how
differently this is understood by various classes at the present

time. There arc those who believe without investigation,

because they conscientiously believe the Bible to be the

revealed will of God ;
tlicrci are others who believe after the

strictest investigation; there arc those i\ho, after investi-

gation, deny God in toto, like the Cicniiaii Buchner, or tlu'

English Bradlaugh
;
there arc those wlio stand midway between

Atheists and Theists, like Professor Tyndall, and content them-
selves with a sort of ideal Deity of their own composition;

>vhile others, like Herbert Spencer, are unable to make up their

minds as to the existence of a God or not, (!oiisoling themsedves

with such reasoning as this : I do not ailirni there is no God.
I am simply between the two statements. Son\e say there

is a God
;
some say there is not ; I only say 1 (un not awarv

of ay *

52. I think, therefore, it may be safely affirmed without pre-

sumption that, in order to understand the cosmogony as sketched

out, rather than dogmatically laid down, in Scripture, there

must be before all a sincere belief in revelation, together with a

competent amount of Biblical scholarship, and some knowledge
of the elements of modern science. The chief objectors to the

Hebrew cosmogony in our own day may know^ much of the

last, less of the middle, and apparently nothing w hatever of the

first. As a rule, they present a striking contrast to that

master mind in all genuine science, Sir Isaae Newton, whose
humility and genius were ahke conspicuous in his memorable
avowal, w'hich they would do well to imitate :— I am but as a

* See Traii}itu'tio)is oj tin ItV/o/m liisiitnii, \o] vii. p, ICO Wliat a coii-

to th<‘ well-known to.-ichiiig of one of England s grcjitest pliilosophois.

“ Undon])ledly,” wn^te l5;teon, ;i ^u])erfiriM! tmctuie of philo'-ophy iniiy

incline the mind to .‘itliei'ni, \et .i i.ntlnr knowk-dgo l)iing.s it back to

lehgion. For on tlje thre'^liohl of ]»ljih.-o])lj\
,
v.lo rc hccoml caii-es ;ippe:ir

to jibsorh the attention, scmie ohli\ion of the higlnsi cjnisc' in;iy ensue
;
hut

wlien the mind goes deeper, ;iml see^ the dejx julem e ol » .inses ;in(l the works

of Provideiiee, Jt will easily peneixe. :hm finlmg to the ni\thology of the

poets, that the upper link of N\itnie>, < h.iin e. fastened to duiiiters throne,

ketnone weakly imagine lli.it man can '-eareh too far, or bo too well studied

in the book of (iod’s word and woiks, - divinity iind philosophy ;
but rather

let tlieni endeavour an endless ])rogression in both, only applying nil to

(hui it valid not to piide— to use, not ostentation, without confounding th«

two different streams »>f philo.sophy and revelation together.” (Ailcaitnment

of book i. p. Sec* ‘‘ Jfeply ” respecting the real ojiinions ol

Herbert Spencer and Professor Tyndall.
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child standing on the sea-shore of the ocean of truth, and
playing with a little pebble which the waters have washed to

my feet/^

53. We come now to the question at issue among ourselves.
What does the Bible really teach, and what did the Jewish
people, for whom it was written, really believe respecting the
Mosaic record of creation ? Adopting a more literal rendering
than is to be found in our admirable Authorized Version, and
combining with it a few other passages besides the Mosaic
account, in order to elucidate more fully the correct teaching of

Scripture, I believe the following will be found to convey a fair

representation of all the information contained in the Bible

respecting the Hebrew cosmogony.
51. In the beginning was the Word (o Adyoc), and the

Word was with God, and the Word was God (John i. 1). In
the beginning, before the earth existed (Proverbs viii. 23), God
the Eloheem, Lc. the Trinity, called into existence, by a

sovereign act of creative power, the Essence of the Heavens and
the Essence of the Earth (Genesis i. 1).* Moreover, the

Creator hung the earth upon nothing, as a ball in the air,

poised with its own weight, and kept in this maimer by the

power of gravity (Job xxvi. 7). Now God did not create the

earth empty (Isaiah xlv. 18) ;
but the earth became empty

and desolate
;
and there was darkness upon the surface of the

deep. And the Spirit of God brooded upon the face of the

waters (Genesis i. 2).

First Yom.

55. And God said, Let there be light, and there was light.

And God saw the essence of light that it was good
;
and God

made a division between the light and between the darkness.

And God called the liglit Vom (day), and the darkness He
called Night. And there was evening, and there was morning,

one peculiar Yom (Genesis i. 3—5).

Si (0X1) Yom.

56. And God said, Let there be an atmosplu ri^ or expanse

iR the midst of the waters, and let it divide between the waters.

* The following is ;i comparison betwoou the ancient llohiew characters,

•'<nch as we may suppose INI oses us(*(l on the occasion, and tin* in.Mli rn Hebrew
t*haractcrs

ILf;} , ^ ,

Anoieiit. Modern.
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And God prepared the atmosphere^ and a space between the

^vaters which were above the atmosphere, and it was so. And
God called the expanse Sky/’ and there was evening and there

was morning, a second Yom (Genesis i. 6—8).

Third Yom.

57. And God said, Let the waters under the sky be gathered

to one place, and let the dry ground appear, and it was so.

And God called the dry ground '"Earth,” and the assembling

of the waters He called " Seas,” and God saw that it was good.

And God said, Let the Earth sprout forth the green grass, the

green herb bearing sec^d, and the fruit-trees bearing fruit

according to its kind, whose seed is in itself, and it was so.

And the earth brought forth the green grass and the green

herb bearing seed according to its kind, and God saw that it

was good. And there was evening, and there was morning, a

third Yom (Genesis i. 9— 13).

Fourth Yom.

.“)8. And (iod said. Let there be light-bearers m the expanse
of the heavens to separate beGvecn the Yom and between the

Night ; and let them be for signs and for the seasons, and for

days and for years. And let them lie for light-bearers in

the expanse of the heavens to afford light on the earth, and
it was so. And God ajipointcd the two great light-bearers—

the chief light-bearer for ruling the day, and the lesser light-

bearer for ruling the night, and tin* stars likewise. And God
so arranged them in the expanse that they should give light

upon the earth, and rule over th(‘ Yom and the Night, and

divide between the light and between the darkness; and God
saw that it was good. And there was evening and there was

morning, a fourth Vom ^Genesis i. 14— 19).

Fifth Yom.

.59. And God said, Let the waters swarm with animal life,

and let birds fly above the earth in the open sky. And God
eallcd into existence the long-stridehed monsters of the deep,

* aioaus properly sea iiioii.stcis, v, halos, sorpent.s, crocodiles,

from an unused verb jJn signifying ‘‘ to extend,” as in the Sanscrit and

other Indo-(]erinanie languages. Hence, wiys (jJesonius, it refers to the vast

fi'^))es of the deep, so called from their enormous length
;
as whales, Viy far

the grefitest monster.; of creation, have been known to extend to over 1(H) feet

in length.
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and all animals endued with life with which the waters swarm,
according to their kinds ; and the birds of the air after their

kind ;
and God saw that it was good. And God blessed them,

saying, Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas,

and let the birds multiply on the earth. And there was evening
and there was morning, a fifth Yom (Genesis i. 20—23).

Sixth Yom.

60.

And God said, Let the earth bring forth all animals after

their kind, domestic cattle, and u^ptiles and wild beasts after

their kind; and it was so. And (lod made the wild beasts of

the earth after tlieir kind, and domestic cattle after their kind,

and all reptiles of tlie earth aft(‘r their kind
;
and God saw

that it was good. And God* said, Let ns make man in our
image (= outline) after our likeness (= filling u]) the outline) ;

and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and the

l)irds of the air, and over the donu'stic cattle, and over all the

earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon tlu

earth. So God called man into existence after llis own image;
male and female created lie them. And there ^^as evening and
there was morning, a sixth Yom (Genesis i. 2 1—27).

Skvknth Yom.

61. At the beginning of the seventh Yom God finished II is

work
; and He rested then from :d; the work which lie had

done. And God sanctified the seventh Yom, because that in it

lie rested from the nork uhich Il(^ intended to performt

(Genesis ii. 2, 3).

62. Before entering upon an investigation of the Mosaic

record respecting Creation, 1 would adduce tin* testimony of a

noted French writer in the present day as a fair spi'cimen of the

As some crilic.s, like Bislio]) (V)len.'>o, liavc' lh.it l)i'c:inso the

name “ .Jehovah ” is not found in the first eh.i]>ti*r of (o'lie^is, .is i( is in the

•second, therefore it is a proof that they must luivi* heiMi wiitten l)y two dif-

ferent hands. But this rjither proves ignorance of the Ih'hivv. l.ingti.ige on
hie part of the critic. For when it is wiitten “(hulsaid 'jjo-tihi) we

understand .Jehovah to he the speaker. If ^fose-’, nisto.id i»f
‘‘ Lod

•sarf/j let us make man, and (Jod hle.s.seil the seventh d.iv, h.id written “ Iho

hordsaid, and the Lord hlessed,” v^e., the .lews would have niuh'ist()od that

some one commissioned to .sjieak ami toldess had <loiu‘ si* iii the Loid s name.

And this is the reason why the word Lonl or .fehovali is mn haiiul in the

narrative of the AJosaic cosmogony.
i The literal rendering of this last phrasi* is “which (lod created to

make.” So the Tartjnm of Onkelos and the Synae version render it. Ihe

Vulgate translates it, •‘wliieli God created th.H He might make it.
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way in which a class of writers, to whom I have before alluded,

are in the habit of speaking of the Hebrew cosmogony. No
one,^^ says M. About, as reported in the Christianisme au XIX^^
Steele, ^^any longer defends the cosmogony of Moses; one
hardly dares to teach children from the catechism about the

creation of light before the birth of the sun, the formation of the

world in seven [? six] days
;
or the legend of Adam moulded like

a marble statue, and of Eve formed out of a rib of her husband.^^

63. It would be difficult to give clearer proof of the most
crass ignorance than this specimen of Freneh philosophy in the

middle of the nineteenth century.* The Mosaic cosmogony
has been defended by illustrious Frenchmen, such as Cuvier,

Brongniart, Frevost, and other philosophers of the present day,

of whom M. About must have heard. The existence of light

independent of the sun (not as M. About terms it, before the

birth of the sun is one of the brilliant discoveries of modern
science; the objection originalh’^ came from Voltaire, at whom
the merest tyro in science may well smile, just as men will

hereafter smile at him who now reproduces his sceptical sneer.

The formation of the world as it now appears to us in six (not

seven, as M. About curiously says) yoms or periods has been
believed in and expounded by*' Descartes, Bacon, Newton,
Leibnitz, Euler, and others, all of whom arc still authorities in

modern science. Thus much in answer to M. About.
61. But to return to the consideration of what the Bible

really teaches respecting the formation of the world. We may

* M. Ahout’s knowlcd^^e of tho Hebrew cosmogony appears to be on iipar

with that of Mr. (bjofh\ iii’s, whose iiifKlelity is but thinly concealed in the

unsupported accusations whicli he briii;;s a/ainst those who believe in the

Divine record. I^rnorance the most profound, joined to do^nnatism the most
presumptuous, is a marked eli.iracteristic of Hie sceptic’s creed

;
of which we

have a fair specimen in Mr. (bjodwin’s statement that ‘‘ tlie plain meanin;^

of the Hebrew record is unscrujmlously tampered witli, and in general the

pith of the whole process lies in divesting the ti‘\t of all meaning what-

ever ! I I l*hysical science goes on unconcernedly pursuing its own paths.

Theology maintains but a shivering existence, shouldered and jostled by the

sturdy growths of modern thought, ami bemoaning itself for the hostility

which it encounters ”11! und Ih nurs, p. 211.) iSs the above state-

ment does not appear to be redeemed by a single particle of truth, w'c can

afl'ord to pass it by in remembrance of the advice given by the wise King of

Israel, Answer not a fool according to bis folly, lest thou also be like uiit<»

him.” The literary world seems to l>e of a similar ojiinion, for probably no

book of such lofty pretensions has ever had so great a fall as that of the

notorious Essays and lii riev'ii. Asa specimen of Mr. Goodwin’s knowledge
of geology, he talks aliont “the/r«t records of (organisms presenting them-

selves in the so-called Silurian system ” (p. 214), whereas the merest tyro

knows that the Laurentian beds of Canada, which underlie the Silurian

system, contain «uro proof of organic life.
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confidently assume from those passages which have been already

adduced respecting the Hebrew cosmogony, the truth of the

following propositions :—1st. That a self-existent Creator in the

beginning called the earth into existence
;
and that this earth is

poised in the air, balanced by its own weight. 2ncl. That J le did

not create it ^^empty,^^ or, as a heathen philosopher would term it,

in a chaotic state. 3rd. That it subsequently became (mipty/^*

4th. That light exists independent of that wliich tlu; earth

receives from the sun. 5th. That during a certain period,

termed six Yoms, the Creator prej ared the earth for the use of

man. 6th. That man is an entirely separate act of creation on

the part of the Divine Being. 7th. That after this had been

accomplished, God rested from the creative work which He had

done.

65. Thus we have in the cosmological record of the Hebrews

a clear, and as far as it goes, a scientific statement of the origin

of the universe, not yet superseded by the theories of the

speculative philosophy, nor contradicted by the discoveries o^

modern science
;
but sufficient to prove that it was made known

to the writer as a revelation from on high. Had the objectors

to this revelation been better acquainted with the language in

which it was written, they would not have committed themselves

to such marvellous mistakes as, e.//., of asserting that Moses

taught the earth was created only 6,000 years ago ;
that it was

immovably fixed in its ])osition ;
that he makes the birds fly

through a solid vault
;
that the tenTi Yom must mean a period

of twenty-four hours, and can mean nothing else ;
that the

* This appears to have been the view of Dr. BiK'kland, as he says in his

Uruhjavakr Treatise : “ Tlie word he{jinniiuj lus applied by Mosi s expresses

an umUjined period of time, which was antecedent to the last gre.it change

that affected the surface of tlie earth, and to the I’ri'ation ol iN present aniinal

and vegetable inhabitants, during which period a long series ot operations

niay have been going on
;
which, as they are wliolly iinconneeted ^ylth tne

histfiry of the human nice, are passed over in silence by the sacred liistorian,

whoso only concern was barely to state that the matter ot the universe li not

eternal ainl self-existent, but w'as originally ereatol by the power ot mo
Almighty The /iVsf verse of (ttocsis seems explicitly to assert the eieation

of the universe, the heaven, including the sidereal systems, and the earth inoie

especially specifying our own planet as the subse<nienl f^yvne ot the openi-

tions of the six days about to bo described Millions ol millions e J

may have occupied the indcllnite interval, between tlie beginning m wiici

(iod created the heaven luid the earth, and the evening or ei)imneneemen

of the first day of the Mosaic mirnitive We have in verse a distinct iiio -

tion of earth and waters, iw already existing, and involved in <iarkness; t e

oondition also is described os a state of confusion ami otnntiness
^

words which are usually interpreted by the vague and imlofinite Ureek term

ohaos, and which may bo geologically considered as designating the wrec

Jtnd mins of a former world.”

VOL. X. X
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author of this cosmogony was no better than a mere Hebrew
Descartes, possibly somewhat in advance of the intellects of his

age. It would be well for such objectors if they could receive

what Ewald has said in his comment on Genesis i. 1—ii. 4,
that " the aim of the first connected narrative is to exhibit God
as the Creator of the universe. The author then passes over
from the perfected picture of the created universe to that which
must have been to him, as to all vvriters of history, the most
worthy of note—to the history of man. Yet he closes the first

picture with the words—^ These arc the generations of the
heavens and the earth.^

6G. In comparing the Hebrew cosmogony with the discoveries

of true t science, it may be well to consider them under these

several heads :—1st. The creation of the universe. 2nd. The
existence of light. 3rd. The duration of the term translated
‘‘

days.^^ 4th. The formation of man.
67. First, as regards the creation of the universe. It has

been contended by some that the Mosaic cosmogony represents

a distinction in point of time between the creation of the

heavens and of the earth
;

as if the stellar worlds of light

(those unanswerable proofs of a Divine Architeet, to use the

argument of Napoleon I.) which are hung around us on all

sides of the universe were made at one time, and earth with

its ruler, man, was made at another time. But such is not the

teaching of the Word of God. Nothing can be plainer than
the declaration that the heavens, containing tlie whole stellar

system, and that the earth, a small planet in the solar system,

were called into existence simultaneously. In the beginning
(rod created the heavens and the earth In these few simple

words, if our finite minds are only able to fathom their full

meaning, arc contained all the depths of philosophy which the

wit and wisdom of man have enabled him to discover; he can

add nothing thereto ; he can take nothing therefrom ; and it

should be his unceasing endeavour to understand what they

teach, in order that the wit of man may not contradict the

wisdom of God.

* EwahPs Composition ptr <in p. 102.

1 1 am obliged to use the word “ true ’’
; for much that passes in the pre-

sent day under the name of “ science” is anything but true, and must be

distinguished by the term “ pseudo-science.” The differences between those

who claim for themselves the name of Savavs^ especially on the subject of

geology, are so numerous and so great, that they may be fitly compared to the

little difference between John »Stuart Mill and the author of Ecce HomOj
respecting “Christian morality,” of which the former, in his Essay on Liberty

p. 29, .says, “ in its precepts Hhou shall not* predominates over * thou shall

Whereas the latter declares respecting the same, “ The old legal formula

began ‘ thou shall not* the new begins ‘ thou shall
* ”

(p. 175).
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68. It is unnecessary to enter at any length upon Hebrew
criticism in our proposed reading of the first verse of the Bible.
It has been so fully and well done in Aids of Faith, hw the late
Dr. McCaul, who was confessedly one of the first Hebrew
scholars of the day, that, with the exception of one single point,
which I shall presently mention, he has left nothing to be
desired in confirmation of the truth of these words respecting
the creation of the heavens and earth. It will be sufTieic iit to

notice that Moses, in using the term hi the

expresses Durafion or Time, previous to Creation
; tliat the

Hebrew word bara, although not necessarily nu'aning
creation out of nothing, is always used in Scripture to denote
the work of God and not of man ; and here, as elsewhere,

something new, which did not exist before. Hence the learned

Gesenius says, in reply to those who contend that this word
implies the eternity of matter,— It is abundantly plain that the

use of this verb in Kal is altogether diflerent from its ])rimary

signification, and that it is more used of neiv iiroduciwn

[Genesis ii. 3) than of the conformation and elaboration of

matter. But that in Genesis i. 1, tlu' first creation ot the

world out of nothing is proved by the connection of things in

the whole chapter. Thus, also, the Babbis (sec Abcn Ezra in

loco) say, 'that creation is a production of something from

nothing.^ t
69. Hence it will be seen in the translation 1 have adopted as

more exactly conveying the literal sense of the original, the

term, " the of the heavens, and ''the essence of the

earth, which is rendered by nx eih in the Hebrew, is under-

stood to signify "essenee,^^ or " substance,^^ by the Jews them-

selves, J In this brief record of the Divine act and will wo
have all that the comparatively infant science has been enabled

to discover after a virtual search of 6,000 years of the coiulition

* Lightfoot relates a curious story couccniinj; the am ml recorded

inboth of thcTulniuds—of the seventy elders, employed by rt«>lemy I’hiladel-

phus to translate the Hebrew Scripture.s, that they wrote tlie tii*st .sentence

of the Pentateuch “ God created in the beginning,” not os in the .iebrew,

“In the beginning (Jod created”; fearing lest the king should say,

“ Brresheth is God, and that there were two powers, ami that the first

created the latter.** [Excreitat Ions vpon 1 Cor, viii.)

t Geseniu8*s Thesaurus, in loco.

tBoth Aben Ezm and Kiinchi affirm that the particle ^egnilies y^ub-

Htance ** (Se2jher Shorash, rad. ntt ). And Maimonides obser\e^ lliat it is the

«anie as “with**; and then the sense would be, “God created with the

heaven.s whatsoever are in the heavens, and with the earth whatsoever are in

the earth, i.e, the substance of all things in them hothJ^ [Moreh hevochim,

P‘U. 2, ch. 30.)

x2
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of tlio earth during the geological periods, previously to the

preparation of earth for the use and habitation of man.
70. Dr. McCaul, in his valuable essay on the Mosaic Record

of Crention, had mentioned as an instance of the scientific

accuracy of the Mosaic account, that, before the human
period then' was no difference of climate, and that there was,

apparently, one uniform high temperature over the whole earth

;

and, conscciucntly, that the flora and fauna of warm climates

arc found in latitudes where they could not now exist (Aids

to Faithy p. 219). Now, although some have sneered at this

statement, it is undoubtedly true that, until lately, the

scientific world supposed that the flora of the carboniferous

era, wliich extends as far north as Baflin's Bay, * indicated

an almost tropical temperature; but, as in a multitude of

other instances, f science has now adopted a different view

on this subject, and, though it does not affect any statement

of Moses in the sliglitest degree, we may readily accept the

opinion of the late Sir Charles Lyell, who says,—and I beg
you to note his words, It seems to have become a more and
more receivi d ojnnlon that the coal plants do not on the whole
indicate a climate resembling that now enjoyed in the

equatorial zone. A great preponderance of ferns and lyco-

l)odiums indicates moisture, equability of temperature, and
freedom from frost rather than intense heat (Elementary
Geolofjy, }). 899). A remarkable work, published last year,

entitled, Climate and Time in their Geological Relations : a
Theory of Secular Changes of the EarMs Climate, by James
Croll, of H. M. Geological Survey of Scotland, has fully

discussed this subject in all its bearings; and the learned
author has, 1 venture to think, shown some reasona for

believing :—1st. That the old internal heat theory must
be abandoned, in consequence of Sir W. Thomson's con-
clusion that the general climate could not have been
sensibly affected by intense heat at any time more than
1 0,000 years after the solidification of the carth^s crust, though
there is evidence that its climate was much hotter during

^ Tho author of Vestiges of (he Natural History of Creation, says, “In the
coal f)f Baffin^s Bay, of Newcastle, and of the torrid zone, alike, are the fossil

icnis arborescent, showing that, in that era, the present tropical era, or one
even higher, evisLod in very high latitude's.”

t in Mr. ( toll’s work on (Jlimatc and Time, I have counted over thirty
nist;incos, which he mentions, wherein savans materially differ from each
othe r in their interpretations of various points connected with the earth's
climate

; e.g, to mention one, Humboldt estimates that it would require 7,2(K)
ycjirs to form a bed of coal a yard thick

; Dr. Hecr, of Zurich, contends that
only 1,40() years would be required to effect this ! (p. 429).
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Palaeozoic ages than now. 2nd. That the ocean currents are the

chief agents employed in the distribution of heat over the
globe. 3rd. That while, during portions of the Glacial period,

England and much lower latitudes had an Arctic condition

of climate, yet, during other portions termed Interglacial/^

a warm condition extended to Greenland and the Arctic

regions generally, which then were not only free from ice, but
covered with a rich and luxurious vegetation. 4th. That this

condition of things is accounted for on the theory of a great

increase in the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit, which brings

into operation a series of physical agencies, the direct tendency
of which is to lead to a glacial condition of things on the

hemisphere whose winters occur in aphelion, and a warm and
equable condition of climate (interglacial) on the opposite*

hemisphere, whose winters, of course, occur in perihelion. The
precession of the equinoxes reverses the condition of each hemi-
sphere alternately, about every 10,000 years as long as tlie

eccentricity continues at a high value, which eccentricity about

850.000 years ago Mr. Croll computes at 0*07 17.*

71. Hence we may reasonably conclude that what has hitherto

been a somewhat perplexing knot for our geologists, naturalists,

and botanists to untie, may now be accounted for by the

hypothesis of Mr. Croll as given above. All these things,

and various other matters, which have been so fully, ably, and
temperately discussed by Mr (holl in his work on illniate

and Time^ may serve to explain the problem of a past llora

and fauna existing in latitudes where at present they are

unknown.
72. The older and more perfect science of Astronomy con-

firms the view derived from Geology, so far as it bears upon
the meaning of the antiquity of the heavens and earth, which

may have been created myriads of millions of \ears just as

readily as thousands of years ago, so far as the words of Scrip-

ture are concerned. Ilut that it could not mean merely

6.000 years ago, the limit of man's antiquity on earth accord-

* “How totally ditferent/' says Mr. (’roll, “ must bavt' been the condition

of the Oarth’s cliiiuito at that period, from what it is at present ! Taking the

moan distance of the sun to bo yi,4()0,(MK) miles, his ])resent distance at mid-

winter is 80,864,480 miles ; but at the period in question, when the winter

solstice wus in perihelion, his distance iit mid-winter \v(»uld he no less tluin

98,224,280 miles. lUit this is not all ;
our winters are at present shorter

than our summers by 7*8 days, but at that period they would ho longer

than the summers by 34*7 days. At present the ditl’erence between the

perihelion and aphelion distance of the sun amounts to only 3,(>t)J),r)M) miles,

out at the period under consideration it would amount to no less than

13,648,679 miles I ” {Climate and Timc^ p. ilhi).)
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ing to revelation, may be seen in this. Science has enabled

man to discover the speed at which light travels through space,*

and by this means to have some faint conception, not only of

the magnitude of creation, of the greatness of the Creator, and
of the insignificance of the created, but also of the time which

must have elapsed since the heavens and the earth were called

into existence by the will and power of God. Assuming light

to travel at its well-ascertained speed of 192,000 miles each

second of time, it passes from the moon to the earth in rather

more than one second ; from the sun to the earth in about eight

minutes; but to Neptune, the most distant planet yet disco-

vered in the solar system, upwards of four hours are consumed
in its flight. A parallax has been found for each of the nine

fixed stars, or suns to other systems, which form what astrono-

mers term stars of the first magnitude, and the result is seen
in the computation that light proceeding at the same speed
r(if|nires thrao years to pass from a Centauriy the nearest of the
fixed stars, to our system

; while from Capella, the farthest

fixed star of the first magnitude, a period of seventy years
would he required. But even this is as nothing compared with
what scicnee has further determined respecting the magnitude
of the Universe, and the consequent distance of some of the
stellar orbs from our system, when the heavens and the earth
were originally called into existence by their Omnipotent
Creator.

73. It is nearly a century ago that a foreign musician, at

that time in the comparjitively humble position of organist at
t he Octagon Chapel, Bath, who was subsequently known as
the celebrated Sir William llerschol, and father of another
eminent astronomer in the person of Sir John Hcrschel, con-
ceived the grand idea of gauging the universe with the assistanec
of his newly-formed telescope, which then excited the wonder
of the age. It would require too much time to detail the
means employed by this illustrious discoverer; it will be suffi-

cient to name some of the results, which may be expressed in

Iloonicr, the Danish astronomer, by means of Jupiter’s satellites, was the
fir.>t to (lis(;over the estimated speed of light

; the accuracy of which has been
confiniicd by Professor Wheatstone’s test of a rotating mirror, in which arti-
ficiul light is made to pass over a distance of :30,0(KJ feet to the same point
from which it emanated. Herr I3cssel, of Germany, was the first to give
koerner’s discovery a practical value, by finding a parallax for a fixed star
marked in the maps as ‘‘61 cygni,” which proved its distance from us to bo
such as to rofiuiro light, travelling at the rate of 102,000 miles each moment
of tune, a period of nine years to reach our system. A grand achievement
in the progress of science, which Sir John Herschel lias justly termed the
greatest and most glorious triumph that practical astronomy has over
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a few words. A star of the 6th magnitude would require a

period of 2,656 years for its light to reach our system ; so that
the star thus seen by the telescope is not necessarily as it now
appears, but as it existed 2,656 years ago ; so that, supposing
such a thing possible, if a telegraphic message had been sent
off by light as the agent, and therefore travelling at nearly
twenty times the rate of our electric telegraph, to a star of the
6th magnitude, at the date of the building of Rome, B.C. 753,
it would have required twenty-eight years more of travel before
it could have reached its destination.

74. Stars situated in the more remote edges of the Milky
Way require a period of 20,000 ycar> for tlic transit of
their light, according to the original calculations of Herschel^

though these are now questioned ; and the splendid nebulae in

Orion,* a portion of which has been proved by tlic spectroscope

to be of a strictly nebulous or gaseous matter, and which was un-
rcsolvable until the power of Lord Rosse\s gigantic telescope was
brought to bear upon its beams, would absorb 60,000 years for the

transit of its light to our system. And to proceed one step further,

if, as Professor Nichol has finely contended, take the guidance

of analogy, it may be asserted without hesitation, although not
apart from a feeling next to overwhelming, relating to the

awful realities within wdiieh our frail lives jire passing—that if

any of those Milky nebuhe first sce7i by the six-feet mirror of

Lord Rossers telescope, and left irresolublc until art shall achieve

some new and mighty advance— if any of these arc like the

grand object in Orion, they may be so far off in space that light

docs not reach us from them in less than thirty niUlio7is ofyear's!”

75. Thus far the science of astronomy confirms the teaching

of Scripture relative to the antiquity of the heavens and the

earth. And, so far from the next statement of Closes being in

opposition to the discoveries of the younger and inferior science

of geology,t it must he regarded as in eornpleto accord with

what geologists have at length found out; for, after the dcclara-

* See “ Reply,” for remarks on the iiebida) in Orion.

t The science of Oeology can scarcely bo called a centnry old ; and the

innumerable contradictions of its teachers have in a urcat measure reduced

it to a series of conjectural speculations, at least comi)aRMl with the logical

demonstrations and masterly proofs belonging to the science of astronomy.

Who questions the discoveries of (^operiucus or Newton ? While, on the

other hand, what geologist of note has not had occasion to modify his own
views during his lifetime, as Sir Charles Lyell and others liave frankly con-

fessed ? The variations of geologists can only be described under the term
“ Legion,” as a French author justly nunarks ;

—“ Depuis I’iSpoque de Butfoii,

les systeines so sont eleves les uns a edte dos autresen si grand nombre, qu’en

1806, rinstitnt do Franco comptait plus de quatre-vingts theories hostilcs

aux saintes ficritures ;
Aucunk nVst restce uebout jusquW ce jour.” {La

Bible et la l!iciaice 'inothuH'y par M, K Panchaud, p. 13.)
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tion of ver. 1, which includes, as I have before remarked, all

the long geological periods up to the end of the tertiary, ver. 2
teaches that the earth was reduced to a condition different from
its previous one, as it is said the earth became empty and
desolate,^^

—

i.e., in a chaotic state,— previous to its being pre-

pared by its Maker for the use of man. I am aware that some
interpret these words as our English version reads, the earth
v;a6' without form and void,^^ implying that it means then God
commenced reducing chaos to a state of order in accordance with
what geology asserts respecting the lirst dawn of organized life on
the face of the globe. But not only are the LXX. and the Vulgate
versions generally in conformity with the English word be-
came,^^ in preference to the authorized version ^Svas,” inasmuch
as the Hebrew verb hm, ha-y-ah^ is twenty times in this

chapter translated by the Greek and Latin yivofiai and fw,
and not by ufii, or sum

;

but also the teaching of the book,
^^Zohar,^^ a work, as I have before remarked, of the highest
authority with tlie Jews, distinctly points to the same view.
Thus, it is written :

—^^Theseare the generations of tho-hil which
are signified in Genesis i. 2. The earth was ihO’-hu and boJiil—
i.e. empty and desolate

; and they mean that the blessed God
originally created tin*, worlds and fkm destroyed them

;

and for
that reason (he earth became empty and desolate

76. I believe, therefore, that the declaration in ver. 2, of the
earth becoming empty and desolate after having been previously
filled with organized life, pointedly refers to that last change
which took place in the physical appearance of our globe, and
known to geologists under the term, the post-tertiary era.’^

During previous ages the atmosphere of our globe must have
been of a very difterent temperature from what it is at present, as
the coal of Ba^^in^s Bay and other places of very high latitudes
proves that there must have once existed there a different cli-

mate from what it has now
; though whether of a tropical nature

* ExccrpUi from Zohiir on Genesis ii., by Ludovicus Capelins, rpiotcd by
Dr. Baylco {TraufinctinnH o/ fJw yicffn in I ushfnfe, \ol iii. p. 260). Dr.
Pye Smith quotes Dr. Dathe of Leipzig, a cautious and judicious critic, as
rendering the passage in Genesis thus “ In the beginning (lod created thcj

heave^n and the earth. But afterwards the earth became w«iste and desolate.”
(See I he Helation betiveen the llidy Scrijtfvres and (reoloyiad Scien^€>^f by
Pye Smith, D.D., fifth edition, p. 240 ; and also th(j valuable supplemenUiry
Note R., p. 435.) Dr. Pusey, in the I*reface to his Leclures on J)anlel the
J royhet (sec pp. xix. Ixxxiii. et seci.;, api)ears to adopt the same view, if I
do not misunderstand him, ljut he writer unfortunately, in such a profuse
ami mystified maimer, that one is not quite sure whut Is the exact meaning
of this learned author. The best work, however, where the subject is exhaus-
tiveiy discussed, is to be seen in Dr. McCaid’s Essay on the Mosaic Record
of treat 10a, in Aids to Faith,
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we are unable to say ;
for, as Lyell points out, “ heat hastens the

decomposition of leaves and trees, whether in the atmosphere or

in the water, and we know too little of the sigillaria and other
peculiar forms of the carboniferous period to be able to speculate

with confidence on the kind of climate they may have required/^*

77. But this we do know, that all these magnificent coal-

fields, extending more or less through tlie geological periods,

must have been designed by a wise and provident Creator

;

not for the creatures which existed on earth after their first

formation, but solely for the use of that being made in llis

image and after His likeness in the person of Man. And herein

consists one of the many enormous gulfs between Man and
Beast, which some philosophers are vainly doing their utmost
in the present day to minify as much as possible, in order to

adopt the wildest hypothesis tliat was ever conceived in the
human brain, of seeking to show man\s pedigree from an
ascidian tadpole and an Old World monkey; for it is well known
and admitted by all savaus that those animals which liave

approached nearest the human in the way of reason or instinct,

have never had the slightest conception of the meaning of tliosc

vast tjoal-fields which the Creator has provided so beneficially

for the use of man.f
78. This will lead us to the consideration of the declaration

of Moses respecting the existence of Light. ^^And God said.

Let there be light, and there was light.^^ It may be fairly

assumed that in the whole range of litcrttturc from the beginning
of time nothing has ever equalled this sublime speech respecting

the creation of that to which the Creator likens Himself
;
for

God is LighV^ as St. John taught, and, as St. Paul declares,

dwellcth in light which no man can approach unto
;

siuc(^ it

argues uncontrollable authority and omnific })ower. And it

LyoU’s Element of \\v. p, .'301.

t An anecdote is told of the late (Jeorgo Ste]>luMi>on niioo asking Dr.

Buckland, on seeing a train rush by, “What ]U'opeIs thoso carriages^”
“ Steam,” was the natural reply. “But how is stt'ain produrod / ‘’retorted

Stephenson. The man of theory and scioiice, knowing it would !)•' usoh'>s to

say, “ Because water boils,” wjus discreetly silent, when the .-idf-laught and
practical engineer made this memorable reply :

“ Tt is light bt)ttle(i un in

the earth for tens of thousands of years.” A ino^t original idea, liike a
flash of lightning it illuminated an entire field of seienee. For coal, a'^ is well

known, is the formation of deciiyed vegetable matter, which would im viUibly

perish, wore it not for the absorption of light, by wliieh its >itality has been
retained in another shape as countless ages havi‘ rolled by. Light absorbed
by plants and vegetables is necessary for the condensation of c^irbou during
the process of their growth, and now after being buried for so vast a period
in fields of coal, that long-hidden light is again brought foith and made to

work, us in the produce of stenm, for tlie use of man !
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was no slight testimony to the inspiration of this passage that

when the celebrated heathen Dipnysius Longinus first met with

this sentence in the LXX. Version, he described their effect on
his mind in these striking words :

—^^Thc Jewish lawgiver, who
was no ordinary man, having conceived a just idea of the Divine

power, expressed it in a dignified manner, for at the beginning

of his laws he thus speaks :
—^Goi) said,—What? Let there

BE Light ! And there was Vujht?

79. An objection lias been raised by infidels of old like

Celsus, and revived by modern sceptics like Voltaire and
Goodwin in our own day, to this part of the Mosaic cosmogony,

that tlie author represents light to have existed before and
independent of the sun. But, passing by the fact that Moses
only says respecting the sun, as one of the heavenly bodies

which were created in the beginning, that at a certain time

of Ilis preparing earth for the habitation of man, God appointed

the chief light-bearer in the solar system to give light to the

earth during the day, it does not conflict with his previous

assertion that there nas light independent of the sun, for modern
science has at length discovered that such is indeed the case.

80. Had Moses been a mere speculator, well posted up in

the scientific conceptions of his own day, or, as Mr.* Goodwin
terras him, some Hebrew Descartes or Newton,^^ ho would
not have recorded the creation of light as separate from sun-

light. But in this sccraing inconsistency we have one of the

strongest testimonies possible to the Divine authority of the

Mosaic cosmogony
;

for science teaches that the sun, though
supreme in our system, is not the only source of light, but that

there is, throughout the endless regions of space, a fine, subtle

essence, called ether, which, restrained by no limits, washes the

remotest shores of the universe with an invisible ocean, and
which is of so refined a nature that the stars move through its

depths very slightly affected by what is termed, the resisting

medium, which astronomers consider identical with the lumini-

ferous ether, t Hence arise those waves, or undulatory motions,

'• Dion. Long., On the Sublime

,

§ 0.

t As certain phenomena of optics require for their explanation a vehicle

for light, so certain phenomena of Jistronomy demand for their satisfaxstoo^

explanation the existence of a subtle fluid, such as the luminiferous ether is

conceived to be. Hence Encke, in his DiMertaiwn on the Comet, which
bears his name, observes :

—“ Another cpiestiou is this, whether the hypo-
thesis of a resisting medium gives the true and probable explanations,

though hitherto no other appears to have equal weight.** On which the

Astronomer Royal .says :
“ There can scarcely l)o a doubt that the hypothesis

of a resisting medium, or something whieh produces almost exactly tho same
effect, is the true one,”— Airy’s Translntlon of Encke'e Dmertation on the

Comet, 1832.
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which^ spreading with excessive velocity in every direction,

produce, according to the theory of Huygens, the effect of

light.

81. It is by the properties of this universally diffused ether

that not only Ught, but also heat^ and probably electricity and
maynetisniy arc supposed to exist. And the faet of there being

such latent light may be shown by the following experiment.

Take two pieces of smooth flint and rub tliem together in a

dark room, and the latent light or caloric matter will be imme-
diately produced and become visible. The existence of this

caloric or primitive light may be detected in various other

bodies by rubbing two hard sticks together, or by hammering
cold iron, which, in a short time, becomes red hot, or by the

sudden compression of atmospheric air in a tube.

82. The theory originated by La Place respecting the creation

of our solar system,* whicli is taken for granted by Humboldt
and others, is an additional ])roof of light existing independent

of the sun. La Place conceived that in the beginning tin*

whole solar system consisted of a mass of vaporous matter,

having a central nucleus, and the whole rotating on its axis in

one uniform direction, from west to cast. Such a mass would,

in condensing by cold, leave in the place of its equator zones of

vapour composed of substances which require an intense degree

of cold to return to a liquid or solid state. These zones must
have begun by circulating round the mim in the form of con-

centric rings, the most volatile molecules of which must have
formed the superior part, and the most condensed the inferior

part. In consequence of this revolving motion our globe

became flattened at the poles and bulging at the equatorial

region, and, in consequence of the greatness of the centrifugal

force at tlie equator, and the contemporaneous condensation

and contraction of the nebulous mass, a free, revolving ring,

like that of Saturn, detached itself at the equator. This ring

not being of uniform density, and in consequence of contraction,

broke in one or more places, and these fragments, in obedience

to the law of gravitation, became planets, revolving from w est

to east round the parent mass, t
83. Thus, according to the theory of La Place, not only the

earth, but all the planets, existed "before the sun was in its

present condition, as giving light to the earth. And as these

* Professor Challis, in his Creation in Plan auii considers that
tho Sun, like tho other heavenly bodies, wjwj “ created in the beginning/^ but
was prevented from illuminating tho earth during tho first three Yoms, or
periods, by a viwt stratum of va|>our ^soe pp. 1!) et se»|.).

t La Place, Exposition the Sifsthne tin Mmntcj pp. Ur) et setp See**llcply
for remarks on La IMace’s thoor}’.
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planets are not now self-illuminating^ it is supposed that the

rings when detached from the original mass were dark also,

and that the sun did not receive its luminous photosphere * until

all the planets had been detached from iL

84. Professor Nichol, in his Planetary System, accounts for

the primitive light in a somewhat different way from La Placets

theory, adducing the auroras and other phenomena as indi-

cating the existence of a power in the matter of our globe to

emit light
;

iiiid, concluding that the matter of the planets is

capable of evolving the energy which we term light

;

and that

the atmosphere of the sun is at present under inffuences

favourable to the high manifestation of a power which, from
the other orbs in the solar system, has not entirely departed.

85. Another instance of light, independent of the sun, is

seen in the Rhizomorpha, a species of fungus, vegetating in

dark mines, and remarkable for its phosphorescent qualities.

In some of the coal-mines of Saxony it is seen in great splen-

dour, giving them the appearance of an enchanted castle
; the

roofs, walls, and j)illars being entirely covered with them, while

the beautiful light emanating from them is perfectly dazzling

to the naked eye.

8G. The progress of science has, therefore, dispelled the

objection that light could not exist before the sun was in its

present condition. And it has done even more, for it has

served to prove the accuracy of the Mosaic cosmogony, which
persons unacquainted with Hebrew necessarily overlook.

Moses, speaking by inspiration, uses different words to express

the primitive light and the luminary which God appointed to
" rule the day.^’ For when he describes, in ver. 3, the creation

of light, he employs one word aor,^ to denote the light

' Arai^o consideird tlie Sun ronsists, first, of a dark central sphere ;

second, of :i vast stratum of clouds suspended at certain distances from the

central body ; third, of a photosphere, or luminous envelope, surrounding the

cloudy stratum. Sir W. Hcrschel calculated that the light reflected outwards
by the clouds was equal to rays out of 1,000, or less than half the light

of the photosphere, and that the light reflected by the opaque body of tho

sun beneath was only 7 rays out of every 1,000. The more recent discoveries,

however, by means of the spectrum analysis have somewhat modified these

views.

t 'J’lie word mfcc signifies not only light, but fire, if the Mozoroto vowel

points be unnoticed, as in Isaiah xliv. IG, and Ezekiel v. 2, &c. Also in

Job xxi. 26, it is used for the sun, and in Jobxxxvii. 3, 11, 15, for lightning.

And inasmuch as (lod has diffused heat through every part of nature, without
which there could be neither vegetation nor animal life, we may conclude
that it is lieat ms well ms light which is intended by the original word. Besides
•tor there are four other words occasionally used in Scripture to denote the

sun, and which may be rendered in their more literal sense as follows :

—
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itself ; while^ in speaking of the luminary which rules the day,

at ver. 16, he calls it maor^ Le, “a place or instrument
of light,” a light-bearer,” like a lighted lamp, as science has
shown it to be. Hence, as M. Marcel clc Serres, Professor of
Geology at Montpellier, observes, Scripture does not say that

God created the light or made it, but said, it be, and it

wasJ If, then, light be not a separate and definite body, but
only vibrations or undulations of ether, somehow set in motion,

the sacred writer could not have expressed its appearance in

words more beautiful or more agreeable to truth.

87. Assuming, then* that ver. 3 speaks of the existence of

light independent of that which we receive from the sun, and
which in the Mosaic cosmogony is dcscrilied as acting on tlic

earth in the fourth day, wdicn the Almighty was preparing

earth for the habitation of man, we may consider whether
Scripture affords us any clue to determine the duration of that

period which is here so frequently mentioned under the term
Day*^
88. It is a remarkable fact that the Hebrew word yoni,^^

which we translate by the term day,” has no less than three

different meanings in the first thirty, five verses of Genesis.

1. The diurnal continuance of light, or half one revolution of

the earth on its axis, is called ^'day ” (v. 5). 2. The evening

and the morning combined, constituting an entire revolution of

the earth, is also called one day” in the same veisc. 3. In
the fourth verse of the following chaj>icr the same word is

employed to describe the six days^ creation, or, more correctly

speaking, the whole period employed in preparing earth for the

habitation of man (Genesis ii. 4). And believing this period

to represent what geologists term the Post-Tertiary,” 1 would

adduce the testimony of an acknowledged aiithority, who
observes, irrespective of any attempt to harmonize the Mosaic
cosmogony with the discoveries of science, that at the close

of the Pleistocene period the present distribution of sea and land

seems to have been established; the land presenting the same

surface of configuration, and the sea the same coast-line, with

the exception of such modifications as liave since been produced

by the atmospheric, aqueous, and other causes. At the close

of that period the earth also appears to have been peopled by
its present flora and fauna, with the exception of some local

1. aor, light”; 2. mam, “light-bearer” ; 3. vhanmK “heat of the sim ”
;

4. chercs, “ orb of thp sun ”
; 5. ShemuRh, “ The Visible Sun.” This hist,

Oeseniiw notices, is the primitive word for “ sun,’’ and foaiul under the radi-

cal letters sm, sn, si, in very many languages besides the Hebrew, as in

Sanscrit, (Jonnan, Latin, English, &c.
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removals of certain animals and the general extinction of a few

species/^ *

89. Moreover, Scripture employs the term yom, or day/^ to

denote various other periods of undefined length. Thus, in

Job xiv. 6, it expresses the period of a man^s life. In

Ezekiel iv. 6, it represents the solar year. By St. Peter,

2 Epistle, iii. 8, it is used for one thousand years. By Daniel,

viii. 14—26, the vision of one evening—morning,” a similar

term to that employed by Moses, is represented as equalling a

period of two tliousand tlirce hundred days. In Zechariah xiv. 7,

the day of the Lord ” is defined as one yom, which shall be

known to the Lord, not day nor night.” All these passages,

to which many more might be added, are sufficient to prove

that, according to the usus luquendi of Scripture, the term need

not necessarily be limited to a period of twenty-four hours.

And, consequently, many writers before the science of geology

was known, such as Josephus and Philo amongst the Jews, and
amongst Christiana Augustine and Theodoret in ancient times,

and Whiston in modern, have advocated the opinion that the

term day ” in the Mosaic cosmogony denotes a period of long

duration. While those who have written at a later period

—

such as Cuvier, Parkinson, Hugh Miller, &c., having a know-
ledge of geological facts before them—are irresistibly led to a

similar conclusion.

90. Immediately after it is stated in ver. 5 that God called

the light Vom, or ^^Day,” it is added, And there was evening,

and there was morning, one peculiar day.” Moses here uses

the cardinal number owe, and not the ordinal as in the

Authorized Version, and as on other occasions, which appears to

show that this was a peculiar day, one sui (jeneru ; dies unicus^

prorsus singularis, as Mauer says ; or, as De Witte calls it, ein

einziger Tag

;

or, as Ilitzig terms it, tlie only one of its kind.”
This appears to refute the idea that nothing but a period of

twenty-four hours could be meant by the term employed by
Moses.

91. Further it is to be noted, that the expression there

was evening, and there was morning,” which is used to express

the completion of each of the six days^ work, is omitted in

respect to the seventh, from which we may infer that it has not

yet reached its termination. The seventh day of the Mosaic
cosmogony appears to be a period of undefined length; and it

is not unreasonable to infer that if we can obtain from Scrip-

ture anything like its approximate duration, we have some
clue to determine the length of the other six days.

' Pago’s Advanced Text-hook, p. 300.
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92. We read in Genesis (ii. 2, t3) that ‘^On the seventh
Yom (or day) God ended His work lie had made; and He
rested on that seventh day, and blessed it, because that in

it He had rested from all His work which He had created to

make/^ And so in Exodus xx. 2, it is said, “In six days
Jehovah prepared* heaven and earth, the sea and all that in

them is, and rested the seventh day
; from winch it is argued

that our warrant for observing a weekly sabbath of twenty-four

hours^ duration is dependent upon God’s rest from His work
for a similar period. But, as Hugh Miller has observed, “ I

know not where we shall find grounds for the belief that that

Sabbath, during which God rested, was commensurate in

its duration with one of the sabbaths of short-lived man—

a

brief period measured by a single revolution of the earth on
its axis. We have not a shadow of evidence that He resumed
His work of creation on the morrow. The geologist finds no
trace of post-Adamic creation ; the theologian can tell us of

none. God’s sabbath of rest may still exist
;

the work o f

Redemption may be the work of His Sabbath day,^^ f
93. If we accept this suggestion, that the work of Bedemp-

tion may be, so to speak, the work of God s rest, or Sabbath
day, it may serve to explain our Lord’s words, “ My Father
worketh hitherto, and I work” (John v. 1 7), as showing that

when God rested from the work of Creation, He commenced
the work of Redemption, by planning out a mode consistent

with His justice, whereby man miglit be restored to that

Divine image in which he had been originally made, but had
lost when Adam fell. Thus God’s sabbatic rest becomes a

restoring process, a building up from the ruins of the fall,

including both a Divine purpose and a Divine work, in rjiising

man to a higher level than that on which the material creation

placed him. In this work both the Father and Son are said

to be engaged, the work of the one being a reflex of that of

the other—a work in which the profoundest rest is not excluded

by the highest activity.

94. Have we, then, any intimation afforded in Scripture of

the duration of God’s day of rest? I think we have. The

* It is necessary to remind the English romlor that tin" word ‘‘ made'’ in

the Authorized Version is very far from conveying tlie iictual meaning of

Moses’s teaching; as it is very naturally undei-stooil to express the same sense

as ** in the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.” But a totally

different word nwy is employed here, and which can only bo adequately

rendered by tho English word “ prepared ” or “made ready,” as Jehovah
prepared the earth for the use of man.

t Miller’s Footjjrinta of the Crmtor, p. 3U7.
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best cliroriologists amongst Jews and Gentiles, who take their

stand upon the infallible Word of God, are agreed in this, that

the age of man on earth, since the time of Adam, is limited to

a period, speaking in round numbers, of six thousand years.*

But, inasmuch as Scripture speaks also of a future millennial

period of blessedness, lasting for one thousand years, which is

termed in Hebrews (iv. 9) rest or keeping of a Sabbath by
God^s people,’^ wc find that Chrii,t^s kingly rule over His pos-

sessions in tlic uttermost parts of the earth (Psalm ii. 8) is

then said to end. Then will come the end of this age, as St.

Paul declares, when Clirist shall have delivered up the king-

dom to God, even the Father .... that God may be all in

all
”

(1 Corinthians xv. 24, 28).

95. Scripture records in many places thci creation of a new
heaven and a new^ earth, as well as many physical changes on
the surface of our present globe, which, it may be supposed,

wall resemble the geological changes of the past ; and therefore

we arc warranted in assuming that God will resume His creative

j)ower at the termination of the period known as the millennium,

when His rest-day will of necessity come to end, which would
appear on Biblical authority to have extended through seven

thousand years
; and if this be a correct estimate respecting

the duration of one Yom or day, on the principle of analogy
wc may understand the remaining six Yoms to be of the

same duration.

96. If this reasoning be correct, nearly fifty thousand years

must have passed away since the beginning of the post-tertiary

f

Of modern ohronologers, Cdinton considers tho 0,000 years since the
time of Adam to have expired about A.D. 180*2. Usher’s date would bring
it up tc» A.U. moo

;
and tlic current chronology of the Jews about a centuiy

later still, ft is unnecessary to notice the various hypotheses which those
who ignon* Scripture authority, have propounded for the age of man on
(*arth

; whether it be the modest proposal of tho late Baron Bunsen, who
li\es it at B.(j. 20,000

;
or the Brahmin chronology, which, according to Sir

William .lones, allows him an antirjuity of 4,:i00,()0() years
;
or that of Pro-

fessor Huxley, who in his speech at Norwich contends that “ the appearance
of man on the globe should be thrown back to an era immeasurably more
remote thsn has ever yet been assigned to it by the boldest speculators !

The earliest proof of man on earth is iinc|uestion’ably a tablet now in the Ash-
molean Museum at Oxford, from the tomlj of a priest namediShera, containing
the cartouche of the reigning sovereign King Senta, before the name of
‘‘ Pharaoh’* was known in Kgypt, which may >w* approximately dated as
B.C. 2,300, or three centuries before the time of Abraham. All beyond this
is mere speculation.

t M. JJ’Orbigny, who together with M. Elio de Beaumont, has mapped out
the geography of Europe during the Jumssic age with great care, asgerts in
his /^odo//u' tir l^iU/onlolofjit, that not a single species, either animal or
vegetable, is common to tin* tertiary ami the post-tertiary or human periods;
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period, when God began to adapt earth for the habitation of
man. But we learn from the Mosaic record that the earth did

not exist in its present condition until the third of these Yoms,

—

'^God called the dry land Earth, and there was evening and
there was morning, a third Yom.” Supposing, then, seven
thousand years to be tlie duration of each of tliese Yoms,
including that wlierein God is now said to be resting, this

would give, after deducting two of tlies(» Yorns, or 14,000 years

before the earth appeared in its present condition, from the

forty-nine thousand years, the sum total of the wliole, a period

of thirty-five tliousand years as tlie duration of the period,

reckoning from the third Yom until the present time.

97. Many tests have been suggested by geologists in order

to measure the age of the post-tertiary period, the favourite one
being dependent on tlie time required to fill up the deltas of

the largest rivers known on earth ; but for various reasons such
data are too uncertain to allow any dependence to be placed

upon them, through the impossibility of making a correct esti-

mate of the annual rate of these subaqueous deposits. There
is one test, however, which seems to afford some grounds for

arriving at something like a sounder conclusion, and that is the

computed age of the falls of Niagara. Sir Charles Lycll,* after

the most careful inquiries which he >\as enabled to make on
the spot in 1841, came to the conclusion that the average of

one foot per year was the rate at uhich the waterfall has been
cutting through its stony bed

;
and he considers that it would

have required 35,000 years for the retreat of the Falls, from
the cscarpmept at Queenstown (a distance of seven miles) to

their present site. If this be a correct estimate, we may fairly

infer that w'e have some clue to the approximate duration of

the Yoms or ^Mays’^ mentioned in the Mosaic cosmogony.
98. With regard to the formation of man, and the teaching

of the human race having sprung from one pair, as stated in

the Mosaic record, my space prevents me from entering upon

and therefore, in his opinion, a break must have occurred preMously to the

human period, since it is through species alone that an hereditary suc-

cession is kept up. This conclusion has, however, been denied by other

geologists.

Lyolfs Prinriphs of (Uolotpi^ vol. i. ch. x. In rclVrcnrc to the Falls of

Niagara, which are situated between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, the level

of the former being 3;i0 feet above the latter, Sir Charlo.s Lyoll utters a very

solemn prediction coneerning a future catastrophe which he considers will

inevitably happen in that region of the earth. He says, “ The existence of

enormous seas of fresh-water, such as the North American lakes, is alone

sufficient to assure us that the time will come, however distant, when a
deluge will lay waste a considerable part of the American Continent !

’’ ch. v.)

VOL. X. Y
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that question now, so I must content myself with adducing
the testimony of an acknowledged authority, the celebrated

Dr. Pritchard, who had investigated the subject as deeply,

perhaps, as any man wlio ever lived, and whose conclusions are

set forth in the following words :
—“ On the whole, it appears

that the information deduced from this method of inquiry is

as satisfactory as we could expect, and is sufricient to confirm,

and, indeed, by itself to establish, the inference that the human
kind contains but one species, and, tlieiefore, by a second

inference, but one race. It will, I apprehend, be allowed by

those who have attentively followed the investigation of par-

ticulars, that the diversities in physical character belonging

to different races present no material obstacle to the opinion

that all nations sprang from onv original, a result which plainly

follows from the foregoing consideration/^* To which I would
add, that one original must have been a separate act of crea-

tion on the ])art of the Divine (hcator, and not the outcome, in

the process of development, of an ascidian tadpole, according to

the favourite hypothesis of certain savans in the present day. f
99. In summing up a review of those heathen cosmogonies

at which w() have slightly glanced, rather than considered at

any length, and comparing them with the Hebrew, we cannot
help noticing the vast gulf between the twoj. The only

* Besmrehefi info the Phyaicdl Ihsionj of Mtfnkindf by James C.

Pritchard, M.D
,
vol. ii.p. The groat (picstioii bolwooii Mr. Darwin and

those who oppose his views may he said to <M)nsistiii this .

—“ Is man a sepa-

rate act of (Jrealive l*ower ? ’ The Ihble toadies that he is—Mr. Darwin,
the contrary. It is satisfactory to know that the results of a large numlier
of experiments made by Dr. l^lrke^, President ol’ the Microscopical Society,

and Professor Ifiixley, tend to jirove that man must have been .i separate

creation (See Tran^oefion'i of Vicloiio InatifMU', vol. vii. p. 282.) ()n the

question, however, of mankind being descended “ from one original,” as

Scripture teaches, and Dr. J-'nldiard eousi<icis that lu‘ lias proved, l*rofessoi*

Huxley observes, in an arlide in the Foitnir/hth/ llv.vUn\ “On the Metliods
and Jlcsults of Flthnolony, ’ that tin* idea of our <h‘'^ec‘nt from Adam and J'h'e

is (piite a mistake. “ Pive-si vths of the ])ublic,” lie says, “are taught this

Adamitic riionogeiiisrii, as if it were an establi^hed truth, and believe it. 1

do not
;
and f am not aequainted with any man of scieiice or duly in.structed

])er.>on who <loes.”

fit was a profound saying of William lIiiniboMt that man is man only by
means of speeeh, but that in order to invent speech h (3 must ho man already.

—Lycll’s Aiifiquify of Man, p. 4G8.

J.Even Mr. Ooodwin, with all his apparent prejudice against the Mosaic
cosmogony, is obliged to admit that in the Jiiblical record “things are called

by their right names with a certain .scientific exactness widely different from
tVie imaginative cosmogonies of the Oreek.s ” {EHsay.^ and hevIcuSjy. 223).

Justin Martyr was justified in asking, “ Who can believe in the drivelling

theogony of Hesiod ?'’ (Discourse to the Greeks, ch. ii.). And a member of
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important resemblance of any ancient cosmogony to the Mosaic
record is to be found in the Persian, which may be accounted
for by the probability of Zoroaster, its founder, having been
brought into contact with the Jews at the court of Darius
the Mede,^’ at the close of tlic Babylonish captivity

; though,
as we have seen, some parts of it are of such a fabulous nature
as to forbid the thought of their being taken from the cosmogony
revealed to Moses, who could not have written as he did, in

such accordance with the discoveries of true science, without
the direct inspiration of God.

100. In the brief and rapid outline sketched in Scripture
relating to astronomy and geology, we arc enabled to see the
all-perfect harmony which must ever exist between the word
and the works of (iod. To mention only a few instances.

1st. We have tlu' simultaneous creation of tlie heavens and
earth at so remote a period that it requires the known rate of

the speed of light to enable us to grasp either its magnitude or

its age. 2nd. The earth is represented as being balanced in tlie

air, poised by its own weight—a somewliat different coneeptiou
from that of the Hindoos, who declared it to be resting on a big

snake, which is itself upheld by a gigantic tortoise; but who
supports the tortoise tliey cannot tell. 3rd. Moses teaches that

the luminary which God appointed to rule the day is only a

light-holder, the truth of which astronomy confirms by showing
the sun to be an opaque body, dependent for its light on a

luminous atmosphere. Ith. Liglit is said in the Mosaic record

to have existed independent of tlicsun, which science has proved

to be the case, in place of its being, as was very naturally

supposed by all nations, the sole source of light and heat. 5th.

Moses teaches that there is an expanse extending from earth to

the ends of the Universe in which all the heavenly bodies are

placed; and recent discoveries lead to the supposition of some
subtle fluid in which they all move. Oth. !Man is represented

as having been created after the fowls, the fishes, and beasts of

the field, which the modern science of geology has at length

discovered to be the case.

101. With reference to the origin of the human race, the

subject of so much discussion in tlic present day, the more wc
reflect on the strange nature of man, the anomalies he presents,

this Institute very properly argurd that ‘‘ono proof of the inspiration of the
Bible is seen in the fact that in all other cosmogonies the greatest folly and
nonsense is talked ; while in the Bible it is sublimely stated that in the
beginning God created all things** {Transaction,% vol. vi. 1(>1\

Y 2
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the knowledge of his power to do so, and his unwillingness to

attempt it, according to the fine saying of the poet,

—

Video meliora proboque
Deteriora sequor ,

we ask, What pliilosophy, ancient or modern, has ever been

able to account for all these things ? But the whole subject is

revealed to us in the majestic narrative of Scripture—how man
was originally created in the image of God, and how he lost it

through the fall. Place side by side these two statements—tlie

theory that man is no better than a well-developed ape, and

the Biblical statement that he was created after the image and
likeness of his Maker

; the one based on the testimony of

Revelation, and the other on the mere conjecture of a specu-

lative human being ,* and it will surely approve itself to the

intelligent mind that on such a subject science has uo
evidence to offer which can be compared to the proof afforded

by the Bible. It is true that the fall has darkened our
reason, but it has not destroyed it. There is light enough, as

Pascal has pointed out, for those whose sincere wish is to see,

and darkness to confound those of an opposite aim. We
encounter objections to our faith, some of which it may be

difficult to answer in consequence of our ignorance, and proofs

drawn from our knowledge in the opposite scale. Concerning
the evidence in the Biblical record, it has been well said, ''If

it were greater the Gospel would ccavse to be a faith, if it were
less the Gospel would become a superstition. If it were more
there would be no })robation for the heart, and if less no
grappling point for the reason.^^ But, alas ! how often is the

voice of reason drowned in the cry of imaginative folly ! To
what absurdities will not the understanding often assent when
the will lias (Irtcnnincd upon their advocRcy ! How little way
can truth make with the intellect when there is something in

its character which opposes the inclination ; as it has been
remarked, that Athens was but the rudiments of Paradise, and
an Aristotle or a ISocrates only the rubbish of Adam. Dryden,
in his Religio Laid has forcibly expressed this idea in the
following nervous lines :

—

Dim as the borrow’d beams of Moon and Stars
To lonely, weary, wandering travellers,

Is reason to the soul : and as on high
Those rolling fires discover but the sky,
Not light us here ; so reason’s glnninering ray
But guide* us upward to a better day.

^
In the edition of Drj^den’s Works, 1808, now before me, it is printed

not guidES—the former being allowable.
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And as those nightly tapers disappear
When day's bright lord ascends the hemisphere,
So pale grows reason at religion's sight,

So dies, and so dissolves in supernatural night.

Some few, whose lamp shone brighter, have been led

From cause to cause to Nature's sacred head,

And found that one First Principle must be,

But what, or who, that universal He
;

Whether some soul encompassing this ball,

Unmade, unmoved
;
yet making, moving all,

Of various atoms’ interfering dance,

Leap’d into form, the nobL* work of cham-e
;

Or this groat All was from f^ternity.

Not oven the Stagyrito himself could see
;

And Epicurus guess’d as well as he.

As blindly groped they for a future state,

As rashly judged of Provideiit'e and Fate:
But least of all could their endeavours find,

What most concerned llie good of human kind.

* » * # * *

Thus anxious thoughts in endless circle^ roll

Without a centre where to fix the soul
;

In this wild maze their vain endeavours end,
How can the less the greater comprehend i

(Jr finite reason reach infinity /

AVi/ irh((i i'imld fdfhoni (Vo</ inn' imnt than lie.

The Chairman (Rev, Preb. Currey, J).l),).~ 1 am sure we all thank Mr.

Savile for his able paper; and it v ill he open fur those present to offer

remarks thereon, after two commiinioations lane been read.

The Honorary SFA'iiKTAin. The following remarks ujion the paper have

been sent in by Professor Ilirks, M.A , of Cambridge --

“ I have read Mr. Savile’s paper w ith inmh intiTest. The first twenty-
tw'o pages, which give a sunnnarv <»f heatluoi coNMiommii's, do not call for

any observation. Jn the other thirty pages tlnTe is iniieh with which 1

agree, and a good deal from which I difter. ^ly remarks will naturally turn
chiefly on the points of ditferenco. 1 agret* witli Mr. Saviie— i^l < that

(len. i. I, refers to the original art of creation, distinct from the six tlay.s’

work, which was the jircpaiatiim of our ])lanet for the abode of man
; (2} that

a long, niidetined poriixl separate.H the beginning trom the first ol the six

<lays
;
(It) that Gen. i. 2, de>^eril>es not the first state of tin' earth, but a later

state, just before the six days began, and probably iinphos a ]nevioiis con-

vulsion, involving general, if not eomplete, destruction of any precedent
forms of life

; (4) that tliis probably answers to the jiost-tertiary or close of
the tertiary period

; (5) that each of the six days must bo a period of equal or
nearly ecmal length

; (6) that man was created last in order, and at a date,

geologically, very modern and recent. The points on which I differ are
these

: (1) that Mr. Croll’s hypothesis U either proved or provable, or
probable, which explains the glaciation of the earth by a greater excentricity
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of the earth’s orbit, cither 800,000 or 200,0(X) years ago
; (2) that Sir W.

Herschel’s earlier speculations on the Milky Way and the iiebulto are wortliy

of confidence, being half-abandoned in his own later papers, and wholly dis-

proved, I think, by still later observations
; (3) that the words of Scripture

not only admit, but require, a vast interval from the first creation, so tliat

these speculations, if they were x>«-rt of the science of astronomy, and not
rather erroneous guesses, could be truly said to confirm its teaching (§ 7f))

;

(4) that a comparison of vv. 5, 14 and 10, proves that the light of the first

day was wholly independent of the sun
; (5) that the nebular theory lends

thus a direct confirmation to the Mosaic record
; (0) that yow, because it may

sometimes be used in other senses than a natural day, imiy bo so used in

this case, where it is joined six times with a numeral, and is composed, each

time, of successive periods of darkness and light; (7) that each of the six

days was a period of 7,000 years; and lastly, that the world’s history, from
Adam till the close of a future millennium, is really the seventh day, or

God’s Sabbath of rest. I. Mr. Savilo .starts from Mr. Croll’s work, published

last year, which he praises as one ‘of the highest order of scientific know-
ledge,’ and says that ‘a somewhat perplexing point for our geologists,

naturalists, and botanists may now be accounted for by the gradii.il advance
of science in our own times.’ I think, however, that this facility in accepting

the latest guess or hypothesis of scientific men as a provefl conclusion of

science is a delusion and a snare, and has wrought, not only temptation to

the faith of Christians, but injury to the progress of science itself. In Mr.
Callard’s c.s3ay, ‘ the Geological Evidences of Man’s Antiquity re-examined,’

Mr. Croll’s hypothesis is review’ed, and I think it is shown, very plainly,

that it is quite inadequate to account for the facts it attempts to explain.

How uncertain are these estimates may be shown by one extract. ‘ Sir

Charles Lyell, in the earlier editions of hi.s Princhples of (h'ology^ favoured

the view of Mr. Jaine.s (/roll, that the ice age was 8(H),()()() years back;
he, therefore, placed man’s origin near that period. But Sir John Lubbock
considered 21 (),()()() years to be a more probai)le time

; and to this latter

antiquity both Mr. Croll and Sir C. Lvcll afterwards give in their ad-

herence, and it is also adopted by Mr. Geikic in his recent >vork, Tha Great

Ice Age ; the calculations of Mr. Croll go to prove, simply, that the excen-

tricity of the earth, about 210,000 years ago, would be ton and a half millions

of mile.s, and, 800,000 yeans ago, thirteen and a- half millions. Taking the

lower date, the distances of the eaith from the sun w’onld vary from 81 to

102 millions of miles, a ratio of four to five, and the ratio of incident

heat, in aphelion and perihelion, would be neaily two to three. Thus the

excess or defect at the e.\trem(*s would be one-fifth of the mean value.

The theory assumes that the northern hemisphere will be subject to the

greatest cold when its winter solstice is in the aphelion. But Mr. Callard

observes, I think decisively, that Mars has a greater excentricity than this

ascribed formerly to the earth, and is more distant from the sun, and yet

gives no sign of an ice age, and the snow cap never extends more than six

degrees from the pole. Still further, it seems very doubtful whether the

effect would not be both very much smaller than the theory requires, and of

an opposite kind. An addition of one-fifth to the incident heat at the

summer solstice would be greater than the defect of one-fifth heat at the

winter solstice, because the mean incident heat is less in winter than in

summer. It seems to me that while the winter cold and the summer heat

would both be greater by an increased excentricity, thq total beat incident on
the northern hemisphere, when its winter is in the aphelion, would be in-

creased, and not diminished. At any rate, the difference is so slight, either

way, in the total amount, that it could never account for a glacud period.

II. Again, Mr. Savile remarks that ‘ stars situated in the more remote edges
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of the Milky Way require a period of 20,000 years for the transit of their

light, according to the estimate of Herschel
;
and the splendid nebula in Orion

would absorb 60,000 years for the transit of light to our system. But the
elder Herschers estimates were based on an assumption of the nearly equal
size of all the stars, and their nearly even distribution, which all his

own later discoveries and modern observations have completely disproved.
His great discovery of binary and triple stars was the first blow to the
system. The Magellanic clouds, as Sir John Hei'schel candidly
admits, furnish a strong argument against the view that a nebulous appear-
ance is the result of greater distiince alone. Mr. Proctor’s reasonings and
observations seem almost to prove that all the parts of the Milky Way are in

physical connection with each other, and hence that there Ciin be no immense
disparity of the distance of its various parts from the sun. Again, the nebula
in Orion is said to be ()(),()()() years of light distant from us, or 20,(HK) times
as remote as the bright star of the Centaur. But 0 Orionis is a sextuple star,

of which four components form a trapezium, and are of the 4th, Oth, 7tli, and
8th magnitudes. And within this trapezium. Sir J. Herschel remarks, there

is no nebula. They are also in the neighbourhood of the opening of the jaws,

a part where there is a void space of large extent. Hence there muht be a strong

presumption that this sextuple star ha.s been condensed from the nebulous
matter, where it is now missing. In this ciise, the distance of the nebula
would correspond to that of stars between the 4th and 8th magnitudes ;

or

light might, perhaps, travel from it, not in 60,t)0i), l)iit in a time of from 20
to 30 years. At least, the high iiumhcrs quoted from Sir W. Herschel and
Professor Nichols have no solid warrant. When two causes, distance and
inferior size, might equally occasion inferior optical m.iguitude, the reason-

able course, in the absence of other data, is to assign it equally to both.

Thus, instead of reckoning 20,000 years for the smallest distinct sbirs in the

Milky Way, the more reasonable reckoning would be that they arc really a
hundred limes smaller than a Centauri, and about a hundred times further

off, or their distanc(* answering to 2(M) oi 30o years only. I wholly disagree

with the statement (§ 71)) that the mention of light as created before the

sun is ‘ one of the strongest testimonies possible to the Divine authority of the

Mosaic cosmogony.’ It iscpiite enough for believers in the inspiration of the

Bible that it furnishes no argument against that authority. Mr. Savile refers

to the coiicliisioiis of science that light may and does emanate from other

sources. He seems to think tliat the sun may have existed for a time without

its photosphere, and that this w'as added by a di^tin(•t act of creation. Now
that is possible in the abstract, but wholly opposed to the general scope of

modern scientific theory. The most simple ami natural view is (hat the light

of the sun depends on its immense moss and the process of central condensa-

tion. But Mr. Savile refers the beginning of tlu' first day to the post-tcrtiary

period, about 48,000 lears ago. Now Mr. Droll's theory, which he also

adopts, ascribes the glacial jieriod to groat varieties of solar heat and light,

due t6 the excentricity of the earth’s orbit 800,000, or at least 100,000 years

earlier than this date. The two opinions are thus wholly iiTcooncihible. If

the sun was not the light-giver fifty thousand years agt>, the other hypothesis

would bd plainly excluded altogether. But even rejecting that theory, which
I believe we ought to do, as quite baseless, there can bo no doubt, I think,

that the sun was really the source of light during the tertiary ami ])ro-tertiary

periods. If so, wo are forced back to what I believe is the very consistent

exposition, that the narrative is optical, that the light of verse 3 was really,

but not visibly, sunlight, because sun, moon, and stars, ns discs in the sky,

had not yet become visible to a spectator upon earth. So the heavens and
earth which are now, are contrasted with those before the Flood, which are

spoken of as having perished, because they were wholly blotted out from
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human view, and disappeared.*^ I cannot spare time to enter on two other

main questions,—whether the six days are literal or fi^rative, and whether
the world’s history can be the seventh day of Moses, or God’s Sabbath of rest.

On both I wholly disagree with Mr. Savile, and have seen nothing to alter

my conviction that the six days are litenil days, and the sixth the first day
of Adam’s lifetime. The strength of the argument for this view docs not

depend on an assertion that day can never have a figurative or extended

meaning, that would be plainly absurd to affirm ;
it rests on the double

and triple fact, that this light-time is named daijy just as the dry land is

named earth, and the gathering of the waters is named seas, which fixes

day, night, sky, earth, seas, to their usual and customary sense ;
that each

of these days consists of an evening of darkness followed by a. morning of

light
;
and that they are joined with ordinal numbers, of which no single

instance, either in Scripture or other authors, can be found in the case of

figurative or metaphorical days. And besides, if all the six days follow the

tertiary period, as Mr. Savile, I believe rightly, affirms ; there is no gain what-

ever for the reconciliation of Scripture with geological science, in extending

their length to seven thousand years.—With thanks to Mr. Savile for his

interesting and suggestive pajier, I remain, yours respectfully, T. R. Birks.

Cambridge, Feb. 2, 1876.”

I have also received the following from Professor Challis, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.,

of Cambridge :

—

“ I have had some conversation respecting Mr. Savilc’s paper with Professor

Birks, who agrees with me in disa])proval of some of the author’s views.

For my own part, I never could accept Buckland’s idea of interposing an
interval of long duration between the first and second verses of Genesis i.

Mr. Birks agreed with me in the opinion that (toll’s theory of changes of the

earth’s temperature, resulting from changes of the excentricity of its orbit,

which Mr. Savile accepts without hesitation, is not adequate to account for

the observed facts of geology. 1 thiiik, too, that Mr. Savile has made too

much of La Place’s nebular nypothesis, which is altogether speculative, not

having received, and, as far as 1 can see, not being capable of receiving, anj'

such confirmation as that on which Newton’s theory of gravitation rests. I have
noticed an inaccuracy as to matter of fact in sec. 74. Lord Rosse’s telescope

showed that a great number of minute stars are scattered about the great

nebula in Orion, and thus pa?7/// resolved it
;
but the spectroscope has since

proved that, in addition to thc.se stai’s, there is a large portion of the nebula
which is strictly nebulous or gaseous matter, and therefore quite irresolvable.

Do what you please with these remarks.—I am, c^c., J. (hiALLis.”

The Rev. Prebendary Row.—There are some parts of Mr. Savile’s paper

upon which I would wish to make a few observations
;
and, first, as to the

Jewish work, Zohar, I believe it is full of a greater mass of extravagance

than any other book. Most certainly many other literary productiops of

that time are full of the wildest speculations. There is one thing which I

saw in section 51 of Mr. Savile’s paper which astonished me, and made

This question was taken up by Dr. Dawson, FlR.S., who says {Journal

of TransactionSf vol. ix. p. 173): “The Bible abounds in illustrative

references to natural objects and phenomena. I think it is the conclusion
of all competent naturalists who have carefully studied these, that they are

remarkable for their precise truth to Nature, and for the absence of all

theoretical or hypothetical views.”
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me question the general character of the references which the author has

made, as to whether they had been fully verified :
“ There are those who

stand midway between atheists and theists, like Professor Tyndall, and

content themselves with a sort of ideal Deity of their own composition

;

while others, like Herbert Spencer, are unable to make up their minds

as to the existence of a God or notJ* Now, if one thing is more certain

than another, it is that Herbert Spencer maintains in his philosophy that

the conception of a God as first cause is an actual necessity of thought.

Such is the unquestionable opinion of Herbert Spencer. It is abundantly

borne out by the cosmical philosophy of Mr. Fisk, which I have just been

reading, who is a devout disciple of Herbert Spencer. AVhen I took up

this paper I had been writing, as part of my lecture for Norwich

Cathedral, a comparison between John Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer ;

Mill denying that the principle of causation affords any proof of the

existence of a God, and Herbert Spencer distinctly affirming that a first

cause to the universe is a necessity of thought. On the question of ancient

philosophy the Christian Fathers are quoted, and among others Justin, as

being authorities as to the tenets of the ancient Greek philosophers. Now,
you cannot rely on worse authorities. Several of the Fathers were very

desirous of forcing the Greek philosophers into a sort of advocacy of Chris-

tianity. If you wish to get at the real opinions of the Greek philosopher you

cannot rely on guides who are more untrustworthy. Wo know that they

were anxious to get the ancient philosophers into Kgypt, in order that they

might bring them into contact with the ideas in the Old Testament
;
but there

is a very general disbelief that many of them ever visited that country.

Nothing can be more doubtful than the evitlciiu* on which this rests. Again,

in sec. 24, there is another reference to the authority of the Fathers. It is

many years since I have read Aristotle’s Tmitisr on the *Soa/, hut I recollect

his observations on it in the Ethics, This is what Mr. Savile gives us, in

reference to the assertions of Aristotle “Likewise, respecting the soul,

while Plato says it consists of three parts, including the faculties of reason,

affection, and appetite, Aristotle declares the soul is not so comprehensive,

but only includes reason'' In the Ethics the contrary is mo^st distinctly

affirmed. I do not accuse the author of this papei of misropre.>entiug the

Fathers, but I say this merely to show you that such references to them are

worthless and misleading. If wc wish to have the real opinions of those

ancient philosophers, the proper mode wmuld be to refer to the statements of

those great authorities, or to the philosophers themselves, instead of taking

those of the Fathers, which cannot be relied upon. I am aware that there

is considerable doubt about the Aristotelian canon ;
but it 1ms been fully

discussed in several of the greatest modern works, such ns of Grote,

Lewis, and others. Grote has found considerable difficulty in determining it.

In the time of Cicero it is clear that other works must have been attributed

to Aristotle than those which we now possess, for Cicero speaks of the great

pleasantness of his style, and that is certainly not its characteristic in the
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works which we have at present. An eminent writer says that Aristotle’s

style is so dry and terse that it is more like a table of contents than anything

else. There is no doubt that if you read some of the Platonic writings, for

instance, the Phesdo, you will find that there are things in them which,

doubtless, are not meant to be taken seriously ; fancies which are not

meant to be seriously propounded as realities. Take also Mr. Savile’s

reference to the earlier philosophers; there is the greatest difficulty in

ascertaining what their opinions were. The best writers represent them

vaguely, and what we have of their works are mere fragments. We need

not, therefore, wonder, when we read them, that they seem exceedingly

strange. But as these men lived at the very first dawn of human thought,

we ought not to expect to find anything like a very coherent theory respecting

the universe. There is one philosophc'r, Pythagoras, who is referred to in

the paper
;
now, nothing is more doubtful than the history of Pythagoras

and the subjects of his teaching. If he is correctly reported to have

discovered the forty-seventh i^roposition of the First Book of Euclid, he

cannot be responsible for some of the excessively stupid things wliich have

been attributed to him. Our knowledge of him, ami ofmany of his doctrines,

rests on an authority which is extremely doubtful, and which can only be

accepted with the very greatest care. There cannot Im‘ a doubt that the

speculations of many of the ancient philosophers ^^ere very wild and vague.

This could not well be otherwise, for they had no facts to go upon. They

were mere h priori speculations, and conld not be of much assistance to

us one way or the other. I ^\isliedonly to point out tw'o or three things

which appeared to mo to be exceedingly doubtful iu Mr. Savile’s paper, and

among them his references, which have rather shaken my faith in the value

of others in the paper which I have not been able to verify.

Mr. T. K. Callaim).---! see from the valuable paper w’e have listened to

this evening, that Mr. Savih* regards the days of creation,—the six yoms,

—

as six epochs of time, and supposes each yom to bo a period of 7,()()() years.

This appears to me to be adding a fresh dillicully to the reading of

Scripture, instead of removing one. I can wdl understand why Hugh
Miller should contend for the days being immense epochs, for ho thought

that by so doing he was gaining tlie time required by geology for the great

anti(juity of the globe
;
but then Hugh Miller supposed the days to begin

with the construction of the globe, whilst the yoins of Mr. Savilc only date

from the post-tertiary period. Mr. Savilc has already got rid of the difficulty

arising out of the earth’s antirpiity by reading Gen. i. 2 {Tho hu and

Bohn), “without form and void,” not as the chaotic condition of the

primary creation, but as the desolation of the earth’s surface, with the

destruction of the flora and fauna, at a subsequent period, yet prior to the

creation of man. I think the author is perfectly right in this rendering ;
for

in no part of Scripture do these words occur without referring to something

which has had form coming into a state of disorder,—it never refers to a

chaotic condition of material that has not yet received form. If then there
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has been any devastation on the earth correspondinj^ to the description of

Gen. i. 2, in recent geological times, and if the yoms date from that period,

then there is plenty of time for the Palajozoic, Mesozoic, and Cainozoic

eras, without making tho yoms also great epochs. It appears to me that

the most natural way of reading Genesis, is to think that a day means a day,

and not 7,000 years. And nothing is gained by the extended time
;
the

difficulty of time is met by the yoms commencing, as stated, in the post-

tertiary period. There is no difficulty in the yoms being natural days that

would be removed by making the six days 42,000 years. I would now, in

support of Mr. Savile’s interpretation of Gen. i. 2, ask the question.

Whether physical science knows of any great devastation of the earth’s

surface and destruction of the flora and fauna taking place in the post-

tertiary period, that would correspond with the Tho hu and Bo hn of that

verse? Audi would repent the question that I put some years ago,—

whether the glacial e])ocb was not the period of such destruction of the

flora and fauna as would make tho creation recorded by Moses a ni‘cessity,

if life was to be coutinue<l on tho globe I Mr. Savilo has quoted an eminent

geologist. Mr. J »avid Page, who without any attempt to harnumizc the TMos.uc

cosmogony with tho discov(‘rios of science, says, that at the close ot the

Pleistocene period “ the present distribution of sea and Lind seems to have

been established, and at the same period the eaith also appears to have been

peopled by its present flora and fauna.” And M. Agassiz, after exploring

the valley of the Amazon, in an address given before the Cooper Institute,

Now York, and (pioted in the New YorJ: TrilmnCy l)eceml)er IlOth, liS73,

says, “that the valley of the Ama/.on about the eiptator >\as filled by a vast

glacier which came down from the Andes, ami went into the Atlantic ; the

ice then, perhaps, covered the sea to such an extent that it is a question

whether any open 'water was left at the equator, as it is a tpiestioii

whether there now is open water at the pole. And if this be so,” lie adds,

“you SCO at once how this intense cold must have modified the surface of

tho globe to the extent of excluding all life from the surface and

prepared the earth for the now creation which now* exists upon it.”

If Agassiz is right (and inodoni discoveries are leading to the conclusion

that tho glaciation of the globe was vastly greater than was at first suspected),

and if it can bo made out that man’s creation took place near to tho time of

this glacial period, it will be for us to cousi<ler whether that glaciation >vas

not the cause of the “ without form and void ” of sacred Scripture.

A difficulty in recognizing this will exiNt in the mind of Mr. Savilc,

arising from his having accepted for the present the theory of Mr. Cndl

respecting tho cause of tho glacial epoch, which theory, if correct, would

necessarily place tho glacial period at 210,000 or 850,000 ye ars back, because

astronomy teaches us that those were the periods when there occurred great

excentricities of the earth's orbit. But if it should bo proved, and I think it

can be proved, that the excentricity of tho earth’s orbit, together with the

precession of the equinoxes, was not the cause of the glacial epoch, then there
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is no reason for putting it back to that remote period. Now if this lee Age
was of the character supposed by Agassiz and its effect so widely felt, and

if it had passed away just before the time of man’s creation, it would have

left the world in the condition supposed by Mr. Savile’s interpretation of the
‘‘ Tho hu and Bo which prccccded the six yoras of creation, and would be

an important and an unexpected note of harmony between geological science

and Bible teaching.

Rev. J. J. CoxHEAD.

—

It appears to me, that both in the paper and in

the debate, one lino of argument has been followed, which I think is scarcely

fair under the circumstances. It is this, the ideas of one age have been

compared with, or attributed to, those of another, when such a proceeding was

not warranted. And are we not arguing on two distinct lines of thought,

and is it possible to institute a fair cemparison between the two ? With
regard to the question of fossils, and periods, and strata, and glacial epochs,

when we come to compare them with the sublime declaration of the Word of

God, it appears to me that we are bringing into our argument two sets of

ideas which are not at all to be compared with each other. I do not suppose

that Moses ever heard of the glacial epoch, or that the Egyptians, or the Jews,

ever conceived the idea of fossils or geological periods. In fact, we are

bringing in modern ideas and attempting to compare them with Scriptural

ideas, with which they have nothing iu common. The point is, whether

we have a right to consider tho Mosaic account of the Creation at all in the

light of a cosmogon3^ The only cosmogony which wc can consider to be

scientific is that cosmogony which wc arc led to infer from the truths of

geology
; and if we are bold enough to carry our speculation further, as to

the power of the nebular hypothesis, and still further jis to the nature of the

primordial atoms, of which you consider the universe to consist, I think we
get ourselves into a range of ideas totally different from those which we obtain

from the account of Moses. We shall make a great mistake, in my opinion,

if we attempt in any way to compare these things with Scriptural teaching,

or to make the one support the other. In six days, w'e are told, Creation

took place, and that is confirmed by the fourth commandment. When we
hear of the periods of time between the days, we find that is contradicted by

the fourth commandment, which tells us distinctly in so many words that

in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth. If we want to know
whether those days were periods of 7,(MM) or 14,000 years each, wchave only

to consider the words “ the evening and tlie morning.” We do not talk in

that way of periods of 7,(M)0 years. There is a simplicity about that language.

It is language addressed to children, intended to impress upon onr minds

the idea of the omnipotence ofGod ; and that as man works six days and rests

on the seventh, so God, the great Creator, made all things, working in a

fixed time, in regular method, and by rule. Ifwe go into any speculation and

attempt to apply geology to Genesis, we shall fall into a very great mistake.

The object of Genesis is to teach us religion
; tho object of geology is to teach

us the science of creation. If we go back to the question ofatoms, we ask, who
made the atoms ? and science cannot answer that. When we fall back on
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Genesis, we are told that God made the heayens and the earth, and

everything else. I have been somewhat disappointed by this paper. I

expected that reference would have been made to the Timceus of Plato,

which gives us the basis of the Greek cosmogonies. Plato tells us

how God made the world out of the four elements, according to fixed

ideas in His mind, and formed all things by means of inferior deities

whom He had created. Many of the moral and spiritual notions of Plato

agree in a remarkable manner with the teachings of Scripture, Init that has

not been referred to in the paper before us.

Rev. J. W. Buckley.—I cannot bu'. think that the word “day” in

Genesis means some longer period than that which we ordinarily understand

by “ day.” There is no great difficult} in supposing that the word “ day ”

means a period. Wo shall surely get ourselves into a very great fix as theo-

logians, if we maintain, after the researches of science, that the days of

creation are what we understand by days. I do not know whether that is

what Mr. Coxhead means.

Mr. Coxhead.—Yes ;
I do mean a day, from the rising to the setting

of the sun.

Mr. Buckley.—I should be sorry as a clergyman to be bound by

that definition
;
and I do not believe that great theologians at any time

have really held that view. I am afraid we shall set Science and Scripture

hopelessly at issue, if we dogmatically adopt such an interpretation. Nor
need we be perplexed, if we suppose ‘‘ day ” to mean a period, as to how
we should then understand the institution of the Sabbath.* We should

believe that the seventh period was God’s period of rest, and that lie set

apart the seventh day in ciich week as man’s j>eriod for rest ; not, indeed, of

the same absolute length, but in like proportion.

A Member.—There have been several attempts to harmonize the account

given by Moses with modern science, but many have been too prone to

accept every statement of geology and astronomy as the expression of an

unalterable truth. I think that we cannot shut out from our knowledge that

both sciences have been growing. There have been divines in years gone by

who have reeonciled systems of geology or astronomy with Scripture ; and

when those systems have changed other divines liave reconciled the new

systems with Scripture. And so they have gone on, and there are in the

present day divines who are trying to reconcile Genesis with modern science.

But I would ask, are wo to accept the teachings of science as final ? “ Scio
”

means ** I know,” but many of our so-called scientific truths are mere as-

sumptions^. Scientific men assume very many things in the present day, and

have gone through a uniform process in all times. It is true that in our

own day sdientific assumptions are often advanced as ** working theories,”

* Professor Challis has fully taken up this, os well as other points touched
upon in Mr. Coxhead’s speech ; see vol. ix. p. 143.—£d.
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and we often find unscientific people regarding such working thod!ries as the

accepted results of scientific inquiry.

The Chairman.—A thought has occurred to me in the course of this debate

which seems in accord with the remarks made by Mr. Coxhead, whether

there is such a thing as a Hebrew cosmogony at all. We know that the

ancient philosophers accounted for the state of the unh^erse by suggesting

some hypothesis with which it might seem to accord. We need not enter

into the various strange hypotheses brought forward by the Eastern nations,

although we must remember that in those hypotheses they were not so extra-

vagant as may appear to ordinary Englishmen ;
beciiuse, no doubt the expres-

sions which they used had a symbolical meaning in them, and probably a

more abstruse and philosophical sense than may at first sight appear. But

while so many have thus endeavoured to devise cosmogonical theories, I do

not discover such an attempt in the books of Moses, and I think we should

be cautious in speaking of any cosmogony as authorized by Scripture. There

are certain hints given in the Book of Genesis, but what we really get is the

great fact that a personal God created all things and all persons ; all that

exists in heaven and on earth
;
and although that creation is narrated in a

certain order, it is not, to my mind, at all necessary to suppose that Moses

intended to dwell very much upon the distinct order in which those several

objects were called into being. For whatever has been said with regard to

the creation of light independent of the luminous body"*^—the sun—there is

certainly great difficulty in the supposition. There is great difficulty in sup-

posing the creation of luminiferous ether in one day, and in supposing the

creation of the sun the day after, especially if there was, as some say, an

enormous break in the tertiary period, and so on. But geological evidence

will show that during the tertiary period and the secondary period also, a sun

must have existed, for the fossils have visual organs similar to those which

animals now possess, fitted, like theirs, to receive the rays of the sun
;
nor

can we conceive a vehicle of light (luminiferous ether) without the light

which it is to convey. I read the opening chapters of Genesis as a

* “ With respect to the creation of ‘ the greater light
* and ‘ lesser light

*

on the fourth day, it is to be observed that the principle of the narrative
demanded that their existence should date . . . from the time when they
began to determine days, and months, and seasons, and years .... Still,

it is to be said that scientific reasons might be given for dating the visible

existence of the luminaries from the fourth day, if physical science, inclusive
of the science of geology, were in such an advanced state as to allow of de-
termining the forces and the operations whereby successive changes in the
earth, the sea, and the atmosphere were produced in the geological epochs.
(I have made some attempts in this direction in pp. 40-43 of my work.) In
any case, however, an argument for the tnith of the Scripture cosmogony
may be drawn from the creation of the sun being assigned to the fourth day
after it had been said that day and night had been generated on the first
day

; for this is just such a contradiction as a mbricatqr would have
avoided.”— Professor Ciialt.is, F.B.S*
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grand and sublime declaration that a Personal God created all things,

and I dwell, not upon the particular order in which that creation may
be related, but on the fact that God created those things.* We may, as a

matter of interest and speculation, choose for ourselves something of a cos-

mical theory, based on what wo consider to be the proper meaning of

Genesis, but at the same time we should hesitate before wo call a theory,

however clever and ingeniously managed, a Scriptural Cosmogony, I do not

in the least believe in a Scriptural cosmogony. If we try to construct one,

a number of scientific questions will arise which it will be impossible to

settle, although they may contain valuable suggestions on many points. After

all, wo are not to base our faith in the truth of the Scriptural narrative upon

any cosmical theory. It is not upon a cosmical theory, but upon the

creation of the universe by a Personal Agent that Scripture earnestly and

constantly insists. With regard to the question of the days, niiiiiy and

diverse theories have been propounded, and one appears very probable until

it is overthrown and another takes its place. Whether we have got to the

right solution of the question yet I do not know, and it does not much
matter. Many such a speculation is interesting, but do not let us call it

Scriptural. It is man’s ingenious theory, based upon certain words of

Scripture, and it is as likely to be wrong as the theories of the ancient

philosophers. There seems to be much truth in what Mr. Row said, as to

taking the opinions of the heathen philosophers from J ustin Martyr and

the Fathers ; and, perhaps, when Mr. Savile comes to consider the question

he will be inclined to admit so much. Justin Martyr is no authority for

what Plato or Aristotle said. The Fathers were not deeply versed in ancient

philosophy. Certainly Justin Martyr did not comprehend either Plato or

Aristotle very clearly
;
but I do not suppose Mr. Savile intended to lay

much stress on that. What he desired was to draw out and state first

certain ancient cosmical theories, and this he has done in a very interesting

manner, showing how much they differed from the simplicity of Scrip-

ture. That is really the point, and whether wo devise a cosmogony or

not is not of very great importance. W’hat is important is not to imagine

that any theory which we draw out from the words of Scripture as we in-

terpret them, is a Scriptural cosmogony, to which we are bound to pin

our faith. Wo base our (kith on the simple, plain account that a

Personal God created the world, and the rest is matter of specula-

tion. I am sure we must all concur in thanking Mr. Savile for his

* “ In common with all the most experienced geologists of this age and
nation, and in agreement with the conclusions of (lonybeare and the lectures

of Buckland and Sedgwick, I see in the vast geological record, not an onti-

Mosaic history of the creation of man, but pre-Mosaic tables of stone, in-

scribed hy the hand of the Divine Master, and bearing traces of His earlier

works, earlier co-ordinations of the appointed powers of nature, earlier terms

of the one creative series, whose latest period includes the history of man,*’

—

J. Phillips, late Professor of Geology at Oxford.
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very learned paper, from which many of us must have derived much

information.

Mr. Savilb.—Respecting Mr. Row’s objection to my implied opinion of

Aristotle, I would point out that it is not mine, but that of Justin Martyr,

whose opinion of that famous philosopher is given at length, in the work to

which I have referred in § 26. There are reasons why I must still prefer the

opinion of Justin respecting him to that of Mr. Row ; inasmuch as he

was a Grecian, and not an Englishman ; he lived seventeen centuries nearer

the time of Aristotle, and was therefore more likely to understand him

aright. Moreover, he was himself an eminent philosopher ;
which can scarcely

be said of any of the early Christian Fathers, with the exception of Clement

of Alexandria in the second century. I must, therefore, still believe that

Justin Martyr has correctly interpreted the opinion of Aristotle, whose

philosophy, I venture to think, will not be much enhanced, when we hear of

his grave and numerous errors of detail ; e.g. he affirmed that only in man
we had the beating of the heart, that the left side of the body was colder

than the right, that men had more teeth than women, and that there is an

empty space at the back of every man’s head ! (See Professor Tyndall’s

“ Address to the British Association at Belfast in 1874,” p. 15.) In reference

to what is said in note to § 48, about the way in which Genesis i. 1 has been

interpreted by those who in former days attempted to explain the Mosaic

cosmogony without any knowledge of geology, I have recently discovered

that Dr. James Anderson, in his work on the Royal Genealogies^ considered

a very learned work at the time of its publication, 150 years ago, explains

the teaching of Moses in the following way :
—“ In the beginning of Time,

God Almighty made out of nothing the Heavens and the Earth on October

23rd in the afternoon, B.C. 4004 ;
and the All-wise God thought

fit to perform Creation gradually in the space of six days !
” As

regards the quotation from Herbert Spencer referred to in § 51, I gave

it on the authority of Dr. Irons, but have recently been favoured with a

letter from Mr. Spencer on the subject, and am obliged to own that I

think Dr. Irons’s interpretation of Mr. Spencer’s opinions is, to say the

least, certainly “misleading,” as Mr. Spencer expresses it.* And inas-

much as Mr. Herbert Spencer, in the chapter on “ Reconciliation,” admits
“ the Creative Power,” though divested of all anthropomorphisms, I do not

see how any one can be warranted in asserting that he thus teaches,
—

“ I do

not affirm that there is no God. I am simply between the two statements.

Some say there is a God ;
some say there is not. I only say that I am not

aware of it.” In a similar manner I cannot help thinking that Professor

Tyndall has been much misunderstood ; for though it is true that he has

“ as little fellowship with the atheist who says there is no God, as with the

theist who professe.s to know the mind of God”(I/lic and Limit of the

* Dr. Irons has since written to say that he considers the quotation
faithfully represents Mr. H. Spencer’s statements in First Principles,---J&1>.
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Imagination in Scwice, p. 50) j and again at p. 72 of the same work, he de-

clares that the question, Whence come we ? Whither go we ? dies without an

answer, without even an echo, upon the infinite shores ofthe Unknown ”—in

a work written four years later, he expresses his more mature thoughts in the

following candid way :
—“ In connexion with the charge of atheism I would

make one remark. Christian men are proved by their writings to have their

hours of strength and of conviction ; and men like myself share, in their own
way, these variations of mood and tense. . . . But I have noticed during

years of self-observation that it is not in hours of clearness and vigour that

this doctrine commends itself to my mind
;
that in the presence of stronger

and healthier thought it ever dissolves, ns offering no sohition of the mystery

in which we dwell, and of which we form a part.” (Preface to the fith

edition of the Belfast Addrcs^Hj p. viii.) With regard to the letters from

Professors Birks and Challis, remarking on some portions of my paper ;

entertaining, as I do, the highest opinion of those two distinguished pro-

fessors of my own Alma Mater, I proceed to offer the following reply.

Professor Birks objects to Mr. Croll’s theory, mentioned in § 72,

respecting the glacial period, and the excentricity of the earth’s orbit in

bygono ages. Although I am quite ready to admit that it is only as yet

an hypothesis, which must abide the test of time and investigation, yet I

still think it the best mode of explaining the appearance of our coal-

beds ill high latitudes, where the flora of which they are composed could not

exist with the present climate ; but I do not understand, as Professor Birks

does, that Mr. Croll’s hypothesis respecting the glacial period being

800,000 years ago, in any way affects the supposed antiquity of man.

I understand Professor Birks’ objection lo my assumption at § 73,

to the supposed distance of the fixed stars” from our solar system, according

to the theory of Herschel and Nichol, rests upon the disputed question, both

in respect to the magnitude of the fixed stars, and also the full velocity of

light, which depends upon the exact distance of the sun from the earth, whoso

mean distance is assumed to be miles, but which maybe here-

after rectified by the calculations dependent upon the transit of Venus, which

occurred in 1874, and will again take place in 1882. The Astronomer Royal

of Scotland, however, speaks of this “ merely as otni titvp towards getting the

sun-distance number perhaps a trifle better than before ”
;
and he proceeds

to call attention to the variations of science respecting the supposed distance

of the sun in various ages of the world. Thus, of the learned Greeks, Hero-

dotus supposed the sun to have been a mere satellite of the earth, acted upon

by the same, forces which are sensible to us (lib. ii. 5 24), and consequently

could only have been distant about ten miles. Anaxagoras computed it at

about 14,000 miles. Aristtirchus increased it to over 5,000,000 miles. Two

thousand years later, Kepler enlarged it to over 26,0(X),(K)0. Delambre, in

the eighteenth century, advanced it to 90,100,000 miles. Since that time,

the distance in mileage has been gradually receding, until Henderson, in

1832, reduced it to 89,586,000 miles. Since then,—“ the real sun-distance, by

VOL. X. z
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modern astronomy, has been held, during the last half-century, to be over

95,()()0,0()0 miles, because it had been produced by the calculations of a late

first-rate German astronomer,—calculations so vast, so difficult, and with such

prestige of accuracy and power about them, that no living man cared to dis-

pute their results. One group of astronomei*s declared the true mean sun-

distance to be about ninety-one to ninety-one and a half millions of

miles; another group declared it to be ninety to ninety-two and a

half millions of miles. While they were lighting together as to whose

results were the better (an actual duel with swords was expected at

one time between M. Lcverrier and the late lamented INI. de Launay), an

eminent chemical engineer, when .studying the mensurations of the great

pyramid of Ghizeeh, came to the conclusion that miles was the

true measure of the sun’s distance from the earth ” (^sc(‘ <hir ! iihariUinca in the

Great Pyramid, by V'\ivrn Smyth, F.II.S.E., F.li.A.S., Astnmomer Royal for

Scotland, pp. 41)-r»l
;

also a valuable pamphlet On the Distance and

Farallax, by St. John Vim^ent Day, tlK, F.R.S.S.A.). If this estimate of

the .sun’.s distance be conlirmed Ijy the calculations resting upon the transit

of Venus in 18b:i, and the velocity of light be only .slightly reduced in con-

sequence, the effect would be, as I venture .still to think, notwithstanding

the able remarks of Professor Birks, to lower the distance of the nebula) in

Orion from a period of ()(),( K)0 years, according to the estimate of Hersohel

as the time required for light to pass from Orion to our solar system,

to about bOjOOO years. And this would have had but slight effect

upon my illustration of our distance from the fixed stai’s, which

I used as an argument in proof that the simultaneous creation of

the heavens and the earth “ in the beginning,’’ according to the

]\Iosaic cosmogony, must have meant .something far more distant in point

of time, than merely 6,0()() years ago, when man was first made after the

image and likeness of God. J have spoken at § 83 of La Place’s theory

respecting creation as hypothetical, and only so as it does not appear to mo
to contradict what we may gather from Scripture respecting cosmogony as

contained therein
;
but I readily bow to the superior judgment of Professor

Challi.s respecting the imbular hypothesis, and accept his assurance that

“ the spectroscope has proved (since Lord Rosse’s telescope was first directed

to the nebula* in Orion) that, in addition to those stars, there is a largo

portion of the nebuhe which is strictly nebulous or gaseous matter, and there-

fore ([uito irresolublc,”—merely remarking that if tho nebular hypothesis,

over which the scientific world has been battling so long, be confirmed or

not, it in nowise affects my argument respecting the beginning of creation,

according to the testimony of the Divine record, I may add that neither

Sir John Hercshcl, in his Astronomy, nor Mr. Grant, in his History

of Physical A stronomy, both standard works, makes any mention of tho

nebular hypothesis. In reply to another remark of Professor Challis, ie

misunderstands me in supposing that I advocate “ Buckland’s idea of inter-

posing an internal of long divroAion between the first and second verses of



Genesis i.” What I understand by these two verses is this,—that the

former refers to that lengthened period from the beginning of creation to

the end of the tertiary ;
and the latter to what geologists term the

post-tertiary, when God finished the preparation of the earth for the habi-

tation of man. I use the word “ finished,” because all the previous con-

ditions of the earth,—the carboniferous eras, for example, were evidently

designed by an All-wise Providence for the exclusive use of man
; but I do

not see any necessity for believing in any interval of long duration between

the catastrophe which took place at the close of the tertiary, when the

earth was again reduced, as it had often been before, to that state of chaos >

which is expressed in Scripture by the definite terms of tho hii and bo hv.

The late M. D’Orbigny, in his Prodmm dc PaUoniologie^ after an elaborate

examination of vast multitudes of fossils, gives reasons for believing that

there have been twenty-nine creations, sepiirated from one another by cata-

strophes which have swept away the species existing at the time, with r«ire

exceptions never exceedingly per cent, of the whole number discovered.

And though he states that both animals and plants appeared in

each of these twenty-nine periods, I am unable to sec how it conflicts,

as some have concluded, with my theory that the duration of the yom
or “ day” mentioned in the first chapter of Genesis cannot be limited to a

period of 24 hours. If the argument referred to in § 97, as Sir Charles LyelFs

conclusion respecting tho correct ago of the falls of Niagara must be given

up,—and I think that recent intelligence of tho rapid way in which the falls

are decreasing tends to that conclusion, wo have still the far stronger argu-

ment of analogy to rest upon
; and if it be true chronology that man has

existed on earth for a period of about 6,090 years, and has before him the

promised millennial period of another 1,000 years, making 7,(X>0 in all, pre-

vious to Christ delivering up the kingdom, as 8t. Paul teaches, to the Father,

in order that God may be all in all,” I cannot see why Hugh Miller's con-

clusion should not be accepted by all believers in the Divine record ; viz., that

the Sabbath, during which God rested, was commensurate in duration with

one of the Sabbaths of short-lived man, and that God's Sabbath of rest has

continued ever since His creation of a being after His own image,—while, in

consequence of the Fall, the work of redemption may be understood as in

some sense the most blessed work of His Sabbath Day.

The Meeting was then adjourned.



INTERMEDIATE MEETING, Feb. 21, 1876.

J. E. Howard, Esq. r.R.S., in the Chaie.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed, and the fol-

lowing elections were announced :

—

Membeiis :

—

Rev. J. Gould, M.A., Cantab., Repton (Life).

T. B. Green, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.L., F.R.H.S., London.

Rev. W. G. Abbot, M.A., Cantab., London.

Rev. W. H. M. H. Aitken, M.A., Oxon., Brighton.

Rev. J. Harrison, D.D., Edin., Fenwick Rectory.

Associates

Rev. W. C. Badger, M.A., Cantab., Birmingham.

E. Seeley, Esq., London.

Also the presentation of the following Works to the Library :

—

Transactions of the Geological Society.” Part 126. From the Society.

United States Geological and Geographical Survey,^ Bulletin 5.

From the Survey

„ „ „ List of Photographs, Ditto.

“The Earth and the Word of God.” By Rev. W. C. Badger, M.A.
From the Author.

A Paper “On Tnices of Early Phoenician, Jewish, and Carthaginian

Intercourse with the British Isles,” by Mr. F. A. Allan, was then read by Mr.

Adney, in the authors unavoidable absence. A discussion ensued, in which

Mr. J. Jeremiah, Messrs. C. and L. Ilibdin, Mr. W. Seeley, and the Chair-

man took part. Mr. Adney having replied, the meeting was then adjourned.
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“ Rabctt on No. CG6.” Ditto.

“ Tracts. By a Layman.'' Ditto.

Waud's “ Algebmic Geometry.*' J)itto.
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The following paper was then read by the Rev. T. M. Gormnn, the Author

being unavoidably absent.

THE PLACE OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION. By H.

Alleyne Nicholson, M.D., D.Sc., F.R.S.E., Professor

of Natural History in the University of St. Andrews.

The subject of the place which Science ought to occupy in

an ideal sclieme of education is one which’ can only receive

its full exposition at the hand of one who is at the same time

practically acquainted, both with the methods and aims of

Modern Science and with the merits and defects of our present

Educational System. Having no claim to the rare combination

of knowledge thus implied, I shall treat the question in a

simply partial manner, taking, of course, the aspect in which it

presents itself to a scientific worker. Nor is there any apparent

reason why this aspect should lead to conclusions materially

different from those which would be arrived at from the stand-

point of the educational reformer. In any case the subject is

one of vast extent, involving a number of theon'tical questions

of the utmost complexity, environed by formidable practical

difficulties, and more or less overshadowed by the great diver-

gencies of opinion which exist as to what is its true solution.

I shall, therefore, simply touch upon some of the more salient

and more purely theoretical features of this question ; and I

would wish, whilst expressing rny own personal views, to

approach the matter at issue in a spirit entirely free from dog-

matism, fully recognizing that it is not only inevitable, but also

right, that there should be many differences of opinion on
such a subject.

Amongst the many problems, however, in our complex
civilization which press with an ever-increasing urgency for

solution, none, perhaps, is more pressing than the question of

Education. Many burning questions may have grown cold, but
this is one which will ever remain warm, until men shall have
arrived at some general consent as to what constitutes its true

basis of settlement. Many elements must go to form such a
basis, but we have at present to deal only with one of these

—



namely, the scientific element. Until recently this ingredient

was comparatively unimportant, for Science, in its modern
acceptation, hardly had come into existence, and its whole
energies were employed in winning for itself a foothold in the
world of accredited knowledge. This long and arduous struggle

for existence is now nearly at an end, and there is at the
present day, perhaps, a tendency, born of its successful and
marvellous career, to exaggerate the elaims of scienee, and to

overestimate the benefits which it can confer. Without, however,
going to either extreme, there seems to be a general consensus

of opinion that some change is necessary in educational systems
which were established in pro-scientific eras. A new mental
nutriment has come into existence, and some alteration in our
intellectual dietary is thereby imperatively demanded.
What this alteration shall be, and to what extent it shall be

carried, must depend on many things, and on nothing more
than on the precise signification which we may attach to the

words Science and Education. The former tern), in

particular, is often employed loosely, and some confusion has

thereby been caused in more directions than the one now under
consideration. The so-called Sciences, also, are many-sided,

and short definitions always leave much unsaid
;
but we may

consider ‘‘ Science,^' as a generic term, to be, in its fimda-

mentals, the analysis of the truths of the senses. In one
signification of the term we may apply the name of Science

to any kind of knowledge whatever, when this knowledge is

methodized and reduced to its principles. In its more restricted,

and at the same time more general acceptation, wc understand

by the Sciences,^* what arc known as the Natural and
Physical Sciences. These deal with the phenomena of the

natural world primarily, and their ultimate data are obtainable

only through the medium of the senses. The foundations of

the sciences rest, therefore, deep down in the sensuous life of

humanity. By this definition it will be seen that we exclude

Psychology, the ultimate data of which arc derived from the

internal consciousness of the individual, and not by means of

observations carried on through the medium of the senses,

though such contribute accessory and se condary data. Those,

of course, who believe in the purely physiological basis of all

mental phenomena, will naturally demur to this exclusion, and,

from their point of view, rightly so; nor is it at all necessary

that I should in this place endeavour to answer any objections

on this score. I think it may be maintained, however, that

though a methodized knowledge of Psychology has of recent

years sprung into existence, there is no Science'^ of this name,
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nor will such ever exist unless mental actions and cerebral

actions are proved to be one and indivisible.

It has been said that vere scire est per causas scire but

Science/^ strictly speaking, deals with nothing more than
phenomena and secondary causes, and in all cases leaves us in

total ignorance of the primary causes of things. It is Phi-

losophy ” in the true sense of the term, which finds its proper

home in the world of causes. Phenomena^ by the very deri-

vation of the word, are per se only appearances, and they are,

therefore, at bottom nothing more than our own sensations.

They are the results of impressions made upon the senses ;
and

though this does not prove tliem to be unreal, it leads us to

see that they are to a certain extent infected with that fallacious-

ness and uncertainty which necessarily attends the operation of

the sense-organs. What Nature,^^ then, really is, Science

will never teach us ; nor can we ever hope to attain to a know-
ledge of the essence of the universe by means of our scientific

and natural faculties alone. Still less will these faculties assist

us in the attempt to fathom that world of the unseen spiritual

forces of which our material world is but an outward manifest-

ation, and the very existence of which can only be learned by the

moral and emotional faculties, lienee, Science, as pursued only

in its lower plane, and as divorced from Reason, leads of necessity

to the conclusion that there exists nothing outside of, or beyond,

the purely phenomenal ;
or, that if such a further region should

have any existence, it is for ever closed to our investigation by
the irreversible limitations of our faculties. To this conclusion

pure Science leads us inevitably
\
but its decision in a matter

of this kind cannot be accepted, unless it be endorsed by the

higher tribunal of Reason. Nor has this endorsement so far

been forthcoming. The belief in the merely phenomenal is, by
its very nature, at variance with the primeval and inherent in-

stincts of the human race : its life is the life of the Schools and
not of the People. The senses can show us nothing but

l)henomena—they would cease to be the senses, if they could

;

but the unquenchable assertions of our souls compel us to believe

that these Phenomena rest upon a corresponding substratum of

Facts, It may be, as some philosophers prefer to believe, that

these fa<;ts belong to the domain of the unknowable —that

vast and shadowy realm, in which the warm and living human
spirit incontinently expires for want of air and heat. It may be
so ; but it is worth our while, even in this case, at least to con-

vince ourselves that the world of realities is no myth or phantom.
Whether or not we may ever be able to investigate it, there

exists a world of which our material cosmos is but the faint
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reflex and adumbratioti. This of itselfis worth taking some pains
to be sure of, unless man is to be regarded as simply an excep-
tionally cunningly-constructed machine. For my own part, I

prefer to believe—and at present the known facts of the case

render this preference entirely legitimate—that the region of
the ^^knowable^^ is wider by far than some are inclined to

admit
;
provided only that we obey the necessary laws of our

mental being, are content to apprehend where we cannot com-
prehend, and learn to recognize that certain faculties are keys
to certain locks in this marvellous universe of ours, but are of

no avail if employed against other locks of a totally different

construction.

In the second place, what are we to understand by the term
Education ? In its widest sense, I conceive we may take

education as being the sum of the means necessary for the full

development of the mental and physical faculties. In the com-
paratively rare cases in which its object is entirely attained, we
have the mema sana in corpore sano ; and we have the

human being in the ideal condition of being at harmony at once
with the material universe in which he lives and with the higher

world of the moral and spiritual forces. Taking this view of

the matter, it is clear that an ideal scheme of education pre-

supposes the existence, for its basis, of a perfect science of

physiology, and a complete knowledge of psychology. Ob-
viously, we cannot determine how best we may train and
develop the mental and physical faculties, unless we have
previously determined the true constitution of both mind and
body, and have made ourselves acquainted with the laws under
which these act in combination and react on one another. At
present, it need hardly be said, we arc far from being in the

position to claim any such complete knowledge of the human
body or the human mind. Physiology, gigantic as its strides

have lately been, is still far from its maturity ;
whilst psychology

has not so much as fairly established, in the eyes of differing

schools, its primitive and absolutely fundamental data. In the

meanwhile, therefore, all schemes of education are necessarily

more or less of a tentative and provisional nature.

Speaking thus tentatively, a study of the internal constitution

of the marvellous composite resulting from the temporary wed-

ding of a complex spiritual organism with a correspondingly

complex corporeal mechanism, would seem to show that the

order of knowledge is as follows i-^Firstly, the senses should be

brought into exercise, and trained to investigate and duly ap-

praise the various phenomena of the material world. Secondly^

the truths acquired by the senses should be analyzed, metbodi-
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cally arranged and reduced to sciences, and these sciences must
be applied in practice. Thirdly^ the mind should be conducted
into the region of philosophy, which, as regards its fundamental
nature, is properly an analysis of the truths of the sciences, just

as the sciences are a more elementary analysis of the truths

which we learn through the senses.

Tlie order thus indicated by physiology and psychology is the

one which Inis apparently been followed in the progressive

development of the collective human mind, j\nd sound reason

shows that it is equally the order of development for each indi-

vidual. In the first insfaneey we employ the senses, which make
us acquainted with phenomena, or, in other words, with the

world which is relative to Man. This portion of our education

is commenced in early infancy, and is at first wholly unconscious

and independent of lessons and penalties ; nor is it wholly pre-

termitted or abandoned sooner than the last hour of conscious

life. And it may be here observed, en passant

^

that the objects

of the senses are, in themselves, below reason and outside it

—

being simply objects capable of being perceived and appre-

hended by the special organs of sense. Sense alone is the

faculty properly applicable to them, and when the higher facul-

ties take in hand the task of investigating what they are in

their essence, and whether they arc within the mind or without

it, or, in other words, whether they have or have not any real

existence—then wc get into the true Scr])onian bog of Trans-

ecndental Metaj)hysics, in which some of the finest intellects

the world has yet known have become hopelessly entangled

and bewildered. In the second place, having acquired a know-
ledge of sensible things, the mind next proceeds (or ought to

proceed) to consider the uorld of causes—of noumena. This is

effected by reason, being the faculty by which the mind estab-

lishes a balance, proportion, or ratio betw cen the outward and
the inward, between the world of external effects and appear-

ances and the world of' internal .causes and realities; reducing

variety to unity, and establishing general laws in the chaos of

apparently disconnected phenomena. In the third place, finally,

the mind passes from the world of causes to what has appro-

priately been termed the world of principles or ends, in which
it seeks for the link of purpose and design by which each effect

may be duly united with its antecedent cause. The bridge for

this passage is built by the combined exertions of philosophy

and religion.

I am aware that there is a tendency at the present day, in

certain scientific circles, to ignore all but the world of pheno-

mena, to deny the existence of the world of causes, and still
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at any rate to deny that they form, or ever can form, subjects

which can be properly or efficiently studied by the human
mind. Prom this view I must be understood as entirely dis-

senting ; and it is the adhesion of certain powerful schools of

thdught to this opinion to which may be ascribed the singular

intellectual one-sidedness which is often seen as a result of an
exclusively scientific training. I think, also, that it can be shown
that those who hold these views are, as votaries of true science,

false to their own fundamental principles. By the senses (on

strict and admitted Berkleian principles), we can only discover

the mere surfaces and integuments of things, and can never
explore the penetralia of matter, or unravel the mysteries of

creation. Reason, however, is not bound by the same limita-

tions, but is endowed with the sublime and heaven-sent power
of penetrating on the one luind to tlie apparently inscrutable

secrets of mechanism underlying the superficies of sensible

things, and, on the other hand, of soaring beyond the jlam-

mantia moenia rnundi^^^ unfolding the infinite analogies ot the

universe, and establishing in all things that unity wiiich is due
to their origin from one Great Cause.

This will be the more obvious if we consider for a moment
the positions occupied in this respect by the Ptolemaic anil

Copernican systems of astronomy. The former, firmly believed

in more than a millennium, is a scientific system strictly

founded upon the evidence of the senses. It takes the appear-

ances presented by the heavenly orbs as being realities— it

regards the sun, moon, planets, and stars as so niauy briglit and
luminous points placed in a firmament \Gnch immediately sur-

rounds the earth—and it looks upon our terrestrial globe as the

centre of the universe, round which the celestial bodies wheel

subservient in their orbits. On the other hand, the Coj)ernican

astronomy rejects the apparently plain evidence of the senses

—

it concludes that the phenomena of tlie moving heavens and the

seemingly stable cartli arc illusions—it shows by reason that

the senses are wrong, that the earth is in constant revolution

round the sun and on its own axis, and that, far from being tlic

centre of the universe, wc arc not so mucli as the centre of onr

own little solar system. Similarly, to take another familiar

example, it is well known that vision, to all appearance the

most acute and trustworthy of our senses, assuredly does not

show us things as they really arc, either as regards their posi-

tion to ourselves or their position to one another. The apparent

phenomena of vision require to be interpreted by reason, acting

through experience, before we can project the field of siglit
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outside the eyeball^ combine the double visual spectra into

single ones, and place in its proper position the inverted map of

the retina. In these, therefore,*asin many other instances, we
have on the one side sense and appearance

y

and on the other
side reason and reality. In these cases, there has been no hesi-

tation amongst scientific men as to which side is to be chosen

;

but it can hardly be said that they have invariably followed the

guidance of the same principle of choice. Whilst recognizing

that the senses have led men totally ^rong as to the real

sequence and nature of some of the most stupendous, and at the

same time most familiar, phenomena of the material universe,

they have implicitly followed the guidance of the same senses

as regards the interpretation of other phenomena of a kindred

nature. When overmastered by strongly-held theoretical con-

victions, it is true of all men,—of men of science as of the pro-

fane vulgar,—that populm vuU dvcipiy et (Ucipiatur,^^

Leaving theoretical questions in the meanwhile for others

more practical, it may here be pointed out that the Sciences

are twofold in aspect and constitution, and are adapted to play

a double part in the complicated machinery of education. The
data of the sciences, the facts which each embraces, are learn-

able by the senses, and are not truly or properly learnable by
any other channel. It is possible, of course, to learn some or

all of the known facts of a given science out of books, by
memory alone, and without having submitted one of these facts

to the test of the senses. It is possible to do this ; but, from
the very definition of what Science in its essence is, it must be

evident that no real knowledge can be obtained in this fashion

;

and the Sciences, if they are to be learnt, or taught, after this

method, assuredly present no special advantages over many
other studies. On the other hand, the Sciences, as we have
seen, have the peculiarity, as compared with the non-scientific

branches of study, that they are grounded in the sensuous and
natural life of the human being. They reach the higher

spiritual plane of the organism through the senses, and it is

properly through ^Hhe five gateways of knowledge that

scientific truths should be imparted to the learner. Hence,
the Sciences present, to begin with, the advantage that they

can be taught, as regards their simpler and more fundamental
data, at a time when tiie higher mental faculties are compara-
tively undeveloped and in abeyance. Whether purposely
taught, indeed, or not, every individual of our race, from the

moment that he opens his eyes upon the world, commences
perforce such a course of scientific education, which is none the
less complete becaui^e it is involuntary and guided only by the
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instincts. In post-infantile life, science may be, and often is,

so taught as to deprive it of its native and inherent advantages

;

but this is clearly the fault of the teacher or the system of

teaching ; and it remains certain that the practical teaching of

Science can be commenced at an earlier period than can pro-

fitably be attempted with the more ordinary branches of edu-

cation—if only upon the ground that the senses attain their

working powers much sooner than do the intellectual faculties.

Whilst the data of the Sciences have their foundation in the

senses, the deductions from these data are purely intellectual

;

and hence Science, in this second aspect of its twofold con-

stitution, stands in precisely the same educational position as

any non-scientific branch of knowledge. The facts of the

Sciences can only be discovered, in the first place, through the

medium of the senses
;
and even after they have been thus dis-

covered, and have become common property, they should,

nevertheless, be mainly handed down from individual to indi-

vidual through the same channel. On the other hand, the

<jeneralizations of Science are super-sejisual, and are the result

of purely intellectual operations. The observation of the

celestial phenomena which constitute the groundwork of the

science of astronomy can be carried out solely through the

sense of sight ; but no acuteness of vision, no complexity of

apparatus, no repetition of investigation or experiment would
lead to the discovery of the law' that the radius vector describes

equal areas in equal times. AVe pass here from the region of

sense into the more ethereal atmosphere of rational mind and
intellect. The physical properties and phenomena of a thistle

are presumably as well known to a donkey as they are to the

highest of human beings, in so far, at any rate, as the senses of

the two are equally efficient ; but the latter can draw certain

deductions from the facts which he knows about the thistle

which might perhaps embrace the constitution of the solar

system in their scope, and which, in their humblest extension,

arc entirely undreamed of in the philosophy of the latter. In
the alembic of Reason, the lowest facts of the Sciences take

their proper place as parts of an infinite whole. It may be
repeated, then, that Science, from an educational point of view,

is fundamentally a duality, as composed of two distinct but
closely-related departments. Its facts arc most suitably taught

to the young, in whom the senses are most acute. Its deduc-

tions, acquired by the working of the mind on the facts pre-

sented to it by the senses, are rather fitted for later periods of

life, when the senses may be less active, but the higher inteU

lectual faculties arc more matured.
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If we now consider more closely what are the specific objects

to be aimed at by any rational System of Education^ we find

that they may be naturally discussed under three heads:— (1)

Discipline, or the training and development of the mental and
physical faculties as so many instruments of the human
organism

: (2) Practical Utility, or the acquisition of certain

knowledges, which will be of actual practical value to the

individual in his struggle for existence, and will secondarily

enable him to be of use to his fellow-creatures
: (3) Spiritual

Culture, or the improvement and development of the higher

moral and emotional faculties, together with the unfolding of

the aesthetic capabilities of the individual. In considering

the educational value of Science under the above three heads,

no digression will be made into the controversy as to whether

the above objects of all sound education are attained more
perfectly by a scientific or a non-scicntific training alone, or by
a judicious intermingling of the two. All that will be attempted

here is to show, very briefly, that Science has strong claims to

be regarded as an educational power in all of these three

departments. No unprejudiced thinker can hesitate to admit,

most fully, that an ideal education is many-sided, and that no
knowledge, however profound, of a single subject, entitles any
man to the honourable designation of educated,^^ in the

widest and truest sense of the word. The learned German
philologist who failed to recognize what potatoes were, on
seeing them in their native condition, in spite of his enormous
erudition, was uneducated,^^ in the same sense as is the man
of science who is wholly devoid of literary culture. To be

altogether “ teres atque roiundus one must know something
of many things, and everything of something. We have to

deal, however, with a state of matters very far removed from
the ideal. The only real practical question lies in determining
whether those individuals—and. there are unfortunately many
of them—who have time and opportunity for examining but

one of the facets of the crystal of knowledge, should rather

attend to the scientific or to the non-scientific branches of

study. Into this much-vexed question, no excursion need be
made here and now. No further general conclusion seems to

be safe, except that even the most elementary education should

have some flavouring and tincture of both kinds of knowledge

;

and it might be predicted, without rashness, that the Sciences

are likely very materially to alter their complexion, before this

question will be really ripe for solution in any final sense. All

that is proposed here is to cursorily examine how far the

Sciences fulfil the three great objects of education, without
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entering into any accurate comparison of their value as eon-*

trasted with other departments of study.

Firstly, as regards Discipline^ very little need be said as to

the value of scientific studies. That the study of Physical and
Natural Science is of the highest efficacy in developing and
training the mental powers in their lower plane, may be
assumed, without danger, as being generally admitted. Witness
—if witness be needed—the unchallenged position occupied by
mathematics, at once the handmaiden and the mother of so many
of the sciences. From one point of view, however. Science has

a special value as a disciplinary agent; since its training is of a

twofold character. The labour, namely, necessary for acquiring

the facts of Nature develops and increases the powers of obser-

vation and sharpens the senses
;

whilst the study of tlie gene-

ralizations of Science constitutes one of the severest forms of

intellectual training. It may be claimed, therefore, with some
show of reason, that the educational discipline afforded by
scientific studies presents certain advantages over that which
can be derived from other branches of knowledge. Even if this

be admitted, it can only be with the strong assurance that

these advantages cannot be realized unless Science be taught

practically. It is not enough for the teacher to rely upon
books, either for his own knowledge or in liis teaching. He
must himself have a personal knowledge of his subject

; and the

facts whicli he brings before the learner must be illustrated by
actual examples from the world around him. So far, at any
rate, as concerns the young, it may be doubted if science-

teaching is of any avail, unless it be carried out in the labora-

tory and the museum, on the lull-side or by the seashore, by
the living voice of Nature rather than by diagrams and techni-

calities. When so taught. Science yields to no other study ns

a means of mental discipline ; and its value as an educational

agent cannot be fairly estimated when it is taught otherwise.

If we inquire, in the second place, what educational standing

Science can claim on the score of Utility, here, again, it would
appear that its pretensions arc well-founded and undeniable.

Always admitting that the ideal education would consist in a

judicious intermixture of the scientific and non-scientific know-
ledges, we must remember that the time allotted by the

majority of mankind to learning is too short to admit of this

general culture, and that the average schoolboy is not likely

to conquer with any thoroughness more than one department

of knowledge. Having painfully mastered three r^s,^^

the ordinary schoolboy is driven to make choice as to what
set of studies he will more especially pursue; and his choice is,
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or ought to be^ guided by a due consideration as to what know-
ledge will be most useful to him in later life. If the limitation of

his choice to one set of knowledges be an absolute necessity^

then the claims of Science in this respect can hardly be denied.

Most men in civilized communities lead lives of an eminently

practical character; and it is no exaggeration to describe

human existence as being in its essence, and primarily, an
incessant struggle with the natural forces with which the human
being is environed. The more intelligently this struggle is

carried out, the more thoroughly man succeeds in bending the

material forces of the universe to his imperious will,—the higher

is the stage of civilization which is attained to, and every

victory in this fight raises man nearer to his ideal condition. I

am far from saying that the satisfaetion of his material wants is

all that man requires for his happiness and welfare, or that the

highest and best elements of civilization are merely material.

Man is more than an animal, and his wants other than those ol‘

the day. Nevertheless, all that we know of savage life, and of

the worse than savage life of certain classes in so-called civilized

communities, teaches us that no conspicuous spiritual progress

is possible where man^s material wants remain unsatisfied.

Too certain is it that the higher faculties of humanity will

assuredly be allowed to lie fallow, or will be perverted, if all

the available energies of the organism have to be devoted to

securing a bare and hazardous existence. It is useless, then,

to hope for a high mental development, unless we can first

satisfy the primary and clamant wants of the bodily frame;

and we cannot satisfy these unless we can bring about a more
or less complete harmony between man and nature.

And how can this harmony be brought about ? Surely in

no other way than by instilling into the plastic minds of our

children some knowledge of the world they live in, some love

for the wonders of Nature by which they are’ surrounded, some
acquaintance with the laws which govern the universe. Most
men, as I have said before, lead lives of an eminently practical

character. In winning their bread, they are brought into daily

contact with natural productions; they conduct operations

depending entirely upon natural laws, or they have to deal

with artificial products or machinery removed by the skill of

man but one stage from the raw material of nature. It were an
easy matter to unroll the long list of scientific achievements of

which our present civilization is the crown and superstructure

;

but there is no necessity for this. The common working life

of man pre-eminently demands a knowledge of common things

;

and this knowledge can only be obtained from Science. How,
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then^ can we doubt the utility of science in education ? I will

only draw attention^ in this connection^ to one further considera-

tion. Apart from the actual practical value of scientific know-
ledge to those who have to lead hard practical lives^ and who
have hot time to devote themselves to the attainment of a
general education—apart from this, no one but a medical man
can estimate, even imperfectly, the amount of misery, disease,

and even vice, which may be justly attributed to a gross public

ignorance of the commonest scientific laws, and which might be
more or less completely removed by a more general diflFusion of

scientific knowledge. How many lives miglit be preserved, if

mothers in general had but some knowledge of physiology, or

had any accurate acquaintance with the structure and functions

of the animal body ? How much suffering might be obviated,

if there existed any generally-diffused knowledge of the laws of

health. How many of the ills to which humanity is heir might
be mitigated or altogether abolished, if sanitary science were at

all generally understood by those who frame municipal laws ?

Higher and deeper, however, than either discipline or utility

is Culture^ by which in its most general sense may be under-
stood the bringing of man into harmony with the spiritual

world, in which he truly lives and has his being. What can
science claim as an apparatus of education on this score? Taking
science as it is at present, 1 think it may be at once conceded
that it is in this respect markedly inferior to other non-scientific

branches of study, with, however, the important proviso that

the studies in question cannot claim any superiority in this

matter, unless they are carried beyond a certain point, which
is certainly not commonly reached in school life. The literary

appreciation of Homer and -^Eschylus, of Juvenal and Tacitus,

of Shakespeare and Tennyson, of Goethe and Schiller, presup-

poses a high culture—much higher than mere science can
afford—as much higher, in fact, as the spiritual part of the

organism is higher than the merely natural. To yield this

culture, however, the study of literature must be carried far

enough to develop the higher faculties, to unfold the laws of

our spiritual being, to elevate and purify our moral natures by
communion with the great souls who have lived and laboured

and passed away. When studied for mere commercial or utili-

tarian ends, literature is no better than the driest and most
repulsive of the sciences. It may very much be doubted if it

be not worse.

It may be willingly conceded, then, that the prosecution of

literary studies, in their higher walks, gives rise to a form of

culture, which is more elevated, more polished, and more spiritual

VOL. X. 2 a
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than that engendered by the study of the sciences pure and sim-

ple. It may, also, be freely conceded that the too exclusive study

of natural and physical science is apt, in certain temperaments,
to harden the mind, to close the eyes to the higher and less

tangible elements of human life, and to disturb the true balance

between the intellectual and emotional faculties. Science, how-
ever, when rightly pursued, yields a culture in which these are

by no means necessary or inevitable defects, and which, if mi
generis^ is, nevertheless, real and abiding. It brings man into

harmony with the natural world in which his present lot is

cast ; it shows him, on the one hand, how profoundly ignorant

he is of the real essence of even the material things around
him; and, on the other hand, it leads him from Nature to

Nature^s God, and teaches him to find below the rind and
surface of the cosmos the Divine Spirit that dwells in the inner-

most recesses of natural phenomena. To the religious tempera-

ment, the study of science must ever conduce to the highest of

all forms of culture—the culture that is implied by reverence.

Relegated to its true place in the educational system, the scales

removed from its eyes, and its self-imposed fetters struck off.

Science will yet sec that its true mission is only partially dis-

charged when men have learnt the laws and investigated the

phenomena of the material. A larger and by far more im-
portant portion of its task must consist in developing a pro-

founder admiration for the wondrous works of the Creator as

displayed in the visible universe, a truer insight into the real

objects of human life, and a more intelligent and helpful com-
passion for those who ignorantly sin against the inevitable laws

of existence.

Nor need we think that the capabilities of science as a means
of culture are exhausted, or so much perhaps as dimly guessed

at, by the present generation. In demonstrating to us that all

which we can learn by the senses is but the sequence of pheno-

mena, Science at the same time leaves the field clear to philoso-

phy, to show us that below the phenomenal is the real. That
man^s sensuous nature is, to a certain extent and in a certain

sense, at discord with his higher spiritual nature, is true ; and
the same truth is expressed, in other language, by saying that

there is an apparent discord between Science and Religion.

Assuredly, however, this discord is but apparent, and will

vanish as our vision becomes more enlightened, and our know-
ledge more widely extended. For many generations now, some
of the highest intellects of which humanity can boast have
occupied themselves with the study of natural phenomena.
With passionate patience, uncompromising labour, unoalculating
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self-denial^ and boundless enthusiasm^ men have sought to

wrest from Nature her inmost mysteries, and are just beginning
to learn that the real secrets of the universe are not to be
dragged forth by the retort, the scalpel, and the microscope. If
in this blind and fervid impulse to solve " the riddle of the
painful earth, men have sometimes reached the despairing

conclusion that probably there is no riddle after all, or that, if

there be, it is not worth our while to try and solve it, who shall

wonder ? There will always be those who, like Faust's

Famulus," dig with eager hands for treasure, and rejoice if

they come upon an earthworm. Only to the chiefs of our race

is it given to use the hammer for building"; but any appren-
tice can wield “ the torch for burning."

Surely, however, it is no mean thing if w’^e at last learn—even
though it be by the painful process of beating our heads against

the walls—that the province of Science, though a mighty and
a noble domain, is one limited by the strictest confines. No
experience will be too*dearly purchased, if we thereby convince

ourselves that Science alone is powerless to satisfy the wants of

human nature. Modern science has long been trying to esta-

blish a ‘Maw of necessity" to embrace all things natural, the

quick as well as the dead ; and there are not wanting those who
would place the things which we somewhat misleadingly call

^ujoer-natural, under the heel of the same iron despotism.

The free human soul, however, imperiously demands freedom,

not only for itself, but still more lor the power by which the

universe is governed. Man is not a dead machine, nor is the

univei*8e a lifeless system ;
and the formulee of the schools are

of no avail as opposed to the triumphant instincts of humanity.

Nor is this freedom in any way incompatible with the theory

that the universe is strictly governed by law, and even by
unvarying law. That every event in nature, every event in

human life, is strictly the result of an antecedent event, as its

cause, and gives rise to some succeeding event, as its effect, may
be most fully admitted without any involved or implied denial

of freedom. The freedom of a spiritual being of known
character and nature must be as strictly reducible to law as the

automatic working of a machine—though the law of its action

may be infinitely more difficult to discover. We may protest,

therefore, against the assumption by which Prof. Draper's

remarkable work on "The Conflict between Ueligion and
Science " is saturated, and its conclusions vitiated—the assump-

tion, namely, that " Science " demands that the world shall be

governed by immutable laws, whilst " Beligion " demands that

it shall be controlled by " discontinuous, disconnected, arbitrary
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interventions of God.^^ It is simply not correct to state that

there are two conceptions of the government of the world, one
by Providence^ the other by Law

;

and that Religion favours the

former, and Science the latter. It is not correct to state this,

because the statement involves the conception that there is

something radically incompatible and antagonistic between the

conception of Providence and the conception of Law, No such

antagonism exists, however, and there is a third conception,

—

namely, that the government of the world is by Providence,

acting through and by secondary causes and according to invaru

able laws. The true state of the case, therefore, may be put

thus :—Certain forms of Theology maintain that the world is

governed by incessant, arbitrary interventions of Providence.

Pure Science maintains that the world is governed by necessary

Law—in so far as the human mind may be supposed capable of
conceiving that Law can exist or subsist without the exist-

ence or subsistence of a Law-maker/^ Rational Religion

maintains that the world is governed by Providence acting

through secondary causes, and through laws which are neces-

sarily invariable, as they must be supposed to be laws of the

Divine nature itself.* Dr. Draper appears to hold the second of

these views; but his strictures fall harmless at the feet of

Religion, however hardly they affect the views of Theology,

against certain dogmas of which they are rightly directed. He
does not appear to rightly comprehend what the views of

Religion, properly so-called, really are upon this subject ;
and

be has, therefore, necessarily left these views untouched and
unaffected by his arguments. His work ought to have been
entitled the Conflict between Science and certain Forms of

Theology.^^ Its present title is simply a misnomer; and, in

spite of the great ability of the work, there is thus betrayed a
total misconception of tbe fundamental point at issue.

For my own part, I think there are not wanting indications

that Science is, at last, approaching the point at which it will be
able to confer upon the world, ifnot its last, at anyrate its greatest

* No being, even though his powers should extend to what is ordinarily

called “ Omnipotence,” can be conceived of as endowed with the power of
acting against the laws and constitution of his own nature. The laws of
Divine action must^ therefore, be invariable, as grounded in the nature of a
Being in whom there is “ no variableness or shadow of turning.*' For the
same reason, the material universe, regarded as the product of Divine love
and wisdom, must be governed by invariable laws. Any departure from
invamble law can but be apparent, and can simply be the result of the inter-

vention of a higher law, equally invariable in its operation with the lower
law which it supersedes.
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service, by discovering that, though its own powers are strictly

limited to the region of the phenomenal, there exists outside
and above the phenomenal another world of existences—the
only real one—which requires the employment of non-scientific

faculties for its investigation and apprehension. Nor will

Science, in making this discovery, be in any proper sense com-
mitting a “happy dispatch'^ upon itself. On the contrary.
Science will not know its true strength, nor attain its full

stature, till it has entered into an alliance with Religion, and is

reconciled with Reason. It must learn to admit its own limita-

tions, and to recognize the comparatively small field which it

covers
;

it must feel that it deals only with the husk and the
shell, and that the kernel and the life-blood belong to something
higher and deeper ; it must recognize, in the imperishable
words of Teufelsdriickh, that “ the universe is not dead and
demoniacal, a charnel-house with spectres, but God-like and
our Father^s.^^

In considering the true position which Science ought to

occupy as an educational agent, it is perhaps to be admitted
with regret, that, if studied in accordance with some of its

prevalent doctrines at the present day, it does not greatly con-
duce to a higher culture—certainly not so much so as it ought
to do. The work of destruction, however, is always easier than
that of construction, and is, moreover, sometimes an essential

preliminary to it. You cannot put new wine into old bottles

;

and the failure of Science as an apparatus of culture is a tem-
porary accident, and not a permanent necessity. This failure

is inevitable so long as Science is held to be exclusively con-
cerned with phenomena alone, and to have no secondary
interest in causes and ends— so long as it is held that she is

to exclude or deny all but material explanations or ideas, to

sever herself from the emotions, and to keep herself estranged

from her sisters. Philosophy and Religion. The laws of Science,

however, are but the laws of the moral world in a lower plane,

and embodied in the natural sphere. Science may. if she

pleases, confine herself to the study of the series of effects, of
,^hich Nature is the sum ; but it is at her own risk, if she
ighibre the corresponding series of causes which form the

domain of Philosophy, or the corresponding series of ends, with
which Religion has more especially to deal. Once united with
these higher departments of knowledge, as assuredly she will

be. Science will enter upon a new and higher life, and will be
prepared to play her proper part in the development and
regeneration of humanity.

The age of gold has passed away, and man no longer walks
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the earth clad, as with a garment, in primeval innocence. The
original order has been reversed, and natural truth has now
become the groundwork and basis of all truth. We live, as

lias been truly said, but weakly lamented, in a mechanical

age
;
but humanity need not, on that account, despair of its

future. Properly speaking, mechanics deals with machinery,

and, therefore, with “ forms ;
but there are living and

spiritual forms, as well as dead and material ones; and the

laws of mechanics are, in all strictness, laws of the infinite,

and partake of infinite perfection. The great problem of the

future is to translate the laws of material mechanics into those

of spiritual mechanics—to show, in other words, that the laws

of Matter and the laws of Spirit are not laws of a different order

but of a different degree. When we can do this, the Spirit of

the Age, mechanical though it be, will be justified of its chil-

dren. The claims of philosophy to its own proper estates will

no longer be disputed, for they will rest upon an unassailable

foundation of scientific truth. We shall hear no more of the

discordance between Science and Religion, and Theology will

again be reinstated in the respect and aflection of thoughtul

men, by acquiring a natural basis, and becoming indissolubly

connected with the truths of the material universe.

It may be that we arc yet far from this happy consummation

;

that we must yet fight through a long period of spiritual unrest

and disturbance before the lion can lie down with the lamb, and
the higher and lower notes of the mighty organ of the universe

can be brought into complete accord. No man dare prophesy

on such matters, but the signs of the times are clear to read.

I would only say, in conclusion, that it appears to me to be of

the utmost importance in the investigation of truths of whatever

order, to maintain an affirmative rather than a negative mood
of mind. It may be regarded as tolerably certain that the

greatest intellectual discoveries have been made by men, to

whom affirmation was more easy and more natural than negation.

There is no gift, no endowment of genius, which the student

of truth should so earnestly endeavour to preserve as that

positive mental habit which we all possess in childhood, but
which we frequently cast away in later life as useless or per-

nicious. It is not a good thing to hold beliefs so tightly that

we cannot give them up if need be, and if the evidence against

them be sufficient. We should not even hold our beliefs in any
way which would render us unwilling to examine the grounds
on which they rest and to patiently listen to all that can be
urged against them. We may rest assured that as no truth is

without its modicum of human fallibility and human error, so
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no error has ever been widely accepted, save when it contained
some grains of truth. Experience teaches us that those who
hold opposite or apparently conflicting beliefs, are, in many
instances, but looking with too fixed and immovable a gaze
upon different aspects of the same object. The shield is golden
on the one side, on the other it is of silver. Above all, trans-

cendental speculations are not to be lightly entered upon, since

they are not only barren in themselves, but deserve their self-

chosen title by wholly transcending the limits of our finite

faculties. No pseudo-philosophy ought to be allowed to seduce
us into questioning the validity of our senses, or doubting the
reality of the external world. Nature is the living garment of

the Deity, and the veil of the temple—not the mere phantom
of a diseased imagination. There, we stand on firm and solid

ground, and there long generations to come will find scope and
verge enough for the rational employment of those faculties, in

virtue of which alone man claims the noble and inalienable

title of Homo sapiens.^^

The Chairman (the Master of the Charterhouse) said, he was sure the

meeting would approve a vote of thanks, both to the Author of the paper

and the Member who had so kindly read it.

Mr, T. Harriot adverted to the do<^rading influences to which this world

was still subject, in spite of the advances of Science : influences which wo

might suppose would characterize a w’orld in its infancy rather than our own.

Such a state of things could only be the result of a want of Faith, the absence

of which prevented man placing himself under the guidance of that Unseen

Power, Who controlled the Universe and gave true wisdom to people to com-

prehend His laws and see harmony where there now sometimes appeared

to be discord.

Mr. L. T. Dibdin considered that the study of mathematical science would

be more useful as a training of the mind if it were accompanied by practical

illustrations. Cambridge University was considered to be the great centre

of scientific education in England, and when ho went through the mathe-

matical course there, he found that practical Experimental Science was very

little taught, in fact almost neglected by the great bulk of the under-

graduates. He was glad to say that the Duke of Devonshire had lately

founded a splendid laboratory at Cambridge, with the most complete arrange-

ments for work in experimental science
;
but at present the use of the labora-

tory was virtually restricted to graduates ;
hence it could hardly be regarded

as an Educational Establishment. Professor Challis, who gave an annual

series of lectures on Magnetism, Electricity, and Practical Astronomy, had

frequently found it impossible to get together enough men to form a class ;
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and in his (Mr. Dibdin’s) year it was a positive fact that his own was the

only name entered for these lectures : he need hardly add that if Professor

Challis was unable to get men to come and hear him on these subjects, no

other man in the university was likely to do so. He believed that such a

result was mainly due to the high-pressure system of examinations. In

order to pass successfully in honours^ a man was obliged to study solely with

a view to the examination, instead of his first object being to master the

subjects in which he had to be examined. This was particularly the case

in regard to Mathematics ; some of those who passed tripos most suc-

cessfully had not studied experimental science at all
; and in regard to

Astronomy he had actually heard the objection made, that going to the

Observatory at all and examining the instruments tended to confuse the

mind in calculations relative to those instruments. As regards Professor

Nicholson’s remarks on miracles, ho did not think his definition of them

satisfactoiy—that mode of treatment would do away with miracles alto-

gether ; because if, using a mathematical illustration, miracles were merely

exceptional terms in a series of which the other terms were the ordinary

course of Nature, the exceptional terms being the same in everything but

the frequency of their recurrence with the ordinary terms, it followed that

miracles were events as natural as any other events, and differing from other

events only in this, that they seldom occurred. He himself preferred Pro-

fessor Westcott’s definition of a miracle, which was—speaking from memory

—anything which suggested the active interference of a Personal God.*

The Chairman thought the point which had been brought forward by

Mr. Dibdin, with reference to the mode of instruction at Cambridge Uni-

versity, deserved considerable attention. Certainly, at Cambridge the mathe-

matical studies of undergraduates had been, for the most part, directed to the

acquirement of the knowledge of what have been called Pure Mathematics,

independent of observation, and to mastering all the processes of reasoning

and calculation by which the results obtained by our greatest mathematicians

had been arrived at, It was to his mind a question of considerable doubt,

whether it was essential to unite with the teaching of pure mathematics a

constant observation of phenomena. The two things were quite separate,

and it was questionable whether they should not be considered separately.

In the study of Astronomy it was no doubt true that some men would not

goto the'Observatory, but would confine themselves to abstruse calculations;

'

but at any rate that mode of study was not without its value, for the great

• Professor B. F. Wcstcott, D.D., writes These words give a fair general

view of the definition of a miracle, and I prefer it to any other. The exact

words which I have used, are, that a miracle is ‘ an event or phenomenon
which is fitted to suggest to us the action of a pei'sonal spiritual power. . .

Its essence lies not so much in what it is in itself as in what it is calculated

to indicate. . . The points on which I wish to lay stress are, fl) that a
‘miracle’ involves an interpretation of facts observed; and (2) that it

assumes the existence of a spiritual power adequate to produce the effects.’’
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discovery of Professor Adams was made by calculations. Hw work was a

<^at work of pure mathematics and calculation, and no one could deny,

after such an example, that there was a great utility in the study of mathe-

matical science independently of the observation of phenomena. The
question was, whether it is not better first to store the mind with a know-

ledge of pure science and then proceed to the observation of phenomena,

rather than to begin with the observation of phenomena and then proceed

to derive our laws and calculations. It would, he thought, be impossible to

study phenomena with any advantage, without a considerable acquaintance

with pure mathematics to begin with. A person who wished to make calcula-

tions or observations in Astronomy mu^t be acquainted with many common
mathematical rules quite independent of observation

;
rules, he thought,

must be learnt before observation could be productive of any good. No
doubt boys were often to be found rushing to observe phenomena, but

they did it in an offhand and superficial manner through lack of the

necessary preliminary knowledge, and there they stopped, for they were

just in the position of a person who attempted to learn a language with-

out studying its grammar. He wished to know how far this applied

to Science, and whether there was not some danger in pressing the young

mind too quickly into the field of phenomenal observations.

Rev. T. M. Gorman.—AVith regard to the <tuestion of miracles, Professor

Nicholson had attached an important note to one part of his xiaper. He
said :

—

“ No being, even though his powers should extend to what is ordinarily

called ‘Omnipotence,’ can be conceived of as endowed with the power of

acting against the laws and constitution of his own nature. The laws of
Divine action must, therefore, be invariable, as grounded in the nature of a
Being in whom there is ‘ no variableness or shadow of turning.’ For the

same reason, the material universe, regarded as the product of Divine love

and wisdom, must be governed by invariable laws. Any departure from
invariable law can but be apparent, and can simply be the result of the

intervention of a higher law, equally invariable in its operation with the

lower law which it supersedes.’’

Ill this passage Professor Nicholson evidently referred to miracles, and laid

it down as an axiom that no being could net against its own constitution,

and applied that axiom to the Infinite Being. ’J'herefore, ns the laws of the

universe were the laws of God’s divine power and wisdom, there might

be things in these laws which totally transcended the natural sphere,

and these laws transcending the natural sphere would appear to us to bo

miracles and against law, although they were really under law. lii this view

he thoroughly agreed with Professor Nicholson. The difficulty which non-

Christians or atheists felt about miracles was owing to the fact that they never

ascended out of the natural sphere into the spiritual sphere. The argument

of Professor Draper, for instance, bad no meaning, for it did not belong to true

theology to suppose that the world was “ controlled by discontinuous, dis-

VOL. X, 2 b
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connected, arbitrary interventions of God ” God could do nothing that was

arbitrary, for all that He did was in the exercise of the highest wisdom. He
did not act intermittently, but with tho omniscience of One who saw from

eternity to eternity. One of the most valuable portions of the paper was

that one in which Professor Nicholson pointed out that

—

“ The great problem of the future is to translate the laws of material

mechanics into those of spiritual mechanics—to show, in other words, that

the laws of Matter and the laws of Spirit are not laws of a difterent order

but of a different degree”

In fact, there was the material world, and there was another, a higher and

an inner world, which was governed by another set of laws. There were

two great regions of existence, the natural and the spiritual, and they cor-

responded, the one being a symbol of the other. There was not a single

idea of the super-sensual kind which was capable of being expressed at all,

except by some idea in the things of nature. .All things in the natural

world corresponded to all things in the spiritual world, and the great pro-

blem WAS to translate the material world and its phenomena into the terms

of the spiritual world in reference to spiritual things.

The Rev. T. C. Beasley said that one of the most interesting points in

the paper was the relative value of learning from books and from actual

sight. In his experience he had often felt tliat it would have been a great

help, could he have 8ee7i or heard illustrations of the truths of science. That,

however, was not always possible, and even if it were, it would not always

be the greatest help. The greatest help would bo to work the two systems

together in combination. For instance, a clear conception of a steam-engine

oould only be obtained from description, accompanied by diagrams and a

working model
;
and the possession of a sextant would be of little avail, with-

out some acquaintaince with Trigonometry, joined with a vied voce exphina-

tion and practical illustrations of the method of using the instrument.

A Member thought that one could learn equations, for instance, with

nothing but a paper and pencil, but not the construction of machinery ; the

one was FurCf the other was Erperimnital or Practical Ecinice.

The meeting was then adjourned.

Professor Nicholson’s Reply.- ProfcNsor Nicholson writes to express

his thanks for the opportunity of adding any remarks to the discussion : he

adds, “ On reading it over, however, I do not find anything to say that

would be of any importance excepting that the remarks made by the Chair-

man, as to the value of the purely theoretical study of Mathematics (apart

from observation) do not touch the point at which I was aiming in my
paper. Mathematics stands in a perfectly unique position in this respect,

and, in so far as it does so, it is hardly a true Science. I was alluding to tho

Natural and Physical Sciences, which certainly cannot bo properly taught

or learnt except upon a previously-acquired basis of actual observation of

phenomena.”
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The following Paper was then read by the Author :

—

EGYPT AND THE BIBLE. By J. Eliot Howard, F.R.S.

Introductory.

I
T is in accordance with the professed objects of the Victoria

Institute, to investigate fully and impartially the most
important questions of philosophy and science and as

the progress of archaeological inquiry brings before us many
new phases of thought, to keep ourselves informed of these, and
without dogmatism or assumption to lend our assistanee in the

discussion of supposed scientific results, in order to get

rid of contradictions and conflicting hypotheses, and thus pro-

mote the real advancement of true science,” and religion also.

It is with these objects, and without having any title to speak

as one profoundly versed in Egyptian lore, that I propose for

discussion this evening some results of investigations such as

were within my ])Owcr, into the published works of the most
advanced Egyptologists.

I think that we ought to hail with thankfulness the labours

of these snvatis, and to believe that when the truth is fully

brought before us, much light will be thrown on the even minute
accuracy of Holy Scripture. In the mean time, we may do
something towards obviating the danger of rash and imperfect

conclusions.

In what manner may we expect Confirmation of Scripture ?

Egypt and the Bible present us with such vast fields of

research, and with so many points of contact, that it is quite

needful to state the limits of the present inquiry.

Let it be understood, then, in the first place, that with

the exception of casual and incidental notices, it is not the

writer^s object to illustrate Scripture. This has been already

to a certain extent successfully accomplished, and it is an-

nounced that materials are bein^ accumulated for the further
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completion of this great work, on which more than one of our
Egyptologists are now presenting us with the fruit of their
highly interesting researches. The result will be to bring out
in strong relief the accuracy of the Biblical narrative, although
it may not satisfy some of our preconceived notions. It is

not at all to be supposed that any pictorial representation of
the drowning of Pharaoh and all his hosts in the waves of the
Bed Sea will ever be discovered ; nor is it at all probable that
the work of the Israelites in building the walls of Pithom and
Ramses, should have been recorded in such a manner as to

have withstood the specially destructive influences which have
spared us so little, except the almost imperishable granite

flgures which once adorned the field of Zoan, or the Temple
of the Setting Sun, the glory of Heliopolis, the On of the
Bible. I shall therefore confine myself to such a dissertation

as may be brought within the compass of an cvening^s pa2)er,

and shall treat specially the early history and the antiquity of
the Egyptian race, their religion and civilization, concluding

with some remarks on the present state and the prospective

future of this interesting country.

What light does Egypt throw on man^s early history ?

I would first remark that we have here the opportunity

of observing Man in one of the earliest aspects under which
he is presented to our notice. Whatever the date we may
assign to the monuments of the Old Dominion of Egypt, that

era must be admitted to be of so great antiquity, that if the

speculations of our modern theorists were correct, wo ought
to find him slowly developing from some apelike condition, and
scarcely yet master of human powers ;

instead of which yfe

behold him in full perfection of all his godlike faculties ; and
looking back to an era of still greater brightness, even to

the reign of the demigods, when Osiris taught the people

the use of the plough, and Isis invented the cultivation of

wheat and barley, which were carried about at her festival.*

And beyond this, in the dim past there was no era of bar-

barism, no age of stone ! I hold then that the more the

early ages of the history of the country wc are considering

are thrust back into the dim obscurity of the past, be it, for

argument's sake, 5,000, 10,000, or 100,000 years, the more
does it contradict the theories of the disciples of evolution.

* Smith’s Diet, sub voce Isis.

» c a
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I will therefore, without further preface, examine the origin

of the Egyptians,

The 10th chapter of the Book of Genesis is a document of

inestimable importance to all who would study the origin of

nations. It is called by Knobel, who has written an admirable

treatise on the subject, the Vdlkertafel^ for which word I do not

remember an equally succinct English equivalent. For want
of the guidance of this precious record, the Greek and Roman
historians went much astray as to the origin of the Egyptians,

and Herodotus relates a curious story of the attempt made by

one of their own monarchs to ascertain which of the nations

could boast of the greatest antiquity ; showing that they were

themselves much in ignorance of their own extraction.

In this Toldoih beni Noach we learn the common descent of

Cush and Mizraim and Phut and Canaan from Ham ; and thus

the close affiliation of large and important populations, spreading

from Mesopotamia round the southern portion of Arabia into

Eastern Africa, and again from the same central position into

Syria and Egypt.

The researches of modern science equally show us that the

Egyptians do not belong to any one of the races which inhabit

Africa properly so ealled.* The formation of the skulls and
the proportion of different parts of the body, studied in a

great number of mummies,t demonstrate that they must have
belonged to what has been (absurdly enough) called the

Caucasian race.^^ See especially Dr. Granville's Essay on
Egyptian Mummies,'' Philosophical Transactions, \o\. 116, from
which it will be seen that the mummy which he so carefully

examined might have served, even better than Blumenbach's
Georgian slave, as a type of the most perfect race of mankind.
There never was a Caucasian race, but fragments of very many
races in that mountainous country. The Egyptians form a

third branch, differing by certain specialities from the Felasgic

and Semitic branches. It is certain (we are now told) that the

study of the language leads to a similar conclusion. As indelibly

portrayed in the hieroglyphics, and as preserved in the religious

books of the Christian Copts, it offers no analogy with the

tongues of the people of Africa. On the contrary, the roots

of the words and the elements which constitute its grammar
present striking affinities with the Indo-Germanic and Semitic

tongues.

The cradle, or rather the centre, of the early civilization of

Egypt was at Memphis, and dates from the era of Menes, when

Bnigsch Bey, TIutoire (VEgypte, chap. i. t Appendix A,
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it appears in the full vigour aud power of youthful mighty
astonishing the minds even of our practised modern archi-

tects and savans by the grandeur of its conceptions and
the finished grace of its works. And yet, strange to say,

the language must, at this early period, or that of the
arrival of the people in Egypt, have existed in an incom-
plete or confused or imperfect state. It would seem that the
ground and framework of the language must have been brought
down with them into Egypt from the common cradle of the
human family in the East, and gradually perfected in connec-
tion with the new objects which surrounded them in the place

of their settlement.

There is a tradition preserved by Plutarch, in his work Be
hide et Oairi, that when Thoth, the god of letters and intel-

ligence, first appeared on the earth, the inhabitants of Egypt
had no language, but only uttered the cries of animals. It is

certain that the language of ancient Egypt did to a far greater

extent than any other known language make the commou ap-

pellatives of living creatures close imitations of the erics they

uttered.

The following instances will, I trust, be found correct and
sufficient :

—

mau—a cat

eo—an ass

ehe—a cow
phin—a mouse
rir—a pig

eshau—a pig

djadj—a sparrow

hippep—^an ibis. The cry of the black and white ibis consists

of the syllables ep-ep.

mrrt—the adjutant crane. This bird utters a cry resembling

the word marrarat when it takes wing. The Arabs call

the bird marabout.

khepir—the scarabmus. The name being an attempt to

imitate by vocal articulations the loud whirring sound pro-

duced by the elytra of this beetle striking together when
it is on the wing.

hm-^tbe pelican. This is as close an imitation as articulate

sounds could produce of the loud plaintive cry of this

waterfowl.

Early Migration of the Egyptians.

Brugsch Bey gives us the complete view of the amount of

knowledge now possessed by Egyptologists. The opinion of
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this writer is that during the last twelve years the study of the

Egyptian texts has made such enormous progress that the

Pharaonic language and writing may be analyzed almost as well

as any text in one of the classical languages.^^

This eminent Egyptologist says (p. 6), ^^It is certain that the

cradle of the Egyptian race must be sought in the centre of

Asia. At some epoch previous to all historic recollection, and
impelled by causes unknown to us, the Egyptians quitted their

primitive soil, directing themselves towards the west, in order to

cross the Isthmus of Suez, and to seek a new country on the

happy banks of the Nile.

Diodorus, in the fifth book of his Universal History (p. 125),

has preserved to us the description of an island which, according

to the terms of his recital, is found in front of Arabia Felix,

and which bore the name of the ^ Divine^ island. Notwith-

standing the difficulty which has been found in fixing geo-

graphically the position of that island, which probably must be

understood of the coast of a part of Arabia Felix, still it is

incontestable that the description of Diodorus, with regard to

the products of the divine island, and the worship of the

divinities, applies marvellously to the indications of the Egyptian
texts as to their sacred land in the East. The name of ^ the

divine island ^ at once recalls the name of nuter ta,
^ the sacred

land,^ which the inscriptions agree to give to that country which
recalled to the Egyptians the origin of their religious worship.

To trust the texts which express themselves very distinctly

in the sense indicated, ^ the sacred land,** from which the

greatest divinities of Egypt took their origin, must be regarded

u prehistoric station of the Egyptians before their entry into

Egyptj and as a resting station of the Cushite race before their

dispersion over the diflerent countries of Eastern Africa. If the

texts recall a thousand times the mention of the sacred land, if

the monuments delight to recall the ancient cradle of the

greatest divinities forming the foundation of the Egyptian

mythology, they only confess clearly the direction of the road

which the ancestors of the Egyptians took before arriving at the

scene of their political life, and of their work of civilization.^^

The native testimony of India agrees with that of the Scrip-

tures in bringing the race that peopled Egypt from the East,

and allying these with other Cushite tribes.
*

In all this we have the direct contradiction of the doctrine

recently propagated on high authority, and evidently in the

interests of a certain theory,—that Egypt was the cradle of the

human race, in which the ape-like savage gradually developed
into the civilized man.
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Early Civilization.

It has been well observed by Mr. Osburn that the hiero-

glyphic writing, in its earliest and simplest form, shows that

the arts of civilization, such as pottery, metallurgy, rope-making,
&c., must have already reached a state of considerable perfec-

tion when symbols were taken from their finished products to

express ideas in this mode of writing. M. de Rouge observes,

in reference to the architecture of this early period, We know
not the beginnings of this art, but we find it extremely advanced
in several respects from the time of the monuments of the

IVth Dynasty,—the first to which we can assign a certain place

belonging to this period. The architecture already shows an
inconceivable perfection as to the cutting and the laying of

blocks of large dimension. The passages of the great Pyramid
remain a model of setting which han never been surpassed.

We are obliged to guess the exterior style of the temples of

this first epoch, and to restore the conception of it according to

the bas-reliefs of the tombs or the decoration of the sarcophagi.

This style was simple and noble in the highest degree,—only

one mode of ornament varies the style, composed of two lotos-

leaves opposed to each othcr.^*

The style of the figures, both in the statues and the bas-

reliefs of the earliest time, is distinguished by a larger and
more square-set appearance. Tt seems that by the lapse of

ages the race became more lean and lank by the action of

the climate. In the primitive monuments they sought to imi-

tate nature with more simplicity, and, preserving all the propor-
tions, the muscles are always better placed and more strongly

indicated.

The only * change in 5,000 or 6,000 years, following the most
modern computation, has been one of physical deterioration

and intellectual degeneracy, A son of the present Khedive,

if his features arc rightly portrayed in our periodicals, might
very well boast, I am the son of the wise,—the son of ancient

kings (Isa. xix. 11) ; but where is the might to bend the bow
as of old, and to subdue,t with his shoulders,’^ all the lands

* A wooden statue found by M. Marietto in a tomb of the Vth Dynasty,

resembled so much the Scheik of the village of Sakkarah, that the inhabi-

tants at once named it after this fimctionary.

t Herodotus says (Book ii. 106) of a statue of the conqueror Sesostris,
“ There is an inscnptioii across the breast from shoulder to shoulder, in the

sacred character of fegypt, which says, ‘ With my own shoulders I conquered
this
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of the men of the East, and where is the wisdom to govern
them if subdued ?

The Egyptians and their Early Neighbours.

The Egyptians called themselves {Retou) the men of Egypt,
and probably spoke of themselves to foreigners arriving amongst
them as the Autochthones of the country, and ^^men^^ par
excellence. The fertile valley of the Nile formed, in their opinion,

the heart or centre of the whole world. To the west were the

Ribou or Libou, the Libyans inhabiting {Tesar) ^^the Red
Country,^^ contrasted with the Black Country {Kern or Kemi),

of rich alluvial soil, in which they themselves delighted. These
Libyans, according to the monuments, belonged to the white

race, with blue eyes and blond hair, who probably came from
Europe, and invaded North Africa, displacing, in part at least,

the original population, whose traits are preserved in the monu-
ments of the IVth Dynasty, and who were probabh^ the Lehabhn
of Gen. X. The negro tribes, who are represented with all

the characteristics of the present period, were called Nahasou.
The Kar, or iira/(the Gallas, apparently, of our day), Ethiopians

rather than negroes, are also mentioned in the Egyptian
records.

The great mass of Eastern people were called by the generic

name AmoUj perhaps from the Coptic word ame, in the plural

ameou. They are painted with skins of a yellow colour. Their

costume was of great simplicity, sometimes characterized by a

certain richness, especially in the choice of designs and colours,

such as Jacob sought out for his beloved Joseph.* It must be
noted as an incontestable fact that the Amou, even in the most
glorious times of the history of Egypt, occupied the centre

of the Delta, in the environs of the present Lake Menzaleh.

These were probably the Casluhim of Gen. x., out of whom
came Philistim. The Naphtuhim tribe remind of Nephthys,

the sister of Osiris.

A great number of the towns, the canals, and lakes situated

in this quarter were called by purely Semitic names. The
centre of this colony of Amou had the name of Zdn. It is the

field of Zoan of the Bible, and was, doubtless, a territory of

immense fertility. Amongst the peasantry at present inhabit-

ing the borders of the lake above mentioned, it is said to be
easy to recognize the stern features of the shepherds, as thesO

are represented in the statues of the Hyeshos dynasty, and to

Brugsch, Egyptef p. 9.
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which attentioa was specially drawa by Professor Owen at a
recent meeting of the Congress of Orientalists in London.

Dispersion of the Nations.

The dispersion of the nations, according to Egyptian records,

was one episode of the revolt of the wicked.* " In the beautiful

text from Edfou, published by M. Naville, we read that the

good principle, under the solar form of Harmachou (the rising

sun), triumphed over his adversaries in the south part of the

Apollinopolite nome. Of those who escaped the massacre, some
emigrated towards the south : they became the Cushites. Some
went towards the north : they became the Amou. A third

went to the west, and became the Tamahou (the whites or

European peoples). A fourth towards the east, who became
the Shasou, said to be the Bedouins of the deserts and moun-
tains of Asia. Such was, for the Egyptians, the division of the

main brandies of the human family

On the whole, it appears that the leading races of mankind
have not altered in their essential characteristics from those they
exhibited when they first came in contact with the men of

also, as remarked by M. Chabas (p. 95), that when
the mother-race of mankind dispersed itself, it already was
acquainted with metals, with writing, and knew how to raise

buildings, and possessed a social and religious organization.^^

This agrees exceedingly well with the scriptural history of the

dispersion of mankind after the Tower of Babel. It is also

very evident that the characteristics of the Black, the Red, the

Yellow, and the White races of mankind were well known, and
familiar to the Egyptians from the earliest period. But how
does this agree with the above notion of the human family

having been one and united before its dispersion ?

The answer must surely be found in the belief that these

apparently indelible characteristics were stamped upon the

human race by the same hand from which the first pair origi-

nally proceeded.

^

It is sufficiently obvious that no influence of climate or of

civilization has sufficed to change any of these races in their

appreciable physiological characteristics.

The Egyptians considered all the strange nations as branches

of the common trunk, of which they were the principal shoot

(rejeton).t

^ Chabas, Etudes $ur VAntiquMi JlutoriqaCf p. 91.

t Id, ib,, p. 95.
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Prosperity and Long Life of the Early Egyptians*

The Egyptians themselves are presented beforeus in their

own iiecounts of the old dynasties^ jis possessing in a very large

measure the gift of civilization. Their fertile country, divided

by innumerable canals, supported a large population, deriving

sustenance not only from the land, but to a very large extent

from the waters, as is the case with the present Chinese, whom
in their industrious habits they must have greatly resembled.

They turned to account all that fell within their reach. • They
tamed the animals of the country, and amongst these several

species of the gazelle, and dogs of somewhat similar form to ours,

and even cats, whom they taught, retriever-like, to assist them in

the chase of wild fowl shot down by the skilful Egyptian archers.

They had also taught them to spring from tuft to tuft of

the papyrus-beds, and to bring back thence the fallen prey.

They explored in various mining operations the bowels of the

earth for its hidden treasures, and at the early date of the IVth
or Vth Dynasty, though working as it seems with stone imple-

ments, could excavate such mines as now in the Peninsula of

Sinai excite the surprise of our travellers, even as they may
seem to have been looked upon with wonder and admiration

in the days of Job (Job xxviii.), as triumphant illustrations of

the wisdom and skill of mankind.
They enjoyed thoroughly, and even to extravagant excess,

the good things of this life, and lived amongst its flowers.

The Egyptian ladies are constantly represented as adorning

themselves with these beautiful productions of nature, and
especially as holding bouquets of flowers in their hand,

or the charming lotos of Egypt. Not alone did the ladies,

but also the Pharaohs of Egypt, delight in their flowery

land, and took from thence the designs of their architecture.

The normal Egyptian physiognomy is known to most persons

who have ever visited the museums of Europe, or appreciated

the representations occurring in the pages of our travellers.

The statues in the British Museum are illustrative ; Bamses II.,

especially the figure in red granite, shows perhaps a mixture

of the Shepherd physiognomy in his ancestry. In Nott and
Gliddon^s Types of Mankind will be seen striking illustra-

tions, in their Pharaonic Portraits (p. 145), of the effects

of foreign admixture. The most characteristic traits of the

Old Egyptians are probably those seen in the statues of

the Builder of the Great Pyramid, especially in one found

by M. Mariette, and now in Paris. It is interesting to notice

that certain photographs in the album of M. Mariette, of
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paintings which this savant believes anterior to this,IIIr(l

Dynasty, represent persona whose names are purely Egyptian,

but of which the type is completely Semitic.* It would
seem as though the period of life had become shortened,

as ^'the perfect age of 110^^ was considered as the term of a

happy old age, and wo can scarcely suppose this to have been
attained in the later periods of history. In this point of view

Pharaoh^s first question to Jacob, How old art thou ? appears

very natural and characteristic, even as his whole mode of recep-

tion sefems just such as might have been expected from a Pharaoh
of the Shepherd dynasty.

In the Bibliotliique Royale of Paris is preserved a MS. called

the Papyrus Prisse, from the name of the person who acquired

it at Thebes, and presented it to this library. It is perhaps the

most ancient MS. in the world, and is said to be a treatise com-
posed by the Prince Ptah-hotep^ son of Assa Tat Kn-ra, of the

Vth Dynasty, who reigned, according to Brugsch, between

3,300 and 3,400 B.C. ! or in the time of Adam, according to

the received chronology. It treats of the virtues which are

necessary to man, and the best means of getting on in the

world, and contains some excellent precepts of morality ; such as

the following ;

—

If thou hast become great, after having been small, and
gathered riches after misery, so as to become the first in thy
city,—if thou art known for thy wealth, and hast become a great

lord, let not thy heart become proud by reason of thy riches,

for it is God who has given them unto thee. Do not despise

another who is what thou wast ; be toward him as towards
thine equal.

This writer laments, in pathetic and touching terms, the

effects of extreme old age which he was experiencing in his

person whilst he wrote, at the age of 110!
According to Herodotus, the founder of the 1st Dynasty

reigned sixty-two years, and then perished, not of old age, but

made an end of (ScaTrpayde) by a hippopotamus. His son

reigned 57 years.

Afterwards the great pyramid-builders reigned respectively,

—

Souphis, 60 years; Mencheres, 63 years; and, later still,

Apappus t (of the Vlth Dynasty) is said to have reigned, or

rather lived and reigned, 100 years, with the exception of

one hour I

^ Pierrot, Ditt., sub voce Physiognomic.

t Eratosthenes, p. 8 ; Ooryag. ; see also Pepi-MC'rira In Lenormant’s

AntiquMe Egypt^ p. 104.
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Their History begins.with Menes.

The authentic history of Egypt commences with Menes^ or,

more correctly, Mena, who has achieved for himself a name
imperishable so long as the world endures. He was born
at Teni, near Abydos, some little distance from the Nile,
towards the Libyan mountains. The remembrance of these cities

alone remains, marked by a vast necropolis and splendid
ruins of many sanctuaries, which are found on the border of
the desert at the place called Ilarab&t-el-Madfouneh by the
modern inhabitants of this country.*

Mena appears to have been a monarch who lived in royal

luxury and sumptuous splendour. He is said to have been the
first who regulated the service of the temples and the worship
of the gods. Perhaps the gratitude of the priesthood has led

to the exaltation of his name. There is no reason to suppose

that he was the leader of the immigration into Egypt of the

nation from its previous quarters in the East. Probably the

name Mitzraim, preserved in the Arabic Misr, is of still earlier

date.t It was Mena who founded the capital of the old

empire, after having changed the course of the river Nile,

which used to run towards the Libyan chain, and by a gigantic

dyke| forced it to flow in its present course towards the east.

The conception and the execution alike raise our admiration,

and show how far removed from the savage state were the men
of those early days of Egypt^s history.

The name given to the city was Men-nofer ('^the good
station '0? changed into Memphis afterwards, and still retained

by faithful tradition in the appellation Tel-monf (the Heap of

Monf), given to the heap of rubbish marking the place of the

old city.§ The grand Temple of Ptah was the centre of the

city, and was still existing in the Middle Ages, in such a state

as to excite the admiration of the Arab writer Abd-ul-Lalif, in

the thirteenth century of our era, who thus depicts the scene

Notwithstanding the immense extent of this city, and its

* Brugsch, chap. V.

*1* Sanchoniatho calls Isiris (Mitzraim) the brother of Chua (Xva)

(Canaan), agreeing in this with Genesis x., and calls him the inventor of the

three letters {t&v tqi&v ypafjifidrutv kv^tTriQ\ probably of the three modes of

writing,—the hieroglyphic, hieratic, and demotic.

According to M. Linant, the great dyke of Oocheiche, which is at

present utilized to allow the waters of the inundation “ to flow into Lower
Egypt, or into the Nile, as is most needed.^'

§ Nophf or Mophf in the Bible (see Smith’s Dict.^ e,g, Hos. ix. 0,
—Noph

shall bury them). Its burial-mund, stretching for twenty miles along the

edge of the Libyan desert, greatly exceeds that of any other l^ptian towiii
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high antiquity
;

notwithstanding all the vicissitudes of the
different governments whose yoke has been successively laid

upon it ; whatever efforts different peoples have made to destroy

it entirely^ and to cause to disappear even its smallest vestiges^

effacing even its lightest traces^ transporting elsewhere the
stones^ and the materials of which it was constructed^ mutilating

the figures which adorned it ; finally, in spite of what 4,000 years

and more have been able to add to so many causes of destruction,

its ruins still offer to the eyes of spectators a combination
of wonders which confound tlie mind, and which the most
eloquent man would fail to do justice to in description. The
longer one considers, the more admiration one feels inspired

with ; and every new view that one takes of its ruins is a new
cause of delight Scarcely has it occasioned one idea to rise in

the mind of the spectator when it suggests an idea still more
admirable; and when we think to have attained a perfect

knowledge of it, it convinces you at the same instant that what
you have known is still much below the truth.^'

A gigantic fist in the British Museum^ weighing I know not

how much, recalls the vastness of the architecture of the

temple of Ptah.

Memphis and Us Temple,

With the exception of Thebes, Memphis is the city concern-

ing which the Egyptian texts give us the most information.

It is thus that our Egyptologists are enabled to give us the

most accurate information on points more especially requisite

to be known.
In reference to this grand temple of Ptah, the first we must

suppose of any importance in Egypt, what have we to imagine

to ourselves, or what must be our conceptions ? Strange to

say, it is the Deity under his character as Creator who was

venerated in this temple. Ptah is called ^^the Father of

Beginnings, the Creator of the egg of the sun and of the

moon.^^ He is very distinctly characterized as the Father of

all the gods,* the first existing ; he is, as his name implies,

the Architect, the Former, the Constructor.t ‘^Hc is the

Chief of the society of the gods, who has created the existences

;

all things exist after that he exists. He is the Master of

Truth and the king of the gods.^' Another text engraven on

the walls of the temple of Philrn calls him, He who has

created the beings, who has formed men and gods with his own
hands/’

* Text at Philee.

t Text of Dendera ; see Brugsch, Mist, p. 21.
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These examples, as Brugsch Bey tells us, suffice to prove the

place of the god Ftah at the head of the divine dynasty. He is

the Creator God, existing before the creation of the universe, his

work.* The god lla, the sun, is described in many texts, con-

taining religious hymns, as a creature of the god Ptah.^^t

The Divine Dynasty is perhaps the nearest expression of the

original conception. M. Grebant, in his remarkable study of

a hymn of Ammon, in the museum at Boulag, endeavours to

prove that the gods of the Egyptian pantheon are only the

manifestations {personoe) of one Divine Being. The whole
Divinity is the Paout Nouterou, or Divine Substance, determined
by the sign for breads denoting essence, from Pa, to be.X

If ever the worship of Ptah was at any period the worship

of the Creator, such cannot have continued to be the case after

the reign of Cmachos in the Ilnd Dynasty of the Old Empire,
when Apis was appointed to be his visible representative. Thus
they changed their glory into the similitude of an ox that

eateth grass, and the Israelites in their revolt against Jehovah,

when they made a calf in Horeb and worshipijed the golden

image (Ps. cvi.), but followed the example set them by these

early idolaters.

The Army of Horns,

If we fail to find any satisfactory trace of pure worship in our

inquiries respecting the temple of Ptah at Memphis, still less

shall we find any resting-place in our researches respecting Isis,

Osiris, Seb, and Horns. Some grand mystical ideas were no
doubt attached to the triumphs of Ilorus, when he led forth

his army oiHorschesu to establish the rights of his father Osiris.

To whatever form of the great contest between the powers
of light and darkness this alluded, the mythical account pre-

served by Manetho comprises a strange amalgamation of the

evidently fabulous and the possibly true, and closes with the

reign of the Manes or dead (antediluvian ?) persons, and the

heroes, \vhich he places immediately before Menes. It is

difficult to avoid the conjecture of an analogy between this

history and statements in Genesis in reference to antedi-

luvian times ; but, setting aside conjecture, the certainty which
we gather is this, that the Egyptians possessed no reliable

history before the era of Menes.
Nevertheless, some gleams of light penetrate the darkness of

this (so to speak) antediluvian era. Mariette Bey has dis-

covered § an inscription of the era of Thothmes III., which

* Compare Proverbs viii. 22—32. t Brugsch, Hist, p. 21.

f Pienet, IHcL, sub voce, § Chabas, Etudes, ic,, 7.
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speaks of a great plan of the temple of De]\dera (dedicated

to Hathor, the Egyptian Venus), which had been found em-
bedded in a wall in the royal mansion in the time of Meri-
ra-Papi, of the Vth Dynasty.

This plan is said to have been traced on goat-skins, which is

a more ancient method than the writing on papyrus. It also

comprehended writing accounted ancient by the Egyptians.
This is attributed in the above inscription to the time of the

servants of Horns. It consequently appears that, in the highest

antiquity to which the Egyptians could look back, we find our-

selves in the age of temple-building and temple-worshipping
men already conversant with the art of writing, and (whicli

indicates a still further advance) of tracing out plans of their

proposed erections. No such cultivation could be found
amongst savages.

The Sphinx,

The great image of the Sphinx, south-east of the largest

pyramid, appears also to belong to the very earliest stage of

Egyptian civilization.* It is a natural rock, to which has been
given, in some fashion, the external appearance of this sym-
bolical animal. The head alone has been sculptured. The
total height of the monument is 19'97m. (65 feet). It is

known by an inscription now in the Museum at Boulak to have
been older than the era of Chcop'*, or, consequently, than the

Great Pyramid.
Thus this remarkable structure, called by the Arabs the

father of terror, looks out upon the desert with its calm,

impassive smile, unmoved by the wreck and ruin of the world
which passeth away,—a veritable enigma in itself and in its

meaning, teaching us this at least, that man, in the conception

and the execution of one of his oldest works, was a profoundly

religious being. A stele has recently been discovered, from
which Egyptologists learn that there was on the north of the

Sphinx a temple of the goddess Isis, on the south another

consecrated to the god Osiris, whilst a third sanctuary was
specially devoted to the worship of the Sphinx, which is called

in this inscription
^^ which means ^'the

human-headed lion,” whilst the more generally recognized

name appears to have been that of Uormachis, or Horus on
the horizon.”

Now, what conception can wc form of these deities, whose

* Pierret, Did, (VArchiologie Egypt,

t ‘‘ Abou-l-hol.*^—Brugseb, p. 56,

% Brugsch, Hid . 57,
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worship lasted down to the era ofthe XXVIth Dynasty in Egypt,
or say some three thousand years, so powerful was the hold

they had gained on the popular imagination ?

Osiris and Isis,

Osiris was considered to have reigned on the earth, and, by
the benefits which he conferred, to have become the type of all

that is good. He was thought to have been murdered by Set,

who becomes the type of evil. Set, after having killed Osiris,

dispersed the members of his body amongst the cities of Egypt.
Isis, the wife and sister of Osiris, reunited these scattered

members, and by her incantations, assisted by Nepthys, restored

them to life. Osiris, thus resuscitated, is called Horus, and
Isis is consequently considered the mother of Horus.

Osiris, according to the Egyptians, was thus associated with
tlie death of the good. The good man was united with Osiris

after his death. The great visible benefactor to the world is

the sun, and the bright manifestation of Divine glory was, in

their view, associated with this luminary. But the sun dies every

night (or at least disappears), and hence goes to reign in Hades as

Osiris. The sun, however, rises again, and comes forth as Horus,
triumphant over all the powers of darkness. Horus is thus

the type of the goody in resurrection powery and Horus, reappear-

ing on the eastern horizon, is the visible symbol to man of the

certainty of the resurrection of the just. Hormachis, or, in

other words, the Sphinx, may thus calmly look down on all the

vicissitudes of this present life, and await the triumph of the
just in resurrection.

The good man, when falling asleep in death, was assimilated

to the setting sun, and as the sun was renewed under the care

of the mother goddess, Ilathor,— the celestial space,—who, as

Noub* (the golden one) animated the mountain of the
west, in which the sun rested. So the hall of the Tomb, in

which the sarcophagus reposed, was equally called Noub.
The embalmed body rested as amidst the glories of a golden
sunset until the morning of the resurrection.

At least so they believed, little thinking of the profane hands
that should be laid upon their poor remains. But that they
did so think we have the express testimony of the Book of the

Dead, probably the oldest book in the world. Of this there
exist quite a large number of copies more or less imperfect. It

is scattered amid all the collections and in all the museums of

“ Noub ” is also ‘‘ gold ^ in Coptic (Ohabas, EUxdw, p. 17).
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of one of our most leading Egyptologists, the text-book in

which our students of the hieroglyphics are to be instructed ;*

from which they may at all events learn that there is such
a thing as a future life, and that rewards and punishments are

then to be dispensed to the just and to the wicked.

Thus it was the dark mystery of a future life and the mani-
festation in the light of the morning,f which intently occupied
the attention of these men of unknown antiquity. It was a
subject well worthy of the spiritual nature of man, and leading

us to conclusions in reference to their state, exactly opposite to

those which it is the fashion to derive from the misunderstood
history of the past. The old Egyptians believed that they
should be gainers by the resurrection, and therefore cherished

the doctrine. Our modern sceptics know that a future life

would be all against them, and consequently attempt, however
unsuccessfully, to conceal its truth from themselves and from
others

!

Antiquity of Effi/pt,

I now proceed to inquire what was the real antiquity of

Memphis, or, in other words, what was the real era of Menes?
We have seen that one Arab writer placed it at four thousand

years or more before his time. If we look to modern authorities,

we shall find that this apparently fabulous antiquity is increased

to the following extent. According to the authors mentioned
below, the era we are in search of was as follows :

—

Boeckh r.703 B.C.

Unger r)()i3 „
Brngsch
Lanth 4157 „
Lepsius 3892 „
Bunsen 3G23 „

The difference between those extreme limits is not less than

2,079 years. It is as if some sixty centuries after our time the

* So announced at the meeting of the Bib. Arch. Soc., Feb. 1, 1876.

t This seems, os nearly as I can gather, the meaning of the title of the

Book of the Dead, “ Per-em-hrou,” translated by Champollion, Manifesta-

tion 4 la lumi^re ”
;
by M. RougeS “ Manifestation an jour

;

by M. Th.

peviera
;
“ Sortie de la ioiirn^e ”

; and by M. Lef^bure, “ Sortie pendant le

jour ”
; as the sun rises, being a promise of resurrection after the night of the

tomb. Comp. Ps. xlix. U),—where it is said of the wicked man, “He shall

go to the generation of his fathers, they shall not see light.’* See Pierret,

IHct, d!Archiologie Egypt.
^
sub voce Manifestation.

VOL. X. 2d
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savans should be disputing over the epoch of the Roman
Emperor Augustus ; some asserting that he mounted the throne

many years before our era; others, on the contrary, 1876 years

after the birth of Christ.

These different estimates show that the documents on which
they are founded are in a deplorable state of confusion.* We
have some tolerably clear notion—though still not quite defined

—

of the time of the Exodus, or of the arrival ofAbraham in Egypt

;

but, in proportion as we recede into the mists of the past, we
experience how diflScult is the attainment of certainty.

It is reserved for the credulity of scepticism to override* all

these difficulties, and to “ see no difficulty in believing the

most extraordinary statements, such as M. Chabas quotes from
an author who immortalizes himself by giving us the informa-

tion, amongst other precious materiaux pour servir h Vhistoire

positive de riiomme,^^ that the horse was tamed by our Aryan
ancestors ‘‘at an epoch anterior to the year 19,337 before

Jesus Christ ! But if so, how came it that the horse was not

introduced into Egypt till the times of the Shepherds

!

The Old Egyptian chronicle, quoted by Syncellus and Euse-

bius,t gives us the history of thirty dynasties in 118 descents,

during the long period of 36,525 years ; but the enumeration
proceeds thus :

—“ To Hephaestus is assigned no time, as he is

apparent both by night and day.^^

Now this deity ("ll^ataroc) among the Greeks was the god
of fire, and the skilful smith, who had in Olympus his own
palace imperishable and shining like the stars. His skill is

mentioned both in the Iliad and the Odyssey. It is almost

certain to me that by this Grecian name the authors quoted

meant to indicate the Egyptian Ptah, previously noted, the chief

and original God the Creator. The sum of years given above

is surely a year of eternity (365’25 days J) taken in great part

out of the life (cver-enduring?) of Ptah, and filled up next by
Helius, the sun, reigning three myriads of years. Then Cronus
and the other twelve divinities reigned 3,984 years. Next in

order are the demigods ; and here, perhaps, we descend from

“ Malgr4 toutes ces ddcouvertes,les chiffres sont dans un ^tat deplorable.’’

—Brugseh Bey, Hut.y p. 25.

t Cory, Ancient Frag,, p. 47.

X “ The Sothic year of 3651 days (365*25) was called the square year, the

annus quadratus of Pliny.— Without the accuracy of the Sothic year they

could not, as Ilerodotds supposes, have fixed the exact return ofthe seasons.”

(Hawlinson’s Herodotus, ii. 239, 240.) Macrobius affirms that the Egyptians
always possessed the true calculation of the length of the year.
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poetry to prose. They were in number eight, who reigned 217
years.

Then follow fifteen generations of the Kynic cycle, of which
I can make nothing; and afterwards fourteen or fifteen

dynasties, making together (the particulars of one being lost)

the thirty dynasties in 1,697 years. I cannot find any agree-

ment between this and the history of Manetho, except in this,

that the latter also begins (according to the Greeks) with
Hephaestus, to whom he assigns only 724 years, followed by
Helius, who reigns 86 years !

It is not worth while to spend more time on these legends.

Let us see if we arrive at solid ground at the era of Menes.
In the new tablet of Abydos, discovered about ten years

since in one of the compartments of the temple of Seti I. at

Harabat-el-Madformeh, there appears an enumeration of a
successive order of sixty-five kings, until the last Pharaoh of
the Xllth Dynasty of Manetho.
How many years would these kings represent? Brugsch

calculates three in a century—^ x 100= 2,166 years; but the

sixty-nine kings of the Egyptian chronicle reigned only about
twenty-four years and a half each on the average of that docu-
ment. This would materially alter the figures to 1,690 years,

which seems more likely, as there is no [historical) foundation

at all for the estimate of Brugsch, and it is much higher than
would be justified by comparison with the more clearly known
length of the reigns in the third book of Manetho.
Now, according to the tablet of Abydos, the XVIIIth

Dynasty follows immediately on the close of the Xllth Dynasty ;

and this view of the subject is sustained by the judicious remark
of Mariette Bey, that the proper names of the personages of

the Xllth are equally found on the monuments of the com-
mencement of the XVIIIth Dynasty; and still more, that in the

two epochs the character of the coffins, of the ornaments, and
of the style, is quite identical.

Notwithstanding this, Brugsch interposes 500 years as a
probable interval * between the two, whilst fully showing that

the testimony of the monuments is as I have said.

I dismiss these probabilities, for which no monumental proof

(as it appears) can be shown, and look next for the era of the

* At some future era the historian may^ in like manner, consider 600 years
as a probable interval between the termination of the power of the East-
India Company and the assumption by Her Majesty tho Queen of the title

of Empress of India, a “ Sepoy Dynasty occupying most part of the period.

2 D 2
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commencement of the XVIIIth Dynasty, given by

Bocckh at 1C55 B.C.

Bunsen 1 625 „
Lepsius . 1681 „
Unger 1796 „

but I prefer to all these Brugsch’s estimate ;

—

Brugsch 1558 B.C.

This is founded on a separate estimate of the period of 31
genealogies of architects (subject, perhaps, to some reduction

as above ; but it is probable that architects would live longer

than kings). Then, in adding these two periods together, we
have approximately the era of Mena, 15584-1690 = 3248 B.C.

I do not attach any importance to this period of 1690, which
is probably too long by one-half ; but the research shows how
little we can rest upon any of the data hitherto adduced. It is

possible that some new evidence may be produced which may
render the matter more clear.

The whole number of the kings in the 1st Book of Manetho,
he computes (but I cannot follow his computation) at 192, who
reigned during a space of 2,308 years and 20 days. But this,

again, is not consistent with the amount of the years of the

different dynasties, as he gives them. The period of 70 days
refers, no doubt, to the reign of 70 Memphite kings, who
reigned 70 days ! What can be made of such historical (?)

information ?

Herodotus (Book iv. 143) informs us that when Hecatseus
in giving his genealogy mentioned a god as his sixteenth an-
cestor, the priest opposed their genealogy to his, going through
the list [of the high priests], and refusing to allow that any
man was ever born of a god. Their colossal figures (which it

was the custom for every high priest during his lifetime to set

up in the temple) were each, they said, a Piromis, born of a
Pirdmis, and the number of them was 345. Through the
whole series Piromis followed Piromis, and the line did not run
up either to a god or a hero. The word Pirdmis may be
rendered ^ gentleman,^—icaXoc Ka\ ayaOog.^^'^

An uninterrupted succession of gentlemen,^^ for 7,000 to

10,000 years, is scarcely consistent with the Darwinian doctrines

of evolution of the species. It is, however, more credible, and
certainly more agreeable to one’s feelings, than the descent
proposed either from a god or a monkey !

* So Bawlinson translates, ii.p. 191 .
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That which we do see, looking back over a period of 5,000
years (more or less), is man in full possession of all his godlike
faculties — not one whit inferior to his descendants of the
present day. His religious views arc greatly to be preferred to
those of our modern Pantheists, and his scientific ideas of de-
velopment seem in part to have anticipated those of our modern
evolutionists, whilst surpassing them in logical clearness. The
conception of the goose of the god Seb, which laid the egg of
the earth,* seems peculiarly well imagined, as this animal
has been shown by Darwin to possess great inflexibility of

organization, and must rank high in the list of the aristocracy

of nature.t
Jj

Nothing can be more natural than for

a goose to lay an egg, and in this manner anthropomorphism
is avoided entirely

!

It is most remarkable that idolatry was not yet fully developed
in Egypt. This appears in several ways. First, from the testimony
of Manetho, that it was not till the reign of Caeachos (Kakau) of

the Ilnd Dynasty, that the bulls Apis in Memphis and Mencus in

Heliopolis, and the Mendesian goat, were appointed to be gods.

Next, it is apparent that in tlie building of the Great Pyramid
no symbols of idolatry were allowed to appear.

Third, the same fact comes out in the very names of the

rulers of the first dynasties which read thus ;

—

1. Mena the firm or stable one

2. Tota the striker

8.

Atot.

4. Ata.

5. Husapli.

6. Mirbapen.
7.

8. Qebeh.
Ilnd Dynasty.

9. Biizar.

10. Kakou the bull of bulls ^0-

11. Bainnuter.

12. Usnas.

13. Sentu the terrible

14. Nef^rxa [Ra],

16. Neferka-Sokari.

16. Huzefa.

17. Bubni or Zazai.

Lenormant, La Magic, &c., Paris, 1874, p. 94.

t Seb, Father of the Gods. His name is often written with a goose alone.

I'he sitting figure is simply the determinative sign for a god.
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These names have none of the grand combinations with the

names of the Sun (Ra) and other deities which we find every-

where in the later lists. Certainly not till after the time of the

leading idolater Kakon do these appear
;
even the fifteenth^

which is said to signify good by Sokari/^ seems to refer to the

supreme god of Memphis, not unlike our expression, By the

grace of God.^’ Mena and his first successors might set them-
selves up as objects of worship; but the nation was not

degraded to animal-worship, as in later times. To the investi-

gation of this subject I shall return.

The name which terminates this series of kings at the end of

the Illrd Dynasty is Senoferu,* which is said to signify the

Improver,” and he is also called the Master of Justice.” He
is recorded by the Egyptian monuments as a beneficent king.

He seems to have conquered the inhabitants of the Wadi
Magharah (the Amalekites, probably), and in his days the mines
of the district .of Mount Sinai became either for the first time,

or more abundantly, the source of the supplies of copper and of

a blue stone called mafkat, much esteemed in Egypt. Chabas
calls it mafek, and is inclined to identify it with malachite.

The Vlth Dynasty terminated, according to Manetho, with
the reign of the celebrated beauty Nitocris, whose name is

transmitted to posterity in connection with the tragedy in

which she extinguished both herself and the nobility of Egypt.
It is as though a cataclysm had passed over the land

;
for from

her time the old empire disappears, and, beyond a barren list

of names, we seem. at present to have nothing to guide us across

the dreary waste of history till we reach nearly to the end of

the Xlth Dynasty. For 600 ye^rs, if we take the estimate of

Brugsch (p. 78), the monumental guidance fails. It recom-
mences only with the Pharaoh Neb-ker-rd,

We open the Xllth Dynasty with more certainty. It

numbered eight Pharaohs, who reigned either 160 years or

213 years 1 month and 17 days. The latter date, though so

exact, is manifestly wrong, because it includes reigns which
overlap each other. The former is as certainly wrong, because

the addition sum of the reigns gives eight years more, and
because one reign is avowedly omitted. In such confusion is

the Egyptian chronology !

These small inaccuracies are trifles ;
but what can we say to

the following. Herodotus tells us the priests informed him that

when Mceris was king, the Nile overflowed all Egypt below
Memphis so soon as it rose so little as eight cubits. Now

^ Brugsch, p. 16«
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Moeris had nbt been dead 900 years at the time when I heard
this from the priests.”

Bawlinson says this would make the date of Mceris about
1355 B.C., but he cannot make this agree with any probable
Pharaoh.*

There can scarcely be the shadow of a doubt that Herodotus
refers to Amenemhat who excavated an enormous artifi-

cial lake, to which the Greeks gave the name of Moeris, account-
ing it one of the wonders of the world, and supposing this to be
the name of the king, when, in truth, it seems to have been
only the Egyptian word Meri applied to any construction of the
kind. This Pharaoh, whose severe and Shepherd-like features,

are seen in the British Museum, was a diligent observer of the
height of the inundation of the river, and caused to be recorded
on the rocks between Semiie and Koumme the heights to which
the river rose ; which show, remarkably enough, that the

greatest height of the inundation was at this era not less than
8-17m. above that which it can now attain. The average

height of the Nile under this Pharaoh surpassed that of our
time by no less than seven metres.

Now the reign of Amenemhat III. is placed by Brugscli at

2300 years B.C., by Herodotus, as we have seen, at 1355 B.C.;

a difference of 945 years ! It is as though our gravest historians

were 900 years wrong as to the era of the Conquest of England
by William of Normandy !

And yet in this Xllth Dynasty wc touch close upon historic

times, when the chronicles of other nations begin to aid our
research. The Egyptians of this epoch kept up a very active

commerce with the people of Libya towards the east, and with
the nations of the Asiatic race. The arrival of representatives

of these people in Egypt is a fact proved by numerous
paintings in the funeral chapels. Libyans frequented Egypt
to show their address in gymnastics, negroes came in to

serve the great lords, and Asiatics presented themselves at the

frontier of the Delta to ask permission to enter and to trade on
the borders of the Nile. The empire then commanded the

respect^ of the surrounding nations. The two cities called by
the Greeks^ Crocodilopolis, on the borders of the lake Moeris,

and of Heracleopolis, were the centres of the busy movement
of this bright era,t in the midst of which Abraham is supposed
to have arrived in Egypt ; and the representation of thirty-seven

persons of the Shemite race coming to present their homage

* Rawlinson, Herodotus, iL 12.

t Brugsch, Hist, p. 99.
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and their tribute of antimony to a certain Chnum Hotep was at

one time supposed to represent the arrival of the sons of Jacob
in Egypt. The personage above-named was a dignitary in the

time of Usurtasen II., and the representation is connected with

his tomb at Beni-Hassan.
The Xlllth Dynasty contains chiefly the names of Pharaohs,

compounded with the title of Sebek, the crocodile-headed

divinity. Were these rulers of Egypt, or of a small portion,

addicted to this worship ?

The famous canon of Turin is the only monumental source

which can serve us as a guide in this labyrinth, if unfortunately

the fragment of the MS. which enumerated the kings successors

of the Pharaohs of the Xllth Dynasty were not filled with
lacundB of an extension greatly to be regretted.^^*

Thus with torn and misplaced fragments of papyrus, and with

extracts from the work of Manetho, which differ notably

among themselvesy^ wc make our way across this immense
interval, which is after all no interval at all, if we trust the

tablet of Abydos ; but which according to modern research is

as follows :

—

Xlllth Dynasty of Diospolis, 60 kings, 453 years.

XIVth >} Xdis, 76 }) 484
XVth Hyeshos, (5 }> 260
XVIth Jf Hyeshos, 10 251
XVIIth Diospolis, 10

1448

?

+ say 252

1700 years

!

Of this the able author makes collateral :

—

Legitimate Dynasties of Diospolis.

Xlllth Dynasty, 60 kings, 463 years.

XVIIth „ ? years.

Illegitimate Dynasties.

XIVth Dynasty of XoVs, 76 kings, 484 years.

XVth „ Hyeshos, 6 „ 260 „
XVIth „ Hyeshos, 10 „ 261 „

What amount of credence can be given to these figures?
1 have no hesitation in believing that M. Brugsch has done
his best with them, and that his History of Egypt is the most

Brugsch, 113.



accurate yet published ; but if displayed^ as I have seen them^
with the intention of unsettling the minds of commonplace
people, who are not Egyptologists, it becomes the duty of those
who are occupying the seat of the unlearned to withhold assent

till further proof is given.

I shall not pursue the theme of the history of Egypt,
although the times of the XVIIIth Dynasty invite research.

It is almost beyond question that more light will be thrown
from monumental evidence on the period of the sojourn of

Israel in Egypt, on the era of the Exodus, and the Pharaoh
whose deeds are recorded. For the present it is best to wait.

Brugsch has already given us a work on the Exodus and the

Egyptian Monuments, and announces in his Bibel und Denk-
mdler the following :

—

1 . Egypt in geographical-political relationship at the time of

the abode of the children of Israel.

2. The Hebrews in Egypt, and jMoses.

3. The Exodus of the Israelites, and the Monuments.
4. The people in the East of the Delta according to the

monuments.
5. The cities and fortresses of Palestine at the time of the

entrance of the Jews into Canaan.
6. Egyptian travellers in the land of Canaan.
7. The Mosaic Vblkertafel and the Monuments.
8. Joseph and the year of famine.

Religion of the Ancient Egyptians.

I must now take up again more definitely the consideration

of the religion of the first Egyptians
;
premising this, that I shall

be quite unable to follow the various changes which occurred in

after-times, when the mutual rivalry and hatred of the followers

of the differing dogmas tore Egypt in pieces, and inflicted

calamities innumerable. The worshippers of Amon, the con-

cealed or hidden god, and of Ra (or Re), the visible sun as his

manifestation, and the disk-worshippers,'^ and those who
specially devoted themselves to the Arabian god Bes, the god
of pleasure—the Bacchus of Egypt—will find small place in my
pages.

I wish to examine the question,—since we have seen that

early Egypt presents us with man as a worshipper,—What was
the object of his worship ? Was he a Theist or a Polytheist ?

Do we discover anv reliable trace of such primitive revelation

of the will of Gk)d to mankind as we may fairly expect from
the record of Scripture?
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I say wc may fairly ewpect, since we find acceptable and
accepted worshippers of God from the days of Abel downwards^
through the line of Enoch and Noah, and not ceasing till, in the
time of Abraham, when already some XII. or XIII. Dynas-
ties had reigned over Egypt, we read of Melchizedek, King of
Salem, Priest of the Most High God, El Elioun

;

of which
title of the Supreme we find the reminiscence in the work of
the Phenician Sanchoniatho,*

HXloOl/ Ka\0VHtV0Q*")C^l9T0Qy

mixed up by this author with many fables, but the Elioun of
Melchizedek seems truly to have been the Most High !

There is nothing in the Bible to lead to the conclusion that
these accepted worshippers were gathered together in a church
capacity. Indeed, it is very evident that this was not the case
in reference to Abraham and Melchizedek. The father of the
faithful and the King of Salem do not appear to have met
each other on more than one occasion, and the priesthood of
the latter must have been exercised in a nation akin to the
Egyptians.t

Whilst so much of light and truth lingered amongst the
Amorites, were the Egyptians during the long period of
XII. Dynasties, computed at 2,000 years, altogether devoid of
such a blessing ? It is hard to think so.

Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right? And will it

not appear that He left not Himself without a chain of wit-

nesses throughout the period, be it longer or shorter, already
referred to ?

Early Witness to the Truth and Early Idolatry,

Dr. Chwolson has gathered together a number of interesting
quotations from Eastern writers, to which it may be difficult to
assign any reliable historical authority

; but as far as I can see,

allusions to the contest between the true religious worshippers
who rested on the traditional foundation [angebome Anlage)X
of a faith derived through Noah from the earliest times, and
those who boasted themselves as free-thinkers, is probable
enough. These latter said that their doctrine {jSsabUmus)
consisted in freedom from the fetters of men (m dem Freisein
von der Fessel der Menschen) ,§ and yet they accepted the au-

Cory, Ancient Fragments, p, 8.

t Isiris and Canaan were “ brothers ^ (see above).

X Dr. D. Chwolson, Die Ssabier und der Ssabimus, vol. iLpp. 419, 420.
Petersburgh, 1866.

§ TJnsre Lehre ist das eigne VerdiensL
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thority of Adsimun, Agathodjcmon, and Hermes. They main-
tained that the pyramid to the cast was the grave of Agatho-
daemon^ the other that of Hermes, and the coloured pyramid the
grave of Ss&bi, the son of Hermes, from whom the Ssabians
derive themselves.^^* (Appendix B.) They devoted themselves
to the worship of the heavenly bodies as mediatorsf (comp. Job
xxxi. 27), and they probably gave those names to the days of
the week, which we still continue to use. Perhaps we should
use them with less satisfaction if the remembrance continued
of the sickening human sacrifices described in the above pages.

The sun, moon, and the five planets were the special objects of

their reverence.

Harran is spoken of (p. 412) as a city of the Ssabians, and
there they had a celebrated temple dedicated to the moon,
which was frequented up to the time of the Emperor Julian
the Apostate (Appendix C), who, according to Theodoret, re-

sorted thither for sacrifice, to ascertain the issue of his Parthian

war by one of the modes of divination practised by the King of

Babylon (sec Ezek. xxi. 21).

This freethinking emperor had found associates quite to his

mind in the Ssabians. It is not unlikely that even to our
own day human sacrifices arc occasionally perpetrated for the

same end and in the same land. It is not many years since the

disappearance of a person at Damascus was most calumniomly
ascribed to, and occasioned a persecution of the Jews

;
but that

he was put to death there was little doubt, and that for pur-

poses connected with magic art.

Babylon seems to have been the great centre of idolatry, and
Nimrod (according to tradition) the head and front of the

offending.^ It is thought by some that Asshur went forth out

of that land leading a colony of those who expatriated themselves

to avoid his government and religion. This inquiry leads us

to this presumption, that there has lingered in the East a true

remembrance of the origin, and in part, of the nature of the

Chaldean idolatry, and of the worship of the heavenly bodies

;

and, moreover, we find that, in opposition to all this, the pure

views of monotheistic truth held by Abraham are set forth with

great force and clearness by certain Arabian writers, and are

described as descending from the days of Noah.

* Dimeschot. nt supra, p. 410.

t Trans. Bib. Aren,, iii. 143.
^

t May there not be a connection between the worshipijers of Nimrod
{MaS'duk, the brUUant,—Trans, Bib, Arch,, iii# 141) and the invasion of the

disk-worshippers in Egypt ?
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The knowledge of the True God in the line of Shem.

I will then recur to the account of Noah, and the division of

the earth among his progeny, as to the line in which the worship
of the true God should be maintained. This seems to have
been quite lost in tradition ; and whilst there remained a recol-

lection that the name of Ham was in some way significant,

no such remembrance appears to attach to Shem. His pre-

rogative was not valued by idolaters.

We have very distinct dominions assigned, and, pro-

phetically, a different lot to each. On Canaan, who, according
to Jewish tradition, perpetrated some outrage,* he pronounces
the curse of servitude, but on each of the other two ^^he

bestows a benediction appropriate to and fulfilled in the

destiny of their descendants. On Yapheth, temporal prosperity,

wide-spread possessions^^ {Yapht Elohim to Yapheth)^ wealth

and power ; and on Shem eternal felicity, a knowledge of the

true God, and his especial protection.^^

This is Mendelssohn^s exposition of the Jewish tradition,

which seems, I must admit, to exceed anything we can find in

the prophecy ; but we may not be wrong in seeing in

—

Japheth, t from the root HilD, with the sense of widely

extending,

Shem, i The Name, certainly is connected with the bless-

ing, Blessed be Jehovah, God of Shem,” for the peculiar

name of the Lord is here brought in in connection with Shem
(before it is only Elohim), to indicate (says another commen-
tator §) that by the descendants of Shem He would most
purely be worshipped, according to his Unity, and imma-
terial, everlasting essence,” which attributes are especially

expressed in that name.
Ham,

II
on, from the root DOn, to wax hot^^ the one

who was, in his descendants, to occupy the warm regions

of the earth, and whose physique was doubtless thereto

adapted.

One thing at least is evident, that it was not in the line of

Ham that the knowledge of the true God was to be perpetuated

;

and so in due season Abram is chosen in the line of Shem. It

is, therefore, not to be supposed that we shall find any esta-

* De Sola, Genesis, p. 38.

t Compare the Legend of Ouranus and his son Ilus in Sanchoniatho,

—

Cory, Anc, Ft,, p. 13.

t Ges. Lex,

§ Philippson, in De Sola, p. 38. ||
Ges. Lex,
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blished worship of the true God in the line of Ham, whatever
exception there may have been to the general course of events.

I do not know whether any connection may have existed between
Melchisedek and Shem, but it is not impossible that by descent
such may have been the case.

In idolatrous Egypt, however, it is clear that Shemite influ-

ence again and again made itself felt in opposition to the
worship of idols, and with more or less clearness, and certainly

in favour of the worship of the living God/^
The earliest period of such influence we may suppose took

place at the time of the building of the Great Pyramid, in

which the name of Khufu (Cheops), the Pharaoh by whom it

was built, occurs. We have reason to believe that he worshipped
Ptah, but the astronomical references seem to point to Clial-

dean lore. There is a remarkable absence of the symbols of

idolatry in the structure, and much interest has been of late

aroused in connection with various particulars in its structure.

Whatever may be the import of these, we find great national

—perhaps religious—aversion to the Pharaohs, who reared this

and the second pyramid. Manetho records, however, of the

builder qf the Great Pyramid that ‘Hie was translated to the gods,

and wrote the sacred bookJ^

I do not know whether this means the Book of the Dead
in its first and simple edition, but it shows the king to have
been in some sense devoted to religion.

1 shall not spend any time over various periods of Egyptian
history, in which we find obscurely recorded the results of

Shemite influence, but come to the visit of Abraham, whose
attainments in astronomical science we may well suppose to

have been considerable, owing to his ancestral connection. lie is

said by Josephus to have taught the Egyptians many things,

and certainly he would not forget to impart that knowledge of

the true God which was to him the most prized possession.

His intercourse with the Pharaohs seems to have been of the

most friendly description.

Then we come to the period of Jacob and his family going

down into Egypt, not forgetting, however, the most interesting

narrative of Josephus history, in which we sec so much of

appeal to the knowledge of God, possessed alike by the Egyptians

and the Israelites ; How can I do this great wickedness

and sin against God?^^
The wife of Potiphar must have felt the power of this appeal

against the commission of one of the forty-two sins, concerning

which she would have to answer in Hades.

Joseph says to Pharaoh^s officers, '^Do not interpretations
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belong unto God? not to Thothy or any imaginary being, and
they quite understand him.

Again, he says to Pharaoh, God shall give Pharaoh an
answer of peace and there is no evidence that the word
sounded strange in his cars.

Again, and still more remarkably, What God is about to

do, He showeth unto Pharaoh.^^ This is most remarkable, as

telling us of prophetic dreams, really God-inspired, granted to

Pharaoh; and in such dreams it must be understood the

Egyptians placed unbounded confidence.*

Then we find at last Pharaoh is prepared to say, Can we
find such an one as this is—a man in whom the Spirit of God
is?^^

Whether or not it was Har-Knum Horns, the good spirit, that

he thought of, I know not ; but certainly he traced the blessing

to its right source, for every good gift and every perfect gift

is from above, and cometh down from the Father of Lights.”

Influence of the Israelites^

The cfiect of all this on Pharaoh—on his court and people

—

must have been very great. What do‘ we find further but

Joseph entering into closest relationship with one whom we
might deem an idolater—the daughter of Poti-pherah, priest of

On. Now, On of the text was the sacred name of Heliopolis,

of which the vulgar name was Pa-Ra, the city of the sun.f

The magnificent temple was approached between by two obe-

lisks, one of which, reared by Usertasen I., exists to the

present day, and the remains are still seen of an alley of

sphinxes leading up to the temple.

Now we come to questions more easy to ask than to answer.

Was Asenath really an idolatress when Pharaoh gave her to

Joseph? If not, was she a disciple secretly of anew faith?*

But if so, what was her father ? The very priest of the temple !

who yet willingly assented, as wc must believe, to this alliance

of his daughter.

When Israel abode in Egypt there must necessarily have
gradually arisen a great commingling of the two peoples, and
many such complicated questions must have occurred, resulting,

when they left Egypt, in a mixed multitude of no small pro-

portions going with them.

In the mean time they must needs have been witnesses for

* Compare also 2 Cbron. xxxv. 22.

t Pierret, JWet., mh voce Heliopolis.
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the true and living God, in so far as they were faithful to Him,
and this for a long period, not less, if we take it literally, than
430 years.

The Egyptians do not seem to have been a bigoted race, or

given to persecution for religion. It was only the actual sight

of their deities— abomination offered in sacrifice to the
God of the Hebrews—that might have led to such a result.

The oppression of the people was brought about from political

motives.

When Pharaoh^s daughter adopted Moses, there seems to

have been no difficulty about the religious education of the

young lad, and, if she had fulfilled her intention of raising him
to the throne, she would probably have made all her subjects

worship the God of the Jews. Such a revolution would not

have been without its precedent in the history of Egypt.
It is remarkable that the Shemite influence in Goshen is

not only to be traced out in various ways in the names of

towns and other features of the country, but also that the

Egyptian texts record a deep, religious, and monotheistic im-
pression on the mind of the nation.

On this point I cannot do better than present a translation

of some remarks which I find in BrugseVs Kcode, &c.

I commence by the divinity venerated at Pithom, and in the district of

Succotli. Although the lists of the Nomes and the Egyptian texts expressly

designate the solar god Thom (Athoini), the same who had splendid temples
in On- Heliopolis, as the tutelar god ot Siiccoth, nevertheless they add that

the ^od Thom represents only the Egyptian type to the divinity

of Pi-thom, who is called by the name of dnkhj and siirnamed ‘ 77<e Great
God,* The word ankh, of Egyptian origin, signifies The Life, or ‘ Ho who
lives, the Living One.' It is the only time that I meet in Egyptian texts a
similar name for a god which ap2)ears to exclude the idea of idolatry.

“ The town of Fidhom had consc(iuentIy another name, which it owed to

the presence and existence of the god dnkh, and which in Egyptian was pro-

nounced p-da-ankh, the habitation or dwelling of the god ankh. Conformably
to this name, the district of Succoth was called, in another manner, p-u-nt-

pka-ankh, the district of the dwelling of Him who lives. Add to this

monumental word the Egyptian word * zji,’ so well known to designate the
governor of a city or a district, and you have the title Zapunt pTUiankh, ‘ the

Governor of the district of the dwelling of the Living One.'
“ And now, consult the Holy Scripture, it will tell you that the Pharaoh of

Joseph honoured him with the long title of Zaphuatpan^akh,* which
exactly corresponds with the Egyptian word of whicii I have proposed the
analysis,”

Before I pass away from this subject, I will mention, that the
symbol of life, the sacred Tau, to which many strange cabalistic

' In OUT translation, Zaphnath-paaneah ; in the LXX. 'VovOofi^aplix.
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properties were assigned^ is eharacter of the

above word Anch^ for life. 0 © ^ believe,

the represetation of a lady^s ear-ring, and most certainly has

as little to do with any Christian mysteries as the celebrated

mother and child so frequently represented in ante- Christian

days, for explanation of which we must recur to Babylonian
legends.

Contrast between the Idolatry of Egypt and the Truth given

through Moses,

Apart from Shemite influence, it seems to me that the Egyp-
tians must be admitted to have been wholly given to idolatry,

and that of a very gross description. To prove this would be a
very superfluous task, but it may not be unnecessary to remark
that the worship of Osiris, of Isis, and of Horus partook entirely

of the same character.

As far as can be ascertained, there can be little doubt that

these were really human personages, and their worship, at the

best and from the earliest period, was the worship of man.
The specially Egyptian character of the traditions forbids the

supposition that they belonged to any era before the arrival of
Mizraim in Egypt.
On the other hand, it is evident that the priests preserved

most important features of a primitive religion of mankind.
The doctrines of a future life of rewards and punishments after

death, and specially of the resurrection of the just, strike me as

peculiarly important, and throw light upon the Bible in regard

to some peculiar passages, as well as generally in reference to

the belief of the chosen people.

It would, indeed, be strange if it could be supposed that

Moses,*^ and all who followed after him, had a less definite and
fixed belief on these subjects than the nation to which they had
so long been in captivity, or their neighbours on the East, of

whose views we have recently received so much information

from the researches of our Assyriologist savans.

But, instead of the religion of the Hebrews being akin to

that of the Egyptians, it presented, in every respect, the most

marked contrast. The revelation of Jehovah was that of the

living God, who had come down to deliver them from Egypt,

who walked with them through the Wilderness in the pillar of

cloud and of fire, who condescended to fill the tabernacle with

* Clement of Alexandria tells that ** they communicated their mysteries

to no one, reserving these for the heir to the throne^ or to those amonmt them-

selves who excelled in virtue or wisdom.” (Pierret, Die,^ sub voce Initiation.)
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Hid glory, and to commune with Moses from off the Mercy
Seat, and whose very name revealed to them included in itself

a pledge that, if they were faithful to the covenant which He
made with them, He would be ever ready to hear their prayers,

ever ready to bless and to keep them, and to lead them into

the Mountain of His inheritance—the place which He had
foreseen for them.

It is recorded of one of the priests of Memphis (Ptah-mer),
that '^hc had penetrated the mysteries of every sanctuary.

There was nothing that was hidden from him. He adored God
and glorified Him in His designs; he covered with a veil the

flank of whatever he had seen.^*^

Moses was not content without a vision of the glory of God,
but he came forth to tell thepeople all the goodness of Jehovah,
and not to hide this knowledge under a veil. As far as in him
lay, he sought to lead the people to walk in fellowship with an
ever-present, living, and loving God

; theirs in life, as well as in

death and in resurrection.

Does he not tell them with his last words, that it should be
their life if they set their hearts to all the words which he
testified to them that day ? (Deut. xxxii. 47). Does he not say,

0 that they were wise, that they understood this, that then

would considen' their latter end^^ ? and docs he not, in that

grand 90th Psalm say, in words which they must have read

with the full knowledge of the belief they had seen everywhere
manifested in Egypt: ^^Thou turnest man to destruction, and
sayest, return ye children of men^'?

It may be said that both mean the same thing—return to

death ! But, if so, what can we make of tho concluding peti-

tion, ‘‘Let the beauty of Jehovah our God be upon us^^?

How can the beauty of the Living One—the I am—be upon
dust ! unless, indeed, in resurrection ?

And ns touching the dead, that they rise; have ye not read

in the book of ilfom, how in the bush God spake unto him,
spying, “I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, ancl

the God of Jacob “//ie is not the God of the dead^ but of
the living

;

ye therefore do greatly err'^ (Mark xii. 26, 27).

The Homs^Myth,

1 must now preface my concluding observations with some
remarks on the Horus Myth, or Myths, as there has been

* See the original given in Pierrot’s Did. voce Initiation), frow the
Louvre Collection of Hieroglyphics, A 60.

vot X. 2 E
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supposed that some danger might arise to Christian truth from
I know not what misinterpretation of the whole matter.

I have already touched upon the solar aspect of the story of
Horus ; that is to say, of the Good one suffering for a season

under the power of the Evil one, and in the end, overcoming all

his enemies.

I suppose that this primitive portion of Divinely communicated
knowledge is to be found in Genesis iii. 15 : it shall bruise

thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.^^

This thought is embodied in various aspects in the above
myths, as well as in other legends of the early world.

The Horus Khem Myth seems quite an illustration of this.

We have Osiris and Isis as the Nile and Egypt, and the notion

seems very pretty and poetical.

An eyewitness * says, Perhaps there is not in Nature a more
exhilarating sight, or one more strongly exciting to confidence

in God, than the rise of the Nile. Day by day and night by
night, its turbid tide sweeps onward majestically over the parched
sands of the waste howling wilderness. There are few impressions

I ever received, upon the remembrance of which I dwell with

more pleasure, than that of seeing the first burst of the Nile
into one of the great channels of the annual overflow. All

Nature shouts for joy ! The men, the children, the buffaloes

gambol in its refreshing waters ; the broad waves sparkle with

shoals of fish, and fowl of every wing flutter over them in

clouds. Nor is this jubilee of Nature confined to the higher

orders of creation. The moment the sand becomes moistened

by the approach of the fertilizing waters, it is literally alive with
insects innumerable. It is impossible to stand by the side of

one of these noble streams, to see it every moment sweeping
away some obstruction to its majestic course, and widening as it

flows, without feeling the heart expand with love and joy,

and confidence in the great Author of this annual miracle of

mercy.^^

Now Horus Khem must surely have been the beautiful spring

of vegetation arising from the bosom of Isis, or the earth after

the withdrawal of the Nile, or the Osirian fertilizer of Egypt.

Khem symbolise la vegetation en m6me temps que la g^n^-

ration, car les plantes elancees sont toujours figur^es derri^re

lui. line f6te .... par laquelle on semble avoir cei^br^ lea

hienfaits de la germination, 6tait en Phonneur du Dieu.^^ His
green dress is said to be symbolical of resurrection.

* Osbum, Mon, Hist, vol. i. p. 13.
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In the Egyptian philosophy Horns symbolizes the existence
which is to begin again, the new life, that which will be to-morrow
Wic future, and thus becomes the type of the succeeding King—asM (the Sun) was the type of the reigning King, and Osiris of
the dead King/^

If any one wishes to know what this pretty and poetical
religion did for Egypt, let them read the 3nd Book of Herodotus,
and they will not wish me to present a translation : or let them
learn what effect kindred rites havd among the Nature-wor-
shipping natives of India ;—but as to any conceivable connection
with Christianity, I must say the notion fills me with wonder

!

And yet there are not wanting verbal resemblances which may
be insisted on by those to whom the utter contrast of the things

themselves is objectionable ; since the Messiah is prophesied of
by Jeremiah, and again by Zechariah, as the Man whose name
is the Branch or equally the Sun-rhintj

;

and if Horns Nets be
spoken of, it might be looked upon as a striking coincidence

that the Christ should thus be foretold, and that He should

grow up at Nazareth and be called a Nazarene ! But the words
are quite different.

State of Morality.

In reference to their state of morality it is not my intention

to say much. It is now, however, generally understood that

they had a very high code of morality, and very refined ideas

of what was becoming in different relationships of life, and this

co-existing with the exact reverse too often exhibited in prac-

tice, Their religion tended directly and only to their debase-

ment; and the license of their festivals, as depicted by
Herodotus, was certainly somewhat in excess of what is still

prevalent in Christendom, On the other hand we find, in the

page of Scripture, the record of a greater regard to moral rec-

titude in Pharaoh than seems to have at that period guided the

conduct of the Father of the Faithful. Egypt was from the

beginning a country of internal oppression. The lower class

wore ruled by the stick* {pot) ;
and whilst there seem to have

been good and beneficent rulers, there were also despots of the

first water. Their pride seems, as we find in Scripture, to have

been their ruin. Every Pharaoh was a Horns ; a rising sun

—

** In those remote ages the idea of government was indissolubly linked

with that of coercion by personal chastisement.” (Osburn, Mon. Hist, of

vol. i. p. 246.) It was not the pat of a lady’s fan, but the terrible

•^ardavut of the Greeks that was in question.

2 E 3
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a freshly appearing divinity—and they naturally felt themselves

above all laws, human or divine. This we see exemplified in

the lind Ramses, the great oppressor (as it is supposed) of the

Israelites. Not only is the boasting of this tyrant intolerable,

and his oppression of his captives extravagant, but he himself

records how he espoused at the same time a princess and her

mother, in order to absorb into his own line all the rights of

these princesses derived by way of succession. The Poem of

Pentaour, a writer of the XIXth Dynasty, is devoted to the

celebration of the exploits of this Pharaoh in his campaign
against the Khetas (probably the Hittites), in which Ramses
ran the most imminent risk of losing his whole army, and the

shattered fortunes of the day were retrieved by his own personal

prowess. This poem was greatly celebrated, and its scenes

were inscribed on the walls of the temples of Luqsor and of

Karnak.*
The account given by Herodotus of another Pharaoh pre-

sents the reverse side of the picture, showing a nice sense of

justice and morality. The priests, in answer to his inquiries on
the subject of the abduction of Helen, informed him of the

particulars of the voyage, and how in the end the king, Proteus,

was called to give judgment in the case, which he summed up
as follows, addressing Alexander :— Did I not regard it as a
matter of the utmost consequence that no stranger driven to

my country by adverse winds should ever be put to death ; I

would certainly have avenged the Greek by slaying thee.

Thou basest of men—after accepting hospitality to do so wicked
a deed. . . . Now then, as I think it of the greatest importance
to put no stranger to death, I suffer thee to depart, but the

woman and the treasures I shall not permit to be carried away.
Here they must stay till the Greek stranger comes in person
and takes them back with him. For thyself and thy com-
panions, I command thee to be gone from my land within the

space of three days; and I warn you that, otherwise^ at the end
of that time you will be treated as enemies.’^

All that we read in the Bible concerning both the Pharaohs
and the order of their palaces and officers comports well with
the information derived from native sources. The title itself

is now said to be very frequent in the hieroglyphic form, and
to read Per-ao with a meaning very much analogous to the
sublime Porte^^ of our day, veiling the person of the monarch
under the notion of his illustrious house. For his subjects he
was ** a divine person and " the master pre-eminently^ and

Pentaour, in Diet. Pierref,
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when referred to, is often characterized as His Majesty/^ To
swear by the life of Pharaoh might be pardonable, or even
customary, in a courtier, but was a punishable offence in a
person of low degree.

His high counsellors enjoyed a title which is rendered, in our
version, Father to Pharaoh —ab le Pharao, in Hebrew ; but
this seems to have been common as a designation of the officers

of highest rank at court.*

Lower down in the scale were superintendents of the vocal

music— of the wardrobe, of the baths—and others who attended
as hairdressers, and in various particulars served His
Majesty : even the care of his nails gave occcasioii to the

services of a special officer, and we may be sure the duties of

chief butler and baker were not forgotten.

The character of Moses, the chosen leader of the Israelites,

the King in Jeshurun—is thus given in Numbers xiii. 3 :

Now this man Moses was very meek, above all the men which
were upon the face of the earth —a remarkable contrast to the

divinely worshipped Pharaohs.

The Present of Egypt.

The present state of Egypt is one of great interest, as it is

evidently coming forward to take some leading share in the

great events which are coming upon us in these latter days.

The formation Suez Canal is, in itself, a sure indication

of this; for country through which the great traffic

between the E^lb and West—between Asia and Europe—has

flowed from the earliest ages, has been enriched and invigorated

thereby. But, quite apart from this, Egypt has made great

advances towards some renewal of her former prosperity.

The deadly incubus of Mahommedan fanaticism has, to

a certain extent, given way before the light of European

civilization, and the rulers have done something for the im-

provement of the country. The present Khedive has brought

350,000 acres of desert into cultivation, and, by improved irri-

gation, has greatly increased the general productiveness of the

soil. There are now, in working order, 113 navigable canals,

which feed 750 smaller canals, which, again, are subdivided

into innumerable little channels, by which fertility is spread

over the land.

Egypt has now, as we are told, 6,260,(W0 inhabitants. It

sddrfaely 66u1d have contained more at the time of the Pharaohs.

• Brugsch, rExOiUi p. 17
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It is more thickly populated than Belgium, the most crowdea
country in Europe, which contains 173 inhabitants to the square

kilometre, while Egypt has 178. It is still a land of oppression.

It is a sad sight, but a daily one, to see men, women and children

employed in making a canal or raising the embankment of a

railway or road, and obliged, for want of better tools, to carry

all the earth in small baskets, or even in their own hands.

Whole villages are transported to districts not their own, to

construct, without mechanical aid, public works, the utility of

which may be indisputable, but which will hardly result in

more benefit to the unfortunate workers than did the Pyramids
to those who made them. I take these stjiteraents from a

leading organ of public opinion, whose present views on
the Eastern question I am disposed to hail with satisfaction.

I may add, from another source of information, that the power
of the stick is still so much resorted to, that, in two instances,

fellahs have been beaten to death in the endeavour to extort

taxes which they were unwilling or unable to pay.

It would be a good deed on the part of the Khedive to supply

with tools those who are forced to labour on public works ;
for

they arc too poor to buy them themselves. The average fellah's

or labourer's hire in the country is about 5d. per day; but pay-

ment is always delayed, sometimes paid in kind—sometimes, if

report says true, not paid at all. The labourers in the Delta,

however, where European enterprise has penetrated,^ make a

higher wage, and the workman in the towns is a much more
prosperous man. "‘

4.

The annual number of vessels which visit th| ports of Egypt
has doubled within the last ten years, and the average exports

from 1853 to 1863 increased from two and a half millions to

twelve millions. The imports have doubled in the same time,

and are nearly six millions sterling.

Thus much for the rapid advance of Egypt towards that more
prominent place amongst the nations of the earth, which we are

entitled to expect she will maintain. But the medal has also^its

reverse side, on which I think it best not to look at present.

The Future of Egypt.

If we believe our own sacred books, there is surely a glorious

future in reserve for Egypt. It is not like Babylon : doomed
to fall and never tp vise again.

This ia connected with an entire, change, in rqligipi;^ pf
country ; for the prophet Isaiah (xix.) tells us distixictly that

the healing and restoration of Egypt shall be coincident with
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their return to the God of Shem and of Abraham and of Moses^
and of the new covenant in Christ. For Jehovah shall be known
to Egypt, and the Egyptians shall know Jehovah in that day

:

they shall return even to Jehovah, and He shall be entreated of
them and shall heal them. In that day shall Israel be the

third with Egypt and with Assyria, even a blessing in the midst
of the earth, whom Jehovah of Hosts shall bless, saying, Blessed

he Egypt, my people, and Assyria the work of my hands, and
Israel mine inheritance

!

Horus shall no longer boast of the multitude of his followers

;

Osiris and Isis shall be remembered only as things of the past ;

Amon shall relapse into mystery ; and he who blesseth him-
self in the earth shall bless himself in the God of Truth For
behold I create new heavens and a new earth ; and the former

shall not be remembered, nor come into mind^^ (Is. Ixv. 16, 17).

APPENDICES.
(A.)

Mummy from Gournou, examinkd hv A.B. Guan\ille,M.1)., F.R.S., &c.

Rend April 14, 182.*), before the Royal Society.

[Extract.]

“ Now we find, on comparing tlm principal of these dimensions with those

of the Venus de Medicis . , . that the difference between them is so slight as

not to deserve notice. Our mummy is that of a person rather taller. The

celebrated Medicean stiitne, which stands as the representative of a perfect

beauty, is feet in height, . . . and the relati\e admeaMiremeiits of the arm,

fore-arm, and hand in each are precisely similar.

“ But in a female skeleton it is the pelvis that presents the most striking

difference in different races. Nothing, for instance, ciin be further removed

from the symmetrical form, and from the dimensions of the pelvis in the

Caucasian or European race, than the same part in the negro or Ethiopian

race. . . .

“ When subjected to this comparative test, the pelvis of our female mummy
will be found to come nearer, to the hcau idatl of the Caucasian structure

than does that of women in general, and to equal in ilepth, amplitude, and

rotundity of outline the Circassian form. . . .

“ What has just been observed of the skeleton generally, and of the pelvis

in particular, applies with equal force to the form and dimensions of the

bead. So far from having any trait of Ethiopian character in it, this part of

the mummy exhibits a formation in no way differing from the European.

** On looking at Plate xxi., which represents with scrupulous accuracy the
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contour of the head of the natural size, it is impossible not to be struck with

the likeness it bears to the skull of the Georgian female represented by

Blumenbach’s very instructive collection.” [This skull of a Geoigian slave

gave origin, if I mistake not, to ‘‘ the Caucasian race.”]

“ It may be affirmed then that Cuvier’s opinion, founded on his examination

of upwards of fifty heads of nuimiuies ... is corroborated by the preceding

observations, and that the systems which were founded on the Negro form,

are destroyed by almost all the recent, and certainly the most accurate,

investigations of this interesting subject. It is a curious fact, which

has been noticed by more than one traveller, that whole families are to be

found in Upper Egypt, in whom the general character of the head and face

strongly resembles that of the best mummies discovered in the Hypogei of

Thebes, and not less so, the human figures represented in the ancient

monuments of the country."

(B.)

CiiwoLsox, Dik Ssabikr, &c., II. 634.

Schith (Seth) was a prophet sent of God. ... He lived 950 years, and

men began religion from him. The Ssabians call him Agathodiinion, and the

Greeks Orafi (Oiphcus). Schith means the gift of God.”

To his children belongs Ssi\bi, from whom the Ssabians descend.

Mohammed el Bashh^mi.

Ibn Abi Ssalt—relates that the Ssabians and the Magi went on camels

and on hor.«cs in pilgrimage to the Pyramids. They a.ssembled from the

most distant lands, and lighted flambeaux from the mountain to the river.

It was for them a great feast. They also addressed prayers to the Sphinx.

The formal testimony of an Arabian historian, named Abou Zakarija, who
appears to have accompanied the Ssabians who made this pilgrimage, seems

to authorize us to believe that they went to visit these monuments after the

conquest of Egypt by the Mussulmans. Besides the flambeaux which they

lighted round the Pyramids, the pilgrim.s made the circuit of them several

times—a ceremony which the old Arabs practised, and still practise, around

the Kaa’bah, a temple in the origin dedicated to the moon, and much revered

by the Ssabians before the appearance of Mohammed, who destroyed

Ssabism or the worship of the stars among the Arabs, These same Ssabians

burnt incense, and sacrificed a black calf and a white cock—the first, without

doubt, in honour of Agathodtimon, the other to Hennes ; two persons for

whom they had a profound respect, and whose bodies, according to them
had been deposited in the Pyramids.

(C.)

Horen wir nun, wie christliche Historiker fiber diesen Besuch des

Kaisers Julian und fiber die Harr&nier jener Zeit sich aussprechen. Die
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gleichzeitige Ephrabm Strus sagt in einein Gcdichte, das cr iiber die

Christenverfolgungen unter Julian schrieb, ‘Und er (Julian) kam nach

Harr&n^ der Heidenstadt die reich an Ootzeiibildern ist, wo der ruchlose

Opfer darbrachte.’ Sozomenus sagt nur, dass er nach Harran kam und
dasclbst im Tempel des Jupiter Opfer gebracht und Geliibde gethan habe.

Socrates spricht gar nicht von diesem Besuche, um so ausfiihrlicher aber

Theodoret. Nach diesem soli Julian in Harran in einem heidnischen

Tempel gewisse Mysterien verrichtet und nach Beendigung derselben^ die

Thiiren dieses Tempels geschlossen, V.ugesiegelt und Wachen mit dem Befehl

aiifgestellt haben, diiSS Niemand in diesen Tempel eingelasseii werde, bis er

von seinem Feldzuge zuriickkehreu werde. Als aber die Nachricht vom
Tode dieses Kaisers anlangte, sei man in diesen Tempel eingedrungen und
man habe ein an den Haaren hangendes Weib mit ausgebreiteten Armen
gefunden, dessen Leib aufgeschlitzt und aus dessen Leber divinirt worden

war. Tovro fjit)v fiiort Theodoret hinzii, ovi^ h' Kappatc f^upUOt/ ro fivtroi
’’

The Chairman.—I am sure I may convey the thanks of the meeting to

Mr. Howard for his interesting paper. Before the discussion begins, I

would state that so little do the generality of people know about Egypt, that

at the meeting at Sion College, on the 21st November, 18G7, Professor

Huxley* gravely asserted that the Pyramids were built on the mud deposits

of the Nile. Much has been said by Professor Huxley and others in regard to

the slow rate of the deposit of the mud of the Nile (a rate which cannot always

be counted upon as uniform), and they have endeavoured to draw therefrom an

argument against Scripture chronology. Mr. Howard has told us that one

of the Assyrian kings turned the course of the Nile in order to get a site for

the great city of Memphis, and that would alter the whole conditions of that

place. The Nile is subject to great and sudden change'^, with enormous

deposits in a short space of time ; I myself was once in a vessel whicli

grounded in the river, and in three or four hours became embedded tus

it were in a dock. Arguments, therefore, based on a slow rate of deposit

at once fall to the ground
;
and we must also consider that the Nile is a

river rising beyond its banks at certain times, and spreading over a great

area of country, from which it brings back largo quantities of matter for

deposit. Such things show that it is impossible to find a measure of the

great antiquity of Egypt in the rate of the deposits of the mud in the river

Nile.

Bev, Prebendary Currby, D.D.—Before I had the pleasure of hearing

the able paper which Mr. Howard has just read, I had the advantage of

reading it for myself, which I did with a great deal of interest and attention.

* Vol. ii. p. 37;
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So far as I can gather, the great lesson that we learn from the paper is in

reference to the antiquity of the human race in Egypt. I do not quite know
what the Chairman meant when he spoke of Scriptural Chronology, but

suppose he did not mean the chronology which we are accustomed to see

on the margin of our Bibles, because that is not Scriptural, but merely a de-

duction made in very late years, and is one which has not been by any means

universally received
;
and for my part, I think it is not at all capable of

being accepted in the face of the testimony which we derive from an exami-

nation of ancient records. One naturally turns with especial interest to the

records which w'e observe in Egypt, because we all know that Egypt is a

country which was inhabited in very early times. We know that we possess

in its monuments a mass of evidence which we have nowhere else ;
and that

a great advance has been made during the last 50 years, in deciphering the

languages in which these records arc set forth, so that we are now really

beginning to find distinct evidence with regard to the chronology of Egypt.

No doubt Mr. Howard has pointed out in his paper how very little certainty

there is with regard to exact chronology. The greatest Egyptologists indeed

have always given their results with much reserve, and when we examine

them we find that they differ from one another by 2,000 to 3,000 years.

This is perfectly true, but at the same time I scarcely know whether Mr.

Howard laid sufficient stress on another fact, namely, that although w’e may
not be able to obtain anything like an exact table of chronology, yet, at the

same time we may, by collecting a great quantity of evidence, come to a kind

of general result which we cannot help accepting. I know well that it is quite

hopeless in the present day to have evidence sufficient to enable us to lay

down anything like a chronology that shall determine the exact time in

relation to our Christian era,—of the accession of Menes, for instance ;
but

at the same time we have abundcant evidence to show that there must have

been a much greater number of years between that time and the Christian

era, than is accounted for in the popular chronology. It was at one time

conceived that all those dynasties which Manetho brought forward on the

evidence of Egyptian priests, and the vast number of years they involved,

were fabulous
; but the more the Egyptian records are examined, the less is

that view tenable. Thote dynasties of Manetho come down to us in a very

imperfect state, and no doubt we cannot accept many of them in the/orm

in which they are given to us, but they contain remarkable evidences to show

that they are, upon the whole, genuine lists of kings. Mr. Howard has

pointed out the very remarkable fact that the names of the kings of the first

dynasty are far more simple than those of later ; in the later dynasties wo

have names which we know are composed, to a great extent, of the names of

gods, as was the custom in those days
; but on the contrary, the names of the

early kings of Egypt are without any such accession of the names of deities.

This is a very strong argument against the supposition that these lists were

compiled by priests for the sake of exaggerating the antiquity of their race. If

this had been the case, we should surely have found that the earlier names
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were not the most simple, but were names composed of the names of these

deities whom they wished to honour. Thenwe have tables, recently discovered,

one containing a list of sixty-five kings, which is mentioned by Mr. Howard,
and another which Brugsch brings forward, containing a list of architects, from

father to son, all showing a great antiquity—we cannot say how great—but a

great antiquity. With regard to the date from the time of Menes, with which

the authentic history of Egypt commences, I sec that Mr. Howard accepts an
estimate which puts it back about 3,:^()() years before the Christian era ; now,

that would bring us to 1,000 years earlier than the commonly-accepted date

of the Deluge. But what I wish to point out is that when wo get in that way
to Menes, wo find, not that we have got to the beginning of things, but that

there is still an antiquity behind, for everything was then going on in the

world with populous cities, systems of government, and all the marks of a

high civilization. Mr. Howard has pointed out that this is an argument

against the doctrine that man proceeded from savagery to civilization. Well,

perhaps so ; but whether it is or not, at all events it shows that there must

have been considerable progress going on for years before, if not from bar-

barism to civilization, at all events such a progress as that which we find

among our own ancestors
;
for they did not arrive without a long course of

training at that knowledge of government and of the arts which is indicated

by the earliest Egyptian moaunient This proves th.it from the time of

Menes we must go back a lonj uiimbcr of years iluriiig which man was

being trained up to the state of civilizition at which he had arrived

—

whether in Egypt or in any other country makes no difference,

because the amount of time requited in any case would be the same.

I therefore think that all this points to a very considerable number

of years before the time of Menes ; so that whatever date we take with

regard to Menes, wo still must go back a considerable number of year

more than are allowed for in the popular chronology. It is highly import-

ant that wc should recognize this. I am aware that there are difficulties in

the way, because the system of chronology which wc have, is said to have

been framed by Archbishop Ussher, and is very ingenious, and there are

always difficulties in the w'ay of chronologies ;
but still these difficulties are

not to prevent us from looking the real facts in the face, and if we find in

the records of Egypt, as I think we do, evidence of a much greater antiquity

than has been accounted for on the once received theory, we must look back

to our Scriptural record and sec whether there is not some method of reconcil-

ing the two, and acknowledge that W'o have been wrong in our former inter-

pretations. It is far more cosy to conceive that there should have been a

niisinterpretation of those Scriptural records, all contained in a very few

chapters of Genesis, than it is to shut our eyes to the accumulating facts

that speak of the antiquity of the Egyptian kings. This is one of the things

^hich we learn from the study of Egyptian antiquities ;
there is also another,

and .tkiAt ia^.the eaistencef aa indicated i on monuments, of marked races,

differing/ jhmn oiiie onotker^ even in the earliest times, in the same mannei^ .l|B
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they differ now. I think Mr. Howard*s theory is thai these differences were

stamped by the Creator upon the progenitors of these particular races.

(Mr. Howard.—That is, the differences arose suddenly, as happens among
the inferior animals.) Precisely so ; that probably at the dispersion of Babel,

just as there was a change of languages by the act of the Creator, there was

in like manner a change of race characteristics. This is quite a new idea to me,

and certainly not unattractive at first
;
but it is pure hypothesis, and I do

not know whether we can find in Scripture any indication of the kind
;
and

the way in which man is mentioned as Xiroceeding from one pair, and again

from Noah, seems to be inconsistent with such a sudden change, though I by

no means undertake to deny its jiossibility. A more common way of account-

ing for varieties of race is that these changes took place rapidly, from climatic

and other influences—much more rapidly than they do now ; and in this way,

by supposing an increased rapidity, we might get all these changes within

•the years allowed. But could all these marked differences have been en-

gendered so quickly ? No doubt, if we assume that God was pleased, by the

fiat of His creative will, to make such changes at once, this might get rid

of one argument in favour of the gnat antiquity of man
;
but there is an

obstiicle in the way ; the varieties are not merely three or four
;
but if

Ave look over the globe we find that they are very numerous. If we adopt

this hypothesis, we also practically, almost, make mankind not to have

l)roceeded from one p«xir
;
for there would be a new creative act to disperse

and divide the whole human race into different subdivisions. It is more

difficult to accept any one hypothesis of this sort without evidence for it, than

to suppose that there has been a mistake in regard to the computation of

years in our chronology. And if we once allow the chronology to be wrong

A\e may enlarge the time to whatever extent may be necessary. If dif-

ferences of race Avere the only things that indicated great antiquity, such a

theory as this of Mr. Howard^s would come with greater force
; but there is

much more than this in various directions. I do not appeal to the geological

argument, which can yet scarcely be neglected
; but I appeal to the testimony

of history. An impartial consideration of the Egyptian records leads to the

conclusion that a people who, so many years back as the time of Menes, were

possessed of all the arts of civilization and government, a*id eveiything

that marks an advanced state of civilization, could not have risen to sitch a

position without a long period of development. From our own experience,

we know that it must have required many years to arrive at such a con-

dition ;
and this furnishes strong reasons for believing that there must have

been a much greater number of years in the world’s history than is popu-

larly supposed to be the case.

Rev. H. S. Warleioh.—Will you allow a country member to say a few

words 1 First of all, I must avow ray belief in the general deductions of

Egyptologists, and I must consider that there was a civilised race in l^pt
long before <the era <of Adam. xwBhi'whiile Ifbelieve^^his, iiam< obUjgjed'te

believe also oliihe^Biblo, fiiom itsweryWginmaffioitsivev^

for 1 take it to be a revelation from God, the truth of which we ought not,
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and cannot properly question. I believe, therefore, in both these things.

But it will be asked, “ Are they not contradictory ? and how can you believe

the one if you receive the other ?
*’ I think Mr. Howard has given us to-

night a good deal of data which will show a considerable antiquity in the

civilization, and perhaps also in the language, of Egypt. It appears to me
that the Bible really does account for all this, if we only take it as it is, and

do not read it through traditional spectacles. I believe we are all apt to read

about the Bible and to read about science ; but we too seldom read the Bible

itself, especially in the original tongue, and some of us very seldom study

science itself. It is because we apprehend so imperfectly what God’s Spirit

has inspired on the one hand, and what He has indicated in His works on

the other, that we come to so many supposed difficulties. There are no diffi-

culties at all about the Bible viewed as it really is, and not through men’s

commentaries ; nor about science viewed as it really is, and not through men’s

theories. We must take one as €h)d’s book of Revelation, and the other as*

His book of Nature ; and if we read both, wo shall by-and-by come to a state

in which, through our Saviour, we shall be far better able to understand

both, than we can hope to do here. I consider that the Bible tolls us that there

were races upon the earth at the very time when God created Adam,
about 6,00() years ago ;

for, Gen. vi. 4, when the words in italics are left

out, and when correctly translated, would read thus :
— ‘‘The Nephiliiu

were in the earth in those days [about A.M. 8()0], and also at the time when
the daughters of Adam were married to the sons of God and bare to them,

the same [Nephilim] were the mighty ones which were from most ancient

times [Heb. me oplam’] men of renown." Nephilim means persons who had

fallen away, or revolted from their rightful Lord. The word rendered

men ” is in Heb. anoshim

;

and means sickly ones, and destitute of some-

thing which they had before their fall ; and thus the words Nephilim and

anoshim singularly agree in meaning. That they were a race is evident

from the fact, that the noun has the definite article ha affixed to it, as in all

similar cases. These Nephilim were in the wide earth [trefs], while the

Adamic family were only in the ground {adamahy ver. 1), that is, the now
cultivated estate just outside Eden. I think the words are sufficiently strong

to carry us back many hundreds of thousands of years, even in Egyptian

history, if necessary. There is in the Bible that which will harmonize

Egyptology with the Bible, and that which will harmonize geology with the

Bible, but we must go to the original sources to find harmony in what

Appears at present to be contradictory.

The Chairman.—May I state that there is a great difference in the size

between the large pyramid and all others in Egypt, and it is the only one

without idolatrous symbols; moreover, its construction augurs a higher state

of civilization at the time of its construction, in the earlier period of Egypt’s

history, than existed afterwards. Looked at from this point of view, it shows

that a degradation of the race existed afterwards. Now, we must bear in

inind that there is no case in the histoiy of the world where any individual

race has civilized itself, it has always been civilized from without. The civiliza-
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tion ofEgypt, taking that pyramid as the first step, has been a degradation and
not an advancement. Neither Egypt nor any other country ever civilized

itself. Go to Central Africa, and see how low and small is the amount of

civilization there, and consider how much light has passed through it in

early days. In the same way go into China, and remember that it was at

one time a Christianized empire, not in the higher sense, but avowedly so,

and remember that it now shows a degradation from that position and not

an advancement upon it. (Mr. Row.—May I ask your authority for saying

that China was ever a Christian empire ?) It is mentioned by Duhold, I

learnt the fact in China—the Chinese scholars were of that opinion.

Mr. Masterman.—May I add a few remarks to what the chairman has said

in reference to the great pyramid ? The date, which is believed to have been

discovered as that of its erection, may not bo the true one, but the arguments,

in its favour are very curious and interesting. The date assigned by Piazzi

•Smyth is 2170 years B.O. ; and if that is the true one, and the pyramid, as is

almost universally acknowledged, preceded all the other monuments in Egypt,

we certainly have a great approximation to the dates generally received as

part of the popular Biblical chronology. Speaking of the chronology of the

Bible, I think it is apt to be forgotten that the period which is disputed

is that between the creation of man and the Flood. It is in that earlier

period that there is room for differenee of opinion, at least within certain

limits ; but from the time of Noah I doubt if there is room for a variation

from the received chronology exceeding 200 or .300 years.

Rev. Preb. Row.—I think wo should exercise the greatest caution in

pinning our faith, not to the chronology of the Bible, but to what people

have called the chronology of the Bible. The whole question is one of in-

terpretation. Some say the chronology of the Bible is part of the Bible,

and, no doubt, that would be so if you could get at its real chronology, but

you cannot do that, and you must not assume any interpretation as the

Word of God. The Bible, not our interpretation of it, is tbe Word of God.

I scarce agree with Mr. Howard in one part pf his paper where he calls

Julian the Apostate a free-thinker
;
I should rather have considered him as a

most superstitious person. I regard the paper itself as most interesting, and

it shows the great antiquity of Egyptian civilization, but I am not certain

that it proves anything.

Capt. F. Petrie.—One or two remarks made by Dr. Currey have re-

called to my mind a letter which I lately received with regard to the

different characteristics of the inhabitants of ancient Egypt. Dr. Currey

said that a large amount of time must have elapsed to have produced such

divergence in features among the inhabitants of the world. Now Mr. Parker,

the President of the Microscopical Society, and an authority on such sub-

jects, says he considers, from the researches he has made, that races have a

habit of throwing out branches each having very different charaoteristics

and that these branches have ever afterwards maintained themselves side

by side, but have never come together again ; and, as an instance, he alludes

to the “Yankees,’’ as a sub-species which has developed itsalf in less than a
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century. I have received similar testimony from Principal Dawson, F.R.S.,

of McGill College, Montreal, and he adds that he docs not think we can

assign that extreme age to the human race which some claim for it.

Mr. Howard.—I will, in the first place, take up the remark of the Rev.

Prebendary Row,—that I have proved nothing. I think that, at all events,

I have proved this much, that it was quite time the subject was brought

before the Victoria Institute, so that we might keep ourselves au

courant with recent discoveries. As to the chronology of the Bible, I

have nowhere asserted the received to be the true chronology. I think

it is not a good habit of mind to come to the investigation of difficult

questions with a preconceived opinion. What I set myself to do was,

not to dogmatize but to investigate. In reference to what Dr. Currey

has said wdth regard to the progress of civiliziition, I may say that I

have not given any intimation of my opinion as to the length of time

which Egyptian civilization took for its development. I know that we*

are tolerably clear about the 18th and 19th dynasties, and about the

12th there is not so very much doubt ; but when we get beyond that

the case is altogether different. It is believed by competent authori-

ties that there are indications in the pyramid of certain positions of the

heavenly bodies ; if these really be correct data, wo shall have to revise the

supposed antiquity of the earlier dynasties, and the era of the Pyramids

will be brought to within a few hundred years of the time of Abraham. In

reference to Mr. Warleigh’s idea that Egypt may have existed several

hundreds of thousands of years, or that there may have been many

races of mankind before Adam was created, such speculations, if suited

for discussion, can, at all events, have no reference to the history of Egypt

since the time of Menes, which runs parallel with Chaldean history, and also

with that of other adjoining countries ; I therefore think that we had better

not go back to pre-Adamite disquisition, for we have quite enough before

us this evening in the history of Egypt since the time of the preservation of

something like authentic records.

The meeting was then adjourned.
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dF Brown, Robert, Es<i. Solicitor and ex-Registrar of

County Court, Barton-on-Humber.

1869.

Jan. 18. Budgett, James S. Esq. Ealiny Park, Middlesex.

dF Budgett, W. li. Esq. Stoke House, Stoke Bishop,

Bristol.

1876.

Dec. 4. Bullock,Rev. C. B.D. 7, The Paraaon, Blaekheath, 8.E.

dF Butler, Henry, Esq. H. M. Civ. Ser. Bexley House,

Blaekheath, S.E.
1876.

July 19. Butter, Rev. H. Montagu, M.A. D.D. late Fellow of

Trin. Coll. Camb. Head Master of Harrow School,

Harrow-on-the-Hill, N.
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1871.

F^, 6.

1873.

Feb. 17.

1874.

Dee. 7.

1871.

Au^. 9,

1874.

Auff. 14.

1876.

Dec. 19.

1873.

Feb. 3.

1872.

July 15.

1874.

Nov. 4.

1872.

May 6.

1874.

June 8.

1875.

Dec. 6.

c.

Gadman, Rev. W. M.A. Prebendary of St. Paul’s,

Trinity Rectory, Albany Street, N.W.

Galthorp, Rev. G. M.A. 3, Highbury Orange, High’
bury, N.

Campbell, Rev, Professor J. M.A. Presbyterian College,

Montreal, C. W. {Mr. Ja.s. Bain, at J. Campbell
4" Som, St. Bride Street, Ludgate Circus, KC.)
(IIoN. Loc. Sec.)

CANTERBURY, His Grace The LORD ARCH-
BISHOP OF, D.D. F.R.S. &c. &c. &c. Lambeth
Palace, S.E. ; Addington Park, Croydon, Surrey.

Carpenter, Rev. W. B. M.A. Cantab. Vicar of St.

James’, Holloway, 50, Highbury Hill, N.

Castle-Cleary, Rev. A. 4, Palestine Place, Cambridge

Heath, E.

Cams, Rev. W. M.A. Canon of Winchester, Proctor in

Convocation, The Close, Winchester.

CAVE, The Right Hon. Stephen, M.P. 35, WiUon
Place, S.W.

Chambers, W. Esq. 69, Finborough Road, West

Brompton, S. W.
Chance, Edward, Esq. J.P. Laienside, Malvern.

CHESTER, The Right Reverend the LORD
BISHOP OF, D.D. Dee Side, Chester.

Cheyne, R. R. Esq.F.R.C.S. Eng. 27, Nottingham PI. W.

Christopher, Rev. A. M. W. M.A. (Trin, Coll, late

of Jesus Coll.) Rector of St. Aldate’s, 40, Pem-
broke Street, Oxford.

Clark, E. Esq. Park Cottage, near Macclesfield.
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1872.

t/ttZy 16, IT CLAU6HT0N, The Eight Rev. Bishop, D.D.
Archdeacon of London, 2, Northv:ick Terrace,

Maida Hill, N. W,
Clegg, Thomas, Esq. Liberian Consul, Memb. Institut

d'Afrique, &c. Clairrille, Birkdale, Southport

JF Colebrook, J. Esq. M.R.C.S. 1, Walton Place, CheUea,

8.W.
1875.

July 19 Cook, Rev. F. S., B.A. Chaplain of the Lock Hospital,

Harrow Hoad, Paddinyton, W, ; 19, Vytyan
Terrace, Clifton.

1871.

Oct 24. t Coote, A. C. P. Esq. M.A. F.R.G.S. G, Park Terrace,

Cambridge.

1875.

Jan. 4. Corbet, Rev. Rowland W. M.A. Rectory, Stoke, Market
Drayton.

1876.

3/arcA20.Corsbie, Mrs. A. H. H. 118, Westboiirne Terrace, W.
1872.

July 15. Coxhead, Rev. J. J, M.A. Vicar of St. John's, Fitzroy

Square, 8, Gordon Street, W.C.
dF Crawford, Lieut.-Gencral R. Fitzgerald Copland-, R.A.

F. G. S. F. R.G. S.SudburyLodqe,Harrow,Middlesex.

1875.

Dec. 6. Cranage, J. E., Esq., M.A. Pli.D. Jena, The Old Hall,

^

Wellington, Salop.

June 21. Croggon, T. J. Esq. 22, Kensington Gardens Square, W.
1872.

July 16,*Currey, Rev. G. D.D. Cantab. Master of the Charter-

house, Prebendary of St. Paul's, The Masters

Lodge, Charterhouse, E.C.
1873.

Feb. 3. Carrie, SirE. H. Knt. St Leonardos Street, Bromley,

^
Kent

•oi J.

May 20. DARTMOUTH, The Right Honothiabie the EARL
OF, 40, Oronenor Square, W.; FaUhull

,
Wolter-

kampton.
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1876.

June 20. Daubeney, Major-General Sir H. C. B. K.O.B. 36,

Elvaston Place, 8. W,
1876.

Jut;. 2. Davies, R. Esq. M.P, Treborth, Bangor.

1876.

June^i. Davies, Rev. R. P. M.A. Cantab. F.R.A.S. Bectorg,

Hatheroj), Fairford, Gloucestershire.

Davis, Rev. Weston B. M.A. Principal of Torquay

Preparatory College, The College, Torquay. (Loo.

Hon. Sec.)

1871.

Mar. 6. Day, William, Esq. Westwood l^ark, Forest Hitt,

S.E.

iff * If Do La Mare, Rev. A. M.A. Cantab. Rector of St.

Thomas, 30, The Common, Woolwich, 8.E.

1875.

July 19. Dent, C. M. Esq. C.E. 20, Tkurloe-square, South Ken-
• siiigton, (S', ir.

1871.

Oc/. 24. t Dick, W. Pitzwilliam, Esq. M.P. 20, Curzon Street,

W.; CarltonClub, /S. IT. ; Hume Wood, Baltinglass,

Co. Wicklow.

1876.

Aug. 2. Dismorc, .T. Stewart, Esq. Stewart House, Gravesend.

1872.

July 15. Dodson, A. J. M.I.C.E. {dec.)

1873.

June a. Downing, N, B. Esq. 4, fjambeth Hitt, Queen Victoria

Street, E.C.

1872.

Dee. 2. Drown, William Appleton^ Esq. jun. Philadelphia.

Nov. 4. Duff, Rev. A. D.D. LL.D. Moderator of the Getoeral

Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, Profes-

sor of Evangelistic History, New Coll. Edinburgh,

22, Lauder Bmd, Edinburgh.

1870.

Mar. 7. Dugmorc, Rev. H. H. Queenstown, Cape Colony. (Hon.

Loo. Sec.)

ff Duke, Rev. Edward, M.A. F.G.S. LakeHouse, Salisbury,

ff Duncan, James, Esq. 6, Aldermanbury Postern, E.C.

ff Duncan, William Aver,Esq. WooMands House,Red Hid.
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E.

1871.

Oct. 24. Edwards, Rev. A. T. M.A. Rector of St. Philip’s,

Eennington, 39, Upper Kennington Lane, 8.E.

1876.

AprillO, Edwards, The Very Rev. H. T. M.A. Oxoli. Dean of

Bangor, Deanm'>i, Bawjor,

1872.

19.+Edwards, Owen, Esq. Camden Wood, ChUlehurst.

1876.

July 19. Edwards, Rev.' T. C. M.A. Principal of Univ. Coll.

Aberystwith, Corwen, Merionethshire,

dr Ellis, William Robert, Esq. M.A. Cantab. Barrister-at-

Law, 197, Maida Vale, W.

F.

dT t Fairfax, The Hon. John, M.L.A. (Proprietor of Sydney

Morning Herald), Sydney, New South Wales (83,

Coleman Street, E.C.).

1870.

Dec. 5. fFaulconer, R. S. Esq. Clarence Road, Clapham Park,

S.IV
4F * Fishbourne, Vice-Admiral Edmund Gardiner, C.B. Vice-

President of the Royal United Service Institution,

United Service Club, Pall Mall, i?. IF.

1876,

AfarcA 20. Foot, Captain 0. E. R.N. 53, Victoria Street, S.IV.

1876.

Feb. 7. Forrest, Rev. R. W.^.K. St. Jude’s Vicarage, Colling-

' Mm Road, South Kensington, S.W.
4^ * t Fowler, Robert N. Esq. hi.A. 50, Cornhill, E.C,

(Tbustbb.)
1876.

3. Fox, Rev. H. B., M.A. Cantab. Incumbent of Christ

Church, Westminster, 70, Warwick Square, ^.IF.

4F • Fraser, James Alexander, Esq. M.D. Insp^tor-General

of Army Hospitals, 11, Woodside, Victoria Road,

Oipsy Hill, S.H.
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G.

1874.

June 30. Galloway, Rev. W. B. M.A. Vicar of St. Mark’s, Re-
gent’s Park, Chaplain to Lord Hawarden, 54, Fitz-

roy Road, Regent's Park, N. W.
1873.

Oct. 31. Garden, Rev, F. M.A. Sub-Dean of the Chapels Royal,

and Chaplain to Her Majesty’s Household, 67,

Victoria Street, S. W.
1875.

July 19. Garrett, Rev. S. M.A. Vicar of St. Margaret’s, Bolton

Hill House, Ipswich.

1874.

Feb. 2. Gayer, Arthur E. Esq. Q.C. LL.D. Late Ecclcs. Com.
for Ireland, Abbotsleigh, Upper Norwood, S.E.

Gell, Rev. .John Philip, M.A. 63, Ladhroke Grove,

Kensington Park, W.
1874*

July 29. Gem, Rev. S. Harvey, M.A. Univ. Coll. 0.xon. Aspley

Rectory, Woburn.
1875.

Mar. 15. Gibbs, J. G. Esq. Surgeon-Major (Ret.) Madras Medical

Service, 23, Coningharn Road, Shepherd’s Bush, W.

:

Braziers, Chipperjield, Rickmansworth, Hertford-

shire.

1874.

Dee. 7. Girdlestone, Rev. C. M.A. Holywell House, Weston-

super-Mare.

1876.

April 10. Glyn, Hon. and Rev, E. Carr-, M.A. R.D, Chaplain to

the Archbishop of York, Vicarage, Doncaster.

GlyH) Rev. Sir George L. Bart. M.A. Vicar of Ewell,

Surrey.

1875.

June 21. Goadb^, Rev, T. B.A. Glasgow, President Chilwell

tist College, Chilwell College, Nottingham,

Nov. 4. Godfrey, C. Esq. B.A, Lond. 1 7, Leconfield Road,

Highbury New Park, N.
1876.

Jan. 18. f Godson, E. Probyn, Esq. B. A-. Cantab. Barrister, 3,

Pump Court, Temple, E.C.; Raglan Terrace, Stock-

ton-cn-Teee.
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1873.

Dec. 22. . Goodacre, Rev. Francis B, M.D. F.Z.S. Wilby
Mectory, Attleborough, Norfolk.

1868.

Mar. 2. Gooddy, Edward C. Esq. The Edge, near Meltham,
Huddersfield.

1870.

Feb. 7. Goren, James Newton, Esq. M.A. Cantab. Senior Fellow

Queens’ Coll. Camb. Barrister-at-Law, 6, Stone

Buildings, Lincoln’s Inn, W.C.

1871.

Aug. 9. Gorman, Rev. T. M. M.A. Oxon. 13, Campden Groce,

Kensington, W. ; Lindores House, Cromwell Road,
S.W.

dF I * Gosse, Philip Henry, Esq. P.R.S. Sandhurst, Torquay
(Vice-President).

1876.

July 15. Gotch, Rev. F. W. LL.D. Principal of the Bristol Bap-

tist College, Stokescroft, Bristol.

1876.

.f’e6.21.‘f‘ Gould, Rev. J. M.A. Cantab. Bepton, Derbyshire.

1867.

June 17. T * Graham, Rev. Charles, 2, Belgrave Terrace, Shepherd’

Bush, W.
1876.

Feb. 21. Green, T. Bowden, Esq. M.A. F.R.S.L. F.R.Hist.Soc.

14, Argyll Street, Regent Street, W.

1876.

Dec. 4. Qreenwell, T. W. Esq. Conserratiee Club, St. James

Street, S. W. ; National Club, Whitehall Gardens,

S.W.
1872.

Eeh. 19. Grenfell, Rev. Algernon S. M.A. Ball. Coll. Oxon.

Park Gate, Chester.

^ t QriflSth, John, Esq. 6, Hanover Terrace, Regent’s Park,

N.W.
1874.

Nov. 4. t Gatoh, Rev. C. M.A. B.D. (Fellow of Sidney Sussex

College, Cambridge), St. Cyprian’s, 39, Upper Park

Place, N.W.
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Mar. 15. Habershon, M. H. Esq. Hon. Sec. Rotherham College,

82, 8t, Mark's Square, West Hackney, E.
1874.

Dec. 19. Haddon, John, Esq. 3, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street,

E.C.
1871.

May 20. Haldane, Alexander, Eaq. Barristcr-at-Law, 118, West-

bourne Terrace, W.
1872.

March 18. Hall, Alexander, Esq. F.6.S. Member Field Naturalists’

Club, Haxtead House, Bromley, Kent; 48, Blen~

helm Crescent, Nottino Hill, W.
dT t Hall, J. Esq. 1, Hew London Street, E.C.
1873.

Oct. 31 . Harrison, Rev. A. J. Ph.D. Th.D. St. James's Vicarage,

Waterpool, near Manchester.

dF Harrison, Gibbs Crawfurd, Esq. H.M. Civ. Serv. 124,

Portsdown Rood, W.
1871.

June 9. Harrison, J. W. Esq. 166, Hampstead Road, N.W.
1876.

Feb. 26. Harrison, Rev. J. D.D. Edin. Fenwick Vicarage, Askern,

near Doncaster.

1871.

May 1. HARROWBY, The Right Honourable the EARL
OP, K.G. 39, Grosvenor Square, W.; SandonHall,
Stone, Staffordshire.

Healey, Elkanah, Esq. OoJcfield, Gateaere, Liverpool;
and "Engineer’^ Office, Strand, W.O.

1876.

Jan. 3. Heller, T. E. Esq. Member School Board of London,
Mem. Soc. Arts, 2, Cedars Terrace, Queen's Road,
Wandsworth Road, S. W.

1873.

Dec. 1. Hessey, the Venerable James Augustifs, D.C.L. (Oxon.),

Archdeacon of Middlesex, Prebendary of St. Paul’s,

Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of London,

Boyle Lecturer, Preacher al Gray's Inn, 41, Lein-

ster Gardens, Hyde Park, W.
1874.

Feb. 2. Hetherin^on, Rev. J. Chaplain to the Sailors' Home,

and Mersey Mission, 10, Alfred Place, Uverpool, 8.
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1873.

July 26. Hodge, Rev. Charles, D.D. LL.D. Professor of Theology,
University, Princetown, New Jersey, U.S.

1867.

Nov. 11. Hooley, William, Esq. Banker, County Bank, Stockport.

1876.

Dec. 6. Hoppin, Rev. J. Mason, D.D. Professor of Homiletics,

Yale University, Newhaten, Conn. U.S.A.

dF Horton, Captain William, R.N. United Service Club,

Pall MaU, 8.W.
1871.

Aug. 9. Ilouldsworth, James, Esq. 36, Queens Gate, W; Coltness,

Wishaw, Lanarkshire, N.B.
1875 .

July 15. How, Rev. W. Walsham, M.A. O.xon. R.D. Hon. Canon
of St. Asaph, Proctor in Convocation, President of

the Oswestry and Welshpool Natural History Field

Club, Whittington, Oswestry.

1873.

March 3. Howard, David, Esq. F.C.S. Stamford Hill, N.
1873.

Oct. 31. Howard, Eliot, Esq. Walthamstow, Essex.

1873.

July 26. Howard, F. Escj. Bedford.

1873.

July 26. Howard, Henry, Esq. J.P. Stone House, Kidderminster.

1869.

Jan. 18. Howard, James, Esq. Clapham Park, Bedford.

J/ar. 4.* ^Howard, .John Eliot, Esq. F.R.S. F.L.S. F.R.M.S.

F.R.H.S. Member of the Pharmaceutical Society,

Member of the Botanical Society of France, &c.

Lordship Lane, Tottenham, N.
1873.

March 17. Howard, R. Luke, Esq. F.R.M.S. Bruce Grove,

Tottenham, N.
1873.

March 3. Howard. Theodore, Esq. Bickley, tieeir Chislehurst, 8.E.
1873.

March 3. Howard, WiUiam Dillworth, Esq. Lordship Lane,

Tottenham, N.
1876.

7. Howes, Rev. J. G. M.A., late Fellow of S. Peter’s Coll.

Oamb. R.D. Exford Rectory, Minehead.
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I.

^ t Ince, Joseph, Esq. Assoc. E.C.L. M.R.I. F.L.S. F.O.S.

&c. 29, 8t. Stephen’s Road, Shepherd’s Bush, W.
4? * Ince, William H. Esq. F.L.S. F.R.M.S. 27, Tkurloe

Square, Brampton, S. W.
JF IF Irons, Rev. William J. D.D. Oxon. M.8.B.L. 1874,

Prebendary of St. Paul's, Rector of St. Mary
Woolnoth, 20, Gordon Square, W.C.

1873.

June 9. Isaacs, Rev. A. A. M.A. Ch. Ch. Vicarage, Letcester,

J.

1867.

Aug. 6. Jackson, John J. Esq. Towood, Shooter’s Hill, Kent.

1872.

July 31. Jacob, The Venerable Philip, M.A. Archdeacon and
Canon of Winchester, R.D. Crawley, Winchester.

James, Rev. John, M.A. Atington Rectory, Hunger-
ford, Berks.

1875.

July 19. James, Rev. J. H. D.D. 27, Tredegar Square, Bow, E.
1869.

June^X. Jenkins, Rev. E. E. M.A. Woodbank, Southport.

dF Jepps, Charles Frederick, Esq. Claremont Villas,

Streatham Hill, S. W.

dF Johnson, Rev. Edward, Bellevue Lodge, Bartmouih
Park, Forest Hill, S.E. ; 8, Victoria Chambers,

Westminster, S. W. (Loc. Hon. Sec.)

dF Johnston, D. W. Esq. Dalriada, Belfast.

1868.

Feb. 17. *Jones, H. Gadman, Esq. Barrister-at-Law, M.A. Cantab.

late Fellow Trin. Coll. Gamb. 4, Old Buildings,

Lincoln’s Inn, fV.C.

E.

dF Eemble, Mrs. Charles, Velhrs, Bath.

1869.

May 3. Eiell, George Middleton, Esq. 8, Kensington Pork
Gardens, W.
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7873.

Jan. 20. Kingsbury, Rev. T. L. M.A. Chaplain to the Marquis
of Ailesbury, R.D. Eston Royal, Pewaey.

^ t Kirk, Rev. John, Professor of Practical Theology in
the Evangelical Union Academy at Glasgow, 17,
Greenhill Gardens. Edinhurqh

1872.

Jtdy\5. Klein, William, Esq. 21, Jielsize Park^ N.W.
1872.

April 1. Knapp, Rev. J. A.K C. St. Johis Parsonage^ Portsea.
(Log. Hon. Sec.)

1875.

DeCk 6. Knight, J. Esq. F.S.A. Chester House, Brownloio Hoad,
Pounds Green, N.

; (care of Swinbimi Parker^

28, Bedford Row, \VX\).

L.

1874.

JtmeZQ, Langton, J. Esq. Walbrook House, Walbrook, E.C.;
also Green Lanes, Stoke JVeirinqton, dliddlesex.

dF Lawrence, Lieut.-General Sir A. J. K.C.B. Clapham
Common, S, W. ; Eoxhilh, Chertsey.

1873.

July 26. Lea, J. Walter, Esq. E.A. F.G.S. F.Z.S. F.R.IIist.

Soc.
;

Cor. IMcin. Nat. Hist. 8oc. Dub. [rare of J.

Jlaxen, Esq. 6, Wtstbourue Park, Bausxicater, IT.).

1874.

Nor. 4. Lee, Ven. Archdeacon W. D.D. Archbishop King's

Lecturer in Divinity, T.C.D. 24, Merrion Square,

Dublin.

dF Lewis, Joseph, Esep R.N. Castle Carrow, Carrick^on^

Shannon, Co. Leitrim.
1876.

JuneZV. Lias, Rev. Professor J. J. M.A. Cantab. Professor of

History and Modern Literature, St, Davids College,

Lampeter.
dF Lidgett, George, Esq. B.A. Lend. Morden House,

Blackheath, S.E.
1869.

P^b, 1. Lindsay, James S. Esq. Wkeatfeld, Belfast.

dF Lloyd, B. S. Esq. 3, George Yard, Lombard Street,

E.C.
VoL. X. 2 a
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1873.

March 17. Lloyd, E. Rigge, Esq.* Spark Hill, Birmingham.
1873.

Dec. 1. Lloyd, Samuel, Esq. J.P. Farm, Sparkbrook, near

Birmingham.
1874.

Nov. 4. Lloyd, Sir Thomas D. Bart. Bronwydd, Landyml,
S. Wales.

1867.

Feb. 18. Lomas, Thomas, Esq. H.M. Civ. Serv. Maltern Hmtse,

Buxton, Derbyshire.

1871.

May 1. LONDON, The Riqiit Honourable and Riout
Reverend the LORD BISHOP of, D.D. London
House, St. James's Square, W. ; Fulham Palace,

S.W.
1867.

Nov. 18. LUSH, The Hon. Sir ROBERT, Knt. Puisne Justice

of the Court of Queen’s Bench, 60, Avenue Boad,
N.W.

JT Lushington-Tilson, Rev. Sir W. R. T. M. Bart. M.A.
Oxon. Oxfordand Cambridge Club, PallMall, S. W.

1868.

June\5. Lysons, Rev. Samuel, M.A. F.S.A. Hon. Canon of

Gloucester Cathedral, Hempsted Court, near Glou-

cester.

Jan. 18. Macafec, A. H. C. Esq. Sydney, New South Wales

(83, Coleman Street, E.C.)

1873.

May 10. MacClymont, C. R. Esq. 3, Elm Court, Temple, E.C.
1868.

F^. 17. Macmillan, Rev. Archibald, 45, Warrington Crescent,

Warwick Boad, Maida Vale, W.
dF Manners, Rev. John, M.A. Cantab. 6, Victoria Park

Square, N.E.
1871.

Magi. MARLBOROUGH, His Grace the DUKE of,

K.G. P.C. Lord Lieutenant op Ireland, 10, St.

James’s Square, 8. W. ; Blenheim House, Wood-,

stock, Oxfordshire ; The Castle, Dublin,
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^ *tMoARTHUR. ALEXANDER, Esq. M.P. F.R.G.S.

Raleigh Hall, Brixton Rise, S. W. (Vice-Patrok.)

McArthur, William, Esq. M.P. Alderman of London,

1, Gwydyr Homes, Brixton Rise, S.W.

1869.

June 21. ^M'Cann, Rev. James, D.D. F.R.S.L. F.G.S. Incumbent

of St. Jude’s Church, Glasgow, 133, Hill Street,

Olasgow.

1876.

Mat/ 6. McCormick, Rev. J. M.A. Cantab. Vicarage, Hull.

1872.

July ]6.<|TMcDougall, Rev. J. Ileathcrby, Dartccn, Lancashire.

tcFarlanc, Patrick, Esq. {dec.)

1869.

June 21. Masterman, Thomas Willi.nm, Esq. Ridgway Paddock

House, Wimbledon, S.JV.

1872.

Feb. 19. Matthews, John T. Esq. The Rookery, Shooters Hill,

Kent.

1868.

Mar. 2. Mewbum, William, Esq. Wykham Park, Banbury.

1872.

Dec. 2. Mewburn, William, Esq jun. 13, Pall Mall, Man-

chester.

JF Milner, Rev. John, B.A. Oxon. Chaplain R.N.

Rectory, Middleton - in - Teesdale, Darlington ;

Hartley, near Brough, Westmoreland.

1872.

Bee. 2. ^ MiUiixcM,B.ev.Ii.Churck Lane,HarpurHey,Manchester.

dF Monckton, Lieut.-Col. the lion. II. M. Near Wellington

College, Berkshire.

1876. ^ ^ „
July 19. Moon, R.Esq. M.A. Cantab. Barristcr-at-Law, lion. Fellow

Queens’ Coll. Camb. ib, Clereland Square, Hyde

Park* W, 6, iWw? SotuWy Lincoln*a Inn^ W.C,

1876.
Jum 3. •}• Moore, Joseph, Esq. Brochwell TTonse^ DuUcicJl

1872.

Bee. 2. MOORHOUSE, the Right Rev. J. D.D. LORD
BISHOP OF MELBOURNE, Melbourne.

1867.

^vne 3. f MORLEY, SAMUEL, Esq. M.P. Graven, Lodge,

Stanford mu, N. (Vice-PatronO
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dF IF* Morshead, Edward J. Esq. H.M. Civ. Serv. 32, Kenton
Street, W.C. (Hon. PoREiaN SECEETAttv.)

1872.

June 1. Mozley, Rev. J. B. D.D. Regius Professor of Divinity,

and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, Christ Church,

Oxford.
1868.

Jan. 20. Mullings, Richard, Esq. Stratton, near Cirencester.

N.

Napier, Jolin, Esq. Shipbuilder, Lancefield House,

Glasgow.

Napier, Robert, Esq. Shipbuilder {dec.)

1874.

Feb. 2. NELSON, The Right Rev. Arthue Burn Sdter,

D.D. LORD BISHOP of. Nelson, New Zealand

(65, Russell Square, Jr.(7. for corresp.).

dF * Newton, Alfred V. Esq. Cleveland Villa, Lee, S.E.

JF Niven, Rev. William, B.D. Incumbent of St. Saviour’s,

Chelsea, 5, Walton Place, Chelsea, S.W.
1873.

Jan. 6. t Nolloth, Admiral M. S. R.N. United Service Club,

S.TK.; A 2, The Albany, W.
1875.

Mar. 15. Norman, Rev. (J. F. M.A. Cantab. R.D. Mistley, Man-
uingtree, Es.iex.

0.

1872.

July 15. Ogle, W. Esq. M.D. The Elms, Derby.

1872.

Feb. 5. Oldroyd, Mark, Esq. jun. Hyrstlands, Dewsbury.
1875.

July 19. O’NEILL, The Right Hon. the LORD, Shane’s

Castle, Countij Antrim ; 19, Delgrave Square, S.W.

dF IF* Ord, William M. Esq. M.D. Lend. Lecturer on Physiology

and on Comparative Anatomy, St. Thomas’s Hos-

pital, 16, The Paragon, Streatham Hill, S.W.

;

7, Brook Street, Hanover Square, W.
1874.

ilfay 18. Oxenham, Rev. F. Nutcombe, M.A. (Oxon.) St

Barnabas’, Pimlico, 95, St. George’s Eocii, 8. W.
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P.

1876.

Jan, 3. Piicke, llov. W. J. M.A. C.C. (Oxon.)
Kelvedon, Essex.

iff Patton, John, Jun. Esq. 11, Pembury Road, Lower
ClaptfOn, E.

;

3, White Lion Court, Cornhill, E.C.
1874.

Dec. 7. Peacock, G. Esq. Queenstoien, Cape of Good Hope ; 10,
Eastcheap, EC.

ff Pears, Kcv. Edmund W. M.A. Oxon. Rt. Peter’s Rec-
tory, Dorchester.

ff t PEEK, Sir HENRY WILLIAM, Bart. M.P. J.P. for

Surrey, Wimbledon House, S.W. (Vice-Patroh.)
1873.

June 9. Penn, John, Esq. F.R.S. The Cedars, Lee, Kent.
1876.

Dec. 4. Perks, Rev. G. T. M.A. Wesleyan Missionary Society,

Bishopsyate (Street 1171/////, E.C.
1875.

^«/^19. PERRY, The Ric.iit Rev. BISHOP C. D.D.

32. - 1 u mu’ Itoad. /h <// of’s l^ark, N. IP
1873.

July^Q. Peters, Rjv. T. Aloott, M.A. Alston College, near

Preston, Lancashire.

ff * Petrie, Captain Francis AV. 11. (late 11th Regiment),

F.R.S.L. F.G.S. Member of the Royal Archroolo-

gical Institute, Member of Council of Ch.Def. Inst.

11, Gloucester Terrace, Campdenllill, Kensington,

W. (Hon. Secretary and Editor of the Journal

of Transactions.)

1871.

Oct. 24. Phayre, Rev. R. M. K. T.C.J). West Raynham Rectory,

Brandon. (Loc. Hon. Sec.)

1872.

April 16. t PhentS J. S. Esq. LL.I). F.S.A. F.G.S. F.R.G.S.

&c. 6, Carlton Terrace, Oakley Street, Chelsea,

S.W.
1876.

July 19. Philpot, Rev. W. B. M.A. Cantab. Jhrsted Vicarage,

Bognor, Sussex.
1874.

J^tdy 29. Pione^, Rev. J. C. M.A. Cantab. Vicarage, Coles»

htU, Warteickshire.
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1876.

Dec. 4. Porter, Rev. J. Scott, Professor of Theology and Hebrew,

16, College Square, Belfast.

1871.

Dec, 4. Price, Rev. Aubrey Charles, M.A. Chaplain to the Lord

Bishop of Durham, Vicar of St. James’s, Clapham,

Chesterton, Loot’s Bead, Clapham Park, S.W.
Prothero, Thomas, Esq. F.S.A. M.R.I. Barrister-at-Law,

16, Cleveland Gardens, W.
1874.

Nov. 4. Punshon, Rev. W. Morley, D.D. 64, llolland Mood,

Kensington, W.

R.

1872.

Feb. 5. Rae, John, Esq. LL.D. F.S.A. Chislehurst.

1873.

June 9. *Radclifie, C. B. Esq. M.D. 25, Cavendish Square, W.
fViCE-PllESIDENT.)

4F RatcUflF, Colonel Charles, F.L.S. F.G.S. F.S.A. F.R.G.S.

M.A. I. Wyddrington, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1872.

July 31. Reeve, Rev. Canon J. W. M.A. (Chaplain in Ordinary

to Her Majesty), Minister of Portman Chapel,

112, llarUy Street, W.
*Bigg} B.ev. James II. D.D. 130, Horseferry Bead,

Westminster, S. W.
1873.

Oct. 3. Ripley, Rev. W. N. M.A. Earlkam Hall, Norwich.
1874.

Nov. 4. Rivington, F. Hansard, Esq. 40, llarevcood Sqgiare,

N. W. i 3, Waterloo Place, S. W,
1871.

April 10. If Robbins, Rev. J. D.D. Ch. Ch. Oxon. Barrister*at-Lav,

of the Inner Temple, Vicar of St. Peter’s, Bayswater,

88, Kensington Park Boad, W.

Robertson, Peter, Esq. II. M. Civ. Scrv. Neworth,

Kelso, N.B.
1874.

July 29. Ross, Rev. John, M.A. Yicafage, Ilaggerstone, N.E.
1867.

Dee. 16. ^Row, Rev. C, A. M.A. Oxon. Prebendary of St.

Paul’s, 66
, Gloucester Crescent,BegenisParh,N. W-
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1872.

March 4. Rowe, Rev. George Stringer, Wesley Manse, Ilarrowgate.

1872.

15. Rowe, Henry Miller, Esq. Fulham Union Workhouse,

Hammersmith, W,
1868.

Nov. 30. RUTLAND, His Grace the DUKE of, K.G.

Lord Lieutenant of Leicestershire, &c. &c. Belvoir

Castle, Grantham; Cheveley Park, Newmarket

;

Bate House, Campdtn Hill, Kensington, W.
1876.

Jkfay 3. Ryle, Rev. J. C. M.A. R.D. Hon. Canon of Norwich,

Stadbroke Vicarage, Wichlmn Market, Suffolk.

S.

1871.

Mar. 20.tSargood, Augustine, Esq. Q.O. Serjeant-at-Law, 7,

Croton Office Itow, Temple, E.C.

;

3, Norfolk

Terrace, Brlqhton.

1870. ‘

^ ,

April 18. Savile, Rev. Bourchicr Wrey, M.A. Cantab.

Shillinqford Ttectory, Eecetcr.

1871.

Aug, 9. Savile, Rev. F. A. Stewart-, M.A. Triu. Coll. Camb. J.P.

Rector of Torwood, Ardmore, Torquay.

Af Scales, George J. Esq. Behoir House, Hornsey Lane, N.

1875.

Bee. 6. Schreiner, Rev. F. New Colleqe, Eastbourne.

1870.

Jan. 17. Scott, Rev. Robinson, D.D. Wesleyan College, Belfast.

dF Selwyn,Rear-Ad. Jasper H. R.N. Chequers Court,Tring,

Herts ; 1 6, Gloucester Crescent, Hyde Park, W.

1873
June 9. Sexton, G. Esq. M.D. M.A. Ph.D. F.R.G.S.

P.A.S. 17, Trafalgar Itoad, Old Kent hoad, S.h.

dF *t SHAFTESBURY, The Right ITok. the EARL or,

K.G. 24, Groitenor Idquare, U'. : St. Ogles House,

Cranborne, Salishurg. (Pkesihest.)

1872.

19. Shann, G., Esq. M.D. Cantab. P.R.C.P. Petergate,

York
dF Shaw, E. R. Esq. B. A, Tulse Hill School, Brixton, S. W.
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JF Shaw, John, Esq. M.D. F.L.S. F.Gr.S. 8rc. ViatorUVilla,

Boston, Lincolnshire ; Be/orm Club, London, 8. W.
1871.

June 5. t Sheppard, Rev. Henry Winter, M.A. The Rectory,

Emieorth, Hampshire.
1871.

Feb. 6. Shersby, Henry, Esq. Haricesher House, Samuel Street,

Woolwich, S.E.

dF Shields, John, Esq. Western Lodge, Durham.
1869.

Jan. 18. Shillington, John J. Esq. Belfast.

1876.

Jan. 3. SHREWSBURY AND TALBOT, The Right Hos.
THE EARL OF, Ingestre, Stafford.

dF Silver, Stephen W. Esq. Bishopsgate Street Within,

E.C.

;

66, Sun Court, Cornhill, E.C.
1876.

May 25. Sime, James, Esq. M.A. F.R.A.S. Craigmount House,

Edinburgh.

1875.

Dec. 6. Smith, F. Esq. Leeston, South Road, Weston-super-Mare.

1873.

Jan. 20. Smith, Philip Vernon, Esq. M.A. 4, Stone Buildings,

Lincoln’s Inn, W.C.

Jf t Smith, Protheroc, Esq. M.D. M.R.I. 42, Park Street,

Grosvenor Square, W.
1869.

May 10. Smith, The Very Rev. R. Payne, D.D. Dean of Canter-

bury, The Deanery, Canterbury.

1873.

Jan. 20. Smith, Samuel, Esq. {care of Messrs. Finlay (S'

Liverpool), 4, Chapel Street, Liverpool.

4F t Smith, W. Castle, Esq. F.R.G.S. M.R.I. 1, Gloucester

Terrace, Regent’s Park, N.W.
1870.

April 4. Smith, Rev. William Saumarez, M.A. Cantab. Fellow

of Trin. Coll. Camb. Principal of St. Aidan’s Theo-

logical College, Birkenhead.

1876.

June 20. Snowdon-Smith, Rev. R M.A. Prebendary of GhicheS'’

ter, Northwold Rectory, Brandon, Norfolk.^
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1876.

Dec. Souper, Rev. F. A. M.A. Cantab. Head Master 8t.

Andrew’s College, Bradjield, Beading, Berks.

1876.

June 20. Southall, J. C. Esq. 105, West Main Street, Richmond,

Virginia, U.S.A.

1873.

Oct. 31. Steel, Rev. A. W. W. M.A. Fellow of Gonville and

Cains Coll. Camb. Gains College, Cambridge.

1875.

June 3. Stephenson, Rev. Jacob, B.A. Lond. 23, Bridge Road,

West Battersea, S.W.
1876.

Jan. 3. Stephenson, Rev. T. Bowman, Principal of the Chil-

dren'’8 Home, 6, Church 'I’errace, Bonner Road,

Victoria Park, N.E.
1876.

May 25. Steuart, D. V. Esq. The Cedars, Stretford, Manchester

;

Albert Chemical Works, Bradford, Manchester.

1875.

May 3. Stewart, Rev. Alex. 5, South Crown Street, Aberdeen.

1874.

June 30. Stewart, E. W. Esq. 8, Belgravo Villas, Lee, S.E,

1873.

July 26. Stewart, R. Esq. Byton Groce, Dorrington, Salop.

1868,

Oct. 19. Stone, David Henry, Esq., Alderman of the City of

London, 7, Bucklersbury, E.C.; Castleham,

EoUington, Sussex.

iff Stalkartt, John, Esq. 5, Winchelsea Crescent, Dover.

1876.

March 6. Straton, Rev. G. B.A,, Aylestone Rectory, Leicester.

cff Sutherland, The Hon. P. C. M.D. M.R.C.S. Edin.

P.R.G.S. Surv. Gen. Pietermaritzhurg^ Natal.

T.

1872.

Oct. ik TEIGNMOUTH, The Riout Hon. tub LORD,

Langton Hall, NorthaUerton.

Jan. i Thomson, Rev. A. D.D. F.R.S.E. 63, Northumberland

Street, Edinburgh.
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1874.

July 29. Thomson; Rev. William Yalden, St. MaUhevo's Vicar-

age, New Kent Road, 8.E.

4F THORNTON, The Hioiit Rev. SAMUEL,D.D.LORD
BISHOP OF Ballakat, Victoeia, 29, Gloucester

Street, S.W. ; Bishop’s House, Ballarat, Victoria.

If* Thornton, Rev. Robinson, D.D. Oxon. 29, Gloucester

Street, S.W.; 99, Lansdovyne Road, Kensington

Parle, W. (Vioe-Phesident.)

1875.

Dec. 6. Thorpe, G. Esq. 21, Eastcheap, E.C.

1867.

Aug. 5. Titcomb, Rev. J. H. M.A. Hon. Canon of Win-
chester, Rector of Woking, Poyle Hill, Woking.

1872.

Feh. 5. Townend, Arthur Powell, Esq. Chislehurst, S.E.
1872.

Feb. 5. Townend, Thomas, Esq., jun. Chislehurst, 8.E.
1875.

June 21. Tristram, Rev. H. B. LL.D. F.R.S. F.L.S. M.Z.S. Canon
of Durham, The College, Durham.

1873.

July 26. Trotter, R. Esq. B.A. Cantab. F.G.S. 26, Thurhe
Square, 8. W.

1871.

Aug. 9. TROWER, The Rioiit Reverend BISHOP, D.D.
late Bishop of Gibraltar, formerly Fellow of Oriel,

The Rectory, Ashington, Pulborough,

JF + Twells, Philip, Esq. M.A. M.P. Oxon. Chase Side

House, Enfield.

V.

Vanner, James Englebert, Esq. Camden Wood,
Chislehurst, S.E.

1867.

JuneVl. Vanner, John, Esq. Banbury.
* Vanner, William, Esq. i'.R,M.S. Camden Wood,

Chislehurst, S.E.
1875.

Jan. 4. f Veasey, H. Esq. M.R.O.S. Aspky Guise, Woburn.

dF Vickers, J. J. Esq. 3, Brixton-Hill Terrace, Brixton

Hill, 8.W. ; 3, White Lion Cowrt, Cornhill, E.C.
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1872.

July 16. Vincent, Rev. Osman Parke, M.A. 45, Seymour Street,

Portman Square, W.
1872.

Dec. 2. Vincent, Samuel, Es<j. Gertaise, Farncombe Road,
Worthing, Sussex.

W.

1876.

July 3. Wace, Rev. H. M.A. I’rofcssor of Ecclesiastical History,

King’s College, Lend.
;
Chaplain to Lincoln’s Inn,

6, Mecklenhurgh Square, W.C.
* Waddy, Samuel Banks, Esq. B.A. Q.C. M.P. Barrister*

at-Law, 6, Paper Buildings, Temple, E.C.
Waddy, Rev. S. D. D.D. (dec.).

1871.

J/ay 1. 1 Walter, John, Esq. M.P. 27, Cliesham Place, S.W. ;

Bearwood, Berkshire.

1870.

Oct. 10. Walters, Gregory Seale, Esq. 12, Chester Terrace, Re-

gent's Park, N.W.
1873.

Bee. 1. Walters, W. Melmoth, Esq. 9, New Square, Lincolns

Inn, W.C.

dF Ware, W. Dyer-, Esq. Redland Hill House, Clifton.

1872.

Oct, 18. Warwick, W. R. Esq. M.D. Raeenscro/t, Lambert

Road, Brixton Rise, S.W.
1871.

Mar. 6. ^ * Weldon, Rev. George Warburton, M.A. M.B. Vicar

of St. Saviour’s, Chelsea, 4, Vincent Street,

Ovingdon Square, S.TF.

dF * West, William Nowell, Esq. F.R.G.S. .30, Montague

Street, Russell Square, W.C. (Honobaux Tbea-

SUBEB.)
1873.

July 26. Whatoly, The Venerable Archdeacon E. W. M.A.

21, Belmont Park, Lee, Kent.

4F ^ Wheatley, J. H. Esq. Ph.D. F.G.S. Abbey View, Sligo.

(Loo. Hon. Sec.)

4F Whitwell, Edward, Esq. Fairfield, Kendal, West-

moreland.
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1872.

July 31. Wickham, The Venerable Robert, M.A. Archdeacon and
Canon of St. Asaph, Gresford Eectory, Wrexham,

1870.

Mar. 21. Wilkinson, Thomas, M.D. St. Andrew’s, F.R.C.S. Ire-

land (dec^.

iff Williams, George, Esq. 30, Woburn Square, W.C.
1874.

Dec. 19. Willis, llev. E. P. M.A. Oxon. Vice-Principal Cud-
desdon Theological College, Wheatley, Oir/ord.

1872.
Feb. 5. Winch, W. R. Escj. 4, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

ff Wollaston, Thomas Vernon, Esq. M.A. P.L.S. &c.

1, Barnepark Terrace, Teignmouth.

1871.

Aug. 9. t*Wood, Rev. J. G. M.A. P.L.S. 9, Erith Itoad, Bel-

vedere, S.E.
1872.

Feb. 19. Wood, Rev. Jas. R. M.A. LL.D. Grammar School,

Woodbridge, Suffolk.

1875.

April. 5. Wood, .T. Esq. 3, Caroline Place, Birkenhead (or Apsley

Buildino.'^, Lleerpool).

dF »tWoodhouse,‘ Alfred J. Esq. L.D.S. M.R.I. F.R.M.S.

1, Uanorer Square, W.
1873.

July 26. Woodroofife, Rev. T. M.A. Oxon, Canon of Winchester,

The Close, Winchester.

1873.

Jan. 20. Wright, F. Esq. 63 High Street, Kensington, S.W,
JF Wright, Francis Beresford, Esq. M.A. Cantab. J.P.

T^.id..il.^,AldercarHall, LangleyMiU, Nottingham.

dF Wright, Rev. Henry, M.A. Oxon. The Heath, Hamp-
stead, N.W.

ff t Wright, J. Hornsby, Esq. 2, Abbey Road, Maida Hill,

N.W.
Wyman, C. W. H. Esq. 35, St. Augustine’s Road,

Camden Square, N. W.

Y.

1871.

Jan. 30. Yeates, A. G. Esq. CoUinson Home, Effra Road,

Brixton, S.W.

ff Young, Rev. Charles, M.A. Cantab. 36, Sussex SquaMi

Kemp-toten, Brighton.
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ASSOCIATES.
{Life Associates t )

1872.

Julym. ABRAHAM, The Right Rev. BISHOP, D.D.
Coadjutor to the Bishop, and Prebendary of Lich-

field, The Close, Lichfield.

dF Adam, Rev. Stephen C. M.A. Cantab. Assoc. Sec. for

Irish Missions, St. Jude’s Vicarage, Newbridge
Crescent, Wolverhampton.

1876,

May 25. ADELAIDE, The Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP
OF, D.D, Bishop’s Court, Adelaide, South Aus-
tralia.

1872.

Jan, 8. Allen, Mrs. A. E. 71, Lono Acre, W.C.
1874.

^

Dec. 19. ^ Allen, F. A. Esq. 100, Meet Street; 15, Fitz-

william lload, Graflon Square, Clapham, S. W,
1871.

Feb. 6. Allen, J. Esq. 71, Long Acre, W.C.
1876.

July 19. Appelbe, Rev. W. P. LL.D. Professor of Theology in

the Wesleyan College, Belfast, 53, Great Victoria

Street, Belfast.

1873.

Feb. 3. Argles, Rev. Marsham, M.A, Oxon. Canon Residentiary

of Peterborough, Proctor in Convocation, Diocesan

Inspector of Schools, Barnack Rectory, Stamford.

1872.

Oct. 1. Arthur, Mrs. 2, Penlee Villas, Stoke, Detonporl.

1876.M 19. Ashe, Isaac, Esq. A.B. T.C.D. C.H.M. and M.D. Pel.

Met. Soc. Lond. Physician Superintendent of the

Central Asylum, Dundrum, Dublin.

1876.

Feb, 21. Badger, Rev. W. 0. M.A. Cantab. Minister of St. John's,

Deritend, The LaureU, Green Lane, Birmingham.
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1872.

June 1. Bailey, Rev. H. R. M.A. late Fellow and Tutor of

St. John’s Ooll. Cambridge, Rectory, Great Warley,

Brentwood.

1871.

June 9. Baker, Rev. W. M.A. Cramhe Vicarage, near York,

1875.

Dec. 6. Barber, Thomas, Esq. 11, Woodford f^treet, Cyril Street,

Northampton.

1874.

Nov. 4. Bardsley, Rev. C. W. B.A. Oxon. Hanover Square,

Higher Broughton, Manchester.

Barker, Rev. Joseph H. M.A. Cantab. South Bank
House, Hereford.

1874.

June 30. Barlow, Rev. W. Hagger, M.A. Cantab. Principal,

Church Missionary College, Islinqton, N.
1875.

Mar. 15. Barrett, Rev. E. J. Wes. Min. Butterworth, vid King
William's Town, Cape Colony.

1872.

Oct. 18. Bartlc, Rev. 6. M.A. Ph.D. LL.D. D.D. Principal of

Freshfield College, Freshfield, Liverpool, Lancashire.

1874.

Dec. 19. Bartrum, J. Stothert, Esq. J.P. F.R.C.S. Fellow Anthro-

pological Society, 41, Gay Street, Bath.

^ Baylee, Rev. Joseph, D.D. late Principal of St. Aidan’s

College, rirkenhead, Shipscomb Rectory, Painswick,

Stroud.

i
1876.

Jan. 17. Beacham, E. Esq. Mines, Middlesborough, Yorks,

1873.

21. Beasley, Rev. T. C. M.A. Vicarage, DaUington,

Northamptonshire.

1875.

Jan. 3. Beer, F. Esq. Queenstown, South Africa.

1873.

Dec. 22. Bellamy, Rev. Frederick A. 8. Vicar of St. Mary’s, St.

Mary’s Parsonage, 33, Ker Street, Devonport.
1873.

Dee. 22. Bemays, Rev. Leopold J. M.A. Rettary, Great Stan-

more, Middleeece.
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1876.

Mar, 6 f Best, Hon. H. M., 7, Connaught Square, W.
1872.

June 1. 1 Bickersteth, The Very Rev. E. D.D. Dean of Lich-
field, Prolocutor of Convocation, and Canon of
Ch. Ch. Oxford, Deanery, Lichfield,

1876.

Dec. 6. Bigsby, Rev. C. M.i^. O.xon. and Cantab. Bidborough
/lectori/, Tunbridge

1874.

Feb. 2. Billing, Rev. F. A. M.A. LL.D. F.R.S.L. 1, Deptford
Bridge, Greentcicb, S.E.

1873.

il/flr. 17. IT Birks, Rev. T. R. M.A. Camb. Professor of Moral
Philosophy in the University of Cambridge, Hon.
Canon of Ely, Trinity Parsonage, Cambridge.

1874.

Jidi/ 29. Black, Rev. A. Steatesey, St. Ire.% Huntingdon.

1875.

Aug. 12. Blair, H. M. Esq. 11, Stanhope Blare. Hyde Park, W.
1872.

July 15. Blcnkin, Rev. G. B. M.A. Prebendary of Lincoln, R.D.
Boston Vicarage, Lincolnshire.

1875.

April 6. Boddington, R. Stewart, Esq. 15, Markham Square, 8. W.
1873.

Feb. 17. Bodkin, W. Esq. M.D. Chelmsford.

1874.

June 30. Bolster, Rev. R. Crofts, A.B. T.C.D. Bectory, Castle-

martyr, Co. Cork, Ireland.

1876.

Jan. 3. Bosher, W. Bsq. Messrs. Bolclcow, Vaughan, <5^ Co,

iiiddlesborouqh, Yorkshire,

1870.

April 4i. Bourn, Rev. H. H. F.R.S.L. Windsor.
1873.

•f^ly 26. Bousfiold, W. Esq. Cains College, Cambridge.
1874.

Nov. 4. Boutflower, Professor W. N. B.A. Cantab. Professor of

Literature, Agra College, Agra, N. IV. Provinces,

India.
1871.

June 6. Bowe, Rev. W. South Terrace, Cramlington, North-

umberland.
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1873.

Dec. 1. Boycs, Rev. J. F.S.A. .38, Albert Street, Shrewsbury.
1872.

AprillS. ^ *Bree,C. R.Es(i.M.D.F.Z.S.Scnior Physician of Essex
and Colchester Hospitals, East Hill, Colchester.

1869.

Feb. 1. Bretherton, Francis, Esq. 11, Broadwater Down,
Tunbridge Wells.

1873.

Oct. 31. Bridge, John, Esq. F.R.6.S. Heathy Home, near

Lymm, Cheshire.

Broke, Miss, 4, Marlborough Buildings, Bath.

1876.

Aug. 2. Brook, llev. A. M.A. Oxon. Preb. of Lincoln, Chaplain

to the Bishops of London and Lincoln, 55, Bramp-
ton Crescent, S. W.

1871.

Mar. 20. Brooks, Rev. J. W. M.A. Prebendary of Lincoln,

Great Ponton Rectory, near Grantham.
1871.

May 1. Broome, Rev. J. H. M.A. Haughton Hall, Bougham,
1873.

April 21. Brown, 6. Esq. M.D. Head Street, Colchester.

1872.

June 1. Brown, James, Esq. LL.D. Church Hill Nurseries,

Easinqwold, Yorkshire.

1872.

July 15. Buckley, Rev. John Wall, M.A. Vicar of St. Mary’s,

1, St. Mary’s Terrace, Paddington, W.
1874.

Dec. 7. Buckley, Mrs. 13, St. George’s Square, 8. W.

1874.

May 18. Buckmaster, Rev. R. N. B.A. Holland Lodge, SouthfieUs,

Wandsworth, S. W.

Burgess, Captain Boughey (late H.M. Indian Army),

Secretary to the Boyal United Service Institution,

Whitehall Yard, 8.W.
1872.

March 4i. Buiy, Rev. Charles A. B.A. Oxon. Sandown, Isle of

Wight.

1876.

Feb. 7. Bush, J. Esq. B.A. Lond. Skinner Street, New Bromp-

ten, Chatham.
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1876.

Jan, 3. Callard, T. K. Esq. F.G.S. 4, Blentieim Terrraee, St.
John’s Wood, KW.

1872.

Dee. 2. Cair, John, Esq. 36, Lansdowne Crescent. Geeat Malvern.
1873.

Feb.S. Carruthers, Miss, C'isanello, Pisa, Italy

;

7, Westaver
Villas, Bournemouth.

1874.

March 2. f Challis, Rev. .1. M.A. F.R.S. F.R.A.S. Plumian Pro-
fessor of Astronomy at Cambridge University, Trinity

College, and 2, Trumpinaton Street, Cambridge.
1874.

Dec. 7. Chapman, Rev. W. Hay, M.A. (Jantab. R.D. Chaplain of

the Lock Hospital, Harrotv Roid, Parsonage, West-

bourne Green, Harrow Hoad, X.
1876.

Feb. 7. Christie, D. A. T. Esq. 73, fVarwich Gardens, Ken-
sington, ir.

1876.

July 3. Churchill, Rev. C. M..V. 37, AHnark Road, Clapton

Park, E.
1874.

Nov. 4. Churchward, Rev. M. D D. Noriluiin Vicarage, Bide-

ford.

1875.

Feb. 1. Clark, Rev. T. H. M.A. Oxon. 66, Pembroke Road,

Clifton, Bristol.

1874.

July 29. Clifford, Rev. H. M. M.A. Oxon. 43, Onslow Gardens,

Brompton, S. W.
1873.

Dee. 1. Cobb, Rev. J. W. Thorpe Hamlet, Norwich.

1874.

Oct. 31. Coghill, Archd. F. Esq. Brampton Tree House, New-
castle, Staffordshire.

1867.

JuneZ. Colan, Hunter Alexander, Esq. M.R.C.S. Lond. Sui^eon-

Major A Battery, 19<A Brigade, Royal Artillery,

^ Agra, India. ^ „^ Colan, Thomas, Esq. M.D. Staff Surgeon RN.
M.R.C.S.L. Sir Gilbert Blane’s Medallist, E.M.8.
“ Alert," Arctic Easpedition.—3U, Oxford Road,

ifmehester.
2 Itvot. X.
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1873.

Afril 7. Collinghatn, J. M. Esq. Lincoln.

1872.

June 1. Collis, Rev. Henry, M.A. St. Philip’» Vicarage, Maid-
ttone, Kent. (Hon. Loo. Sec.)

1876.

Mag 1. Copeland, Rev. G. Dale, B.D. Vicar of St. Stephen’s,

Walworth
;

Vicaraqe, Boyson Road Camberwell

Gate, S.E.

1873.

April 7. Corkran, J. F. Esq. 9, Clairtille Grove, South Kensing-

ton, S. W.
1874.

Feb. 2. Cornwall, Rev. W. A. M.A. Widcomb Crescent, Bath.

1872.

Oct. 18. COTTERILL, The Right Rev. BISHOP, D.D.
Bishop of Edinburgh, 21 Aka Street, Edinburgh;

10, North Manor Blare, Edinburgh.
1874.

July 29. Crewdson, Edward, Esq. Kendal.

1874.

Jan. 5. Crickmay, A. W. Esq. Pres. Ch. Gnilds Union, Upper
Tooting, S.W.

1874.

Nov. 4. Currie, Rev. F. H. M.A. Oxon. Brick House, Little

Dunmow, Chelmsford, Essex.

^ tCurteis, Mrs. 5. Aldenham, St. James’s Road, Tun-
bridge Wells.

187.5.

Mar. 1.5. Davis, Rev. W. S. (Wes. Min.) Strawburg, via King
William’s Town, Cape Cohng.

1876.

Mar. 20. Dawson, Rev. J. B.A. Camb. 10, Cornwallis Crescetit,

Clifton, Bristol.

1876.

Aug. 2. Dawson, Rev. W. M.A. St. John’s Reetorg, Clerkenwdl,

E.C.

^ Deane, Rev. Charles, D.O.L. Oxon. formerly Fellow of

St. John's Coll. 2, CopthaU, Twickenham, W.

1876.

April 6. fDe Brisay, Rev. H. de la Cour, M.A. Oxon. 12, Brodmare

Road,fixford.
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JT Delpratt, W. Esq, M.R.C.S. National Club, Whitehall
Gardem, 8.W.

1876.

Jum 3. Denniss, Colonel Shuckbnrgh, IT. S. Club, Fall Mall,
(S'. IV.

;

26, Manor Road, Folkestone.

1869.

May 3. t DERRY and RAPHOE, The Right Rev. the LORD
BISHOP OF, Athenwum Club, London, (8. IT. ,•

The Palace, Derry.
1869.

Jan.^3. Dibdin, Charles, Esq. F.R.G.S. H.M. Civ. Serv. 62,
Torrington Square, W.C. '

1873.

April 19. Dibdin, L. T. Esq. B.A. Cantab. 62, Torrinyton Syiare,

W.C.

1869.

Jan. 18, Dibdin, R. W. Esq. F.R.G.S. 62, Torrinyton Square,

W.C.

1876.

Aug. 2. Dixon, Miss A. Miniature Portrait Painter, 49,

Coleshill Street. S.W.

1873.

Deo. 22. Downes, Major M. F. R.A. Niohtingale Vale, Woolwich,

S.E.

1874.

Beb. 16, Du-Pontet do la Harpc, Rev. .1. M. H. B.D. Pastor of

tho French Evangelical Church, 16, Kildare Gar-

den*, Bayswater, W.
1876.

Dec. 6. Earl, 8. 11. Esq. 16, Royal Parade. Blaekheath.

1875.

Mar. 16. Eastwood, Rev. T. Addington, Durban. Natal, South

Africa.
1876.

June 20. Eaton, Rev. Canon, .1, R. T. M.A. Whytes Professor of

Moral Philosophy, Oxford, Laptrorth Rectory,

Birmingham ; 27, Holywell, Otr/ord.

1873,

Oct. 81. Ebbs, Mrs. Maria Ellen, 89, Maiton Dieu Road, Dveer.

1872.

18. Edgar, Rev. Joseph H. M.A. Ea*t Sheen.^ 2h2
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1873.

Dec. 22. Elmer, Rev. Frederick, The Vicarage, Biddtdpk,

Cmigleton.

1875.

Dec. 6. Ewart, W. Qnartus, Esq., 31 . Doneqal Place, Belfast.

1874.

*4^n713. Fenwick, Rev. E. W. M.A. Cantab. Rectory, Bridford,

Exeter.

1876.

Dec. 4. Field, Rev. A. T. B.A. Cantab. Trinity Church Parson-
aqe, Buxton.

1869.

Feb.\5. f Finley, Samuel, Es({. Montreal, Canada (83, Coleman

Street, E.C.).

1876.

April 3. Fisher, Rev. J. D.D. Eng. Presb. Church, 37, West

Square, Sout/itcarh, S.E.

1873.

March 17. Flindt, Rev. G. K. M.A. Vicar of St. Matthew’s,

Denmark Hill, 157, The Grove, Camhertcell, S.E.

1873.

0<j<. 31. t Fogo, Rev. G. L. Dresden.

1872.

31.1 Forsyth, W. Esq. Q.C. LL.D. M.P. &c. 61, RtUland

Gate, S. W. ; the Firs, Mortimer, Reading. (ViCB-

Pbesident.)

1874.

Dec. 19. Forrester, Rev. 6. B.A. Rector of St. Paul’s, Olapham,

1 8, Offerton Road, Clapham, S. W.
1872.

Oct. 18. Fox, Rev. G. T. M.A. St. Nicholas’ Vicarage, Durham.
1874.

July 29. Frampton, Rev. R. G. D. Vicar of St. Mark's, Wins-

hiU, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire.

1871.

Dec. 4. Franklyn, Rev. T. E. M.A. St. John’s Lodge, Leamington.

1876.

May\. Freeman, Miss H. F. 60, Ebury Street, S.W.; Glad-

stone House, Sowthsea, Portsmouth.

1876.

April 5. Gardner, Archibald, Esq. Nether Common, Paisley.

1876.

Feb. 16. Gayer, E. R. Esq. B.A. Barrister-at-Law, Lincoln's Inn,

Russell House, Tavistock Sqttare,
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JF t Ged^, Sydney, Esq. M.A. Corpus Christi CoU. Cam-
bridge, Mitcham Hall, Hurrey.

1872.

April 1. Geldart, Mrs. Thomas, Botcdon, near Manchiter.

1876.

May 25. Gibson, Rev. Stanley T. B.A. Carab. Sandon Rectory,

W. Chelmeford, Essex.

1875.

Any. 12. Giolma, Rev. A. P. C. of St. Mark’s, 1, Victoria Villas,

Railtcai/ Htreet, New Brompton, Chatham.

1872.

Jidy 15. Gordon, Rev. Robert, 2, Francis Street, Gower Street,

W.C.
1872.

Jtdy 15. Goulbum, the Very Rev. E. M. D.D. Dean of Nonvich,

The Deanery, Noncich.

1872.

Dec. 2. Graham, J. II. S. Esq. 2, Belyrate Terrace, Shepherds

Bush, W.

Jf Grant, Captain Henry D. C.B. R.N. 4, Sussex Place,

Southsea; U.M.S."Aurora.” Greenock, N.B.

1875.

April 5. Gray, Rev. R. H. M.A. B.D. Oxon. Hon. Canon of

Chester, Examining Chaplain to the Bishops of

Sodorand Man and Chester, P.C. Kirkby Vicarage,

Liverpool.

1876.

Mar. 10. Green, Rev. R. 105, Grove Street, Liverpool.

1876.

April 10. Gresham, J. H. Esq., Sol. Mansion House, L.C.

Jtdy 19. Griffith, Rev. T. A.M. Preb. of St. Paul's, 8, Claptoti

Square, Clapton, E.

^873
. ^ ,

.

June 9. Gunnery, Rev. R. M.A. St.Mary's Vicarage, CarlsruHf,

Crouch Hitt, Hornsey, N

.

1872.

,

Oct. 18. HaUey, Rev. J. Mem. Sydney Univ. Wittmistown,

, FMtOflO.
1875.

6. HamUton, the Very Rev. H.P. M.A. F.R.S. P

P.Q.S. Dean of Salisbury, Deanery, Sahmty.
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1876.

Dec. 6. Hamilton, R. L. Esq. J.P. Dmegal Place, Beljaet.

1872.

Oct. 18. Harcoort, E. Vernon, Esq. M.A. Whittcell Hall, York.

df Hare, Rev. Henry, A.B. Chaplain to the Forces, 270,

Woodbridge Road, Ipswich.

1875.

Mar. 15. Hargreaves, Rev. P. (Wes. Min.), Clarkburg, tia King
William’s Town, Cape Colony.

1871.

Feb. 20. fHarries, G. Esq. Richestone, Milford Haven.

1876.

April 3. Harriot, T. Esq. 24, Buckingham Palace Road, S.W.

1870.

May 2. Harris, William John, Esq. M.R.C.S.E. L.A.C. F.M.S.

13, Marine Parade, Worthing.

1874.

Nov. 4. Ilartrich, Rev. E. J. A.M. T.C.D. Parsonage, Donegall^

Pass, Belfast.

1869.

Mar. 1. Harvard, Rev. John, Parsonage House, Lady Mar-
garet Road, Kentish Town, N. W. •

1874.

13. fHawkins, F. Bissct, Esq. M.D. F.R.S. 146, Harley

Street, W.
1874.

Dec. 7. Hellier, John Griffin, Esq. Queenstown, Cape of Good

Hope.

1872.

Dee. 2. Henderson, William S. P. Esq. {dec.).

1876.

July 19. Henry, Rev. P. Shuldham, D.D. M.R.I.A. President of

Queen’s College, Queen’s College, Belfast.

1872 .

June 3. Heurtley, Rev. Charles Abel, D.D. Canon of Ch. Ch.

Oxford, Margaret Professor of Divinity, Oxford.

Christ Church, Oxford.

1876.

Mag 1. Hewson, Rev. E. F. B.A. Jnistioge, eo. KxOttmny,

land.

1871.

Mag 15. Hill, Rev. James, D.D. Greenmch So^pital, 8.E.
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1872.

July 31. Hill, The Venerable T. B.D. Archdeacon of Derby

1870.

Oct. 10. Hiles, Joseph, Esq. 49, Grote Street, lAterpool, E.

1872.

Feb. 5. Hoare, Rev. Canon Edward, M.A. Tunbridge Wells.

1876.

June 20. Hogan, Rev. A. Iliky, M.A. T.C.D. and Oxon. (com.

cans.) Chancellor’s Surrogate, Memb. Brit. Assoc.

Vicarage, Watlhujton, Ojrfurdshire

;

3, Albert

Terrace, Bedford.

1874.

March 2. Hogg, Lt.-Ool. Sir J. McNagbten, Bart. M.P. (3iair-

maii of the Metrop. Board of Works, 26, Grostenor

Gardens, S. W.
1875.

Mar. 15. Howard, Rev. Carton, B.A. Cantab. Fenny Bentley

Rectory, Ashborne, Derbyshire.

1875.

Mur. 15. Hunter, Rev. W. (Wes. Min.), Heald Toten, Fort

Beaufort, Cape of Good Hope.

1875.

Mar. 15. Hutchinson, Colonel C. W. R.E. Inspector of Public

Works Department, Bengal {care o/ JI. S. King

Co. 65, CornhiU. E.C.).

1875. „ ,

April 5. Hutchinson, Major-General G. C B. C.S.I. Bengal^

Staff Corps, Insp.-Ccn. Police, Punjaub (care of

H. 6i. King Co. 65, Cornhill. E.C.). 26, Ktldare

House, Baysveater, W.

^872.
, , ,

Oct. 15. Huxtable, the Venerable A. M.A. Archdeacon and

Prebendary of Salisbury, Sutton Walden, Shaftes-

bury.

1873.

June 9. Ince, Rev. E. C. M.A. Christ Church Vicarage, Bat-

tersea, S.W.
1876.

Jan. 3. Irons, L. C. Esq. Registrar’s Office, Probate Court,

Somerset House, W.C.

1871.

June 6. Irons, Mrs. W. J. 20, Gordon Sguare, W.C.
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1874.

F^. 2. Jacob, Maj.-6en. Sir (4. le Grand, K.C.S.I. 12, Queem-
borough Terrace, W.

1871.

March 6. Jardine, J. M.A. LL.D. B.L. University of France,

National Club, Whitehall, ii.W. ; Holly Lodge,

South Fields, Wandsworth, /S. IF.

1873.

Oct. 31. Jessop, Rev. W. Governor and Chaplain, Wesley

College, Sheffield.

1876.

Dec. 4. Johnstone, Jas. Esq. 9, Itoyal Tetrace, Edinburgh.

1873.

Jan. 6. Jones, II. S. II. Esq. C.B. Dragbury, Stevenage, Hert-

fordshire.

1874.

Feb. 2. Joyce, Rev. F. Hayward, M.A. Oxon. Vicarage,

Harrow, N.

1872.

Oct. 18. Kenah, Rev. S. B.A. R.N. care of S. R. Gould, Esq.

106, Fore Street, Deronport.

1874.

July 29. Kendall, Rev. E. K. M.A. Cantab. Vicar of St. MarkV,
Notting Hill, 20, Arundel Gardens, Kensington
Park, W.

1875.

Aug. 12. Kennaway, SirJ. H. Bart. M.P.AVo/, Ottery St. Mary,
Devon.

1875.

Feb. 15. Kennedy, Rev. .1. M.A. D.D. 27, Stepney Green, E.

1876.

Dec. 4. Kingdom, Rev. E. W. S. Claremont, Whetstone Lane,
Birkenhead.

1873.

FO). 3. Klein, S. T. Esq. 24, Belsixe Park, N.W.

1874,

July 29. Knollys, Rev. W. F. Erekine, M.A. Oxon. Hon. Canon
of Winchester, Hon. Chap, to Archbishop of Canter*

bnry, Preacher at the Chapel R^al, Whitehall.

R.D. BeeUtry, Saltieood, Hythe, Kent.
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1873.

Jan. 20. Lawrence, Rev. 0. D. M.A. C. of Paddington, Merrotv,
Guildford.

1873.

Oct. 31. Leach, Rev. H. M.A. All Saints’ Vicarage, Bradford,
Yorks.

1869.

May 3. Learoyd, Nehemiah, Esq. 11
, South Street, Finsbury,

E.C.
1872.

Oct. 18. Lee, The Rev. Professor William, D.D. Prof, of Eccles.

Hist. University, (Hasyoic.

1873.

JidyiQ. Lewis, Rev. James S. M.A. 8
,
Lliryn Onn Terrace,

Colviyn, Conway.
1871.

April\0. Liddon, Rev. H. P. D.D. D.C.L. Canon of St. Paul’s,

Dean Ireland’s Professor of Exegesis in the Uni-
versity of Oxford, Christ Church, Oxford; 3, Amen
Court, E.C.

1876.

10. Linton, Rev. H. M.A. Inc. St. Paul’s, St. Paul’s

Parsonage, Birkenhead (Hon. Loc. Sec.).

1876.

May 25. Linton, Rev. R. B.A., 10, Queen Square, Lancaster.

1872. '

June 1. LLANDAFP, The RtanT Rev.thk LORD BISHOP
OF, D.D. Bishop’s Court, Llandaf.

1871.

June 5. Lloyd, Rev. R. M.A. Jesus Coll. Camb. Dripshill,

Upton-on-Severn, Worcester.

1873.

Feb. 17. + Locock, Miss F. Leaside, Kinyswood Hoad, Dulwich,

8.E.

1876.

Jan. 18. Lombard, Monsiebr A. Banker, La Pefouse, Place dit

Champel, Genem {rols. rare of Jtev. W. S. Ward,

Iter Parsonage, near Uxbridge, Middle-sex).

1876.

June 3. Long, Fortesoue, W. P. M.A. Oxon. Dunston, Nor-

wich,

1874.

^ar, 2. Loraine, Rev. N. Vicarage, Grove Park, West Chiswick.
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Lucas, H. Walker, Esq. Lynton Villa, CawndUh Road,
JBrondesbury, N. W.

1873.

Jan. 6. Lush, Joseph, Esq. Woodside, Soutfisea, Hampshire.
1875.

Feb. 1. Lutman, Major J. H. 36, St. Stephen’s Road, Shepherd’s

Rush, W.
tLycett, Sir Francis, Knt. Ex-SheriflF of the City of

London, 18, Highbury Grore, N.
JF Maberley, G. Esq. 20, The Paragon, Ramsgate.

1875.

June 3. McAll, Rev. Professor S. Hackney Theological College,

Tlee College, Well Street, Hackney, E.

1873.

June 9. IT M'Caul, Rev. A. I. M.A. Oxon. Lecturer in Divinity,

King’s College, Rector of St. Magnus the Martyr,

Rectory, London Bridge, E.C.
1873.

July2Q. M'Caul, Rev. J. B. M.A. Canon of Rochester, Head^
Master St. Clement’s Middle Class Schools,

’

Lecturer at St. Clement’s, Rector of St. Michael’s

Bassishaw, Lancaster Ruad, Netting Hill, W.;
Thornton Road, Wimbledon, S, W.

1876.

Mar. 6. McDonald, J. A. Esq. 5, St. John’s Park, Blackheath,

S.E,

;

4, Iterient Street, London Road, Leicester.

J872.

July 15. M'DOUGALL, The Right Rev. BISHOP, D.C.L.

Canon of Ely, and Archdeacon of Huntingdon,

Godmanchester Vicarage, Huntingdonshire; The

Close, Winchester.

1875.

July^9. McKay, Rev. J. W. (Wes. Min.) Dunedin Terrace,

Antrim Road, Belfast.

1876.

Mar. 6. McKee, Rev. T. A. Governor and Chaplain of the

Wesleyan Connexional School, Stephen’s Green,

Dublin.

1876.

Mar. 20. McLeod, Rev. N.K. M.A, L.Th. Ellon Pareopage,

Aberdeen.

1874.

Dec. 7. Macnaughtan, Rev. J. A.M. Presbyterian Minister,

B^ast.
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1876.

May 3. Magill, Rev. W. Dean of Residence, Queen’s Coll. Cork,

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Cork.

1872.

Jan. 8. Margoliouth, Rev. Moses, LL.D. Ph.D. 13, Ondow
Crescent, South Kensington, iS.Tr.

1872.

Dec. 2. Martin, Rev. J. 93, Victoria Park Road, E.
1875.

June 3. Masters, R. M. Esq. Queenstown, S. Africa.

1876.

Dec. 21.t Maxwell, Sir W. Bart. Calderwood Castle, Blantyre,

N.B.
1876.

July 19. MEATH, The Most. Rev. the LORD BISHOP of,

D.D. (dec.).

1874.

Dec. 7. Menge, Rev. J. P. 11, ?7a Cerriuja, Milan.

1876.

July 19. Middleton, J. G. Esq. 7, Andover Terrace', Hortuey

Road, N.
1876.

Aug. 12. Mildred, F. W. Esq 1, Borough Road, Woodlands,

Middlesbrough, Yorks.

1871.

AprillQ. Mitchell, H. S. Esq. "Vestry Clerk's Office, 5, Great

Prescot Street, Whitechapel, E.

1876.

April 3. Moilliet, C.E. Esq. 48, Francis Rnad, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
1869.

Mays. Money, Rev. C. P. S. M.A. Cantab. Hon. Canon

of Rochester, St. John’s Parsonage, Upper Lewis-

ham Road, S.E.
1873.

June 9. Montagu, I. P. Esq. 61, St. George's Road, Pimlico,

S.W.: Downhill, Bridport, Dorset.

1872.

Dec. 2. IT Morris, Professor G. S. M.A. Prof. Modem Languaps

and Literature, The Unitersity, Ann Arbor,

Michigan, United States.

1876.

19. Morris, H. Esq. Madras Civil Service, Eastccte House,

St. John’s Park, Blackhsath, S.E.
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1875.

Mar, 15. Morris, Rev. Jas. (Wes. Min.), Tsomo,, nla Queenstoten,

Cajie Colony,

1875.

Mar, 15. Morris, Rev. Joseph, Min. of the Brunswick Chapel,

Kelso Villa^ Gotham Brow,, Bristol,

1876.
Mar. 6. Morrow, Rev. Knox Magee, Hector Shaftesbury,

Jf IT Moule, Rev. Henry, M.A. (3antab. FordingtonVicarage,
Dorset,

1874.

Dec, 19. Moulton, Rev. William Fiddian, M.A. Lond. D.D.
Edin. The Leys, Cambridge.

1876.
Dec, 4. Mulliner, F. Esq., 59, Great Charlotte Street, Liter-

pool,

1875.

Feb. 15. Neale, Miss S. 16, Fowls Hoad, Brighton.
1871.

Oct, 24. Nelson, J. H. Esq. M.A. Cantab. New Unitei^sity Club,

St, James Street, S. W,
1875.

Jan. 18. Nicholson, I. B. Esq. 67, Tyrwhitt Road, S.E,
1875.

June 21. Nursey, Rev. C. R. W. Dodworth Vicarage, near

Barnsley.
1876.

Jan, 3. Outhwaite, T. Esq. {Messrs, Bolckow, Vaughan, tj* Co.

Middlesbrough, Yorkshire).

Dec. 6. Faice, A. I. Esq. Wallhufton, Surrey.
1875.

May 15. Park, Rev. W. A.M. 8, College Green, Belfast.
1874.

June 30. Parminter, H. B. Esq. St. Antholin's Chambers, 26,

Budge Row, E.C,

;

12, Lee Park, Blackheath, S E*

df Payne, William, Esq. Guildhall, London, E.C.
187o.

June 21. Pell, O, C. Esq. Wilhurton Manor, Ely, Cambridye-

thire.

1874.
July 29. Pennefather, Miss Dora M. 22, Highbury Quadrant,

Hiyhimry New Park, N, ,• Madrem Lodge,
TuUeim, S.W.
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1876.

April 3. Philpot, Miss, 3, Si. Cuthhert’s Terrace, Bedford.

1874.

Dec. 9. Pickerspll, E. H. Esq. B.A. Lond. 54, Clissold Bead,
Stoke Newington, N.

1875.

Mar. IS.'f’Powell, Rev. T. F.L.S. Samoa, South Pacific {London

Mimonarg Soriet/i, 8, BJomfield Street, Fins-

burg, E.G.).

1876.

Mag 1. dc Pressense, Rev. E. B.Th. Paris.

1874.

Feb. 2. Price, Rev. E. Sgdneg House, Bell Hoad, Hounslow.

1869.

Mar. 1. Race, George, Esq. Westqate, JVeardale, Darlington.

1875.

Feb. 15. Ragg, Rev. T. Vicarage. Lawleg, Horsehag, It.S.O.

Salop.

4F Rainey, A. 0. 5, Manders Terrace, Banelagh, Dublin.

1875.

Mg 19. Ralph, B. Esq. A.B. TiL.B. (T.C.I).), Principal, Dunheted

College, Launceston, Cornteull.

1875.

Aug. 12. Rate, Rev. J. Lapleg Vicarage, near Penkridge, Stafford-

shire.

1874.

3/ar<;/( 1 6. Rcadc, Rev. H. St. J. M.A. Late Scholar of Univ.

Coll. Oxon. Head Master of The School, Oundle,

Northampton.
1874.

April 3. Rcndall, J. Es<i. M.A. (late Fellow of Exeter Coll.

Oxon.), Bar. -at-Law, 9, New Square, Lincoln s-Jnn,

W.C.
1876.

Dec. 4. Rcndell, Pev. A.M. M.A. Cantab. Coston Rectory,

Mdtor. Moxebray.

1875. ,
.

June 21. Reynolds, Rev. H. R. D.D. President and Professor of

Theology, Cheshunt College, Waltham Cross.

1875.

Aug. 12. Richardson, T. H. Esq. (Secretary, Messrs, i^ljow,

Vaughan, & Co.) Ironworks, Middlesbrough, York-

$hire.
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1876.

Dec. 4. Bigby, Rev. F. 16, Clifton Crescent, Birkenhead,

1873.

July 26. Ritchie, A. T. Esq. 19, Groom’s Hill, Greenteieh, S.E.

1873.

Feb. 17. Roberts, Rev. G. Thormahy Vicarage, Stockton-on-Tees.

1876.

May 25. Robertson, A.D. Esq. 63, Qmen’s Gate, S.W.
1875.

June 21. Rodgers, Rev. J. M. Great .Tames Street, Derry.

1873.

April 7. Ross, Rev. II. Ph. D. 59, Moor Jjane, Lancaster.

1873.

April 7. Rowley, Rev. W. W. M.A. Combe Lodge, Weston-super-

Mare.
1873.

June 9. RYAN, The Right Rev. BISHOP V.W. D.D. Oxon.
(late of Mauritius) R.D. Bradford, Yorks.

^ Salt, Mr. Thomas 6. 63, Downs Park Road, Shaekle-

teell, N.E.
1875.

July 19. Scott, S. Esq. Wateney House, Bungay.

1876.

Dec. 4. Scott, Rev. T. M.A. Cantab. R.D. Vicarage, West

Ham, E.

1872.

Junf 1. Scott-Robertson, Rev. W. A. M.A. Cantab. Hon. Canon
of Canterbury, Chaplain to the Earl of Tanker-

ville, Hon. Sec. to the Kent Archssological Society,

Rector of Elmley, Whitehall, Sittingboume.

1876.

Ffb. 21. Seeley, E. Esq. 4, Notting-kiU Terrace, W.
1874.

Hot. 4. Seymour, W. Esq- Q-C. LL.D. Recorder of

Newcastle-on^yne, 2, Dr. Johnson’s Buildings,

Temple; Elmdeigk, Hew Wandsworth, S.W.

1876.

Dee. 6. Sharp, Rev. J. Church Missionary Society’s High School,

Masulipatem, 8. India.

1871.

April 10. Shrspnell, Fleetwood Keats, Esq. The Awntte, Peekha^

Bye, S.E.
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1872.

July 31. Shaw, Benjamin, Esq. M.A. £arrister-at-Law, late Fellow
of Trin. Coll. Gamb. 8, Cambridge Square, W,

^1872
^^'l- Dordrecht, Cape of Good Hope.

April 1. Sheppard, William .fohn. Esq. 7, Addison Gardens
South, Kensington, W.

1874.

Dec. 7. Simcox, A. Esq. 2, Cherry Street, Birmingham.
1876.

May 1. Simpson, E. Esq. 24, Grummant Road, Peckham, S.E.
1872.

July 3. Simpson, Rev. .T. LL.D. Hon. Canon of Carlisle,

R.D. Vicarage, Kirkbu-Stephen.
1872.

15. Simpson, Rev. Robert Janies, M.A. Oriel Coll. Oxon.
Rector of St.CIeinent Danes, 5, Rtissell Square, W.C.

1876.

July 3. ')* Sinclair, Rev. W. Macdonald, M.A. Balliol Coll. Oxon.
Form. Scholar of Balliol, 12, Hereford Gardens,

W. ; Satile Club.

1876.

Dec. 4.
. Slater, Rev. .Tosiah B.A. Mount Grey Institute, Bloom-

fontein. Cape of Good Hope; Grahamstoten Jour-

nal Office, Grahamstoten, Cape of Good Hope.

1873.

Mar. 17. Smith, Lt. -Colonel E. D. Fort Major, Jersey.

1874.

Aug. 14. Smith, Rev. Qervase, M.A. President of the Wesleyan

Conference, 13, Leigh Road, Highbury Park, A*.

1876.

^1^*76^' Spear, G. Esq. 150, Queen Street, Portsea.

Aug. 2. Stanford, W. E. Esq. Magistrate, Civil Service,

AU Saints’, British Tembuland, ri& King

William's Town, Cape of Good Hope.
1874.

2. Stanton, T. Esq. Presteign, Radnor.
1876.

^ ^

^872
^^*

Oet, 18. Stewart, Mark J. Esq. M.P. M.A. Oxon. Bar.-at-Law,

ArdieM, Stranraer, N.B.:li,Montagu8quare,W.
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1876.

May 25. Stocker, Rev. H. W. B. B.A. Oxod. Onngdon Rectory,

Alrerford.

1873.

Dec. 1. Stovin, Rev. C. F. 69, Warwick Square, S.W.

1873.

Dec. 22. Stubbs, Rev. Warden Flood, B.A. T.C.D. Incumbent of

St. Columba, 25, Newbie Terrace, Belmont Road,

Literpool.

1871.

May 21. Sutcliffe, James T. Esq. Beech Hotite, Baetip, near

Manchester.

1874.

March 2. Swainson, Rev. C. A. D.D. Canon of Chichester, Nor-

risian Professor of Divinity, Cambridge, Proctor in

Convocation, Principal of Chichester Theological

College, and examining Chaplain to the Lord Biwop,

Springfield, Newnhum, Cambridge.

1874.

Dec. 7. Tait, Rev. Craufurd, M.A. Ch. Cb. Oxon. Saltieood,

Hythe, Kent ; Jjambeth Palace, S.E.
1873.

Feb. 17. Tapson, Rev. R. P.C. St. Luke’s, South Lyncombe,

Crossway Place, Combe Down, Bath.

1875.

July 19. Taylor, Major-General A. R.E. {care of Messrs. Grindlay

Co. 55, Parliament Street, S. W.).

1871.

May 1 . Thomas, William Cave, Esq. 53, Welbeck Street,

Cavendish Square, S. W. •

1876.

May 25. Thompson, Rev. J. P. D.D. LL.D. (Yale and Harvard

Univ.) 28, Schbneberger Ufer, Berlin.

1874.

July 29. Thmpp, Rev. E. M.A. Oxon. Vicarage, FeUham,

Hounslow, Middlesex, W.

1873.

Feb. 3. Tomkins, Rev. H. G. Park Lodge, Wadm-mper~M<tre.

1873.

June\3. Tomkins, Rev, W. Smith, P.0, Dnnton, Cas6*
Somerset.
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1871.

Feb, 20. Tremlett, Rev. F. W. D.C.L. Honorary Doctor of
Philosonhy of Jena Univ. F.R.G.S. Chaplain to
Lord Waterpark, Ecclesiastical Commissary for the
American Prelates and for the University of the
South, Vicar of St. Peter’s, Belsize Park, The
Parsonage, Belsize Park, N. W.

1875.

Mar. 15. Tucker, Rev. W. Hill, M.A. Dunton Beetorg, Brent-
wood.

1869.

Apr. 19. Tombull, Robert 0. Esq. 36, Walnut Street, High
Town, Manchester.

1875.

JtUg 19. Vance, Rev. G. Eglington Hoad. Brat/, Ireland.

1869.

F^. 15. Vanner, Henry Thornton, Esq. 32, Great St. Helen’s,

E.C.

Vessey, Leonard Abington, Esq. Stjdnet/, N.8.W. {care

of Mrs. Vessey, Ilehetia House, Park Road,
CUtedon, Somerset).

1873.

June 16. Waddy, Rev. J. T. Teionmouth, Demi.

1875.
Aug. 12. Walters, Rev. W. D. 93. Forest Road. Dalston. E.

1876.
Feb. 7. Ware, Rev. H. R. M.A. (C. C. C. Gamb.) 4-3, Stormont

Road, Lavender Hill, S. W.
1871.

Aug. 9. Warleigh, Rev. H. S. Rectory, Ashchurch, Tewkesbury,

1875.
*

Mar. 16. Warner, Rev. E. J. Mount Arthur, via Queenstown,

Cape Colony.

1871.
^

•Way 1. Warner, F. I. Solicitor, F.L.S. 20, Hyde Street,

Winchester.
1874.

Jan. 6. Watkins, The Venerable F. B.D. Cantab. Archdeacon

of York and Prebendary of York, Marslon Rectory,

1876.

*'««e20. Watts, Rev. J. C. E.\aminer in Classics, lUnmoor

CoU^, Mollart Street, Hanley, Staffordshire.

Yorkshire.

VOi. X.
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Nov. 4. Watts, Rev. Professor R. D.D. Assembly College, Bel'

fast, Bivmdale, Holywood, Belfast.

1876.

Dee. 4. Welsh, Rev. J. Chaffers-, Everton, Liverpool.

1875.

Mar. 15. White, Rev. C. Osborn, via King William’s Town, Cape

Colony.

1876.

Jan. 8. White, Rev. H. B.A. 45, Davies Street, Berkeley Square,

W.
1876.

April 10. White, Rev. Hill Wilson, A.B. Sch. T.C.D. Head
Master, Nenan College, Natan, County MealA,

Ireland. •

1871.

Aug. 9. Whitelock, Rev. B. M.A. P.R.M.S. Incumbent of

Groombridge, Groombridge, Tunbridge Wells.

1874.

Fd>. 6. If Whitley, N. Esq. C.E. F.R.M.S. Penarth, Truro.

1870.

Mar. 17. t Whitmeo, Rev. S. J. F.R.6.S. Cor. Mem. Z.S.

Samoa, South Pacific, London Missionary Society,

8, Blontfield Street, Finsbury, E.C.

1875.

Jan. 18, Wigan, J. Esq. Cromwell House, MorUake, 8.W.

1870.

May 2. Williams, Rev. Frederic, Exhib. from Eton Coll.

Scholar of C.C.C. B.A. Cantab. SaltUy Vicarage,

near Birminqham.

1874.

Dec. 7. Williams, Thomas, E8({. Accountant, Eston Mnes, near

MiddMrough, Yorkshire.

1875.

Mar. 15. Willson, A. Rivers, Esq. Chemist, West London Hospilal,

Hammersmith, W.

1872.

Deo. 2. Winterbottom, Charles, Esq. 16, Sloane Street, B.W.

1875,

Mar. 1. Wolfendale, Rev. J. Tu^ury, Burtooron-Ttmt, ^dfiford-

shire.
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1873.

May 10, Wolley, Rflv. H. P. St. Mary't Vicarage, Shortland,

Bromley, Kent.

1874.

Nov. 4. Wood, R. Esq. Plimpton Hall, Heymod, near
Mancheeter.

1874.

June 30. Woodrow, Rev. Professor James, Ph.D. Heidelbe^,

Hon. M.D. Med. Col). Georgia B.D. (Hampden)

Sidney Coll. Virginia, Professor of Natural Sciences

in connexion with Revelation, Presbyterian Theo-

logical Seminary, Columbia, S. Carolina, U.8.A.

1874.

Feb. 2. Wrench, Rev. T. W. M.A. Cantab. Rector of St.

Michael's, Cornhill (dec.).

1873
JuneQ. Wright, Rev. B. W. M.A. Cantab. M.D. Edin.

Vicarage^ Norton Cuchiey, Mansfield.

1876.

Feb. 1. Wyatt-Edgell, Rev. E. B.A. 40, Groseenor Street, Gros-

tenor S(iuare, ; Stanford Hall, Lutterusorth,

Leiceeterehire ; 15, Holland Jttoad, Brighton.

1876
JFV6. 7. Young, C. B. B. Esq. B.A. 12, Hyde Park Terrace, W.

Nohimeb Associates, 1876.

Tho Revetendi R. Butler, Mancheeter—

.

Caine,

Mmek0$ter--Yr. Doyle, 8al/ord--Q. Edwards, Lnd^by,

LeicesHt^T. Henrey, Crassetu, Southport, Lanc^hire-

E. Hewlett, Chorlton, MaHcMster— K. Howarth, Colly-

hunt, Manehetter--'i. Jones, Delph, Brosdey, Shropshire

—0. PetlMriok, 8<Mord, Manchester.
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HON. FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS

(with the dates op their appointments).

1874.

Nov. 4. Barbande, Professor Joachim, 22, Btie de l’Od4on,

Paris; 419, Kleimite Chotehsgasse, Prague.

1873.

Deo. 2. Bersier, Rev. E. 216, Boulevard Periire, Paris.

1873.

Mag 10. Dawson, Principal J. W. LL.D. F.R.S. McGill

College, Montreal.

1875.

Feb. 4. Wubtz, Professor K. A. President of the Association of

France for the Advancement of Science, Cabinet

de Dogen, Facultd de Mddecine, Paris.

HONORARY CORRESPONDENTS.

1874.

Nov. 4. f Main, Rev. R. M.A. F.R.S. V.P.R.A.S. The

Radcliffe Observer, BadcUffe ObserveUorg, Oaford.

1873.

Dec. 3. 1 Nichot-son, Professor H. A. M,A. M.D. D.So. Ph.D.

F.R.S.B. F.6.S. Professor of Natural History

at the University of St. Andrew’s, West Port House,

8t. Andrew’s, N.B.
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LOCAL HONORARY SECRETARIES.

BellamTi Rev. F. 33, Ker Streety Devonport.

Campbell, Rev. Professor J. M.A. Presb. Coll. Montrealy C, W.

{J. Bain, Esq, Messrs, J. Campbell, St. Bride

Street, Ludgate Circus, E,C,),

COLLIS, Rev. H. M.A. St, Philip's Vicarage, Maidstone,

Cowan, Rev. E. B.A. MillbrooJc R, Ampthill, Bedfordshire.

Banks, Rev. 0. W. M.A. Gainsborough,

Davis, Rev. W. B. M.A. The College, Torquay.

Buomore, Rev. II. II. Queenstown, Cape of Good Hope.

Fleming, Rev. T. S. F.R.G.S. St. Clement's, Leeds (JF).

Harris, Rev. J. Pembroke, 8, IVales,

Johnson, Rev. E. Belleeue Lodqe, Dartmouth Park, Forest

Hill, S,E.

Knapp, Rev. J. St. John's Parsonage, Portsea.

Linton, Rev. H. M.A. St. Pants Parsonage, Birkenhead.

MoCann, Rev. J. D.D. 18, Shaftesbury Terrace, Glasgow.

Phatre, Rev. R. M.A. West Raynham Rectory, Brandoi}.

Pritchard, Rev. R. B.A. Whitchurch Rectory, Stratford-on-Aron.

Wheatley, J. H. Esq. Ph.D. F.G.S. Abbey View, Sligo.

Willis, Rev. J. T. M.A. Rhosmarket Rectory, Kew Milford
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A.

Academy, The. 1869-74.

Adam and the Adamite ;
or, the Harmony of Scripture and

Ethnology. By D. M'Causland, Q.C. LL.D.

Age of Man. By Professor Kirk, D.D.

Algebraical Geometry. By Rev. S. W. Ward.

Ancient Empires ; their Origin, Succession, and Results
;
with

a Preliminary View of the Unity and First Migration of

Mankind.
Ancient Pillar Stones of Scotland. By G. Moore, M.D.
Animal Physiology. By W. B. Carpenter, M.D.

Anti-Secularist Lectures. By Rev. J. McCann, D.D.

Anthropological Notes and Queries issued by a committee of

the British Association.

Antiquity of Man, The Biblical. By Rev. S. Lucas.

Aphasia. By Dr. Bateman.

Aquarium, The. By P. H. Gosse, F.R.S.

Archaia. By Dr. J. W. Dawson, F.R.S.

Archaic Dictionary. By W. R. Cooper.

Architecture. Reports and Papers read at the Meetings of the

Architectural Societies of the County of York during the

Year 186.5.

L’Architecturc du Monde des Atomes. Par Gaudin.

Army List, 1877.

Arnold’s Sermons.

Astronomical Geology : A Treatise respecting the Causes to

which the Structural and Superficial Configuration of the

Earth's Crust is attributable. By R. G. M. Browne.

Astronomy, Current Physical,—Critically Examined and Con-

futed. By J. Rcddic.

Astronomy. See Mazzaroth ; Solar System, ^e.

Athenaeum, The, for 1870 to 1876. Vols. and current parts.

Atlantic Monthly. Jan. 1874.

Atomes, La Th^ric des. Par M. Wurtz.
Automatism. Sec Doctrine

B.

Saddam's Philosophical Transactions. See Roml Society.

Bagster's Chronological Atlas: a Complete Series of Maps

Elucidatory of the Sacred History.

Bampton Lectures for 1868 . By Dean Mantel, D.D.
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Bampton Lectures for 1873. By Rev. I. G. Smith.

Bas^an, La Terre de. Par A. Lombard.

Beeston, Memorials of. By Rev. Br. Kennedy.

Bible, The.

Bible, an Examination of the Alleged Discrepancies of. By
Rev. J. W. Haley.

Bible, Is the Bible Divine ? being the Roberts and Bradlaugh

Discussion.

Bible Difficulties, Lectures on. By Rev. 6. D. Copeland, B.D.

Bible, The Family Commentary, 6 vols. By Rev. C. Girdle-

stone, M.A.
Bible, The. Speaker’s Commentary. 6 vols. (7 parts).

Bible Handbook, The. By Rev. J. Angus, D.D.

Bible, Moral Difficulties of. By Rev. Dr. Hesscy.

Bible of every Land.
Bible, Cruden’s Concordance to the.

Bible. See Pentatetuh ; Scripture.

Bible, The, and Modem Thought. By Rev. T. R. Birks, M.A.

Bible, Trath of the. By Rev. B. W. Savile, M.A.

Biblical and Theological Instruction, A Course of. 2 vols.

By Rev. J. Baylee, D.D.

Biblical Criticism, A Compendium of. By F. Sargent.

Biographical Treasury. By S. Mnunder.

Birds, British, The Food, Use, and Beauty of. By C. 0. G.

Napier.
. . t>

Black Diamonds; or, the Gospel in a Colliery District. By

H. H. Bourn.

Bookseller. Christmas, 1873-74.

Botany :

—

Hortus Cantabrigiensis
;

or, an Accented Catalogue of Indi-

genous and Exotic Plants cultivated in the Cambridge

Botanic Gardens. By James Don.

Prodromus Systematis Naturalis Regni Vegetabilis. Par A.

De Candolle. 20 tom.

British Empire, McCulloch’s Account of the. 2 vols.

British Sea Anemones and Corals. By P. H. Gosse, F.R.S.

British Quarterly Review. 2 vols. and 1 part.
i t t»

Builders of Babel, The. By Dominic M'Causland, Q.C. LL.D.

Butler’s Analogy.

C.

Oandlish, Rev. Dr. See Oenmt.
Candolle, A, De. See Botany.
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Castel Eerke. B; Rev. A. R. G. Dallas.

Catholic Layman, The. 2 vols. Edited by A. E. Gayer, Esq.

Q.C. LL.D.

Cause and Effect; or, The Globe We Inhabit. By R. M.
Browne, F.6.S.

China. Ti-Ping Tien-Kwohj the History of the Ti-Ping

Revolution. 2 vols.

Christ, AbdiePs Essays on the Advent of.

Christ in the Pentateuch ; or. Things Old and New concerning

Jesus. By H. H. Bourn.
“ Christ is All”: The Gospel of the Pentateuch. By the Very

Rev. Henry Law. 4 vols. (Pentateuch.)

Christ, Life of. By Rev. P. W. Farrar, M.A. F.B.S. 2 vols.

Christ of the Gospels, The, and the Romance of M. R^nan. By
Rev. Dr. Schaff and M. Napol^n Roussel.

Christ our Light. By the Rev. Charles Graham.
Christ, The Kingdom of. By Rev. F. D. Maurice, M.A. 2 vols.

Christ, Trial of Jesus. By Rev. C. F. Chase.

Christendom. By Rev. C. Girdlestone, M.A.
Christian Dogmatics. By Van Oostersce.

Christian Evidences. See Bible ; Chrift ; Daniel: Ethndogy:
Geology; Gospel; Insmration; Prophetic Outline*; Baai-

^
ation ; Scripture and Science ; Shinar.

Christian Morality, Characteristics of See Bampton Lecture*.

Christian Psychology. By Rev. T. M. Gorman, M.A.
Christian Sacerdotalism. By Dr. J. Jardine.

Christianity and Common Sense. By Sir W. Jones, Bart.

Christianity, Evidences of By Professor W. Smith (Camb.).

Christianity, The Divine Origin of. By J. Ashe, Esq. M.D.
Christianity, The Early Years of By E. De Pressense, D.D.
Ghristianum Organum

;
or, the Inductive Method in Scripture

and Science. By J. Miller, M.A.
Chronological. See Institute.

Church, The National, for 1873.
Clergy List, 1872.
Coal under Secondary Formations. See Geology.
Colenso, Bishop:

—

A ft^ Review and Exposure of Bishop Colenso’s Errors and

Miscalculations in his Work, The Pentateuch and Book of

Jrahua Critically Examined.” By the Hon. Judge MatshalL

Anti'Colenso. By Johannes Laicus.
An Old Indian’s Plain Solution of swoe of the DiffieoUies of

Dr. Colenso. By J. Stalkartt.
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Collisions at Sea, On the Value of Coloured Side Lights as a
Means for preventing. A Lecture delivered at the Sailors’

Home. By T. Gray.

Commentary. See Bible.

Comparative Anatomy. By W. M. Ord, M.D.
Congressional Directory of the Third Session of the Forty-

first Congress of the United States of America.

Concordance to the Bible, Cruden’s. Laige edition.

Concordance to the Bible, on the basis of Cruden. By J. Eadie,
D.D. LLJ).

Contemporary Eeviewfor July, 1872 ; Oct. and Dec. 1873 ;
Dec.

1874 ; Jan. Feb. April, May, and June, 1875 ; Jan. and
Feb. and Sept. 1876.

Cottage Construction. By C. W. Strickland.

Creation, The. By A. T. Ritchie, Esq.

Creation, The Week of; or. The Cosmogony of Genesis con-

sidered in its Relation to Modem Science. By G. Warington.

Creation, Records of the. By Archbishop Sumner, D.D.

Creation, Wonders of, and other Poems. By M. Josephs.

Crisis, The World-wide. By Rev. A. Duff, D.D.

Current Physical Astronomy Critically Examined and Confuted.

By J. Reddie.

D.

Daniel, The Book of : Remarks on the Prophetic Visions in

;

with Notes on Prophetic Interpretation in connexion with

Popery, and a Defence of the Authenticity of the Book of

Daniel. By S. P. Tregelles, LL.D.
Darwinian Theory of the Transmutation of Species examined by

a Cambridge Graduate. 4 copies.

Darwinism and Design. ^ G. St. Clair.

Darwinism, Fallacies of. By Dr. C. R. Bree.

Death, Victoire over. By Rev. W. Niven, B.D.

Deluge, The Mosaic : ani Enquiry into the Truth and Certainty

of. By Patrick Cockbum, M.D.
» The Noaic. By Rev. S. Lucas.

^
Descent of Man. By C. Darwin. 2 vols.

Desert of the Exodus. By Captain E. H. Palmer. 2 vols.

Devonshire Coast: By P. H. Gosse, P.R.S.
Dictionary, EnaBsh. By Dr. Nuttadl.

I>>wotories,ThSA,B,Cl.

» Baptist Hand-book, 1875.
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Directories, The Clergy. 1873-7.

„ The Clergy. 1875 (Crockford’s).

„ The Court. 1877.

„ The Newspaper Press. 1877.

„ London Diocese Book. 1872-7.

„ London Post-Office. 1877.

„ Parliamentary Companion. 1871-7.

„ Wesleyan Year Book, 1877.

Discoveries in Science by the Medical Philosopher : an Oration
delivered on the Ninety-sixth Anniversary of the Medical
Society of London. By Sir G. Duncan Gibb, Bart., M.D.

Divine Things, Knowledge of, from Revelation. By Rev. J.

Ellis, D^D.
Doctrine, Winds of

;
or an Examination of the Modern

Theories of Automatism and Evolution. By Dr. Elam.
Doubte et de la Foi, Lcs Ecoles du. Par M. L.

Doubters, Cautions for. By Rev. Canon Titcomb.

Duration and Nature of Future Punishment. By II. Constable.

Dynamical Theory, The. By A. T. Ritchie. 1 vol. (3 copies).

Also a Copy in 8 parts.

E.

Earth, Ages of the. Biblical Testimonies to the Earth's Anti-

quity and Progressive Development. By Rev. David
Pitcairn, D.D.

Earth and Man. By Dr. J. W. Dawson, F.R.S.
Earth, Physical History of the.

Echoes from Distant Footfalls. By Rev. J. Boyes, F.S.A.
Eden, Traditions of. By H. Sheplieard.

Edinburgh Gazetteer. 6 vols.

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal. 7 vols.

Edinburgh Review. No. 284.

Edinburgh University Calendar.

Egypt. By Rev. M. Russell, LL.D.
Egypt's Record of Time to the Exodus of Israel. By Rev. V\^*

B. Galloway, M.A.
Electric Telegraph, The. By Dr. Lardner.
Electric Telegraph : Authorship of the Practical Electric Tele-

graph of Great Britain. By Rev. T. F. Cooke, M.A.
English Institutions, The. By P. Vernon Smith, Esq.
English Mechanic. Vol. XII.
English History, Synopsis of By S. Grimaldi, F.S.A.
Epidemic Pestilences, History of. By B. Bascombe, M.D.
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Essays, Biblical and Ecclesiastical. By Rev. H. Burgess, LL.D.
Ethiopia, Highlands of. By Major W. C. Harris.

Ethnology :

—

Papers offered for Discussion at the Meeting of the British

Association at Dundee, in Reply to the Speculations

recently promulgated in regard to the Antiquity and Nature
of Man. By Rev. James Brodie, A.M.

The First Man and his Place in Creation, considered

on the Principles of Science and Common Sense, from a

Christian Point of View. W ith an Appendix on the Negro.

By G. Moore, M.D.
See Adam and the Adamite ; Flint Implements.

Evangelical Alliance: Proceedings ofthe Amsterdam Conference,

August, 18G7.

Evil, Principles of. See Vrincipia.

Evolution. See Doctrine.

Evolution and Permanence of Type. By Agassiz. Sec A tlantic

Monthly.
Evolution and Religion. By Rev. G. Henslow.

Exodus of Israel, The : its Difficulties Examined, and its Truth

Confirmed. By Rev. T. R. Birks, M.A.
Exposition of Hebrews VI. By A. Brown.

Expression of the Emotions. By (\ Darwin.

Extinction, Discitssions on. By Rev H. S. Warleigh.

F.

Facts and Dates. By Rev. A. Mackay, LL.D.
Faith and Philosophy. By Rev. I. G. Smith.

Fatalism, Modem Physical. By Prof. Birks.

Fathers, Finch’s Observations on the.

Fiji and the Fijians. By Thomas Williams and James Calvert.

2 vols.

First Man, The. See Ethnoloay.
Firet Principles of the Oracles of God. By C. R. Alford, D.D.

Flint Implements of Great Britain, Ancient. By J. Evans,

F.R.S.
Flint Implements from Drift not Authentic ;

being a Reply to

the Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man. By

„
N. Whitley.

Food Journal, 1870 to 1872. „ ,
Fortnightly Review. May, .Tunc, and Nov. 1874, Nov. 1875.
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Fragments of Science for Unscientific People. By Professor

TradaU.
Frasers Magazine, Feb. 1875; July, 1876.
French Emperorship, Revival of the. By Rev. G. S. Faber.
Fresh Springs of Truth : a Vindication of the Essential Prin-

ciples of Christianity. By J. Rcddie.

G.

Gardener’s Dictionary, The. .3 vols. By P. Miller, F.R.S.
Genesis, Book of : Review of Rev. Dr. Candlish’s First Lecture

on Genesis. By P. M'Farlane, M.V.I.
Genesis. By P. I. Hershon.
Genesis. See Creation, Week of.

Geography, System of By James Bell. 12 vols.

Geology :

—

The Geological Record, 1874.
A New System of Geology, in which the Great Revolutions of

the Earth and Animated Nature are reconciled at once to

Modern Science and Sacred History. By A. Ure, M.D.
Antiquity of Man. By Sir C. Lyell, Bart.

Arcadian Geology. By Dr. J. W. Dawson, F.R.S.
Astronomical Geology. By R. G. M. Browne.
Coal under Secondary Formations. By J. Holdsworth,

M.G.S.F.
Cretaceous Flora of the United States. See United States.

Exposure of the Principles of Modern Geology in a Review
of King’s “ Geology and Religion wherein is shown the

utter Incompatibility of these Principles with both Science

and Sacred History. By P. McFarlane.
Flint Chips. By E. T. Stevens, Esq.

Genesis and Geology. By D. Crofton.

Mineral and Mosaical Geologies, A Comparative Estimate

of the. B^ Granville Penn. 2 vols.

Minerals, Mines, and Soils of Ireland, in Reference to

the Amelioration and Industrial Prosperity of the Country.

By J. Holdsworth, M.G.S.F.
Modem Geology, Antidote against. By P. McFarlane. 2

copies.

Page’s Introductory Text-book of.

Papers on. By Rev. J. Brodie, M.A.
Re^t Origin of Man. By J. Southall.
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Geology

—

continued.

Reliquiae Aquitanicae.

See Flint Implements.

Sermons in Stones
;

or, Scripture confirmed by Geolo<^y.

By D. M^Causland, Q.C., LL.I).
^

Student's Elements of Geology. By Sir 0. Lyell, Bart. Edition
for 1874.

Annual Report of tlie United States Geological and Geogra-
phical Survey, 1874.

Gloucestershire. Sec Language,
God's Word Written. By Rev. E. Garbett, M.A.
Gospel Truths. By R. Brown.

H.

Handbook of the Year 1868. By G. H. Townsend.
Hades. By H. Constal)le.

Harmony of the Bible with Experimental and Physical Science,

By Rev. A. Rigg, M.A.
Heavens, A Physical Description of the. By Alc.xander Von

Humboldt.
Hebrew Poetry, Metrical Versions of Early. By F. Rolleston.

Hebrew Poetry, Spirit of. Bv Bev, 1. Taylor.

Henslow, Memoir of the late Professoi. By the Rev. L. Jenyns.

Herodotus. By Professor Rawlin.son. 4 vols.

Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle.

Herschel, Sir J. P. W., Preliminary Discourse on the Study of

Natural Philosophy.

History of England, on Christian Principles. By the Rev.

W. H. Walter, B.D., F.R.S. 7 vols.

Holland House. By Princess Leichtenstein, 1 vol.

HollingswortlPs Poetical Works.
Hortus Gantabrigiensis, Don's. Sec Botany,
Human Nature. By Dr. 11. S. Boase, F.R.S.

Huxley, Prof, in Now York (sec llecieic,, IntenHitional), By
Principal Dawson, FJl.S.

1 .

Immigration, American Government Special Reports on. By
Dr. E. Young.

Imperial Calendar.
Imperial Cyolopcodia of the Sciences and Arts. 4 vols.

Infidelity, Reasons for Renouncing. By Dr. Sexton,

inspiration: its Nature and Extent. By Rev. C. A. Row, M.A.
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Inspiration. See God's Word Written.

Inspiration, Verbal. By Rev. J. Baylce, D.D.
Institute, Various Transactions of the Chronological. 1 vol.

Institutions. See English.

Israel : An Exposition, Critical, Explanatory, and Practical, of

Hebrews vi. 4-8, with Reference likewise to Israel as a
Nation, in connexion with this particular Passage of Scrip-

ture. By R. Brown.

Italy, The Awakening of, and the Crisis of Rome. By Rev. J. A.
‘ Wylie, LL.D.

J.

Jah, The Wonderful Word. By E. Poulson.

Jerusalem, The Recovery of. By Captains Wilson and Warren.

(Published under the direction of the Palestine Explora-

tion Fund.)
Jerusalem, Look to

;
a Scriptural Record of the History of the

Jews. By Rev. A. II. C. Dallas, M.A.
John the Baptist. By Rev. H. R. Reynolds, D.D.

Jesus Christ the Centre. By Rev. J. Wolfendale.

K.

Kaffir Laws and Customs, A Compendium of. By Col.

Maclean, C.B.

Kensington Museum, South. Educational Catalogue, 1870*.

Keys to Scriptural Problems. By Rev, W. Baker, M.A.

L.

Labour, Claims of.

Language. See Our Vulgar Tongue.

Language. See Hhinar.

Lavs of Vital Force in Health and Disease ; or, the True Basis

of Medical Science. By Dr. E. Hanghton.
Lempriere's Classical Dictionary.

Life : its Nature. By L. H. Grindon.

Life Science, Thoughts on. By B. Place.

Life Science, Thoughts on. By the Rev. E. Thring, M.A.
Life, The Mystery of. By L. S. Beale, M.D. F.R.S.
Light as a Motive Power. By Lieut. Armit, 2 vols.
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Literature, Sacred and Profane. By the Rev. R. Gray, D.D.
Literature, Schlcgcrs History of.

Livingstone, IIow I found. By Henry M. Stanley.

London Quarterly Review. 1870—7h, 14 vols. and current parts.

Lost Continent, The. By .T. Cooper.

M.

Macmillan's Magazine. Feb. ai d April, 1875.

Man, Recent Origin of. By J. Southall. See (U'nkvjif,

Manchester Science Tjecturcs. '1 vols.

Materialism. By J. M. Winn, M.l>.

Materialism (True Materialism) AW. nilfirffnl. By Rev.

J. H. Barker. M.A.
Mathematical Tables. By Dr. (\ Hutton, F.R S.

Matter ; What is Matter ( By an Inner Templar.

Mazzaroth
; or, the Constellations. By Fr. llollcston. 2 copies.

Mechanic, The English. 1870-71.

Medical Times. Vols. for 1870 to 1870*, and current numbers.

Medical Philosoplier, Discoveries in Science by tlic.

Meteorology : The Weather Book. By Rear-Admiral Fitzroy.

Metrical Versions of Early Hebrew Poetry. By Fr. Rolleston.

Mind, the Ruling.

Mineral and Mosaical Geologies, a Comparative Estimate of

the. By Granville Penn.
Miracle recorded in Joshua X., On the. By the late Rev. E.

Biley.

Mystical Woman, Tlie. By Dr. Dionysius.

N.

Natal, Bishop of. See Cu/enso, Bishop,

Natural History Review. 2 vols.

Natural Philosophy. 2 vols.

Natural Philosophy.

Natural Philosophy, Treasury of.

Natural Sciences, Baird s Cyclopaedia of the.

Nature and the Bible. By J. W. Dawson, F.R. S..

Nature : a Weekly Illustrated Journal of Science Vols. I. to VI.,

and current parts.

New Englander, The. Jan. 1875.
New South Wales, Industrial Progress of; {Tovernment Reports.

Notes and Queries. Vols. for 1870 to 1876, and current

numbers.
Number. By Rev. (>. Oirdlestone, M.A.

^
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0 .

Old and New Faith. By Strauss. (English.)

Omphalos. By P. H. Gosse, F.R.S.

Optics. By Sir David Brewster.

Our British Ancestors. By the Rev. Canon Lysons, M.A.
Our Vulgar Tongue. By the Rev. Canon Lysons, M.A.

P.

Palestine Exploration Fund, Proceedings of the. Vols. for

1872 to and current parts.

Palestine Repeoplcd. By Rev. J. Neil.

Pa’ey's Evidences of Christianity.

Pentateuch, The Gospel of the. By the Very Rev. Dean Law,

4 vols.

Pentateuch, Lectures on the last 4 books of. By the Very Rev.

Dean Graves, D.D.
Pentateuch. See Colenso, Bishop.

Pentateuch, according to the Talmud.

Philosophia? Naturalis, Excerpta qusedam Newtoni principiis.

Philosophie, Fragments d'une. Par \V. Hamilton. Traduitpar

x\I. L. Piesse.

Philosophy, a Sketch of a. By Rev. J. G. MeVicar, D.D.

LL.D. ‘3 parts in 1 vol.

Philosophy of Natural Theology. By Rev. W. Jackson, M.A.
Philosophy, Moral and Metaphysical. By Rev. F. D. Maurice.

Philosophy, The Mathematical Principles of Mechanical : their

application to Universal Gravitation. By J. H. Pratt, M.A.
Philosophy, Treasury of Natural.

Philosophy, Tenneraann's Manual of the History of. By Morcll.

Physical Facts and Scriptural Records. By Rev. W. B. Gallo-

w'ay, M.A.
Physical Science, Recent Advances in. By Professor P. G.

Tait. (2nd Edition.)

Plain Sermons for Perilous Times. By Rev. W. Niven, B.D.

Plurality of Worlds : The Positive Argument from Scripture.

By Rev. R. Knight.

Polynesia, Nineteen Years in. By the Rev. G, Turner, LL.D.
Pornariura Britannicum. By H. Phillips.

Pope Gregory VII., Selections from the Letters of.

Power of the Soul over the Body. By 0. Moore, M.D.
Prayer Meeting Addresses.

Pre-Adamite Man.
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Principia, Essays on the Principles of Evil. By S. R. Bosan-
quet.

Prodromus. Sec Botany,

Prophetic Outlines: The Four Kingdoms, as foreshadowed to

Daniel and St. John. By John Rees Mogg. 2 vols.

Prophetical Interpretation, Elements of. By Rev. Prcb. J. W.
Brooks.

Protoplasm
;

or. Matter and Ijife. By Lionel Beale. M.D.
F.R.S.

Proverbs of Solomon, newly arranged. By Rev. Prcb. J. W.
Brooks.

Prussia, The History of, from the time of the Knights of the

(^ross and Sword to the Occupation of Hanover, 1867.

By M. A. D.

Q.

Quarterly Review. Nos. 264, 265, 276.

Quartz and Opal: An Elementary Treatise on. By G. W.
Traill.

Quinology of the East Indian Plantations. By J. E. Howard.

K.

Radiation, Tlie Phenomena of, as exemplifying the Wisdom

and Beneficence of God. By G. Warington.

Rerord.s of the Past. 3 vols.

Rector and liis Friends, The,

Regeneration viewed in Connection with Baptism.

Religion, tlie Foundations of By Sir J. Byles.

Religious Subjects, Thoughts on. By a Layman.

Reliquiic A(|uitanieic. See iholoiiy.

Renan, M., Reply to. See Christ of iiospds.

Responsibility in Mental Disease. Bv Dr. Alaudslev-

Review, International. January, 1877.
-n j.

Holieston, Letters of Miss Frances. Edited by Caroline Dent.

Roman Creed, The. By Rev. A. R. C. Dallas.

Romanism, the Novelties of. in Three Parts: I. Dovelopment

of Doctrines. II. Chronological Arrangement. 111. Uld

and Now Creeds contrasted. By C. II. Collette.

Romans IX. Mahan upon. ^
Rome, from the Fall of the Western Empire. By Rev. Canon

Trevor Id! A
Royal Colonial Institute, Proceedings of the, 18/6.
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Royal Gcograpliical Society, Proceedings of the. Vols. XVI 11.

to XX. and current parts.

Royal Institution of Great Britain. Proceedings of the. 1851,

and 1872 to 187^i. S vols. and current parts.

Royal Society, An Abridgement of the Philosophical Trans-

actions of the. By Mr. Baddam. 10 vols.

Royal Society, Proceedings of. Vols. XIX. to XXIII. 1871 to

1870, and the current parts.

Royal United Service Institution, Proceedings of. 1871 to 1870,

and the current parts.

Royal University of Norway, Philosophical Transactions (in

Norwegian).

Rule of Road at Sea. By T. Gray, o copies.

S.

Salisbury, Reply to the Bishop of. By Archdeacon Martin.

Satan of Scripture.

Saturday Review. 28 v(*ls.

Scepticism, The Anatomy of : an Examination into the Causes

of the Progress wliicli Scepticism is making in England.

By R. B. Girdlestone, ^I.A.

Scepticism, I^Iodern, vi(‘W<Ml in Relation to Modern Science.

By J. R. Younir.

School Guardian. Vol. I.

Science and Christian Thought. By J. Duns, U.I).

Science and Religion. By Rev. W. Baker, M.A.
Science and Revelation : the Belfast Series, 1874 ;

being Twelve

Papers on subjects connected therewith.

Science and Scripture. See Hcripture,

Science-Go.ssip. Vols. for 1871 to i87(>, and current numbers.

Science of Moderation. By W. Cave Thomas.
Scientific Materialism calmly considered. By G. Sexton, M.D.

Scientific Opinion. Vols. I. to IV.

Scripture and Nature.

Scripture and Science, Seven Jjccturcs upon. By J. E. Howard,

Esq., E.R.S.

Scripture and Science not at Variance. By the late Arch-

deacon IVatt.

Scripture and Science. Sec Adam; Aijvh ; Ghristianum Or-

fjanum ; Creation; Delude; Exodui ; Fresh Springs

Truth; Geology; Miracles; Scepticism; Truth of tm

Bible^ Sfc.

Scripture Atlas, Bagster's Chronological.
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Scriptures. A Collation of the principal Englisli Translations
of the Sacred Scriptures. By C. llogers.

Secularist, Anti-, Lectures, liy ilev. J. McCann, D.D.
Sermons in Stones. By D. MH/iiusland, Q.C. LL.D.
Shakespere's Richard III.

; Reply to J. SpeJdinjx, M.A. By
E. II. Pickcrsgill.

Shinar. The Scripture Record of the Confusion of Language
and the Dispersion verifi' d by Modern Discovery. By
D. M'Causland, Q.C. LL D.

the Name and Number of tlie Beast. By Rev. R.
Rabctt, A.M.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, Reports from 18G8 to 1875.

Society of Arts, Journal of, 1858-()0.

Society of Arts, Journal of. Vols. XVII. to XXIV. and current

numbers.

Society of Biblical Arclueology, Journal of. Vols. I. to V. and

current parts.

Society, Church Missionary. Publications of. 1<S7(>.

Society, Proceedings of the American Philosophical. To vols.

(bound as 7), Vol. XIV. and current parts.

Society, Proceedings of the Geological. Prom Vol. XXX. (1874),

XXXII, and current parts

Society for Promoting Social Scao'.e Transactions of, for 18G7.

Society, 'rransactioihs of the Warwickshire Natural History

(and Herefordshire Field Club). Proceedings tor 18G7

and Vols. I. and II. and liS7() iv'aport. Parts.

Society, Syro-Egyptiaii, Various Transactions of. I vol.

Solar Fictions.

SouFs Life, The : its Commencement, Progress, and ^laturity

By Rev. E. Garbett, M.A.
Sower, Parable of the : an Exposition, Explanatory and

Practical, By R. Brown.
Speaker's Commentary. Sec Jiihh*

Species, Genesis of. By St. George Mivart.

Species not Transmutablc. By C. R. Bree, M.D.
^

Spiritual, Conformation of the Material by the. By \\ . CaAe

Thomas.
St. John, Doctrinal System of. I^y Rev. Prof. Lias,

Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom. 18.>l lvS()8.

Stuart Mill: Inaugural Address at St. Andrew s.

Survey of the U.S. Territories.
, ^

Swedenborg Society, Works published by the. o8 vols.

^
volumes of the Pamphlets.

Syriac Miscellanies. By B. 11. Cowper.
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T.

Tacitus. 2 vols.

Tenby. By P. H. Gosse, F.R.S.

Telegrapli. See Electric Telegraph-

Telegraphic Journal. 1876.

Theological Review, Dickenson's. No. 2.

Theosophic Correspondence. Selections from the recently-

published Correspondence between Louis Claude De Saint

Martin and Kircliberger Baron De Liebcstorf, during the

years 1792-97. Edited by E. B. Penny.

Thought, an Outline of the Laws of. By Archbishop Thompson.
Thoughts on the Kingdom of God. By Rev. W. Niven, B.D.

Tillotson, Works of Archbishop. 12 vols.

Ti-ping Revolution. See China.

Tracts. By a Layman.
Trinitarian Doctrine, Philosophy of. By Rev. A. G. Pease,

U.S.A.
Truths tersus Shadows. By F. R. Waring.
Tyndall (Prof.) Address delivered at the 1874 Meeting of tlie

Brit. Assoc, at Belfast.

„ With New Preface and Manchester Address (March,

1875).

IL

United States Geological and Geographical Survey :—Cretaceous

Flora of the United States.—Bulletins. Vol. I and cur-

rent parts of Vol. II. —Catalogs? of the Publications of.

—Survey of Colorado.—Surveys West of the Mississippi.

— Annual Report for 1874 and 1875. — Descriptive

Catalogue of the Photographs of the Survey.—Survey of

the Territories. Vols. IX. and X.

Unseen Universe, The. 2nd edition.

•t »» 6th f,

V.

Vatican and Ht. James's. By J. W. Lord.

Vestigea of the Natural History of Creation.



Weather-book, The : a Manual of Practical Meteorology. By
Rear-Admiral Fitzroy.

Wesleyan Record. 1874—187().

Westminster Confession Tested. By Rev. A. Stewart.

Whitaker's Almanack, 1870 to 1877.

Z.

Zoology, Marine. 2 vols. By P. II. Gosse, F.ILS.
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PAMPHLETS.

The Roman ll^ros indicate the number of the volume in which the

pamphlet has been bound up.

Addiesse.s by Dr. J. W. Dawson and the Rev. 11. 11. McVicar. IX.

Advent, Second. E. Price. Vll.
Alte und der Neue Glaiihc ; l)er, von 1). Strauss, Kritisch gewurdigt

von Dr. J. lliiber. V.
Animals not Automata. Professor R. K. Hazard.

Antliropological Ai>pHcations, An etjual Surface Projection and its. By
Professor C. P. Smyth. IX.

Anthropology, Science of. K. B. Penny. IX.

Aphasia. Dr. Bateman. X.
Apocalypse, a Pamj)lilet on. By T. W. Greenwell.
Arctic Expedition, X.
Argonaut. No. 1. XI.
Art, Causes of. By J. S. Pheiic. XI.
Art, Philosophy of. By Prof. G. Morris.

Atomism. By Rev. Professor Watts. IV.
Atoms and Molecules, their Eorm ami Structure. Rev. J. G.

McVicar, D.D.
Bahylonianism. R. Brown. VII,
Bible in Unity with Science. T, llariiot. 111.

Bible, The. By Bishop Perry.

Bible, On the. By Dean Goulburn.
Bible, Circulation of the Roman Catholic Version. By R. Brown.
Biblical Archseology, Progress of. Dr. S. Birch. III.

Biological Hypothesis of II. Spencer examined by Professor Watts. IV.

Bookseller for

Brains, Have we Two? X.
British Association. Address by Dr, Hooker. X,
Bunsen. Review of his Memoir. VII.
Cause and Effect. IV.
(Jave Men of Devonshire, Ancient. By W. Pengelly. IX.

Charge of the Bishop of London, l}17o.

Charing Cross Magazine. Jan. 11177.

Christ Coming.
Christian Epoch, Commencement of the Second. Vll.
Christian Evidence Society’s Journal. 1B75.

Christian Faith, FormularicH of. By l.'anoii Lysons.
Christianity, Evidence of. By J. Quarry, D.D.
Christianity, Certainties of. By Dr. Wfuatley.
Christianity and Science. By key. J. MacnaughUn. V.
Clement, Epistle to. Translated by B. II. Cowper. 111.

Clergyman’s Magazine. No. 1.

Colenso, Dr. :

—

Incredibilities of Part II. of Dr, Colenso’s Work. J. C. Knight.

III.

Penlateuchal Narrative Vindicated : a Reply to Dr. Colenso. J* D.

Knight. III.
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(^)lloi(ls. Influences of upon Forms of Inorganic Matter, i^y Dr. W.
Ord. X.

Confessional. Dr. Blakoney.
Congregationalist. Dec. 187o.

Constituents of a Comj)reliensive Education. XI.
Continental Guide. lH7*'i.

Conversion of a Chinese Physician, Narrative. Rev. II. Moule. Vlil.
Creation and Modern Science. By E. Greenwood. See JStudies %n

Modern Problems, V.
Creation, the Plan of. II.

Credibility of Mysteries. Rev. I). Moore.
C'reed, Ffoulke'^ on the Church’s and Crowns’.
Critical Letters. By Dr. II. Fraser Halle. HI.
Crystalline and Molecular Forces. Professor Tyndall’s Manchester

Address. X.
Days of the Sou of Man, The. Sermon by the Rev. W. Lee, D.D.
Defects of the Mass.
Dickenson’s ’fheological (Quarterly (with Article by Dr. McCosh on

Dr. Tyndall’s Address). See Pools,

Declaration of the Students of Natural and Physical Sciences. X.
Derivation. Modern Ideas of. By Dr. J. W. Dawson, F.R.S. IX.
Design in Structure, &c., of Plants. Dr. Moore. IV.
Duty of the Church of England as rei^ards Nursing. Dr. Ogle. VIII.

Dynamical Theory of the ICaith. Ritchie. IX.
Earth Coinniciisurable Measures, Shall we have False or True? By

Professor C, P. Smyth. XI.
Earth, and the Word of God. Rev. W. C. Badger.
Earth, Has God forsaken the ?

Education, a Comprehensive. By G<mi. Ntdson.

Essequibo, The Missionary on the. VI 1 1.

Evangelical Repository (Replies to Huxley, &c.). IV.

Evangelization, Evidences of Rational. J. l)u-Boula\.

Everlasting Punishment. Rev. F. A. (Keiihaiu.

Evil, Origin of. Jidinston. VI.
Evolution. Rev. A. Stewart.
Faith, The Increase of. Sermon h\ the Rev. W. Lee, D.D.
Flints, Fancies, and Facts. By the Rev. W. Robinson. IX*

Free Thinker’s Text Book. Bradlau^h.
Funeral Oration over J. Catch[M)le. By Rev. R. Gordon. \ III.

Future Punishments, Duration and Nature of. By H. Coii'^table.

Genesis 1. with Hebrew. Rev. Ci. V’. Garland.
Genesis and Geology. By Rev. G. Henslow. IX.

^

Genesis, First Chapter of,’ and Last of Astronomical Science. By Rev.

W. Robiii.son. IX.
Geology :—

.

Antiquity of Man (Article Con. the Leisure Hour), Jan. 1B77-

Bone Caves of Lidge. J. Parker. IX.
- m .

Carboniferous Batrachiaim, on a recent Discovery ut, in No>a

Scotia, By Principal J. W. Dawson, F.R.S.

Deluge, Relics of. See O, Advocate^ Nos. and tI5,

Denudation, Lunar. P. Madden,
Denudation. II. „ ,,

Distribution and Correlation of Fossil Insects. ByRev. l.i>.

Brodie.
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—

Flint Implements. N. Whitley. I.

Flint Implements. W. Whincopp. II.

Flint Implements from Drift not authentic. By N. Whitley,
Flora of Colorado. XII.
Fossil Plants of the Lower Carhoniferons and Millstone Grit Forma-

tion in Canada. J. W. Dawson, F.R.S. XII.
Glacial Kpoch. J. Croll. IX.
Impressions and Footprints of Aquatic Birds. By Dr. J. W.

Dawson. F.R.S. IX.
Life versus Denudation. I.

South Staffordshire Coal-Fields. II.

Geology or God. Go*sse. Y.
Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories of the United

States, Government Report of. IX.
Gladstone, a Letter to the Right Hon.W. E. on his Liverpool Address. X.
Gladstone, Right Hon. W. K. Liverpool Address. X.
Glasgow Address hy the lOarl of Shafteshury, K.G. V.
God, Doctrine of an Impersonal : its Effects. Rev. W. T. Martin. IV.
God and Immortality. By G. Sexton, M.D. IV.
God in Consciousness. Rev. J. Morris. VI.
God’s Works and God’s .Saints ; Sermon. Rev. R. Thornton, D.D. IV.
Gospel, Essay by Rev. Dr. S. Davidson against the Johannine Author-

ship of the Fourth, Replied to hy K. Bache. VI.
Gospel, Preaching the. R. Brown, III.

Guilds Desirable for Art ami Artizans. By S. I'ry. XI.
Hand that never is Weary, 'llie.

Ha;modromomcters. W. H. (iriffiths. I.

Heln-ew Astral Alphaiiet. Rev. J. Broome. III.

lleliantliu'i Tuberosus, Angular Divergence of the Leaves of the. By
Rev. fj, I lenslow.

Heroines of the Past. W. R. Cooner.
Hollingworth. By Dr. Sexton. XI.
Holy Catholic Church and the Coinmunion of Saints. Rev. Preb.

J. W. Brooks.
Homerozooh>gy. By Rev. F. B. Goodaere, M.D, X.
How ley Hall. Rev. Dr. Robinson.
Hour before the Dawn.
Hyena Ciive of Wookey Hall. By J. Parker. IX.
Immortality of Doctrine. Dr. Sexton.
Infidelity, A Discussion on. Rev. Preb. J. W. Brooks.
Infidelity. Rev. H. Stowell.

Insanity, i’atbology of. Shettlc. X.
Intellec tual Repository. See Science and the Church, (Also March

and April, IflT^b)

Investigaciones Cientificas. Indalecio Lievano. (Spanish.) X.
lonians, Primitive History of. Professor J. Caniphell.

Israel, The Identity of, with the English and Kindred Races. By
Protheroe Smith. XI,

•Jah, the Wonderful Word. E. Poulson.
Jamaica Church, Why it failed. By Rev, R. Gordon. VIII.
Jesuits, Secret Oath of. VII.
Jesuitism. K. Brown. VJl. •

Job, Identity of. By Canon Lysons. I.
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Law in Scripture, Revelatiuii of. IV.

L’Ktat en Face de la Loi Divine et du Dimanche. A. Lombard. VIII.
Life, Origin and History of. l\v Principal Dawson, K.R.S.

London, Map, &c., of.

Lucretius or St. Paul. By Rev. J. P. Thompson, D.D.
Machtcrus. JJy Capt. Duinerj'iie.

Man’s Accoiintal)ility for his Religious Belief. Rev. D. Moore.
Manhood, Four Forms of Christian. VII J.

Madeira, Discovery of. (Pamphlet**, Vol. I.)

Manchester Science Lectures.

Man’s Responsibility for his Belief. By Rev. J. Macnaughtan.
Man’s Science a Witness for Go Ts Knowlei^e. By Archdeacon

Freeman. VI.
Man’s Wedded Life. By the Bishop of Derry. VI.

Materialism : Has it any Real Foundation in Science ? By Rev. Dr. J.

llooppell. VI.
‘

Mcrsev Pajiers (10). Rev. R. Hitchman on various Religious Subjects.

VI.
Military Lectures to Volunteers. XI.

Mind, not Matter. By Rev. J. (iuarry, D.D. IV.

Mind, The Ruling.
Miracles :

—

Conversations on. K. B. Penny. 1.

Indentifying the Church. VI.

Rev. U. Hitchman on. IV.
W. Fowler in reply to Mozley and Tyndall. I.

Modern Ideas of Derivation. See Montreal N. U, Soc,

Modern Materialism, Religion as affected by. By Rev. J. Martineau. X.

Modern Science and Natural Relign'ii Ty Rev. Professor Pritchard. V,

Modern Spiritualism. Rev. 'f. Worrall

Molecular Archetypes. By Dr. Me Vicar. X.
^

Molecular Motion, VVHiat Determines. By «J. Croll. X,

Montreal Daily Witness. ^ t Mr
Montreal Nat. Hist. Soc. Addresses, 11174. By J. V\

.

Dawson, F.R.S. IX.
Moral Force, Conservatiiui of. Rev. 11. (iritfith.

More Light. VII.
Morion’s Dream. VH.

* i* vt
Miisadu, Anderson’s .lourney to. (Appeiulix with Arabic lAK .; VI.

Natural History in its Educational Aspects. By Dr. J. . Dawson,

F.R.S. 1^.
New Guinea, History of. Ideiit. vVrmit.

New Testament, Alleged Ditlicultics in the leaching of tlio

Preb. C. A. Row. VI.
^

Nova-Scotian Institute, Proceedings of. ind(> (db y^l
j- i>o- a

Nurhags de la Sardaigne, et Ics Vicillcs Tours d’lrelande, Les. rar A.

JiOinbard. XI.
Ocean Currents. By J. Croll. IX.
Organic Circulation, the (lnillemjrr\s' Crucial

Gravitation Theories. By J. Croll.

Old Paths. V,
Organology, Gall’s.
Oxford,

‘

Pacific,

•ganology. Gall’s. By T. S. Prideaux. X.
>tford, History of, During loth and IHh Ceiituri

icific, Cruise in. Rev. J. Wliitmee. Vlll.

Rev.

Test of the Wind and

iituries. ByJ. P^rher. XI.



Pharaoh, Royal ring of an ancient, lly Rev. li. W. Wright.
Philadelphia Exhibition. British Section.

Philosophy without Assumption. Part Rev. T, P. Kirkman, F.R.S.

Physical Science : an Examination of certain liecent Assaults on. By
Rev. J. Woodrow, Ph.D., D.D. X.

Physical Science, Effect of the Cultivation of. Rev. J. II. Titcomb. III.

I’hysical Science, A Further Examination of Certain Recent Assaults

on. By Professor J. Woodrow, D.l). X.
Physicians, Royal College of.

Pillar Stones and CaiiTis. II.

Power, The Seat of. J. Leith.

Prayer, Providence,#and Science, Inter-relations of. By Rev. J.

McCann, D.l). IV.
Prayer and lS^'lture. Rev. R. 11. Gray. V.
“ Preachers’ Lantern.” May, 1H74.

Promise of the Father. Admiral Fishbourne.
Protoplasm. Reply to Professor Huxley, i'^. B. Penny. IV.
Pyramid, The Glory of the Great. By E. Heine. XI.
Pyramid of Ghizeh, The Great, a few pages on. By Rev. 11. B. Wrey.
Quatrefages, M. on Darwinism. IX.
Quousfjue. VIII.
Radclifre Observer’s Sermon at British Association Meeting, IB7f>.

Railways, New Method of Signalling on. By Sir D. Salomons, Bart. XL
Religion, Liddon on Elements of (Abstract). VI.
Religion and Science. By J. Black, M.D. IV.
Religion and Science. Rev. H. Gritlith.

Revelation, A Defence of the Recoid of. By J. Dn-Boulay. V.
Revelation and Mythology. Miss A. Flinders. V.

Revelation and Science. Two Sermons. Rev, R. Phayre. III.

Revelation and Science. By Rev. P. Onslow. IV,

Revelation, System in, P. McFarlane. 1.

Review, By W. Peters.

Revival Movement in IB7o. By Dr. Sexton.

Ritualism, By U. Brown.
Roman Baths, Remains of. Dr. Haugl ton. XI.
Roman Census, Vindication of the <*ospel Narrative by. J. voii

Guinpach. III.

Science of Anthrojiology. E. B. Penny. TX.
Science and Art. Dean Bicker^tetb. V.

Science and tlie (Jliurch. See Intrllfutual Ufpositori^, Jan. 187‘'>«

Science and Religion, By Dr. G. Sexton.

Science and Religion, The Afhnities of. By Rev. H. Leaeh. IV.

Science and Revelation. By Rev. Professor J. L. Porter. IV.

Science based on Religion. By J. E. M<*Vicar, D.D. LL.D. IV.

Science, (Jaims of. Dr. Guy, F.R.S. X.
Science, On the Limits of. VV. Forsyth, t^C. M.P. IV.
Schools, Self-sujiporting. Rev. II. Moiile. VI.

Scripture, Five Important Truths of. By f/. Darby. VI.
Scripture and Science, Hannony of. By Archdeacon Freeman. IV*

Sea, Temperature of the. By N. Whitley. I. and iX.
Sermons. By Rev. J. McDoiigall.
Shepherd Kings of Egypt. Rev. Professfir Campbell. XI.
Sinaitic Manuscripts, Discovery of. III.

Solar System, Primary and Present State of the. By P. McFarlane. I*
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Somme River and Valley, Relationship between. By J. Parkir.
Spirit and Soul. S. Hanson. VII.
Spirit and Soul and Body. S. Hanson. VJI.
Star, The. VI.
Studios in Modern Prohlenis. V.
Supernatural Religion, Current Fallacies ros])cctin^^ Avchbp. Tait. IV.
Supernatural Religion, On. By Rev. J. Kennedy.
Swedenborg Society :—Baptism and Regeneration. VII.

„ „ White Horse

„ „ .“iJUli Annual Report of The.

Testaments, Alleged Historical Dilhculties of the Old and the New.
Professor Rawlinson. ill. •

Testimony of a Portion of the Vege table Kingdom to the God of the

Scriptures, By Rev. H. ^Moule. W
Theism and Modern Science. By Rev. Professor Salmon. IV.

Theological ColIei:es. Rev. Prof. J. L. l*orter. IV.

Thoughts about 'riiinking. X.
Treudelenherg, on the Works of I). F. A. By Professor Morris. X.

Transformations. By M. <le y,uatrefai;es. IX.

Tyndall (Prof.) and his Opj>oiients. B\ Or. Winn.
Ungodly Prosperity, Knd of. By Re\. R. (iordon. VIJI.

United States, Commerce and Navigation of, Ihl5h-7t\ *> Reports.

Vital Force. Dr. Shettle. X.
Warwickshire Naturalists’ and ArchaMdogists’ Field (dub, U174. IX.

Wine in the Lord’s Supper. Rev. d. W. McKay.
World Scicntilieally considered. By L. Thuinpaon. X.

Wrecks, Analysis of, in Lloyds’ List, IhtJtb

Young Men’s Magazine.
Zoilism. By 1. I ’over. XI.
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DONORS TO THE LIBRARY

Since list in '"'ol. IX.

Armit, Lieut., R.N.

Barber, I\, Es(|.

Barker, Rev. J. II.

Bilks, Rev. Professor T. R.

l^rodie, Rev. P.B.

Brown, R., Es(j.

Cooper, W. R., Esq.

('oj)eland, Rov. (1. 1).

Dawson, Dr. ,1. W. F.R.S.

Klain, Dr.

Fraser, J. A., Esq., M.D., I.(i.II.

Gordon, Rev. R.

(Jrcenwell, T. W., Esq.

Ilardwicke & Bogue, Messrs.

Ince, W. 11., E8(|.

Kennedy, Rev. Dr.

Lea, J. Walter, Es(j.

licask, Rev. Dr.
^

Lias, Rev. Professor.

Lombard, M.
McArthur, A., Es(j., M.P.
Morris, Professor (J.

Kelson, General.

Feters, W.
Fetrie, Captain F.

Fhiladelpbia Exhibition.

(iluarry, Rev. Dr.

Reynold'^, Rev. Professor.

Rol)inHon, Itov. Dr.

Sexton, Dr. G.

Stewart, Professor Balfoui.

Tait, Professor P. G.

Tboinjjson, Ron . Dr. J. P.

Wlu‘atley, 1 )r.

Winn, Dr. d. M.

Wiiulit, Rev. B. W.

Socit'dcs.

Ainerieaii Pliil()so})liieal Society.

Geological Society.

R »yal Colonial Institute.

Kf \al Geoiiraphieal Society.

Ro\ai Institution.

Riiyal Society.

Roval Fnited Ser\iee Institution.

I

Sinitbsoniaii Institution (Wa'^diing-

I

ton).

I

Society of Arts.

I

Society of Biblical Areh.eology.

South Keiisingtiui Mu‘'cuin.

United States Goveinnient Geolo-

gical and (Jeographical Survey.

Warwickshire iNatuial History

Society aiol ^aturalist^* Fiehl

Club.’

Special votes of thanks arc due to the follow'ing for liavmg kindly

presented certain serials to the Library during a seventh }ear.

Dr. Fraser, for the Medical Times.

Mr. A. McArthur, M.P., for the lomlon Jlencw,

e\





APPENDIX (C).

OBJECTS, CONSTITUTION, AND BYE-LAWS

OF

CIjc 0ict0ri;i Institute,
(r.

philosophical Socittn of (''treat llritain.

Adopted at the First Annual General Meeting of the Members ar 1

Associates, held on Monday, May 27th, 1RG7.

[Revised at theAnnual Meeting, June 15, \%7\^,(indJan,A, 1875.)

§ I. O/jerfs,

]. The Victoria Institute, or PiiiLOsoriiicAL Soi ietv of

(jkeat Britain, is established for the purpose ot pro-

moting the following objects, viz. :

—

First. To investigate fully and impartially the most important

questions of Fliilosophy and Science, hut more especially

those that bear upon tlic great truths revealed in Holy

Scripture
;

"with the vihw of reconciling any apparent

discrepancies between (/hristianity and Scii iu c.

Second. To associate together men of Science and authors who

have already been engaged in such imestigations, and all

others who may be interested iu them, in order to strengthen

their efforts by association ;
and, by bringing together the

results of such labours, after full discussion, in the printed

transactions of an Institution : to give greater force and

influence to proofs and arguments which might be little

known, or even disregarded, if put forward merely bv

individuals.

VOL. X. ^ ^
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Third. To consider the mutual bearings of the various scientifie

conclusions arrived at in the several distinct branches into

which Science is now divided, in order to get rid of con-

tradictions and conflicting hypotheses, and thus promote

the real advancement of true Science; and to examine

and discuss all supposed scientific results with reference

to final causes, and the more comprehensive and funda-

mental principles of Philosophy proper, based upon faith

in the existence of one Eternal God, who, in Ilis wisdom,

created all things very good.

Fourth. To publish Papers read before the Society in further-

ance of the above objects, along with full reports of the

discussions thereon, in the form of a Journal, or as the

Transactions of the Institute.

Fifth. AVhen subjects have been fully discussed, to make the

results known by means of Lectures of a more popular

kind, and to publish such Lectures.

Sixth. To publish English translations of important foreign

works of real scientific and philosophical value, especially

those bearing upon the relation between the Scriptures

and Science; and to co-operate with other philosophical

societies at home and abroad, which are now or may here-

after be formed, in the interest of Scriptural truth and of

real science, and generally in furtherance of the objects of

this Society.

Seventh. To found a Library and Heading Rooms for the use

of the Members and Associates of the Institute, combining

the principal advantages of a Literary Club.

§ 11. Constitution,

1 . The Society shall consist of Members and Associates, who

in future shall be elected as hereinafter set forth.

2. The government of the Society shall be vested in a

Council, to which members only shall be eligible, consisting of

a President, two or more (not exceeding seven) Vice-presidents,

a Treasurer, one or more Honorary Secretaries, and twelve



or more (not exceeding twenty-four) Ordinary Members of

Council, who shall be elected at the Annual Oencral Meeting

of the Members and Associates of the Institute. But, in the

interval between two annual meetings, vacancies in the Council

may be filled up by the Council from among the Members of

the Society; and the Members chosen as Trustees of the funds

of the Institute shall be offido Members of Council.

3. Aliy person desirous of becoming a Member or Associate

shall make application for admission by subscribing the Form A
of the Appendix, which must be signed by two Members of the

Institute, or by a Member of Council, recommending the can-

didate for admission as a Member; or by any one Member of

the Institute, for admission as an Associate.

4. Upon such application being transmitted to one of the

Secretaries, the candidate for admission may be elected by

the Council, and enrolled as a Member or Associate of the

Victoria Institute, in such manner as the Council may deem

proper
;

having recourse to a ballot, if thought necessary, as

regards the election of Memhirs* in which case no person

shall be considered as elected unless he have three-fourths of

the votes in his favour.

5. Application for admission to join the Institute being thus

made by subscribing Form A, as before ])rcscribcd, such appli-

cation shall be considered as }pso facto ph'dging all who are

thereupon admitted as ]\rcmbers or Associates to observe the

llules and Bye-Laws of the Society, and as indicative of their

desire and intention to further its objects and interests ;
and it

is also to be understood that only such as are professedly

Christians arc entitled to become Members.

6. Each Member shall pay an Entrance Fee of One (luinca,

and an Annual Contribution of Two (luineas, A donation of

Twenty Guineas shall constitute the donor a Life jMcmber,

7. Each Associate shall pay an Annual Contribution of One

Guinea. A donation of Ten (luineas shall constitute the

donor a Life Associate.

8. The Annual Contributions shall be considered as due in

advance on the 1st day of January in eaeli year, and shall be
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paid within three months after that date
; or, in the case of

new admissions, within three months after election.

9. Any Member or Associate who contributes a donation in

one sum of not less than Sixty Guineas to the funds of the

Institute shall be enrolled as a Vice-Patron thereof, and will

thus also become a Life Member or Life Associate, as the case

may be.

10. Should any member of the Iloyal Family hereafter

become the Patron, or a Vice-Patron, or Member of the

Institute, the connection shall be regarded as purely Hono-

rary
;
and none of the Rules and Eyc-Laws relating to dona-

tions, annual contributions, or obligations to serve in any office

of the Society, shall be considered as applicable to such person-

ages of Royal Blood.

11. Any Member or Associate may withdraw from the

Society at any time, l)y signifying a desire to do so by

letter, addressed to one of the Secretaries
;
but such shall be

liable for the contribution of the current year, and shall

continue liable for the annual contribution, until all sums due

to the Society from such .Member or Associate shall have been

paid, and all books or other property borrowed from the

Society shall have been returned or replaced.

12. Should there appear cause, in the opinion of the Council,

for the exclusion from the Society of any Member or Associate,

a private intimation may be made by direction of the Council,

in order to give such !Member or Associate an opportunity

of withdrawing from the Society; but, if deemed necessary

by the Council, a Special General Electing of Members shall

be called for the purpose of considering the propriety of expel-

ling any such jjcrson : whereat, if eleven or more Members

shall ballot, and a majority of those Ijalloting shall vote that

such person be expelled, he shall be expelled accordingly. Gnc

month's notice, at least, shall be given to the Members of any

such Special General Meeting.

13. Non-resident Members and Associates, or others de-

sirous of promoting the objects and interests of the Institute^

may be elected by the Council to act as Corresponding Mem-
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bcrs abroad, or as Honorary Loral Secretaries, if within the

United Kingdom, under sucli arrangements as the Council may
deem advisable.

14. The whole property and effects of the Society shall be

vested in two or more Trustees, who shall be chosen at a

General Meeting of the Society.

14r^ Special donations to the gcmcral fund, whether from

Members, Associates, or others desirous of promoting the

objects and interests of the Institute, shall be invested in the

names of the Trustees.

11A. The Trustees arc empowered to invest the Endowment

Fund in other securities than Three per Cent. Annuities. Such

other securities being, the Honds of the Corporation of London,

or Guaranteed Indian Railway Debentures, or Debenture btocks.

1 Ir. All moneys reeeived on account of the Institute shall be

duly paid to its credit at the Bankers, and all cheques shall be

drawn, under authority of the Council, and shall be signed by

the Honorary Treasurer and Honorary Secretary.

15. The accounts shall br -niditcd annually, by a Com-

mittee, consisting of two Members,—one of whom may be

oil the (.^ouncil,—to be elected at an Ordinary Meeting of

the Society preceding the Anniversary Meeting. This Com-

mittee shall make a written Itcport to the Council at the first

Meeting after such audit, and also to the Institute, upon the

day of the Annual General Mei ting,—stating the balance in

the Treasurer’s hands, and the general state of the funds of

the Institute.

IG. Both Alcmbcrs and Associates shall have the right to be

present to state their opinion, and to vote by show of hands

at all General and Ordinary Meetings of the Society; but

Alembcrs only shall be entitled to vote by ballot, when a

ballot is taken in order to determine any (pieslion at a

General Meeting.
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§ III. Bye-Laws (Privileges).

1. A Member or Associate, when elected, shall be so

informed by the Secretary in a printed copy of the letters,

Form B, in the Appendix.

2. Members and Associates shall not be entitled to any privi-

leges, or have the right to be present, or to vote at any of the

Meetings of the Society, till they have paid the contributions

due by them.

3. Annual subscriptions shall be considered as in arrear, if

not paid on or before 31st March in each year, or within three

months after election, as the case may be.

4. Should any annual subscription remain in arrear to the

30th June, or for six months after election, the Treasurer shall

cause to be forwarded to the Member or Associate from whom
the subscription is duo, a letter. Form D, in the Appendix,

unless such ^lembcr or Associate reside out of the United

Kingdom
; in which case the Form I) shall not be sent unless

the subscription continues unpaid till the 30th September.

5. If any arrears be not paid within twelve months, the

Council shall use their discretion in erasing the name of the

defaulter from the list of Members or Associates.

6. Members shall be entitled to introduce two Visitors at the

Ordinary Meetings of the Society; and to have sent to them a

copy of all the papers read before the Society, which may be

printed in its Transactions * or otherwise, and of all other official

documents which the Council may cause to be printed for the

Society; they will also be entitled to a copy of all such trans-

lations of foreign works or other books as arc published under

the auspices of the Society in furtherance of Object G (§ I.).

7. Associates may introduce one visitor at the Ordinary

Meetings, and shall be entitled to all tlic minor publications of

the Society, and to a copy of its Transactions during the period

* And tho TrannactionH Lssufd in the years during which they have not

subscribed may be purchased at half price.
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of their being Associates, but not to the translations of foreign

works or other books above referred to.* It shall, however, be

competent to the Council of the Society, when its funds will

admit of it, to issue the other publications of the Society to

Associates, being ministers of religion, either gratuitously or at

as small a charge as the Counril may deem proper.

8. When it sliall be found necessary to send the letter,

Form D, to any Member or Associate who may be in arrear,

the printed papers and other publications of the Society shall

cease to be sent to such Member nr Associate till the arrears

are paid
;
and, until then, he shall not be allowed to attend

any Meeting of the Society, nor have access to any public rooms

which may be in its occupation.

9. The Library shall be under the management and direction

of the Council, who arc empowered to designate such works

as shall not be allowed to circulate.

10. Each Member shall be allowed to borrow books from

the Library, and to have not more than three volumes in

his possession at the same tunc; pamphlets and periodical

publications not to be kept above fourteen days, nor any

other book above three weeks.

11. Members who may borrow books from the Library shall

be answerable for the full value of any work that is lost or

injured.

12. Periodical publications shall remain on the table for a

month, other books for a fortnight, after they are received.

13. When a book or pamphlet is wanted, and has been the

stipulated time in the possession of any Member, the Secretary

shall request its return, and a fine ol threepence a day shall

be incurred for every day it may bo detained, which fine shall

commence on the third day after the transmission of the notice

in the case of town Members, and after the sixth day in the

case of country Members ;
and until the return ot such works,

and the discharge of all fines incurred, no further issue of

books shall be permitted to the Member applied to.

* TliCHo, as well asihoTmn.wtions issued iu tliy years during which they

have not subscriboJ, may bo purchased at half price.



14. The books shall be ordered in for inspection at snch times

as the Council shall appoint, and a fine of half-a-crown shall

be incurred for neglecting to send in books by the time

required in the notice.

15. A Book shall lie on the Library table in which Members

may insert, for the consideration of the Council, the titles

of such works as they desire to be purchased for the

Institute.

§ IV. Bye-Laws (General, Ordinary, and Intermediate

Meetings).

1. A General Mectinir of Members and Associates shall be

held annually on May Jiltli (being Her ^Majesty's birthday,

and the Society's anniversary), or on the Monday following, or

on such otlier day as the Council may determine as most

convenient, to receive the Ileport of the ("ouncil on the state

of the Society, and to deliberate thereon
; and to discuss and

determine such matters as mav be brought forward relative to

the affairs of the Society; also, to elect the Council and Officers

for the ensuing vear.

2. The Council shall call a Special General Meeting of the

Members and Associates, \\ hen it seems to them necessary, or

when required to do so by requisition, signed by not less than

ten Members and Associates, specifying the question intended

to be submitted to such Meeting. Two wceks^ notice must

be given of any such Special General Meeting
;
and only the

subjects of which notice has been given shall be discussed

thereat.

9. The Ordinary Meetings of the Society shall usually be

held on the first and the Intermediate Meetings on the third

Monday evenings in each month, from November to June

inclusive, or on such other evenings as the Council may deter-

mine to be convenient; and a printed card of the Meetings

for each Session shall be forwarded to each Member and

Associate.

4. At the Ordinary and Intermediate Meetings the order of

proceeding shall be as follows:—The President, or one of the
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Vice-Presidents, or a Member of the Council, shall take the

chair at 8 o’clock precisely, the minutes of the last Ordinary

or Intermediate Meeting shall be read aloud by one of the

Secretaries, and, if found correct, shall be signed by the Chair-

man ; the names of new ^Icmbcrs and Associates shall be read ;

the presents made to the Society since their last Meeting shall be

announced; and any other communications which the Council

think desirable shall be made to the Meeting. After which,

the Paper or Papers intended for the evening’s discussion shall

be announced and read, and the persons present shall be invited

by the Chairman to make any observations thereon which they

may wish to offer.

Tilt' claini.N of Meinber'^ and Assol•latl‘^ t«) ]):irt in a disLUs>>i'^n an*

prior to tliosc of Vi>itors. The when (iesirin;^ to !>peakupon

any Papor, muht fust send their eanK to the Chairman and :isk

permission (^unless they have he(‘n speei.illy invited by the ('onne.'I

“ to attend, and join in eonsideiiiii: the^ubjCLt bt lore the Meeting,”

or are called iijum by the Phairniaii). l^TT).

5. The Papers read before tiu* Soeiety, and the discussions

thereon, fully reported, shall be pnaied by order of the Council

;

or, if not, the Council shall, if they see fit, state the grounds

upon which this Rule has been departed from, in the printed

Journal or Transactions of the Society,

6. The Council may at their discretion authorize Papers of

a general kind to be read at any of the Ordinary or Inter-

mediate Meetings, cither as introductory lectures upon subjects

proper to be afterwards discussed, or as the results of discus-

sions which have taken place, in furtherance of the »5th Object

of the Society (§ L).

7. With respect to Intermediate Meetings, the Papers read

at which arc not necessarily printed nor the discussions re-

ported,* the Council, at its discretion, may rciiucst any lecturer

or author of a paper to be read thereat, previoush to submit

an outline of the proposed method of treating his subject.

8. At the Ordinary or Intermediate IMcctiugs no question

* So urnuiged when tin* Intorinodiali* Mootings’^ wore comiiienccd,
ICtn January, lH7i,
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relating to the Rules or General Management of the affairs of

the Society shall be introduced, discussed, or determined ; but

At the First Ordinary Meeting in each month, Members having notices

of motion on matters of detail relating to the Institute, shall give

such notices in writing, after the Minutes have been read and con-

firmed, and any announcements in regard to elections have been

made, and at no other time. Each notice shall bo signed by its

mover and seconder. Such notices will be fixed up in the reading-

room, and considered at the following Ordinary Meeting, provided

the mover be then present to explain his view s
;
the discussion of

the same to terminate not later than half-past 8 o’clock. For these

purj^oses all Ordinary Meetings shall be considered Special.

§ V. Bye-Laws (Council Meetings).

1. The Council shall meet at least once every month from

November to June inclusive, or at any other time and on

such days as they may deem expedient. The President, or any

three Members of the Council, may at any time call a Special

Meeting, to which the whole Council shall be summoned.

2. At Council Meetings three shall be a quorum ;
the decision

of the majority shall be considered as the decision of the

Meeting, and the Chairman shall have a casting vote.

3. Minutes of the proceedings shall be taken by one of the

Secretaries, or, in case of his absence, by some other Member

present, whom the Chairman may appoint
;
which minutes shall

afterwards be entered in a minute-book kept for that purpose,

and read at the next Meeting of the Council, when, if found

correct, they shall be signed by the Chairman.

§ VI. Bye-Laws (Papers).

1. Papers presented to be read before the Society shall, when

read, be considered as the property of the Society, unless there

shall have been any previous engagement with its author to the

contrary ; and the Council may cause the same to be published

in any way and at any time they may think proper after having

been read. If a Paper be not read, it shall be returned to the

author; and if a Paper be not published within a reasonable
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time after having been read, the author shall be entitled himself

to publish it, and he may borrow it for that purpose.

2. When a Pjiper is sent to the Society for the purpose of

being read, it shall be laid before the Council, who shall refer

it to two of that body, or of the other Members or Asso-

ciates of the Society whom they may select, for their opinions

as to the character of the Paper and its fitness or otherwise for

being read before the Society, which they shall state as briefly

as may be, in writing, along with the grounds of their re-

spective opinions. Should one of such opinions be adverse to

the Paper and against its being read before the Society, then

it shall be referred to some other referee, who is unaware of tlie

oi)inion already pronounced upon the Paper, in order that he

may state his opinion upon it in like manner. Should this

opinion be adverse to the Paper, the Council shall then consult

and decide whether the Paper shall be rejected or read
;
and, if

rejected, the Paper shall be returned to the author with an in-

timation of the purport of the adverse opinions which have been

given with respect to it; but tin names of the referees are not

to be communicated to him, unless with their consent, or by

order of the Council. All such references and communications

arc to be regarded as confidential, except in so far as the

Council may please to direct otherwise.

3. The Council may authorize Papers to be read without

sucli previous reference for an opinion thereon ;
and when a

Paper has been referred, and the opinion is in favour of its

being read in whole or in part, the Council shall then cause it

to be placed in the List of Papers to be so read accordingly,

and the author shall receive due notice of the evening fixed for

its reading.

4. The authors of Papers read before the Society shall, if

they desire it, bo presented with twenty-five se])ar:\te copies of

their Paper, with the discussion thereon, or with such other

number as may be determined upon by the Council.
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§ VII. Bye-Laws (General).

1. The government of the Society and the management of

its concerns are entrusted to the Council, subject to no other

restrictions than are herein imposed, and to no other inter-

ference than may arise from tlie acts of IMembcrs in General

Meeting assembled,

2. AVith respect to the duties of the President, Vice-

Presidents, and other Oflicers and Members of Council, and

any other matters not herein specially provided for, the Council

may make such regulations and arrangements as they deem

proper, and as shall appear to them most conducive to the good

government and management of the Society, and the promo-

tion of its objects. And the Council may hire apartments,

and appoint persons not being Members of the Council, nor

Members or Associates of the Institute, to be salaried oflicers,

clerks, or servants, for carrying on the necessary business of

the Society ;
and may allow them respectively such salaries,

gratuities, and privileges, as to them, the Council, may seem

proper ; and they may suspend any such officer, clerk, or servant

from his office and duties, whenever there shall seem to them

occasion
;

provided always, that every such appointment or

suspension shall be reported by the Council to the next ensuing

General Meeting of the Members, to be tlien confirmed or

otherwise, as such Meeting may think fit.
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FORM B.

Sir, 18

I have the pleasure to inform you, with reference to

your application dated the
, that you have

duly been elected a of the Victoria Institute, or

Philosophical Society of Great Britain.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your faithful Servant,

To Ho7i. Sec.

FORM r

(Banlu rs) Messrs

* Please pay Messrs. Ransom, Houverie, & Co. iny

Annual (Contribution of Tavo Guineas to the VICTORIA

INSTITUTE, due on the 1st of January, 187 , and the

same amount on that day in every succeeding year, until

further notice.

I am.

Your obedient Servant,

187 .

If this Form be used, please add your Signature, Banker’s Name, and the

Bate, and return it to the Office. 10, Acielphi Terraco. L'eceipt-stainp required.

^ The above is the form for Members, The form for Associates is the same,
except that the Subscription stands as *‘One (iUInka.”
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FORM D.

Sir, 18 .

I am directed by the Council of the Victoria

Institute to remind you that the Annual Contribution due by

you to the Society for the year is now six months

in arrear ; and I have to call attention to the Bye-Laws of

the Institute, § III., ^ 4 and 8, and to request you to remit

to me the amount due (viz. £ ) by Post-office order, or other-

wise, at your earliest convenience.

I have the honour to be.

Sir,

Your faithful Servant,

To

FORM K.

Form of BerjucKt.

I give and bequeath to the Trustees or Trustee for the time

being of The Victoria Institute, or Philosophical Society

OP Great Britain, to be applied by tlicm or him for the

purjioses of the said Society,, the sum of £ ,

such sum to be wholly paid out of such part of my personal

estate as may be lawfully applied to the purposes of charity,

and in priority to all other legacies. And I declare that the

receipt of the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of the

said Society shall be a good discharge to my Executors for the

said legacy.




